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PREFACE.

On being asked to write a Preface to this Translation of

a portion of Professor Ewald 's ' Geschichte des Volkes

Israel,' my first impulse was to reply that such a work

needed none—that the author is known to be one of the

most intellectually powerful, as well as most learned and

accurate of the Hebraists and Biblical scholars of the day
;

that his History of Israel, his largest, and perhaps his

greatest work, is acknowledged by both friends and foes

to be striking, original, and ingenious ; and that, being

already not merely known by name, but read and studied

at our Universities, it has gained a standing among us

which could not be made securer by any words of mine.

In the latter opinion I was confirmed by many expres-

sions in Dean Stanley's widely-read works ; especially the

following :

—

It is now twenty-seven years since Arnold wrote to Bimsen
* What Wolf and Niebuhr have done for Greece and Eome,

seems sadly wanted for Judea.' The wish thus boldly expressed

for a critical and historical investigation of the Jewish history

was, in fact, already on the eve of accomplishment. At that

time Ewald was only known as one of the chief Orientalists of

Germany. He had not yet proved himself to be the first Biblical

scholar in Europe. But year by year he was advancing towards

his grand object. To his profound knowledge of the Hebrew

language he added, step by step, a knowledge of each stage of

the Hebrew literature. These labours on the Prophetic and

Poetic books of the ancient Scriptures culminated in his noble

work on the History of the People of Israel— as powerful in its
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general conception as it is saturated with learning down to its

minutest details. It would be presumptuous in me either to

defend or to attack the critical analysis, which to most English

readers savours of arbitrary dogmatism, with which he assigns

special dates and authors to the manifold constituent parts of

the several books of the Old Testament : and from many of his

general statements I should venture to exj)ress my disagree-

ment, wore this the place to do so. But the intimate acquaint-

ance which he exhibits with every portion of the sacred

writings, combined as it is with a loving and reverential

appreciation of each individual character, and of the whole

spirit and purpose of the Israelitish histor}^, has won the

respect even of those who differ widely from his conclusions.

How vast its silent effect has been, may be seen from the

recognition of its value, not only in its author's own country, but

in France and in England also. One instance may suffice

—

the constant reference to his writings throughout the new
* Dictionary of the Bible,' to which I have myself so often

referred with advantage, and which, more than any other single

English Avork, is intended to represent the knowledge and
meet the wants of the rising generation. [Jewish Church, pt. i.

Preface.)

and the references on almost every page to chapter and

verse of Ewald's books, containing occasionally such

empliatic declarations as this :^

Strange that it should have been reserved for Ewald to have
first dwelt on this remarkable fact. In what follows I am
indebted to him at every turn. (Pt. ii. p. 117.)

Moreover Dean Stanley does not stand alone ; Dr.

Rowland Williams speaks of Ewald,

whose faculty of divination, compounded of spiritual insight

and of immense learning, I only do not praise, because praise

from me would be presumption. {Hebrew Projyhets, i. Preface.)

And Ernest Eenan, tracing the history of Semitic

philology, says :

' I am requested Ly Dean Stanley to at least as great as in the first, and
state that his ohligations to Ewald in the greater than the brief ackncnledgment in

second volume of In? Jewish Church vere the preface might l>e taken to imply.
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Des lors la connaissance cle I'hebreu rentra dans le domaine
genei'al de la pliilologie, et participa ä tous les progres de la

critique par les ecrits des deux Micliaelis, de Simonis, Storr,

Eicliliorn, Vater, Jahn, Eosenmüller, Bauer, Paulus, de Wette,

Winer, et surtout par les adniirables travaux de Gesenius et

d'Ewald, apres lesqucls ou pourrait croire qu'il ne reste plus

rien ä faire dans le cliamp special de la litterature hebra'ique.

{Histoire des LciJigues 8emitiques, liv. ii. cli. 1, etid.)

And on Ewakl's merits in the elncidation of particular

books. Dr. Ginsbiiny testifies thus of his treatment of

Ecclesiastes

:

After tracing these ingenious conceits, it is cheering to

come to Ewald, whose four pages on Coheleth, subjoined to his

work on the Song of Solomon, contain more critical acumen,

and a clearer view of the true design of this book, than many a

bulky volume noticed in this sketch. (Coheleth, p. 205.)

And Eenan thus of his labours on Job :

II serait injuste d'oublier qu'apres Schultens, c'est M. Ewald

qui a le plus contribue aux progres de I'exegese du livre de Job.

[Livre de Job, p- viii.)

But further consideration convinced me that a few

words of introduction would not be out of place, and

w^ere in flxct necessary, to indicate to the general reader

the point of view from wliich the book must be judged,

to prevent his approaching it with false expectations, and

tlien feeling disappointment or vexation.

The term ' History ' has a very wide scope—embracing

(apart from siguihcations which have become obsolete

except in particular connections, such as Natural History)

all that can be told or known respecting the Past. Its

apphcation varies according as the historian thinks this or

that series of facts best worth recording. We thus have

histories of kings and courts, of battles and sieges, of

treaties and legislation, of civilisation and the arts. All

these and many more are perfectly legitimate subjects of

history, since tlie only point on which all are agTced seems

to be that its subject must be something deserving serious
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enquiry : we speak of the dignity of history. The maimer

may be varied nearly as much as the matter. This is

inevitable, from the various conditions under which the

historian works. When recounting an event of yesterday,

of which he himself and a thousand other living men were

eye-witnesses, he needs only to recount the event itself in

the clearest language. When recording an event of a

hundred years ago, of which there are abundant contem-

porary accounts extant, his duty is different : he must sift

these accounts, and prepare his story from the most trust-

worthy. When speaking of what happened a thousand

years ago, the paucity or the discrepancy in the notices he

finds of the event may be so serious as to make it impos-

sible to give a connected narrative at all ; and his history

will consist of fragmentary pieces from various chroniclers,

fitted together by an avowedly conjectural combination

of his own. Let the subject-matter be from an immea-

surably older period, of which contemporary records are

impossible, and the history will then be almost entirely an

endeavour to penetrate by critical skill to the core hidden

beneath the overgrowth of tradition and fanciful stories,

which in prehistoric times inevitably embellish and ulti-

mately utterly conceal the facts round which they cluster.

Here the object is still the same—the knowledge of the

facts of the past ; and the name History therefore still

properly describes a work of this character. No one would

deny to the ' Histories of Hellenic Tribes and Cities ' (the

Dorians, the ISIinyans, &c.) of Otfried Müller, nor to the

opening part of Niebuhr's ' History of Eome,' the name
History.

The value of a History does not depend on the vividness

of its colours, or in other words the positiveness of its asser-

tions. It is natural to prefer a clear picture to a misty ; and

the craving for distinctness has led former story-tellers to

make their colours briglit and clear, and to eschew the

question (if it ever arises in their minds), whether the subject-

matter is really as clear as they make it. Such thouglitlessly
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and artlessly composed stories, which were formerly accepted

as real history, it is the duty of the earnest and critical (i.e.

carefully judging) historian to sift and analyse, separating

the gaudy surface-colouring from the plain reality which

lies beneath, and removing utterly away any surface-colour-

ing which covers nothing at all. This has been done by

recent writers for the histories of India, Greece, Eome,

England, &c,, greatly to the comfort and satisfaction of

readers who read history as history, i.e. as a record of what

really happened in the past. It is so much more natural to find

the oldest times the obscurest, the most destitute of distinct

persons and accurate computation of years, and then to

advance slowly but surely towards greater clearness and

sureness, than to begin with family-stories which profess to

know the most secret affairs of the home and the nursery,

as well as the public deliberations of the forum, and then to

fall back again into ages of darkness. Hence the present

work, even in its introductory portion, claims to be a

History of Israel ; although no such lucid and connected

narrative will be found in it as is generally associated with

that term.

The earliest period of the life of the Hindus, Hebrews,

Greeks and Eomans, is now called Mythical, and is shrouded

in mist wdiere all appeared clear before historians had

seriously endeavoured to separate the possible from the

impossible, the true from the fabulous. The same is found

to be the case with all nations whose history we have

adequate means to trace. The legends, which had till

lately been treated as actual history, are in many cases

proved by the existence of the true history of their heroes

alongside of the legendary to be mythical, if not simply

fictitious.^ This is the case with Charlemagne, the centre of a

whole cycle of romance ; ^vith Attila and the Huns, intro-

duced into the Niblung cycle; with the stories of the

' Mythical and fictitious are not synony- in poetical allegory ; wliilc fiction if tho

mous. The myth has for its basis an mere invention of tho narrator,

actual event, or at least a thought, dressed
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Emperor Frederick Barbarossa
;
possibly with tlie Arthurian

cycle of romances. In other cases the same story is told in

many nations, with such striking general coincidence that

independent origin is impossible ; here one nation may have

borrowed from the other, or both may have derived it from

a common more ancient source. Of this the stories of the

Deluge, of the Giants, of the four ages of the world, are

familiar instances. Stories of this class may, like the

former, have a basis of fact, but the differenticB of their later

developments must be due to the imagination. Again, the

earliest ages may be peopled in the legends with men and

women, who on investigation of their attributes and compa-

rison with the stories of a cognate tribe turn out not to be

real men and women at all, but former gods and goddesses,

dethroned by later adopted deities from their ancient

majesty, while their stories remained to deceive ignorant

mortals, until a wise historian should discover their original

nature.

If tlie mythical system has demanded at our hands the

sacrifice of some cherished ideas, we find immediate comfort

and compensation, not only in the feeling that, after all,

there is no real beauty but in truth, but also in the new

light in which we now see history. The myth covers an

event, or a thought, generally grander than itself. Dorus

and Aeolus were not single men, but represent the whole

nations of Dorians and Aeolians ; Shem and Ham, the

whole known 'populations of their respective regions, the

south-west of Asia and the north of Africa. So when Ewald

shows us Abraham as a ' representative man,' and his wan-

derings as those of a large tribe, and the quarrels between

Jacob and Esau as PTeat international struo-o-les between the

Hebrew and the Arabian tribes, rather than the petty strife

of a few herdsmen, the history assumes a grander scale than

we had any idea of before ; and we look with heightened

eagerness for what more it may disclose. Stories which

before amused us with their prettiness now tell of the fates

of empires and the development of nations ; and we see why
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they have been preserved from an antiquity so high that the

deeds of individuals liave long been obliterated. The
mythical system, therefore, as understood and wielded by

its chief masters, is anything but destructive of history : it

rather makes a history where before there was none. It

has, however, its Hmits. There must be a point wdiere

history begins to be literally and not allegorically true,

where persons are individual men and not nations in dis-

guise. Even before this point some literal facts may be

found ; after it some mythical conceptions may remain.

The tact of the historian is shown in discriminatmg these.

Some names, as Abraham's, may stand alternately for an

individual and for tlie people which he led. The mythical

system must not be brought down into historical times, nor

the mythical fancies of the early ages be presented Tsith the

vivid colouring of hteral history. The mythical system is

not a new sort of history that is everywhere to supplant the

old, but a process by ^vhich a large field of mere fable is

recovered to history, and made to j-ield its hidden stores.

Its general spirit is therefore not destructive, but construc-

tive ; through it we have more, not less history, than we
had before.

I cannot help thinking that these considerations have

not been sufficiently present to some of the reviewers of the

first edition, who have spoken of ' tradition ' as if it were

an active force in itself which produced stories, and as if it

were something new invented by Ewald. Now, Ewald

discriminates the ' tradition ' from the event it records

simply as the word differs from the act ; and applies it to

the story told from one generation to another of the same

event, and hence to the process of transmission of the story

w^hich must take place whatever the original event may
have been, whether a real or an imagined, a divinely-

inspired or a human act. The tradition is so far from

standing in the place of the event recorded, that it acknow-

ledges in terms the existence of a sonietliing to be recorded.

Xo one would endorse more heartilv tlian Ewald liimself.
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no one has said more distinctly than Ewald in this very

book, the words in which the Record thinks to set up the

Truth against the bugbear Tradition :

We sincerely trust that the English mind will long recognise

the true grandeur of early Hebrew history to consist not in the

wanderings and squabbles of various Arab tribes, but in the

presence of the living God, forming for himself that people

throuffh which all nations of the earth are blessed.

The Mythical age occurs at no fixed date all the world

over, but varies with the age of the nation. If in England

and most of the present peoples of Europe we find its

characteristics in the first five hundred years of the Christian

era, in Eome and Greece we scarcely discover its traces

later than 800 or 1000 years before that era ; while in

Canaan, Egypt, Assyria, and India it must be placed an

indefinite period earlier still. But its essential character-

istics are the same everywhere ; and nowhere do we find it

preceded by a period of greater illumination. If we pene-

trate further back than the age of mythic Heroes, we come

only to a time wdien the Gods themselves were imagined to

people the earth A\ith their kind. If this is true everywhere

ahke, we must expect to find it in Israel also, where indeed

we do find the very same ideas and stories. We cannot treat

the Assyrian, Persian, and Greek Deluges as mytliical, and

refuse the same character to the Hebrew ; nor can we treat

the Hebrew story as historical, and the others as bad imita-

tions, unless evidence supports the greater antiquity and

originality of the Hebrew. Hence Ewald treats the Hebrew

myths of Genesis in the same spirit as he would those of

any other nation ; nor does he deem it necessary to justify

such treatment, any more than an historian of Home would

apologise for the myth of Eomulus.

If the earliest historical stories of all nations abound

with pitfalls and difficulties such as have been described

—

and man Avere not man if it were anywhere otherwise—the

historian must be both impartial and truth-seekiug in the

highest sense. He must also be free to think, fi'ee to express
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whatever results he discovers. If his learning, and espe-

cially his experience of the earliest ages of other histories

is vast, he is entitled to be not only listened to, but heard

with great deference by all who have not gone through the

same studies. But if this perfect freedom of speech and

thought are absolutely essential, it is obvious that there can

be no ORTnoDOXY in history. No one who at the outset is

burdened with sworn allegiance to one set of opinions is

free to investigate history, or to form an opinion as to the

skill of free investigators : as easily might the chained

watch-dog understand the pleasures of the open moor to

his sporting fellow. Moreover the rules of allowable belief

were laid down in all dogmatic churches before history

had become critical at all ; they consequently could not

give the necessary freedom. Germany, however, has pre-

served two clear advantages : first, that chairs of history,

even Biblical history and Biblical exegesis, are given as

readily to laymen as to persons in orders

—

Ewald himself

was a layman ; and secondly, that Lehrfreiheit (freedom of

speech, regarded as the basis on which the constitution of

a University mnst rest) develops far more active speculation

than is produced at our seats of learning, and thereby

directly encourages new thoughts and discoveries. Without

this wholesome occupation of the historian's mind, we may
be snre Germany would not have given us a Mebuhr, a

Bunsen, or an Ewald. We ought by this time to be con-

vinced that the Biblical question never can be settled to

the satisfaction of men who think for themselves and give

themselves the needful preliminary knowledge, until it is

dissociated from the Ecclesiastical question—that is, until it

can be approached by both writers and readers with the

same freedom which is the acknowledged essential condition

of all true science, until tlierefore they are liberated from

pains and penalties attending certain conclusions.

Ewald's English critics have not understood the mytliical

element which he finds so fully developed in the earliest

ages. They have therefore wasted time in trying to })rove
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events and numbers (siieli as the personality and term of

life of the Patriarchs) just not impossible, which are in any

case in the last degree improbable, and totally out of keeping

with surrounding events. They have spoken as if Ewald

were the originator of this mode of treating the Biblical

history, whereas he was preceded by a whole school of

historians who w^orked more or less on the same principles,

ever since Astruc pubhshed his ideas on the composite

authorship of the Pentateuch in 1753. Deeper ignorance

appears to be evinced when they class Ewald witli the

Ptationalists ; this ought to be impossible to any one who

has found that he attributes all that distinguished the

Isra.elites favourably from their neighbours to their spiritual

faith in their One God, who had promised to be their

Leader and Deliverer to the end of time, on the one con-

dition of their remaining true to him ; and that his spirit

constantly spoke to them through Prophets. Again, Ewald's

ideas on the composition of the Pentateuch and the other

historical books are as positive and definite as long study

of the Hebrew text and all thereto belonging, aided by a

marvellous memory for words and phrases, could make

them
;
yet he is actually classed with Negative critics. If

Negative critics exist at all, tliey must be such as deny,

without adequate reasons, the truth of everything that is said
;

and as for them a history would not exist at all, they mani-

festly could not write one. The English critics also err

most fatally in supposing that because they have read some-

wdiere of a ' pathway streaming with light from Eichhorn

to Ewald' (and thence to Kuenen and Colenso, might have

been added), all that stand on that pathway must speak

the very same language and hold the same theories ; and

that if this is not tlie fact, they have a right to disregard

these writers, treating them as self- (or mutually) con-

demned, and to return to the old ideas. It is deplorable

to read such arguments. If Eichhorn, Ewald, &c. differ in

toto from one another, it only shows that all, or all but one,

of them must have arrived at false conclusions, but does
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not make the notion from which they have all revolted one

wliit more true. Eather, the fact that many able and in-

dependent investigators all range themselves on one side

against the old ideas, affords a strong presumption that

whatever may be ultimately accepted as true, those at least

are destined to be found false or insufficient. But if these

censors had looked more carefully into the light on the

pathway, they would have foimd that amid much divergence

in details there is great agreement on main principles,

that the tendency toward agreement increases with time,

and that, as the last word on the question cannot be as-

sumed to have been yet spoken, the probabihty is strong

that ultimately complete agreement will be reached.-^

Ewald const:.ntly pursued the principle of reading his-

tory in its oldest monuments. For that of Israel the Bible

itself was the chief store-house of myths, tradition and

facts—indeed for large portions the only record at all

nearly contemporaneous. Every part of it, down to the

driest lists of names in the Chronicles, was ransacked in

the original language, compared and made to yield a rich

harvest. Next in importance were the antiquities of ad-

jacent countries which had equal antiquity and some con-

nection with Palestine — Egypt, Phenicia, and what had

been published of the cuneiform inscriptions of Babylon

and Nineveh. Had Ewald's hfe been spared a few years

longer, assiu-edly the latest discoveiies of Assyriologists like

Lenormant, Schrader, Geo. Smith, and Sayce would have

been used, and might have modified what is here said on

the Creation and the Deluge. Next come other ancient

but not contemporary authorities, evidently studied in the

original, which yield many new facts and ideas. As the

history was to be deduced from all that has come down to

us from its age, Ewald cared not to see how other modern

writers had dealt with the same materials. Hence I should

' I have in view mainly tho article on ample justice to the spirit in which Ewald
this History in the Edinburgh Feview for has written much of the later history.

October, 187Ö; which, however, docs

VOL. I. a
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imagine that few historical works contain in the notes so

many vahiable oiiginal references to ancient writers, and so

few stock quotations ; while the references to recent writers

(except for topography, where the most modern authorities

are manifestly the best) are very few. His mode of action,

betokening a manly and independent spirit, is surely not

only defensible but admirable. There is indeed another

side to the question. If Ewald had been less absorbed in

his own studies and more open to influences from without,

he might iiave seen that to pass over important works on

the same subject by modern waiters would be set down to

self-conceit and arrogance, and that the neglect of them

might render his book less perfect. I do not feel myself

called upon to defend Ewald fi'om this charge of arrogance.

I will only observe, that his time was probably more profit-

ably employed in studying ancient authorities than in read-

ing modern books on the same subject ; and tliat the latter,

when he did read them, seem to have repelled rather than

guided his very independent mind. Another fault has

been found. Ewald often furnishes in the text his version

of the story, without clearly giving the original form or

forms of it, nor indicating the reasons for the modifications

he has introduced. No doubt this is often the case ; but

generally the desired information may be found in the notes,

w^hich are terse and contain specially comments on points

hke these. But no general adoption of Ewald's various

theories can be expected ; no book which propounds half

the new ideas which will be found here can receive im-

mediate homage from persons who think for themselves.

Its influence must be silent and slow ; and those only will

do justice to it who study it long and quietly before ven-

turing to express a confident opinion on it.

A few biographical data respecting the author may be

interesting to his Englisli readers. Georg Heimnch August

von Ewald was born at Göttingen, Nov. 16, 1803, the child

of a poor weaver of the place ; the ' personal nobility

'

indicated by the von prefixed to his surname was conferred
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on liim ill 1841 by tlie King of Wiirtemberg, Ijut was

seldom if ever assumecL He was educated at the Gym-
nasinm of his native town, whence he proceeded at Easter

1820 to the university of the same place. In 1823, on

leaving the University, he took a situation as teacher at the

Gymnasium of Wolfenbuttel ; and in the same year gave

good proof of his diligence and the depth of his Hebrew
studies by the publication of his first work, ' Die Kompo-
sition der Genesis kritisch untersucht ' (the Composition of

Genesis critically examined)—which, though written as a

warning against the overhasty assignment of that book to

various writers on the ground of the various names of

God—the then newly-discovered principle—is still far from

obsolete. At Easter 1824, however, he returned to Göt-

tingen on receiving, through the instrumentahty of Eich-

horn his former teacher, a licence to lecture at the university

as tutor [repetent) in the faculty of Theology. Promotion fol-

lowed faster than usual ; for in 1827 he became Extraordi-

nary, and in 1831 Ordinary, Professor in the Philosophical

Faculty; and in 1835 specially Professor of the Oriental

Lano-uao'es. After Eichhorn's death in 1827, he lectured

on Old Testament Exegesis. During this period (in 1826,

1829 and 1836), he travelled to consult various Oriental

manuscripts, to Berlin, Paris, and Italy ; and published

the following works on Oriental literature :
' De metris

carminum Arabicorum libri duo,' Brunswick 1825 ;
' Ueber

einige iiltere Sanskrit-Metra,' Göttingen 1827 ;
' Liber

Wakedi de Mesopotamia3 expugnatas historia e cod. Arab,

editus,' Göttingen 1827 ;
' Grammatica critica lingusc

Arabica3,' 2 vols. Leipsic 1831-33; ' Abhandlungen zur bib-

lischen mid orientahschen Literatur,' Göttingen 1832. On
Biblical subjects he also published :

' Das Hohelied Salomo's

übersetzt mit Einleitung, &c.' (The Song of Solomon trans-

lated, &c.), Gottingcn 1826 ;
' Commentarius in Apocalyp-

sin,' Göttingen 1828; 'Die poetischen Bucher des Alten

Bundes ' [called in the second edition ' Die Dichter des

Alten Bundes,' the Poets of the Old Testament], 4 vols.

a2
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Göttingeil 1835-39 ; 2nd edition 1840-67 ; being a trans-

lation of Psalms, Lamentations, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,

Song of Solomon and Job. On Hebrew grammar he pub-

lished :
' Kritische Grammatik der Hebräischen Sprache

ausführlich bearbeitet,' Leipsic 1827 ;
' Grammatik der

Hebräischen Sprache des Alten Testaments,' 2nd edition

(essentially a new work), Leipsic 1835, and greatly-

enlarged in successive editions up to the eighth, entitled

' Ausführliches Lehrbuch der Hebräischen Sprache des

Alten Bundes,' Göttingen 1870 (960 pages !) ; a smaller

grammar for schools, ' Grammatik der Hebräischen Sprache

in vollständiger Kürze,' Leipsic 1828, and another entitled

'Hebräische Sprachlehre fur Anfänger' (in 1842, 1855,

and 1862). In 1837 he founded (with the cooperation of

other Orientalists) the valuable periodical ' Zeitschrift für

die Kunde des Morgenlandes,' which prepared the way for

the formation in 1845 of the German Oriental Society,

which publishes its ' Zeitschrift ' four times a year. In the

year 1837 trouble came upon Hanover, and specially upon

the University of Göttingen, on the accession of the Duke

of Cumberland to the throne. His very first act was the

arbitrary abolition of the Hanoverian ' Staatsgrundgesetz
'

or Constitution ; and this encountered among the pro-

fessors a spirit unfortunately not common enough in

Germany. Seven of the most eminent—the two Grimms,

Gervinus, Wilhelm Weber, W. E. Albrecht, Dahlmann,

and Ewald—entered a solemn protest ; and when that was

of no avail, resigned their professorsliips, and left the

King to enjoy the desert he had made—for the seven

professors were the University, and when they were gone it

rapidly declined, till eleven years after even a Guelph could

admit his folly and invite the professors back again on

honourable conditions. But the fifteen hundred students

whom men now living remember to have seen there could

never be recalled ; and the University immediately dwindled

to a few hundreds, chiefly Hanoverians. Ewald then left

Göttingen, Dec. 12, 1837, and came to England ; but m the
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following year he received and accepted a call to the Uni-

versity of Tubingen, to be Ordinary Professor of Theology.

J>iit his position there, especially at a time when F. C.

liaur was at the height of his power, was not congenial.

He therefore gladly accepted a recall to Göttingen on

honourable conditions in 1848. During his residence at

Tubingen (besides preparing new and enlarged editions

of works already mentioned) Ewald published his transla-

tion of the Prophets, ' Die Propheten des Alten Bundes

erklärt,' 2 vols. Stuttgart, 1840-41 (second enlarged edition

in 3 vols. 1867-8), and commenced this History. The first

edition of the first, second, and third volumes was pub-

lished in 1843, 1845, and 1847 ; and a supplementaiy

volume on Hebrew Antiquities was add.ed, ' Die AlterthUmer

des Volkes Israel.' From his return to Göttingen until his

death the following are his chief literary labours. • Jahr-

Ijucher der biblischen Wissenschaft,' a journal which he

established in 1849, and to which he was the chief, indeed

generally the only contributor ; twelve volumes were pub-

lished, from 1849 to 1865, after w^hich it was given up
;

many valuable investigrtions of special subjects of Biblical

history and criticism were carried on in it, and are referred

to in this work. But his chief labour of this period was

expended on this Histoiy, to which the fourth, fifth, sixth,

and seventh volumes were added in the years 1852, 1855,

1858, and 1859; a second and enlarged edition of the

first three volumes was prepared in 1851 and 1853 ; and

a tliird of tlie whole in 1864-69. The fifth volume of the

History, entitled ' Geschichte Christus und seiner Zeit,' was

translated into English as a separate work and entitled

' The Life of Christ by H. Ewald, translated and edited by

Octavius Glover,' Cambridge 1865. The sixth and seventh

volumes, containing the Apostolic and Post -apostolic ages

down to Antoninus Pius, have not been translated. The
' xintiquities ' will shortly be published by Messrs. Longman

as a separate work translated by ]\Ii'. H. S. Solly. Ewald

engaged also in the study of the New Te?tament, and
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published ' Die drei ersten Evangelien übersetzt und erklärt
'

(the First Three Gospels translated and expounded), Göt-

tingen 1850 (second edition, including the Acts, 1871-2) ;

' Die Sendschreiben den Apostels Paulus übersetzt und

erklärt ' (the Epistles of St. Paul translated and expounded),

Göttingen 1857 ;
' Die Johanneischen Schriften übersetzt

und erklärt ' (the Joliannine Writings translated and ex-

pounded), 2 vols. Göttingen 1861 ;
' Sieben Sendschreiben

des Neuen Bundes,' 1870 ; and ' Das Sendschreiben an

die Hebräer und Jacobs Eundschreiben,' 1870. These

complete the New Testament. But on the New Testament

Ewald is generally held to have been a less satisfoctory

expositor than on the Old. In his last years he com-

menced a large work, of which three parts were published

before his death, entitled ' Die Lehre der Bibel von Gott,

oder Theologie des Alten und Neuen Bundes' (the Doc-

trine of God in the Old and New Testaments), Leipsic,

1871-4. Many disquisitions, some of considerable im-

portance, chiefly on Phenician inscriptions, on the Ethiopic

Book of Enoch, and on the Sibylline Books, were con-

tributed by him to the Transactions of the Eoyal Society

of Sciences at Götting-en and to the ' Göttincer Gelehrte

Anzeigen,' and are also to be had separately. I have

omitted small pamphlets, and even larger works, whose

interest is merely ephemeral — local, controversial, or

political.

As a professor Ewald in his best years did all and more
than all that could be expected from him. Besides his

lectures 2yrivati)n (i. c. for which a fee is charged), in which

he read in Hebrew and expounded the chief books of the

Old Testament, and where he v/as sure of attracting a large

audience, he taught 2'^uhliGe (i. e. gratis) every session two

of the chief languages, chiefly Semitic, with which he was
familiar. Thus many students remember gratefully the

days when in his lecture-room they laid a firm foundation

for a knowledge of Arabic, Syrian, Ethiopic, Turkish, or

Persian. But when German internal politics began to
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assume a tlireateuing aspect, the lire natural to liiiu, which

liad previously scathed the Tlibingcii school and tlie Papists,

began to burn against the attempts of Prussia to centralise

Germany under herself and practically to extinguish the

})olitical existence of the smaller states. In 1869 this quarrel

became a war : Hanover was ranged against Prussia, her

army suri'ounded and driven to surrender ; the kingdom

became a Prussian province. Ewald published at this

crisis a pamphlet ' Leb des Königs und des Volkes ' (Praise

of the King and People of Hanover) ; but the Prussian

government prosecuted him for high treason on account

of some expressions • therein which reflected on their

conduct in breaking up the Confederation and going

to war with Austria, as also for some ironical words

about the King of Prussia. For this the Prussian govern-

ment tried the subject of another but now a conquered

state. Yet even under these conditions they could not

command success : Ewald was acquitted of all charges. It

was not imnatural after this that the Hanoverians should

send Ewald as their representative to the Eeichsrath at

Berlin, where his inborn hatred of Prussian ambition, and

his position as representative of an absorbed state, combined

to render him an obstructive. His politics were honest and

manly, like the rest of his nature ; but age and the success

of the party he most hated greatly embittered and excited

him. Even from his lecture-room he was at last unable

to banisli political tirades, and he was ultimately suspended,

though not entirely prevented from lectm-ing. It was in-

deed sad to see so great a mind hopelessly worn out l)y

political excitement, for which liis youtli had not prepared

him, and the strain of which he could not bear. He was

released from a life, the value of which l^otli to himself and

to the world had ceased many years before, on the 4th May
1875. His second wife, whose maiden name was Schleier-

machcr, and his daugliter, survive him.^

' The Rov. T. K. Clicyne Kays very a pioneer in Semitic philology second to

truly in the Academy, May 1-5, 187'5: 'As none; ay a fruitful invostigatoi' of Biblical
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It remains to speak of tlie translation. My constant

endeavour in revising that of the first two volumes has been

to make it self-consistent and uniform—v^hich qualities it

could otherwise hardly have possessed, as the principal

translator had several coadjutors. I have also endeavoured

to make it speak pure and natural English, and therefore

to abjure any attempts at abject literality. Tliis would

have been simply impossible, as Ewald's style is such that

few foreigners will undertake the labour of reading it. In

the orthography of personal names Ewald, consistently

with his constant spirit of dependence on the original

sources alone, and carelessness about what has been spoken

or written since, follows the Hebrew strictly ; and it is quite

intelligible that a scholar who lives his whole life among

the old Ilebrew books may be imable to force his lips to

such barbarisms as the modern pronunciation of Isaac,

Jacob, &c. But the translation will fall into the hands of

persons who know the Patriarchs already under their

modern names, and as we wish to speak to tliem of their

old friends, we take the liberty of still calling them by the

familior names. To this there is one important exception.

The Divine name, usually written Jehovah, is by Ewald

written Jalive, and we have adopted this form, with the

addition of a final A, which makes it an exact transcript of

the Hebrew letters, and does not affect the pronunciation.

The case is a peculiar and difficult one. The form Jehovah

rests upon so manifest a mistake or misunderstanding, that

I feel the greatest repugnance in ever writing it myself,

and could not for shame allow it to appear in a book of

Ewald's, whose car would be oflcnded by it as a musician's

literature facile ])rinceps among Christian most deplore the vagaries of his old age.

scholars, his page in the history of criticism As one Avho scorned ease and money and

has long been marked, and the inferiority the praise of men, he is entitled to a

of his later -work cannot appreciably affect charitable jndgment e^-en from admirers

it. As an advocate of political liberty in of those whom he bespattered with his

a low state of public opinion he will be pen, Gcseuius, Baur, and Delitzsch.'

remembered with honour by those who
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by a note out of tune. I ap])end a short essay on tlie sub-

ject, for which I am solely responsible, intended to explain

the nature of the question to readers to whom Ewald's

remarks at vol. ii. pp. 155-58 are insufficient. I have also

corrected the ordinary spelling of a few words, such as

Benjaminite, Ilivvite, Nazirite (for the faulty Benjamite,

Hivite^ Nazarite).

The division of the Old Testament into chapters and

verses sometimes difiers in the Greek, Latin, and modern

versions, from that adopted in the printed Hebrew Bibles.

Ewald always quotes from the Hebrew ; but for the sake

of non-Hebraist readers we have in these cases of discre-

pancy always given the other numbers (which are those

of the English Bible) in brackets : thus, JSTum. xvii. 3

[xvi. 38] ; Ps. xl. 4 [3].

Eeferences in the notes are in this edition of vols. i.

and ii. made to the Translation of vols. i-iv. (Eng. i-v.),

and to the third German edition of vols, v-vii. and the

' Alterthlimer.' Eeferences to Eno-lisli books have when

possible been made to the English original, where Ewald

refers to a translation. Eeferences to Ewald's ' Dichter
'

and ' Propheten ' are now made to the latest German

editions.

In order to render the divisions and subdivisions of the

work more easily intelligible, the Translators have prefixed

to each volume a Table of Contents far more detailed than

that in the original work. The titles given to the smaller

sections—all, that is, which do not occur as headings in the

work itself—are added by them, and nnist be regarded as

only approximate hints of what will be found in the sec-

tions in question. The difficulty of indicating in half-a-

dozen words the contents of a section, should be considered

in their defence by any who fmd these descriptions

unsatisfactory.

I gratefully acknowledge assistance and coiuisel re-

ceived from Dr. John Nicholson, of Penrith, the pupil and
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friend of Ewald, aud translator of bis Hebrew Grammar.

Dr. Nicholson had himself translated a portion of the

period comj^rised in the first volume, and kindly handed

over his work to be incorporated with the rest. The

translation was undertaken with the full sanction of the

author.

EUSSELL ]\iARTINEAU.

LoxDOx : Nov. 1875.
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INTRODUCTION.

SECTION I.

DESIGN OF THIS HISTOEY.

The history of the ancient people of Israel lies £av Ijeliind us,

a concluded period of liuman events. Its last p;iyc was written

eighteen centuries ago ; and no one able to read it, or even to

decipher a few of its scarce legible characters, will expect from

the future a new page to complete this chapter of the world's

historj. This is the basis of its primary utility for us. For those

portions of universal history whose varying fortunes reach down
into the conflicts of the present, are in themselves more difficult

to survey and to describe correctly : and, even when described

by a historian of profound insight and calm judgment, are re-

ceived as true only by the few, whose eye is not dazzled by the

illusions, and whose heai*t is not enslaved to all the chances of

the day. Any one who should now vn-ite the history of Hanover
since the year 1830, might be doing a work which would benefit

an unprejudiced posterity ; but at present, though he spoke

with the tongues of angels, he would S}>eak to the winds. But

even when the history is further removed as to time, the truth

is less likely to find a fruitful soil, if the people or the constitu-

tion which it concerns is the same. Thus many very learned

Germans are still incapable of understanding even the Middle

Ages, or the time of the Reformation—periods far removed

from our present position and requirements. The case is entirely

different with those portions of history which not only lie

before us completely finished and irreversibly sentenced, but

have no immediate bearing on our country and people, on

our constitution and religion. There every passion and strife

is for ever hushed for us ; we are not fellow-actors on that

stage, compelled by the inevitable arrangements of the play to

VOL. I. B
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2 DESIGN OF THIS HISTORY.

represent our respective parts only : but we stand afar off as

mere spectators, and tranquilly let the whole great drama pass

before us, through all its perplexities and denouements, down
to its final close. There the manifest results of the once varied

and complicated play have long ago written down its great

moral, in generally intelligible and eternal characters, which no

one can refuse to study ; so that, though the successful investi-

gation of histories thus remote may cost more trouble than the

writing of the history of our own time, its utility for the present

may be so much the greater. For though the stud}' of these

remote histories is in the first instance onlj- an exercise of the

eye and the judgment, which strengthens the better disposed,

and directs others to surprising truths which they will not see in

the present
;
yet this silent influence will go deeper, and affect

decisions and acts also—and the past, with its struggles and its

lessons, will not have been in vain for us. The most evident

and certain truths of history are found here in abundance, and
above all dispute.

This history is, moreover, that of an origiiial people, whose
best age belongs to remote antiquit}% and which, though con-

stantly in close contact with many other peoples, followed out,

with the strictest independence and the noblest effort, a pecu-

liar problem of the human mind to its highest point, and
never sank until that was attained. The history of the an-

tiquity of all nations that have in anywise raised themselves

to a lofty stage of human effort, in general not only shows us

the rudiments of the same mental powers and arts which
are still more or less pursued and developed among our-

selves ; but also leads us, through more perfect knowledge
of their origin and formation, to a nearer view into their

necessity and their eternal conditions. For it will always be

instructive to discern how polity, laws, poetry, literature, and
similar intellectual possessions, have developed themselves in

a nation, when they spi'ing from no idle imitation and half-

repetition, but from inherent impulses and powers, and there-

fore with all freshness and energy. Nay, such study is

indispensable, to preserve us from being overwhelmed or con-

fused by the great wealth, or endless wilderness, of traditionary

thoughts and secondhand cleverness, with which later times

are inundated, and to elevate us again to what is original,

independent, and necessary. Now ancient nations are generally

distinguished by a greater restriction as to space and place, by

a narroAv attachment to their own sanctuary and country, by
a shy fear of what is strange, and a scrupulous separation
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according to religions, customs, and ideas :
' for the rapid

communication of distant lands witli each other, and the fre-

quent interchange of opinions, doctrines, and. worships, date,

with trivial exceptions, from the latest centuries of antiquity,

:

which altogether disj^lay a great resemblance to what we call
|

modern times. One consequence of this excessive self-enclosure

of each nation with its inherited possessions and its favourite

views, was that each more easily took up some characteristic aim

and activity of its own. For as, in consequence of this very

isolation, the religions and gods were infinitely various, and

every energetic people conceived itself to dwell in the centre of

the earth, and regarded the world only from its own point of

view ;
^ so each formed its peculiar estimate of the prizes of life,

and pursued what appeared to it the highest aims in its own
especial way. Everything was on this account more domestic,

more cherished, more limited—and therefore also more varied and

manifold. And as the intellectual aims, contests, and victories

possible to the mind are numerous and diverse, we see that every

nation that pursued a lofty career in the arena of such^ aspira-

tions, chose one special high aim, to which everything else was

subordinated, and which, even under frequent intercourse with

foreigners, was never relinquished. But because every nobler

nation, to which the happiness of thus aspiring was early allotted,

then devoted the whole youthful energy of its intellectual efforts

to the attainment of its one aim, and pursued to the uttermost

that only which seemed the highest, with courageous pertinacity,

nay often at first with truly Titanic efforts : those wonderful

results were produced—those finished works of some nations of

antiquity, of which history tells, and the effects of which still

endure. Thus Babylonians, Hindoos, Chinese, Egyptians, Phe-

nicians, Greeks, and Eomans, pursued each one particular aim,

enforced by favourable circumstances, to a height Avhich in

some respects no subsequent nations ever again reached. And
even when each nation reached its highest ascent, and its day

began to decline, it was still occupied in the exclusive pursuit,

as if all its energies had just sufiiced to reach that one height.

The problems of the human mind, moreover, which these ancient

nations severally solved with wonderful independence and

consistency, have borne infinite fruits for all subsequent time,

and for the most different and distant peoples. This whole truth

especially applies to that ancient nation whose history is to be

' Observe how Amos (vii. 17), Ilosea regard residence in foreipjn countrieg. (See

(ix. 3), and other similar Prophets call Ewald's Bidder, I. ii. 237 fqn-")

every foreign land unclean or unholy ; ' Compare Ezek. v. 5 ; the Koran, Sur.

and how the poets of the seventh century ii. 137.

B 2
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explained here : for the most sublime and gigantic achievements

of Israel as a nation especially belong to those primitive times,

which also hold in their obscurity all that the Babylonians,

Egyptians, and Phenicians attained.

The ancient people of Israel had, indeed, times in which it

appeared disposed to prosecute aims similar to those pursued

by other nations. Under David and Solomon it laid a firm

basis for external dominion over the nations of the earth, out of

which an Assyrian or a Roman Empire might perhaps have

grown : in the vigour of its temporal power, it attempted to

rival the Phenicians in commerce and navigation; and by its

own energies it arrived, like the Greeks before Socrates, at the

rudiments of a wisdom, which might have grown into indepen-

dent science or philosophy.' But all such aims, by which other

nations of antiquity became great, in this people only started up

to yield at once to the pursuit of another aim, which it had beheld

so distinctly from the commencement of its historical conscious-

ness, and toiled after so strenuously, that permanently to abandon

it was impossible; which, tlierefore, after every momentary

cessation, it always resumed with fresh pertinacity. This aim is

Perfect Religion—a good which all aspiring nations of antiquity

made a commencement, and an attempt, to attain ; which some,

the Hindoos and Persians for example, really laboured to achieve

with admirable devotion of noble energies;^ but which this

people alone clearly discerned from the beginning, and then

pursued for many centuries through all difficulties, and with the

utmost firmness and consistency, until they attained it, so far as,

among men and in ancient times, attainment was possible. The
beginning and the end of the history of this people turn on this

one high aim; and the manifold changes, and even confusions

and perversities, which manifest themselves in the long course of

the threads of its history, always ultimately tend to the solution

of the great problem which the human mind was to work out

here. The aim was lofty enough to concentrate the highest

efforts of a whole people for more than a thousand years, and

to be reached at length as the prize of the noblest struggles.

And as, however the mode of the pursuit might varj^, it was this

single object that was always pursued, till finally attained only

with the political death of the nation, there is hardly any his-

' Concerning the latter, see the third '^ To prove this more at length does not

volume of this -work, and the Essay ' On fall within the province of the present

Israel's Civil and Intellectnal Liberty in work—at any rate, does not belong to its

thetimeoftheGreat Prophets,' in Ewald's commencement. I shall, however, touch

Jahrbuch der Biblischen Wissenschaft, 1848, below on some part of the subject,

pp. 95 et seq.
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tory of equal conipuss that possesses, in all its phases and varia-

tions, so much intrinsic unity, and is so closely bound to a

single thought pertinaciously held, but always developing itself

to higher f)urit3\ The history of this ancient people is in reality

the history of the growth of true religion, rising through all

stages to perfection, pressing on through all conflicts to the

highest victory, and finally revealing itself in full glory and
power, in order to spread irresistibly from this centre, never

again to be lost, but to become the eternal possession and bless-

ing of all nations.

The quest of the true religion was without doubt the task of !

all the nations of antiquity at the commencement, no less than

during the course, of their progressive civilisation. But this

people is the only one which from the very first plays its part

on the grand stage of national movements, simply in consequence

of its daring to find its earthly existence and honour only in

true religion as the rule and law of its life. And although,

through the discreetness and humility of its religion, it never

regarded itself as one of the oldest and mightiest nations upon
earth, but always remained conscious of its historical position

among far earlier and greater nations
;
yet the true commence-

ment of its importance in the world's history, compared with

that of most other distinguished nations, goes back to a

relatively very early period. But even in that early age its

religion could be formed only in close contact with a very

different people, possessing not only a higher antiquity and
importance, but also a very early adoption of the refinements of

civilisation. Still, since the people of the present history

had received its most precious and important though scattered

recollections from that early time of its origin, long before it

became, through the bold conception of true religion, really

a people of historical significance, this history stretches back
in its first threads even to those primeval times, when, like

every other human aim, religion itself was less unfolded,

and heathenism had not so far degenerated, and when in

consequence the rudiments of true religion could be more
easily and firmly established. But this people separated at

a very eai-ly period from the Egyptians, the then representa-

tives of higher human civilisation ; and through the conception

of ti-ue religion not only conquered at once a problem new in

ancient times, affecting its inner life and continuous existence

on the earth, but obtained a beautiful country as its home, and
a voice among the nations. Still, after that, it remained in

constant and close communion with the most intellectually dis-
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tinguished and stirring nations of the western half of the civi-

lised world, and even exerted an influence upon them, and was

stimulated and guided in return. And if this people—which,

the longer it remained true to its religion in the midst of the

nations, inevitably became the more peculiar and strange

—

never for any long period maintained a superiority over others

in arms, arts, or commerce, yet it preserved itself through

all the earlier centuries in honourable independence and free

progressive development, through the power of its true reli-

gion, which gained strength with age. And finally, in that

which had been from the first at once its strangest and rarest

characteristic, it acquired sufficient strength to preserve itself

when its material powers were shattered in this thousand

years' struggle, and to enter through dire national ruin, new-

born with the true religion into those last centuries of antiquity,

when all the western nations came into closest contact with

almost all the eastern, even the most remote, and even then, in

the closing scene of all antiquity, to maintain its place, react-

ing upon the world through its spiritual power, and thus to

gain the only end then conceivable.

The ultimate attainment of perfect true religion was at once

the highest and noblest aspiration of antiquity, and a goal in

striving to reach which most lost their way far too early, while

others, who had descried the mark more clearly, eventually lost

it altogether from their sight ; and this one people alone, at

the end of a two-thousand years' struggle, actually attained it.

But as this mark seemed from the very first to be held out

by Divine predetermination as the noblest aim to the whole

of antiquity, and yet was attainable only by a single path;

so the history of this peox^le, so far as it had this aim from

the first, and coming gradually nearer, ultimately attained

it, always seems to j^roceed in a straight line through the

whole of antiquity, though distracted by constant contact with

other and highly civilised nations. Thus its history goes back

to the very commencement of the scarcely discernible dawn
of antiquity, shares the full noonday beam which lights up the

history of a few of the most prominent ancient nations, and

ceases only with the termination of the long day of ancient

histor}^, to give place to the coming of a new day of the world's

historv. The history of no other ancient people is therefore,

in all its internal movements, so closely interwoven with the

loftiest spiritual endeavours of other highly civilised nations, or

so necessarily passes into universal history ; or while preserving

its form, internal unity, and consistency, undergoes such variety
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and sucli complete alteration of external form. No nation lias

so significantly kept on its course through the three vast epochs

of the past, radiating out ever in the course of two thousand

years from the smallest and most insignificant into ever-widen-

ing circles, and closing the day of antiquity with a sunset which
is itself the earnest of the upspringing of a new and still loftier

life. Issuing from the same source as that of other nations

near it both in position and in blood, this history, as regards

its inner significance, separates itself in progress of time more
and more from them, and develops itself into a peculiar form,

which enables it at last to irrigate them with pure and ample
streams.

To describe this histoiy, therefore, as far as it can be known
in all its discoverable remains and traces, is the design of this

work ; and its best commendation will be, that it describes it

with the greatest fidelity as it really was. It needs no em-
bellishment or exaggeration : its subject is sublime enough in

itself; and its chief glory lies in the fact, that posterity feel its

last influences and fruits, even when they know or acknowledge

it least. But just as little cause has it to dread the strictest

investigation of all its parts ; since the profoundest examina-

tion—even though it should destroy ever so many later errone-

ous views about particular subjects of the history—will enable

us to discern with greater and greater distinctness and cer-

tainty its actual course from beginning to end, the vital

coherence of its parts, and, in them, its true and unrivalled

greatness. To examine a proposed historical theme without

any foolish fear, but with ajiearty love of the subject, and the

single assumption that everything, when correctlj^ understood,

has its reason and its value ; with no inflexible ulterior precon-

ceptions, but a generous appreciation, and joyful welcome for

all true and great results—this is the universal law of every

historian. Conscientiousness demands that this principle should

be observed here too, and that nothing foreign should intrude

from any quarter whatever. Even the few remarks just made
on the unparalleled importance of this history, are to be re-

garded hei-e, at the outset, only as a conclusion, the proofs of

which will be adduced in the investigation of the facts them-

selves. But the reader's own experience ought to teach him
that the appreciation which this history meets with is high and

cordial in proportion as the knowledge of its original features

is minute and exact. Those who do not investigate it, or who
examine it in the wrong way, or in anywise imperfectly, are in

the end its worst enemies.
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Like every history which reaches back into remote antiquity,

this especially lies before us only in scattered notices and

monuments—here in faint hardly discernible traces, there in

simple lofty ruins, which stand out amidst the desolation, and

strike every eye ; and the farther back its beginnings ascend

into the primitive times, the more does every sure trace seem

to vanish. The common view overlooks those unobtrusive

traces on the ground, and clings only to the smooth sides of

the huge blocks of stone, which rise in bold relief in this region.

Many enquirers of modern times, however, who give themselves

the air of being very wise and circiimspect, not only scorn to

pursue the modest traces on the ground—preferring the mazes

of their own invention—but will surrender even such a lofty

and conspicuous personage as Moses the Man of God, and in

cowardly indolence retire altogether from the examination of

these scattered monuments. But it is not thus that this history

can become alive again among us as it ought, and can yield us

its proper fruit : in this way any great single phenomena that

are fortunate enough to be noticed at all, are left as isolated

and obscure as undeciphered hieroglyjjhics. It is only when the

investigator indefatigably pursues with equal zeal everything

that has been preserved and can be understood, and cheerfully

follows out the faint and hidden traces also, that what is dead

is recalled to life, and what is isolated enters into its necessary

coherence. Even what appears the most inconsiderable fact in

itself, may become an important or indispensable link in the

chain ; and a spark which lies unnoticed in the way, often

serves, when raised up and properly directed, to illuminate a

confused mass lying round about.

Nor should the difficulties which meet us here in extra-

ordinary force, to say nothing of the more easily discarded mass

of errors created in modern times, deter us from such investi-

gation. There are many portions of this long and diversified

history for which we possess but few sources : the farther back

we trace its most remarkable original features and fundamental

impulses, the more scanty is their stream ; for large portions

of it we find only brief notices and secondary authorities ; and

even the sources which are now accessible, are often hard to

understand and to apply to their proper use. But even these

scanty means, well applied and carefully used, are able to

accomplish more than from a superficial estimate would be

supposed. One sure step, once taken, of itself leads us on farther

and farther ; the sparks set in motion on all sides, and flying

together, kindle an unexpected light. And while no great
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obscurity can thus rest over main points, it is a gain if^tliose \ \

portions wliich remain obscure are only marked out more dis-
|

tmctly for future research and illustration, should such be , i

possible. As the linguist, from a few specimens of an ancient

or modern dialect, settles its position in the great chart of the

languages of the earth ; as the naturalist, from a few distinct

phenomena, forms a conclusion as to the whole,—so too the

historian must exercise the art of correctly arranging, and

laying in their proper sequence, all the infinitely scattered and

Tarions traditions from remote antiquity, and then proceed to

form further deductions from a few certain traces and testi-

monies, so as to piece together again the scattered and decayed

members of the ruined whole in greater completeness and

distinctness. To overlook and despise this history altogether,

to avoid all questions or opinions about it, is surely impossible;

and in modern times every one is proud of any sort of investi-

gation into the antiquity which has become so obscure to us

now : why then should we not endeavour boldly to conquer

all the difiiculties, and to recognise every truth as perfectly

and as surely as is now possible ?

There are especially two means which, properly applied, may
happily fill up our imperfect knowledge of many periods : the

uniform use of all sorts of sources accessible to us, and the

constant attention to all, even the most diverse, phenomena in

the varying conditions of the people. As long as we use only

the historical portions of the Old Testament, but lack the

skill to employ the infinitely rich and (if judiciously used)

extremely reliable and clear prophetical and poetical portions,

much must be utterly lost to the substance as well as to the

elucidation of this history, which, if adroitly fitted into the

other notices and indications, would often fill up perceptible

gaps in a surprising manner. It may rather, indeed, be laid

down as an axiom, that these sources, hitherto almost totally

neglected, universally deserve the first rank; because they

speak most directly the feelings of their age, and show us in

the clearest mirror the genuine living traits of the events to

which they allude. In fact, the historians of the Old Testa-

ment themselves acknowledge the high value of these sources,

since they, like the Arabian annalists, frequently cite songs, and
have adopted much from the prophetical books into their works.

Moreover, so long as the historian devotes his chief attention

to the conspicuous affairs of state and war, and neglects to

investigate those branches of the activity and aspiration of the

nation which flourish in modest obscurity, as well as all its
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changing circumstances in their chronological succession, he

will never comprehend the history in its full truth and im-

portance. It is only when we draw into this circle, not only

the history of the religion, literature, and arts of the people,

but also all the most important parts of what is called archeo-

logy, and attempt, from all discoverable traces and testimonies,

to discern the true life and character of each period, that we
can hope to draw a not altogether unsatisfactory picture of this

great and comprehensive history.

The series of these narratives cannot indeed be related as

smoothly as a European history of the last few centuries. The
various sources of this history are as yet too little estimated

according to their respective value, for this ; much also stands

too isolated in the wide circle to be unhesitatingly admitted,

without an exposition of the reasons for a decided opinion

about it : all of which chiefly applies to the older periods, which

yet in many respects contain the sublimest and most peculiar

elements of the history. Although there is much which, having

been already sufficiently discussed elsewhere, I shall admit

without further disquisition, and much which I shall notice

as briefly as possible, nevertheless a large portion of this work
will necessarily consist of investigation into the sources. But
such enquiries are most advantageously interwoven where an

attempt is made to reconstruct a whole province of history

by a correct valuation of the sources : and to know the right

reasons for fixing the events and epochs of remote histories,

is to comprehend the histories themselves.

Further, there is no need, on the threshold of this work,

to state at length that the true commencement of this history,

which comes to its close with Christ, begins with Moses
(although the mighty advance achieved in Ihe time of Moses,

Avhich is the basis of all subsequent developments, presupposes

the sojourn of Israel in Egypt as the first step in this direction)

;

nor to show that this history passes through three great
successive periods from its commencement, until its course is

run and its final close attained-—externally indicated by the

successive names of Hebrews, Israelites, and Jews, the people

itself being a different one in each of these periods ; nor, further,

that what precedes the sojourn in Egypt, as being foreign to

this domain, belongs to the preliminary history of the nation,

and might be called its primitive history. All this could not

now be briefly explained with sufficient clearness, but will dis-

tinctly appear in the course of the history itself.
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SECTION II.

SOUECES OF THE EARLY HISTORY.

As Israel at lengtli loses its separate national existence in

that of other nations, and disappears as a people, the facts of

its later history are derived in increasing copiousness from the

history of those foreign nations. This is not the place to enter

beforehand into a general description of these sources of the

later history, whether derived from heathen or other writers.

The general valuation of such sources, inasmuch as they only

occasionally concern our subject, belongs elsewhere ; and their

peculiar character, in so far as they give more precise views

about Israel and its history, cannot be shown until we treat

this later history itself. We shall then see how, on the gradual

absorption of Israel into other nations, the heathen came to

think of Israel, and Israel of them. It is also to be remem-
bered, that, on account of the greater proximity and abundance

of sources, the later passages of this history are much easier to

understand than the earlier. It is the most ancient portions

—the most important for the correct understanding of the

whole—which are the obscurest : not only because the early

stages of everything historical are to an ordinary eye dark in

proportion as the original forces mysteriously working there

are powerful, but also because the sources of information are

there scantier and obscurer.

Nor can I here discuss what the monuments and writings of

foreign nations offer incidentally for the elucidation of portions

of the ancient history of Israel. Important and instructive as

much of it is, it always concerns separate passages only of this

history, and will therefore be best appreciated where these

occur. It does not, indeed, belong to this place to substantiate

correct notions about these foreign sources at all.

What the soil of the Holy Land displays on its present

surface has been examined with growing diligence, though by

no means adequately, in modern times. But that which is

buried in it, beneath the rubbish of thousands of years, and

which is possibly of great value for history, is yet unexplored

;
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and cannot well be otherwise, so long as the great Chi-istian

States pursue their present various but equally mistaken policies

towards Islam, and only foster the great injustice and unjust

prejudices from which Islam itself sprang. Prodigious and
numerous relics of gigantic architecture and other handicrafts,

such as we possess in the monuments of the Egyptians and

of some other ancient nations, we shall look for in vain in

the territory of Israel, either below or above ground; because

their external power and glory was never of long duration

nor of any considerable extent, and moreover in course of

time became rarer and rarer. Another characteristic feature

of this nation is that the most important evidences of its

history are not found engraved on the rocks, as in the case of

the Egyptians, Assyrians, and Persians.

The most important sources, therefore, which the people

itself furnishes for its early history, are its written documents,

and these are the most considerable that can be found for the

history of any ancient people. It is only in cases in which
something like a complete and varied literature of an ancient

nation has been preserved, that we are able to attain a reliable

and perfect knowledge of the depths of its intellectual life.

The Bible, however, with its uncanonical appendages, preserves

to us in small compass verj^ various and important portions of

such a literature ; and thus affords for this history an abundance

of wellsprings, with which no other equally ancient nation of

high cultivation can vie. It could not, indeed, well have been

otherwise, if the highest power that moved in the history of

this people and made it immortal, was true religion itself; for

this is a force which always acts on both literature and art,

and can only easily perpetuate itself in such written monuments
of eternal meaning. I have elsewhere shown how the propheti-

cal and poetical j^arts of this literature are to be regarded, in an

historical point of view ;^ but the historical books, which supply

almost the only materials for many periods, must here be sub-

mitted to a special enquiry, which must be exhaustive in itself,

and the results of which will always be assumed throughout

the sequel. These historical books, at the same time, most
distinctly show us in what relation the ancient people stood

to the art and appreciation of history generally ; and on what
level all historical composition originally commenced among
them, and then continued to advance. Here, therefore, before

' In Die Propheifii des Alten Bundes which are now in the second or third

(1867-8, 3 vols. 8vo.) and Die Dichter edition.—Zöf.

des A. B. (Göttingen, 1866-7, 3 vols. Svc),
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we can trace even the nuliments of historical writing in Israel,

we must set out from a consideration of the ultimate basis

which it found preexistent— nay, which every historical writing

even now really finds already there, before it begins its busi-

ness. It is by the accurate discrimination of tradition and
historyj first of all, and then by the distinct appreciation of the

relation which the historical books of the Old Testament bear

to both, that we must gain the first step towards any sure

treatment of a great portion of the history itself, as well as

towards a just estimate of the historical books which have been
preserved.

A. THE STORY AND ITS FOUNDATION. TRADITION.

One of the primary duties of all historical enquiry, and of

every historical composition springing therefrom, is to distin-

guish the story from its foundation, or from that which has
occasioned it, and thus to discover the truth of what actually

occurred. Our ultimate aim is the knowledge of what really

hajipened—not what was only related and handed down by
tradition, but what was actual fact. Such a fact, however, if

it is anything really worthy of history, will always, however
wonderful it may be, form a link in a larger chain of events,

and, in its effects at least, leave unmistakeable traces behind
it ; and when all that surj^rises us, or appears at first sight im-
possible, can thus be known and proved from independent testi-

mony, the doubts about it disappear, and it becomes in a strict

sense an historical possession.

A momentous event is very independent of the story about it,

which only arises as a faint counterpart, and propagates itself

as a valuable shadow of it—an image that we must do all we
can to warm into life, if we wish to approach the event with a

vivid sense of the reality. Even when we receive an account
from an eyewitness, we must test it by itself, and by other

stories about the same occurrence which may be in circulation,

in order to obtain a correct picture : how much more necessary

must it be then to discriminate between the story and its

foundation, when the narrative has passed through several

hands or periods, or we find several discrepant accounts of the
same event ! At any rate, we of later times, who receive such
various stories and from such distant ages and countries, cannot,

for the sake of our main object—namely, instruction for our
guidance in life from the light of history—shirk a labour whicL
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dispels only the caricatures of history, and restores its living

features with greater rividness and perfection.

Now we apply the name Tradition [Sage) to the storj^ as it

primarily arises and subsists without foreign aid, before the

birth of the doubting or enquiring spirit. As such, it is the

first secular or natural soil of all narrative and history, just

as a deep religious feeling is always the germ and basis of all high

and spiritual conception of history. For that reason, it possesses

a peculiar character and a life of its own, which develops itself

the more freely the less its opposite, critical history, is mani-

fested ; and therefore it made the greatest progress, and became

most independent, in the early antiquity of all nations. We
cannot be too mindful of the fact that, in contrast to our

modern time, tradition is, as to origin, spirit, impulse, and con-

tents, a thing i^er se, which may iadeed— in its simj)lest shape

at least—under similar conditions, be formed in any place and

time, but which (like so much else) developed itself only once in

all its capabilities—namely, at the beginning of all history, and

in nations which early aspired to high culture. To these it was

a rich treasury of memories, and an inexhaustible source of

amusement and instruction. In our brief account of it here,

however, we always specially refer to the form in which it

appears in the Old Testament.

I. Tradition is formed by the cooperation of two powers of

the mind—Memory and Imagination. But the circle where its

play is most vivid, and its preservation most faithful, is at first

very narrow, and may easily remain so even down to a later

period. This cii'cle is the home, the family, the throng of like-

minded men, or in its greatest extent, in antiquity especially,

one single nation. "When therefore, in the remote past, nation

was very sharply separated from nation, each had its peculiar

traditions, and each developed any given tradition in its peculiar

way ; and the shaping due to national character must therefore

be added as a third essential feature in all these traditions.

And since the older and more peculiar a people is, the more its

religion influences its national character, one can easily under-

stand how powerfully the true religion of the people of Israel

must have preserved their traditions from degenerating into

falsehood and exaggeration. Yet religion could not change
the actual nature and purport of the traditions ; indeed,

generally speaking, tradition possesses too great inherent power
to be thus constrained ; and its power had moreover gained the

upper hand in the nation long before the higher religion arose

and began to take root. Accordingly it is needful, even in the
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present instance, to pursue this subject further, that we may
obtain a deeper insight into the extent to which tradition in-

fluenced preeminently the early history of Israel.

1. An event, whether exjierienced or heard by report, makes
a first powerful impression on the imagination. This is often

the truest impression that it can produce; but so long as the story

remains stationary there, in the mere imagination, it is still

only tradition. It commonly remains a considerable time at

that stage, however, without being fixed by writing ; nay, it

may even continue to develop itself for a time in spite of

"writing ; for in ancient times, when the abundance and anima-

tion of tradition were great, writing had not so rapid an effect;

indeed even now there are conditions in which its influence is

small. When an event is very far removed as to time, the

imagination forms only an indistinct idea of it, even though it

have passed into written record, or live in accredited history.

Thus the imagination is an agent in the formation of tradition,

and the latter has its most fruitful soil where the former

predominates. But the substance of tradition finds its store-

house in the memory alone for a longer or shorter time. The
memory, however, as the only treasury of tradition, labours

under many weaknesses ; but easily discerns them, and more or

less consciously employs several auxiliaries to remove them.

1) The memory will indeed faithfully receive and retain the

striking incidents that have passed through not more than two

or three hands, but as the tradition advances the minuter cir-

cumstances must be gradually obliterated. It is difficult to form

a correct idea of the circumstances under which a great event

budded and reached maturity, since the eye is more attracted

by the beaming light than the dark ground from which it shot

forth : and when the first vivid impression has faded away and

gone for ever, the bright centre of a gi'eat event will still more

throw its outer sides into shade. The memory of a very signal

event would at last survive only in a veiy barren and scanty

form, if no reaction subsequently arose.

But this reaction is not always wanting. For the imperfect

dress in which an important event is handed down cannot

satisfy every one and for ever; and the lively imagination of

the relator and auditor, rather than leave it so bare, will

endeavour to supply the missing details. But when it is no

longer possible to complete the story by referring to the original

authority, it is left to the imagination of the relator to fill in

the attendant circumstances ; and this is one main source of

that discrepancy which is characteristic of tradition. Trivial
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variations of this sort are easily found in all tlie tradi-

tional portions of the Bible ; but nothing so well shows the

extent to which they may run, as the fact that a story, essen-

tially the same and sprung from one occurrence, is multiplied,

by successive changes in the details, into two or more discordant

narratives, which, being produced in different places and then

subsequently brought together, finally appear as so many dif-

ferent events, and as such are placed beside one another in a

book. This, it is obsei'ved, happened oftenest in such stories

as Avere most frequently repeated on account of their pojiular

subject ; as in a beautiful tradition of David's youth (1 Sam.

xxiv. and xxvi.), and still more markedly in a favourite tradi-

tion of the Patriarchal time, which is now preserved in three

forms (Gen. xii. 10 20, xx. and xxvi. 7-11). The same thing

is also met with under similar circumstances in far later times.'

But the spirit of the event—the imperishable and permanent

truth contained in it which sinks deeper into the mind the more
frequently it is repeated, and, through countless variations in

its reproductions, always beams forth like a bright ray—that

spirit gains even greater purity and freedom, like the sun rising

out of the mists of the morning. We may indeed say that in

this respect tradition, dropping or holding loosely the more
evanescent parts, but preserving the more tenaciously the

permanent basis of the story, performs in its sphere the same

purification which time works on all earthly things ; and the

venerable forms of history, so far from being disfigured or

defaced by tradition, come forth from its laboratory born again

in a purer light.

2) The memory, however, always tries to lighten its labour.

Therefore when, in the constant progress of events, new stoi'ies,

more important than all that went before, come crowding on

out of the recent present, the circle of the older traditions

gradually contracts, and if the accumulation of later matter is

very great, contracts so as at length to leave hardly anything

of the remoter times but isolated and scanty reminiscences.

Thus tradition has also a tendency to suffer the mass of its

records to be more and more compressed and melted away,

obscured and lost. This may be traced throughout the Old

Testament ; the Hebrew tradition about the earliest times - the

main features of which, as we have it, were fixed in the interval

' The two narratives in Acts v. 19-26 and foil., cf. xxix. p. 148, Msc.) the miracle

and xii. 4-11 have such a resemblance, of the sun standing still is made to occur

The case in vol. v. p. 318, note 5, shows twice, and is expressly emphasised as

how such duplicate stories arose. having so occurred.

In the Samaritan Chronicle (chap. xx.
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from the fourth to the sixth centur}' after Moses—still has a

great deal to tell about Moses and his contemporaries ; much
less about the long sojourn in Egypt, and the three Patriarchs

;

and almost nothing special about the primitive times which
preceded these Patriarchs, when neither the nation, nor even

its ' fathers,' were yet in Canaan. So, too, the Books of Samuel
relate many particulars of David's later life passed in the

splendour of royalty, but less about his youth before he was
king. And everything might be thus traced by stages.

But because this tendency of tradition would in the course of

centuries produce its total dissipation, perhaps with the excep-

tion of an obscure memory of some very signal events, therefore

it all the more seeks some external support to sustain and
perpetuate itself. The most natural aids of the memory in all

ages are signs ; even our letters of the alphabet and books

are originally nothing more, and it is only subsequently that

they become, by a new art, the means of speaking to those at

a distance. But whereas in later times, when writing has come
into daily use, this single means becomes universally available,

and makes all other auxiliaries less necessary, we have here to

conceive times in which writing was used but little or not at all

—in which therefore tradition, if once subjected to the tendency

to lose its matter, fades away more and more irresistibly, and
is obliged to have recourse to all possible aids to preserve itself

from destruction. Of these aids in general there are three

kinds, in the following order :

a.) There are recollections which, on account of their peculiar

form or power, serve as supports of tradition, and which,

although themselves propagated by the memory, afford the

memory an abiding aid for preserving history. Songs have
this capability in a preeminent degree ; and while the charm
of their diction secures their own more lasting transmission,

the artistic fetters of their form preserve their contents less

altered than prose can do. But great events beget a multi-

tude of songs, since the elevation of mind which they produce
awakens poets, or calls forth poetic emulation to celebrate

them ; and the earliest kind of poetry, the lyrical, springs

so immediately from the events and thoughts which agitate

an age, that it reproduces the freshest and truest pictures

of them. And the Hebrews and Arabs were just the peoples

among whom every important event and every time of excite-

ment at once generated a multitude of songs, and who retained

a preference for this simple kind of poetry even in the later

stages of their civilisation. Songs therefore became a chief

vor-. I. c
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support of tradition ; tliey preserved many historical traits,

whicli otherwise would have been lost
;
just as, conversely, the

historical allusions, of which songs are full, subsequently de-

manded explanation when the favourite verses were separated.

The propagation of songs and traditions thus went hand-in-

hand, and each could reciprocally illustrate the other; but at

every step tradition felt that the best vouchers it could produce

were citations from songs. How very much this applies not

only to Arabian, bat also to Hebrew tradition, this work will so

frequently prove, especially in its earlier parts, that it is super-

fluous to cite particular illustrations here ; but how decidedly

antiquity, down to the time of David, regarded songs as one

of the best auxiliaries of the memory, is shown by the story of

David's providing for the publication and transmission of his

dirge on Saul and Jonathan, by causing the sons of Judah to

learn it correctly by heart,' which would be equivalent to sending

it to the press in our days.

Proverbs which have an historical origin afford n similar sup-

port to tradition. For genuine popular proverbs, which have

sprung from memorable events, do not always contain proposi-

tions of naked truth, but often allude to ihe incident which gave

them birth ; and as they thus require history for their own
intelligibility, they preserve many historical reminiscences which

would otherwise be lost. That Hebrew tradition—in this respect

also like that of the Arabs—leans esjecially on these supports,

is evident from cases like Gen. x. 9 and 1 Sam, x. 11 (of. xix. 24),

where the proverb is cited. Some cases of this kind, however,

require close observation 'to detect them in the present form of

the narrative : thus the stories of Gideon and Jephthah (Judges

vi.-viii., xii.) would not by any means have been presei'ved so

completely, if they had not been sustained by a number of

proverbs. Occasionally even a new story has been formed, by

later development, out of a proverbial phrase about a remark-

able incident of antiquity ; of which the passage in Judges vi.

36-40 is an obvious example.

To these we must add many proper names of ancient persons

and places, the meaning and interpretation of which serve as a

' This appears to be the meaning of scription must belong to the original

T\^n , 2 Sam. i. 18; for that it means Davidic portion of this Psalm. The ex

. bow,' and thus became a casual name of Pressions in Deut. xxxi. 19 et seqq_ are, on

the song, is highly improbable from the ^^^ «^ ^,«^ hand, coloured by the Deutero-

mere connection "in .hich it occurs; it
nomists special object, but may still

must stand for the Aramaic CK^p.and sig-
^v.nce the value attached in antiquity to

nify ' rightly, correctly.' There is similar
historical popular songs,

evidence in Ps. Ix. 1 [title], v.hieli super-
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support of tradition. For it cannot be doubted that proper

names had their ultimate origin in actual experience of the

thing stated, and therefore often changed and multiplied with

new experiences : whereas in later times, which stand farther

from the living formation of language, and exercise their in-

tellect in other directions, they lose their original signification

more and more, and are propagated by mere repetition. Now
the times in which tradition develops itself freely, border on the

period of the living formation of language, and the names of

things have not yet become mere external means of mutual in-

telligence (as they have amongst us) ; on the contrary, they

still mean something of themselves, and have some life of their

own, an intrinsic connection between the sense and the thing

signified being felt or assumed. Thus, then, the whole historical

significance of a hero lives on in tradition together with his

name, and with the name of an ancient place is associated the

memory of its origin or history. And as all names, especially

those from remote times, appeal to tradition for their interpre-

tation, they preserve many recollections connected with them.

The memory of Isaac, for instance, is in part preserved by his

being the ' laugher,' or the ' gentle,' as his name imports, or his

having something to do with laughter ; Jacob ' the cunning,' and
Israel ' the wrestler with God,' also appear so characterised in

tradition, and all books which describe the period before the

Kings are full of such explanations of names. On the other

hand, the four Books of the Kings explain many names of places, ^

as these might more easily be given afresh in later times ; but

only a single personal name, that of Samuel, at the beginning

of the history, where the style is antique.- In the Books of

Ezra and Nehemiah nothing of the kind any longer occurs.

But all these supports, which after all are themselves sup-

ported only by the memory, only avail up to a certain point.

For the ancient songs may perish, and the historical allusions

which they contain become obscui*e, when far removed from the

present, and when new songs and stories have become popular.

The exact import of an event which gave birth to a proverb

may be forgotten, so that later times may explain the origin

of the proverb in diverse ways.^ Proper names also are capable

of so many meanings as to the mere literal sense, that, as soon

' 1 Sam. vii. 12 ; 2 Sam. v. 20 ; cf. 2 24 shows ; likewise the frequent disputes
Chron.xx. 26,from thetimeofJehoshaphat. of the Arabian traditionists and commen-

^ 1 Sam. i. 20 ; cf. 28. tators about the meaning of their excced-
' As the proverb iu 1 Sam. x. 11 andxix. ingly numerous ancient proverbs.

c 2
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as tlie historical memory grows faint, tradition may treat them

very variously.^ The Hebrew tradition concerning the early

times is indeed particularly fond of explaining proper names ;

but this—as will be subsequently shown—is to be ascribed to

a later desire to investigate the origins of things. It is not

surprising, therefore, that this explanation of names by artificial

devices becomes prevalent in the later historical writings f but

as the scientific explanation of words was unknown to the whole

of antiquity, tradition always had free play in this work.

How much such simple supports can achieve, even unaided by

others, is shown by Arabian tradition, which, as belonging to a

nomad people, knows hardly any others. It is wonderful to see

Avhat enormous masses of ancient songs, proverbs, genealogies,

and histories, gifted Arabs repeated from memory in the first

period after Mohammed f for the memory, when left to its own
unaided resources, often develops an astonishing power. But

immense as was the mass of these reminiscences, and often

painted in the truest and most living colours, when they began

to attract the notice of Chalifs and Emirs, and to be written

down, they evidently reached back only a few centuries before

Mohammed ; any older ones that were preserved among them
were very fragmentary, and devoid of all exact estimate of

chronology. No record, therefore, that is entrusted to the mere

memory embraces more than a limited period : this cannot be

more forcibly evinced than by the example of the Arabs, who
were second to no people in pride and passion for glory, and

probably surpassed most in strength of memory.

b.) Tradition derives another kind of support from the

visible 'monuments of ancient history, such as altars, temples,

and similar memorials, which, although not designed for that

end, become witnesses to posterity of former great events and

thoughts ; or such as are purposely erected for memorials, as

columns and other such works, often on a gigantic scale, of times

destitute of heroic songs or other refined means of perpetuating

memory. Now it is undeniable that, when tradition developed

itself to its present forms, such monuments existed in Palestine,

' The Tarinus explanations of the name ' This is thoroughly confirmed by the

of /*««<; suffice to prove this. Kiiab Alaghdni; we need not go beyond
- Namely in the prophetic narrators of the portions already printed, especially the

the early history, as I call them. Here, section about the traditionist Hammad.
however, certain Prophets of very early The Arabs, about whom we possess such

date had preceded them with vivid allu- minute and reliable information, may be

sions to the meaning of proper names, regarded as model illustrations of this

as that old prophet whose words Isaiah point,

repeats (Is. xv. 8 et seq.), and Hosea xii.

4, 12 [3, 11].
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and, altliou<^li not so great and durable as those of Eg^'pt,

were by no means few. Even in times belonging to the broad
day of history, we read of monuments erected as memorials for

posterity ; and of some, in the erection of which those who had
no historical claims to them had a pride.^ We likewise read of

altars, or similar objects, serving as memorials of their builders

or the first inhabitants.^ Beyond doubt, similar things happened

in the time of the Pati-iarchs : whenever the narrative refers to

altars or other monuments erected by them, a real monument
was extant, which either actually belonged to the primitive time,

or to which some definite memory v/as attached. Some of these,

as the sepulchral cavern of Abraham at Hebron, Jacob's stone

at Bethel, and the boundary-stone erected by him and Laban at

Gilead,^ are of such importance that a great portion of the

tradition turns on them.

These external supports are of course much more durable

than those first d>escribed; and there is no doubt that whenever
Hebrew tradition has preserved any considerable reminiscences

of times several centuries anterior, it has mainly been owing to

the erection of monuments, the history of which was treasured

in the memory of a proud posterity. Later ages even were

proud to show extraordinary relics of conquered foes.'' In a

country, indeed, and at a period when such monuments were

left without inscriptions (as we shall show to have been the

case constant!}', at least in the Patriarchal times), even these

supports are not always adequate, as the stories to which they

relate may gradually become obscure, although the same nation

remains in the land ; but they secure tradition from this, danger

much longer than the first kind of supports.

c.) The firmest support of tradition, beyond doubt, is a great

institution, which has sprung from an historical event, and has

fixed itself in the whole people : such as an annually recurring

festival, which cannot pass without recalling the great inci-

• Samuel commemorates the great \'ie- iinder the pretence of making himself a

tory over the Philistines, which was fol- name to siipply the place of children

lowed by a long and honourable peace, by (2 Sam. xviii. 18). Such a monument is

a monument on the field of battle, called called QJ^i», or specially T*,
' hand

;

' that
'the Stone of Help'—that is, of victory

—

.
i

" j j .. L . i< i.
If „ u- u »1 11 „„ „»>„ is, an elevated index to attract the atten-

and from which the neighbouring country ^.' ^, , ,t i r ,r^
1 • IV /I (J ^., f . ^\ tion of the passers-by. (is. Ivi. o, xix. 19
derived Its name (1 bam. vn. 12 ; ci. iv. 1). i^

. „.na-is
So Saul, on his return from a victory ^%\^l^^- ^^}-

f:
\-\^i:>

. ,_

over Amalek near Carmel. erects a monu- , 'J- ^'''^- ':'\ ' ^ ^ Sam. xxiv. 1 8 sqq. ;

ment, on the west of the Dead Sea, which cf. ^Judges vi. 24 sqq., xxi. 4.

detains him there some time (1 Sam. xv. . ^"".V^-
^^^\- V"i?" » ,, • . • ,

,„, 1 T> 1 iY I • » „ Like the iron bed of the ancient giant
12) ; so also David, alter his victory over , . . t-> 1 1 .i •

i i- i

i,„ e,™.„, /-.) Q, ;;; ^Q^ m „..i„«, king in Kabba, the capital ot Anunon.
the Syrians (2 Sam. viii. 16). Absalom /t» i.

••• 1 1 \

also pi-ematurely desires this honour, *>
"'"

^
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dent to which it owes either its origin, or at least some of its

attendant ceremonies. Nothing perhaps so fixed the memory
of the deliverance from Egypt in the popular mind, as the fact

that the Passover served as a commemoration of that event

;

and certain expressions distinctly indicate how the memory of

it was at this festival handed down from father to son.^ To
a still greater degree was the memory of the institution of the

community and of the encampment at Sinai sustained by the

permanence of the community itself and the consciousness of

its nature. Obliterated as the details may be, the essence and
basis of historical recollections such as these can perish only

with the institutions that have sprung from them : and nations

that have early had lofty aims, and achieved much, never entirely

lose that higher historical consciousness on which much of their

best strength is founded.

3) Now however many subjects the memory be supposed to

retain, and however faithfully their particulars be preserved,

yet it is incapable of holding the huge mass in true historical

connection, having already enough to do with mastering the

multi^irious contents of the stories, and being moreover called

upon only when an occasion demands the repetition of a

l^articular tradition out of the store. Tradition, therefore,

will retain the original historical connection and order of the

incidents only so long and so far as it can do so easily ; but is

prone to let the materials fall asunder, and so become confused

and intermixed. This affects first the particulars of one cycle

of stories of the same period, then other cycles, and so on

;

until at length nothing remains of distant times but sinsfle

great ruins, which stand out on a plain of desolation, and resist

decay. And because tradition is careless of the close cohe-

rence of its materials, its circle is always open to the intrusion

of foreign elements.

This very tendency, however, provokes a counteraction: for

if tradition were always to suffer its records to become obscure

and fragmentary, it would at length have great difficulty iu

performing its own proper function. As the mind cannot be

satisfied with what is unconnected and obscure, ti'adition also

endeavours at length to repair and complete whatever has

become too isolated and obscure in its province ; and just where
it has been most lacerated and obscured, it makes the greatest

' Wliat is incidentally mentioned in Deuteronomy enforces this direction much
Exod. xiii. 8-10, 14-16, as a direction for more frequently and pointedly, as if it had
the future, was undoubtedly som^-thing been necessary, in thf time of its compo-
more than that in the time of the author, sition, to resist a g^o^\^ng indifference.
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efforts to close up the rents and round itself off", or even to fill

up the gaps from conjecture, inasmuch as it always aims at

being the reflection of real history. This effort, indeed, also

affects the narration of events, since it will not hesitate to fill

up a gap with any such transition, or minor interpolation, as

the context may seem to require. This prevails most in cases

in which the necessity is urgent ; especially :

a.) In the lists of the names ofijersons. For later times may,
indeed, preserve but few of the most important names of the

many heroes which were the theme of young tradition; but
these, from the indispensable necessity of genealogical lists, are

maintained all the more firmly. Among nations which pay the

most zealous regard to the purity and glory of every family,

like the Hebrews and Arabs, the exactest and most compre-
hensive genealogies constitute one of the chief elements of tra-

dition. And though after Moses the individuality and special

prominence of families in Israel was subordinate to the higher

whole, yet on the other hand the importance of the hereditarj--

estates and privileges appertaining to families formed an addi-

tional motive for still considering exact genealogical lists indis-

pensable.' But it Avas evidently too difficult to preserve all

names in the lists referring to remote times ; and when, in the

further development of tradition, an attempt was made to carry

back the series of generations in the ascending line to the first

generations of the earth, many names w^ere undoubtedly found
standing very isolated. We are still able to discern the means
that Hebrew tradition adopted in order to bring the disjointed

parts into closer coherence, and to control such large masses
of names. For the times from the Patriarchs down to Moses,

or even to David, tradition was satisfied with one member of

the genealogical series for a whole century, even though in

so doing many less celebrated names of the chain were irre-

parably lost. Thus the sojourn in Egypt, which is reckoned

at 430 years, has four or five members of the tribe of Levi ;

Levi: Koliath, Amram, Aaron (Moses), and Eleazar, to cor-

respond to it;^ and five members of the tribe of Judah :
^

' Compare Ezra ii. 62, Neh. vii. 64, as And it -was the same with the ancient
evidence of the latest times. The ancient Indians : see Prof. Max Müllers History
Araljs, down even to tlie first times of of Anc. Sanskr. Lit. p. 378 et sqq.

Islam, had experienced and renowned - Exod. vi. 16-'2ö.

-
_

^ Ruth iv. 18-20, compared with Num.
genealogists, .,4jl*»»ili {Ilanuha,^. 123), i- 7. The correct explanation of tliis is

,
,

^",
. , , 1

found in Gen. XV. 16, compared with ver.se
trom whose recollections a special branch jg
of literature, pedigree-tracing, grew up.
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Pharez, Hezron, Earn, Amminadab, and Nahshon. Of kindred

nature to this is the tendency which tradition has to fix upon
a definite round number of members of a genealogical series

for a long period, in order to prevent one of the scattered

names from being lost. Ten members, each corresponding to

about a century, are thus reckoned for the long interval from

the Patriarchs to David—the ten parting in the middle into two
equal halves, at the great era of Moses ;

' whereas we are able,

i'rom other sources, to show that more than twice as many
members were formerly reckoned for this ver}^ period.^ But as

ten generations were gradually assumed as an adequate round
number for the period from Jacob's twelve sons to David, so

likewise tradition used the same number to fill up the interval

from Noah's sons to Abraham's father, and, fiirther back still,

that from Noah to Adam ; ^ although this assumption required

more than a century to correspond to a single member. Further,

the remoter the times are, the more does tradition confine itself

to the exact coherence of the series of the chief families, and
neglect all but the indispensable part of the others. But when-
ever a knot occurs in the line—the commencement of a new
epoch, whence diverge a multitude of new celebrated families

or nations—tradition was prone to set up three equally pri-

vileged brothers instead of the usual single members. Thus
three sons, Gershom, Kohatli, and Merari, proceed from Levi

;

three, Abraham, Nahor, and Haran, from Terah, who concludes

the decad; and three, Shem, Ham, and Japheth, from Noah,
the tenth forefather. The pattern of this, however, has only

been derived from the three great families of Levi, as will be

shown below. Further, after the knot, the line of the chief

family is carried on in the firstborn in the case of Noah and of

Terah, but not in that of Levi, where Aaron descends from the

second of the three ; for as individuals, the descendants of Levi

are much more strictly historical personages than those of Terah
and Noah.

The case is the same with regard to numbers, which tradition

is least of all able to hand down with exactness. Here also,

as it is alwaj's the counterpart of real history, it endeavours to

fill up gaps by definite assertions ; and in so doing does not

' Ruth iv. 18-22. the number 10 often originated in 7 is
" We find, namely, in 1 Chron. vi. 7-13 sliown not only by the case of Gen. iv.

[22-28] and 18-23 '[33-38], two evidently compared with v.,butalso by that of a still

very old traditions, according to which later period in Neh. xii. 35 compared with
there were twenty-two generations between 1 Chron. xxv. 2, where from the time of

Levi and David. Asaph to that of Nehemiah there appear
' Gen. xi. 10-26, and v., concerning only 7.

which we shall speak subsequently. That
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necessarily go far wrong, provided it still retains a glimmering

consciousness of the distinctions of things and times. For,

whether a state lasted a short or a long time, whether a hero

died in youth or old age, whether many or few fell in a memo-
rable battle, are points on which tradition may easily retain some
consciousness. All that tradition does, then, is, that instead of

vague statements, it gives a roughly estimated definite number,

since its inmost impulse forbids it to give up the distinctness

of actual life. It is thus that Hebrew tradition has certain

favourite round numbers (as 3, 7, 10, 40), of which it makes
free use, either in these original forms, or else reduced, in-

creased, or even multiplied, as the case requires. How far

tradition succeeds in thus restoring a coherent chronolog}' in the

main, may be best shown farther on from the Book of Judges,

and still more distinctly and comprehensively from the Boole of

Origins. Ancient Hebrew tradition, however, in accordance

with the religious sobriety of the nation, has always been much
more temperate in this use of numbers than that of the Indians,

which makes them the sport of the freest fancy.

b.) Tradition is less liable to confuse different jJcnocZs, as a

certain feeling of the wide separation of the ancient from the

more recent, as also of the essential character of long j)eriods,

generally becomes so firmly fixed as rather to modify the stories

of individuals in distant times in conformity to the general

view of the whole epoch than vice versa. If tradition desires

to arrange and classif}' the immense mass of reminiscences

and stories of distant times, it fixes on a suitable number and

scale of divisions and periods, with their distinctions, according

to which it disposes them all. Thus it assumes the scheme of

four great ages, embracing all generations of men and events

on earth, from the creation to the present ; which exhibits a

remarkable accordance with the four Tugas of the Indian.?,

and is to be ascribed to many other conspiring causes besides

the mere power of tradition.

^Nevertheless, such means cannot always secure the recollec-

tions of different cycles and ages from being gradually inter-

mixed and confused. Thus, for example, some achievements

are ascribed to Samson, as the later and better-known hero,

the complexion of which sends us back to the Patriarchal time.^

Still more easily does the imagination of tradition combine later

incidents with earlier, when they seem to have some intrinsic

' Judges XV. 17-19.
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connection, and the more recent appears to explain the older

and obscurer.^

c.) If with the desire to collect the scattered legends a kind

of artistic skill is combined, then certain favourite modes of

piecing together and classifying the manifold and scattered

materials are developed—arts hardly known, however, to the

simplest forms of tradition, such as those of the ancient Arabs.

One of the first of these means is the accumulation of kindred

materials, and the combination of several stories of cognate

import.^ Next, tradition tries to gather the loose mass of

scattered stories, and group them in a round number around
the chief subject, so as to have them all together in one series

and under control. As the Greek tradition reduced the labours

of Hercules to a definite round number, so that of the Hebrews
arranges the whole story of Samson in round proportions. In
like manner the Fourth Narrator of the Pentateuch disposes the

Egyptian plagues, and reduces them to the number ten. To
this head also belongs the apt disposition of diverse legendary

materials, so as to correspond to an internal sequence : thus

the legend of Jonah consists of three or four short stories, in

harmonious sequence and bringing the story to a natural close.^

This last mode of combining traditional elements is very inge-

nious, and borders on the more artificial modes of restoring

history, which we need not yet describe.

Z. As to its spirit or inner life, however, tradition rests less

in the understanding than iu the imagination and feeling. An
extraordinary event affects the imagination so strongly that the

latter forms as extraordinary an image of it. This image may
be very true and striking, and at first, so long as the event

remains fresh in the memor}-, is exposed to no great abuse
;

but subsequently, Avhen separated from its living refei-ence, and
l^reserved as to its extraordinary outside only, may become the

fruitful source of misapprehensions ; of which we shall adduce
several examples farther on. Tradition, thus filling the imagi-

nation, penetrates very deep into the mind, and occupies the

whole leeling, but remains stationary there without examining
its own contents to their foundation, and expects to suffice,

just as it is, for the instruction of the hearer, who receives it

in its simple meaning. It is at the same time possible that the

person who collects many traditions, may prefer those which

' As in the case of Josh. vi. 26, 1 Kings Biblischen Wissenschaft, 1848, p. 128
xvi. 34. sqq.

* On this and other kindred topics, see ^ Die PropJieten des A. B., vol. iii. p.

the explanations in the Jahrbuch der 235 sq.
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are more agreeable or profitable in his own estimation, and tlius

exercise a certain judg-ment on their contents. But so long as

the judgment does not embrace the whole subject, and seek

proofs extrinsic to all traditions, the peculiar power of tradition

still maintains its rights and its continuance.

This life of ti-adition produces special advantages. Taking

root in the narrow but deep realm of feeling, and never sustained

by the mere memory, but always by the S}mpathies of every

hearer, tradition becomes one of the most intellectual and in-

fluential possessions of man. Its lore acts on the mind with

the greater force, that it is as yet untroubled by doubt. And
to any one who can fathom its whole meaning, and master it by

the right art, it offers an abundance of prophetical and poetical

material ; since the world of feeling is also that of poetry, and
the doctrines comprised in tradition may, to the mind of

antiquity, be emphatically of the prophetic kind. The materials

of tradition, moreover, notwithstanding a certain uniformity,

are nevertheless so fluctuating (according to page 16 sq.), and
therefore so plastic, that the poet's art is little impeded by them

;

and the farther a cycle of tradition has advanced, up to a certain

stage, the more easily does it admit poetic treatment. And a

poetic breath does sensibly pervade the traditions of the Old

Testament ; and if, notwithstanding this, epic poetry has never

flourished on this field, this must be ascribed to special causes,

which lie beyond our province.'

But what lives chiefly in the feeling, shares its defects also,

feeling is exceedingly different in individuals ; and therefore

the inner life of tradition assumes different forms with individual

narrators, since their whole mental idiosyncrasies pass unobserved

into it. And as no great and permanent unity is ever produced

by feeling alone, the historical import of tradition passes

through incalculable changes, and never attains a settled form.

These fluctuations will not indeed much afffect the essential

spirit of a tradition, as described at page 16 sq., and for the

reason there indicated ; bat may produce great varieties in the

conception of the same event.

Moreover, when, with altered times and circumstances, the

general views and opinions, which always exercise a great

influence on the feelings, have undergone a great change, then

tradition, laying aside more and more of its ancient dress, con-

forms itself to the later ideas, and displays even greater diversity

of conception than before. We can trace this in the Old

' See the Dichter des A. B., vol. I. i. p. 21 sq., 85 sqq.
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Testament, if we observe the different forms which the same
tradition assumes as it passes through different times and

countries. Whereas, for instance, the two oldest Narrators of

the times before Moses in the Pentateuch have a distinct con-

sciousness of the difference of the state of things anterior and

subsequent to Moses, the later Narrators infuse into their de-

scription of the earlier times, a strong mixture of Mosaic ideas,

which in their time had penetrated much deeper into the

popular mind, whilst the exact recollection of the Premosaic

age and its different character began to grow dim. The intel-

lectual significance of the subject—that which interests the

feeling—is the element which least of all can be secured by

those aids and supports of tradition described at page 15 sqq.

3. But the final and crowning property of tradition is still

to be mentioned—that tradition only develops and fixes itself

originally in a narrow domestic circle. At any rate, the circle

of those who feel a lively interest in an event strongly affecting

the imagination, and also are zealous to preserve it by tradition,

will always be a narrow one at first. But in remote antiquity

every jjeople really moved in such a narrow circle of life and

aim. We may therefore say that nationality is a last and ver}'

important property of tradition. Like all possessions of a nation

on such a stage of civilisation, like its religion, its law, and its

view of the world, tradition is embraced by the strongest bonds

of nationality, and grows up with the people itself, with its

heroes and their antagonists, its joys and sorrows, its destinies

and experiences. For as a nation holds fast in tradition and

incorporates with its owti spirit only what appears worthy of

perpetual memory from its accordance with its own peculiar

life and aim, the best part of its knowledge of itself and of its

early-appointed destiny lives in tradition ; and as, in such

times, the religion of each people belongs to its nationality,

so their tradition is full of the meaning and life of their

peculiar religion. To this cause tradition owes its chief im-

portance : it is one of the most sacred and domestic possessions

of every people, its pride and its discipline, an inexhaustible

source of instruction and admonition for every succeeding

generation.

Now a noble people which has alreadj* passed through a

history pervaded by a certain elevation of purpose, will, by the

purifying influence of tradition (described at page 16), have

presented to it the great personages to whom it owes its eleva-

tion under even purer and more brilliant aspects, and find them

a source of perpetual delight. But in cases where the raemoiy
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of such lofty examples has, by the lapse of centuries and in-

ternal changes, lost much of its original circumstantiality and
distinctness, and only survives in a few grand isolated traits,

this memory will generally become all the more plastic, assimi-

lating to itself the new great thoughts which now constitute

the aspiring people's aim, and, when thus ingeniously modified

through their intiuence, be born again into the beauty of a new
life. For we are also to take into account, that no aspiring people

can dispense with ideals surpassing the most favourable imace
of its actual life, in which it beholds the realisation of that

better state which it has in part achieved, in part has yet to

accomplish, and in which it sees its better self. And as the eve

that seeks that id=al, and finds it not in the present, sometimes
looks forward into the future, sometimes backward into the past,

a few prophets will sternly rouse the peoj)le to a sense of their

shortcomings, and to the need of future perfection; but others

will look back with fervent longing to the solemn forms of anti-

quity, to strengthen themselves by their ideal greatness, and
to imagine how they would now act. Should one of the latter,

however, be versed in the old traditions, and filled with the
poetry that pervades them, he will easily remodel one of the
heroic forms of ancient time, and shape it to the advanced
higher requirements of his own age. When thus presented
anew in eloquent language, eager ears will listen to the story

and treasure up its beauties. Thus it is really the aspirino-

national spirit which by these means preserves, secures, and
glorifies the old heroic traditions ; and accordincflv even such
renovated traditions will be distinctly impressed with the pecu-
liar spirit of the nation :—of all of which we have the most
instructive examples in the Patriarchs.

Such excellent results are attainable when an enlightened

and courageous nation is steadily advancing in everv-thinir orood.

But when, on the other hand, depressing times supervene, in

which the nation retrogrades as much as it might have advanced,
the intellectual conception of its tradition also suffers, the pro-

gress of its purification is interrupted, and its tone bears traces

of the disturbance of the national sj)irit. Even the o'lorious

forms which once elevated the heart are no longer compre-
hended in their pure majesty, but are misunderstood, or de-
graded to luwer standards, or even forgotten.' In the actual

" Let the reader only remember -what hare blindly followed him in this, after-

the Talmud, for example, often makes of wards made of them, partly from want
the traditions of the Old Testament ; or of comprehension, but still more from
what Mohammed and the Muslim, who hauteur ur indoknce. A main cause of
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life of a nation, indeed, there rarely is either pure advance or

pure retrogression of all the better powers and aspirations : a

people may advance in some directions, and lag behind in others.

Thus with the Fifth Author of the Pentateuch : while the image

of the Patriarchs and Moses is prophetically exalted, his view

of the national enemies betrays many signs of that ill-humour

which gradually arose as the relation between Israel and its

neighbours grew worse.

Always, then, and in every way, tradition remains deeply

impressed and firmly held by the nationality, depends on it and

changes with it. It does not yet soar above its native earth

into the pure heaven" of the universal history of all nations,

emancipated from the narrowness of a particular people. It is

evident, therefore, how useful it is to compare the stories of

different nations about the same event, especially when a tradi-

tion has passed through many stages in a nation. The com-
parison of different traditions preserved about an event in the

same people, however, often ensures a similar advantage, since

different portions of the nation may easily take different views

of the same thing.

Should foreign traditions, however, intrude into the circle of

a very extensive system of national tradition, they will never

acquire a firm position and life there, unless they adapt them-

selves to its dominant spirit, and are filled by its peculiar

manner; of which also we have a few examples in the Old

Testament. Nationality embraces and limits even the widest

circle of traditions, and cherishes nothing in its fostering bosom
but what proceeds from or assimilates with itself.

But if the case stands thus with the nationality of tradition,

and if the people of Israel acquired their peculiar position

among the nations through nothing so much as through

the circumstance that true religion got rooted in it with a

power and distinctness nowhere else beheld—one can under-

stand how it must have become in external form and dress, no

less than in substance and soul, something quite different to

what it became among the heathen. True religion, during the

whole course of its struggle for ascendency, perpetually moulded

this people according to its own inner impulse and inextin-

guishable light. Accordingly tradition, already existent or

the internal rottenness of Islam is the mudic stories inoculated it, and that it is

fact that it has never been able to eman- doomed by its very origin to remain un-

cipate itself from the lifeless and perverse historical for ever,

view of antiquity with which such Tal-
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newly-born, was shaped pliantly and obediently bj' the peculiar

spirit of the religion ; the result of which is that no other

national and antique traditions ever dived so deep into the life

of true religfion as these. As already remarked on pa^^e 14, the

Hebrew tradition possesses a vivid sense for truth and fidelity,

for sobriety and modesty, and an aversion to everything immo-
derate, vain, and frivolous, by virtue of which it may be re-

garded as the diametrical opposite of all heathen, and especially

of the Egyptian and Indian traditions. Of course, even among
this people, it shaped itself very differently, according to

varieties of time and place. Where, in the many centuries of

this nation's history, the true religion raises itself highest and

most freely, there we constantly see tradition produce a glorious

reflected image of the religion, though varying according as tra-

dition has more or less power, and clothed in the most diverse

colours. And tradition is indeed constantly working, even

down into the New Testament history ; and with what sublime

simplicity and trueheartedness, conjoined with what faithfulness

and love of truth ! But when the true religion is seriously or

lastingly obscured, as in the history of the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes, or later among the Hellenists, then the tradition also

becomes more fragmentary, obscure, monstrous, and wild. But
amongst the people of Israel the substance of tradition must
continually overflow, not only with the general spirit, but also

with the most distinct conceptions and views of true religion.

Many of the profoundest reminiscences of the events and
thoughts in which the true religion was revealed, are preserved

by it most faithfully and imperishably. But also not a few of

the sublimest thoughts, which could only arise from the actually

experienced and completed life of distinct ages of the true reli-

gion, were transformed into stories of a lofty kind, through the

endeavour to retain these thoughts hj giving them a lively

historical form ; and thus, by passing from mouth to mouth,

became one of the richest and most varied elements of tradi-

tion. Of such importance, even to religion itself, was tradition

in this nation.

II. If this is indeed the essence of tradition, then one can

readily understand further, that when once arisen, and become
so important a. part of the entire mental treasure of a people,

it should also have a life and significance of its own, and might
even go through a series of various stages of development.

Even when it issues immediately from simple narrative, it

passes without rest through infinite changes, but never returns
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to its own foundation. The best way of surveying tlie modes

of its changes, and the other impulses and mental capabilities

which at length associate themselves with it, is to observe the

three stages of its possible progress.

1. Every great event soon finds a suitable style of narrative

to perpetuate itself in. The first vagueness of the impressions

disappears, the recollection grows distinct, and a more congruous

and prevalent mode of relating events begins to be formed.

Now as the story thus arises from the immediate experience of

a memorable event, it was quite as possible in those ancient

times as in ours, for it to be a most graphic and vivid coun-

terpart of the event ; indeed this was more possible then than

now, since antiquity had a youthful susceptibility for strong

and true impressions. The Old Testament contains passages

which evidently come very near this primitive style of narra-

tive. Accounts like that in Judges ix., or those about the

great scene in David's life in 2 Sam. xiii.-xx., present such

graphic pictures of those periods, drawn on so real a background,

that we can completely transport ourselves to the times in all

their circumstances, without feeling anything worth notice to

mar our vivid sense of the actual events. Graphic simplicity of

relation is a characteristic excellence of antiquity, which narra-

tive, even after it has passed through the stages we are about to

describe, gladly reassumes. For when the whole national life

was more compact, and in its narrower circle more confiding, the

observation and narration of the smallest circumstance had its

value and its charm. And as nothing but the complete picture

of the entire background and concomitant circumstances of

an event can represent its whole truth, nan-ative develops

that lifelike picturesqueness and that naive and enchanting

simplicity which later ages either reject, because their style

only gives prominence to the main features, and therefore has

less life and soul, or are only able to produce by new poetic

art and imitation. The Old Testament has a wealth of such

narratives, which, without pretending to be so, are artistic in

the best sense of the term, and, like the verses of the Iliad,

have the stamp of eternal grace and life. Without looking

farther for examples, we may refer to the Booh of Origins,

which clothes its driest subjects with unsurpassable grace, and

makes of the smallest story a living picture. And after this

ancient mode of simple faithful story had become typical

through the Pentateuch and other sacred writings, how won-

derfully it was renewed in a late age in the First Book of

Maccabees, and finally, growing wondrously with the unrivalled
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sublimity of the subject itself, in the first three Gospels, and a
great portion of the Acts of the A]30stles !

Tradition is most beautifully developed in this simple style,

when the eminent person or period which forms its subject,

though already removed to some distance, so that the purifica-

tion above described has commenced, and the subject already
begun to display its true greatness more freely, is still regarded
with undiminished interest as one of the last grand incidents

of a past era, and is therefore still preserved more completely.

As at the time of Livy the heroic deeds of the Samnite and still

more of the Punic wars, although then remote, could still be
brought to life again in all Roman hearts ; so likewise when
the Books of Samuel (or rather the ancient Book of Kings) were
written, the majestic forms of Samuel and David were not too

far removed, but were only just raised above the misappre-
ciation of their own time, and sustained by tradition in the

pure light that belonged to them. Hence no portion of the
history of the Old Testament produces comparatively so satis-

factory an effect on the historical enquirer as this does ; for

here we see the whole reality and truth of a great human scene

peep out behind the tradition, and discern historical greatness

surrounded by all the fetters and limitations of its temporal
conditions.

This first and simplest stage is that at which the ancient

Arabian tradition has in the main remained stationarj^, and
which we can therefore most thoroughly comprehend by study-

ing it on Arabian ground. When it attracted the attention of

the great, and the best tradition ists, sought out from all parts

and honoured, revived the enormous mass of reminiscences

which writing soon attempted to perpetuate, the best achieve-

ments of Islam were already done ; but they had roused the

national consciousness, and excited a greater desire to look

back into the antiquity that was daily growing dimmer. We
know for certain that they did not set to work in this with-

out foresiffht. The most talented and reliable relators were

preferred, who appealed to others as authorities on events of

which they were not themselves eyewitnesses, often adducing a

louff series of them. And as the field of the traditions was

immense, and those who wished to hear them, or to have them
written down, generally lived very far from the interior of

Arabia, in consequence of the wide diffusion of Islam, this

citation of the authorities was transferred in all its prolixity

into the oldest historical books. Now although Hebrew history

does not adopt this custom of textually incorporating these

VOL. I. D
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authorities for the oral tradition,* yet there can be no doubt that

the Hebrews paid great attention to the question whether a

tradition was derived from a good authority or not ; for though

tradition never examines its own foundation, it may neverthe-

less discriminate very well within its own limits, and be on its

guard against too gross misrepresentations.

But if the effort to collect and survey tradition gains ascen-

dency at a period, and in a people, disposed to poetic art, then

that poetic and prophetic spirit will manifest itself, which, we
said above (p. 27), is latent in tradition, and therefore only

waits for the most favourable opportunity to start forth. There

must indeed first be a narrator who is capable of thus treating

traditionary materials, and whose example may teach others.

Should there be such a one, he may cast a seasonable glance

from above downward, and, while speaking of an early time,

refer prophetically to a later one, the results of which he intends

to explain, and thereby link the different materials so much the

more closely together. For this process there must of course be

an intrinsic connection between the thmgs themselves ; and the

traditionist, gifted with prophetic insight, then only combines

matters Avhich, although separated by wide intervals, have an

internal nexus. But tradition-, when under the hand of a skilful

master it assumes this higher form and order, passes unmis-

takably into a new semi-artificial stage ; which we must regard

as one of the causes that produce epic poetry. That which, in

the prophetic survey, had been briefly foreshadowed at the

beginning, must at length be fulfilled ; and a period full of

prophetic truths may most easily infuse into the dead bones of

ancient tradition this breath of prophetically poetic art. Ancient

Hebrew tradition remained stationary at this strictly prophetic

rudiment of a certain kind of epic poetry. A signal specimen

of it from an early age is found in Genesis xvii., where the de-

scription of a solemn moment in the life of Abraham fore-

shadows the whole history of Moses and David.

When this superadded artistic tendency is further developed,

the traditionist will often try—quite in dramatic fashion—to tie

a knot at the commencement, and then to unloose it pleasur-

' The Asamd (in the singular, Isnad), vride dispersion of the first Muslims,

which occupy such a large space in the "WTiile their achievements extended over

oldest historical books, and which only the whole world, and 'generated an infinite

later writers venture gradually to omit, supply of matter for narration, the num-
The cause why the Arabs stand alone ber of talented relators was so much re-

in this respect is to be sought (without duced by their bloody wars, that a stricter

excluding their general sobriety of mind, attention was very early paid to the per-

existiug by the side of a tendency to occa- sonal guarantees of a story,

sional exaggeration) in the enormouslj'
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ably and satisfactorily in the course of the narratives. For
when the narrator is about to relate a long series of stories

concerning an eventful time, their varied and scattered images
first come before him condensed into one thought, and he is

prone, as he surveys the entire sequel in his mind,. to let that

thought start forth at the very beginning, which all the sub-

sequent stories as they are imfolded will thoroughly confirm.

Such a mysterious beginning, by giving a brief summary and
presentiment of the grand result, rivets the attention more
forcibly, and forms a frame in which all the subsequent scenes,

down to the foreknown necessary catastrophe, can be tranquilly

exhibited. The present books are full of such genuine epic

plots '—more, indeed, in the later and more artificial literature

than in the older, but in both manifestly prompted by the mode
in which the oral tradition itself was delivered by a series of

skilful narrators.

In these sometimes poetical, sometimes prophetical, attempts

to round off and skilfully dispose a series of connected traditions,

the freedom required to treat the traditionary material is so

variously developed, that we may justly regard it as forming a
transition to the next great change in this province.

2. For as soon as new and yet alread}" concluded events of

surprising greatness, and stories that rival antiquity, attract the

most attention, or the ancient traditions are thrown aside merely
from lapse of time and change of the nation's condition or abode
—then this first, and, in its kind, veiy finished form of the

simple tradition inevitably changes. The overflowing abundance
of the old stories, with the exact memorj' of the temporal and
local conditions of the ancient events, will be more and more
washed away by the stream of new ones. And if even at an earlier

stage the simple tradition carried on its function of purification

and elimination in a quiet way, now a severer struggle arises be-

tween the cycle of ancient stories and that of the more attractive

new ones, in which the purification and classification of tradition

spoken of above (pp. 16, 28) is carried on by the strongest means
to its extreme limits. Whatever comes off victorious out of

this struggle must, first, have been so ineffaceably ingrained

in the mind of the people that it never can be lost again : some
imperishable truth or elevating recollection must have been
attached to it, which cannot now be permanently divorced from
it, and the province of tradition must therefore have in some

' Like 1 Sam. ii. 27-36; Gen. xv. 13- 1-12. Trom still later times we havo
16 ; Ex. iii. 12-22. There is much rcsem- 1 Kings xiii. and other passages, of which
blance also in the passage in 1 Sam. xvi. we will speak farther ou,

D 2
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respects already become archetypal and sacred. Secondly, it

may be that these few indestructible reminiscences are saved

out of the clearance effected by time, as glorified images of a

mighty past—a few names, and the events connected vs'ith them
standing out in these different later times as witnesses of a

hoary antiquity, like solitary granite rocks on a wide plain:

but the extreme rarity and dilapidation of these few great

remains of earlier tradition render it especially difficult to tell

the stories over again, since tradition, so long as any real life

remains in it, cannot long rest satisfied with such meagre and

dry materials.

A new phenomenon may then possibly arise to overcome this

difficulty. After the storms of time have passed over such a

field of tradition, and it may have long lain forgotten and deso-

late in the period of transition, the nation is awakened to a

sense of the majesty and sanctity of its ancestors ; and the relics

of the early tradition are in a manner resuscitated, the old

tradition comes out of the grave with new and more splendid

power, the simple tradition is horn again and remodelled by
art. It is not in general difficult to discern how this remodel-

ling proceeds. The principal thought itself, which was preserved

as the indestructible ground of a province of tradition, or as its

permanent idea, is now used to cement together all the still

extant parts. Whatever they contain that does not harmonise

with it, is neglected and rejected more and more as the frag-

ments of the old tradition are reunited in a firm and beautiful

body. Tradition, when gathering together scattered stories, is

prone (according to p. 34) to seize upon one prominent truth,

and to find that truth in all particulars. The same is even
more necessary here. And the delineation of all the particulars,

which has now to be adoj^ted, naturally takes the same tone as

the tradition itself (according to p. 32), and may therefore easily

be as graphic and charming as the latter. But because this

reanimation of the whole and of the parts proceeds from a

narrator and remodeller, whose warmest symjjathies are for

his own time, and w^ho revives the old tradition mainly for the

sake of his own time ; later ideas are sure to mingle, more
or less unobserved, in the description, and the peculiar spirit of

the age and religion of such a remodeller can never be dis-

sembled. Thus a multitude of genuine Mosaic ideas and truths

have penetrated into the Hebrew tradition about the primeval

age, and sometimes even look quite natural there.

For tradition is essentially a very plastic material, every one
conceiving and representing it in his own fashion : a gifted
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person, therefore, can witli freedom reproduce it witli much
more beauty thau he received it, without much altering its

basis. But it is most plastic when it has reached the advanced

stage of Avhich we here speak. When it has gradually laid aside

all temporal fetters, and in its ruins only hand's down a few

lofty images of antiquity as so many pure thoughts, then it not

only requires the most artistic and poetical narrators to reani-

mate it (ordinary ones being then inadequate to this work), but

it must allow them mucli greater freedom thau is permitted in

the first stage, since without that the very object of reanimation

would not be attained. Here, therefore, tradition allies itself

almost necessarily with new powers and mental endowments,

and produces creations of which the first stage hardly dis-

played the faintest rudiments. If it here observes what is

congruous and true, it becomes, by setting out from the funda-

mental thought of a whole province of tradition, and reviving

all fragments through that thought, the genuine restorer and
new-creator of forgotten stories, and delineates—with other

colours indeed than those of the common story and history, but

with no less truth and with greater splendour—the eternal

element of antiquity afresh in the pages of the transitory

present. And because it sets out from the pure and heaven-

directed thoughts of an ancient cycle of tradition, and more-

over moves in a province sacred to the national feeling, it can

introduce the immediate action of Gods and Angels, and depict

the living commerce of heaven and earth exactly as the religion

of the nation on the whole conceives it, and as the special sig-

nificance of the fundamental thought of the tradition requires.

We are here, therefore, close on the confines of epic poetry with

its mythological machinery ; and if the Mosaic religion were

not rigidly opposed to the development of a regular mythology,

Hebrew tradition also might undoubtedly have easily passed on
from this stage into epic poeti'y—whereas it now displays a

leaning towards it, and occasionally introduces short thoroughly

epic descriptions,' but nowhere real epic poetry. Nevertheless,

the Hebrews advanced so far on this stage that late writers

even attempt to remodel ancient tradition with new thoughts,

and care less for the tradition than for its new application and
conception. This transition to the greatest freedom of repre-

sentation, of course, almost destroys this stage of tradition,

and rather surrenders the ground to mere poetry.'^

' A beautiful example of which is found Fourth and Fifth Narrators in the Penta-

in Gen. xviii.-xix. 28. tench, as will be shown farther on,

2 The chief examples of which are the
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There are, however, innumerable transitions from the simple

tradition to this its later revival on more or less sacred ground.

Whereas the life of David given in the Books of Samuel only

at its commencement takes one little flight towards a compre-

hensive survey from a superhuman point of view,' and only once

introduces an angel, and then at no important crisis;^ in the

life of Moses, as we now have it, the renovation of tradition is

very marked, and in that of the Patriarchs it prevails almost

exclusivel3\ This anticipatory remark may here suffice : it gives

a tolerably distinct notion of the manner in which this kind

of tradition advances. Subsequently indeed, when the more
natural and living conception of antiquity gradually gave place

to a cold reverence for what was old as being in itself sacred,

an utterly different kind of clearing out of tradition was intro-

duced : the Books of Chronicles, which elevate the lives of David
and Solomon to the same stage on which the older books place

that of Moses, simply omit everything in their lives that did not

accord with the notion of sanctity.

3. If we put all this together, and consider from how
many diflcrent ages and provinces traditions of most varied

character come down to us, it becomes evident how wide
the province of tradition may be. The thorough know-
ledge of it, in the times when it flourishes, forms the special

business and pride of those who have a talent for it,^ just as

in other periods the study of real history ; and then the tra-

ditionists do not merely minister to the amusement and instruc-

tion of curious hearers, but are consulted as authorities in

questions of usage or law.

But such a great circle, once formed, will inevitably continue

to expand, and take up a multitude of materials that are at

first foreign to it in their origin or nature. If favourable cir-

cumstances occur, which unite portions hitherto separated of

the same country, the various local traditions come into contact

and are interchanged. If, in addition, a people is in frequent

interccurse with foreigners, their foreign traditions are adopted

and mixed with their own. We are able with tolerable distinct-

ness to survey in the Greek, but still more in the Indian tradi-

tion, the enormous w^ealth of the circle when thus expanded

;

' I refer to tlie passage 1 Sam. xvi. 1-12, such ideas and expressions are not gene-
" In the pestilence, namely, 2 Sam. xxiv. rated by the tradition.

16. Eut the people of that period felt ' There is no doubt that the ancient

the angel of death to be then personally Hebrews had such persons as the Indians
active among them, just as they recognised call Puranavidas, and the Arabs call

the presence of an angel in the leading of Ecivi, although we do not now know their

the army and in battle (Judg. v. 23) ; and designation.
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but among the Hebrews also, not only were the traditions of

different tribes brought together after the union of the nation

under the Kings—as the story of Jephthah from the Trans-

jordanic land ; that of Samson from the tribe of Dan ; that of

Elijah and Elisha from the northern kingdom,—but others also,

the matter and even the manner of which proves their foreign

origin, were admitted.' All these, however, were recast by the

Mosaic religion before they were incorporated.

Questions about the Origins of things—among nations, at

least, that are sufficiently elevated to propound such, and to

find ingenious solutions of them—are especially prone to crowd
into this circle. For tratlition embraces, from the outset, the

whole wealth of the genealogical stories, including legends

or opinions about the origin of the progenitors, which it en-

deavours to reach by tracing them in a line to a point be-

yond which there is no advance-—nay, even to the gods. Now
when tradition has already become accustomed to that poetic

remodelling of the subject which we described at pp. 36 sqq.,

it will receive into its own account of origins, the answers

which the enquiring mind gives to the questions about the

origin of all other things, clothe them in similar forms, or

weave them as well as it can into combination with its own
fixed circle. Such are the questions about the origin of other

nations, or of celebrated families of obscure descent—of the

many wonderful phenomena which have attracted notice, of in-

ventions and arts, of earth and heaven, or of the gods themselves

—subjects which are enigmas for the intelligence of the most

ambitious times. Their solution requires powers utterly un-

known to the primitive simple tradition : knowledge of foreign

countries, mastery of political affau's, imagination, religion; for

the question about the origin of the visible world, for instance,

as propounded by antiquity, belongs essentially to the -pvo-

vince of religion. These are only admitted insofar as they are

answered in the same popular manner that characterises tra-

dition, and are thus interwoven with an existing tissue of ideas.

Nevertheless, a people is most prone to form such traditions

about origins at a period when it is still contented with a

' We should be able to decide this with essential fe.itiu-es are derived from foreign

much greater precision if we possessed the sources. The basis of the story in Gen. ii.

ancient cycles of tradition of the Phe- 5 -iii., indeed must have -wandered through

nicians and other heathen in Palestine, many foreign nations before it received its

and of the Egj-ptians, Babylonians, and Mosaic costume. As matters now stand,

others. Such traditions, however, as those the Mahäbhärata and the Puränas (which

which we must ascribe to the Fourth are daily becoming more accessible to us)

Narrator (Gen. ii. .5-iii., vi. 1-4, xi. 1-9), furnish the most instructive comparisons

present indisputable indications that their for the Hebrew tradition.
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poetical conception of things ; or, if any purely philosophical

element should obtrude into this circle—as has happened among
the Indians in their Puranas, the simple stjde of which rather

stamps them as popular writing—it is first obliged to assume the

easy and naive garb of the popular tradition. Many specimens

of this popular development of tradition liave been admitted

even by the Hebrews; but these are neither so varied nor so

bold as in heathen mythologies ; for the sober and strict unity

of God necessarily rendered impossible many questions—such

as that about the origin of the gods—which the heathen views

of God and the world vainly attempted to solve.

It is on this last stage, and in order by such means to exj)lain

the obscure origin of things, that tradition even creates new
persons under suitable names, which, from their very noveltj^

are not hard to interpret. It represents the obscure beginning
of a nation under the notion of a single progenitor, whom, in

tihe absence of a traditional name, it calls after the people or

the country itself : thus Eber (Gen. x. 24) becomes the ancestor

of the Hebrews, Edom (or Esau) that of the Idumeans, Canaan
that of all the Phenician tribes. Further, it makes progenitors

of entire quarters of the globe, as Ham and Japheth ; or of the

whole race, either of one definite period, or of the earliest con-

ceivable time—as Noah, the father of the renovated race, Adam,
that of primitive humanity.

Its transition into Myth—that is, legendary lore about the gods
—must in like manner be most prevalent here. For the farther

it is removed from ocular testimony or the reality of events it

has itself experienced, the more freely can it explain isolated

and obscure facts by introducing the immediate agency and in-

carnation of the Deity. An ambition to animate such remote
and essentially lifeless subjects leads it naturally to this boldness

of introducing the unveiled presence of Deity into history, and
thus lifting that veil which so covers ordinary events that the

common eye does not discern in them even the mediate opera-

tion of the Deity. On the first stage, it barely ventures even to

begin to introduce the Deity just here and there, as if tenta-

tively (cf. p. 38) ; on the second, Hebrew tradition is bolder
and freer in representmg the appearance of God or angels on
the earth (cf. p. 37) ; but on this third stage, it makes the Divine
agency, without any farther limitation, the exclusive subject of

history, so that hardly a distinct trace of independent human
action manifests itself, and the history of the Flood, for example,

becomes not so much a histoiy of Noah as of God himself.

But on whatever stage Hebrew tradition thus introduces the
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Deity acting and incarnating itself in history, it undoubtedly

is always mythic on those occasions—taking that word in its

largest acceptation ; and it is of no use to deny that in this

it approaches the style and nature of heathen mythologies.

But it is just as certain, nevertheless, that it could never become
an actual heathen mythology. Pure religion imparts to it a

sensitive dread of false, or even too sensuous conceptions of the

Deity, as well as of dangerous confusion of the Divine and
human, and—even where it makes these attempts to introduce

the immediate agency of the Deity—inspires it Avith that beauti-

ful sobriety and reserve which are perhaps nowhere so neces-

sar}' as here. As it thus preserves the true dignity of the Divine

through all these perilous attempts, its choicest productions may
serve us as a model, and afford a standard to determine how far

a pure religion may venture to make sensuous representations

of the Deity. And because the Greek term myth is inseparably

connected with the whole sj'stem of heathenism, and means not

story about God, but story about the gods, we prefer to avoid it

altogether on Biblical subjects, and to speak, when we must,

of sacred or, better, of divine tradition.

On this last stage, which embraces the widest comj)ass of

traditions flowing from the most diverse sources, is also lastly

developed that easy artistic style of combining any mass of

traditions by intercalation. Here art allies itself with mere
convenience, and thereby loses its limits and its beaut}'. This

mode of combination, however, (which among the Indians begins

to develop itself full}" even in the Mahabharata, and early passed

from them to the Persians and Arabs,) is wholly foreign to

Hebrew tradition
;
yet its commencements can be plainly dis-

cerned in Homer.
III. Xow the earliest historians found tradition in this con-

dition—a fluctuating and plastic material, but also a mass of

unlimited extent. They evidently could not do much, more than

is open to any talented narrator: each selected such and so

many subjects as his special object required, and settled the

uncertainties and smoothed away the discrepancies as the con-

nection in which he vicAved the whole appeared to demand.
But, inasmuch as writing allowed all this to be effected with

greater deliberation and on a larger scale, it all necessarily took

a more definite form and observed more fixed limits under the

writer's hand than was possible in oral delivery. In this respect

the written record, which is moreover more durable, undoubtedly

produces the first reaction against the unrestrained power of

tradition ; and in the Old Testament, the earliest historical
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•writings of which important remains have been preserved, the
Book of Origins and, in a certain degree, also the ancient Book
of Kings display instructive examples of this earliest kind of
historical composition.

If, however, such beginnings produce a national historical

composition, it may, like every other special intellectual activity,

develop itself independently in the course of centuries, and thus
gradually unfold the germs of beautiful representation and
peculiar art vs^hich originally were only latent in it. Tradition,

according to what we said above, contains much that demands
a reanimating style of representation, a free combination of

scattered reminiscences, and an explanation of hidden causes

from a higher point of view. All these are so many germs of

artistic representation : and historical composition, having once
entered on its career of progress, may easily take possession of

these germs, in order to develop them, and so acquire a higher art.

Now this has palpably occurred in the second period of Hebrew
historical composition. The Book of Origins, and the still older

work, represent tradition very simply, and even in cases where
they venture on a lofty style (as in Gen. xvii-, Exod. xix.), it ap-

pears quite cramped by the strict spirit of the Mosaic religion,

like the Egyptian or early Greek statues, which look as if

chained motionless to the ground. This is not the case with
the Book of Kings, the Fourth Narrator of the primitive history,

and other later historians. In these the representation has
acquired much greater freedom, and the old limits of the sacred
tradition are mere and more discarded. These writers are the
first that treat long series of traditions with the great art

described above (p. 35 sq.) ; and the Prologue to the Book of
Job, which is at least as late as the beginning of the seventh
century-, shows to what height of beautiful free art this tendency
may at length attain. Another example of the increasing art

of this advanced literature has been explained above (p. 20);
and others will be particularly noticed below.

When, in the midst of a general advance in the intellectual

view and activity of a nation, historical composition adopts

this tendency, it is evident that it then plays into the hands
of tradition itself, and exerts no reaction against its influ-

ence. The first powerful agent against that influence is the

removal of the narrow bounds that limit the original nationalit}^;

for when a people, during the period of its own advancing cul-

ture, spreads itself, as the Greeks did, over many other nations,

and curiously compares their different traditions with its own, it

can hardly adhere so exclusively to its own hereditary traditions
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as before, but will gradually gain other views of their meaning.

Moreover, if the simjjle influence of the imagination and the

sentiment gradually gives place to the enquiring and sceptical

imderstanding (and this restless critical spirit is promoted by

frequent intercourse with distant countries), then the second

power of tradition, the predominance of the imagination and

the feeling, is lost in the process. Then the sober judgment gains

courage to sift it, the more so as it has been already resigned to

the above-mentioned poetical freedom. Lastly, the comparison

of many writings, in which it has been recorded with variations,

may often help to display its fluctuating character; and the

more the immediate history of a time is written down, or the

heroes of it commit their own memoirs to writing, the more
swiftly does the first power of tradition, the memory and the

mere transmission, lose its power.

How long soever, then, the period may be during Avhich tra-

dition, oral and written, may develop itself in compass, and un-

fold man}^ a bright flower on its course, it is nevertheless doomed
to perish. For it is only a peculiar mode of viewing events,

which necessarily arises under certain situations and temporal

conditions, and must vanish as soon as these are completely

changed, but yet does not entirely lose its power until history,

as such, is investigated as to its own foundations. But as

these its indispensable conditions are not abrogated among all

peoples at once, its power lasts, after it has ceased to flourish,

longer in one people than in another. The Hindus, so highly

cultivated a people in other respects, have in the main never

been entirely emancipated from its influence, as is evinced by

the fact that Puranic literature continues to flourish down to the

end of the Middle Ages, nay down to our own day, and that

historical literature, strictly speaking, has not been developed.

The ancient Hebrews also disappeared from the theatre of the

world's history before this transformation, which had begun

among them, was completed. It is true, the very oldest historical

works, the Book of Origins and others, though exhibiting some
dependence on tradition, display, in accordance with the Mosaic
religion, so sound a judgment in the conception and delineation

of historical events, that in process of time a genuine historical

literature might have been developed out of them. But the

decay of the entire ancient nation, consequent on the division of

the Davidic kingdom—in which only religion and, along with it,

poetry and a kind of philosophy developed themselves for a time

unchecked—gradually caused historical composition to degene-
rate more and more from these glorious beginnings. To what
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extent thepower of tradition kept its ground in certain favourable

provinces, even long after writing had become a substitute for

the memory, and a kind of contemporarj^ history had begun to

be formed, is shown by the history of Samson in the Book of

Judges, and by that of Elijah and Elisha in the Book of Kings.
At last, in the third period of historical composition, when the

heroes of history at once wrote down their memoirs in full, the

writings of Ezra and Nehemiah about their own achievements,
and the Book of Esther, which shows to what result the unre-

strained power of tradition may lead, stand irreconcilably side

by side.

We cannot doubt, however, how we are to treat the tradition

of the Old Testament in our investigations of history. When
an account is called tradition, the name does not determine

from what sources the story may be derived, nor what founda-

tion it may have. Historical research is to supj)ly this defi-

ciency. Tradition has its roots in actual facts
;
yet it is not

absolutely history, but has a peculiar character and a value of

its own. Hebrew tradition possesses all the charms that belong

to that of the other aspiring nations of antiquity, and, in

addition, the altogether peculiar excellence of being filled and
sustained by the spirit of a higher religion—nay, of even having

become in part the vehicle for its great truths. We must
acknowledge and appreciat3 this excellence in itself, but we
cannot use it for strict history without investigating its historical

significance. It is absurd entirely to neglect its use for his-

torical purposes, and to consider the duty of science to be to

express sad doubts of its truth; thereby depriving ourselves, out

of mere folly, of the most comprehensive means of searching out

a great portion of history. It is rather our duty to take tradition

just as it expects to be taken—to use it only as a means for

discovering Avhat the real facts once were. To this we are, even
unAvillingl}^, compelled by the diiferent versions of the same
incident which we not unfrequently encounter. We must first

endeavour to recognise every historian as exactly as possible by
his peculiar style, in order to see how he treats traditions ; and
only then, and by these means chiefly, the traditions themselves.

It is most fortunate when we find several traditions about the

same thing by different narrators, or (what is still more instruc-

tive) from widely distant periods. Thus the single passage in

Genesis xiv. throws a new light on all the other stories of the

Patriarchal world ; and many other equally surprising cases of

the same kind will meet us farther on. When we find only

one account of an event, and that one has perchance passed
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through many hands and modifications, our task is indeed in-

evitably much harder : but even then we cannot be entirely in

the dark, if we rightly interpret the passage itself, compare it

with similar ones, accurately weigh all possibilities, and the

general character of tradition, and keep in mind all that we

know from other sources about the period in which the event

falls. And the thorough understanding of one single portion of

ancient history ahvays leads to a surer insight into others.

We shall thus be enabled to attain our main object—to distin-

guish between the story and its foundation, and exclusively to

seek the latter with all diligence. It is not the great and the

wonderful in history of which we ought to feel a vague terror,

or which we would rather reject and deny. We know that

history has its mountains and plains, no less than the earth

has ; and how delighted we are to climb the former, without

despising the latter ! But we have to discover what the heights

of history really are, and to what elevation they rise above the

plains ; and the more accurately we estimate their relative pro-

portion, the more purely shall we appreciate and admire those

Alpine peaks, which not we but Another has raised.

B. COMMENCEMENT OF HEBREW HISTORICAL COM-
POSITION. WRITING.

The first historians of a people, as we have said, always find

some cycle of traditions ready to their hand ; audit is especially

the primary characteristics of tradition—the unforced freshness

and animation of the story, as well as the general charm of

beautiful oral description—that are transferred unchanged into

the earliest attempts to fetter tradition by writing. The only

things in these rudiments of historical composition, that distin-

guish the writer from the mere narrator, are the more compre-

hensive collection and combination of the traditions themselves,

and the wider or perhaps exacter survey of the entire province

of history which he purposes to describe in conformity with

tradition. If this first attempt to fetter the fluctuating

tradition should display variations and discrepancies between

the separate stories, the writer either places them entirely un-

altered beside each other (as the oldest historians of the Arabs

do, accurately exhibiting the true picture of all the confusion

and variation of tradition, and adducing their several authori-

ties) ; or he tacitly selects what appears to him the most reliable.

He may, however, also incorporate in his work two traditions

which have been developed out of one incident (according
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to p. 16), if to him they appear to refer to two distinct events

:

thus what is related of Sarah in Genesis xii. 9-20, and what is

recorded of Eebekah in Genesis xxvi. 7-11, are both inserted

by the same author.* Yet, as the first writer who attempts this

collection of traditions cannot possibly accomplish the whole

task, such essays and commencements of historical writing are

repeated until tlie work is more fully done.

This is in the main the picture which the Arabs give us of

the first attempts at historical composition ; and as such com-

mencements of an entirely novel literature, among the Hebrews

as among other nations of antiquity, have sufiered much from

the encroachment of later utterly different kinds of writing,

and as, especially in the Old Testament, they have nowhere

been preserved in their genuine pristine state throughout a

whole book, the example of the Arabs in this cannot be other-

wise than very instructive.'^

It is not, however, merely a given abundance of traditions,

and the stimulus of important materials, that of themselves

beo-et such attempts at history ; for in that case the Arabs—to

cite this most instructive example again—might have had a

history long before Islam. The actual rise of independent his-

torical composition presupposes, especially in a primitive people,

two other conditions—the occurrence of an extraordinary time

by which a people feels itself elevated, and the existence and

current use of the art of writing.

As soon as a people is roused from its torpor by such

a happy time, which raises it powerfully and lastinglj' to a

higher stage, and inspires it with a far prouder consciousness

amono- the surrounding nations, it also looks farther round about

itself in history, and regards with very different eyes the tra-

ditions of its own early times. It was not until Islam made

the Arabs conscious of their position iu the scale of nations

that the writing of history commenced among them, setting

out from recently revived traditions about their ancient times,

and then soon taking up the narration of events subsequent to

the origin of Islam, aud even universal history. If we apply this

to the Hebrews, we are not to imagine that their activity on the

great theatre of nations dates its comtnencement from Moses.

Even before Moses, as we shall show, Israel achieved a glory,

and advanced to a height among the neighbouring nations,

1 Both these passages (Init not Gen.xx.) GöttiTigen Gelehrten Ameigen, 1832,p.610.

belon-T to the Fourth XaiTator of the Pen- More recently this subject ha« been dis-

tateuch. cussed by Sprenger in his Life of Mo-
- See above, p. 33 ; Zeitschrift f. d. hammed.

Morgenland, bd. i. 9.') ; iii. 228, 330 sq.

;
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which nn<^"ht well have awakened in it the germs of historical

composition. Nevertheless, it is difficult to prove, from the Old

Testament itself,' that the rudiments of history were formed

before Moses ; and at any rate those rudiments cannot have

been important. But, as will be proved in the sequel, there is

no doubt that the Mosaic times were extraordinary enough to

develop these germs.

We must therefore pay all the greater regard to the second

condition, the existence of an already common written cha-

racter ; in which respect the question takes this form : Did
such a thing exist in the time of Joseph, or even Abraham, or

at any rate in that of Moses ? And as we possess no evidence

that summarily decides this point—since every investigation

into the antiquity and use of writing among the primitive

nations necessarily goes back into the mists of the remotest

times—nought remains for us but, first to note attentively every

mention of writing and its use, and then to search out the

oldest documents Avhich are not conceivable without writino-

;

always keeping in mind the peculiarity of the Hebrew cha-

racters, and their ancient connection with other kinds of writing.

I. The accounts of the Patriarchal time contain no sure

traces of the use of writing in that early age. The Book of

Origins is so far from alluding in its minutest delineations to

such a use, that it gives distinct glimpses of the contrary.

According to it, not only Divine covenants with man (Gen. i.,

ix., xvii.) are concluded without written documents—whereas
we see from the example of Ex. xxiv. that such documents,
when conceivable, were not omitted in such descriptions^—but

also human compacts of the most decisive importance for pos-

terity are in Gen. xxiii. ratified in a form which never could

be adopted when there was a possibility of using written docu-
ments. To appreciate the cogency of this argument, we have
only to observe how differently the ratification of much more
trivial compacts is subsequently described.^ The Fourth Nar-
rator, who deals with the Patriarchal story subsequently to the

date of the Book of Origins, does indeed once mention a seal-

ring of Jacob's son Judah,^ and such a ring necessarily implies

' We must not appeal to Gen. xlix. or the time that they sojourned in Egypt, a
to Gen. iv. 23 sq., as if these passages must country which enjoyed the use of writing
have Leon written before Moses. It might from a much earlier date, ;is will be shown
be more seriously asked, whether such no- when we treat of the Ilyksos. Only, what
tices derived from the primitive history of was then written in Israel cannot liave
the tribes as 1 Chron. vii. 20-27, viii. 13 been very important—at any rate, we have
(see about them below, in the account of no traces of it.

the origin of the nation), were not written - Jer. xxxii.
down before Moses. It cannot be doubted " Gen. x.xxviii. IS, 2.).

that the Israelites could write during
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the use of writing ; nevertheless, this single exception, occurring

in this late author, and employed as a mere embellishment of

the tradition, has no weight of proof against all the other evi-

dences ; although there is no doubt that seals were known in

the nation in the time of Moses.^ Considering, then, that the

accounts of the Mosaic times follow a thoroughly different type

in this matter, we must admit that that primitive time, even as

impressed on the memory of later ages, did not possess the art

of writing. And this is one of the many instances that prove

that tradition itself may preserve a correct memory of the dif-

ference of periods.

For as to the Mosaic time, the most various, and even the

earliest reminiscences concur in representing it to have pos-

sessed the familiar use of writing. The two stone tables of the

law (as we shall show farther on) are, according to all evidences

and arguments, to be ascribed to Moses : but as the art of writ-

ing certainly cannot have commenced with the hardest writing-

materials, nor its use been restricted to a few words on one

single occasion, the unquestionable historical existence of these

tables necessarily implies a difiPnsion of the knowledge of writing

among the more cultivated portion of the people. While the

oldest historian expressly states that Moses wrote down the Ten
Commandments, and an entire small book of laws besides,'^ the

Book of Origins not only assigns to him the ancient list of the

stations of the people in the desert,^ but also, in the description

of the Mosaic laws, constantly presupposes the frequent use of

writing."*

The not unfrequent occurrence of writing in the succeeding

centuries from Moses to David, which the documents attest in

the most credible manner, is in perfect harmony with this.

Writing was already a usual auxiliary in common life,'^ and was
likewise employed in recording new laws, which were deposited

with the older statutes in the sanctuaiy.^ It is evident that

these troublous times down to David merely continued what had
been introduced in the time of Moses.

But in the time after Solomon there is so much writing that

ten thousand divine written laws are spoken of,^ and the great

' Ex. xxxix. 30. 27 sq. (cf. also Num. xi. 26), and the
^ Ex. xxir. 4, 7- There is a passage Deuteronomist, always assume the exist-

from a very ancient work in Lev. xix. 28, ence of writing at that period.

which presupposes writing. * Judges viii. 14; 2 Sam. xi. 14 sq.

' Num. xxxiii. 2. ° This is manifestly deducible from the
* Num. v. 23; xvii. 17 sqq. [2 sqq.]; manner in which the origin of the law

Ex. xxxix, 30 ; Jos. xriii. 6 sqq. As a about the king is mentioned in 1 Sam.
matter of course, the Fourth Narrator, x. 25.

Ex. xvii. 14, xxiv. 12, xxxii. 32, xxxir. ' Hos. viii. 12 {Kctib); in agreement
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propliets are ready at any moment to write down their most
important declarations as perpetual memorials for posterity ;

•

in conformity with which, the fourth biographer of Moses makes
that hero likewise write down by divine command a saying

uttered at an important crisis.^ Nay, we even read both of

ready writers, who must have written quite differently from

the primitive way,^ and also of a twofold character; for that

intended for the common people,* which probably retained more

faithfully the simple antique forms of the letters, necessarily

implies the existence of another kind, which we may reason-

ably conceive to have been the abbreviated and less legible

tachygraphic character.

II. But even independently of all outward testimonies as to

the use of writing, it is indisputable, from the written docu-

ments which we can show once existed, that writing was

employed as far back as those testimonies reach. It cannot be

proved that any written documents of the Patriarchal times

came down to posterity:^ we are likewise unable to show, at

any rate from our present sources, that any large historical work

was written immediately after the liberation of the people, and

while they were still in the desert.^ But the two Tables of the

Law are an incontrovertible proof that there was writing in the

age of Moses ; and, when writing once existed, the greatness of

the Mosaic age was exciting enough speedily to develop the

germs of historical composition. On the same spot, there-

fore, in the history of Israel, on which the foundation for the

whole of its subsequent development was laid, we also find the

concurrence of those two conditions from which a national

historiography may arise. Passages like the list of stations in

the desert from Egypt to the frontiers of Canaan (Num. xxxiii.),

the census of the congregation (Num. i. sqq. xxvi.), and others

which will be noticed farther on, must, according to all indi-

cations, have been written early, and may be regarded as his-

torical documents. The ' Book of the Wars of Jahveh ' (Num.

with this, "we find similes derived from matter, although we may possilily yet find

writi nur used in Is. x. 19, xxix. 11 sq.; actual specimens of these different charac-

Ps. xlv. 2 [1] ; for similes can only be ters only buried under the soil,

taken from phenomena known to everyone. ^ The Song of the Sword, Gren. iv. 23 sq.,

' Is. viii. 1, 16. XXX. 8 : Hab. ii. 2. is indeed very ancient, and must, from its

^ Ex. svii. 14 ; the mode of delineation entire contents, belong to a time anterior

is all that is new here; the narrator to Moses ; but its apophthegmatieal eon-

doubtless found the declaration itself of ciseness makes it probalile that it was long

which we speak in some ancient book, preserved in the memory merely,

which he might ascribe to Moses. * This will be manifest from the obser-
' Ps. xlv. 2 [1]. vatioiis which we shall make on all the
* Is. viii. 1; Hab. ii. 2. I have no historical books, and on the Mosaic history

doubt that we must take this view of this itself.

VOL. I. E
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xxi. 14), which, as may be inferred from the citations from it,

and other indications, must be very ancient, is by its very title

declared to be historical. Thus there was, after the age of

Moses, a sufficiently broad and solid basis for the development

of historical composition.

We might here further enquire whether the Hebrew alpha-

betical character was invented by Moses or any of his con-

temporaries, or whence did the people get its aiphabet. To
imagine that Moses, or even Israel at all, invented the Hebrew
character (as many did in the latest age of antiquity),' is to

involve oneself in many difficulties. This view is not supported

by a single ancient reminiscence, nor in the remotest way by
any tradition of Biblical antiquity ; and yet the invention of

an art like writing is something of which a people may be proud,

and of which all civilised nations have from time immemorial

been proud. And although the need of a means like writing,

for the purpose of fixing the new laws that are to bind the

comnuinity, may be ever so sensibly felt at the juncture when a

new state is founded, as it was in the time of Closes, alphabetical

writing is, nevertheless, too artificial a thing to be discovered

everywhere all at once and so easily. Moreover, facts themselves

contradict this view in many ways. The Hebrew character

is a link in the larger chain of Semitic and other cognate

alphabets ;
^ but it is highly improbable in itself that a people

like the Hebrews, which in early antiquity never spread itself

widely, nor had much intercourse with foreigners, should ac-

tually have communicated the art of writing to such nations

as unquestionably excelled it in antiquity of civilisation, in the

arts of life, and in extent of commerce, such as were the

Arameans, the Phenicians, and others. The facts of the

case prove the contrary. Further, an investigation into the

Semitic lanfrua^es shows that the Asiatic members at least

all express the simplest notions relating to this art in the

same way,^ whereas later improvements of it are denoted by each

' Eupf'lomus (a writer who, according to cuneiform characters on the contrary were

Eusebius, Prcpparat. Evangel, ix. 17. is probably derived from the precisely oppo-

referred to by Alexander Polyhistor in the site quarter, namely from the North and
time of Sulla, and who is also known to northern naticms. See Gott. Gel. Anz.,

Josephus, Against Apion. i. 23) makes him 18-50. p. 176.

the inventor of the Hebrew alphabet (Euse- ^ Not only is 303. ^o U'rite, together with

bius, 1. c. ix, 26) ;
and Artapanus (Euseb. jrg many derivatives, common to all the

Pr. Ev. ix, 27) makes him the inventor of Semitic languages (with the sole excep-
even the Egyptian characters. We shall tion, perhaps, of the Ethiopic and South
show forther on what credit these writers j^^^^-^^ ^^ ^^^-^^ ^^^ -^ ^^^ commonest

''''sre also mj Ausführliches Lehrbuch ^"^'^ ^""^ '^^; ^"^ «1^° 1^° ^"""^ (properly

der HefjT. Spr.,-p. 41 sqq. 7th ed. The scale), and ')>r\, ink, are found in them.
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in different manners.' This phenomenon cannot be accounted

for except by assuming that this character, in its simplest use,

was first employed by an unknown primitive Semitic people,

from which all the Semitic nations which appear in history

received it along with the most indisjDensable designations of

the subject ; as surely as the fact that Eloah, the name for God,

is common to all Semitic nations, proves that the primitive people

from which they all proceeded, designated God by that term
;

and just as, in following out such traces generally, we are led

to the most surprising truths about the remotest periods in the

history of nations. The proper place, however, to pursue this

subject will be in the history of the Hebrews in Egypt.

III. We see then here also how surely every enquiry into the

origin of writing among the primitive peoples of antiquity,

loses itself in a distant mist, which all our present means are

inadequate to explore. Writing is still found to have existed

among these peoples before we can historically trace it; for, like

every primitive art, it has always surely sprung from the pressing

needs of life, and probably been soonest developed by some
nation possessing extended power and commerce. The appli-

cation of it to write history, or even to fix laws, was then mani-

festly still far off. Whatever the Semitic people may be to

which half the civilised world owes this invaluable invention,^

so much is incontrovertible, that it appears in history as a

possession of the Semitic nations long before Moses ; and we
need not scruple to assume that Israel knew and used it in

Only the pen, or instniment of writing, determine what people invented this new
must have early changed, as J^J? and tD^H ^^t ; in this, too, the Hebrews doubtless

'' ''
only followed the example set by others,

(unless \ , may possibly be related to just as in the Babylonian empire they
adopted the there prevalent custom of

both) are very isolated, the Syrians using ^^^iting on bricks, Ezek. iv. 1.
r[^r), and the Arabs and Ethiopians, with „ -„t •, -r,, . ~

vl^' ^
^

' 2 Was It the Phenicians or not ? This
the later Jews, even employing KaXafios. question, as also the kindred one, whether

' This is shown by the evidently later ^jiere is any possible connection between
appearance of the art of making a vohime,

^jjis character and the still older Egyptian,
a roll. This does not occur among the He- p^t j^gr belongs to the history of the Hvk-
brews until the seventh century b.c., and

g^g^ y^i^i^]^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^g^t ^f ljgjQ.^^._ j;^^,^

its complete designation is Isp n^JO' should the Semitic writing (as is cer-

Ps. xl. 8 [7], Ezek. ii. 9 sqq. ; its shorter l\''''\
conceivable) have borrowed from

, '-
-' ^^ the Egyptian one oi its mam principle.«,

one, npjp, Jer. xxxvi. 14 sqq., Zech. v. namely, that of making the letter represent

1 sq., Ezra vi. 2. But the Arameans use the first sound of the name rf the object

• * 1 l'^ 'S /\ T)nr tv, oe OA depicted by it, yet its other main prin-
instead l-^;—J (Assem. Jiibhoth. i. 26. 34, • S ., , % ,

' ^- ^, ^
^

"V ciple, that 01 always representing the same
Wiseman, Horce Syriacce, p. 297) and the sound by one and the same sign, raises

Arabs a1^, or even \.^X> as the Ethio- i' infinitely above the Kgyptian, and is the
J J very thing that actually makes it, in spite

pians do (this last from the diminutive of its conciseness, an adequate rcpresenta-
To\xä.piov). We will not here attempt to tion of vocal sounds.

£ 2
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Egypt before Moses. For that Israel did not adopt the Egyptian

character (which is moreover hardly transferable to a language

not Egyptian), but that of the nations cognate to itself, is

in perfect accordance with the state of things in the period

anterior to Moses.

It is probable that the cognate nations possessed not only

the art of writing but an historical literature also before Israel

did ; as Israel, according to all indications, was one of the

smallest and latest in the series of great and early civilised

sister nations. When we reflect that such definite and minute

accounts as we find about Edom in Gen. xxxvi. have all the

air of being copied into the Book of Origins from the older

documents of that people itself—since the traditions of the

wisdom of the Edoraites must have some foundation ;
^ when

we consider the ancient narrative contained in Gen. xiv., so

strikingly different from all other accounts, in which Abraham
is described as an almost alien ' Hebrew,' much as a Canaanite

historian might have spoken of him ;
^ and observe further, that

the incidental notice which we obtain from the Book of Origins

(Num. xiii. 22), about the date of the building of the ancient

towns Hebron in Canaan, and Tanis in Egypt, has all the ap-

pearance of being a fragment of a Phenician or other foreign

Avork upon an historical province entirely alien to the Hebrevr

w orks known to us ; then it cannot but appear very probable,

or rather certain, that the earliest historians of Israel found

many historical works already existing in the cognate nations.

That the Tyrians possessed accurate histories with an exact

chronology, we know for a fact, from the fragments of the

works of Dius and Menander of Ephesus, who worked up their

contents for Greek readers.^

The more surely, therefore, might historical composition in

Israel—even if certain crude attempts at it had not been made
before—have been rapidly developed after the great days of

' Much antique wisdom is ascribed to the later name Daw in place of the ancient

Edom, although in somewhat later works, Laish.

Jul), .Ter. xlix. 7. Obad. 8. ' See Josephus, Ant. -vnii. 5, 3 ; 13, 2;
^ Verse 13. AH indications tend to show ix. 14. 2 ; Against Apion, i. 17 sq. These

that this whole piece. Gen. xiv., was fragments, indeed, relate only to the time

written prior to Moses. Only the mention from David onwards; but as their con-

of Dan as a north-eastern town (verse 14) tents and style are strictly historical,

is surprising, when we compare Judges we cannot conclude from that circum-

xvii. sq. ; as wherever in this piece the stance that the Phenician histories may
modern name of a place is placed beside not have also described much more ancient

an auoient one, it is always only by way of times. See also my Ahh. ilherdie Phonik-

explanation. However, as the later author ischfn Ansuhtni von der Welfschöpfunq

vho inserts this piece evidently writes und den geschichtlichen Werih S(i?ichmii-

wir.h greater freedom towards the end, we atkon's. Gott. 1851.

may suppose that in verse 14 also he put
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Moses and Joshua ; and it is incontrovertible that after Moses

a Hebrew liistoriog'rapliy of momentous import both could, and

actually did, develop itself. How it advanced, however, and

what phases it passed through in the course of centuries, is

in the main only to be gathered from an investigation of the

documents themselves. For the accurate appreciation of this

portion of Hebrew literature shows indeed that its history is

most closely connected with that of the general development

of the nation, and that the image of the progress of all national

efforts and conditions is clearly reflected in this special product

of its mind. But as it is very difficult to form a correct appre-

ciation of the date and primitive character of the historical

books in the shape in which we find them, we must not shrink

from a connected examination of them all, and here at the

outset at least establish as much as is necessary to the general

aim and conduct of the following work. Special remarks on

the historical sources available for particular periods and events

can only be introduced in the body of the work itself.

Grandeur of the Subject of the Historical Books.

A correct appreciation of this entire province of literature

teaches us, it is true, that an uncommon activity and assiduity

of the better mind of the old nation was therein displayed,

taking a higher flight, indeed, at one time than at another, but

yet never giving up through fatigue, but in spite of every

difference in part, maintaining on the whole so even a tenor

that the Gospels themselves, the youngest products of the true

spirit of this national literature, bear in their most important

characters almost involuntarily the greatest likeness to the

oldest. But as this branch of literature developed itself more

and more, it was soon obliged to climb the special height and

assume the peculiar direction which fell to its lot as an im-

portant member of the entire national literature. It served,

indeed, also the common lower aims of all historical writing,

registered the wars and conquests of the nation, the deeds of the

rulers, the genealogical tables, and the like. But if (according

to p. 15, 31 sq.), as tradition became a national treasure of Israel

it was affected by the nature of the dominant religion, much
more must this have been the case with history, its full-grown

and independent daughter. Where true religion, with its fun-

damental claims and directions, stood in so close a connection

•with the whole people, whether they would or no, as here,

and where the conception of the spiritual God, as constantly
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watching behind all human thought and action, was so power-

fully active, there all historical observation and description of

things and events must also easily draw the narrator up to

God. This easy sensibility and excitability for everything truly

Divine, this assiduous listening for the voice, the will, and the

alraightiness of God in human affairs, this keen perception of

Divine justice and all the wonderful disposition of Divine

jiovver, and lastly this open eye for all human perversities and

presumption, constantly exhibited by the great Prophets, could

not indeed but pass over with ever-growing strength to the his-

torians, appear continually in their modes of conceiving and
presenting events, lend the brightest colours to their style, and
even penetrate the simple narrative in no few instances.

But narration did not need to remain always so simple.

Historians who had to survey and describe whole periods, or

who undertook to embrace all preceding history, might often

design their works from the height of those sublime thoughts

which the remembrance of the relation of the true God to

human history must always excite. Where true religion has

been long active, it generally tenders its profoundest views and
truths on occasion of vivid contemplation of the whole past or

future, or of great sections of history lying before the thinker

as a reliable and completed experience. Such deep glances into

the Divine relations of all human history might have been
given in their first outlines long before a narrator sufficient for

their height and their truth arose to exhibit them with distinct

clearness in a large historical work. If now the period which
such an historian wished to embrace receded into a long-con-

cluded past, and therefore the Divine element in the history

could be easily surveyed in its dense and brilliant rays, then
there would be formed under the hand of the greatest historians

such works as the Book of Origins, to be mentioned farther on
—works in which the purest sublimity of historical contempla-
tion is balanced by exact and sober description of human
events and affairs, and in which one seems to behold a living

account of the working of the true God throughout all human
history, without on that account losing a correct and (so far

as the means afforded) faithful historical picture of men and
their works and deeds.

Moreover, many of the best Prophets gradually came to

record so many of the most important occurrences of their own
time, and experiences of their own activity, as might pass

with posterity for the most reliable and authentic contributions

to history. They laid great stress, indeed, upon the Divine
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element in history, without in the least marring its human
truthfulness, and in this way gave striking hints for the por-

traying of long periods in accordance with such higher per-

cei)tions and views, and for the discrimination in narrative of

what was really Divine in human events, and in the fates of

empires and dominions. And this contributed most of all to

give to Hebrew historiography its peculiar expression.

Now all this taken together created the true greatness of

these histoi-ical books. Historical writing among this people

had the simple heart of a child, and a sober love of truth
;

not indulging in that vain and lawless phantasy and desire

for fame, which easily destroys all earnest truth, but brief

and terse in delineating the true, and at the same time always

living and stimulating. As, however, these specialities spring

from the predominance of true religion, the latter imparts to

historiography her own height of thought, and her aversion

to all that is frivolous, vain, and empty in narrative, such

as characterises more especially the Buddhistic, but in a mea-

sure also the entire historical literature of Heathenism. This

grandeur of material, and this simple force of representation,

becomes therefore more and more the most significant peculi-

arity of Hebrew historiography, and that by which it is so

sharply distinguished from that of Heathenism. Certainly it

suffers palpably enough during retrograde times, and the Books

of Chronicles do not attain the height and splendour of the

older books, the Book of Esther even becoming, when regarded

from this point of view, its precise antithesis. But on this soil

its special impulses and preferences easily reassumed their

power at every favourable period ; and when we find in the

Gospels that the more original they are, the more these re-

appear in a new form, this is by no means to be ascribed to mere

imitation.

But the height of the subject and treatment in consequence

of which Hebrew historiography stands so alone in antiquity,

and serves for us too as a perpetual model, remained the sole

highest point which it both strove after and attained. This

forms at once its genuine glory and its immortal meaning,

which one should never ignore : but as it lays claim to no

more, it would be folly to bestow upon it any other. That it

sought out and faithfully used the most reliable sources, is a

matter of course, a consequence of its universal tendency to

plain truth and Divine earnestness : but to what may be called

in a strict sense erudition it never raised itself.
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The Anonymous Character of the Historical Boohs, and the

Art of Historical Compilation.

There is a general criterion by wliicli, in spite of its apparent

insignificance, the whole peculiarity of Hebrew historical com-

position towards the philosophy of history can be very plainly

discerned at once. This is the Anonymous character of the his-

torical books. Neither the historians were wont to name them-

selves as authors, nor the readers to be curious about their

names. This custom is universal at first, and only gradually

relaxes in the last centuries, as may be inferred from the Books

of Ezra and Nehemiah, and from the fact that the Books of

Chronicles are the first to make exact enquiry as to the names

of the authors of older historical works. Even such names

as ' Books of Moses,' ' Books of Samuel,' first came into vogue

in these later ages of the ancient people ; as will be explained

farther on. We must believe that the anonymous character of

the historical works was the established rule from the begin-

nino-, was preserved unaltered even in the most flourishing

times of historical literature, and returned again even in the last

genuine descendants of this primitive style. For whilst the

Second Book of Maccabees by naming an author betrays itself

to have sprung from a completely Hellenistic mind, the First

Book remains nameless, as do all the Gospels ; and the fact

that not even the Gospel of John bears its author's name on its

front is explained by this old and consecrated custom. This

very thing forms a constant distinction between Hebrew histo-

rical composition and that of the Greeks as well as the Arabs

(or Mohammedans generally), and is a defect from which it

never entirely freed itself even in later times. It is here almost

as it is among the Hindus, where from ancient times no great

enquiry was ever made about the author of a Purdna, and

where the author was never wont to name himself.

It is a matter of very little importance indeed, when looked

at from the simplest point of view, tvho is the first to write down

a well-known story or tradition. The minute diversities, too,

which the written picture produces, are easily thrown into the

shade behind the great events themselves, so long as these

exercise a lively influence on the mind of the nation ; and the

stories which the narrator essays to embody in writing appear

to him so grand and so permanent that his own personality

becomes subordinate and vanishes before them. On this

account aU historical composition, so long as it remains in this
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simple stage of development in a notion, will long^ continue to

be anonymous. If the ancient Arabian history forms an ex-

ception to this, that is to be attributed to special causes (see

p. 33). The case is quite different Avith the Prophets : their

name, nay, their life, must at once cfuarantee their word.

Hence there is no portion of the Bible in which the names of

the authors have, on the whole, been so faithfully preserved.

The fame of poetry also, as soon as it has attained any eleva-

tion, is easily reflected on the poets. Hence the names of

the authors are frequently mentioned in the poetical parts of

the Old Testament, whenever it was possible to do so. But no
single name of the author of a narrative work has been pre-

served, so inviolate was the ancient custom, even in the most

flourishing periods of their historical literature, and so much
more highly did the people esteem the history itself in its

grandeur and truth than the person w^ho related it. When one

reflects, moreover, that the higher a narrator soared (p. 53 sqq.)

the more was he compelled to let his own personality disappear

behind the grand Divine story he had to tell, it cannot be a

matter of surprise that the names even of the greatest historians

of the Old Testament are lost to us. Their contemporaries

could doubtless always have learnt their names, if they had
troubled themselves about it : but it was not the custom to

inscribe them in the books themselves, so that we should never

have known the authors' names even of our five Xew Testament
histories, had not special causes operated in the case of the

Gospels to prevent their names being lost.

But, in fact, this also shows ttiat the zealous search after

that truth was not then understood to be the hard but necessary

toil of individuals. As soon as ever it becomes very difficult to

search out the whole historical truth, and there is a deeper

appreciation of that difficulty, then individuals must devote

themselves specially to that investigation ; and the historical

view which thus proceeds from a person who has examined the

whole subject, is necessarily referred to him, and to the autho-

rity of his name. Works of history will not then be often pro-

duced anonymously and circulated without a name. We may
in this respect affirm that the non-namelessness of the historian

is the beginning of historical science.

Now the ancient people of Isi-ael passed the most glorious

time of its history in such a happy domestic seclusion that, on
that very account, the truth of its own history could not be much
obscui'ed and perverted in its memory ; and it had no cause to

be very curious about foreign histories. The great sobriety of
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its religion furtlier preserved it from too gross corruption of the

historical consciousness. In this simjslicity of life and thought,

during the very time that its peculiar spirit was undergoing the

most fruitful development, it felt little necessity for critically

investigating its ancient history ; and though a science of

history might have commenced in the period after David and
Solomon, yet it was choked by the new troubles of the succeed-

ing times. That the impulses and germs of a stricter investi-

gation of antiquity were then busy, we cannot but admit :^

but before they could gain strength to develop themselves fairly,

they were suppressed. Thus the nation at length disappeared

from the theatre of the world's history without having attained

an exact knowledge of either its own ancient history or that of

other nations. The old Hebrew historical works supply us with
the most reliable, and relatively speaking the most abundant,
materials for the investigation of the whole of that national

history which is in itself at the same time the history of the
development of the only eternally true religion. They are also

filled and sustained, in their most essential spirit, by the inmost
springs of that religion, and could not be otherwise

;
yet we

must not demand from them what they do not possess and
cannot give, and we ought to acknowledge a defect which we
cannot gainsay. Here, as in every other case, it will be enough
if we find the real merits of the cause.

Now as the historians had not so much as the habit of desig-

nating their works by their names, later writers found it much
easier to copy the works of their predecessors more or less

literally, and to digest and work up their materials in the most
various ways. So long as the simple style of historical com-
position prevails, historical works are very liable to this treat-

ment, even when the authors name themselves—as so many
Arabian histories show ; how much more easily then when they
are entirely anonymous. In fact, every strict examination of

the historical works now contained in the Canon of the Old
Testament, shows incontestably that the late authors often

copied the older works very literally, fused together the accounts
and notices given by various and sometimes discordant authori-

ties, and placed them iti new combinations, and thus were rather

collectors and digesters of older historical materials, than really

' Let the reader only consider such of which rest on trustworthy recollection

passages as 1 Sam. xxvii. 8 ; Num. xxiv. and investigation ; and the general style

20 ; 1 Chr. vii. 21, where we may read of treatment to which the Deuteronomist
three different independent opinions on subjects the ancient history,

the primitive inhabitants of Palestine, all
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orio-innl authors.' In the earlier times, so long- as historical

composition, with literature in general, was still flourishing,

the amalgamation and fusion of the various written documents

was effected more easily and gracefully than in the later. And
it is in accordance with this that the reference to written

authorities is in earlier times very rare, and only adopted in

indispensable cases, but in later ages becomes more frequent

and regular.

But here we arrive at one of the most memorable phenomena

in the entire ancient Hebrew literature, which extends far be-

yond the range of the historical books, and hitherto has been

but little regarded. In order to appreciate it in a manner pro-

portioned to its importance, we must think ourselves back into

the times when a gTeat mass of scattered anonymous writings

on the same subject was circulating, and when it was no

easy task even to bring them together, and still less so to con-

nect them properly. If several different writings on the same

subject lay scattered in disorder, it was clearly in itself an

advantage to select the best of them and combine these more

closely one with another; and if the writings were anony-

mous, it was so much the more easy to combine them agreeably

to some special aim. But tolerably early the skilful com-

pounding of many such works into one must have been raised

into a special art : for, in fact, there needed not simply the

will, but also considerable ability and dexterity, to effect

such a compilation; skilfully to work over materials, to har-

monise the mutually contradictory, and by the aid of possibly

numerous omissions and some connecting or explanatory ad-

ditions, to blend all together, and build up a new whole

whose origination from previous documents only a practised eye

can discover. But this special art of hooTv-comiJOundimj must

have been much practised in the nation of Israel as early as

the tenth century b.c. It extended down to very late times,

flourishing more in prosperous periods than in others, and had

manifestly the greatest influence on the whole outward form

of a large portion of the literature. It might, besides, take

many various forms. The book-compounder might add more

or less of his own, might work over all his materials with

jnore or less freedom. By nothing so much as by the

activity of this art can one gauge the degree of perfection to

• In the midst of all other points of p. ci. sq. There is also much resemblance

disagreement, there is much resemblance in the manner in which laniblielius' Vita

to this in the origin of many of the PurCi- Pythagone has been made up from older

nas. See the remarks in I)Urnout"s Pre- Greek works,

face to the Bhägavata Puräna, vol. iii.
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which the entire literature of Israel thus early raised itself.

It penetrates the entire literary field. The Book of Enoch
as we now have it owes its origin to this art.^ Both the

Canonical and the Apocryphal Proverbs,^ no less than the

Psalter and the Book of Job, have passed through these finish-

ing workshops, notwithstanding that the authors' names are

here and there interwoven. Even the collection of the Sibyl-

line Books has arisen in a similar manner.^ Chief of all, how-
ever, did this art find its employment in the historical works

;

nor can anything be conceived more elegant and perfect than

the compilation of almost the whole of the Old Testament
books of narrative. For it is certain, on closer investigation,

that not merely the Pentateuch or Genesis, but almost the

whole of the historical books, are traceable to distinct and still

recognisable sources, though in most the combination has been
so cleverly executed that one frequently experiences a difficulty

in recognising the rivetings. The same art is exhibited likewise

in the three first Gospels and the Acts ; and in the ten books of

the History of the Apostles referred to Abdias, the various strata

of earlier written narratives of which they are composed are

clearly to be made out. Of such importance is it to understand
rightly this particular art, and so surely do we encounter here

the traces of a forgotten but once very eager literaiy activity.

There are few historical books, therefore, now in the Old
Testament which have been preserved perfectly as they were
first composed. The latest of all, the Book of Esther, is the

only one that we can claim as wholly such ; in the little Book of

Euth we observe, at the end at least (iv. 18-22), a literal copy
of older writings. It therefore must certainly cost no little

trouble to discover and clearly discriminate the original works
in the present ones. All that has been preserved of them is

more or less fragmentary and confused, and it is often hard
enough even to find these fragments correctly. The necessity

of such researches, however, spontaneously forces itself on us at

every attentive perusal of the books : and, on the other hand,
we may be even glad that the late works have preserved so

many portions of the original ones, and that we are still

enabled, by the careful study of so many fragments of the most

' See my Alh. über des Ac^h. B.Henokk, 1858. That such works as the Talmud,
Enlstehuvg, Shm, und Zusammetisetzung. the C. J., the Babylonian-Arabian aud
Gott. 18Ö4. the Greek Geoponica must have arisen in

-' See the Jahrbücher der Biblischen this way, is self-evident; only in thera

Wiss., iii. and xi. the names of the reputed or actual authors
^ See my Ahh. über Entstehung, Inhalt, of the original ^^Titings are often pre-

und Wtrth der SlbylliischenBüchi.r. Gott, served.
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difTerent kinds and ages, to obtain a more complete survey of

the whole ancient Hebrew historical composition.' We now
proceed to particulars.

C. HISTORY OF IIEBKETT HISTORICAL COMPOSITION.

The historical works contained in the Old Testament, which
must be the chief sources of this histor}', are divided, both as to

their character and their external order and arrangement, into

three parts : I. The books which are devoted to the descrij^tion

of the Antiquity of the nation, or the period down to the time
of the Judges : viz. the Pentateuch and the Book of Joshua

;

which, however, properly only form one work, and which (if we
wished to give them a collective name) might be called the Great

Booh of Origins,''' or of the Primitive History. II. The books
which describe the time of the Judges and Kings, down to the

first destruction of Jerusalem : viz. the Book of Judges and the

four Books of Kings {i.e. the two of Samuel and the two of

Kings), to which we must add the Book of Euth, which acci-

dentally has received a place in the Hebrew Bible among the

Hagiographa ; all these likewise, on their last redaction, only

formed one work, which might be appropriately called the Great

Booh of Kings. Each of these two great works, therefore, not

only embraces a separate province, but, by a surprising coinci-

dence, at the same time comprises one of the three great

periods into which the entire history of the nation is divided

by intrinsic character ; and all critical investigation brings us

to the conclusion that neither of them, in the state in which
we find them, is a single work in the strict sense, but is to be
regarded as a book in which a number of kindred accounts and

• When these investigations began to once fnamely, in the Theologische Studien
be zealously pursued in Germany, more und Kritiken for the year 1831, p. 595
than seventy years ago, very mueh perver- sqq., and in the March number of the
sity of attempt and aim mingled in them. Berliner Jahrbücher for the same year].
Scholars -were too easily satisfied with The necessity of strict investigation in
hunting out mere contradictions in the this province is evident to everyone who
books, detecting want of coherence in is not wilfully blind ; and all we have to

the stories, and re-solving everything into be concerned about is, that our knowledge
'fragments'; whereas they had not yet and discernment should be thoroughly
found any large firm basis, and were there- reliable and profound. No conscientious
fore unable to distinguish a real incon- man ought any longer to pay the least
gruity from a merely apparent discre- attention to the stujiidity of those scholars
pancy. I do not now regret having who even in our day condemn all inves-
cast my first youthful work of the year tigations of this sort in the lump.
1823 {Die. Komposition d<r Genesis] into '^ Not to be confounded with that which
that wild ferment: I still maintain large I usually call the Book of Oriqiiis. This
and important portions of it. I have, latter is the older book, and one basis of
however, already spoken of it more than the present one.
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representations of the same period Lave gathered round one

central work, or rather, have attached themselves to it as closel}'

as possible—jnst as, in the Psalter and the Proverbs, a quantity

of kindred matter has gradually gathered round the nucleus

furnished by David's songs and Solomon's proverbs. To these

are to be added : III. Those much later works which are placed

together in the Hagiographa, namely, the Great Book of Uni-

versal History down to the Greek times (the Chronicles with the

Books of Ezra and Nehemiah), and the little Book of Esther.

These are the three strata of historical books in the Old Tes-

tament, which moreover were completed and received into the

Canon one after another, in the same order of time. And as each

of the three great works sprang, both as to origin and present

shape, from peculiar and independent tendencies of historical

view and description, we find in them, when taken together

and thoroughly appreciated in all their minutest parts, the

exactest possible history of the fates and modifications ofHebrew
historical composition, from its rudiments, down through its

fullest and ripest developments to its complete decay.
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I. THE GEEAT BOOK OF OEIGIXS.

PENTATEUCH AND BOOK OF JOSHUA.

This work on the history of the ancient period of the nation is,

as to its origin and the greater part of its contents, considerably

older than the second of the three hooks above mentioned, and
has therefore experienced far greater transformations, before it

emerged out of the flood of similar books, as the only one which
posterity thought worth preservation. Before it received its

last modifications, earlier historical works and documents of the

most various kind were gathered into its bosom, as rivers into

a sea; and the discovery and discrimination of these oldest

component parts is the problem, the right solution of which is

indispensable for the use of the various materials, and includes

in itself the relics of a history of the oldest Hebrew historical

composition.

Without doubt, the utmost foresight is the first condition of

sound discernment in this field. For when we have to deal

with books which are no longer in their original state, and
which we only know at second or third hand, by isolated cri-

teria, it necessarily follows that the oldest are the most difiicult

to discover, because repeated redactions may have so much
shortened, or transformed and amalgamated them with later ma-
terial, that it requires the utmost effort to collect the fragments

of a work from their dispersion and confusion, and to form from

them a correct notion of the whole work. As it is impossible,

however, any longer to evade all researches of this kind—unless

we are ready beforehand to renounce every sound view about

the whole of the oldest history—everything dejDends on our

research being profound enough to exhaust all the evidences

that the present documents offer. It is surprising to see how
the varied phenomena of this j^rovince, as soon as we only make
a right beginning of comprehending them, contribute so much
light to explain each other, as to make it possible to establish

the most important certainties on what at first sight seemed
such slippery ground.'

' After I had gained some insight into Buchs von Mose, Halle, 1798], the only
the leading necessities that govern this scholar of older date, who, after the phy-
whole subject, I was curious to see whether sician Astruc and Kichhorn. carefully ex-

K. D. Ilgen [Die Urkunden des ersten amined the Book of Genesis with refer-
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1. The oldest Historical Worlis.

There are writings which have every appearance of great anti-

quity, but which do not particularly claim our notice here, be-

cause they cannot be reckoned to belong to narrative literature.

Thus, as we shall frequently remark farther on, many short

codes of laws were written down at a very early date, and on
repeated occasions ; nevertheless, in so far as these were written

down by themselves, they do not belong here. It is not so easy

to conceive that such a passage as the list of the stations

(Num. xxxiii. 1-49), which must have been written early, and
which is even ascribed to Moses himself (v. 2), can ever have been
written down by itself, without belonging to a regular historical

work. If, then, we look for traces of strictly historical works,

such as we should expect to find in Israel, a close scrutiny

certainly does discover comparatively many and distinct ves-

tiofes of this kind. We can at the outset include amone: them
generally all the passages which, according to all appearances,

must have already stood in some historical book or other before

the date of the Book of Origins, which we shall soon describe,

and other later works. We find such fragments of the oldest his-

torical works scattered about from the Book of Genesis down to

that of Judges ; and, as far as it can be concisely done thus

early, we will indicate them in the note below. ^

ence to its sources—bad discovered the In the Book of Exodus: iv. 18, 24-27,

true state of the case in this book, at any xiii. 17-18; much in xiv. ; then xv.

rate. But alas! I found tliat. though ahuost entire; xviii., xix. 3-xxiv. 11,

he occasionally takes a step on the right a large raain-piece, although the Fourth

road, he always loses it again. As for Narrator must have enlarged some-

later times, I may refer to what I have what in xix. —In the Book of Num-
myself said in the Theologische Stvdien bers : xi. 4-9, xii. 1, 3, xx. 14-21, xxi.

und Kritiken for the year 1831, p. 595- 1-9, 12-35, xxxii. 33-42. very impor-

608; and to inch's Komiiventar über die tant passages.— In the Book of Joshua:

Genesis, 1838. On the more recent un- r. 2-12, as to its basis; much in x-xii.,

satisfactory and often perverse works of especially the list in xii. 9-24
; in xiii.

Hupfeld and Knobel I have written at 2-6, 13, xv. 13-19, 45-47, xvi. 10,

length in the Jahrbücher der Biblischen xvii. 11-18, xix. 47-—In the Book of

JF/ss., v. p. 239-44, and G'öft. Gel. Am., Judges: the whole chapter i. to ii. 5, little

1862, p. 17-31. The opinions of such as altered ; but also the passage in x. 8, and
Hengstenberg, Delitzsch, Keil, Kurtz, much in ix., have all the air of being

stand below and outside of all science, derived from very old documents. Many
See also p. 61 above. portions of these works are, without

• In the Book of Genesis : some ancient doubt, scattered about in other places,

elements in xi. 29 sq., xv. 2, xx. xxi. freely treated by later writers, and tho-

6-32, xxvi. 13-33, xxix-xxxiii. 15 ; more roughly changed in the reduction. Where
connectedlv and very little changed, xxxv. such materials are to be looked for, the

1_4^ 6-8, 16-22; much in xxxvii., xl. consideration of the following works will

sqq., may be derived from this soTirce, teach. It was hardly possible to explain

especially whut relates to Egypt ; but we here, with all necessary detail, the grounds

dn not discover the unadulterated original for ascribing the above-cited passages to

again till xlviii. 7, 22, xlix. 1-28.

—

one or more ancient historical works. We
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Tf we compare these fragments with the subsequent works,

which we shall soon describe, we at once discover a marked
difference between the earlier and the later modes of treating

the history itself. The subsequent works delineate, indeed,

many incidents of the age of Moses and Joshua with great

minuteness of detail ; but in that case they pursue more definite

aims, legislative or prophetical, and each, as we shall show,

after its own peculiar fashion. But these fragments have no
such limited scope in their account of these times ; moreover,

the matter which they record may be recognised as the most
strictly historical, and the picture which they present as

the most antique. Few as are the accounts now preserved

in these fragments, still they afford us the clearest pictm-es

of those times, and with all their conciseness contain an
abundance of graphic and truly historical views, which afford

us the readiest key to the understanding of all later works.

We will show farther on, by many examples, how much
they surpass even their immediate successor, the highly

important Booh of Origins, in simplicity and exactness, as well

as in fulness and variety of record, and to what extent it is true

that we possess no more reliable accounts of the events and
peculiarities of early times than they contain. There is hardly

anything which the historian has more to regret than the fact

that only so few of these fragments have been preserved.

These fragments also display many both rare and archaic

peculiarities in the usage of words ;
^ and much that is very

shall speak more intelligibly, and at the being read, only recurs thrice in Deute-
same time more concisely, on these points ronomy with the same idea, and in a
farther on, in the special portions of the different connection in Chronicles and
history itself, and in part in the following Ecclesiastes. Among the remarkable for-

explanation of the separate historical mations are the strange infinitive .int.*'y,

^
.

^' „ • 1 X ^1 Ex. xviii. 18, and the suSix in—, not in
' Confining oiirselves to the passages t

which have been little changed, and which ^«'rse (though certainly lofty prophetic

are at the same time not poetical, we find diction), xxin. 31. We might enumerate

here, in proportion to the trifling bulk of m-inj peculiar expressions, as, Kb/o's

the passages, a great number of words ^^«^ (still found in Amharic, jcmegus

which are either entirely unknown else- mangad, accord, to Isenbergs Bictionurtj,

where, or are not used in prose. Thus, p. 33, 102 ; 'h'Q -i-n, Mischna San-
}5i4 Ex. 7xiv. 6- "»^fX V. II ; "I-IIU Josh. 1 7 , n \ it c. . ,1?^ '^ T ' "-'*': Aerfn«, 11. 4

; AUL,,^ < >,J Seetzen's
V. 11 ; n*Dn XV. 18, Judges i. 14; ^p^D „ .

^ • -^

„ ' .

•••
. • . ,,- Heisen, 1. p. 61, 132; and Suffana, in

Num. XXI.
; ^D^^ ^i- ^ '

'"^ the whole Robinson's Pahstine, iii. 141, Amm. Marc.
Pentateuch, and throughout the entire 23, 3, 1), for broad high-road. Num. xx.
Old Te-^tament, except the pas.sages that 17, xxi. 22

; DOn> said" of the divine, i.e.

adopt the word from the Pentiiteuch (Lam. irresistible di.scomfiture of an enemy. Ex.

iii. 5; Mal i. 13 ; Neh. ix. 32), nJ<Sri is
'^'^- 2^' '''''"• 27. Josh. x. 10; -)2^ px

only found in Ex. xviii. 8 and Isum. XX. 14 ; without trouble, Num. xx. 19: *Q^
and rhryy^ only in Ex. xiii. 26, xxiii. ^^^ aceording to the edge of the \word,
2Ö; the wordn^Sp, i° the remarkable i.e.'without mercy, Nufti. xxi. 24 : Josh. viii.

passage Ex xix. 5, which was constantly 24, x. 28, 30, 32, 35, 37, 39, xi. 11 sq.

VOL. I. F
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isolated and obscure in later works has certainly been borrowed

from tliese remains of early history, or from similar sources.^

If we are asked, however, whether these fragments belong to

a single historical work which originally embraced them all, we

must answer in the negative. Although all the diäiculties of

such researches are centered here, we are nevertheless able,

by gathering together into as lifelike a combination as possible

all that bears signs of having once been full of life, to discern

in these fragments several historical works from which they

must be derived. As far as we can distinguish these as to the

dates of their origin, they succeeded each other in this order

:

1) The account of an important speech of Joshua's (Josh. xvii.

14-18) is evidently one of the most remarkable relics of the

oldest historical composition ; and none among all the above-

mentioned fragments is so strange as this, in purely linguistic

'and artistic respects. The narration here almost stammers, as

if it had yet to learn an easy flow. This prose is as rough and

hard as a stone ; and if there is any passage in the Old Testa-

ment which proves that common—that is, not poetical—diction

(although, of course, it always existed along with poetical

diction, just as night beside day) is at first but little fit to be

written down, and only gradually and laboriously attains the

roundness which suits writing (which verse originally possesses

of itself), this passage is the one.^ Besides, we are to take into

14 sq., xix. 47 ; Julges i. 8, 15, an ex- xix. 3, 17. 19, xx. 1, 19 sq. Peculiar

pression which indeed often recurs in expressions and ^news, when they are at

other later books after this model, but the same time important for the history,

which is foreign to the Book of Origins will be explained below in their places,

(concerning Gen. xxxiv. 26, see farther i It has hitherto been little noticed that

on). The case is the same -nith the ex- obscure words and sentences which, ac-

pression T'lEJ' )h 1''SL^^"I x!? ^*« kft not cording to all appearance, must be based

one that escaped. Num. xxi. 35, Josh. x. on ancient tradition, and which yet occur

28. 30, 33, 37, 39 sq., xi. 8 (cf. yiii. 22)

;

i" the midst of easy and flowing descrip-

naj< maid, for nnB'J'. is likewise foreign tions, are derived from such primitive
'\ „,._'. ; „ sources, and are evidently only repeated

to the Book of Origins, compare Gen. xx.
^ subsequent writers for the sake of the

17 ;
XXI. 10-12

;
xxx. 3 ;

xxxi. 33 ;
Ex.

^^^^^^^^ tradition. A convincing example
XXI 7,20, 2G sq. 30 ; xxni. 12 (xx. 10), ^^ f,^^^^ j„ ^^^ ^j, ^^^,^^ ^.^^^^ q^^ ^^_
with Gen. XVI. 1-8; xxv. 12; xxxv. 2o

1 6, which, were it only for the resemblance

sq- ; nhiX 7V <"* account of, is at least of verse 1 7 with Ex. xv. 26, Num. xxi. 7,

nowhere else so frequent as in these °i"st »^"'«^1.^' ^^ taken from one of these

fragments. Gen. xxi. 11, 25, xxvi. 32; ancient works. There is a similar case in

Ek xviii. 8- Num. xii. 1. It accords the name ' the Dread of Isaac,' lor Isaac s

well Willi all these criteria that these ^od. Gen. xxxi. 42, 53, which must have

fragments do not, as the Book of Origins an historical foundation,

does, introduce the name Jahveh at Ex. The repetition of the explanatory ^3,

vi. 2, but besides that name, constantly which is nowhere else so frequent as in

use the common one Elohim, even in the Josh. xvii. 18, appears in somewhat the

sublimest momenis of revelation, in a same way in Ex. xxiii. 33, likewise an
manner which we should neither expect to ancient passage; neverthtless, it does not

find, nor actually do liud. in the Book of recur there so frequentl}^ as in the former;

Origins, Ex. x.iii. 17 sq., xviii. 1 sqq., and the passages of this lliird Narrator
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account the tliorong-lily antique and almost unexampled histo-

rical contents of this passage : so that there can be no doubt

that it was written down soon after Joshua's death.

From the nature of its contents, however, this account would

originally have only formed a small section of a larger work.

What, then, was the historical woi'k to which it belonged

—

perhaps the very oldest in Israel after Moses and Joshua? We
once find a Book of the Wars of Jahveh specially cited as a

written document, by a later but comparatively very ancient

historian ; ^ and if we consider both what he cites from this

source, and the name he assigns to it, it will lead us to im-

portant conclusions. Vei'se 14 cites from this ancient book a

thoroughly unconnected sentence, which begins and ends with

accusatives, and cites it merely as a further testimony to the

position of Israel's encampment

:

[We took]

Waheb in Sitfa, and the vallei/s of Arnon,

and the slope of the valleys that reaches to lohere Ar lies,

and leans vpon the border of AJoab.

Yerse 20 cites another passage for the description of a

station :
^

[the dry dale]

that is in the field of 3foab, at the head of Pisgah,

and looks out far over the wilderness.

The structure of the members, and the very rare diction,^ as

well as the style of local description, which is by no means that

usual in prose, show that these are fragments of songs, of songs

of victory beyond doubt, which celebrated the conquests of the

nation—the possible compass of which we may estimate by

the similar song in Judges v. The name Booh of the Wars of

Jahveh,* indicates a book which, to judge by its title, certainly

already posspss a much more flowing style the style of the diction indicates the same
generally. Besides, almost everything in source.

the language of the passage in Josh. xvii. ^ Let the reader only consider the

is strange. very peculiar usage of HEJ^S for dc-

' Num. xxi. 14. To be sure, the LXX. divity, of nSEJ* for place, of EJ>"X"1 before

translate htre Slo. to'vto \^y<rai iv ßiß\'iv ^he name of a place, and even serving to
Xl6\€ij.os Tov Kvpiou tV Zwhß icp\6yiae, l,ut ^^^^^ ^^^ situation of the place. The
manifestly from a variety of misunder- expression in Deut. xxxiv. 1 is probably
standings; and ]t IS almost incompre- only derived from the last phrase. How
hensible how in the Z' itsch. d. Deut. Mnr- o]j ^jjg ^]^qI^^ ^ 20 is, appears also from
ffenl. Gcs. 1860, p. 316 sq. this utterly the fact that a writer many centuries later
perverse interpretation of the words can applied it quite diiferently, Num. xxxiii. 28.
be approved, and the existence of a. Book t rpj^.^^

j^^ i^^iy ^,.^,,j,^ ^^.^^.^ against op-
of the Warn of Jahveh denied. pressive heathens, said with the same

'* The formula of citation is indeed ab- emphnsis as in 1 Sam. xviii. 17; xxv. 28;
sent here, but it occurs just before, and cf. 2 Sam. xxiii. 11.

F 2
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did not contain only sucli songs, but a collection of all such

reminiscences of the victorious campaigns of Moses and Joshua.

We must therefore consider this to be one of the earliest

historical works, which also contained simple narratives. We
may assume, then, that the above-mentioned passage of Joshua

originally belonged to it. Another very important passage that

probably belonged to it, is the great Passover-song in Ex. xv.

1-18 ; for this has in v. 19 a brief explanatory appendix, which

the next early historian (the author of the Book of Cove-

nants), of whom we shall soon speak, must have found already

annexed to it. The work may also have contained a list of

the sites of Israel's encampment in the desert, which this same

author of the Book of Covenants used. And if the author of

the Book of Origins found Israel's stations in the desert

already recorded in this oldest historical work, we can readily

understand how he came to ascribe such a list to Moses him-

self, since it may at least at bottom be actually referable to

him.*

2) According to all indications, we may refer to a second

historical work some passages which—in direct contrast to the

preceding unpractised attempts—display a hand more skilled

in narrative composition, so that we may on that account con-

sider this work somewhat later than the preceding ; but which,

in their contents, ascend back to very early times, and may very

well have been written in the first century after Moses. We
find no indication that this work contained more than the life

of Moses himself, and, in the absence of the original designation,

we may reasonably call it the Biography of Moses. But the

very fact of its undertaking so limited a subject, is an evidence

for its early date. Moses himself and his time are here pre-

sented to us on all sides in the clearest light. No other

work known to us describes that great time more minutely

and familiarly, and at the same time in such delicate and

transparent language, as we discern in these fragments. They
also manifest most unmistakable uniformity in the external

character of the diction. But alas ! they are only a very few

fragments.^

3) Of a third work, many more fragments have been pre-

served. And when we comj)are the contents of the most im-

' Num. xxxiii. 2: on this twofold list deiitly assign to it; but without doubt

of Moses's camping-places, see what is many other records were ultimately derived

Slid in Vol. ii., of the march through the from this work, especially that second list

desort. of the camp-stations of Israel under
- Namely, Ex. iv. 1 8, and the whole Moses which disagrees with the one above

chapter xviii. are all that we can confi- referred to.
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portant among them, they at once display a striking common
character in one particular : they are mainly intent on showing

how the ancient comj)acts and covenants arose, and describe

with especial minuteness all that concerns these. It is as if

people were then in an unquiet time, in which everyone tried to

secure himself by oral or written agreements with friends, and

by binding compacts ;
^ such importance is here attached to

covenants in all relations of life. As a covenant is made between

Israel and Elohim in the sublimest passage of the history,^ so,

according to this Avork, there is one between Jacob and Laban,

Isaac and Abimelech, Abraham and Abimelech :
^ and there is

the greatest resemblance in the descriptions of the ratifications

of all these covenants.^ This work is so peculiar in this respect,

and all equally important accounts about the Pati'iarchal world

contained in later works are so evidently a mere development

of the principle here laid down,^ that I do not see how, if we
will give this work a name (its ancient name being lost), any

better designation can be found for it than that of Book of

Covenants.

If we seek the date of this work, all discoverable traces show

that, though it cannot be earlier than the second half of the

period of the Judges, or, more definitely, the beginning of Sam-
son's jurisdiction, it certainly cannot be later. If the passage

in Judges x. 8 is from this work, as I believe it is, that would

bring us to the times after Gideon; and it is evident from

Num. xxxii. 34-42 and from the above-mentioned passages

from the present Books of Joshua and Judges, that the first

times after Moses and Joshua had long become a matter of

history. Jacob's Blessing (Gen. xlix.), which has every sign of

having been borrowed from this book, brings us still nearer to

the determination of its date. For this Blessing is entirely

based on a view of the scattered manner in which the twelve

tribes dwelt in Canaan in the period of the Judges. The very

different positions of the various tribes, such as was necessarily

the case when there was no strict national unity, and was so

just then among them, could not be more vividly depicted than

1 See the clear account given in another with such minuteness, yet never mentions

verj- ancient document, (Jen. xiv. 13, and the • .^a^' of the covenant,' as the Book of

the manner in which our work speaks of Origins does, Lev. ii. lb ; Num. xviii. IP ;

its own time, Ex. xxiii. 32. cf. 2 Chron. xiii. ö.

'^ Ex. xxiv. ^ What the Book of Origins says about
' Gen. xxi. 22-32, xxvi. 28-31, xxxi. the Divine Covenant with Abraham, Gen.

44-54. xvii., and even with Noah, Gen. ix., hes
* To see this more distinctly, we must so far removed from all historical expe-

take into account that this W(jrk, altliouah rience, that the prototype of it can only

it describes the ratification of covenants be souijht in Ex. xxiv.
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they are in tliis song ; and it is as certain tliat Jacob's Bless-

ing was composed in the period of the Judges as it is that

the Song of Deborah belongs to the same date. How certain it

is that it was not produced in the time of the Kings, is further

evident from the fact that the imitation of it, Moses's Blessing,

in Dent, xxxiii., was really comj)Osed for the purpose of sup-

plying its deficiencies, which were subsequently very sensibly

felt. For when Israel felt itself united and happy under kingly

rule, then—to say nothing of other changes which time had

wrought—it could no longer be contented with a benediction

which nowhere regarded the nation as a whole, and which,

with respect to some tribes, rather went off into curses, or at

any rate into bitter reproaches ; and we comprehend how a poet

might conceive the idea of remodelling it in such a way as we

see in Deut. xxxiii. Another indication that Jacob's Blessing

belongs to the later half of the period of the Judges is found

in the remarkable fact that Deborah's song was present to his

mind as a model ; and though it possesses much poetical beauty,

yet it is very far from having the original poetic vigour that

Deborah's song has. But the clearest indication for us is its

declaration about Dan, v. 16-18 :

Dan [judge] shall judge his people,

as any tribe of Israel.

Let Dan be a serpent in the way,

a basilisk in the path.

That bites the horses' heels,

so that his rider falls backwards}

— / hope for thy help, Jahveh !

This distinctly refers to Samson's time and judicial office,-

when even the small tribe of Dan was as fortunate as any other

or greater in seeing, in the person of Samson, a successful

judge and hero arise in its midst of whom it could be proud,

and under whom, although small and oppressed, it rose boldly

against the Philistine supremacy, like a serpent which, though

trodden to the earth, attacks the valiant rider behind.^ And
it being certain that this position of the tribe under Samson
soon passed away without abiding consequences, such declaration

must surely have been written down during Samson's brief and

' Cf. the way in which among the an- how immediately and how fervently those

cient Arabs also the image of a warrior as then living hoped for Dan's, that is Sam-
a serpent is worked out, Hamasa, p. 784 son's, victory. The interjection here be-

sq. longs to the original text just as much as
^ Even the ejaculation in v. 18 is cha- that in Is. slvii. 4.

racteristic, inasmuch as it distinctly shows
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successful resistance ; from which we may form a correct in-

ference as to the date of the whole historical work of which we
speak, inasmuch as all the other indications point to the same
j)eriod.

This work, therefore, had its origin in a time which (as we
shall show in its place) rose with new zeal against the great

shortcomings and dangers which multiplied in the first careless

centuries after Moses ; a zeal which, after repeated kindlings,

at last produced a really great deliverance under Samuel and

the first kings. In this new popular fervour it might have been

considered advisable to survey the past history of the nation,

to describe its ancient victories and its destinv, its laws and its

covenants, and to remark by way of contrast how low it had
fallen in recent times, and how much of the Holy Land it had
still left in the hands of the heathen (Judges i.). Thus the

plan and nature of the work, as far as we can discover them
from its fragments, may be clearly inferred from the period of

its origin. The state of things in the time of the author, as

to the intermixture of the people with the heathen, and the

position of many unconquered heathen towns in the midst of

Israel, was evidently similar to that described in the memorable
passage in Judges i. ; a state of things that had so entirely

changed even under the first kings that the Book of Origins

presents quite a different picture. It is evident that the tra-

ditions about the days of Moses and Joshua were then very

abundant and pure, as is to be expected, seeing that no new
and more important period could have obscured their memory.
Traditions of the Patriarchal time were also incorporated,

manifestly with great fulness and detail, and with reminis-

cences whose completeness gradually diminishes afterwards ;
'

but we have at least no evidence that the work ventured on the

primitive times before Abraham. The time of the author was,

however, already so remote from the Patriarchal age, that it

was possible to use a poetic license, and venture to give an
imaginative picture of that age. Sorrowfully surveying the

condition of the scattered tribes, and compelled to pronounce
praise on some of them, and poignant blame on others, he
fled in spirit to the memory of the Patriarch Jacob, in Avhom
the idea of the unity ot the nation always centered, and from
whom every member of the community might exj)ect an en-

' As, for example, Phicliol as general, -were merely casually preserved out of a

and Ahuzzath as friend (minister) of Abi- cycle of much more circumstantial tra-

melech, who stand now very isolated (Gen. ditions.

xxi. 22, xxvi. 26), und look as if they
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during fatherly interest in the fortunes of his posterity.^ All

antiquity entertained the notion that djäng persons have mo-
ments of illumination, and especially that a dying Patriarch

could foresee the destinies of his posterity.^ Thus he ventured

to make the dying Jacob the mouthpiece of all the pure truths

to be pronounced about all the tribes.^ This is the earliest

attempt of the kind known to us ; later writers have evidently

only copied the example here set/

Even the tribe in which the author composed his work may
in some degree be determined. He certainly did not belong to

the tribe of Levi ; he makes no allusions to its privileges and
honours, nay hardly mentions it, as this tribe had fallen very

low in the time of the Judges before Eli ; and in the only

place in which he is obliged to mention it in the series of

the tribes,^ he coldly degrades it to a level on which it could

be placed only by a stranger, and only at that period. In like

manner, he rises with noble pride against the northern tribes,

which were more intermixed with heathen.^ He praises the

tribe of Joseph indeed, as he could not then help doing ; ^ but

there is no indication that he belonged to it. On the other

hand, he everywhere exalts the tribe of Judah so markedly,^ that

we cannot shut our eyes to the special interest which draws

him towards it. And that he dwelt in the south, and re^farded

the relative positions of the inhabitants from that point of

view, is deducible from his special notice of the Amorites,® and
from the custom thence arising of using the name of Amorites

in a general sense, instead of that of Canaanites '"—a pecu-

' That in early times a reciprocal rela- contrast to this, Moses's Blessing gives

tion was always assumed to exist between exclusive prominence to the opposite side

the Patriarchs and their descendants, is of Levi, Dent, xxxiii. 8-11.

clearly seen in the language of the Pro- • Gen. xlix. 14 ; Judges i.

phets : as Hosea xii. 4 sqq. [3 sqq.] ' Gen. xlix. 22-26.
^ Homer, 11. xxii. 355-360, and the " Gen. xlix. 8-12, where he is almost

commentators ßfi? ^oc. declared the first-horn, and at any rate
* That the author does not so much made equal to tlie princely tribe of Joseph

mean the sons of Jacob as the tribes in (Judges i. 2 i^qq.) ; compare moreover the

Gen. xlix. 1-27, he himself explains at very minute remarks about events belong-

the end, v. 28 ; and this gives us a clear ing to Judah's territory. Judges i. 12-15
hint how the whole is meant to be taken, (Josh. xv. 16-19); v. 16; Num. xxi. 1-3.

and that the speaker himself may be un- * Judges i. 36, where there is a very

derstood to be identical with the poet, precise definition of the southern border of

The special blessing on Joseph (verses the Amorites, which is nowhere else re-

22-26). however, is ancient, preserved ferredto.

from times long before Moses; on this '" Gen xlviii. 22 (see, on the contrary,

matter see below, on Joseph. xxxiv. 2); Num. xxi. 13, 21 sqq., xxxii.

* Not only Moses's Blessing, Deut. 39 ; Judges i. 34 sq., x. 8. Other writers

xxxiii., but also such declarations as Gen. belonging to Judah speak in the same
xlviii. 15-19, xxvii. 27-29. 39 sq.; Num. manner, Amos ii. 9. 10, the author of the

xxiii. sq., are entirely formed upon that ancient Book of Kings, 1 Sam. vii. 14;
model. 2 Sam. xxi. 2 (see, on the contrary. Josh. ix.

* Gen. xlix. 5-7—cf. xxxiv. 25. In 3 sqq.), and the Fifth Narrator, Gen. xv.
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liarit}' wliicli mavkedly distinguishes these fragments from

others.

If we look more into the intrinsic character of this narrator,

however, we ahnost always find him animated, in the midst of

his representations of antiquity, by a strong aßatus of the

prophetic spirit—a point that also distinguishes Jiim from the

preceding narrators. Even that Blessing of Jacob could only

have been imagined by a genuine prophetic spirit; in the

description of the covenant between God and Israel the same

spirit displays itself in a glorious Divine declaration ;
^ and in

other places also, and throughout, we discern its traces as a fire

constantly glowing under the ashes. Nevertheless, the narrator

adheres verj' closely to the simplicity of the ancient tradition,

and thereby differs sensibly enough from the later regular pro-

phetic narrators.

For this very reason we discern in him the rudiments of a

higher art of historical description. This shows itself also in

the fact that he is the first (as far as we know) who united the

remote period of the tliree Patriarchs with the ]\Iosaic history

into one great work ; by which it became possible (as will soon

appear from the Book of Origins) for this history to be gradu-

ally enlarged into a universal history of the world. We have

the less reason to be surprised that this historian used older

written documents. He inserted the Decalogue (Ex. xx. 1-17);^

he incorporated songs which have all the signs of great anti

quity, and which must have been written down previously

For such and other historical purposes, he made use of the

above-mentioned Book of the Wars of Jahveh, andprobably other

written sources also. He appealed to popular songs of the

Mosaic time, of which the same may be said ;"* he even inserted

a somewhat circumstantial summary of the Mosaic laws, which

he must have received from an earlier time, as he repre-

16, to say nothing of such late writers as Both are introduced with exactly the same

Josh. xxiv. 8-15 ; Judges vi. 10; x. 11; 1 tormula, and the only easy way of ac-

Kings xxi. 26 ; 2 Kings xxi. 11. The counting for the historical remark ap-

author does indeed also use the name pended to the first (Ex. xr. 19), the pur-

Canaanites ; liut in Ex. xxiii. 23 at least port of which is already expressed in

places the Amorites first in the series of chapter xiv., is by assuming that the

nations. author of this work found it already
' Ex. xxiii. 20-33. written in an ancient work, in which the
^ But without the addition ahout the song.s were accompanied by sliort historical

seventh day of rest after the creation, in illustratiuns. Un the other hand, it is

the fourth commandment, ver.ses 9-11, inconceivable that such verses as those in

which is as certainly an interpolation from Jacob's Blessing ((ien. xlix.) could be pro-

the Book of Origins, as it is certain that duced in any other way than by pm-ely

the Decalogue in Deuteronomy shows signs literary art.

of the Deuteronomist's hand. * Num. xxi. 27-30.
' Ex. XV. 1-19, and Xum. xxi. 17 sq.

, 3
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sents God to have communicated it to Moses after the promul-
gation of the Decalogue, in order that he might lay it before

the people ; and we cannot imagine it to have come down to

him in any other way than by writing.^ This work, therefore,

presupposes a tolerably wide literature, and wears even a some-
what learned air in its formula of citation, ' wherefore it is

said,' &c.^

According to all indications the Book of the Upright was
written hardly perhaps in the time of David, but certainly soon
after, under Solomon. This, as its name and its extant frag-

ments^ show, was chiefly composed to show, by historical songs,

how an upright man in Israel, a Joshua or a Jonathan, should
live, what glorious victories he could achieve, and what glory

he would gain. Thus it was an historical manual of instruc-

tion, without connected narrative. But its collection of genuine
historical songs of ancient and recent times supplied most ex-

cellent materials to subsequent historians.

2. The Book of Origins and its Sources.

We come next to the important work whose appellation as

the Booh of Origins we have revived, for reasons to be pre-

sently explained. Of this work there are fortunately longer

and more numerous fragments preserved than of that described

above, which it certainly exceeded also in its original extent.

The present work (on the discovery of whose age and author all

correct views of its entire nature must depend), belongs to the

period of the early monarchy, and is therefore considerably

later than the other.

1) That it belongs to this period rather than to an earlier

one, is most immediatelj^ evident in general from the glances

' This is the notable passage, Ex. xxi. air. But the Book of Origins, to say

2-xxiii. 19—cf. xxiv. 3. The special nothing of its utterly different authorship,

name of this section, 'Judgments,' is fixed is intended to be rather a book of laws

by xxi. 1, and xxiv. 3 ; but that, according than a strictly historical work, as will be

to the historian's meaning, Moses did not shown below. The resemblance to Gen.

write down these ' judgments,' but merely ii. 24, x. 9, xxii. 14, might tempt us to

' the words of Jahveh,' i.e. the Decalogue, thiuk that the quotations in Num. xxi.

follows from a comparison of xxiv. 4 with 14, 27 had been introduced by the Fourth

verse 3, and xx. i. AYe might therefore or Fifrh Narrator; yet their hand cannot

even fancy that the historian had himself be distinctly recognised in Num. xxi.

composed this summary of laws, were it ^ Josh. x. 13 ; 2 Sam. i. 18. This ex-

not that the style of its composition and pianation of the name and object of this

the plan of its present arrangement indi- book is the most probable one that can be

cate a different conclusion. given. It was preemineutly David that
^ Num. xxi. 14, 27. It might surprise rendered the name and notion of the ' Up-

us that the Book of Origins, although a right ' glorious in Israel. See my Dichter,

later work, has nothing of this learned I. i. 5.
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that it casts upon its own times in the rridst of an exhibition of

the Patriarchal world. For it is bolder in such attempts at

exalted general views of times and things than the historical

work characterised above (see above, p. 34 sqq.). Whereas the

latter, so far as we see in its fragments, only once makes the

dying Jacob cast his gaze upon the extreme future, and therein

deliver exalted truths about the overclouded present of the

writer ; in the Book of Origins, on the contrary, the voice of

God appearing to the Patriarchs often abounds with cheering

addresses and joyous promises even for the ' seed ' or later pos-

terity ; as though the writer's present (to which such declara-

tions are properly to be referred), were one of those rare ages

that feel themselves exalted by a flood of prosperity, and anti-

cipate yet greater for the future. And here it is said among
other thingrs that Abraham, and likewise that Sarah and Jacob,

shall ' become a multitude of nations, and that kings shall

come out of them.' Now why should the blessing be so de-

fined, and limited to something so special and seemingly casual,

as that kings should descend from the Patriarchs ? and how is

it that such a conception of the Divine blessing is found only in

the demonstrable frao-ments of this book and in no other? This

question can never be answered but by maintaining that the work

belongs to the first period of the rising monarchy, which ad-

vanced the true prosperity of Israel, when in the full sense of the

words a ' multitude of nations ' assembled round the throne of

the far-ruling King of Israel, and Israel, after the dismal days of

dissolution and weakness, could boast with a new pride that it

too possessed kings. And as this generally acknowledged dignity

of the monarchy of Israel begins with David, we are thus pre-

cluded from thinking of the times of Saul. But it is no less

self-evident, on the other hand, that such declarations cannot

apply to the times of the decay of the monarchy, which com-

menced after Solomon ; and this receives distinct confirmation

from the very different tone of the later works. These decla-

rations could originate only at a time when the monarchy was

Israel's latest and as yet unmixed blessing. And, moreover,

there is not heard throughout the whole work a sound of

uneasiness occasioned by troubles of the times ; but we rather

seem to be breathing the quiet untroubled serenity of a happy

Sabbath-tide of the national life.

We are brought to a closer approximation by a passage on the

kings of Edom in Gen. xxxvi., closely connected with the above-

' Gen. xvii. T) sq. 16, xxxv. 11. Tho declaratiou about Isaac, which is uow
work appuars to have coiitaiued a siniihir lust.
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mentioned declarations. When about to enumerate the series

of kings of Edom, the author finds occasion to add, that they
' reigned before there reigned any king over the children of

Israel ' (v. 31). There was then already a king in Israel at the

time that he wrote thus ; and the words excite in us the feeling

that he half envied Edom for having enjoyed far sooner than
Israel the blessings of a united and well-regulated kingdom.
But further, not only is the last-4numerated king in this series,

Hadad, described as if the narrator had known him as exactly

as one of the kings of Israel,' but the enumei*ation of kings

is followed (verses 40-43) by that of chieftains of Edom, as

if after the monarchy the country had returned to the rule of

chiefs ; this sounds quite as if David had already vanquished

the last king of Edom and put the country again under mei'e

chieftains. The Hadad, descended from the blood of the kings

of Edom, who at David's conquest fled, very young, to Egypt,^

may have been a grandson of Hadad the last king, as the

grandson frequently bears the grandfather's name.
But the exactest indication of the periodof composition of this

work is to be sought in the account of the dedication of the

Temple of Solomon, 1 Kings viii. 1-11. This account, as we now
have it, has indeed indubitably passed through the hands of a

subsequent reviser, who must have altered or added much of it;^

but yet it preserves the clearest traces of having been originally

composed by the historian whose work we are here consider-

ing ;* so that we cannot but allow that the author must have

finished his work after the great event of the dedication of the

Temple of Solomon. But, on the other hand, the work cannot

' That this king was still alive at the gins as the name of the month in v. 2, as

time -vrhen the work was composed (al- we shall show farther on. There are also

though such a thing is possible), cannot occasional differences of style, and the

be positively inferred from the fiict that whole v. 9. must be an addition by a later

his death is not mentioned in v. 39, since writer, on account of the usage of p^
the only reason why nn>l is constantly i -. n »i i ^•' •> ' 'VitI ^ ^ j a^jj Qf 2~\n, as well as the general tone
added to the notice of all the preceding -. ^i i
1- • j^,. ^- ^01 the lanofuaffe.
Kings, is in order to form a transition to . m, '^ ." r ^».i,- ..•

t.1 ^ , j^vj
Liciuo uu lu

4 xhe main proofs of this assertion are :

the next king of Edom. ^, r .i j ...;... i ^ e ^\,
1 1 Tr„ • T ^ 0.1 A ..

the use of the word X*£J'3 "^- 1, and of the
= 1 Kings XT. 14-22. An accurate com-

,

''':<.'
parison of the two accounts proves the expression »,•'71? Dnyi3ri PSIf my 73'
Hadad here mentioned to be a different "^- 5. 'which have all the peculiar air of the

person from the one spoken of in Gen. Book of Origins ; the perfect harmony of

xxxvi. 39. The Hadad that fled to Egypt ^- 7 sq. with Ex. xxv. 13 sqq. 20 ; xxxvii.

had evidently never been king at all, and 9 ; Num. iv. 6 sqq., and, on the contrary,

had quite a different consort. the discrepancy between these descriptions
* Even the transition with |X in v. 1 and 1 Kings vi. 23-27 ; lastly, the remirk-

„iio- .-1 ^ ^ ^x.^ J?
able agreement of v. 10 so. with Ex. xl.and 12 IS entirely opposed to the usasre of „^ ^.i • u^ i- i

• u ^i j
•' ^^ • 34 sq., the weight ot which cannotlie made

the Book of Origins; the word D''3pr, apparent till we treat of the Mosnic time.

V. 1, 3, is as foreign to the Book of Ori- Of the passages that describe the building
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have been composed much later than the time of this dedication,

which falls in the eleventli year of the long reign of Solomon ;

'

for it must belong, as we have said, to the first glorious period

of the monarchy. And the great event of the building and dedi-

cation of this temple might serve the historian as a fitting con-

clusion to his work, which might even close with the noble words,

'The glory of Jahveh filled the house of Jaliveh' (1 Kings viii.

10 sq.). At least we may assume that it was completed in the

first third of Solomon's forty years' reign.

In fact no time could be more favourable than this to the

undertaking of an extensive historical work ; when the nation,

lately victorious over all the neighbouring tribes, delighted in

the memory of its own antiquity, and had latterly gained during

years of peace sufficient leisure for a survey of the history and

relations of all nations of the earth. It was a grand time, such

as never returned again, Avith its quiet dignity and its manifold

artistic productivity. An historical work possessing a scope,

an arrangement, and an art fully worthy of the age, is the

Book of Origins, which has not its equal for artistic beauty and

lofty historical feeling in the whole domain of Hebrew history,

and in almost every respect deserves to be called the finest

historical work of that ancient nation. As among the Greeks

the times immediately succeeding the victories over the Persians

produced an Herodotus and a Thucydides, so among the Hebrews
the first days of quiet after David's great victories are observed

CO occasion a higher craving for historical survey and enlighten-

ment, which puts forth its fairest blossoms in this finest of all

Hebrew histories.

If we seek a more exact knowledge of the writer's descent

and position, we do indeed find that he takes pleasure in giving

precedence to the tribe of Judah in the narration of national

affairs,^ not without intending, in this as in all such descrip-

tions of ancieiit institutions, to present at the same time a

pattern of correct conduct for his own times. Yet it need not

be inferred from this that he belonged to that tribe, but at most

only that it was the leading one in his day (which we already

and dedication of Solomon's Temple, the the kter hooks, and on the other hand
following also were derived from the Book accords perfectly with the exact chrono-

of Origins: 1 Kings vii. 13-47, viii. 62- logy of the Book of Origins.

66. " In Num. ii. 3 sqq., vii. 12 sqq. This
' 1 Kings vi. 37 sq. It is probable that is indeed contrary to i. 5 sqq., xiii. 4 sqq.,

thelast reviser borrowed this date, together xxvi. 5 sqq., but is to be ascribed to a

with the other more important one, v. 1, special cause, tobe explained below. But
from the Book of Origins, with his accus- Josh. xir. and xv. are decisive, as also

tonied modifications, especially as the Gen. xlvi. 28 sqq.

important date in v. 1 stands alone in all
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know from independent sources). On the other hand, he so evi-

dently assiduously gives prominence to everything^ concerning

the tribe of Levi, and everywhere takes such esj)ecial notice of

its privileges, duties, and functions, that we must at least

attribute to him the exactest knowledge of all the concerns of

the sacerdotal tribe. But who could even possess such know-

ledge in those times, and who, moreover, portray with such

warmth even the minutest feature of the sacerdotal system, but

an actual member of the priesthood ? Particular passages of

the work are written expressly and exclusively for the priests,

to serve them as a rule in their sacerdotal functions ; the book

itself expressly making this distinction.' As surely as the

author of the former work was no Levite (p. 72), we must

allow the author of the present to be one ; and only by sup-

posing him to have been a Levite of the brilliant age of

Solomon, shall we correctly apprehend the peculiar aims as well

as the true disposition and arrangement of a large portion of

this work.

2) For, as touching the aims of the work,

a) The chief aim was unmistakably to survey from the

resting-place which that epoch had reached, the entire mass of

historical matter in its greatest extent, and to trace it back up

to the ultimate commencement of all creation. As the Greeks

after the Persian war embraced with fresh delight the history of

all nations and ages, and in a short time immensely extended

their historical survey, so this work endeavours to conceive of

history in its widest extent, as certainly no earlier work had

conceived of it. The work does, to be sure, take the nation of

Israel at once as the grand centre of all nations, and as the

great final purpose of all history ; but from that centre it over-

looks the wide circle of all nations, and from this final purpose

it boldly rises to the earliest conceivable beginning of all history.

Both elements unite in the idea of portraying the Origins—the

origins of all historical things that admit of it, of the nation of

Israel as of its individual tribes and families, of the heroes of

Israel as well as of all its institutions and laws, of all nations

of the earth as well as of the earth and heaven themselves.

And whatever the writer has to treat at ever so great length,

he must always start with the description of these origins, and

fit everything in succession into the frame thereby given. Such

a childlike conception of all history, under the influence of the

first attempts to span fully its wide domain, and to construct it

' Lev. vi. sq., sxi. sq.
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according to a fixed principle, is undoubtedly v^ry natural

at a certain stage of every nation's culture. The Indian

Purdnas have most faithfully preserved this stage of historical

instruction and easy survey ;
^ and I have no hesitation in

saying that this Hebrew work in its fundamental arrangement

may be compared to such a Purdna.^ With this conception

are connected all the writer's views as to the correct division

of the wide subject-matter. For, with the attempt to survey

the history of the human race from the actual state of nations

back to the farthest antiquity, was easily combined the theory

of four great Ages of mankind, in which the human race ex-

panded outwardly and advanced higher and higher in^ the arts,

but inwardly wore itself out in a constantly accelerating ratio
;

and in the last of which—the then present—the life of humanity
was felt to be dying out. This idea pervades the antiquity of

many cultivated nations,^ and may have come to the Hebrews
from older tribes ; but the form it then took among them
caused the entire period since the Patriarchs to be conceived as

the latest age, that of the Patriarchs as tht last but one, and all

the remaining immeasurable primitive times up to the beginning

of the human race as divided by the Deluge into two halves, the

first and the second age, and human life as gradually and con-

stantly degenerating in these various periods. Now as these four

ages must be conceived of as gradually progressing in the variety

and development of life, so that the latest was the most varied,

we have lesser periods comprised in the last age but one and the

beginning of the last, formed by the life of each of the three

Patriarchs, by the abode in Egypt, the life of Mose?, of

Joshua, and of each of his successors. But along with this idea

the nation had yet,. through its earlier fortunes, retained a clear

consciousness that it was comparatively recent and outwardly

inconsiderable among the nations of the earth. Accordingly,

the task of a Hebrew historian being to show from the store

of ancient tradition how Israel, although so recent a com-

munity, had yet been separated from all other nations, and

' To which the Mahä-Bharata also be- a practice which in itself, indeed, is very-

longs, according to its own statements in proper (for a narrative only possesses its

the preface; it is only one of the oldest complete meaning and scope in a certain

and best Piiranas which opens its arms place and on a certain occasion), but
Tery widely for the reception of all pos- which easily becomes very seductive, on

sible legends. account of the facilities it affords for wrap-
* Of course this is said without taking ping up one story within axother. See

into account the dissimilarities, such as above, p. 43.

principally the less developed genius for ' Cf. Vishnu-Puruvo, p. 13 sqq.. and
history in the Hindu works, and their more on this subj\ct larthcr on in this

custom of connecting the whole story history.

with some definite occasion in antiquity,
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become dominant over many in fulfilment of its higli destiny,

his jjrinciple of arrangement of the details of every period of

the primeval history was, always first to dispose of those

nations or families that do not lead down direct to Israel, that

Israel may then at length come out as a special people, and

the narrative there gain its highest attraction and greatest

breadth. This fundamental arrangement, consistently carried

out in the smallest details, pervades the entire structure of the

great work. Thus (1), after the Noachic deluge (where our

author fixes the origins of existing nations), he separates off

all the numerous nations not belonging to the race that leads

down to Israel, Gen. x., and even arranges these in such a

manner as to come in order from the most distant (Japhet) to

the nearer (Ham), and the nearest (Shem). Not till then follows

the series of generations leading down to Terah and Abraham
(Gen. xi. 10-26), to which is attached the detailed history of

Abraham. In like manner (2), he first separates off all Terah's

and Abraham's descendants who do not lead down to Isaac's

family, especially Ishmael (xxv. 12-18) ; and not till then does the

history of Isaac and his sons appear on its own account (xxv. 19

sqq.). (3) Thirdly, and lastly, he separates off Esau (xxxvi.), so

that at last Israel is left quite alone as father of the race, with

his sons representing the people,—the single great subject of

the narrative (xxxvii. 2 sqq.). Now, wherever a section of this

or any other kind begins with the explanation of the origin of

an important tribe or family, the author always puts as a kind

of title the words, These are the Origins of . . .

; '
' and where

the family of the first man, and consequently the proper com-

mencement of this whole work on the history of mankind begins,

it is said, This is the Book of the Origins of Man (v. 1). And in

fact it can hardly be doubted that, in accordance with this super-

scription, the work bore the short title Book of Origins. It is

true, indeed, that the narrative boldly rises yet higher, and

seeks to explain in a history of creation the origins of all visible

things (i. 1— ii. 3) ; but this is to be regarded only as a kind of

introduction to the actual work beginning at chap. v. 1 ; for

which reason the introduction is also distinguished in a peculiar

manner by a concluding inscription (ii. 4). Counting up the

> The word ' Origins' is adopted here name of a thing (as in Gen. ii. 4) ; before

for conciseness merely, and because it is the name of a person it properly denotes

suitable for tlie name of a book (the elder the births, that is, the posterity of that

Cato also wrote his Roman history under man, and the history of him and his

the title Origincs) although T\r\% cor-
descendants,

responds to our word only before the
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sections resulting from all these considerations, we find that the

phrase, ' these are the origins of . . .,' is employed exactly ten

times to indicate a real section or essential division of the

book,' as is the practice in Arabic books. The same title may
have been repeated in the accounts of the separate tribes of

Israel ;^ but most of these parts of the work are now lost.^

But precisely because the work thus treated history from the

Israelite point of view, perhaps for the first time in its widest

extent, it sought to combine all the closer, and to discriminate

all the finer, all its details. Accordingly, treating as it does

of the great unwieldly mass of historical families, nations, or

single persons, with reference to their rise and progress, it

ventures to unite them all in a single great infinitely ramified

pedigree, which has its root in the first man, a second progenitor

after the Deluge in Noah, and its j^oungest branches in the

great contemporaries of the author, and their families. The
straight trunk, starting from Adam and again from Noah,
must have been treated as leading directly to the three Patri-

archs, and through them to the twelve tribes, all else being

collateral ; and then among the twelve tribes themselves, Levi

probably served as a direct continuation of the pedigree.'* This

is the first work known to us that seeks to arrange infinitesi-

mal details of origin in one comprehensive genealogy, although

such an arrangement is a very obvious one to nations like the

Hebrews and Arabs, who lay great stress upon purity of blood

and fiimily ; but it became later the most popular form of his-

torical arrangement with the Semites. But the work attempts

also very accurate time-distinctions, and herein especially dis-

plays a genuine historical spirit, opposed to the method of the

Indian Puranas. At least the members of the main direct line

of the tribe, and occasionally important collateral members also,

' [i.e. Gen. ii. 4 ; v. 1 ; vi. 9 ; x. 1 ; xi. may be preserved in the Chronicles, as in

10, 27; XXV. 12, 19; xxxvi. 1 (in xxxvi. the passages 1 Chron. ii. 42-49, 50-5Ö,

9 it appears to be repeated by way of re- and especially xxiii. 24-xxiv. 31.

suniing the subject after the interruption * Because in this tribe the chronohigy

at verse 2) ; xsxvii. 2.] is carried on uninterruptedlj-, at least

^ As Num. iii. 1, compared with Euth according to the sure indications in Ex.

iv. 18, shows. vi. 16-20; and further, because in the
^ For the passage in Ex. vi. 14-27 is time of the Judges the High-Priests alone

merely intended to attract attention to the exhibit a kind of unbroken succession, and
descent of Moses and Aaron at the outset, not strictly speaking the Judges, as we
and is therefore designedly incomplete, might be di-sposed to believe from Judges
The enumeration of the scries of all the iii-xvi. ; lastly, because, as we shall show
families of Israel, which is here begun fartlier on, the sacerdotal tribe is the one

l:>ut not finished, must have been sulfse- that the author renders most prominent
quontly completed somewhere or other in in all other historical matters also,

the work, and unilimbteilly muili <jf it

VOL. I. a
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are all described bj tlie number of years of their lives ;
' and as

moreover it is invariably mentioned at what age of each re-

spective member the son wiio propagated the tribe further was
born to him, and as larger chronological limits also are not

wanting for greater divisions of time (Exod. xii. 40 ; 1 Kings
vi. 1), the work gives at the same time a single concatenated

chronolog}^, and exhibits the most ancient attempt to reduce

the infinitely scattered events of history to precise dates.^ This

evident careful consideration everywhere bestowed upon the

connection of families, and upon chronology, incidently affords

us now one of the main criteria for the recognition of the frag-

ments of this work, which indeed has not its equal in this

respect, on the entire field of ancient history until Moses and
Joshua or indeed until David, and whose data appear to be only

copied by the later works on these times.

In consideration of the great internal diversity of the ages

comprised in this work, we shall do better to investigate below,

under the special divisions of the history itself, the questions,

how our author established this close connection of families

and times, what traditions he had received on the subject, and
on what principles he acted. It sufiices here to establish the

point, that he was the first who essayed to carry out this bold

scheme.

b.) If we are led by the order and the chronology observed so

exactly throughout so wide a range, to an author whose mind
takes a pleasure, uncommon among the historians of those old

times, in ordinances and institutions, still more must we admire

this spirit when we perceive what end he has in view in now
expanding and now confining within narrow limits his narra-

tion of real events. For we then discover the remarkable fact,

that the author's most heartfelt sympathy and greatest fulness

of narration are called forth only when he is treating a question

of legislation, and can fill the frame of his narrative with
elucidations of such judicial or moral sanctions as have their

origin in antiquity. Wherever, in his reminiscences of anti-

quity, he can explain legal institutions in all their relations and
applications, or where, in the course of historical exposition, he
can indicate the great truths of the right government and con-

• As IshTPael, Gen. sxv. 1 7 ; Joshua, and if we now give up all of it that is not
Jos. xxiv. 29. deriv-'d from history in a strict sense, yet

^ In this respect the work became the we never should forget that the mere at-
basis of all geui='ral chronology, from the tempt to give such a sui-vey of all historical

chronicles of Julius Africanus and Eusebius chronology was in itself an advance en-
down to the middle ages, and even almost tirely uukuown to some other cultivated
to the beginning of the present century; nations, as for example the Hindus.
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duct of the nation, liis language is poured fortli with especial

freedom, and under the inspiration of the lofty subject becomes

perfect in sharpness as well as in concinnity and beauty. There

is a peculiar charm in many of these pictures ; every reader of

feeling imbibes from them the purifying and invigorating spirit

of an eminently lofty mind, which lived through its own times

in warmest sympathy with them and with a treasure of truly

royal ideas, and by this light could understand the highest

elements of antiquity, and with masterhand bring out promi-

nently, and portray gracefuUj^ whatever in it was improving

to posterity. Even what in itself might readily have proved

very dry—such as the lengthy account of the furniture of the

sanctuary, and that of many laws on things of common life

—

in his hand becomes invested with the utmost possible grace.

We should more readily feel the attractive beauty of this work,

and how far it surpasses in intrinsic force and simple art the

ordinary Indian Puranas and Manu's Book of Laws, if it had

been preserved entire and well-arranged, and could be read

connectedly, like Herodotus or the best extant parts of Livy.

So limited an aim for an historical composition, which more-

over here becomes the real principal aim, is to be explained

only from the necessities of a particular period ; but the above

indicated age of the work may serve for the eluciflation of this

peculiarity also. For in that brilliant time of peace, which

produced the wisdom and the art of Solomon so well known to

tradition, the nation, victorious abroad and conscious of its

powers, could turn its energies inwards, and contemplate its

own constitutional history, as it had been gradually unfolded

since the obscurest antiquity and then existed, but had surely

never till then been fully treated in writing. Now, even inde-

pendently of the Decalogue, attempts had indeed been made
in earlier times to group shortly together the most important

popular laws, and many of these may have been long written

down ; for example, the former work contained the earliest

attempt known to us of a tolerably comprehensive Codex leguni,

(Ex. xxi. 2, or rather* xx. 23, to xxiii. 19), and this very Book
of Origins works up into itself small series of long-existing laws.

But we have no indication, and it is in itself improbable, that the

entire mass of all conceivable legal ordinances and sacred insti-

tutions had at any earlier period been committed to writing.

However, it was not only the prosperous peace of that age

which exhorted the people to turn their attention to their

' For the words in Ex. xx. 23-26 form the true bfgiuniiig of this- very imitihitod

Ipgal work.

u 2
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ancient condition and laws : tliej were impelled thereto also by

causes nearer at hand. Ages in winch the entire hereditary

constitution of a nation undergoes a fundamental transforma-

tion, and social life receives a new organisation may set the

literature of the nation, as well as its legislative art and activity,

in violent commotion. With the Greeks and Eomans it was

the ages of transition from the antiquated monarchical con-

stitutions to the republican, that most strongly excited legis-

lative activity in real life as well as in literature ; and it was

in these that the controversy as to what was to be retained

from the past, and what relinquished, found its way also fre-

quently into the Greek Avorld of letters. Our Hebrew epoch

was, similarly, one of sensible transition from institutions ex-

isting for centuries into a n^w life for the whole nation ; and

we can understand how its literature, the foundations of which

had long been laid, could not be strange to the movement

taking place in its life. But beyond this its position was pre-

cisely the reverse ; for here an ancient religion had to defend

itself against the possible encroachments of the new monarchi-

cal power. And we have the clear testimony of Hosea viii. 12'

for the assertion that from this time onwards there was formed

a branch of literature which flourished for several centuries,

whose aim was to collect and elucidate the old hallowed laws,

often in direct opposition to modern deteriorations. This

assertion of Hosea shows at the same time that such writ-

ings originally enjoyed no public acknowledgment at all, but

were current in the nation for centuries as free creations of

literature, until this or that part of them chanced 'to gain a

higher authority and become sacred. And this is evidently

the origin that we must conceive for the Book of Origins.^ If

we add, moreover, that in the time of David, and up to the

completion of the Temple of Solomon, the affairs of the sacer-

dotal tribe and the institutions of religion had experienced

extensive changes, but yet were steadily flourishing, and

that the old religion and sacerdotal constitution just then

enjoyed an extraordinary magnificence from the building of a

new and splendid Temple, we can understand well enough why,

among all the origins of things described by this work, those of

' Tliis passage presupposes that a num- which time itself was constantly reduc-

ber of books of the same kind as the ing ; they were evidently not very aucient

Book of Origins, some of w^liich were highly writings.

esteemed, were in circulation especially in * Like the origin of the Indian Tura-

the northern kingdom in the time of nas, which also contain a great deal of

Hosea, though entirely disregarded by the religious or legal matter; and even of

authorities. Such myriads of written laws Manu's Code of Laws, which was subse-

cannot refer to a vci-y ancient literature, quently so venerated.
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the Mosaic sacraments ami institutions, as well as of the

functions and privileges of the sacerdotal tribe, are preeminently

explained. And we may see also how such legal forms and such

rights as are said to have originated in the primitive ages are

presented with the greatest diligence and copiousness, mainly
to the end that they may serve as a model and norm for the

writer's age also. This resembles the way in which in the

Mdnava-Bliarmardstra even those laws which are to be ob-

served in the writer's age are explamed to Manu in the primi-

tive age. The main part of the Book of Origins explains the
origin of whatever arose in Israel on the field of law, but j^re-

eminently in relation to religion and the priesthood.

But it is curious to see how the author's spirit, mainly

directed to the divinely right and lawful, penetrates the whole

work, even where he cannot yet speak of Israel at all. As the

time of Moses and Joshua was known as the great epoch of the

birth of legal institutions, and as the earlier historian had
started from the idea of the covenant concluded with God on
Sinai, so the Book of Origins undertakes to show what divine

laws and covenants had arisen even in the beginning of the

three previous ages of the w^orld, under Abraham, Noah, and
Adam, and how the laws and precepts, starting like the human
race itself from the simplest beginnings, had been constantly

expanding and more fully dereloping themselves.* And so

there is only a single ground-thought which determines the

inner structure of the work (its intellectual tone and form), in

addition to those which, according to p. 78, sustain its external

fabric. This ground-thought, in conformity with the su^Dreme

aim of the work, deals solely with the twofold question

:

What is Law and Right to man in general ? and. What is

Law and Right for Israel in particular ? Right and law are

not the same at all times ; they change especially with all the

great vicissitudes and revolutions of history. And yet every

valid law is to stand abave man and bind him as a Divine com-

mand ; as if it existed through a covenant between God and

man, in which the former maintains his law and the latter

expects protection and blessing from him if he is faithful to it..

Thus all laws and constitutions, or covenants, which man con-

cludes with God, are barriers imposed by the latter on him,

within which he is to move. But every restraint thus imposed

on man is directed against his freedom, which soon chafes

against it, and finally perhaps wholly breaks through its bar-

riers, partly through the power of mere self-will and sinfulness,

' Gen. xvii.; ix. U17 ; i. 27-30.
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partly because man has a presentiment that there is a higher

freedom than that imposed by this present limit. But every

transgression of the law must be punished. And thus when

man continues his efforts to break through the existing Divine

law, the greatest ruin, and finally the most complete dissolution

of the age, is sure to follow, until perchance, under a new
great Man of God, a new disclosure of the eternal Divine Right

is established for humanity with fresh freedom, and at the

same time with fresh limitations and new laws. Thus applying

the above fundamental thought to the succession of the Four

Ages of ,the world (p. 79), and explaining by its light how the

Mosaic law, that of the last age, arose, and what significance it

possesses, the author of tJae Book of Origins spun the fine

strong thread which holds the entire work most closely toge-

ther, and gives it at the same time its deepest and loftiest

interest.'

The book attempts, indeed, to give an explanation of the

laws existing in the Mosaic commmiity on every occasion

which the narrative offers; and accordingly, as the author's

historical feeling taught him that many laws which were in

force in the community had their origin in the ancient times

before Moses, he attaches his account of the rights and usages

of circumcision to suitable occasions in the Patriarchal age;'^

and again refers to the time of Joshua his explanation of many
laws and precedents of the community, and with justice regards

the entire age of Joshua as one of continual creation of im-

portant social institutions. Within the limits of the properly

Mosaic history also, he seizes every opportunity to insert

matters of law : on occasion of the flight out of Egypt he

explains at length the laws of the Passover and of the First-

born, and on occasion of the war against Midian, near the end

of Moses' life, those of booty and the rights of war.^ The
majority of the Mosaic institutions and laws, however, espe-

cially those concerning the Sanctuary and the sacerdotal tribe,

which in accordance with the special tendency of the work are

treated most fully, are referred to the brief period of the

people's halt at Mount Sinai, and the true establishment of

their community ;
partly because, according to definite ancient

tradition, the community was really formed there anew by the

conclusion of the last great Covenant of Man with God, partly

from the suitability of that resting-place for the explanation of

a series of institutions and laws.

' See further on this snliject what is ^ Num. xxxi. Altogether different from

oljt>ervcd in my Alfirthüincr, p. 138 sqq. the law of war laid down i:i Deut. xx.
^ Geu. xvii. and xxxiv.
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Tor as the privileges, laws, and ordinances of the sanctuary,

in the widest sense of the word, appear to our author as the

liigiiest of all laws, so in his work this hallowed period of the

people's rest at Sinai, where their permanent sanctuary was
legally instituted, becomes a resting-jjlace also for the narra-

tive, and occasions him to make his longest pause here, to

elucidate the most important laws relating to the sanctuary,

which were indeed the majority of all the laws of Israel. Now
the sacred Tabernacle of Moses had long been recognised as

the great central point of the religion and constitution of the

people, and the Ark of the Covenant had just received an
accession of glory by its reception in Solomon's Tem^^le, built

after the model of the Tabernacle ; and therefore

(i) The author starts from that visible sanctuary, and de-

scribes how it was executed, with all its contents and appur-

tenances, after the divine model shown to Moses by Jahveh (Ex.

xxv-xxxi.), and was so built by human hands upon earth that

it might be entered hj the priests in their robes of office, or by

Moses, and the sacred rites be performed in it (Ex. xxxv-xl.).'

(Ü') When the locality and external forms of the sacred rites

have been thus laid down, the narrative advances another stage

towards its main object, and regards exclusively the sacrifices

and the manner of ojffering them at the sanctuary, and eluci-

• This twofold description of these com- do not hesitate about assigning them, as

plicated matters, notwithstanding some far as is possible, to their right positions

diversity (in part intentional) in the order again. It is of no use to argue with one

of the account of the execution, is never- who maintains, without even examining
theless correct on the whole, and planned the question, that such total disruptions

with great judgment. I can here only of coherence are original and sacred. But
state this result of my researches, as a the Book of Origins, above all other books,

full discussion would take up too much displays so grand a fixed arrangement,

room. But so much the more impera- and so masterly a disposition of the im-

tively must the fragment in Lev. xxiv. mense subject, that it is in truth only

1-9, which has no connection whatever due to the spirit of the author that we
there, be transferred to its original should restore the few dislocated portions

position after Ex. xxvii. 20 sq. since v. of his beautiful work to their right places.

20 sq. actually contain the commence- Moreover, it is by no means difficult to

ment of the very same fragment. See conceive how such a displacement of some
Ex. XXV. 6, XXXV. 14, and especially xl.4, portions of the ancient work might arise

22 sq. ; for the short preliminary notice in later times, if we only consider the

aljout shew-bread in xxv. 30 could not demonstrable great alterations which this

suffice. In like manner the disconnected work (as we shall soon explain) has

verse in Num. vii. 89 must be reinstated undergone from its late revisers. And
in its original place after Ex. xl. 38, and even though the LXX. and all the other

the rather because Ex. xxv. 22 refers to ancient versions received the text with

its contents ; and the injunction that fol- these violent dislocations, and, fortunately,

lows it, about the right position of the did not again arbitrarily alter it, yet how
seven lamps on the candlestick, Num. viii. recent is this text when compared with

1-2, most surely belongs after Ex. xxxix. the true age of the work I I will adduce

31. other arguments below in the section on

I shall soon cite other and stronger cases the reviser. See, however, on some points

of the displacement of the original com- tre^itcd of above, what is observed iu the

ponent parts of the Book of Origins, and Gi>l(. Chi. An;::. 1862, p. 308-7-3.
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dates fully the various kinds of sacrifices, their jDUi'poses, and
the observances attached to them. The passage that does this

in an easily apprehensible order, extends properly only from

Lev. i. to Lev. v. and from Num. v. 5 to Num. vi. ; ' then the

main subject is repeated, condensed for the special use of the

priest into the briefer and more technical language of regular

legislation (Lev. vi. sq.). Whereas the priests are now enabled

to offer the right sacrifices, and do actually offer them in the

presence of the whole people after their consecration, the story

of Nadab and Abihu teaches how rigorously and with what
severe chastisement the sanctuary visits those who fail to treat

it in a becoming manner (Lev. viii-x.).

{Hi) But now that Jahveh's sanctuary and sacrifices are

established in presence of the whole people, the narrative

attains its full dignity, and undertakes regularly to teach what
rules must guide the conduct of men in this community, or (to

speak more in the spirit of the work) what is holy or unholy,

clean or unclean, to the God dwelling in it. The passage that

i caches this properly extends from Lev. xi. to xx., but with the

insertion of Num. xix. after Lev. xvi. The description is

arranged simply so as to rise from the lower to the higher, and
consequently first shows what is clean or unclean, and how the

iniclean is to be removed, and then, beginning from chapter

xviii., rises to the idea of the holy, and explains in loftier

language,^ and frequently incorporating short series of ancient

laws, the stern exactions of the holy upon man. The declara-

tions of Lev. xvii. stand in the middle between these two
halves ; and the conclusion of the whole plainly does not come
till Lev. XX. 24-27. Then comes a short supplement intended

specially for the priests on clean and unclean things (Lev.

xxi. sq.).

(iv) But as the Sabbath is the first and the last among the

duties of the Mosaic community, and had enjoyed a corespond-

ing preeminence also in the description of the Mosaic laws

' That the passages in Num. v. o-vi. to have preceded the short narrative in

belong to this place is evident, first, from Lev. ix. 22, in the same way as the uar-

tlie contents of the first three. Num. ratives in Ex. xxxv-xl. constantly pre-

V. 5-vi. 21, which really only describe suppose the Divine commands in Ex.
new kinds of sacrifice, all of which, to xxv-xxxi.
judge from their very similar beginning, ^ Especially in the expression, ' I am
.ire perfectly suitable continuations of Jahveh.' which now first begins to recur

Lev. V. ; secondly, from the blessing which freqiiently, and which, like so much else

follows them in Num. vi. 22-27, which in Lev. xviii-xx., indicates that the

is presupposed in Lev. ix. 22, and which, author makes a greater use of old sources

from the general character and plan of here than in any other place,

the Book of Origins, we must imagine
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contained in this work/ so the author ultimately restricts him-

self to it and all connected with it. The voice of living law-

declares the series of annual festivals as well as the year of

Sabbath and Jubilee (Lev. xxiii. xxv. 1-xxvi. 2, 46) ; and

describes yet more fully the duration and period of recurrence

of the sacrifices of the whole community to Jahveh (Num.

xxviii. 1-xxx. 1). And as vows also are to be redeemed at the

sanctuary at definite times, the laws on this subject now follow

(Num. XXX. 2-17; Lev. xxvii.). Last of all come some sacri-

ficial laws adapted not for the desert but only for the Holy
Land, and which could not on that account well be placed in

Lev. i-vii. ; wdth a general conclusion (Num. xv.).^

{v) Nothing then remains to be done but that the community
be described on its popular side, with reference to the arrange-

ment and division of its tribes, and the order of its journeys

and campaigns. This gives at the same time the best transition

to the removal from Sinai and the conclusion of that long

period of sacred rest, and forms also the winding-up of this

longest and most important portion of the Book of Origins

(Num. i-v. 4; vii. 1-88 ; viii. 5-10, 36).

Such is the simple and historical arrangement of the section

of this work devoted to the explanation of the main contents

of the Mosaic law. Although we cannot vouch for the complete

preservation of all its original chapters, yet the main part

has evidently been preserved remarkably free from obscu-

ration and alteration ; and we gain a clear insight into the

plan and execution of this most important section, as soon

as we decide to remove to their right position again the few

passages that have been displaced and put too far on towards

the end.^

' Compare Ex. xxxi. 13-17, concluding three middle portions closes "with an
the commandments delivered to Moses, appropriate instance of punishment in-

and inversely Ex. xxxv. 1-3 commencing fiicted for the violation of the previously

his publication of them to the people, expounded laws, Lev. viii-x., Lev. xxiv.

with Lev. xxiii. 2 sq. xxvi. 2, Num. xv. 10-23, Num. xv. 32-36, and all five parts

32-36. then terminate in narration. In like

* The reader must consider that accord- manner a special supplement of peculiar

ing to the whole character of the Book of directions for the priests is always placed

Origins, the omitted promulgation of laws before this narrative conclusion. Lev. vi.

may indeed be repaired in any place, but sq., xxi. sq., Num. xv. Moreover, what-

then the occasion of their enactment must ever laws are transferred to the succeed-

be recounted (as in Num. xvii. sq. xxxi. ing portion of the life of IMoses, Num.
xxxvi.) ; but that, on the other hand, it is xxvi. xxvii., xxxi. sqq., belong, as is

impossible to repair the omission with evident even from their dress and con-

such an utterly bald inscription as Num. tents, to the post-Sinaitic time ; which

XV., xix, xxviii., xxx. 2 [1]. furnishes a new and important reason
" Lastly, in all probability, the placing for the correctness of the above-required

of the historical piece. Lev. xxiv. 10-23. transpositions,

after xxii, is required, for then each of the
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If we consider now the author's sj^stem of inserting accounts
of Mosaic laws into an historical narrative, there cannot be the
least doubt that his only reason for representing them as com-
municated by Jaliveh to Moses, and through the latter to the
people or (when strictly sacerdotal in their contents) to Aaron ^

and the priests, is, that in his days they had long been regarded
as sacred, and. an historian therefore could not but give them
an antiquity equal to that of the community itself. The sacred
Tabernacle, which the author describes as if all its smallest
parts were the direct result of Divine precept, and which had
just recently been magnified and glorified by its transformation
into the Temple of Solomon, had evidently gained its sacred-
ness in the course of centuries. The sacrifices, the sacred
rites, and the sacerdotal functions, which our author represents
with all their minutia) as Dit^ine commands, had undoubtedly
been long practised, and owed their importance to their anti-
quity. Of established usages the author could manifestly only
select the best and give them a more definite form. As, how-
ever, the established usages of any given time are naturally
treated as an indissoluble whole, although they may have
developed themselves gradually from a certain original ground-
work, it Avas at this early period peculiarly hard, in all cases of
the kmd, to distinguish the time of origin as exactly as we now
do, or at least desire. In so far, the numerous legal sanctions
here delivered certainly have full historical significance only for

the age of the author. And as the author cannot have lived

later—e.g. at a time when the Mosaic Tabernacle had long dis-

appeared—our task is that of investigating which of these are
referable to the time and legislation of Moses, and what has
been added by degrees from other causes ; an investigation, the
results of which cannot be stated here. But (and this may be
at once carefully noted in this place) the author never makes
any pretence of being taken for Moses himself ; ^ indeed we
should do great wrong to the simple narrator were we to sup-
pose this ; for he describes with equal impersonality and on the
same plan, the rise of legal institutions under Joshua, and closes

his work with the erection of the Temple of Solomon ; and
where a precept is inserted for the connection's sake, which is

' It is only an abbreviated expression, long past (Num. xr. 22 sq., xxriii. 6). or
whenever the word of Jahveh is said to when the addi-ess suddenly becomes like
pass_ directly to Aaron, Lev. x. 8, Num. that of a priest to the assembled congre-
xviu. 20. gation, Num. xv. 15, 29; in historical

- Rather does he forget now and then narrations he speaks moreover, like one
his assumed garb, when lie speaks of dwelling in the Holy Laud, Josh. v. 6.
Moses and Sinai as of matters of history
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to be applied only in the Holy Land, not in the desert, the

anthor sometimes makes Moses himself announce it only by

way of prophecy, with the addition ' when ye come into the

Holy Land.' •

The Book of Origins, in thus pnrsuing in the above-described

main section and elsewhere its own special aim of explaining

legal matters, is indeed further removed than the previous

historical work from the mere repetition of tradition, and is

already engaged in that transition to a freer treatment of the

history of antiquity, the further consequences of which will

appear below. From a very rich body of separate ancient

traditionary histories our author manifestly selects those only,

in themselves it may be not remarkably important ones, on

which could be hung an exhibition of laws or of principles of

wise government and sacerdotal administration. The appended

subject itself is always treated with great freedom, as if the

story itself really only served for instruction ; and the most

beautiful and elevating parts of the work are produced by this

art of shaking off a bondage to the unmixed influence of

tradition. Nevertheless the work still cleaves faithfully and

scrupulously to the fundamental matter of the traditions ;
it

starts with a clear discrimination of times, and does not inter-

mingle later ideas witli its pictures of antiquity so carelessly as

the books presently to be described. And if it imparts a new

life to the representation of antiquity mainly by means of legis-

lative matter, and sees in Moses and Joshua ideals of popular

leaders, this was just the side upon which those ancient times

were great and productive. This revival of the ancient storieSy

proceeding from a writer who in every part of liis work shows

himself inspired by the genuine wisdom of a leader of the

people, was that most in harmony with the epoch of the com-

position of the work ; and from the happy concurrence of the

spirit of this revival with the nature and greatness of the times

portrayed, resulted the admirable truth and the irresistible

charm of this work.

c.) If, we enquire, lastly, into the conclusion of the whole

work, a slight difficulty here opposes our speculation. For

with the description of the times of Moses and Joshua, the

explanation of all legal institutions ought manifestly to cease.

This is most distinctly proved by the way in which the legal

distribution of the land among the twelve tribes is unreservedly

referred to Joshua's words and commands, although historically

' Ex. xii. 25 ; Luv. xiv. 34, xix. 23, xxiii. 10, xxv. 2 ; Num. xv. 2 ;
cf. Lev. xviii. 3.
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iDany of these claims may liave originated after Josliua's death,

and at bottom the narrator does not deny this. ' The assump-
tion that all legal institutions in Israel which could claim any
antiquity had been finished in Moses' and Joshua's time, and
that these two heroes had been the last great instruments of
the words and deeds of Jahveh, forms the entire foundation
of the work in so far as it describes legal matters ; and one can-

not form even the most distant idea of what the author would
be able or willing to describe on this field in the times after

Joshua. Nevertheless, the work further contains, as we saw
on Images 76 sq., the description of the dedication of the Temple
of Solomon, with which it certainly concluded ; the rise of

monarchy in Israel, for which the author had early prepared
the reader, as we saw page 75 sq., required to be narrated at

the end at least in brief; and one sees no reason why, after

his explanation of the laws, he should not have pursued the

jnere history still further than the death of Joshua. We may
therefore with justice conjecture that in a now lost passage
he brought the history down from the death of Joshua and
of the high-priest Eleazar to the building of the Temple of

Solomon, though with great brevity, so that this section

did not satisfy his successors, and might easily be lost. The
lawless times of the Judges must have been diametrically

opposed to all the ideas of the author, Avho would certainly

content himself with continuing the list of high-x^riests after

Eleazar.

But on the other hand there are unmistakable signs that
the work became very full again just about its close, when it

describes the sunny days of David. There was indeed here
no exhaustive narrative, but full accounts there w^ere of some
single events that seemed to the writer especially important.
To this class belong the fragments to be described below (see

below, on the official Journals of the Kings), besides that noticed
on page 76 note. And we may say that this work, beginning
with the Creation and treating by preference the most beautiful

portions of antiquity, nevertheless stood quite upon the footing
of its age, and like a true time-book (or chronicle), terminated
with the description of the most recent great deeds and ac-
quisitions of its nation.

3.) As in its aims, so also in its language, this work mani-
fests as much peculiarity as perfection and beauty. The style

possesses a fulness overflowing with the warmth of sympathy,

' Jcsb. xviii. sq.
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a lucidity and quiet transparency Avliich is not afraid of sliglit

repetitions conducing to represent the thought perfectly in all

its bearings, and often demands an almost poetic symmetry of

clauses ; removed alike from the old-ftishioned stiffness and hard-

ness of such narrations as Josh. xvii. 14-18, and from the cold

tranquillity and studied description that became usual in later

times. The matter as well as the language and picturesque

representation of this work breathes a peculiar fresh poetic

air ; more rounded and graceful, more instinct with a light

poetic charm, no prose can well be than that of this work, which
also from its florid style of description belongs to the finest

period of Hebrew literature and national life. Its language at

least shows itself such wherever its fragments are preserved

unaltered ; and the very first passage. Gen i-ii. 4, may serve

as a clear s^secimen of all subsequent ones. In details the

author may be distinguished by a great multitude of expres-

sions either quite peculiar to him, or on the other hand quite

foreign to him.' And as he displays in all things a highly

exact spirit of order, this accuracy extends in a remarkable
way even to proper names. For he is fond of explaining in the

history the rise of new personal names beside the old ones

;

and he then discriminates the two with constant accuracy

' It would carry us here too far to ex- which in this sense only the latest writings
plain in full the linguistic peculiarities of imitate ; the sole use of ^Ji for only,

the Book of Origins; here are a few points whilst the pieces of other authors have
which can be briefly stated. Peculiar to rather p-, &c. ; on the other hand, the
the work are : the name D^S*lJ*3 for the . '

-

„.,,,„,, " : , entire absence of such words as JJ'ni in
Lonsiderable, Aoble among the people, , . . .

by the side of Q^jpt very rare, and in ^^^ significations, -|.in3 yo^äJi, warrior,

some places perhaps only through later "iV'lX treasure, which is found in Joel,

revision, Ex xii 21, Lev. iv. 15, ix 1, Amos, and Hosoa, as well as in Josh. vi. 19,
^um. xvi. 2.D, Josh. Til. 6, xx. 4 ;

but 94, and frequentlvin Deut.. n^V /•«.< like-
DntpC' nowhere occurs

;
the name jnJ:?^ wise in Joel. Many other peculiarities

n"iyn for the ark; (rT'^ian 'N or nin.'' 'N fre elsewhere illustrated in their proper

is found only after Deut.' x. 8, cf. xxxi. 9, P'^^^^ i° ^^»'^ ^«^k. The use or avoidance

25 sq., I Kings viii. 1, 4, 6, perhaps °^ ^^^^^ "«"ords m this work has also a

through remodelling by later writers g^®''*^ sig,nificance for the history of the

who called it so
; bnbn 't< is found P*'°P ^ il^self. Thus the author chooses or

,.„_,, „;•'", . avoids certain words with manifest inten-
only in 2 Chr. xxxv. 3); the expression

^,^^^ ^j.^t he may depict antiquity with
n-rnt:? tor iJ055f5«o«, not nü'T ; nn for corrector colours, and not intermingle
garment, never HT'PtJ' ! PIVI for Mil, more modcn ideas in opposition to his

always discriminated "from nn. murder; ?^'° historical feeling. For example, he
- ., , ,,.."' IS certainly acquainted with the metal

Di") often with the addition D^Jasn for iron, and once names it in a law, Num.
to stone, not 7pD ! the very favourite ex- xxxv. 16, because it was there unavoid-

pressions nnJO for wor««< life, n^Oy f^'''
b"t elsewhere he alwavs speaks of. ^ J >

iii^^
fj^^jgg j^g being usually ciiip'oyed in the

for neighbour (elsewhere only in Zech. Mosaic pcrird
;
just as brass is said by

xm. 7, and even there in an entirely the Greek and Eoman Avriters to have been
different connection)

; ninj? for service, more abundant in earlier antiquity.
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according to tlie principle once assumed. As he explains tlie

orig'in of the name Joshua subsisting along with Hoshea, and

would certainly never employ this appellation before the proj^er

time,^ so he begins only at Gen. xvii. 5, 15, to call Abraham
and Sarah by these names instead of AbraTn and Sarai ; and as

he explains at Ex. vi. 2 sqq., that Jahveh had not yet revealed

himself to the Patriarchs under this name, he avoids before this

passage the use of the name Jahveh, which thenceforward is

constantly recurring in the history of Moses, and previously

always calls the true God El-Shaddai on the few solemn occa-

sions of his manifestation, and elsewhere by the common name
Elohim.^ The name Jacob is indeed not always avoided in

passages subsequent to Gen. xxxv. 10, despite the declaration

there given ; but inasmuch as this name was always maintained

along with the other, Israel, in the real life of the people, its

employment stands on a different footing from that of those

just mentioned.

If we combine all the distinctive marks of the Book of

Origins, it will appear that no document whose original form

has been destroyed could well be so easily and certaiidy recog-

nised in its smallest fragments as this, because certainly no

other document of an historical character has been composed

with so high an individuality and intellectual peculiarity. And
this is just what is important for the question as to the literary

sources that may have been used by our author. For though

the author never refers in express words to any authorities,

whether written or oral, yet he incorporates the old catalogue

of the stations in Num. xxxiii.^ in his work, with the preliminary

remark that Moses wrote it (see above, p. 68). And many of

his historical remarks must, to judge by their contents, be refer-

able to very ancient records (the proof of which, however, be-

longs more suitably to the history itself farther on) ; and the

change in the use of language, too, shows that he here and
there is dependent upon written authorities. In the passage

of Leviticus (xviii-xx.) alluded to above (page 88), we remark

as much on the one hand peculiar to our author, as on the

other quite foreign to him ; and it appears from the peculiar

' Num. xiii. 8, 16. of language ^vith the fine distinction be-
- The Book or Origins always uses this tween 6i6s and 6 flecJs, which Greek and

name without the article (on the few ex- Hebrew can alike express, we are unfor-

ceptions see my Hebr. Gr. p. 680. 7th tunately unable to reproduce in our God.

ed.) ; whilst others, as the later writers ^ That the hand of the author of the

to be mentioned below, often use D'-n^NH ^"^^ of Origins is here discernible, follows

also, as if the true God ought to be dis-
^''''^ Drif<5>7 ^-- 1' <^s well as from the

tinguished by tlie article. This freedom reasons to be adduced farther on.
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colour of tlio language,' as well as from other indications,- tliat

he here incorporates in his work short series of laws that had
long been in existence. And he doubtless incorporated much
from the earlier historical work, or recast it in his own fashion.

The revelation on Mount Sinai, already described incomparably
in that work, as well as the Decalogue (where the words in

Ex. XX. 9-11 are an addition by himself), he incorporated the

rather, as the Decalogue was indispensable. How he recasts

historical accounts, is seen from Gen. xxxiii. 18-xxxiv.

;

Josh. V. 2-12. On the contrary, there is no indication that

he adopted from the Book of Covenants or elsewhere the older

legal work contained in Ex. xx. 23-xxiii. 19. Certainly one
might regard it as probable, because this legal work touches

upon many relations, especially of civil life, which, as being

foreign to his main subject, our author little regarded. Yet
it cannot be proved that he intended to receive into his work
all such statutes.

The name of the author Avill i^robably be veiled from us in

eternal obscurity. We read, indeed, of men highly i-enowned

for wisdom, who flourished just about the period required,^ and
•we may readily imagine one of these to be the author of this

glorious work. No time, too, was probably so productive as

that of great men of the kind that we must imagine our

author. But further we are unable to prosecute the enquiry.

If, however, we regard, as we ought, mainly the internal spirit

and the general meaning of the author, as laid down unmis-

takably to attentive readers (and no moderately independent

historian can always entirely conceal, even in the mere nar-

rative style, the nature and working of his own mind)—then

we must confess that rarely bas so great a mind devoted itself

to the composition of history. It is true he does not belie his

' n?3T Lev. xviii. 17, xix. 29, xx. 14, ^ From the special form of these la-«-s

;

occurs' dsewhere (beside the poets) only ^J^^
^^}^ circumstance that the author

in Judges XX. 6; ami how the Book of f™™
f^^-

33 on, himself adds a kind of

Ongins,per se, would speak in such a case paraphrase, &c. On
_

the older little

is sWn by Gen. xxxiv. 7 ; the image ^"^^^«^ Sacrjficianpn, simply inserted in

of the Canaanites being vomited from »!''' ^»ook of Origins, Lev. i-vii., see my

their own land, Lev. xviii. 24-28, xx. 22,
AlteHhuiiur, p. 63.

is not elsewhere current with the author,
.,

^ j.j ^_ ^^ [iv. 31] : Ethan, Tle-
and the language of the original givrs

^^^^^ Chalcol, and Darda, ^vhom Solomon
even the notion of their being ah-eady

^„^^,„5,,^ 5^ wisdom, must accordingly bo
expelled

; D^^«. m Lev. xix. 4 and xx^^. regarded as somewhat prior to Solomon,

1, old echoes of the Decalogue
; 1in '" and elsewhere the first two arc placed in

Lev. xix. 15, cf. v. 32, elsewhere unusual David's time. One might, moreover, men-

to the author; the whole sentence strongly tion Nathau the prophet; but the question

reminds us of older passnges, as Ex. xxiii. arises in the case of all these whethrr

3; the beautiful thought in xix. 31, har- tluy were Levites or not (cf. 1 Chr. ii. ü,

monizes only with Ex. xxii. 20 [21]. 30), a question which can only be an-

xxiii. 9. swercd farther ou.
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character as a priest, an hereditary and influential one too: the

visible sanctuary in Israel had at that time been for centuries

gaining a high consideration of a peculiar kind, and the

hierarchy was in the ascendant in consequence of the rule of

David and the building of the Temple. The author of this

work appears, according to the ti-ue meaning of several pas-

sages,' very anxious to secure that no improper, i.e. heathen

sacrifices, nor improper priests—that is, aliens to the house of

Aaron—shall approach the Mosaic sanctuary ; and this also he

attempts to pronounce and to establish in the form of laws.

But far higher than the priest stands in his estimation the wise

legislator and true leader of the people ; full of that truly

kingly spirit which always forms salutary decisions and issues

irresistible commands with ease, and which even in the greatest

perplexities and revolutions never loses for long its coolness

and intrepidity. Such a one, too, if he ever is forced to admi-

nister a severe correction, does it not without the most con-

siderate syrapath}^^ and his quiet strength silences all contra-

diction, and smooths all waves to peace.^ And as the age of

David and Solomon was the fairest reflex of the Mosaic, though

far below it in creative power, the glory of the Mosaic age

could be recalled and portrayed by no other historian so ade-

quately as by one who had felt the influence of David's kingly

spirit, and who was himself an actor in the best part of this

most hopeful age of Israelitish dominion.

Lofty spirit ! thou whose work has for centuries not un-

naturally had the fortune of being taken for that of thy great

hero Moses himself, I know not thy name, and divine only from

thy vestiges when thou didst live, and what thou didst achieve

:

but if these thy traces incontrovertibly forbid me to identify

thee with him who was greater than thou, and whom thou

thyself only desiredst to magnify according to his deserts, then

see that there is no guile in me, nor any pleasure in knowing
thee not absolutely as thou wert !

3a The Prophetic Narrators of the Primitive Histories.

The Book of Origins was surpassed on the domain of ancient

history by no subsequent work. Yet later writers did not Avant

' Let any one read with attention pas- comparably beautiful and yet simple turn

sages like Num. x^^i. 1-5 [xvi. 36-40], of the sentiment wherewith three stories

xviii. 3 sq. 7, 32, Lev. x. 2 sqq., Ex. close, Lev. x., Num. xii. and xvii.

XXX. 9, wliich explain one another, and ^ This is the impression made upon the

compare therewith such tales from Eli's sympathising reader, especially by the

and David's time as 1 Sam. v., vi., 2 glorious pictures of Moses' life in the Book
Sam. vi. of Numbers, to which I shall return in the

^ Let any one read attentively the in- course of the history.
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for occasions for new essays upon this same field of narrative.

The fund of ancient legends was certainly not exhausted by the

Book of Origins and its precursors ; much may have been told

differently in different districts of the country ; other things

could be more fully and clearly described. Moreover, time

itself as it advances develops new ideas and stories on the

domain of ancient popular tradition; and with the brisker

intercourse with foreign and distant nations, which after

Solomon was never quite broken off again, new subjects of

story and legend might easily enter from foreign parts, and
seek a combination with the older series. But more powerful

than anything else was the prophetic conception and treatment

of history through the entire course of those ages ; and as this

jjrophetic conception has greater freedom to mould the subject-

matter to its will, the further the field of the narrative is

removed so as to be subjected to a higher kind of contempla-

tion, it found in the primitive history a soil on which it could

most easily form a combination with history. This is the main
cause of the great freedom of repetition, which so remarkably

distinguishes the works of this age from the Book of Origins

and the still older book ; for all legendary literature will endea-

vour the more to break through old restraints, and Avill move
with the greater freedom, the oftener it treats the same subject-

matter ; but here it was especially the grandeur of prophetic

truths, that declared itself by means of the freer exposition

thu? admitted.

The passages exhibiting this tendency are to be recognised

partly by the criteria belonging to their nature just explained,

partly by a tone of language and narration sensibly different

from that of the earlier works on the primitive history. The
correct discrimination of individuals among the narrators is

indeed more difficult, as a more uniform and properly prose

style for narrative is now being gradually formed ; still on
accurate inspection tolerably distmct shades may always be

perceived in the various authors' modes of narration, which,

when they concur with other and more internal distinctions,

present sufficiently reliable data to the judgment.

1) The Third Narrator of the Primitive History.

As proceeding from a narrator who in the absence of any
other name is here denominated the Tldrd,^ we must discriminate

' One might, according to the entire above, also call him thoT^/V/.! narrator ; but
number of historical works enumerated since it cannot be proved (and is, indeed,

VOL. I. H
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a series of pieces which, though in number rather smaller, and

in so far more difficult of recognition, yet from their entire

manner and colouring* can belong neither to an older work nor

to the following Fourth or still later narrators, and exhibit a

certain similarity among themselves. They are the stories of

the Patriarchal times in Gen. x. 25, xx., xxix-xxxi., and especi-

ally much of the story of Joseph, although older matter is fre-

quently worked ujd into these passages, and much has crept in

from the hand of the subsequent narrators. Of the Mosaic

history the following pieces belong to this work : the story of

the youth of Moses, in Ex. i. 15-ii, 22 ; that of the shining

of Moses' face, and the way in which he showed himself subse-

quently to the people, in Ex. xxxiv. 30-35, a peculiar idea of

the splendour of the great prophet ; that of the seventy elders,

and of Eldad and Medad (Num. xi.), with its extraordinarily

noble expressions about prophecy and the working of the Divine

spirit ; furthermore the fine description of the internal worth

and nobleness of Moses as a prophet (Num. xii. 6-8), for all its

brevity the most beautiful and excellent representation of

Moses in the whole Pentateuch. From the history of the

Flood, the fragment Gen. viii. 6-12 probably belongs to this

narrator.* To him we are perhaps indebted- also for the pre-

servation of the 14th chapter of Genesis, that curious relic of

a work of the highest antiquity, which (accordmg to p. 52)

may have even been written among a non-Hebrew and jjrobably

Canaanitish people, before the age of Moses. Our narrator,

perhaps an inhabitant of the North of Palestine adjacent to

Phenicia, certainly introduced the passage v/ithin the pale of

Hebrew history, only on account of a casual mention of Abra-

ham in it. There are many indications that he made especial

use of the writings of the First Narrator of the primitive history.

The narrative style of this author moves in very uniform

language and description, and keeps still more simply to the old

tradition. On such exalted topics as Num. xii. 6-8 he may be

carried away by the lofty flight of his language, and sometimes

pass into an easy verse,^ but he is far removed from the more
artistic portraiture and bolder j)ainting of the Fourth Narrator,

altogether improbable from certain indica- ' The rare use of nypll without Tne!

tions previously adduced) that the autliors
j g i^g j^ far from me ! God forbid ! v. 24,

of the first two ^"orks includel m them recurs only Gen. xii. 16. The name HIH»
the primitive histories properly so called,

^_ 22, would be surprising for this narra-
Ave prefer the name lu the text. ^or : but the Samarit. and th^ LXX. read

' See the Jahrb. der Bihl. Wiss. vi. p. D*n?Xn f'^r it, according to seme editions

IR, vii. p. 16, ix. p. 7. Gott. Gel. Anz. and manuscripts.

18G3, p. 759. ^ Gen. xiv. 19 sq., xlviii. 19,
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next to be mentioned. But tliis narrator's peculiar preeminence

consists in lais uncommonly lii^4i and distinct conception of the

working of tlie prophetic and the Divine s^jirit, Avhich enters

more or less prominently into most of his descriptions, and

causes many of his expressions to class with the finest passages

of the Old Testament. This conception of the ancient history

comes out strongest in the life of Moses (Num. xi. sq.), but

the plan of the life of Joseph also leads curiously to such a

prophetic truth (Gen. 1. 19, sq.) ; and the frequent introduc-

tion of the Dream and its prophetic significance, by which

he is perceptibly distinguished from the other narrators,'

harmonises well with this prophetic theory of his that pervades

his whole history. As narrator of the primitive history, he

is the best prophet, as the author of the Booh of Origins

was the best legislator and national leader. Now as this

narrator must from all indications have written considerably

earlier than the Fourth, we may assume him to have lived

in the tenth or ninth century, while such great prophets as

Elijah and Joel were still active ; for his history is like a reflex

of the high pi'ophetic activity of their times. But although

passages like Num. xi. sq. quite remind us of Joel, we prefer

to assign to the northern kingdom a narrator who makes the

life of Joseph the most brilliant period of the Patriarchal

history, so that his work would have been to the kingdom of

Israel very much what the Book of Origins was to that of

Judah. We shall say more on this subject in the history of

Joseph.

The diction of these fragments, notwithstanding a not in-

considerable number of peculiarities,^ exhibits far more analogy

with that of the Book of Origins than that of the Fourth Nar-

rator does :
^ another proof that this work was written tolerably

' Gen. XX. xxxi. xxxvii. xl. sq. A iii. 4-15. It is quite in harmony with this

narrative style which loves to bring into view that in the Third Narrator Moses
prominence this intellectual domain is by alone is regarded as standing far above
no means common. It is quite foreign to dreams and the like (Num xii. 6-8).

the Book of Origins. The story in Gen. - As ni'^ g>'ou\ Gen. xlviii. 16, in a
xxviii. 10-22, to the very groundwork of

^j^^^^^^ ^j^^,^ ^1^^ B^^^ ^f Origins and
which the dream belongs, fornis no paral-

^^^ |^^^^^j^ Narrator express each very
lei The Fifth Narrator in imitating such

differently; niDn> corer, Ex. xxxiv. 33
pictures expresses himself quite diner- •''•.;-

eutly, Gen. xv. 1, xlvi. 2. And wherever sq-
; XV"? *'"-^''^' ^^"- ^^' ^^' ^^1'^^^"^^"°

beyond the primitive history anything of only Judges xxi. 14, Ps. xxxii. 6, and in

the kind occurs, it can hardly be unin- impcrf. JS'iph. Josh. xvii. 16, Zech. x. 10.

fluencod by the descriptions in this ^ The author calls God in the Premosaic
work: Judges vii. 13 sqq. (where 13^'. time iYo/ifw, like the Book of Origins, and

fjr nj^s interpretation of dreams) 1 Kings uses, like the latter, the word nnyn for the

u 2
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soon after the Book of Origins, from whicli it is mainly dis-

tinguished by its prophetic treatment and glorification of the

ancient history.

2) The Fourth Narrator of the Primitive History.

To another entirely independent work must be referred es-

pecially several moderately long pieces which on close inspec-

tion betray some strongly marked peculiarities ; whereas many
shorter fragments and remains of it are preserved closely inter-

woven with words of the succeeding author.

a.) The fragments of this narrator exhibit a culmination and

mature development of all the intellectual powers and capacities

of the ancient nation, which can hardly be surpassed. It may
be with justice maintained that this work exhibits the progress

in the treatment of primitive history to the extreme of freedom

in conceiDtion and delineation, beyond which nothing more is

j)0ssible but the artistic conformation and poetical employment
of its legends. And we may perceive clearly enough, in the

picture of the national life of the time that meets our eye, the

commencing relaxation of the old bonds of the Mosaic religion,

and the irresistible rise of a multitude of new thoughts and
aims.^ We can here only shew this by a few of the more im-

portant phenomena.
The prophetic theory, which entered deep even into the

former work, expands itself in this with full force, and becomes
the supporter of the entire historical narrative. This work,

especially when taken together with the succeeding one, gives

a full reflection of the great prophetic power and activity that

was developed in the centuries after David. This prophetic

power, that had long become great in life and in literature, and
Avas constantly overflowing its immediate bounds, now com-
pletely occupies the primitive history too, and remodels it with

the greatest freedom into new and fairer forms. If the few relics

of the previous vv'ork permit us to institute a comparison, that,

Cominimity, Ex. xxxiv. 31 ; also D''Nb^3 writers freshened up the memory of the

for the heads or elders of the community first glorious days of Islam under the

recurs Ex. xxxiv. 31, altliough iu Num. xi. sheltering name of the ancient narrator

.in our present text D''JpT stands constantly Waqidi, and produced the many Histories

for it. of Waqidi, which have never been esti-

' As a somewhat analogous case in a mated at their true value till our day. It is

kindred people, may be cited the semi- however hardlj' necessary to observe, that

poetical traiisforniation of the old Ara- the spirit which revived the primitive his-

liic historical literature which followed tories of Islam was very different from that

the limes of the Crusades, when modern which remodelled those of the Hebrews.
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vvitli its proplietic triitlis, still kept pretty close to tradition,

find was the same from a proplietic point of view as the Book of

Origins from a legislative ; whereas in this work the prophetic

idea rather sways history as its domain, and treats it from
the first with all possible freedom. Now eveiy prophetic truth

seeks and easily finds in some part of the primitive history a

fitting support, whence it expands itself freely and exhibits

itself ill its full extent. The support for the furthest existing

prophetic outlook, namely the Messianic expectations which
must in the time of the writer have long been developed nearly

as Ave see them in the greater Prophets, was most naturally

found at the historical commencement of all higher life in the

Patriarchs, according to the law that in moral and divine things

the extreme end must correspond to the extreme beginning, and
all intermediate matter contains only the process of develop-

ment.^ And were it not that these insertions of a hierher

kind of history into the primitive times must, from their very

position, be told in the shortest form, few finer presentiments

would be found to be declared even by the real great prophets

of the ninth and eighth centuries. The truth that every unrigh-

teous rule, be it never so powerful, must necessarily fall before a

higher disposing power, and that the Divine deliverance comes
surely, finds its right place in the Egyptian-Hebrew history

;

the opposite truth, how the delivered and exalted people sinks

down again through its own guilt from the height attained, and
is only rescued from total ruin by the untiring self-devotion of

such great minds as Moses, easily attaches itself to certain re-

miniscences from the desert (Ex. xxxii-xxxiv.). And wherever

the proplietic treatment finds such an opportunity', it distinctly

unfolds all the art of unfettered description and brings forward

its innermost thoughts. Hence these passages have a high

degree of importance as regards proplietic truth; and it were

diflScult to decide between this and the former prophetic

historian, which yields to the other in depth and originality

of thought, did not the subject of these thoughts concern a

distinct side of prophetic truth in each.

If we then regard closer the truths which are here forced

upon us, we shall have to confess that they flow from a height

of prophetic activity and advanced national culture totall}'

foreign to the Book of Origins. The developed Messianic

expectations, the truth of the infinite all-surpassing grace of

Jahveh beside the deep sinfulness and corruption of the earthly

' Gen. xii. 1-3, xviii. IS S'l-, x.\ii. lC-18, xxvi. i tq., xxviii. ) I.
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(or natural) man,^ tlie similar truths of tlie non-casual origin

of the "wicked principle in nian,^—these are such illustrious

thoughts, which the sun of these ages was the first to elicit

from the sacred soil.

The language is essentially the fully developed prose style

;

but from the author's intellectual peculiarity in the treatment

of history it always inclines towards a prophetic loftiness of

description, wherever the subject will at all allow of a more
soaring flight, as at the call of Abraham and the other

periods of this great hero's life, at the call of Moses and his

deeds in Egypt. But from this prevailingly prophetic tenor

of the discourse it is, on every favourable occasion, only one

step to the j)oetic; and this natural transition into purely poetic

matter, or to an actual verse, of which we had the bare rudi-

ments in the Third Narrator (p. 98), proves to be an important

criterion of this and still more of the following narrator.^ For

though the passage Gen. xlix., spoken of on page 69, might

and obviously did, form a precedent here, yet so constant an

intermingling of the poetic as this work displays, is a new
phenomenon only to be explained from the species of historical

composition that was now gaining ground. * Even where the

author is not exactly revealing the highest prophetic truths,

he likes to intermingle poetic colours of language, and follows

a more artistic plan. But how a true poetic air may be sjDread

over the narration when at the same time the former strictness

of the Mosaic account of God (Mythology) was being relaxed,

and greater freedom on this subject also was making way, is

clearly shown b}- such glorious examples as Gen. xviii-xix. 28,

and xxiv., which have a truly epic plan, and the last of which

is quite comparable to an idyl. Mere narration with old-

fashioned brevity or with the terseness demanded by the nature

of the sources never distinguishes this narrator, who delibe-

rately prefers a beautiful and bold revivification of antiquity.

One consequence of this gi-eat freedom of description is,

finall}^, that the historical distinctions of the various ages are

more and more dropped in narration, and the ideas and colours

' Gen. iii., xviii. 1-xix. 28, xxxii. 11 p. 49, note.

sq., Ex. xxxii-xxxiv. cf. Gen. viii. 21 sq. ^ In a similar waj' in tbe Arabic histories
^ Gen. iii. cf. viii. 21 of same narrator, mentioned on p. 100, the language passes
* Gen. ii. 23, xxiv. 60; in the Fifth Nar- easily into verse, wherever a fitting op-

rator. Gen. ix. 25-27, XXV. 23, xxvii. 27- portunity occurs to insert it: cf. Zeit-

29, 39 sq. ; Num. xxiii. 7-xxiv. Gen. schrift für die Kunde des Morgenlandes,

iv. 23 sq. is of a different kind, as one vol. i. p. 95 sq., 101 sq. In still later

may see from tlie historical references times, this freedom penetrates into the

therein contained, which could not possibly prophetic style, see Die Propheten des A. B.

have sprung from the author himself; cf. vol. ii. p. -196 sqq., iii. §.
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of language current in the author's age are without much cere-

mony transferred to the primitive times. We saw (p. 91) how
the Book of Origins preserves a strong consciousness of these

distinctions, and j)refers to portray the Premosaic antiquity

after its own fashion ; but this narrator, and the next even
more, feel no scruple about transferring purely Mosaic ideas and
l^hrases to that age. This certainly at the same time proves

how firml}^ Mosaic notions had now long been rooted in the
nation, and in how great a degree, precisely from this cause, the
clear consciousness of previous totally different circumstances
was fading away. Thus not only in the history of Xoah (Gen.

viii. 20-22), but even in that of Abel and Cain (Gen. iv.), regular

Mosaic sacrifices are described, without an anxious thought
whether they are in their place at the gate of Paradise. In the

same way we must understand the fact that our narrator, over-

leaping the limit observed by the Book of Origins (p. 84), and
also by the previous narrator (according to p. 89, note), calls

God from the first Jahveh, and is always glad to employ this

peculiarly prophetic name wherever possible.^ Some little re-

serve and avoidance of too modern phrases, however, might
well consist with the tendency alluded to, and is indeed clearly

discernible ; as for example it is not accident that the expres-

sion, so frequent in later times, Neum-Jahveh (i.e. '—is Jahveh's
saying'), with which the Prophets of the times after David in-

troduced or concluded their words, though first transferred to

the primitive age by our narrator, yet even by him is used only

once, and therefore seems to have crept in by an oversight.^

That the author wrote as late as the age of the greater

Prophets, may be equally clearly inferred from other considera-

tions also. The tranquillity and polish of the narrative manner
of these passages fully answers our expectations of the poetry

of the eighth century. But besides, the narrative of the great

' Ho intentioually avoids it from reve- the follo-\vingnarrator acts quite differently

rencc, e.g. in speeches addressed to hea- in this matter : see Jahrbücher der Bih-
thens or among heathens, en. xxxix. 9; lischcn Wissenschaff, \\. t^. 18. This va-
and of this kind is the instance in Gen. riety of Divine names, therefore, in the
iii. 3-5. With this view, that the name primeval history, is not withoxit weight
Jahveh is identical with God, another for the discrimination of its elements : but
view is certainly closely connected, viz. it presents only a single token, which
that being in itself conditioned by the miisteverjTvherebc judiciouslyintcrpreted
opposite idea of frail humanity, it must and brought into harmony with all other
have arisen in the primeval iige, together indications; for when adopted and insisted

with the name of the foref^ithcr Enos on -without such careful JTulgment, it leads

{Enosh), i.e. man. This beautiful con- into great errors. jMoreuver, it is obvious
ception, mentioned only too shortly by that different histories require the applica-
the Third Narrator in Gen. iv. 26, ap- tion of different 1 iws.

parently emanates from that narrator - Gen. xxii. IG. In the whole primeval
himself, the earliest who would make so history it is only used ou one other oec;v-

bold a use of the name Jahveh whereas sion, Num. xiv. 28,
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abomination at Gibeah in Judges xix. is by all indications tbe

prototype of tliat about Sodom (Gen. xix.) ; for the one cannot

have originated independently of the other, and it is more natu-

ral to suppose that to a narrator like ours the historical story

served the ^Durpose of dressing up short legends of antiquity,

than the reverse. Moreover Hosea ^ quotes the abomination at

Gibeah certainly from that source, and yet does not, like our

narrator,^ limit the moral degradation of the early times to the

two cities of Sodom and Gomorrah only. But since Amos^ had

begun to employ these two cities alone by way of example for

purposes of instruction, our narrator confines himself to them,

even when speaking at length. But, on the other hand, this

narrator must have written at a tolerabl}^ long interval before

the succeeding one. We shall j)robably err but little, therefore,

in fixing him at the end of the ninth or commencement of the

eighth century.

b.) If we enquire about the ends that the narrator in this age

kept before his eyes, we shall perhaps find the truth nowhere

so evidently confirmed as here, that throughout the whole life

of an ancient nation like Israel the writing of history always

follows other efforts and tendencies that have already gained

strength, and hence changes with them ; and that it is not, like

poetry, prophecy, and religion, something original and anterior.

Prophetic activity attained at that time its culminating point

in Judah, and had already produced a multitude of lofty and
eternally true thoughts. Now as these forced their way even

into the contemplation of history, and sought admission into

the yielding domain of the primitive history', the old concej)tions

of it were evidently no longer universall}'' sufficient, and new
ones arose imperceptibly. The Divine blessing awarded to the

Patriarchs was now no longer confined, as in the Book of Origins

(p. 75), to the single nation of Israel, but extended, according

to the true Messianic view, over all nations of the earth :* and

that everything ultimately depends upon faith and the proof

of faith, was now the great prophetic dogma, which was soon

to bring the primitive history into accordance with itself.^

The poetical and prophetical literatui-e had at this time at-

tained a similar height ; they now exerted a sensible influence

on historical writing also, especially on the histoiy of the earliest

times, so that the artistic arrangement and glowing descriptions

' Hos, ix. 9, X. 9. " Gen. xii. 2, 3, xviii. 18, xxii. 18,

^ Gen. xiii. 13, xix., xx. ; see how- xxvi. 4.

everx. 19; Hos. xi. 8. * Still more is this the case with the
^ Amos iv. 11; and likewise Isaiah i. 9, following narrator : Gen. xv. xxii. ; Ex.

10. ir, 5.
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tliat -we missed in the older works made rapid way in the more

recent. Here we discover the two objects that this work, by its

peculiar treatment of the subject, was chiefly intended to secure.

It almost seems not to be the matter, as such, of the primitive

history, which is the main thing-, but the mode of concej^tion

and delineation—that is, the clothing- of a frequently-treated

subject-matter in a beautiful or at least a new dress. Many an

old reminiscence of antiquity that would else easily pass away
is refreshed by this spirit of the new age into more pleasing

and attractive forms. And if it be true that the history of a

nation's antiquity only after such a regeneration becomes its

inalienable possession (page 36), we shall be forced to admit

that, whilst much matter has been destroyed or rendered difficult

of recognition by modification, and much quite thrown away as

insignificant, at least as much has been by this means preserved

which would perhaps also have been entirely lost.

But though the majority of the fragments of this narrator

thus present nothing but old matter newly worked up after the

literary fashion demanded by the best prophecy and religion

then in vogue, nevertheless the creative power of the nation,

as applied to their old legends, was by no means exhausted

;

and many legends which had assumed an entirely new form

may now have found their way into literature. Let us here

only call attention to the stoiy in Gen. xxxviii. of the circle

of the ancestors of David's house, which without naming
David, can hardly have originated without a tacit reference

to the royal tribe of Judali. But especially, a flood of foreign

legends of a mythological character had poured in upon Judah

through the nation's freer and wider commerce since the time

of Solomon ; these our narrator received into the circle of the

early primeval history, modified as far as possible through the

spirit of the Jahveistic religion. These are the important frag-

ments briefly indicated above (page 39), and to be further dis-

cussed in their historical context ; which are peculiar in being

perhaps all referable to this narrator.

c.) At all events, however, this work was quite an indepen-

dent one, as much so as any of the foregoing. Indeed, in a

literary point of vieAv, there could hardly be another work
so new and independent as this, because beautiful and copious

delineation is a main point with it.^ So far as we are able to

' This furnishes also a ^vcighty ground clear, pure, and powerful a flow of speecli,

for completely separating this narrator as to render it impossible even on this

from the following one. Passages, for account to refer them to the same author

instance, such as Gen. xviii. 1-xix. 28, as Gen. xv.
from a literary point of view, exhibit so
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observe, tlie narratives of this new work did not even rest upon
fragments of older ones ; its peculiar genius being for actual

creation.

3.) The Fifth Narrator of the Primitive History.

It is quite otherwise with the work of the Fifth Narrator.

As such we are to understand the author from whose hand pro-

ceeded the first great collection and working up of all previous

sources of the primitive history, to Avhom therefore is to be re-

feiTed the Avliole existing Pentateuch together with the Book of

Joshua, with the exception of three kinds of additions which

(as is soon to be elucidated) were intercalated still later.'

a.) At the time of this author the literature of the primitive

history had long swelled out to an extraordinary bulk. Most
various works of various ages and from various districts were

then by all indications extant in considerable numbers ; the age

had been growing constantly more learned, and the very multi-

tude of works in this, as also simultaneousl}^ in other branches

of literature,'-^ excited the demand for finer sifting and new com-
binations. Accordingly we have here a narrator who, though

he delineates some points anew with his own hand and after his

own taste according to the demands of his age, yet generally

onl}^ either repeats word for word from older books, or slightly

modifies the accounts of others, and who Avas on the whole

rather a collector and worker-up than an independent author

and original narrator of history.

BiTt if Ave enquire in Avhat is this narrator still independent,

AA^e find it first of all in the partiality for a prophetic bearing and

loftiness of thought. Here indeed he only carries further Avhat

had already appeared in the previous narrators, especially in the

last ; but it is characteristic of him that he brings out Messianic

ideas less prominently,^ and Avith great eniphasis inculcates the

' It might indeed be supposed that 26, x. 21, must be the same who wrote

the rifth Narrator was as independent a such narratives as Gen. ix. 18-27, xv.

;

•writer as his predecessors, and that vre see Jahrbücher der Biblisclien Wissenschaft,

owed to him onlj^ long passages such as vi. p. 9 sqq. 16, 17, vii. p. 25 tqq. ix. p.

Gen. XV., Num. sxii-xxiv. ; while a sub- 19 sqq. AVith this may be compared the

sequent author used all these works, and way in which the latest prophets, though
thus became, in the sense already explained, acting as collectors and compilers of pro

-

the latest author. This view, moreover, phetical works, always made independent

might be recommended by the considera- additions of their own. See my Propheien

lion that the task of a compiler of books des Alten Bundes, i. p. 70 sqq.

or history may be quite distinct from ^ See my Dichter des Altc7i Bundes, vol.

that of an historian, and is in itself I. i. pp. 34-63.

enough for one man. But I coidd not ' Especially, he dwells only upon the

adopt this opinion here, because it is eternal possession of the land as pro-

obvious that the last narrator, whose raised to the Patriarchs, Gen. xv., xlvi. 4,

hand is seen in passages like Gen. xi. 25, Num. xxii-xxiv. How far Messianic hopes
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truth that only that faith which stands the test of trial is the

crown of life.' But whereas the boldness of employing the

histories of the earliest times for instruction and for a mirror

of the existing times increases, and whereas the descriptions

are often more splendid and buoyant than those of the previous

narrator, still this writer's style has already lost much of the

former tranquil beauty and perfection.

Whilst proj)hetic thoughts and descriptions were raised to

so high a pitch in those ages, the popular element (as will be
further elucidated below) felt itself increasingly restricted, re-

pelled, and depressed ; which Avas followed in the literature by
a gradual decline from the beautiful perfection of style and
description, and in the disjDOsition towards other nations by a
certain sourness of tone and embittered enmity. Both these

characteristics are unmistakably present in this historian. The
sharper-impressed nationality and sorer tone towards other

nations, especially kindred or neighbouring ones, are testified

by passages such as Gen. ix. 20-27, xix. 31-38, xxvii. 1 sqq.;

Num. xxii-xxiv., all of Avhich sharply distinguish this historian

from the older writers on the primitive history, and breathe

almost the same spirit that declares itself in the expressions of

Joel and later prophets about foreign nations. And as in

general the separation of opinions and tendencies may become
more and more trenchant in the progress of time (until

some happy fate brings about a higher reconciliation of oppo-
site views), and as just in that age a sharper partition was
growing up between the friends and the foes of spiritual religion,

this historian remarkably completes the ideas of the Book of

Origins by establishing a contrast of salvation and destruction,

of good and bad, even in the earliest stage before the Flood

(Gen. iv. ; compare above, pp. 80, 102), whereas the former

author had already pursued the origin of evil further, to the

first man, and there discussed it likewise in a prophetic spirit

(Gen. iii.)

The true age of the work can be most certainly discovered by
considering more closely those relations in which, according to

evident indications in this work itself, Israel then stood to

foreign nations. It was especially Edom, Moab, and Amnion
who were again powerful and active at that time, and on whom
accordingly the narrator, who treats the histoiy in general with

great freedom, bestows his chief attention even in the earliest

times. Now of Edom it is indicated (Gen. xxvii. 39 sq.) that

are contained even in this narrative is schaff, viii. p. 22 f^qq.

ahovrn\nJaJ>rhüc/icrdcrIji>>li<cfic7iJ\'is.-r;i- ' Gen. xv. G, xxii. ; Ex. iv. 5.
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this wild warlike tribe, tliougli subservient to its brother Jacob,

should deliver itself from his yoke, if it would only earnestly

strive for that end.' Thus the happy deliverance after earnest

resolution is put as the latest in time ; and the narrative of Gen.

xxvii. is planned so as to lead to the result, thatEdom does after

all finally gain a blessing from his father, a very restricted one

though it be : his land shall be less fruitful than Jacob's, but his

earnest wrestling to throw off Jacob's yoke shall not be without

result. So the whole kingdom of Judah, to which our author

may belong, was then manifestly excited b}^ the contest wilh

Edom and the successful revolt of the latter. And this con-

sideration of itself leads to a time not far distant from the

propliecies of Joel ; that we may regard as the extreme limit,

before which the narrator cannot have written. ^ A similar

indication, but when closer examined, far more distinct, is

given by the conclusion of the long prophetic jDassage in

Num. xxii-xxiv., although for several reasons this is difficult for

us to understand with perfect security. The prophecy put in

Balaam's mouth comes, towards the conclusion, to speak of a

star that should rise out of Israel, not in the age immediately

succeeding Balaam, but rather at a distant future time, to

chastise and crush Moab, Edom, and all similar proud tribes

(Num. xxiv. 17-19):

/ see him, hut not now,

I beJwld Jtim, but not near

:

A star appears from Jacob's 7nidst,

And a scej)trc arii<es out of Israel

;

Smites both the temples of Moab
And the crown of the head ofall the sons ofpride,

So that Edom becomes a possession,

And Seir becomes a possession—his [Israel's] enemies,

While Israel puts forth valour.^

It is not possible to see in the illustrious king from whom
this picture is borrowed any later one than David. Moab,

' T''in in Hiphil, has imdoubtedly the but this only appears so. [It is here taken

meaning of wrestling, striving, desiring,
as an apposition to Edom and Seir: Edom

-... ,, .' , • 1 » I . and Seir, Israels enemies: like V"1V m
like the common Arabic word

^i' ,i
in

, . , , ^, . . ... ,^ , V. 8.] In V. 17, however, D^le nxb. is
which, however, the meaning IS still further •; •:

weakened. undoubtedly the proper reading ; so also

2 My rrophctcn des Alten Bundes, vol. ^^ np-ji^ according to Jer. xlviii. 45 : for

i. p. 91 sq. theimageof the two temples, rightand left.

* The structure of tlie passage r. 1 7-19 is just completed by th^t of the crown of
is somewhat confused. In v. 19 the first the head ; and, conversely-, the haughtily
member is evidently too short and seems raised vertex harmonises very well witli

mutilated. In v. 18 V3''X appears to the sons of pride. See Jahrb. der B. W.
afford no sense unless 7 be prefixed to it

;

viii., p. 35 sq.
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indeed, again fell off from the uortliern monarchy under Ahab's
son, and Jeroboam II. subjugated it anew after a long interval

(2 Kings i. 1, xiv. 25; compare Is. xv. sq.); but neither this

Jeroboam nor any other king after David conquered both Moab
and Edom so completely at the same time. But this shining star

is not the latest thing that Balaam knows of. Of the further

destinies of Moab, indeed, he says no more ; and an inhabitant

of Judah like the author could have no reason for particularly

desiring its reconquest by Samaria. But while Balaam's eye

wanders at last with single, disjointed, ghostlike glances, over

his remotest future (which however is the actual present of the

author, and filled with all his living experiences and desires), he

declares concerning Amalek (verse 20) :

Amalelc is an old primitive people ;

Nevertheless, his end hastens to the nether world

;

and concerning Ken (the Kenites) (verse 21 sq.) :

Th) dwelling is a rod;,

Thy nest is fixed on a cliff

;

Yet Ken tvill have to burn ;

How long— ere Asshur carries thee aica?/ captive ?

Now at the first glance, indeed, it is obscure how these tribes

come to stand in this connection ; for both the ' primitive people
'

Amalek and the Kenites evidently disappear gradually from

history in the times after Solomon ; and yet here, in a connection

where we expect allusion to events or aspirations of these ages,

they appear sufficiently important to be specially noticed. As
to the Kenites, however, we are fully entitled (from 1 Sam. xv.

6) to bring them into so close a connection with the Amalekites

that, if we succeeded in discovering the latter in any suitable his-

torical position, there can be no further doubt about the former.

Now as the previous declaration concludes strongly and signifi-

cantly enough with the relation of Edom to Israel, the conjecture

forces itself upon us that Amalek, a part of which was at that

time fused with Edom, according to Gen. xxxvi. 12, 16, is here

mentioned because of its intimate connection with Edom,—

•

perhaps because in some war between the Idumeans and the

Israelites it had indulged anew its old national hatred against

the latter. And, fortunatel}', this more definite account has been

preserved by Josephus :' that in the war Avaged by Anuiziah^

against Edom, the Amalekites and Geballtes fought on the side

of the Idumeans. Now we may confidently assume that they did

' Josepliu«, J/(i'. ix. 9, 1, 2. ^2 Kings xiv. 7.
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not remain inactive under Uzziali wlien tlie same contest was
renewed.^ For even by Uzziali Edom was not completely and

permanently subjugated. The declaration about Dumali (Is. xxi.

11 sq.) is easily reconcilable with the sense of our passage. And
if the Amalekites and Kenites, so often subjugated before, still

maintained themselves erect in Edom as though in defiance of

Israel, then it is explained how a prophetic voice of the first

half of the eighth century could announce to them a chastise-

ment by the Assyrians. For the Assyrians were then evidently

already menacing the more southern tribes, but under Uzziali

or Jotham they must have been regarded in tli9 kingdom of

Judah rather as friends and welcome deliverers from the oppres-

sions of the neighbouring tribes. Upon this foundation the

declaration about Japheth which our author puts into the mouth
of Noah ^ receives a remarkable interpretation. But finally

the seer concealed beneath the name of Balaam lifts the veil

yet higher : Balaam's concluding words, in which he appears

once more to wake up like a sj)irit, and then to become mute
for ever (v. 23 sq.) :

Alas ! ivho shall live after God has done this ?

And ships from the coast of the Chitiites,

They shall then afflict Asshur and afflict Eber :

Nevertheless, they too hasten to the nether icorld

—undoubtedly allude, from their position, to an event which must
then have been the most recent historical fact, the mention of

which was obviously intended to give the distinctest intimation

of the actual present. A pirate fleet coming from the Chittites,

i.e. the Phenician Cyprians, must, a short time before, have
harassed the Hebrew, i.e. Canaauitish and Phenician coasts,
as well as the Assyrian, i.e. Syrian, ftirther north. We have
no other distinct account of this event, the consequences of
which cannot have been very lasting. But as, according to the
Tyrian Annals of Menander,^ the Tyriau king Elula^us van-
quished the revolted Chittites, and Salmanassar, then in his war
against Tyre, desired to use this discord for his own ends, evi-
dently implying that this revolt had been a considerable one, we
are justified in assuming that the revolt of the Chittites had
lasted a long time before it was quelled by Elulteus. We should,

2 Clirou. xxvi. 2. palpable additiou, -which could only origi-
^ Gen. ix. 27 ; a sentence which derives nate with one of these two narrators : see

Its significance only from the peculiar cir- Jahrhikhcr der Biblischen Wissemchaft,
cumstances of the time. How completely ix. p. 7, x. p. 51.
Assyria and its history at that time filled ^ .c-pg Josephus, Antiquities, ix. U, 2

;

every mouth, is seen from the immediately Isaiah xxiii. 12 (comp. 10) obviously
following interpolation of the whole pas- alludes to the possibility of such rebellioa
sage about Nimrod, Geu. x. S-12 ; a very among the Chittites.
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therefore, by no means necessarily come down to the times of

Salmanassar, when Judah's relation and disposition towards

Assyria was totally altered.

The supposition that the author wrote in the kingdom of

Judah is most strongly favoured by the arrangement of the

words of Balaam, which concern especially the relation of Edom
to Israel; for not Moab or Amnion, but Edom, always re-

mained in the closest connection with Judah in the times after

Solomon. To the temple-hill Moriali, moreover, we are dii'ected

by the form that the ancient legend of the sacrifice of Isaac

here assumes (Gen. xxii. 1-14).' The story inserted as an epi-

sode in Gen. xxxviii. does not, indeed, originate in a very favour-

able disposition towards the house of David and its progenitors
;

but at times sentiments might be formed which diverged to

some extent from the ordinary opinions—sentiments which
could expand themselves nowhere more readil}^ and innocently

than in the domain of the primitive history by a semi-facetious

treatment of an ancient leo-end.

b.) The author certainly used for his great elaboration of

the primitive history all the sources üiat passed in his time for

authorities. These were in the main the above-described works,

and perhaps a few others besides, that we can trace with less

distinctness.- He especially bases his history upon the Book of

Origins, beginning with its noble introduction (Gen. i. 1-ii. 4),

and confining himself throughout the whole history to the frame

supplied by that work to chronology. He mostly only works up
the older sources into one another, Avithout adding much ne^v

matter of his own. But in the first place, the flow of his own
exposition naturally expands more freely where he finds a fitting

occasion to pursue the ideas Avhich Avere characterised above as

peculiar to him. And secondly, having thus brought together

such various matter from the most manifold literary sources, he
endeavours at the same time to give it a more living connection

and more comprehensive arrangement by throwing in a dash of

stronger light on certain passages. An accurate observation of

the manner in Avhich he conducts this introduces us to the actual

Avorkshop of his labours. It may be remarked that at the

commencement of a new section he likes to exhaust in a single

great picture all the great things that can be said or thought

about a hero or any considerable phenomenon in history, thus

' iSee tliP recent remarks on this point der Biblisclun Wissenschaft, xi. p. 202.

i'L^>'" ^t-'"'^"'
^'^'^";^\,^»-«'5'^''

f"!'
2 As, for instance, what is said in Gen.

1863, p 63/ sqq. 1 hat in ^um.xxiv. 19, -; go, iv. 1, ahout Eve. may have been
the -i^y (ciUj) must be Jerusalem, I have ^^^^^ f^^m some work unknown to us ; see

ah'oatly fchown elsewhere; scq Jahrbileher Jahrbücher der B, Wissenschaft, ii. p. 165.
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leading, by a brilliant introduction in a prophetic spirit, into

further details. In this, according to some indications, the

previous narrator had prepared the way for him ; but he carries

this mode of description further and with superior art. So in

Abraham's life he exhibits a striking prophetic picture at the

head of each of its three sections (Gen. xii. 1-3, xv. and xxii.

1-19) ; similarly Isaac's life is reached by a descent from an

elevation (Gen. xxvi. 1-5) ; the same thing is done for Jacob's

life by the j)rophetic hue of the story of his dream (Gen. xxviii.

10-22) ; and in the case of Moses similarly an exceedingly

brilliant introduction leads on to his prophetic appearance

(Exod. iii. sq.). Now many things that this narrator puts in

this prominent position had been mentioned in the earlier

chronicles at a later occasion, as for example the covenant with

Abraham, which is described in chap. xv. in the most brilliant

colours, but which, according to the ancient arrangement, did

not occur till chap, xvii., where it is fortunately retained by the

last narrator. Accordingly this peculiarity in the narrator is

intimately connected Avith another : filled as he is by the contents

of the history of a given period, he generally likes to bring in all

the most important circumstances aj near to the beginning as

possible, and sometimes at the commencement of a new section

knits a regular epic or, to speak more correctly, prophetic knot

;

but afterwards lets the older sources of history speak for them-
selves, in so far as he admits them. This peculiarity may be

traced into the utmost details ; it is repeated on the small as on
the large scale. As he first describes the corruptness of the

earth (Gen. vi. 1-8), intending to return thence by a fitting

transition to his ancient historical authority, and as after the

Flood he gives a short preliminary description after his own
fashion (Gen. viii. 20-22) of the renewed blessedness of Noah
(Gen. ix.), so he inserts some notices of Ishmael's history, which
occurs in chap. xxi. and xxv. 18, at the earliest possible occasion

in chap. xvi. 7-14 ; and by an epic artifice indicates the main
point of the dispute between Esau and Jacob as early as xxv.

22-34, and gives the explanation of the name Jahveh (Ex. vi. 2

sq.), according to his fashion, preliminarily in Ex. iii. 13-16.

Such transpositions, rendered possible by the fluctuating nature

of legend, occurred occasionall}^ even in the earlier writers.

The later narrators generally transposed an event from a later

to an earlier jsosition : but details will be better discussed in

their place in the histoiy. Similarly in Joshua's life the narrator

only gives a few lengthy descriptions at the outset, especially

in Josh, ii., iii. sq., v. 13-vi., and viii.
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If we consider this our narrator's peculiar method of treating

his subject, we shall find it to be probable that the transposi-

tions in the Book of Origins, mentioned on page 87 sq., are due
to him. Whilst elaborating that ancient work in the manner
described into a new one, and leaving out or transj^osing much
of it (which will be shown more fuUj below), he may at first

have determined on leaving out various passages of the Book of

Origins, but subsequently have fortunately supplied the omis-

sion at a later place. And the circumstance that these trans-

posed passages are always transposed to a later, not to an earlier

position, lead necessarily to the assumption that we have here

not the effect of chance or a multitude of hands, but the habit

of a single reviser. On a smaller scale we see the same thins:

in the old Book of Kings, or the present Books of Samuel.

The author has evidently entirely omitted much from the

authorities that lay before him. This is self-evident upon a
closer understanding of the relics of ancient works received by
him; occasionally a great abridgment of the fuller narrations of

earlier Avorks is very perceptible in fragmentary recapitulations,

such as the sentences about the Titans of the primeval world in

Gen. vi. 1—4 : other omissions and contractions can be with

certainty discovered only by a sharper insight into the subject

and origin of the extant narratives.' For the very reason

that the author wished to condense so many and such various

sources into a single readable work, he- had to leave out much
in order to avoid too many repetitions and too evident contra-

dictions.

Although this compiler unmistakably worked up and blended

together the very various matter which he held worthy of in-

sertion, yet it is equally certain that he did not deem perfect

uniformity necessary in the matter he inserted. He was evi-

dently determined mainly by the importance of a passage from
the earlier books whether to insert or to omit it, or to abridge

it more or less. Of slight repetitions and unprominent con-

tradictions in the contents of the narrative he was but little

afraid ; still less of variety in the mere use of language. He
preserves accordingly in the passages which he repeats from
older books the diversity of the names of God, Elohim and
Jahveh, in general exactly as he must, from the above remarks,

have received it, though, agreeably to the jn-ogress of his time,

he himself calls God Jahveh by preference. Only here and
there, especially on occasion of transitions, as in Gen. ii. I,

' As I liavo lately shown in Jahrhikher der Biblischen Wissenschaft, ii. p. 1G3,
lG-1, by an instructivo example.

VOL. I. I
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xvii. 1, lie puts tlie name Jaliveli in tlie midst of the words of an

old work. But it seems as if, tliroug-h tlie constant compilation

of passages in which the names for God varied, the eniplo}'-

nient of these names themselves had imperceptibly grown more
familiar to the author. He does not call God Jaliveh so exclu-

sively as the Fourth Narrator ; and in the history of Moses he
prepares the way for the explanation of the name Jahveh by a

sort of emulation of the Book of Origins. He therefore calls

God Elohim for a time, until the decisive moment (Ex. iii. 4-15,

18) ; and, as if he would bring prominently forward at the out-

set of the whole work that the two names in their ultimate sig-

nificance are intrinsically but one, and that Jahveh is only more
definite than Elohim, he of himself adds to the one name Jahveh
the other Elohim, in the first passage which he borrows from
the Fourth Narrator, Gen. ii. 5-iii.,^ but abolishes this ciunbrous

reduplication of appellations from the commencement of the

new fragment Gen. iv., and thenceforward calls God always by
a single name. He especially likes to call God by the lower

name when speaking of mere manifestation by dreams,^ as if

any divine agency were adequate to produce the effect ; but in

other connections also, as in Gen. iv. 25, &c.

c.) As regards the extent of the works of this narrator (not

including the Third and Fourth Narrators), he cannot be proved

to have brought down the history beyond the death of Joshua ;'

on the contrary, everything goes to prove that that event formed
his conclusion.'* For though the oldest book of history, described

on p. 68 sqq., had embraced also the times of the Judges, and
the Book of Origins, according to p. 76 sqq., had narrated

some facts down to the first age of the monarchy, and the

' A special proof of this is given just dependent and nowise necessary addition,

before, in Gen. ii. 4, where he similarly In 1 Kings xvi. 34, also, the mention of

appends Jahveh to Elohim ; see Jahr- the event is equally brief and isolated
;

bilcher, ii. p. 164. but from this only follows that these two
^ Gen. xxii. 1-3, xlvi. 2; Num. xxii. 9 last narrators, the historian of the primeval

sqq., compared with 8. history and that of the monarchy, took
^ At the utmost it might be objected this event out of an earlier writing, where

that in Josh. vi. 26 there was a direct it was undonlitedly presented in its entire

allusion to an event which took place freshness and completeness. The event

under king Ahab, the fulfilment of which itself, however, is too incidental and in-

is given in 1 Kings xvi. 34 ; and therefore significant to serve in any way as a con-

that the author intended here at once to necting link between the primeval history

write down its fulfilment also, and conse- and that of the monarchy,
quently to carry down the history to Ahab's * The last author, according to Deut.

time. But rather it only follows from xxxi. 16-22, only mentioned at the close

this that the Third or Fourth Narrator that after the age of Joshua Israel fell

found a narrative existing similar to that away from Jahveh ; but this may have

in 1 Kings xvi. 34, and could therefore been briefly observed; and we now actually

allude to it in the life of Joshua : in fact, find in Josh. xxiv. 31 some words which
the short notice in Josh. vi. 26 is an in- may have suggested the remark.
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Third and Foiirtli Xarrators appear also to liave followed that

precedent
;
yet the last chapters of these books might easily be

severed from the rest and elaborated into later books treatinfj

only of the history after Moses and Joshua. For, as Moses and
Joshua had concluded the greatest epoch of the early history,

their death was certainly regarded during the progress of

the monarchical period, as the great boundary-line of the

ancient and the modern age. Agreeably to this, as will soon

appear more clearly, a very different style of historical com-
position was developed for each of these two periods.

4. The Deutero7iomist : last modification of. the BooJc of
Primitive History.

However freely the above-described Fourth Narrator treatG

the primitive history, he nowhere betrays a legislative aim ; for,

on the one occasion when he delivers laws (Ex. xxxiv. 10-26), he

does so only in his habitual emulation of older works, to exijound

the Decalogue and its origin after his own fashion. Equally far

removed is the last of the just-described prophetic narrators

from any peculiar legislative aim : but later ages are the more
indebted to him for having preserved the important legislative

portion of the Book of Origins almost uncurtailed, and thus, by

admission into his work, having perhaps saved it from total

oblivion. He is, indeed, very fond of introducing prophetic

words, but in a purely poetic garb and always in the midst of

circumstantial narration.

But this literary employment upon the primitive history,

which had been kej^t up so long, and yet had never led to real

historical investigation, at length bursts its last bounds. It

begins to regard the consecrated ground of this history as

merely matter for prophetic and legislative purposes ; and herein

it was evidently confirmed by the other tendencies of the age.

For not only did the power of prophecy approach its slow but

irrepressible fall at the end of the eighth century, but the later

ages, weighed down by the aggravated burden of circumstances,

felt themselves less and less capable of directly carrying out

any serious improvement of the national life. But as literary

activity was still constantly progressing, and taking a hold upon

the prophetic and legislative matters, which Avas constant in

proportion as public life was estranged from such objects, this

activity attached itself most readily to the consecrated domain

of the primitive history ; Moses and his age being regarded as

the great originators of both tendencies, so that every passage

about him in the old books might excite in the writer literary
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fancies and the desire of speaking on prophetic and legislative

topics, and might be expected to be received by the reader in

the most favourable frame of mind.

1) The earliest discoverable commencement of this method

of treating, or rather of only using, the Mosaic history, is dis-

played by the inserted passage. Lev. xxvi. 3-45. This gives a

prophetic promise and menace which, though formed upon the

type of Ex. xxiii. 22 sqq., is not only much more copious and

rhetorical, but holds out far more extended threatenings ; so

that it is observed that the early and better times of the nation

were gone and the fall flood of national ills been poured forth

over the land. This passage has been purposely tacked on to

this part of the Book of Origins, because the conclusion of the

description of so many laws, especially the concluding ones

about the festivals and the year of Jubilee (Lev. xxiii. 25-

xxvi. 2), goes off into generalities, opening the v/ay most natu-

rally for a prophetic elaboration of general j)romises or menaces

;

and the recurring allusion to the sabbaths and years of jubilee

in verse 3-1 sq. and verse 43 (compare v. 5) shows that it was
originally intended to be annexed at this place. Now, although

in such passages as verse 9, 12 sq., 45, it distinctly imitates the

language of the Book of Origins, yet it shows prevailingly so

peculiar a shade of words and phrases ' that we must neces-

sarily ascribe it to a writer of whom there is nothing else

extant. If we observe accurately how it not only takes for

granted at least a complete disruption of the one kingdom, but

also (in verses 36-40) describes in the liveliest colours the sor-

rowful feelings of the descendants of persons thus scattered

among foreign lands, we cannot doubt but that a descendant of

the exiles of the northern kingdom indited this strong prophetic

menace, with the intention of showing emphaticall}^ in the

domain of the primitive history, what were the general conse-

quences of disobedience towards Jahveh, and of thereby calling

men to repentance. Accordingly this insertion cannot have
been wi-itten before the end of the eighth century or the begin-

ning of the seventh; but to this period points the relation in

which it stands to the other books of the Old Testament.

' To instance only a ft;w examples : the spurn, xv. 11, 15, 30. 43, 44, the strong
words and phrases i")[5 vv. 21, 23, 24, 27, expression ^."i^| to denote an idol, v. 30

40, 41, n-VPPP -r. 13,' "qnb V. 36, 3 ynC' (properly a horror, from the verb ^^i to

or-t?yvT.18,21,24,2S,wereneverimitated
^,j,,trnth scorn, connected ^.ith ^y^'first

l«y later writers from our authors, Ontho repeated in Dent. xxix. 16 [17]), and the

otherhaud.later writers have often imit<ated expression of the increase of the land, vv.

s:omc words which appeared in no widely- 4, 20 (compare Deut. xi. 17 ;
Ezek. xxxiv.

read book before this; such are ^yj to
27

;
Ps. Ixvii. 7 [6]. Ixxxv 13 [12], with

*i whicli compare Ixxviu. 46 [45]).
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Whilst the resemblance to sayings of the pro2)hets of the eighth

or earlier centuries ^ rather testifies a dependence of this author

upon them, Ave find this passage quoted at no earlier date than
Deuteronomy,^ as well as in the writings of Jeremiah, Ezekiel,

and others of the same character, but very distinctl}' and con-

siderably used by them.

2) The last expounded tendency of literary activity broke
forth most thoroughly in those passages of the present fifth

book of the Pentateuch and of the Book of Joshua which are

inserted from the work of an author whom we may briefly call

' the Deuteronomist.' ^ At a time Avhen, after the downfall of

the northern kingdom and the death of the good king Hezekiah,

the southern kingdom also was in the greatest danger of suc-

cumbing to laAvlessness and other internal maladies, a member
of this kingdom living in foreign parts attempted, with all the

vigour of prophetic speech, to recommend the old law, altered

and renovated in such a manner as to suit his times, as the sole

salvation of the kingdom. This he does, it is true, on the

domain of the primitive history, and therefore in the Mosaic

manner and style, but yet treating the subject-matter with the

greatest freedom. As to the external form he keeps quite close

to the ancient history, by the loftiness of which he feels himself

exalted in his unhappy times, and from whose pure strength

alone any hope was to be drawn for the future ; but the narra-

tive quite recedes with him into the background, and serves only

either to introduce discourses and exhortations or for some
special literar}^ purpose ; and therefore is generally limited to

a feAv Avords or sentences thrown shortly ofi".

a.) It is not my present business to expound the entire

significance of the work of the Deuteronomist, or prophetic

renovator and perfecter of the old law—a book Avhich is in

many respects to the Old Testament what the Gospel of John is

to the New, and which, though Avearing an historical dress, still

is widely remoA^ed from the circle of historical books. The sole

eminent significance possessed by this Avork when its true con-

tents and aim are regarded, as Avell as the great historical results

' The model to Terse 5 is rather to bo " The name Beuieronomy may be re-

found in Amos ix. 13 sqq., that to verse 8 tained as perfectly appropriate, although
in Isaiah xxx. 17 (compare Deut. xxxii. in those passages -n-herc it is first found

30) ; and that to the often-recurring phrase in the LXX., Deut. xvii. 18, Josli. viii. 32,

T'lriD |"'Xl V- 6 in Micah iv. 4 (that is it rests primarily upon an incorrect tran.«-

Jocl) or oven Isaiah xA-ii. 2. lation ; for ri;;^'P hero is obviously in-

Delt^^Sii ?i'' .T'"^'?'! ^T"" ^\ ""f" tended to denote only a copj. It is only

?x ii f
^" .

'

' /""^ ';'?'' tHo general feeling uhich g.üded the LXX.
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soon produced bj^ it, Avill be more suitably described in the his-

tory itself. But we must here consider more closely, how the

author carried out this historical investment of his subject,

how he interwove his own words into the primitive history,

and in how far he possibly even modified the latter. And we
must observe at the outset that the historical dress freely chosen

by the author, and in those times undoubtedly the most condu-

cive to his purpose, is kept up very consistently. For he de-

sired most emphatically to recommend the essential and eternal

contents of the old law, renovated and transformed by the new
proj^hetic truths now gained, and to do this as the conditions

of that advanced age and the desire of thereb}^ worlcing for the

improvement of the existing kingdom of David demanded. He
therefore introduced the only hero of antiquity who could serve

as the right instrument for this end, namely, Moses himself, as

speaking and acting a short time before his death in this spirit.

But he not onl}- desired to prescribe and recommend the right,

he also wrestled with all the powers of his mind to see it

realised, and destined his work to contribute towards this end
likewise. He therefore needed a second hero, who, as soon as

ever Moses had j^ublished this last bequest of his love to the

people and died, should enter into it as a popular leader and
realise it all as the dying Moses had wished and ardently striven

for. Here Joshua naturally occurred to him, the faithful fol-

lower of Moses and realiser of his plans, according to the defi-

nite recollections of antiquity. As the author, with his words
of prophetic aspiration, hides himself under the high shield

of Moses the great Prophet, so under the portraiture of Joshua
he conceals the ideal King of his own times such as he would
have him, a realiser of what is essentially better. And as the

prophetic author endeavours to bring about a complete renova-

tion of the people and kingdom on the basis of the laws here

expounded, or, in other words, a new covenant between the

people and Jaliveh, so far as this was possible in writing, he
causes Moses to declare to the people before his death a new
and better covenant (Deut. xxvii-xxx.), and Joshua to act quite

in accordance with it. Thus then all that he had to represent

fell into two halves, divided by the lives of Moses and of

Joshua.' But as the exposition of the contents of the new
covenant that he desired for his times necessarily took up the
most room, and as moreover the most powerful effect of the
work would proceed from the living words of Moses himself,

these two halves could not but be very unequally divided.

Where the author introduces Moses speaking and acting, the
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bounds of the work are expanded to tlieir utmost extent, and
there he lays down the varied and important matter he is about

to say, according to a large plan and an arrangement carried

out with tolerable accuracy.

The author desired then, to introduce Moses as a j^opular

orator, speaking very much as the prophets of that age used to

speak before the assembled thousands. Though, however, even

the later prophets are here and there carried away by the old

prophetic style of speech, in which the Divine Ego issues

directly from the oracle and the human Ego of the prophet

vanishes before it, yet here the discourse freely breaks through

this conventional barrier of the prophetic style. As if he who
desires to preach spiritual love as the highest good ought to

s^^eak in a new way, more as a friend than as a prophet in the

old sense of the word, the auther most successfully ventures on

this innovation, thereb}- infusing a hitherto unknown charm
into these purely human discourses of the great hero. Thus

indeed is produced a great difference between these speeches

and the manner in which the Book of Origins, for instance,

constantly makes Jahveh first speak to Moses and then Moses
declare in the same form to the people all that he has heard

from Jahveh. Here are for the first time speeches direct to the

people on the highest topics according to a consistent plan, the

orator always speaking out from himself to the multitude—the

prevailing plan in the New Testament as opposed to the Old.

And this innovation is the happiest that the later writer could

have hit upon, if he really wished to bring the full life of anti-

quity before the eyes of the after-world and not to resuscitate

the great prophet and popular leader in vain. And, desiring to

introduce Moses renovating the old law by new truths and re-

peatedly urging its acceptance with hearty zeal, nay, even with

threatening warnings, he selected the last two months of his

life as the most fitting occasion for this. For then under the

feeling of approaching death the Man of God, looking back

upon the experiences of the last forty years, could still urge his

loving heart to make a last exertion, but would be forced to

leave to his successors the execution of all that under the in-

fluence of the glorified vision and aspiration of departing life

he had desired.^ These are the preliminary calculations of the

inventive mind of the author.

* A similar case is that of 'Ecclo- tiou in this Liter work, notwithstanding

siastes,' when the poet introduces Solomon its poetic form, is not maintained with

two or three hundred years after his time, anything like the ease and firmness -which

as pouring forth his serious and instructive -wo admire in Deuteronomy,
thoughts in his old age ; but the persona-
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(i.) After a short introductory narrative, or ratlier a longisli

lieacling (Deut. i. 1-5), Moses is made to deliver an introduc-

tory speech consistent v^ith such a purpose, looking backwards

upon the time since the ratification of the first covenant on

Sinai and forwards upon the uncertain future impending. And
hence it appears how qualified the speaker is to inculcate the

whole law anoAv, and to desire a second covenant that the

people shall not transgress as they had the first (Deut. i. G-iv.

40). As, however, it was scarcely conceivable that Moses

should have held all the speeches of this book without any

intermission, the author fills up the pause after the first speech

(chap. iv. 41-43) by an act of Moses, the essence of which he

certainly took from the Book of Origins,—an act which he

may very well have performed just before his death, but which

that old book did not ascribe so definitely to him.'

(m.) After another long heading (ch. iv. 44-v. 1), follows the

second and principal speech of this book, as if the speaker had
spoken the entire compass of the words from v. 1 to xxvi. in one

strain. This is the place at which the law, in the form which it

is to assume for the future, is really solemnly laid before the

assembled people, and at the end a declaration given whether

they will accept it or not. And as its contents, so difiicult to

be embraced at a glance, were to be exhausted here, the whole

is classified according to its main divisions, the author starting

from the Decalogue and its renewed inculcation in v. 1-vi. 3,

and then with a fresh beginning (vi. 4) undertaking to discuss

the great subject in its own way, in all its bearings and in

the greatest detail. The classification adopted descends con-

stantly from the higher and more general to the lower and
more special. The author (1) begins with Jahveli as the single

great object of love, and makes every efi'ort to commend love of

him alone and complete avoidance of all other gods (vi. 4-xiii.).

He thence (2) turns to what is most closely connected with tha.t

subject, viz. to the special things and acts which are or ought
to be esteemed holy, and then enters more into detail, giving

a number of special commandments (xiv-xvi. 17). Passing

now from what intimately concerns religion in the naiTOwer

sense of the word to the outward realm and its arrangement,

he (3) discusses public rights, both the Laws of Persons—the

duties and functions of public persons, namel}^, the supreme
magistrates (judges and kings), priests and prophets—and the

public Laws of Things (xvi. 18-xxi. 14). To this is appended

' As is clear from Xum. xxxr. 14, compared with Josh. xx. 8.
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subsequent!}^ (4) vi-liat \\c should call Private Law, -vvliicli from

its infinite extent is all treated here mostly in ver}- short clauses

without any discoverable sure arrangement of details. How-

ever, the section begins with household matters at xxi. 15 ; and

after a return, by way of example, to the sacred acts to be

performed by the individual (xxv. 17-xxvi. 15), the entire long

speech is wound up by a short and powerful recurrence to its

commencement (xxvi. 16-] 9).

{Hi.) In the concluding speech would be expected the re-

ciprocal obligation to the covenant whose contents have now been

expounded, on the part of the people, and on that of the speaker

as agent of Jahveh. But here another consideration interferes.

The covenant containing all this vras surely not really concluded

by the people at that time, for where were the pledges and docu-

ments of it from the country beyond the Jordan ? Rather it

was intended for the people only after they had settled in

Canaan ; indeed, strictly speaking only for those who lived in

Jerusalem at the time of the writer. On this account there fol-

lows a more intricate threefold concluding speech
; (1) the com-

mand is given, only in future to erect on one of two holy mounts

on the nearer side of the Jordan memorial-stones as records,

and from this sanctuary to bind the people to the new law. This

has its foundation, as will be explained, in a real reminiscence

of the ancient holiness of the mountains round Shechem (chap,

xxvii.). Then, as if perceiving that this better law Avill yet not

be kept for centuries in the land on this side of the Jordan, the

writer (2) exerts his prophetic powers to the utmost, to bring

home to his readers the twofold possible consequences of their

conduct towards it—what blessings it will bring, and what a

curse the neglect of it will draw down. But it is the latter that

is chiefly depicted in the liveliest colours and utmost range ; and

it seems as if the speaker here, overpassing the course of cen-

turies, borrowed the hues of his delineation direct from the

terrible calamities which had already come upon the people,

which indeed were oppressing them even at the time of the

author, and the removal of which he expected only through

their accejstance of that amendment which is here enjoined ; or

as if the foreboding spirit of the noble speaker of antiquity

exactly touched that putrefying sore, well known to the real con-

temporaries, from which, except through a total change and

cure, utter destruction was inevitable (xxvii. 9 sq. and xxviii.

1-68).^ Only after these premisses follows (3) the real conclusion

' The verses xxvii. 9, 10 are wrongly give the proper iiieauing, and indeed are

placed here ; but before ch. xxviii. they necessary there. In the v.ork of tho
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—whicli alike in tenderness and impressive force, and in pro-

found and eternal tliouglits, constitutes tlie true crown of the

wliole (xxviii. 69-xxx.).

With this comes to its close that which, in the sense of the

author, may be rightly called ' the Second Law ' or ' the New
Covenant.' If he then, desiring to complete that chain of his-

torical events with which this law is hedged round, describes

Moses (xxxi-xxxii. 47) as writing it down at a higher command,
and depositing it beside the Ark of the Covenant, and therein

accomplishing his last earthly work, with a few heartfelt part-

ing- words directed especially to Joshua, we can but say that in

giving this turn to the narrative he is true to himself and to his

artistic point of view. Assuredly this is a vast stride in the art

of historical representation, and exhibits a freedom of treatment

Avliich we should seek in vain in earlier times. The Book of

Origins represents Moses as receiving the stone tables of the

Decalogue, written by the finger of God, and as seeing in the

heavens the archetype of the sanctuaries which it describes (p.

87) ; but it noAvhere gives the least intimation that it was itself

written by him. Eather, by stating in exceptional cases that

the names of the encampments were written down by Moses,' it

implies the contrary. The Fourth Narrator indeed shows some-

what more boldness in assuming the use of writing from the

hand of Moses : he represents Moses as breaking the original

tables of stone, and restoring them with his own hand ; ^ and
relates that at the command of God he Avrote down a Divine an-

nouncement that would reveal its full meaning only after a long

interval.^ This latter event is described just as it certainly often

occurred in reality among the prophets of the ninth and eighth

centuries,"* and the narrator here also does but foUow his own
strictl}^ prophetical method ; but even in this latter case it is

evident that he had before him an ancient document, and one

which he had found in a book of very great age, which he may
have verily believed had been written by Moses. But the Deu-
teronomist ventures to ascribe to a record from the hand of

Moses the entire Book of Deuterononi}'', though he himself was
the first to put it forth in this form, just as he states (ch. xxvii.

Josh. viii. 32) that the memorial-stones on Mount Ebal had
contained, by Moses' appointment, the more strictly legislative

Deuteronomist, also, there are misplace- ' Num. xxxiii. 1, 2; see above, p. 68.

ments, but of a different kind from those - Ex. xs^xir. 27, 28.

observed (p. 87) in the Book of Origins; ^ Ex. xvii. 14-16.

and it would carry us too far to di&cuss * isaiah viii. 16, xxx. 8.

them all here.
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part of it from cli. v. to xxvi. And this great boldness of histo-

rical assumption is emphatically one of the many signs of the

later ag*e of this author ; an age which precisely because it felt

itself so far removed from that of Moses allowed the utmost

licence to the historical contemplation and treatment of it. For

although in Deuteronomy the author derived many laws and

other matter from old manuscripts which in his time might

already be reckoned, in the most general sense of the word,

Mosaic, and in so far might regard his new production as a

Mosaic work, because written in the spirit and to a great extent

in the words of Moses, yet the history itself shows that this

extreme licence in authorship was very gradually developed.

But if the author in this way wrote the chief portion of his

work (Deut. i-xxx.) quite independently, the case becomes

different from the moment at which the words of Moses come
to an end, and the events themselves are further described.

Here he visibly takes as a basis the original history, in the

same manner as in the previously described work of the Fifth

ÜSTarrator, and up to the death of Joshua adds only what his

purpose requires. How from this point he manipulates that

work we may at once see by the following example. It is

very remarkable that in the midst of the portion, Deut. xxxi.

1-4-22. in which the Deuteronomist repeats words which are

by unmistakable signs recognised as written by the Fifth Nar-

rator,^ a song is put forth which Moses and Joshua were said

to write and teach to the community for an everlasting testi-

mony to the mercy of Jahveli, which even after their backslidiugs

always sought them again ; and, frequently as the expressions of

this second document may run counter to those of the former,

still the Deuteronomist makes distinct reference to this song as

delivered by Moses before the assembled people (xxxi. 27-30,

xxxii. 44). From this it would seem as if the great song in ch.

xxxii. had been first introduced, not by the Deuteronomist, but

by the previous narrator in his history of Moses ; which makes

a great difference in resj)ect to the question of its age and
origin. The form and contents of this song, indeed, prove

that it must have been composed in an age subsequent to

the time of Solomon ;
'^ but it comes from a poet otherwise

' Tliis appears from the conception of as they are habitual to the Fifth Xarra-
th e pillar of cloud, which is peculiar to this tor; and from other indications,

narrator, V. 15 ; from the expressions lan ' The period depicted by the poet as

nnn io break the Covenant, y^-^ for Antiquity, is, according to vv. 7-18, no

, •. „, , •,,,' , other than the age of Moses; and his
despise, -)^M, T. 21 (on both the word

p,^.^^,^^^ ^ generation which had already
and the sense, see Gen. vi. 5, viii. 21), fallen far from the loyalty and happiness
which are as foreign to the Douterouoniist of the Mosaic age andtho first period after
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unknown,^ wlio embodied in it some of the weightiest prophetic

truths of his time, and can have originated neither from the

Deuteronomist, who nowhere shows himself a poet, and from

whose mode of expression it widel}^ departs ; nor from the

])revious narrator, who indeed (according to -p. 102) freelj in-

troduces his own songs, but whose poetic power and diction

are different. The narrator who inserted it here must have met
with it as an anonymous song, perhaps not more than fifty or

a hundred years old, and have judged it in power and sentiment

to be worthy of the dying Moses. ^ And since, according to all

indications, it must have originated about the last quarter of the

eighth century ^ (but in this case cannot have been inserted by

the previous narrator), it must in all probability have been intro-

thc conquest, and bad become effeminate

and presumptuous, and \^'as tlicn greatly

afflicted by cruel foes and oilier evils, and
inclined on that ven' account to murmur
even against Jahveli. Now the poet on
liis side ought strictly to speak words of

the severest denunciation against this un-
thankful race; but lie controls himself,

and prefers to begin in gentle tones to

sing the praise of Jahveh's faithfulness :

he is, hoAvcver, carried away in the midst
of his song by his wrath against the un-
grateful people, and summons them to

listen to the teaching ofantiquity Cvv. 1-7).

Here Jahvch appears as the kind Father
^and Benefactor of the people (vv. 8-14) ;

but, through the very excess of their

happiness in the beautiful lands of the

conquest, they suffered themselves to be
seduced into rebellion against him, so

that he in his turn is now compelled to

turn against them (vv. 15-21). This is

the central point and pause of the song,

which on close inspection is seen to

consist of six equal strophes. Advancing
from this point to the prophetical end,

the thought is carried on, in the follow-

ing manner : Great indeed are the

present chastisements, and were it not
that the enemj' would grow too over-
weening, Jahveh would inflict the merited
final destruction (w. 22-27). Would
that Israel could understand that it is the
heathen who must fall, not those who have
a better foundation (vv. 28-3.J) ; and as-

suredly tile true 3Iessianic hope shall yet

be fulfilled (TV. 36-43). Hence it is clear

that this poem is one of those—and they

were not tew—which arose from the over-

flowing of prophetical thoughts and MfS-
sianic hopes into song; and that for this

reason, if for no other, it cannot be believed

to have existed before the beginning of

the eighth century. The diction, although

here and there rcrj' strained and abrupt,

is on the whole rather expanded and elabo-

rate than terse and really antique. But
it is equally clear from the contents, that

it does not in the least profess to have
been composed in the name of Moses.

On this song see n\so my Jahrbücher dir

Tiihlischen Wissenschaft, \i\\. \>^. 41-6.);

and G'öttinaer Gelehrte Anzeigen for 1862,

pp. 37Ö-383.

' This might easily be shown from its

very peculiar diction.

- Other phenomena of a like kind are

met with. Confining ourselves to the

historical books, we may recall the Song
of Hannah, 1 iSam. ii.

^ The ' people that is not a people ' (v.

21) who so long plagued the Israelites, is

unquestionably the Assyrians, at about
that stage of iheir dominion which is de-

scribed by Isaiah, ch. xsxiii., if not at a

still later. Imitations of the words and
ideas of this song are not met with till

after the diffijsion of Deuteronomy ; thus,

for instance, j"|"l"'' is appropriate as an

expression of fondness, and certainly ori-

ginal in V. 15 ; but in Dent, xxxiii. 5, 26,

and Isaiah xliv. 2, is merely copied from

thence: further, the word p^n )Q v. 21,

for idol ; the great calamities in vv. 21,

2.5 (compare Ezek. xiv. 21 ; 2 Kings xvii.

26, and elsewhere) ; v. 35 (compare with

Hab. ii. 2) ; and in v. 36, the proverbial

expression 2)1]}) "1-1^*y ^^^<^ c!ose and the

loose, that is everything (as we say with a

similar alliteraton of initials, 'through
thick and thin,') which phrase is frequently

repeated by the last author of the Books
of Kings. The same ago is indicated by

such words as np? v. 2, n'l?X v. 15, and

others.
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duced bj the Deuteronomist in the place of another, as seeming

to him more suitable. ' Finally he concludes the life of Moses
with the remark that no prophet so great had ever again arisen

(Deut. xxxiv. 10-12),- which entirely agrees with tlie expression

in ch. xviii. 15-18, and in connection with this proves that he

designed the ' New Law ' to endure for the whole future, or,

according to another view, till the advent of the Messiah.^

But the views of the Deuteronomist are not fully satisfied

until he can set forth in conclusion how Joshua, as the true

leader and the successor of Moses, strengthened and encouraged

by Jahveh, zealously and with the happiest results entered into

this higher law, and concluded with the people the new covenant

desired by Moses. Thus many passages in the present Book of

Joshua w^ere first brought into their existing form by the Deu-
teronomist. The mention also of the memorials of the new
covenant at Shechem, and the statement that Joshua himself

wrote down everything,'* repeat in trivial things that which had
been said respecting Moses in great ones, and must be judged
in the same way. To suppose, however, that he inti-oduced

everything that the present Book of Joshua contains is incom-

patible with the whole character and object of his work. But
certain as it is that this life of Joshua was made public by the

author at the same time with the new-moulded life of Moses, it

is also evident that his object as a wi-iter was thereby fully at-

tained; and it is neither capable of proof nor even credible that

he treated in his peculiar manner the history of any later period.

b.) That the Deuteronomist had read and made use of the

historical work to which the Fifth !^[arrator gave its latest form,

is certain, not only from what has been adduced above, but also

from other indications.^ But a closer examination of his words
shows that, besides this, he also drew largely upon many docu-

ments, both of a narrative and of a legislative character, which
are now entirely lost

:

'' for the age had long been devoted to

' The -n-ords of di, xxxi. 28 do really vinco and his object. To what extent,

allude very manifestly to this song; but howevei', his words nevertheless stand in

not so those of ch. xxxi. 21. some relation with that idea, may be s>en
* Fromthecomplexionof the words and in Göitinger GiUhric Anceif/ea for IHCA,

ideas, also, these three ver.ses can only pp. 141-i-16, and for 1862, p. 1194.
belong to the Deuteronomist. Compare * Josh. xxiv. 26.

V. 12 withiv. 34, xxvi. 8, &e. ' Xotonlyisthe narrative ofEx.xxxii-
^ In itself and in the mind of the Deu- xxxiv. repeated step by step in Deut. x.,

teronomi.st, the passage Deut. xviii. 15-10 but also that of Numb, xxii-xxiv. is cer-

js by no moans Messianic; but it readily tainly presupposed both by Josh. xxiv.

obtainedatalaterperiod,espeeiallythrough and by 31ie. vi. 5 ; and further proofs of

the allusiontoch. xxxiv. 10-12,3 Messianic the same might be given,
application. The Deuteronomist, on the " When, for example, he says (xvii. 13
contrary, considered the full treatment of and xxviii. 68) that Jahveh "had before
the Messianic idea to lie beyond his pro- commanded the peop'e never to return
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learning, and the collection of ancient works on history had
doubtless become an established custom, as we know on docu-

mentary evidence was the case with other branches of literature.'

Much has been thus preserved by him from these sources, which

would otherwise have been lost. Moreover, having amassed a

comparatively rich store of authorities upon antiquity, he takes

a manifest pleasure in pouring forth at suitable places an abun-

dance of curious historical lore,^ to give to his work a fitting

breadth of historical clothing. Even in the middle of a speech

of Moses appear some historical notes taken from old books, as

though even then the learned author was involuntarily more
prominent than Moses who was introduced as speaking.^ All

this expenditure of antiquarian learning, however, is incurred,

assuredly not in order to help on the history or narrative itself,

but simply to aid the legislative and prophetical aims of the

writer; and accordingly the historical observations, lavishly

poured forth in some places, are generally broken off suddenly

so as not to encroach upon that which has to be said. The
narrator last described deserves the name of narrator, since the

representations of antiquity and the delineation of certain in-

herited traditions are the objects aimed at by him ; but here we
no longer find a narrator, but a speaker with the pen, who uses

history only as a dress, and rarely narrates anything at length.

With this is also connected the peculiar nature of the diction

of this author. This not only (as may be easily perceived)

differs much in single words and phrases from that of all the

other portions of the Pentateuch and of the Book of Joshua,

and never approaches near to that of the Book of Origins,

again to Egypt, we naturally expect to these remarks, Hhicli contain much that

find some law respecting this in the older is not found in other sources, merely serve

books ; for it is the characteristic haLit of the purpose of describing the locality

tlic Deuteronomist, -vvhenreferringtoearlier of Moses in the last month before his

works of this character, always to have his death.

eye upon some one previous decLaration ' It may, indeed be fairly doubted
by Jaiiveh. But no such declaration is whether the passages here alluded to

to be found in the older books extant, (Deut. ii. 10-12, 20-23, iii. 9, 11, 13 (last

since the words in Ex. xiii. 17, being half) and 14, x. 6-9) actually belong to

spoken only with reference to one special the speeches, from the tone of which they
and temporary object, cannot be meant, entirely and without any visible reason

Therefore the Deuteronomist must have depart. I hold them rather to be marginal
had before him an ancient passage which annotations, which have here crept into

is lost to us, in accordance "with which the text ; and the position, barely capable

these words are to be taken, somewhat of yielding any sense at all, which the

like those noticed below, p. 130, note. passage x. 6-9 now occupies, aifoids strong
' See my Dichter des AKe/i Btmdes, Yo\. confirmation of this view. We should thus

ii. pp. 41-60. have here in the Old Testament a MS. with
2 This is shown by the whole opening marginal annotations from the hand of its

speech, with its historical introduction, author : and such a fact would sufficiently

Deut. i. 1-iv. 40. Examples of this occur show how firml}' established erudition in

at the very beginning, in i. 1, 2, since the strict sense had already become.
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except where the author repeats ohi Liws ahnost verbatim

;

but exhibits in general a colouring and a method Yvhich cannot

be conceived to have existed till about the seventh centmy.

The differences extend even into the minutest points.^ But,

broadly considered, the essence of the diction is pure rhetoric,

and this in an advanced development which sug-g-ests approach-

ing decay. By the great Prophets of the ninth and eighth

centuries the rhetorical capabilities of the language had been

developed as far as was possible in the public life of those times

;

and the influence which this development gradually exerted

upon the narrative style is shown by the two last-mentioned

revisers of the primeval history. Proi^hetic orators, indeed, still

existed even in the seventh century, as we know from the life

of Jeremiah ; but as the bloom of prophetic power and activity

had already faded, oratory also lost its inward vigour and terse-

ness, and fell into a laxity which repudiated those just restraints

by which alone beauty and force can be united. And in the

Deuteronomist we see rhetoric already succumbing to this re-

laxation ; only in certain places, as for instance in the impres-

sive conclusion (ch. xxx.) does he attain terseness of style, and
a vigorous and facile grasp of his materials. The fact that

rhetoric absolutely predominates in the work would itself suffice

to show that it certainly cannot have been written before the

age of the great Prophets of the ninth and eighth centuries

;

the fact that the rhetoric itself exhibits certain signs of decay

guides us to an even lower antiquity.

c.) It would lead us too far, here to show from the various

other indications discoverable, that the author wrote about the

latter half of the reign of king Manasseh, and in Egyj)t.

As the proof cannot be given briefly, and his work is closely

connected with a large portion of the history of the seventh

century, this point can be better treated of hereafter. But its

relations to the other books of the Old Testament also lead to

the same result. WJiereas even in single words and detached

thoughts it presupposes the existence of the older books, and
even of the Book of Job,^ it was itself much read and imitated

' As, for example, the combination - Even if we do not account for the pas-

"*3D3 in certain cases for the older "^^p\> sage Dent. iv. 32 by the influence of Job

before: Deut. vii. 24. xi. 25: Josh. x. 8, l|''- ^' 5'^.^. ''^ «*^^^'^ ^".'^ thoughts of

xxi. 42,xxiii. 9; these passages are imi-
Deut xxvm. 20, 30, 30, point necessarily

t<ated in Esth. ix. 2. The entire root DVS ^° "^"^ ''• ^^' ''''''' ^"' "• ^ '
""''^ ^'^"^ "^^

- ' possess at once a very important testimony
or Jj^ya, otherwise foreign to the language to the age of the Llder portions of the

of the Pentateuch, has through the great I'ook of Job. Deut. xxviii. 49 sqq. is

poem Deut. ch. xxxii. been rendered fa- derived from Isaiah v. 26 sqq. and xxxiii.

miliar to the Dcuteronomist also. 19, and in great part from the previous
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as early as tlie age of Jeremiah ; and, as miglit easily be proved,

no book exerted a stronger influence both on the life of the

people and on their literature than this, vvhen in the seventh

century peculiar circumstances rendered it the authoritative

basis of the Reformation under king Josiah.^

3) Daring the last gleam of happiness which once more
shone upon Judah after the national Reformation under Josiah

effected through Deuteronomy, and consequently while Josiah

was still reigning, the Blessing of Moses, which has been pre-

served as an interpolation in tlie book of history and law recast

by the Deuteronomist (Deut, xxxiii.), was probably written. For

this imitation of the Blessing of Jacob (Gen. xlix.) presupposes

a very happy internal condition of the country, or at least a

very satisfactory position of the ancient religion, such as we
must believe to have existed exactl}^ at that time, when, after

the internal reformation a bright hope for the future would

naturally spring up and find poetical expression. Here, then,

it might seem suitable to put the old Blessing of Jacob as anew
Blessing into the mouth of the dying Moses. For the love of

Moses embraced not the mere separate tribes but the whole

community, and regarded the tribes only as the units of which

that was compounded. He, therefore, could only desire un-

mitigated blessing for them all, and the sepa,rate tribes here

appear subordinated to the higher unity of the Community of

Jahveh. From this conception the speaker sets out in verses

2 G, and in this he concludes in verses 26-29 ; and as for the

whole, so for each single tribe according to its special position,

a blessing is implored. We may thus regard this even as an

improved recasting of the old Blessing. The desire expressed

in verse 7, that Judah should come to his peoj)le, that is, that

the dynasty of David miglit again rule over the whole people of

all the tribes, is one of the most significant points of detail,

and moreover completely in accord with the history of this time.

Equally characteristic is also the designation of Levi as the

honourable Priest-tribe (verses 8-11), and of Jerusalem as the

place of the Temple (verse 12), as also the fact that the Northern

tribes are blessed for turning towards the Mount of the Temple

in Jerusalem; 2 for Galilee appears early to have turned towards

Fourth Narrator. Besides Jeremiah, the have shown up the utter perversitj' of a

passages Isaiah Ivii. 5 (compare Dcut. xii. recent very prolix work of this kind in the

2) andZeph. iii. 19, 20 (compare Jer. xiii. Jahrbücher der Biblischen Wissenschaft,

11, and Deut. xxvi. 19) stand nearest to x. pp. 183-189 : see also ibid. vii. p.

Deuteronomy. 212.
' It is unnecessary hereto speak further - For it cannot be doubted that by the

of the views held upon Deuteronomy in Mountain in v. 19, which these tribes iu-

this day by those who ignore history. I vokc, and on which they oflfer sacrifices of
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Jerusalem. Against tliis no argument can be founded on the

fact that the old blessing pronounced uj)on Joseph, though no

longer quite suitable in this age, is simply repeated, in verses

13-17, from an older work consisting likewise of blessings. To
judge from the language, the song proceeds from an otherwise

unknown poet of the age of Jeremiah ; in respect to its position,

it is merely interpolated loosely where it stands, and not (as the

poem in Deut. xxxii.) adopted by the narrator as part of his own
work. The greatest error of all would be to suppose that the

Deuteronomist had inserted it ; for with his spirit it has no

affinity, and his language finds no echo in it. But, taken together

with the case of the Deuteronomist, it serves to show how indus-

triously the most different authors of the seventh century sought

to give form and authority to their thoughts by transplanting

them into the Mosaic world.

4) Now it is true, the work of the Deuteronomist originally

appeared by itself: it represents itself everywhere as a work
that stands and has meaning by itself: and as such, too, we are

able to trace it in history at its first appearance ; moreover, the

beginning of the work, with its detailed description of the place

and circumstances in which Moses began to speak (i. 1-5) sounds

quite like the introduction of a new book. Nevertheless the

real author, in whose times there already existed a great abun-
dance of ancient historical and legislative works, some un-

doubtedly held in high honour and much used, had certainly

no intention of supplanting these, since his manifest design is

only to produce a sort of final completion of all the most valuable

materials that then existed. It is for one special object, rather

than with the view of gathering together everything that since

the time of Moses had become law among the people, that he re-

opens, as it were, the mouth of the great Lawgiver. But in fact

we see that he sometimes makes Moses in his speech refer back
to some historical fact which could only be understood if there

were earlier narratives containing a fuller account of it;' and
in the case of the laws respecting leprosy, which for his purpose

he wished scarcely to touch and yet not entii-ely to pass by,

the speaker refers with sufficient distinctness to the priestly

directions concerning it contained in the Book of Origins.'*

righteousness (i.e. those referred to in Exodus, -wliich arc taken from the oldest
vv. 8-11), Zion is to be understood. and sinipUst narrative. But the Deutero-

' As, inparticuhir, thewordsof Deut. V. noniist may have found such a narrative
25-28 [28-31], xviii. 16-19, which refer in some other early book; perhaps in a
back to the narrative in Ex. XX. 18-21 ; but passage of the Fourth Narrator's. See
theycertainlyimply the existence of a much p. 126.

more detailed and vivid account of the ^ Deut. xxiv. 8. See my Alicrthiiincr,

events than is contained in the words of p. 210 sq.

VOL. I. K
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Now, although under Josiah this Book of Deuteronomy was
publicly recognised as the great and fundamental law-book of

the kingdom of Judah, yet of course, along with this, the earlier

works, which were already much used, especially for certain

purposes, and by the priests, might still be largely read, and

employed according to their contents. Such prophets and

authors as Jeremiah and Ezekiel, therefore, had recourse to

similar works of an older stock besides Deuteronomy, which

either stand in the present Pentateuch, or were lost at a

later period.^ But it was inevitable that the same art of book-

making, which was so active among the ancient people (see pp.

59 sqq.), and had been long j)ractised especially on this domain

of primeval history, should again be tried. It was held good to

work-in the book of the Denteronomist into one of the earlier

works, or (what might appear equally important) to enrich the

latter with the former, so as to bring together all that was

valuable respecting the ancient history. Any further additions

from other sources could then be easily appended. And cer-

tainly, among all the greater Avorks with which that of the

Denteronomist might have been conjoined, the choice fell most

happily upon that of the Fifth Narrator (p. 106 sqq.) We can

also clearly recognise the manner in which this last compiler

and editor of the great History of the Early Times as it has

reached us proceeded. He left the work of the Fifth Narrator

exactly as he found it, up to the section, shortly before the

death of Moses, to which the chief portion of the Deuterono-

mist's work could suitably be attached. But since the latter

(as observed p. 125) had written the life of Joshua very briefly,

the editor proceeded, after the death of Moses, on a freer plan,

uniting the more detailed narrative given by the older work

with the essential contents of the Deuteronomist's, and so

blending the two works completel}^ into one. It was certainly

this last editor who inserted the Blessing of Moses (Dent,

xxxiii.) ; a passage which even yet stands quite disconnected. In

this (v. 1) Moses is called for the first time 'the Man of God.'

This name, in the two only passages of this great book where it

occurs (here and in Josh. xiv. G), indicates a different hand from

that of the Denteronomist. The very fact of the insertion of

this passage enables us to recognise most distinctly a last editor,

who, however, must have lived before the end of the seventh

century, or at all events before the destruction of Jerusalem,

and brought the work into its present and final form.^ For

there is no single indication to lead us to any lower antiquity.

• On this point see -what I said in 1859 "^ It might indeed be presumed that

in vol. vii. (.3rd Germ. ed. 18G9) pp.4ö7 sqq. this last editor was also the last modifier
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In conclusion, we can now understand what extraordinary

fortunes this great work underwent, before it attained its

present form—how from a small beginning- it was enlarged and
modified at every important epoch of Hebrew literature till the

end of the seventh or the beginning of the sixth century, and
concentrated witlim its limits the most beautiful and lasting

literary achievements of centuries ; just as, in other fields of

literature, may be observed in the collection of the Prophets,

the Psalter, and the Book of Proverbs ; with two exceptions

—

(1) that in the region of history it never became customary to

give the names of the narrators as vouchers for their statements,

nor to mention those of the compilers (p. 56 sqq.), and (2) that

this work came to a comparatively early close, because it was
commenced the soonest, and its subject, as being purely histo-

rical, was necessarily the soonest exhausted. In the course of

the modifications and transformations which the work under-

went, much of it gradually lost its original clearness and its

peculiar character. The Deuteronomist gives to his work which
is included in the book as it now stands, the name (which indeed

the whole volume might well bear) of Book of the Law of God,^

or Book of the Law of Moses ;
^ by which however is strictly

meant only the chief portion of the book, excluding the present

Book of Joshua. Sometimes he calls it more briefly the Book of
the Laiv,^ since the legislative portion seemed to him the most
important ; and thus the older names

—

Book of Origins, and
the rest—were thrown into the background. Thus, too, the

ancient divisions of the Book of Origins are very much ob-

scured by later transformations and additions ; and the whole
work in its latest form is partitioned, we know not by whom,
into six large sections,"* which by the Hellenists in Egypt and

of the -whole ; and that thus the first four perhaps be the sign of the last editor.

Ijooks of the Pentateuch were cast into ' In Josh. xxiv. 26 ; likeuise 2 Kiu^s
their present form by him, and that, for x. 31 ;

in Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah.
instance, the abridgments which have ,

j^^ j^^^^^
^^..

g ^,,^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^

'

evidently been made m Gen. iv. and vi elsewhere after that time, 1 Kin-s
(see p. 113) proceeded from l„m. But ^ .^ Kings xiv. 6, xxiii. 25, and Tn
on further consideration I find this new chronicles and similar writings. In D, u-
not tenable, if only because there is no- t^ronomy, as well as in Josh. viii. 31 3"
where the least trace of the spirit of the _,,i„ n^„fo,.r,T,«Tr.,. ;t ^•f ;.. + i i

"'

-,, , ^ -I I- ^\ n ^ j^
only JJeiitei onomy itbeii is to be under-

leuteronomist before the first verse of ,tood by the term: but from its intimate
ihe Book of Deuteronomy. And such connection with the older work, the wider
passages a.« Deu . v. 2o^28 [28-31] and

^^^^ ^f jj^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^,^t j^_^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^
xviu. 16-19 yield no sufficirnt proof tliat

fir^t pos-siblc
the D. in a previous portion of his work 3 j\^,,t ->-^^;; <« . ^^^,.,„,.„ o t--
, 1 1 -1 ^ ., 111-. fAr I'eut.xxMi. 4b compare 2 Kings XXII.
liad described the whole history of Moses, o n o,,,! „if,,.-!,^,.^ w-n *i •

, . , , , J
•' ., . ' 0, 11, and elsewhere. With this name

sincewhat has been already said is a
^j.^^ „f jj^,.^ ^^ ,f^^ Covenant, 2 Kings

sufficient expanation.
_
But the use of

^^üi. 2I, is interchangeable.
TX in cases like Deut. iv. 41, Josh. x. 12 4 The only natural divisions which the
(compare Ex. XV. 1), Num. xxi. 17, mny subject-matter itself creates in the great

K 2
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elsewliere were called the Pentateucli (of Moses) and the Book
of Joshua. But from amid the wreck of the oldest writings and
the multitude of later additions, there still shines forth very much
that is original : nor have any of the later transformations

been able entirely to obscure either the grand remains of the

earliest times or the whole history of the gradual creation of

the work itself; at least in the presence of that exact research,

which alone is both suited to the importance of the subject and
fruitful of results.

work are the following :— l. Genesis ; 2. books—Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers

—

ThehistoryofMoscsasfarasDeuteronomy

;

agrees only remotely with the original

3. Deuteronomy; 4. The time of Joshua, divisions of the Book of Origins (p. 86).

But the second of these parts must, on The sixth of these parts might then the
account of its great extent, have been very more readily be further separated and
early broken up into three portions, such treated as a distinct book, and entitled

that the whole work fell into six nearly the Book of Joshua,
equal parts : but this partition into three
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II. THE GREAT BOOK OF THE KINGS.

BOOKS OF JUDGES, RUTH, SAMUEL, AND KINGS.

The first phenomenon that strikes the observer here is the

marked difference in the language of this great Book of Kings,
in comparison with that of the preceding great book of the pri-

mitive history. Although both are equally made up of passages

by the most diverse writers, yet on the whole each is distin-

guished by a peculiar cast of language. Many fresh words and
expressions become favourites here, and supplant their equiva-

lents in the primitive history ;
' others that are thoroughly in

vogue here, are designedly avoided in the primitive history, and
evidently from a historical consciousness that they were not in

use in the earliest times ;
^ but the most remarkable and pervad-

ing characteristic is, that words of common life, which never
occur to the pen of any single relator of the primitive history,

find an unquestioned reception here.^ I have no hesitation in

f ' Such as I^Jj prince, instead of K''b*3

nipntioned at p. 93 (it is also peculiar to

the Chronicles in places which are wanting
in the four books of Kings, 1 Chron. v. 2,

ix. 11, 20, xiii. 1, xxvi. 24, xxvii 4, 16,

xxviii. 4, xxix. 22; 2 Chron. vi. 5, xi. 11,

22, xix. 11, xxviii. 7, xxxi. 12 sq., xxxii.

21. XXXV. 8); "iy2 in the signification to

sweep away (not to hum ; Deuteronomy is

the first that obliterates the distinction)

;

tSSEi'P in the sense of prevalent custom
;

*JtX n?5 for to reveal, 1 Sam. ix. 15, xx.

2, xxii. 8, twice ; 2 Sam. vii. 27 ; Ruth iv.

4. There are quite new words, such as

nO-IXP anything (which only occurs in

the Fourth Narrator)
; yj^ in deriv-atives,

with the signification of to subdue, to

humhle; i-iil troop, 1 Sam. xxx. 8, 15,

23 ; 2 Sam. iii. 22, iv. 2 ; 1 Kings xi. 24
;

2 Kings V. 2, xiii. 20 sq. ; also ^t^'^^ to

be silent (which sense is expressed by
many other words) first appears in prose
in Judges xviii. 9; 1 Kings xxii. 3; 2
Kings ii. 3, 5, vii. 9, and only in Inter
times in poetry, except Ps, xxxix. 3 [2].

^ This is especially shown by the name
niS*n>* ninS l Sam. i. 3, 11, IV. 4, XV. 2,

xvii. 45 ; 2 Sam. v. 10, vi. 2, 18, vii. 7, 26
sq.; 1 Kings xviii. 15, xix. 10, 14; 2

Kings iii. 14. On the other hand, the
Books of Chronicles are again sparing iu

its use, and only use it in the life of David

;

it is entirely unknown to the Pentateuch,
Joshua, and Judges.

^ Such as 7];>73 which was really first

introduced into the written language by
David (cf. Dichter d. A. S. I. ii. p. 5) ; 1

Sam.i. 16,ii.l2,x.27, xxv. 17, 25, xxx. 22
;

2 Sam. xvi. 7, xx. i; 1 Kings xxi. 10, 13
;

Judges xix. 22, xx. 13, which, in the other
province, has only penetrated into Dent.

xiii. 14 [13], XV. 9 ; the oath i^ nb'^ n3

131 D''n ?S which is also put into the mouth

of heathen, the verb in that case being
made plural, 1 Sam. iii. 17, xiv. 44, xx.

13, XXV. 22; 2 Sam. iii. 9, 35, xix. 14 [13] ;

1 Kings ii. 23, xix. 2,xx. 10; 2 Kings vi.

31 ; Ruth i. 17 ", the similar oath of com-
mon life, which however can only be

used by Hebrews, "tj^^'Q} ir]1 niH.^ ''r\ 1

Sam. XX. 3, xxv. 26, 2 Sam. xi. Ü (with
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saying- that the established usage of centuries must have sanc-

tioned for the primitive history a style of narrative and a cast

of language utterly different from those customary in tlie

history of the Kings
;
just as the style of the regular historians

of the Greeks differs from that of the so called logographers,

and—to cite a nearer example—as the Arabian narrators of

easy style, the authors of Wakidi's books, of the Thousand and

one Nights, and others, select a form of language different from

that of the older historians.

This remarkable phenomenon—quite worthy of minute in-

vestigation, and sufficient to rouse us to profound meditation on

the great changes Hebrew historical composition ha,s undergone

—necessarily leads us to assume that when historians began to

treat of the period of the Kings, the mode of delineation of the

stories of antiquity had long since adopted its established tone

and style, seeing that the above-described Book of Origins

(pp. 74 sqq.) does not indicate the commencement, but the

highest perfection, and in a certain sense the consummation,

of the development of the primitive history. When therefore

a new branch of literature, describing the history of the Kings,

was originated, doubtless by different writers at first, it

naturally created for itself a new style of narrative and of

language, and thus two species of historical composition, differ-

ing in many respects, were established : the long developed

style of the primitive history, which occupied a province more
or less sacred ; and the new style of the histoiy of the Kings,

whose province was that of common life and daily progressing

events.

some rariation), xv. 21 ; 2 Kings ii. 2, 4, which only occurs in Jos. xxii. 29 ; and the

G, iv. 30; and in a shorter form 1 Sam. exclamation to secure a favourable hearing

i 26 xvii. 55; 2 Sam. xiv. 19. To this ^^^ ^ -^^ • ^^ g,^^ ; 25 ; i
class belong also the common proverb or • -: •

the dead dog, or dog's head, 2 Sam. iii. 8, Kings iii. 17, 26 ; Judges vi. 13, 15, xiii.

ix. 8, xvi. 9 ; 1 Sam. xxiv. lö [14], further 8), which, though used by the later nar-

shortened in xni. 43; 2 Kings viii. 13; raters of the primitive history, Gen. xliii.

as also the two phrases yp2 pri"'D> 1 20, xliv. 18 ; Ex. iv. 10, 13, to whom Num.

Sam. XXV. 22, 34 ; 1 Kings xiv. 'lO.'xA-i. ^"- ^^ "^'^^ '''^^° ''^^'^"g' i?
^'^®.^'^°H »^

11, xxi. 21 ; 2 Kings ix. 8, and n-IVV
0^'^'°^ appears only in Jos. vii 8, if it

T IS the original reading there. The mean-
a-irrV l ^'°gs x'^-- lO. ^xi. 21 ; 2 Kings j^gof j^g letter expression is hardly tobe

ix. 8, xiv. 26 (which occurs nowhere else explained by such longer phrases as that

but in the song Deut. xxxii. 36, where in 1 Sam. xxv. 24 ; we might rather as-

it is most likely to be oriarinal see p. 86 )

;

^i ^ ._ r,v • <. f .._
• ., ., • ,. ,••' ,. ,

^ ,, 1 ^. ' sume that •<2 was an abbreviation of \>2
with this distmction only, that we discern • I •

a certain dilTerence between older and (compare "i2 Jer- xlix. 23) ; but the most
later writings of this province in the use

^able e^Lnlanation is, that >2 is shortened
of the latter. -^ '

Some words of the same species are at from ^3X (Job xxxiv. 36 ; 1 Sam. xxiv.

any rate very rare and doubtful in the Eook ,nr,-,i\-^ ^ ^
.•^ . . "^ , , . 11 12 11 ) into a mere intenection : see my

of Origins
;
as the term of execration n^^n Uhrhuh, 7th edition, p. 258.
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The history of the Kings followed the events themselves much
sooner and more immediately, before centuries had separated the

sacred from the secular elements in them ; nay, it began with

the most documentary registrations and minutest descriptions

of memorable events. Springing from the immediate life of

the time, and presenting a more exact picture of the day, it

was also more ready to take the colour of the language of the

day, and less fastidious in the employment of phrases of com-

mon life. In conformity with this, it did not enter, while it

retained this simple form, on those wide surveys and lofty

generalisations which are inseparable from the primitive history,

and which, on account of their sublime import, demand a higlier

language.

The difference between the two styles is most sensible when
the late historical composition is new. How far, for example,

is the Book of Origins removed as to character from the

earliest book of the Kings, although as to date separated by
scarcely a century ! This diversitj' indeed gradually decreases

;

the later revisers of the primitive history occasionally introduce

a word hitherto foreign to that sphere ; and on the other hand
the later writers of the history of the Kings attempt grander

descriptions after the fashion of the primitive histor3% Neverthe-

less, the diversity never entirely disappeared down to the end
of David's reign ; and even the latest redactors of the primitive

history retain certain characteristics of the ancient language.

with great consistency.' This is essentially the same feeling as

that which prompts the author of the Book of Job to preserve the

air of antiquity in his representation of the affairs and persons

of the primitive time ; for we are by no means to fancy

Hebrew literature in the period of its fullest development and
art to have remained quite unlearned and simple.

The style in which the period of the Judges is described, like

the period itself, stands in the middle, and has less distinctive

character. Treated in the earlier portions lilce an appendix to

the primitive history, and written in a similar tone accordingly,

it subsequently, as the diversity of the two styles develops itself,

assumes the type of the history of the Kings ; and the later

writers properly treated the period as only a preparation for the

history of the Kings.

The most copious source left to us for the recognition of the

' In this class we include tJin foi' K''n is found in Deut. xxii. 19. and XM in Lev.

and "\y3 for n"lV.5 'I'l^l all other archaisms xvi. 31 (where the Samaritan, however,

that pervade air'portions of the Penta- '^^^ ^^1^), Num. v. 13 ;
see Lehrbuch,

teuch, even Doiiterononiy. Yet niyj P- -lö-j. 479.
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general character and special modifications of these histories is

found in those narratives which have been inserted in the Great

Book of Kings—that is, what the LXX. call the four Books of

Kings (the two Books of Samuel and the two of Kings), and
the Books of Judges and Ruth, which belong to them. But the

Chronicles also serve to supplement these sources, and often in

important matters. Tracing the development of this kind of

writing, as deducible from all these indications and testimonies,

we obtain the following picture of it.

la First history of the Kings.

It is evident that the great events and successes of David's

time stimulated many to attemi)t to preserve, at first only in

outline, written records of what was most memorable. More-

over, after the fashion of the great monarchies of adjacent

countries, the new ofiice of Court Historian had been instituted

under David.' It was the duty of that ofläcial to register an
authentic account of the events of his own time ; and we are

doubtless indebted to him for many very exact notices of the

history of the Kings, that have been preserved.*

The first attempts at histories of the Kings were in general

of that twofold character that we should expect from the two-

fold tendency that pervaded those times, and also continued

throughout the duration of the monarchy. They either set out

from a simple observation of occurrences, and made the mere
history of the king and the state their staple—a kind of work
that doubtless grew into the Diaries of the Kings, or State-annals,

the onl}^ original portions ofwhich may be supj)osed to have been

those finished immediately on the death of each king ; or they

set out from a prophetical view of events, and mainly represented

the operation of prophetic energies in Israel.

1) We still possess some very instructive pieces of the first

class, which all indications justify us in reckoning under this

head : (1) the long list of David's great warriors who sustained

his throne, 1 Chr. xi. 10-47, with some remarks on the achieve-

ments and qualities of the most important of them : a list

which is now also found in 2 Sam. xxiii. 8-39, but with the

- 1 This ciistom was retained to the Irtst, as mother also, and the accounts of their

Me see from 1 Mace. xvi. 23, 24. and also buildings and other undertakings, show
Josephus, Ant. xvi. 6. 3, where the Greek what care must have then Leen bestowed

name to inrofit'rj/j.aTa rov ßaai\fws 'HpiiSov upon many points of contemporary history,

first appears. and on how uniform a plan the domestic
- The notices given in Kings and Chro- and state records of tlie kings must have

nicies of the children and wives of the been kept,

various kings, and in Judah of the king's
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omission of some of the names at the end
; (2) the list of the

warriors who went over to David in Saul's lifetime, 1 Chr. xii.

1-22
; (3) the list of the captains and their suite who met to-

gether in Hebron to elect David king over all Israel, 1 Chr.

xii. 23-40, with some historical remarks
; (4) an enumeration

of David's later wars against the Philistines, with a minute

account of the achievements of some of his warriors, 2 Sara.

xxi. 15-22, of which the later half only is repeated in 1 Chr.

XX. 4-8
; (5) a survey of the state of the kingdom at the end

of David's reign, 1 Chr. xxvii.^ These passages, with some

similar registers of the tribe of Levi, only relate to the general

affairs of the state, the king, and the people, and are free fi-om

all special reference to a prophetic or sacerdotal view of history.

They contain indeed the richest treasure of purely historical

records, which, notwithstanding the greatness of the events,

have remained entu-ely uninfluenced by the power of tradition,

and give them quite rough and hard, without the round-

ness and circumstantiality of detailed description, and without

any real flow of narrative ;—as if it were still sufficient to

register the mere names of the great worthies and events, with

a few remarks ; whereas later times feel the great number of

such names, and mere documentary minuteness burdensome.

In addition, the language of some of these j)ieces displays so

great an affinity with that of the Book of Origins,^ that we
must infer that they had a similar source, or at least contem-

porary sources, which according to pp. 76, 82, there could be

no difficulty in admitting. And it is expressly stated that the

State-annals, which appeared after the death of each king,^ and

after the death of several were united in a larger work, con-

tained such detailed lists of the families of the officials and

worthies."*

In like manner some coherent remnants of the State-annals

' But verses 23, 24 must be later ad- Chronicles and other late writings do often

ditions by the Chronicler, deemed neces- imitate the stjde of the Book of Origins

sary on account of the previous narrative and other parts of the Pentateuch, this

in chap. xxi. is proved by the concurrence of all the

2 The expressions X2V "'VI^D» 1 Chr. indiciitions to be no mere imiUition.

xii. 23, 24, and SIV ^xV ^'er. 33 (com- ^ That this was always done at the ex-

pare V. 18, vii. 11 ; N^m.xxxi. 5, xxxii. 27;
^'^'^ command of the follo^dng king (a

Josh. iv. {3 ; Num. i. 3, 20, 22, sqq., xxvi. J^nf vMle m itself), is evidou f^om

2 sqq.)
; niCC'3 )2i^: CI r. xii. 31 (com- the fact that the hte of the last king of

^ij, iii.-w-^ iJI.-'J v
p.^gh kingdom is wanting in the olTicial

pare Num. i. 17); TOpy?' 1 ^hr. xxiii. annals of both. 2 Kings xvii. 1-6, xxiv.

24 (compare Ex. xvi. 16, xxxviii. 26; 18-xxv.

Num. i. 2, 18, 20, 22, iii. 47) and others, * It will afterwards bo made evident

as well as the general method and arrange- that the Chronicler had good reason for

ment of the long taxing-roll«, &c., leave thus referring to the State-annals ; 1 Chr.

no doubt on this point. .Although the xxvii. 24 compared witii ix. 1.
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have been preserved, which must have been written down
immediately after the death of Solomon. I mean the passage

in 1 Kings iv. 1-19, to which the remarks that follow in v. 2

[iv. 22] sq. vi-viii. belong. These remnants, which the Book
of Chronicles does not repeat, as if they were too insignificant

for the history, furnish a view of Solomon's household with

such minute details as could not have been obtained except

immediately after • the king's death. The minute account of

Solomon's buildings must also have been wiitten down soon

after his death.

Here then we recognise, by distinct remains, the origin and
character of the State-annals, and even though there were no

such great achievements and events to record under the kings

after Solomon, yet it is certain that the custom introduced

after the death of David and Solomon was never relinquished,

and that many genuine historical notices which are scattered

about our present Books of Kings must be derived from such

sources. With regard to their general contents, however, we
must above all bear in mind that they were written by royal

command, and therefore admitted only public, not purely do-

mestic topics : wherefore such accounts as those about David's

household, 2 Sam. xi. sqq., or Jehu's violent conduct, 2 Kings

ix. sqq., can hardly have found a place in them.

2) How events were described from the prophetical point of

view, however, is shown by the passage about the first wars

against the Philistines after David was anointed, 2 Sam. v. 17-25.

We here find a description of several successive battles, which,

in local knowledge and graphic delineation, is quite on a par

with the passage in 2 Sam. xxi. 15-22, noticed at p. 137, but

which is prominently distinguished from it by the circumstance

that it views the whole with reference to the question how far

the result corresponded to the oracle which David had each

time consulted. And when we consider how great was the in-

fluence of the oracle in those times, and what a share prophets

had in fashioning events, we shall see that every great event

might be described either popularly or prophetically, as the

writer regarded the one side or the other. To this class belongs

a portion of the original account of Nathan's speeches about

building the Temple, 2 Sam. vii. ; and many other stories, or at

least their first rudiments, as 1 Sam. xiv. 18 sqq., xxii. 5, xxiii.

1-14, XXX. 7 sqq. ; 2 Sam. ii. 1 : whereas throughout the whole

of Absalom's rebellion, for instance, there is no mention of a

si igle oracle, or of tlie oracle being consulted.

We are naturally led to suppose that this continued to be the
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condition of things after David also. And in fact, besides the

fragments preserved in Chronicles, we possess one great instance

of this, belonging to later times, in the history of Hezekiah and

his age. This narrative, contained in 2 Kings xviii. 13-xx.

and Isaiah xxxvi-xxxix, must, if only from its peculiar style, be

regarded as borrowed from a special wori^, which was most

likely composed soon after the king's death, and probably by a

scholar of Isaiah, as its sentiments are truly prophetic, and it

contains some of Isaiah's declarations, evidently derived from

accurate tradition. In the Northern Kingdom, also, we inight

have expected to find similar records equally partaking of the

historical and the prophetical character. But no such clear

traces of these have come down to us : although the history of

Ahijah, 1 Kings xi. 26 sqq., xiv. 1-18, and still more that of

Elijah and Elisha, 1 Kings xvii-2 Kings xiii, show how power-

ful, even here, was the influence of the prophet's activity upon

the conception of history, and how it tended to drive into the

background all other kinds of history. And besides this, strictly

prophetical books always contained some historical remarks and

explanations.^

2. General history of the ages of the Judges and the Kings. The

Prophetic Book of Kings.

But the history of the monarchy could not always remain

enclosed within these original limits ; its facts, drawn from the

most various sources, had by degrees to be amalgamated and

harmonised together. Later readers may have felt increased

dissatisfaction with the crude disconnected sketchy narratives,

with their thousands of numbers, and their unexplained names,

often left as they stood in the State-annals,—all x>resenting

broad masses of undigested materials. Moreover, no grand

survey of a period and selection of its events, such as is de-

manded from the historian, is generally possible until the period

itself has retired in some degree into the background.

But as this interest in a general survey of the history of

the Kings gathered strength, it was attended b}' a desire to

study also the long antecedent period of the Judges, as forming

a fitting introduction to the history of the earliest kings. No
doubt much that took place during the period of the Judges

might more truly be viewed as a continuation of the primeval

history, and in fact (as already stated, pp. C9 sqq.) was long so

treated. But with the prolonged duration of the monarchy,

• See my Propheten de.f Alten Bunden, here possesses especial importance in re-

vol. 1. p. 51. The question alluded to frrence to the authorities of tlse Chronicles.
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men became accustomed to contemplate the transitional period

of the Judges from their own later point of view, and thus to

unite its history, in some form or other, with that of the origin

and progress of the monarchy.
Many clear indications prove that this method of historical

composition bore sway with little interruption during a con-

siderable period, and attained a glorious maturity. And exactly

from this period of highest bloom, there are preserved the

remains of many works which fully attest the high degree of

excellence which this historical method had attained, and its

paramount influence in this region. Since these remains are

discoverable only as incorporated in later works (and in fact

only in one later work in any considerable measure,) and since

moreover a more uniform narrative style prevailed from this

time onwards, it is very difficult to discriminate them. How-
ever, by following such indications as rise clearly into view, we
are able to discriminate the followino; works.

1) We must here distinguish, in the first instance, a work
which, by its hapjDy example, appears to have laid the founda-

tion of this new method of writing liistor}'', though, as the

oldest discoverable by us, it is naturally preserved with the least

completeness. This work still held a place far removed from
every higher, i.e. prophetic survey of history ; it recorded the

events separately and with the utmost simplicity, and only in

occasional scattered remarks gave hints of the differences as

well as the progress observable in the great periods of history.

Its sole adornment was gracefulness and poetic animation
in the narrative ; and it described nothing else with the same
completeness as it did the history of wars. This is the Avork

from which are preserved important fragments of the history

of Saul, 1 Sam. xiii., xiv., and which fully described both the
earlier and later wars of David ; and it is very possible that

the author of the next following work had this before him when
he wrote his survey of the campaigns of David, 1 Sam. xxx.

26-31 and 2 Sam. viii. But to these narrative portions, the
two which close the present Book of Judges xvii-xviii., xix-
xxi. bear so decided a resemblance in their extreme historical

clearness and antiqueness, as well as in the colouring of the
separate expressions, ^ that we may derive them from the same

' In prose, the phrase oyn ni33 is xviii. 19), 1 Sam. xiv. 37, is here as

found only in Judges xx. 2 and 1 Sam. xiv. characteristic, as it is foreign to the Book

38; the repeated mention of the priestly of Origins and other books, even where
, , J 4.U t i II L • this very subject is specially treated of,

oracle under the stereotyped phrase bXii' v " • o,
^ j "<* ^ "*,

'^ '^ '^"^Y >uni. xxvu. 21.
"»ta Judg. i. 1, XX. IS, 23. 27 (compare
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source. And thus we obtain an insight into the immediate

objects of this work.

The author may have lived soon after Solomon, perhaps under

the prosperous reign of Asa : the latest traceable portion of his

work guides us to about this time/ and we have no reason to place

him later. In fact the division of the kingdom of David had
introduced so radical a change, and turned men's thoughts so

decidedly upon the earlier history of the monarchy, that the

historian must have felt himself thereby stimulated to greater

activity ; and we can readily understand how an important work
could be produced, whose main object was to give the first

connected narrative of the late glorious age, and the unhappy
division which had now taken its place. Besides, when this

author wrote, the monarchy excited almost the same feeling of

universal resj^ect that it did at the time of the Book of Origins,

according to pp. 75 sqq., and the people still felt vividly enough
the social advantages secured by it. One main object there-

fore with the author was to display, through the narrative of

preceding events, the misfortunes of the times before the

monarchy, when caprice and lawlessness were unchecked, and
to contrast with this the happiness of the kingly age ; and he
enforces this point as far as possible throughout his narrative.^

This work appears not to have contained any enumeration of

the Judges and their deeds, but, in its description of times an-

terior to the monarchy, rather to have taken its stand upon the

abstract idea of the Community of Jahveh, and of the High
Priest as the representative of its unity at all events in a le:^al

sense. In order therefore to have a fixed starting-point, the

author commenced with the period succeeding Joshua's death,

and took as his basis the ancient Book of Covenants already

described, pp. 68 sqq.^ But though he may perhaps have de-

scribed more than these two events belonging to the period of
the Judges, yet he certainly did not dwell very long upon this

' For in the account of the revolt from before Jehoshaphat, when the Northern
David's house, the description of the Kingdom was regarded as simply rebellious
national assembly in 1 Kings xii., espe- against Judah.
cially verse 20, corresponds exactly with 2 t,,^™ ^,.;; a ^^•, ok . ^
^, ' V • T 1 1 /

Judg. xvii. 6, XXI. '2Ö compare xviii.
the earlier one in Judg. xx. 1 (compare on , xix 1
the other hand 2 Sam. ii. 4, v. i) ; also the '

expression tJi'c'J 1 Kings xi. 34 (in which ' Besides what has been already men-

as in _n^ xii.' 18, this book accords with ^ioned, there is the phrase tJ\N!3 H^p* fo

the Book of Origins) was probably adopted '"''"«/'•«. for to hum up, Judg. i. 8, xx.

from this work into the later one; and ^^ (elsewhere found only 2 Kings viii. 12

the phrase 'Israel rebelled against the ^^^' f™'" imitation, Ps. Ixxiv. 4), used

house of David unto this day' (1 Kings ^'''^^^y »^ <^'^'^'«' ^"'' '^1 ^7^,' "•'"^'» occurs

xii. 19) points to a writer who lived in Judges xviii. 27.
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period, as lie used it merely as an introduction to the history of

the monarchy.

2) But of another work which sprang from the same ten-

dency, there have come down to us such extensive and connected

remains (many passages heing preserved to us in their original

fulness and almost unchanged), that we are able fully to survey

its scope and extent and the division of its parts. This is the

work whose remains extend from the beginning of the Books of

Samuel into the Books of Kings, and which cannot be briefly

designated more appropriately than as the Prophetic Book of

Kings. Next to the Book of Origins, but embracing a different

sphere, this is the most agreeable and influential of the his-

torical books. But the peculiar charm of this work is mainly

derived from the fact, that it is the first upon the field of history

which is entirely pervaded by the prophetic spirit ; and indeed

without this no writing among the ancient people of Israel

could become highly attractive. This narrator may be distin-

guished among the historians of the monarchy as emphatically

the Prophetic historian. On this account his preference for a

larger survey and closer combination of the expanding historical

materials ought not to surprise us at that early date, since no

one would be so ready to present these as a Prophet from his

higher point of view.

a.) From the existing remains of this book it is easier to

discover its commencement than its close. For we cannot

doubt that this work, like our present Books of Samuel, began

with Samuel's birth and career. In this case nothing is pre-

supposed which must necessarily have preceded it, and been

elsewhere more fully treated ; for a new epoch obviously opens

with the life and activity of Samuel, from which all that follows

is developed ; and whatever is mentioned of a prior period

respecting Eli and his sons, really serves only as a counterpart

to the history of Samuel.^ The narrator's main subject, to

which he is evidently hastening on, is indeed the monarchy
;

but the foundation of this was so indissolubly bound up with

' Except that the fact that on Eli's which he could not Init mention, a^d the

death the length of his judgeship is also customary notice of th» length of his judge-

given, 1 Sam. iv. 18 (compare vii. 15), ship. A similar view must be taken of

might betaken as a proof that the narrator the appeal made to the histor}' of Abime-
had commenced his -work -u-ith a general lech, the son of Gideon, 2 Sam. xi. 21

;

history of the Judges. But if at the time for although tljis is a different tiling from
of the narrator the commencement of a a reference to the sacred history known
history of the Judges had been already to every one (1 Sam. iv. 8), the author

made (and this cannot be disproved), he might assume that that also was known
might consider his work as a continuation from older books on the period of the

of tliat, and on occasion of Eli's death, Judges.
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the entire career of Samuel, tliafc lie could only obtain a firm

foundation bj giving an account of that prophet's life.

The close of the work seems more difficult to discover, owing

to the loss of the original words, but indications are not wanting

which enable us to determine the epoch to which the author

must have brought down his history. With the least attention,

it might have been seen long ago, that this work did not close

with the present Books of Samuel, for (passing by for the

present all other signs) the first two chapters of the First Book
of Kings continue the narrative so exactly in the same style and

colouring, that we cannot discover the slightest trace of another

hand. But these two chapters which carry on the thread of

the narrative of the Books of Samiiel, are by no means a mere
supplement describing the death of David, since they carry on

the narrative farther, and describe also the earliest actions of

Solomon as king in such form and with so little apparent close

as to arouse our curiosity, if we had not felt it before, to know
more of the deeds of this king; so that we regret to see the thread

of the narrative then suddenly cut short. There is however

one especial passage at the very beginning, which gives us the

clearest insight into the actual age of the writer. The author

pauses here to survej- the great whole which he is about to de-

scribe, 1 Sam. ii. 27-36 (and the same is repeated in essence but

more briefly, 1 Sam. iii. 11-14), and thus skilfully ensures the

attention of the student from the beginning to the close (see

p. 35). Since Eli is here threatened in prophecy with a time when
he and his father's house (i.e. the whole sacerdotal house of

Ithamar), amid the utmost national prosperity, would come to

extreme want, and his dignity be taken from him, and given to

another priest (and his house), and when, esj)ecially, all the

grown members of his house would fall, and the younger ones

beg priests' bread from the High Priest of the other house,' it

is perfectly obvious that the author hereby indicates a time

when the house of Ithamar was in disgrace, a time, too, which
he had himself passed through, and which he intended to de-

scribe fully in the course, or rather at the close of his work.

When we consider the importance of the sacerdotal house in

those earlier times, and reflect that, next to the king, it pos-

sessed the highest hereditary authority in the state, we can
understand how a narrator, himself probably a Levite, Avhilo

writing the history of the monarchy, could use the fortunes of

this house as a sort of proj^hetical frame for his work. In fact,

' The same thing occurs on a smaller scale in the case of Joali, 2 Sam. iii. 28, 29 ;

compare 1 Kings ii. 28 sqq.
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througli all events, whether of war or peace, the narrator holds

fast the thread he had tied at the very outset by constantly re-

ferring to the fate of the heads of the Priesthood, and remarks

significantly that on occasion of David's flight from Jerusalem

in Absalom's rebellion, the greatest delay was made by Abiathar

the descendant of Eli.' On the other hand, the prophecy in

question cannot have been written long after the fall of the

house of Eli, since the circumstances of that event appear to

the narrator quite vivid and undimmed by time ; besides that

this house must have afterwards in some degree recovered from

this fall, as will be shown farther on. If we ask, then, at what
time the various heavy misfortunes of this house, which the

work at its commencement promised to reveal, actually came to

pass, and in what part of the work they are narrated, we find

it indeed announced, with an express appeal to the prophecy

made to Eli/ that Solomon immediately after his accession

degraded Abiathar from his ofiice, and exiled him to his own
estate. But this cannot possibly be the complete fulfilment of

that prophecy : moreover the narrator here ascribes to Solomon

the very significant declaration ' that he would not now put

him to death,' as if he intended on a latter occasion to describe

far heavier misfortunes that fell upon him and his whole house.

Indeed, from the declaration at the very commencement ^ that

the expected faithful High Priest ' should for ever go in and

out before the anointed of Jaliveh,' it undoubtedly follows that

at the time of the writer the rejection of the house of Eli had

long taken place. Moreover this anointed one can be identified

only with Solomon (or possibly his successor), but certainlj' not

with David. This fact, as well as the general tone of the pas-

sao-e, naturally carries us beyond the death of Solomon, and we
must regret the loss of those passages of the work in which the

complete and final fulfilment of the prophecy was given.

But the clearest indication of the age of the author is found

in the fact that the same hand which begins the account of the

life of Solomon in 1 Kings i. sq., is frequently visible also in the

succeeding narratives in the Books of Kings, wdiere it may be

infallibly distinguished from all other documents by its extreme

individuality, until it appears for the last time in the account of

the elevation of king Jehu, 2 Kings ix. 1-x. 27. On a nearer

view it is impossible to doubt that the same prophetic narrator

who related the raising of Saul to the throne in 1 Sam. ix. sq.,

sketched also this vivid picture of Jehu's elevation ; for even

I 2 Sam. XV. 24. ' 1 Kings ii. 26, 27. ' 1 ."^ara. ii. 35.
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the separate phrases display the greatest similarity without any

appearance of imitation. It was consequently during the ex-

cited period which followed Jehu's elevation that this work
was composed ; and everything indicates that the author was a

prophet belonging not to the northern, but to the southern

kingdom : but that exaltation had affected both kingdoms at

once, and was like the last flashing up of the flame of inspira-

tion of the old prophets. Through this great king, the last

who was urged on and raised to the throne through prophet-

ical activity, the recollection of the harmonious cooperation

of Prophets and Kings as it had been ever since the days of

Samuel, must have been vividly recalled. And thus this history

has no other object than to display this very cooperation from

the time of Samuel and Saul down to that of Elisha and Jehu,

and to derive the fortunes which befell the monarchy in Israel

from a prophetic foundation. Consequently, no other historical

work contributes more information than this on the earlier

Pro23hets of Israel.

b.) At the same time the author also desired to present a

general history of the times after Samuel. He obviously em-
ployed for this purpose the best \ATitten and oral authorities,

—

amongst others the songs of David, derived from a trustworthy

source, ' and of which he introduced as many as appeared

desirable (p. 17 sqq.). Yet the stream of his discourse is most
copious and eloquent wherever he approaches the main object

of his narrative ; on other occasions he cuts it very short,

especially in the military portion, as is most distinctly seen in

1 Sam. xiv. 47, 48. But as the time was now come to attempt

to understand the hidden forces engaged in the development of

those events, and especially of the more remote among them,

in the conception and presentation of his subject the author

occasionally rises far beyond the merely material, in order to

place clearly before the eye the prophetical truths involved in

the external events. And this prophetic view and treatment

being especially familiar to him, we may justly assume that he

was himself a Prophet ; and from the careful attention which

amid so many other more weighty events he bestows upon the

fortunes of the Ark, as well as the Priests and Levites, and
from his apparent close acquaintance with everything pertain-

ing to them, it seems equally certain that he was also a Levite.

The prophetic survey of events, however, which is this author's

' The tone of the expressions, 2 Sam. such songs ; on the first occasion of doing
i. 17, iii. 33, xxii. 1, xxiii. 1, leaves no this, 2 Sam. i. 18, he names liis authority,
doubt that tliis writer himself intjj-polatcd

VOL. I. L
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most characteristic contribution to historical knowledge, and
the transformation of the earlier portions of the history hence

arising-, breaks forth far more freely in the case of Eli and his

sons, and of Samuel and Saul, than in that of Darid, where we
scarcely find even an indication of it. In general, it first

appears only as a light veil thrown in certain places over very

transparent historical recollections. But it is precisely this

conjunction of the two unamalgamated factors of the narrative

(the factor of an almost perfect recollection of all the particulars

of the history, as they formerly appeared to, and were under-

stood by, contemporaries, and the new factor contained in the

higher survey of the history as a whole, at first however in-

fluencing only isolated particulai's), which constitutes the most
remarkable, and likewise the most instructive speciality of this

work.

But with regard to the arrangement and distribution of these

extensive historical materials, it is remarkable how this work,

which is preserved to us nearly complete, already displays the

very same plan and method which is observed in even the

latest Semitic works of a similar character, especially in the

Arabic Annals of the Chalifs and other rulers.^ It thus ap-

pears as if it were an ancient usage of all Semitic historians,

to which the old Hebrew writers were also glad to conform.^

I allude to the prevalent custom in these works to reserve all

general information about a ruler—the account of his house

and establishment, his wives and children, his habits and

customs of every kind—to the close of the record of his life. If

however the arrangements of a ruler had undergone numerous

modifications during the course of a long and changeful career,

as was in fact the case with David, the historian could then

select some convenient pause even in the middle of the ruler's

life, at which such general observations might be introduced.

Through the combination and reconciliation of this custom

with the prophetical treatment of the subject, the following

arrangrement and division into sections arose :

'

{%.) As already stated, it is the life of Samuel as ruler, 1 Sam.

i-vii., which lays the foundation for this histor}' of the Monarchy

(which if it must have a general title ought undoubtedly to be

caUed the Booh of Kings). This, as is required by the general

' E.g. ALulfidii's Chronjchs of Islam. We find, however, something very similar

- Hence it makes no difference to the in Tacitus, Ann. vi. 51.

exposition of 1 Sam. vii., whether the ^ We leave for the present unnoticed

words are referred to this or to the follow- the later additions which it received, as

ing narrator. Josephus retains this usage well as the minor curtailments to which

in his Antiquities : although 1 Maccabees the separate parts were subjected,

sliows that it might be gradually relaxed.
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plan of the work, is closed by general observations respecting

Samuel, vii. 15-17. But although Samuel still survives, and
even after the section of his life here described takes part in

public affairs, still the grand division relating to him must close

here, inasmuch as here the account of his sovereign rule as

judge comes to an end, and the Listorv henceforth moves
onward towards another ruler. This phenomenon, surprising at

the first glance, rei)eats itself in a case in which on a superficial

survey it is easier to overlook it : for

(Ü.) When the narrative passes over to the choice of the first

king and his government, 1 Sam. viii-xiv.,the history of Saul's

reign might appear to be closed too early with the requisite

general observations respecting him, xiv. 47-52, since his death
does not occur until chapter xxxi. Yet it is after all quite

correct that the special history of Saul as reigning sovereio-n,

as understood by the author, should close with chapter xiv. For
with chajDter xv. commences at once the account of the Divine
rejection of Saul, and, closely connected with this, that of

the Divine election of David, thereby occasioned and rendered

imperative : according to the projjhetical sentiment of the
writer, therefore, Saul ceases at chapter xiv. to be the true king,

and the history both of the people and the monarchy begins to

move on towards David as the grand centre of the work.

(Hi.) With the life of David we reach the fullest and richest

portion of the work ; for the lives of the following kings, of

which only scanty remains have been preserved, could scarcely

have presented such a long and constantly attractive series of

varied incidents and extraordinary vicissitudes. It is not sur-

prising therefore that this great section was subdivided into

several distinct portions, corresponding with an equal number
of parts of David's life. Thus we have first the account of the
rise of David brought down to the death of Saul, in which the
two heroes move near each other, like rising and setting stars,

until finally the one is completely set, and the other ascends
towards the zenith, 1 Sam. xv-xxxi. But here as elsewhere

the original work is no longer found pure and complete, and
still less does the succeeding history of the reign of David in

2 Sam. i. sqq. present the appearance of a satisfactory order in

its extant form ; but this must be referred to a later compiler,

respecting whom more hereafter. What the original form was,
however, can be at least approximately discovered, if we attend
to all the scattered indications of it. Here we have in the first

place to consider that a work which deals with its materials in

so independent, so peculiar, and moreover so agreeable a inan-

T. 2
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ner as this, cannot well be supposed to have given such long and
wearisome lists as that of David's warriors, 2 Sam. xxiii. 8-39,

comp. 1 Chron. xi. Tiiey may perhaps have been merely copied

out of earlier works, or with equal possibility be due to the hand
of a later collector and reviser. And since the work of this

reviser is discoverable by other signs also, we must abide in the

belief that such passages as are most evidently heterogeneous

did not belong to the work, The comparison of 1 Chron. xi-

xxix. is instructive on this point. The original form of the

biography of David as king, which we elicit from these and
other indications, appears to have divided this portion of his

history, in conformity with its subject-matter, into the three

following sections :

a) The life of David after the death of Saul, until as king

over all Israel he had gained a firm position in Jerusalem
;

a period of uninterrupted prosperity, during which the highest

possible fortune seemed destined to fall unmixed to his share.

The extant portions of this section are discovered in 2 Sam.
i-vii, and it undoubtedly finds a suitable close in the nar-

rative of the exertions made by David, when himself firmly

established in Jerusalem, to provide an equally permanent abode

for the sanctuai-y also, 2 Sam. vi, closing with the great pro-

phetical passage 2 Sam. vii. Here a pause is even still per-

ceptible in the histor}-.

h) The central portion of David's reign in Jerusalem. Here
the work obviously compressed into the smallest space the most
heterogeneous materials. As might indeed be expected from the

writer as a prophetic historian, he first treats with the greatest

possible succinctness of the foreign wars and victories of David,

2 Sam. viii. 1-14 (as he had previously done those of Saul, in

1 Sam. xiv. 47, 48, only that in the case of Saul still greater

conciseness was possible), apparently epitomising the earlier

history of the wars already described, p. 140;' then passing

over to internal affairs, he gives only a very scanty account of

the internal arrangements of the kingdom at the commence-
ment of this period, 2 Sam. viii. 15-18 ; then, however, he de-

scribes at great length the moral behaviour of David towards

the posterity of Saul, 2 Sam. ix, and towards his own house,

x-xx. 22, and closes with an account of two plagues which
clearly did not occur until his later years, xxi. 1-14, xxiv. The
passage respecting later wars with the Philistines which placed

• That the notices of the wars in chap, -with which the war with Ammon, x., xii.

viii. have been much abridged, may also 26-31, is presented, on account of its con-

be inferred from the fulness (probably nection with the history of Uriah.
equalling that of the authority consulted)
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David's life once more iu utmost jeopardy, xxi. 15-21, must,
originally at all events, have proceeded from another hand. We
discover the same arrangement in 1 Chron. xviii-xxii. (except-

ing some omissions to be hereafter explained) ; and it cannot
be denied that after thus cutting out the disconnected portions,^

we obtain as the result a simple and appropriate arrangement.
(•) To the last division, the commencement of which is

indicated in express terms iu 1 Chron. xxiii. 1, would belong,

according to the above-explained plan and the corresponding

example in 1 Chron. xxiii-xxix, more general surveys of David's

position and his connections especially towards the end of

his life. We no longer know how much the work originally

contained on this point, since the Chronicles here follow other

authorities : but of the extant portions, the following pieces

belong to this place : a second brief table of the internal

arrangements of the kingdom, 2 Sam. xx. 25, 26 (wanting in the

Chronicles) ; David's magnificent song of victory, composed in

his later years, ch. xxii, and the ' Last Words of David,' xxiii.

1—7. With these the entire section was suitably closed ; ^ for

nothing then could well be added excepting his death, and that

is more appropriately taken in connection with the account of

Solomon's accession.

{iv.) The account of the reigns of Solomon and his succes-

sors, down to the limit already indicated, followed next. We
have indeed to regret that just at this part the work has come
down to us very imperfect. Yet even here many of its narra-

tives are preserved almost without cLauge. Thus the notices

of Solomon's enemies, xi. 11-40,^ quite take us back to this work
by their peculiar style ; and in the narrative of the division of the

kingdom, 1 Kings xii, many ideas and phrases recall this work ;••

' Namely, the passage 2 Sam. xx. 23- * The deseriptiim of the Revolt in verse

26, which will soon be considered, and 16 bears the colour of the time, and agrees

two others, xxi. 15-22 and xxiii. 8-39, of almost word for word with 2 Sam. xx. 1.

which we have already spoken, pp. 136 sq. Again, the formation HD-I^D for kingship
* Anyone capable of fancying and dog- . ,. , _^. ^. =,

gedly maintaining that after David's Last f/'."".^'J'^ = ^
^l^^ß^ ^"l.

21 compare ,.

k4 in 2 Sam. xxiii. 1. when we natu- ^6, n. lo 22, xi 3o, xx.. , ; 1 bam. x. 16,

rally expect nothing to follow but the
^o, xi 14, xiv. 47, xvm. 8

; 2 bam xn. 26,

account of his death, the narrator could
^^'- ^j but elsewhere only in 2 Kings

tell the story of the pestilence, ch. xxiv., ^f
^- .2'^' .'"^"^

^J}""' \ 3, apparently by way

must have the meanest opinion of the
of imitation. Rarely it interchanges with

writers of the best period of antiquity. n-IS??? 1 Sam. xx. 21 ; 1 Kings ii. 12,

But everything goes to prove that those „„j 'n.^^ip^^ i Sara. xv. 28 ; 2 Sam. xvi.
writers wore not so thoughtless and \m- „ , V ', n L

methodical; and we have' already seen in ^' ^"^ the latter, as well as n?>p^ 1

the Book of Origins how passages were Sam. xiii. 13, 14, xxvii. 5; 2 Sam. iii. 10,

torn by later hands from their original v. 12 (which is, indeed, necessary wlicre

connection and transplanted clsewliere. it denotes a ' kingdom,' and which alone
' E.\cepting several words and plirases, admits of a plural), seems to have got into

especially in vv. 32-3-1. the text only on a later revision ; compare
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but these details can be better discussed hereafter, when we are

treating of this period of the history.

c.) Not only the plan and subject-matter of this work as above

described, but also its style and phraseology, exhibit a perfect

unity in so far .as its language is original, and not due to mere
verbal quotation of earlier authorities. The description is not

so luxuriant and gushing as in the Book of Origins, but yet

full of internal power and external beauty, sensibly flowing from

a national life still sound and strong on the wliole, and sus-

tained throughout by a charming simplicity and life. Since the

work was once undoubtedly very popular, its diction served as a

model to later authors ; and it is therefore difficult to descend

to details, and discover many words and expressions strictly

peculiar to it : yet a closer examination shows that such are not

wanting,^ and brings us to the conviction that it must have

had somewhere about the extent already indicated.

Since, then, all indications show that this work remained the

fixed basis of all poj)ular histories of the monarchy, it was after-

wards naturally often retouched, being occasionally lengthened,

but offener still very seriously shortened. The extensive re-

mains of this and the former work contained in the Books of

Samuel and Kings, exhibit traces of very considerable abridg-

ment, not only at the end, but in the middle also. This is

especially seen in the fact that in these fragments an unex-

pected allusion is often made to subjects which ought to have
been explained before, but are now left wholly unexplained.

1 Sam.xxiv. 21 [20],xxTiii. 17; 2Sam.vii. (xxiii. 20) ; 2 Sam. iii. 21; 1 Kings xi.

12, 13, 16; 1 Kings v. 1 [iv. 21], ix. 5, 37, is unusual elsewhere; which is also
xi. 11, 13, 31, xii. 26, xiv. 8, xviii. 10 ; true of niS to eat, 2 Sam. iii. 35, xii. 17,

2 Kings xi. 1, xiv. 5, xv. 19. ^^j 5 ^qq/ r^he particle ^x only, though
' Beside,s the examples already furnished, „^^ ^^^j j^^^ ^^ -^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ q^. j^

M-e may observe, for instance, that the
^^ j^e exclusion of p-| (1 Sam. i. 13, v

ordmary expression lor the Community in '
-

the Book of Origins, ^^yn, is wholly ^)' certainly greatly predominates. On
•'-' the other hand, many words elsewhere very

wanting in this work, which employs the common, never occur here: as rvniH de-
periphrasis i» Qy people of Jahvch, .

, ,. , -r, , „ :. . .

. 1 J , c, •'^. rt r.
noting ("o rooi! OMi" (in the Book of Origins

instead, 1 Sam. n. 24 ; 2 Sam. i. 12, vi. , f.,,, ,. \ ^ ,, ^.^.

21, xiv. 13 ; 2 Kincrs ix. 5 ; an expression
'^

f*^
^'"^' "'.'^) '' ^~P ^^ ^^^^cmble, with

used in the Book of Origins, Num. xvii. 6 ^!^ ^^^ derivatives (such passages as 1 Sam.

[xvi. 41], only with especial emphasis,
^^^-20: 2 Sam. xx. 14, point at all events

and very rarely elsewhere (Num. xi. 29

;

["^ ^ somewhat different root)
; noa to

and somewhat differently, Judges xx. 2).
^^ ?""''

I J7D; to break up an cicamp-

The analogous phrase, also, the heritage »2€Wi;. the plural of pn and npn- There are
of Jahveh, 1 S|im. x.

1 ; 2 Sam. xiv also expressions which atW prove the
16, XX. 19 XX,. 3 aiT>ears to have passed similarity of several portions,J ^:^^ in
first from this into other historical works, ^ "^ t

1 Sam. xxvi. 19. Another favourite a "«"arlike sense (not used in the Penta-

phrase of this book, according to thy ^^^^^^ ^^^ Joshua), 1 Sam. xxiii. 27, xxvii.

lieart's desire (an idea which admits of 10, xxx. 1, 14 (xxxi. S) ; cf. Judges xx.

very various renderings), 1 Sam. ii. 16 ^7' ^^- 2^' **J ^Vp. for yn arrow.
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Thus Jonathan appears quite unexpectedly in the account of a
militaiy expedition, 1 Sam. xiii. 2, without boin^ described

either previously or here as Saul's son. In 1 Kings i. 8, Shimei

and Eei appear among- the firmest supporters of the throne of

the young Solomon, without our having the slightest prior

intimation of the importance attaching to these two men. In
1 Sam. XXX. 26-31, a passage remarkable in many respects, a
number of cities in the tribe of Judah are carefully enumerated,

to which David sent booty from the Philistine city of Ziklag as

a present to his old friends, because he had formerly rested there

with his army. From this we naturally expect that David's

expeditions towards this region must have been already men-
tioned in the proper place, since the reference is otherwise

unintelligible ; but we now search in vain for the passages to

which reference must be here made. How much then must
have been lost between 1 Sam. xxiii. and xxx., while later hands
inserted chapters xxiv. and xxvi. !

3) With the passages from this and the former work are

variously interwoven those of another which must have described

very nearly the same period. For these fragments are very

similar to the former ones, and in any case written not much
later

;
yet the delineation is thinner and more faded than in the

two prior works. It also appears that in this the prophetical

element did not so decidedly predominate as in those. A refer-

ence to 1 Sam. v-viii. or chapter xxxi. with their surroundings

will enable us sufficiently to appreciate the somewhat impalp-

able differences between this work and the two former ones, both
in the phraseology and in the subject-matter.

It is however probable that this is the very writer who pre-

fixed to his history of the Kings a history of the Judges, of which
a considerable portion is still extant. By this we mean the

book from which a still later author took the separate histories

of the Judges, uow found Judges iii. 7-xvi., to be then modified

or rewritten after his fashion. This narrator described that

long period with reference not to the High Priests as his

predecessor had done (p. 141), but to the Judges. Of these

he counted up the round number of twelve, and gave careful

statements, at least from Gideon onwards, respecting the

length of their tenure of office and their place of burial.

The constancy of this habit of itself points to an author pos-

sessing great individuality. Moreover his judgment upon the

monarchy (Judges viii. 22-24) differed greatly from that of the

previous writer, but was in perfect agreement with the passage

already noticed, 1 Sam. viii. 5-18; compare x. 18, 10. Since
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moreover he also directed his attention to the almost constant

wars which the people had then to bear, he seems to have

arranged his work especially with reference to the duration of

these w^ars and of the intervening j^ears of peace. On suitable

occasions, it is his custom to mention in set phrase, both the

fact and the length of the rest secured to the land after each

great commotion.' And since this characteristic habit ^ is

repeated in some of the fragments preserved by the Book of

Chronicles from the history of the kings of Judah immediately

succeeding Solomon,^ and appearing from other indications

also to contain ancient remains,'* we have every reason to

assume that this work brought down the history in like style

and ai'rangement to more than a hundred years after Solomon.

The delineation in such passages as Judg. iii. 7 sqq. is quite in

accordance with that already described in the earlier histories

of the Kings, and especially in the passages of this third work.

But the author here obviously makes use of very varied and

very ancient sources in important sections, as in Judges vi-viii.

of a history of Gideon which must have been written in the

north country,'^ and in other passages the earliest historical

work, described p. 68 sqq.*^ Side by side with these more im-

portant works, there undoubtedly existed many smaller ones

devoted to the history of individual heroes. Thus the history

of Samson was the subject of a special composition of a very

peculiar character, as we can still see from its remains pre-

served in Judges xiv-xvi.

3. Looser treatment of this period of history.

Thus did this branch of historical composition reach its

highest bloom at a comparatively early period, and it is really

surprising how much we feel the want of such beautiful histo-

' Judg. iii. 11, 30, v. 31, viii. 28: this authority is also marked by the phrase
phrase was probably withdrawn by a later • the spirit of Jahveh moved him,' Judg.
compiler from the accounts of the next vi. 34, elsewhere found only in the ancient
following Judges. fragments 1 Chr. xii. 18 and 2 Chr. xxiv.

- For the expression in Josh. xi. 23, 20, for our present author himself employs
xiv. 15, is similar, but not identical, and a much simpler one (bu n\n) Judges iii.

the number of years is not given there. , „ • „^ „ ^,
2 Chr. xiii. 23 [xiv. 1]; xiv. 4, 5

10, xi 29, compare 2 Chr. xv. 1, xs 14.

[5,6].
In Judg. xiv. 19, XV. 14, on Samson's life,

2 Chr. xiii. 4-7, 19-21, exhibits a
there is a different phrase again with the

more antique style, but the other verses same meaning (71; nW), which occurs no-
the ordinary style and views of the Chroni- ^.hg^e else except in the prophetical Book
cler

; note especially the words bVpl *J3 of Kings already described.

xiii. 7 (p. 133) and n^jp nna'xi'ii. 5 * Judg. ix. and x. 8 present glimpses of

/., cr>^ rru ~ t^ \ ' '• J • V, i? ^ "^ßi'y ancient work both in the subiect-
(p. 69). 1 he matter contained in each of „ ^.^ j • ^ • j .'' .

Af» *„ 4.- • n J- »• .. matter and m certain words, as »riQ ix. 4.the two narratives is equally distinctive. ' '•'•'-' '

* Compare my Hohe^ Lied, p. 20. This "which recalls Gen. xlix. 4.
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rical fragments in the Second Book of Kings after the limit

assigned to tliem above (viz. 2 Kings x,). It seems as if the

succeeding age had lost the power of producing works so grand
and yet so pleasing. The events of the day were now noted

down with increasing promptness, but historical composition on
a grand scale gradually degenerated with the entire national

life, until in the end the events recorded of the latest kings took

a form curiously re§^embling those of the primeval history.

This last jjoint is of great importance here. For we cannot

fail to observe, that in the earlier portions of this great division,

as they faded away into the distance, the same kind of loose

paraphrase as we have already seen upon the primeval histories

gained a footing, though here necessarily restrained by the

greater accuracy of memory. We may observe this to take

place in very various ways.
J ) A distinct example is presented by the history of Saul and

David. For as this is now put together in 1 Samuel by an

author whom we shall soon have occasion to characterise, it also

contains in chapters xii., xv-xvii., xxiv., xxvi., xxviii., fragments

from two or three later works, in which only recollections of

the most striking portions of the history are narrated with so

much freedom as to make them appear as if newly produced,

and a special effort is made to present them with suitable

dignity, and, where possible, with the elevation of prophetic

speech. The traces of a work which narrated the life of

Solomon in its greatness, with strict concentration and pro-

phetic severity, has also been preserved in 1 Kings. We will

put off this discussion, which would require considerable detail,

to the history of the time in vol. 3.

2) The history of Elijah and Elisha, the greatest Proi3hets of

the Northern Kingdom, as we now have it embodied in 1 Kings

xvii-2 Kings xiii, mixed with other materials, and abridged by

the loss of its commencement and in various other ways, clearly

underwent many modifications, not merely orally, but also in

writing, before it reached its highest point of exaltation. We
possess in this the most striking example of the develoi^ment of

stories of the Prophets during successive centuries ; and, on a

close survey of the extant portions of this special division of

historical literature, we are able to recognise the very various

elements of its composition, its earlier and its later points of

view, the original materials furnished by actual memory and
their gradual transformation, also the unmistakable colouring of

different authors, wherein however the peculiar prophetic terse-

ness and keenness of speech is never forgotten.
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3) Another different and very instructive example of the great

freedom with which subjects belonging to this department were

gradually treated is furnished by the story of ßuth. This story,

the historical substance of which cannot be discussed here,

belongs essentially, in design as well as in arrangement (iv.

17-22), to the circle of Davidical histories, although it contains

only one single event taken from the domestic life of David's

ancestors. We no longer have the means of tracing the story

through its earlier stages, but the fragment of it presented in

the Book of Euth is sustained in existence not so much by its

absolute historical value as by the preeminent beauty of its

j)ictures and descriptions. Upon, the primeval history it has

been several times observed that in proportion as it was more
treated by later writers the freer treatment gradually prevailed,

and mere description was increasingly admitted into the place

formerly occupied by narratives more strictly bound to the re-

petition of the original facts ; but here we find something quite

new and peculiar added. On carefully examining the kind of

descrij)tion prevailing here, we find not merely a very soft and

lovely painting of Hebrew domestic life, which, as we may
hence infer, must have assumed a beautiful form in many places

where it needed not to trouble itself about the great world,

but also a truly artistic and learned as well as faultless

and pleasing tx-eatment of the subject. This blending of

learning and art for the production of a beautiful narrative

is the feature most characteristic of this small historical work.

Without anxiously concealing by his language all traces of

the later age in which he wrote, the author had obviously read

himself into the spirit of the ancient works both of history and

of poetry, and thus produces a very striking imitation of the

older work on the Kings (see p. 142 sqq.). Having investigated

the antiquity of his people, he (in iv. 7) can describe obsolete

national usages with the careful discrimination of a scholar.

But again, antiquarian lore does not alone interest him ; he

emploj'S it merely as a medium through which, with artistic

skill and a true feeling for moral beauty, he may present a

charming picture of antiquity, and wake anew a nearly forgot-

ten tradition from the early age of David's house. A gentle

and gracious as well as poetical spirit animates this little histo-

rical picture, and the style itself often insensibly passes into

actual poetry, as when Naomi (i.e. the joyous one in name as

v/ell as in fact) exclaims (i. 20, 21):

Rather call me the ' Troulled one,^

For the Almighty has greatly troubled me;
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Itich in blessings I departed, yet poor has Jahveh led me home :

How then call ye me the ' Joyous one^

For Jahveh has bowed tue down, and the Almighty has brought upon me evil !

In this we distinctly hear an echo from the Book of Job, not

merely in the general style, but even in some single words and

phrases.'

This story undoubtedly stands isolated among the many
historical boohs of the Old Testament, and we shall search in

vain for an historian otherwise known to us to whom we may
ascribe it. We must admit that we have here a narrator of a

perfectly individual character, whom it will be most correct to

regard as having lived during the Captivity ; for though con-

sidered b}^ itself (as the similar cases Gen. xxxviii. and the Song

of Solomon show), such a narrative respecting a female ancestor

might readily have originated during the rule of David's house,

yet the whole literary treatment of this passage, and especially

the way in which it is mentioned (iv. 7) that a custom existed

* in Israel ' formerly (which could only cease with the national

existence) points clearly to a later time—to an age Avhich found

one of its noblest literary occupations in reviving the glorious

traditions of early times, and especially those relating to David's

house.

^

But it is inconceivable a jpriori that an historian of that age

should have written and made public such a small piece by it-

self alone. Therefore here, as in the similar case of Jonah,^ we
are led to conclude that this story of Euth is only one taken

from a larger series of similar pieces by the same author, and
that through mere chance this is the only one preserved. And
it certainly owes its preservation to the fact that the latest

editor of tbe Great Book of Kings, of which we shall treat im-

mediately, inserted it in that work at its proper place. Of this

we can at once produce a clear proof. For it cannot but strike

the reader as very curious, that the Books of Samuel never

describe David's family and lineage, neither where the first

mention of him occurs, nor elsewhere ; but on the contrary his

father, 1 Sam. xvi. 1, enters upon the scene quite isolated and
without introduction. This is by no means the general style

of that work. David's family and lineage ought even more than

' See especially Job xxvii. 2. This but unluckily that is only one isolated

freer use of the simple name "'"5J5»' as an ancient verse. See besides Num. xxiv.

abbreviation for *nt^ ^X here and in Ps. *' ^*^*

xci. 1, ^^-as evidently rendered possible ..' '*^'^° .^^^'^ ^^'^'^ ^«^"^- ^'' ^''^^- '^''**-

only through the grand example of the ^"'- P- ^''^^' ^^•

Book of Job. Possibly the first instance ^ My Frophcteii des Alien Bundes, vol.

of this shorter form is Ps. Ixviii. 15 [14] ;
iii. pp. 235-8.
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Samuel's (1 Sam. i. 1), or Saul's (1 Sam. ix. 1), to have been
explained, since David is obviously far more than either Samuel
or Saul the hero of the book. We may therefore justly suppose

tha,t this statement was removed from it by a later hand : but

thdn the conviction irresistibly forces itself upon us, that no one
else was so likely to do this as the author who inserted this story

of Ruth into the larger work, because its occurrence there ren-

dered the former account needless and disturbing. On this view
the LXX., who append this narrative without special title to

the Book of Judges, and place it before 1 Samuel, were quite

correct ; for the latest writer, seeking a fit place for this piece,

could find none more suitable than this, to which ib belongs

according to date, causing no interruption, and at the same
time prei)aring us for the immediately following history of

David. And the fact that in the modern Hebrew Bibles this

piece is treated as an independent work, and forms one of the

five Megilloth, is known to have its foundation only in a later

collection of books used in public festivals.

4. The latest form of these Books.

Lastly, when we examine the latest form which the history of

the Kings assumed, the first thinof which we ought to consider

is perhaps the remarkable influence of the Deuteronomic ideas

upon this field. For after the Reformation by Josiah, these

ideas, the age of which has been already approximately deter-

mined (p. 117 sqq.) evidently penetrated deeper and deeper into

every department of life and literature. Thus they produced a
new mode of regarding the period of the Judges and the Kings,

which could not be long without influencing its treatment by
historians. We are still able to trace the steps by which these

ideas gradually gained possession of this region, and ultimately

quite transformed it, and produced their own peculiar aspect of

histor}'.

But in the meantime books of narrative were growing more
and more numerous, whilst the times which they had to describe

were lengthening and becoming more difficult to survey. Hence
here as in the primeval history, the desire naturally arose to

fuse into one narrative, by proper selection and abridgment,

the rich but not always self-consistent materials which this

difi'use literatnre had produced. And the more comj)letely the

Deuteronomic ideas took possession of the extensive field of

the history of the Judges and the Kings, and strove to illumi-

nate and recast its more important features, the easier did it

become to omit from the fuller earlier works much which under
this new light seemed to have lost its importance.
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1) The last Editor hut one.

a.) The beginning of this change may be very clearly dis-

cerned in a remodelling of the old work on the Kings described

p, 142 sqq., to which a large part of it as preserved to us has been

subjected. We here find on the one hand the freest impress of

the Deuteronomist, and recognise even the peculiar colours of his

style,^ but on the other we perceive that the Deuteronomic ideas

are as yet very far from entij'ely penetrating and remodelling that

early work, and indeed that they only very rarely at favourable

opportunities here and there gained admission, as if cautiously

feeling their way. These two facts taken together lead to the

supposition that this is the first instance of an old historical

work being remodelled according to Deuteronomic ideas, and
we shall soon discover a still later labourer upon this same
work, already adjusted to Deuteronomic ideas. We cannot,

indeed, determine to a single year the time when this author

wrote, but all the traces which we can here observe and collect

lead clearly to the conclusion, that he did not compose his work
later than towards the close of the pi^osperous reig-n of Josiah.

The passages which were then introduced by him into the

older narratives may be easily recognised, in part by their

Deuteronomic sentiments and peculiarities of style, and in part

also by the circumstance that they add nothing to the historic

contents of the naiTative, but only present reflections, or carry

somewhat further a subject already given. We thus perceive

that it is not the history in itself, but an idea, that guided the

author to such expositions as seemed most wanted by his con-

temporaries. Besides, the words of this writer show us an age

in which, although the nation was much weakened, yet the

kingdom of David and the Temple still existed, and the hope of

their permanency still lingered.^ This could be no other than

the earliest time after the Reformation by Josiah, when the

declining kingdom appeared to be rising into new and glorious

life, and especially Jerusalem and its Temple to have triumphed

for ever over the darts of fortune.

' A marked instance of this is furnished 25. A characteristic expression of similar

by the highly characteristic expression meaning is ' his heart was not perfect with

'with all thy heart,' originally employed Jahveh,' 1 Kings viii. 61, xi. 4, xv. 3, 14 ;

by Joel ii. 12, but first made current by 2 Kings xx. 3. This is not to be attributed

the Deuteronomist's discourse on all mat- to the Deuteronomist, as is evi<lent fx-om

ters of religion ; it reappears here as a pet the consideration that neither this writer

phrase, 1 Sam. vii. 3, xii. 20, 2i ; 1 Kings nor the next speaks of that love towards
ii. 4, viii. 23, 48, xiv. 8; 2 Kings x. 31. Jahveh, the urging of which is the mo.st

But the following writer, although quite striking feature of the Dcuteronomist ; see

Deuteronomic in his -views, uses this phrase also Josh. xxii. ö, xxiii. 11.

much loss frequently; see 2 Kings xxiii. '^ As is seen in 1 Kings viii. ix.
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When we survey all these passages,' it becomes clear how
similar they all are in every respect, and how completely they

differ from the older work into which they are inserted, as

well as from all the earlier works already brought under con-

sideration.

b.) But this compiler was certainly the first who collected and

skilfully blended those materials of the older works which

appeared to him the most important ; of which the clearest

example is found in the long section, 1 Sam. i-1 Kings ii. Here

the different masses and strata of the narrative lie before us, so

unmixed and distinct as to be readily recognised on close in-

spection, and separated into their original elements ; whereas

from 1 Kings iii, where the great curtailment effected at a later

time begins, they are far more difficult to trace. It is obvious

that this compiler took as his basis the work of the Prophetical

Narrator, the most beautiful of those already described (p. 142

sqq.), and blended into one narrative with it all the materials

he wished to take from other works, as well as additions of his

own. But he everywhere used his own judgment in the selec-

tion of his materials, and often placed them near together, with

but little attempt at amalgamation. The principal work also

which he employed as his basis he by no means gave without

curtailment.

Among the additions which are not Deuteronomic, but in-

troduced by the compiler, we may with great probability reckon

' These are as follows : 1 Sam. -v-ii. 3, curtailment, should now all at once adopt

4 (which two verses, moreover, disturb an opposite course. Since, on the other

the context)
;
parts of 1 Sam. xii. (anarra- hand, in the subsequent history we still

tive introduced in its present form solely occasionally find indubitable traces of his

for the sake of the warnings attributed to hand, we must suppose that he treated in

Samuel, and presenting great discrepancies the same way the further portions of the

in its incidental historical allusions); 1 history of the Kings up to the reformation

Kings ii. 2-4 (where, on occasion of under Josiah, using at the same time as

David's last injunctions to Solomon, in- his basis earlier works upon the monarchy,

steadof such words as may have originally The tone and position of the words in

stood there, we now read exhortations ' Kings iii. 14, vi. 11-13, and ix. 6-9, also

which in every particle and phase of direct iis to the same writer ; and his style

thouo-ht clearly bear a Deuteronomic is clearly discernible throughout Solomon's

colouring. These three interpolations are long prayer at the dedication of the Temple

all that are found between 1 Sam. i. and in 1 Kings viii. 22-61, which, from its

the beginning of 1 Kings iii.,—the very whole tone, and especially from verses

place in the ancient Book of the Kings 41-43, must have been written before the

where the great abridgments begin, of destruction of the Temple. The favourite

which we shall soon have to speak. Per- phrases descril)ing David's race as a light

haps, then, this compiler himself eifected set up by Jahveh in Jerusalem (1 Kings

these abridgments commencing from this xi. 36, xv. 4 ; 2 Kings viii. 19), and Jeru-

veiy passage? But the question is no salem as the chosen city of Jahveh (1

sooner asked than it must be answered in Kings viii. 29, 44, 48, ix. 3, xiv. 21 ; 2

the ncative ; for no reason can be adduced Kings xxi. 4) could at no other time have

why a writer who up to this point had been so readilj' adopted by the historian

only made occasional suitable additions, as during the latter part of Josiah's

and certainly had never made any great reign,
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the Song of Hannali, AvLicli is inserted at 1 Sam. ii. 1-20, inter-

nipting- the original narrative. Tliis poem was then nndoiibt-

edly taken from an older collection of songs, in which it stood

without a name, whence it was possible to have regard only in

the most general way to the nature of its contents, and to apply

it to a different age and person fi'om the one originally intended.

It does not seem to have been composed by Da\dd himself

when he was already king, but was undoubtedly written by one

of the earliest kings of Judah.^

c.) Many indications show that as the author in narrating the

events of successive centuries approached his own times, his

work became more detailed, and he introduced many consider-

able passages of his own composition. In the story of the

founding of Solomon's Temple, 1 Kings ix. 6-9, he already

cast a title prophet's glance forward at its possible destruction,

just as had been then done by Jeremiah ; and doubtless he also

is the author who, in a narrative clothed in prophetic form of

the life of the first king of the ten tribes, 1 Kings xiii. 1-32,

alludes to Josiah, the king of his own day, and his great work ;^

thus enabling us from the beginning of the history to infer its

close, and likewise approving himself as a prophetic narrator.

The work thus became truly prophetic not merely in form but

also in fact, insomuch as it contained predictions ; for, though
the author certainly witnessed the influence of the pious king
Josiah, he did not live to see the destruction of the Temple, of

which he only gave prophetic hints in the course of his narra-

tive. To this writer we are also undoubtedly indebted for the

extremely accurate and instructive account of the internal con-

dition of the Samaritans towards the close of the reign of King
Josiah, 2 Kings xvii. 24-41.

2) The last Editor of the History of the Kings.

The history as it proceeded from the hand of this first Deu-
teronomic editor was, from all these indications, very compre-
hensive ; but this very extent may soon have become somewhat
burdensome to later readers. Besides, this work did not extend
to the close of the history of the Kings : hence another editor

might soon become necessary, who would not only shorten many
parts, but also add to it much that was of imijortance.

That one final author and collector edited the present Books

' ComTptiTe my Dichter des Jltet! Bundes, ^ Compare 2 Kings xxiii. 1.5-18 ; if in

I. i. pp. 158-lGO; a similar instance, and verse 18 Samaria is the correct reading,
not far removed from this in time, has it perhaps furnishes a clue to the earlier

already been elucidated (p. 123). form of the story in 1 Kings xiii. 1-32.
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of Judges, Ruth, Samuel, and Kings as a whole, is to be con-

cluded from many signs, of which one has been already men-
tioned, and others will be noticed presently. This last author of

tbe present Great Book of Kings, enlarged by the history of the

Judges as an introduction, cannot have written before the

second half of the Babylonian Captivity, when King Jehoiachin,

who had been carried off very young to Babylon eleven years

before the destruction of Jerusalem, had been taken into favour

at court by one of Nebuchadnezzar's successors, and was already

dead.^ The year of his death is not known ; but it was certainly

under the Chaldean rule, since his honourable restoration at the

Chaldean court is the last historical event the author has it in

his power to record of him. After the close of the Hebrew
monarchy history itself passed a ver}' audible final verdict upon
the ages succeeding Moses and Joshua« The various principles

which had acted and reacted upon each other while the great

waves of that history were still surging, separated themselves

in the calm which succeeded the dissolution, and the great

serious question of the age. Whence came so much misery upon

the people ? not only invaded the dominion of history, but even

sought preeminently there for its most deliberate answer. The
true Prophets had indeed long since given a general answer to

such questions, and since history had now on the whole sub-

stantiated the anxious forebodings of the earlier prophets, the

historian, even in that age, could not well have done otherwise

than enter into their truths ; but now the narrator's first duty

was to verify them throughout the various events of history.

But it was impossible to an age so deeply wounded in its

patriotic feelings to examine dispassionately and describe at

length the history of the many centuries between Joshua and the

destruction of Jerusalem ; the national grief was too severe, and

the national mind too intent upon deriving consolation and in-

struction from the histor}", to be able to examine it impartially.

Hence, as the Deuteronomic treatment of history had com-
menced long before, the prophetic truths became yet more
fully the light and life of the views now taken of histor3^

Wherever the history as a whole confirmed them, they were

brought prominently forward, and were used chiefly to raise

the student above the interminable details of historj^ and give

' 2 Kings XXV. 27-30 ; tliat the last scribes the Holy Land as lying on the

king, the still older Zedekiah, was already other side of the Euphrates, 1 Kings v. 4
dead, follo-ws Irom Jer. Jii. 11. This last [iv. 24] (twice) ; compare Ezra iv. 10 sqq.,

narrator eerfainly wrote in the neighbour- and a full exposition of this subject in the

hood of the Chaldean court ; and therefore Jahrbücher der Biblischen Wissenschaß,

when he speaks in his own person he de- vii. p. 212.
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a more lifelike view of its principles. He then who looked

through this long period to find an answer to the question,

through w^hat cause had the kingdom fallen, or when and how
had it been most flourishing, could evidently not contemplate

any age except that of David Avith unmixed pleasure, and must
have regarded with sorrow the centuries which preceded, as

well as those which followed, this sublime historical point,

because they repeatedly indicated a dissolution of the unity and
stability of the kingdom as well as of the true religion. But on
this very account it was especially easy to attach to his remarks
the historical lesson and warning which was then most needed,

and which the author inculcates in an important passage,

repeated almost word for word in another.' Therefore while it

would appear desirable to give the beautiful middle portion of

the history with all the detail which the records permitted,

enough might seem to be done for the two long side-pieces, the

earlier and the later history, with their many painful occur-

rences, by rendering the narrative as concise as possible, so as

to bring prominently forward onl}' the general lesson of the

history. In accordance with all this the whole history must
have been divided by this last compiler into the three following

main sections

:

a.) He placed first the present Book of Judges as an intro-

duction to the history of the Monarchy. For this book, in its

present form, was attached to the present Books of Samuel
with the single object of having here the history of the Judges
and the Kings, i.e. of the whole period after Joshua, brought
together. This is made clear by a peculiar expression of the
last author respecting Samson, namely, that he had begun to

deliver Israel from the power of the Philistines.^ But if Samson
only began this deliverance, then the reader naturally expects

to be told of its further prosecution by others after his death.

Thus a hint is already furnished by anticipation of the history

' The passages meant are Judges ii. 6- inhabitants of the kingdom of Judah. But
23 and 2 Kings xvii. 7-23, which both in on eareful consideration the former as-
thought and in expression so closely re- sumption appears not only probable but
eemble each other (see especially *i^3 |n3 absolutely certain, from the relative posi-

C^DJr Juclg. ii. 14, 16; 2 Kings 'xvii!
tion as well as from the style of the tw)

-„ , , . X ., .
passages: see Jakrb. der Bibl. Wiss. x.

20, a phrase yeiy unusual in prose) that p j^q j^ j^ ^^^^ specially noteworthy
we cannot well help attributing both to

^i^^t, in 2 Kinjrs xiii. 4. 5, xiv. 26, 27, the
the same writer. Otherwise we must sup-

1^^^^^^ ^^.j^^^ ^.;^^g ,^^j describes the rais-
pose that the last compiler, having received j„g ^f Jehoahnz preciselv as in .lud-.
from previous ages the Book of Judges in

j;, 14 j.^ ^yaA done that of the Ju.lges.
US present^ form, imifcvted it as an antique 2 j^j ^jü^ 5. ^^^^ j^ ,^^g ^,^^.-^,3
work; and certainly 'the driving out of meaning of this pa.ssage, confirmed also
the land, mentioned in Judges xviii. 30, Yty verse 25
need not include also the captivity of the

VOL. I. il
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of Eli, Samuel, and David, and it cannot therefore be affirmed

that the conclusion of the present Book of Judges closes the

history and renders that book independent of what follows. In

truth, the conclusion of the series of Judges formed bj Samson's

tragical fate is so unsatisfactory as to be to the reader the

first strong stimulus to know the further course of the Hebrew-
Philistine history. But the last author seems to have wanted
either the materials or the inclination to fill up the short in-

terval between the death of Samson and the middle of the rule

of the already aged Eli ; and he had only (as already shown,

p. 155 sq.) the story of Euth to fill up this gap.

The last author then did nothing with reference to the strictly

historical matter beyond combining the two earlier works on
the age of the Judges, the very diverse character of which has

been already explained, p. 140 sq., p. 151, and working them up
in Deuteronomic fashion, to speak briefly. Here again we find

the essential feature of the work to be, not the actual narrative

and history of earlier times, but the way in which the history

is treated and used for moral lessons.

(i) The author began with a general introduction taken
from the ancient work, which, according to p. 141^ viewed this

period without regard to the military leaders of the people

;

and he there described how the tribes had not conquered the

whole country, and had in so far failed to accomplish the

Divine plan, Judges i-ii. 5 ; a passage which seems to be

greatly curtailed, and would be much more intelligible if we
had the original at full length before us.

(I'i) Then the author, passing from the death of Joshua to

the description of the Judges, and following the other authori-

ties already noticed (p. 151 sq.), first presents a general sui-vey

of the entire period of these Judges and of their position while

it lasted, ii. 6-iii. 4. And this point of the history gives to the.

Deuteronomic ideas and doctrine an opportunity of their freest

and fullest expression. Sins against Jahveh, repentance, and
amendment, are the three pivots on which the Deuteronomic
scheme turns. The nation which during that age, after each

effort at amendment and the successive raising-up of a great

deliverer or judge relapsed again into unfaithfulness and thence

into misfortune, furnishes at once the example and the lesson,

how faithless behaviour towards Jahveh always punishes itself,

and the greatest national sufferings then become necessary for

the moral probation and purification of the nation. In order

to establish the truth of this doctrine in each individual case

occurring from iii. 7 to xvi., the writer commences his account
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of the first Judges, and tlien of each of the five others of whom
there was much to tell, with the previous falling-away from

Jahveh, and the misery consequent thereupon, and then shows

how this pressure brought the people back again to Jahveh,

who alone could raise up the true deliverer. In the few prin-

cipal actions of the period more life is occasionally infused into

this monotonous narrative by a beautiful description of a

Proj)het in times of misery raising his voice in sorrow or in

anger to declare the truth to the people, vi. 7-10, x. 10-16. In

these descriptions the author unquestionably had in his thoughts

the older passage, ii. 1-5, which sounds more historical, besides

such passages as 1 Sam. ii. 27 sqq. In the actual history of

the Judges the author generally adopts the narrative of the

earlier authority almost verbally. But in the case of Samson,
the last of these Judges, whose life was also given by the com-
piler by abridgment from a special work (see p. 152), and served

as a fitting occasion to explain the nature and origin of Nazir-

ism, this lofty introduction expands into a grand picture of

Divine manifestation and annunciation, xiii. 1-24, such as the

Fourth Narrator of the primeval history loves, according to

p. Ill sq. This however comprises almost all that the last

author has added of his own, for elsewhere he has merely

shortened or slightly altered the wording of his authority, but

added nothing of importance to the history itself. And if we
reflect that he nowhere distinctly describes the evil to which,

after each amendment of their conduct, the people constantly

recurred during that age of vicissitudes (for such names as

Baal and Astarte are used quite loosely according to the custom

of after-times, and assert nothing distinctly but the relapse

from Jahveh), there can be no doubt that the descrij)tion of

individual events was coloured by his general conception of the

period
;
just as the same author in the Books of Kings calls

each individual king of the ISTorthern Kingdom wicked without

any qualification, because to his peculiar conception that

kingdom was intrinsically corrupt.

{iii) The whole is closed (ch. xvii-xxi) with fragments from

the very different ancient authority mentioned p. I-IO, which
described two remarkable events of that age external to the

circle of the Judges. Here the last compiler is still further

from adding or changing anything; for nothing of a mere
Deuteronomic tendency is given. But if we ask wherefore this

compiler (or possibly even the former one) inserted only these

two stories, since he doubtless found many similar ones in the

document whence they Avere taken, the most obvious rei>]y is,

II -2
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that both rehite to Levites, and moreover to Levites from Beth-

L:!hem (xvii. 7, xix. 1), and thus possessed an especial interest

for an author who undoubtedly sprang from Judah, and was
probably a Levite.^

The time at which this book thus received its present form

cannot in general be matter of doubt, owing to its Deuteronomic

principles ; there are also found distinct traces of dependence

on the Book of the Law in its latest develoj)raent. The wordy
description (xiii.) of the angel's appearance to Samson's parents

obviously imitates many shorter delineations of similar events

which the author found in the older books of law and history f
and the phrase ' they turned quickly out of the way which their

fathers walked in,' ii. 17, is both here and in Deut. ix. 16 taken

from a story given by the Fourth I^arrator in the Book of the

Law, Ex. xxxii. 8, where it is undoubtedly far more genuine

and perfectly appropriate. It is also a very decisive circum-

stance that where the author begins to speak freely from
himself, ii. (5-10, he takes up the thread from the last words of

the present Book of Joshua xxiv. 28-33. Now here words are

found which cannot have been inserted by any earlier writer

than the Deuterononiist.^ It would be incorrect to conclude

from this that the author wished to combine the history of the

Judges into one whole with the Book of Joshua and the Pen-
tateuch ; for he merely joins on at the end of Joshua for the

sake of a suitable commencement, and it cannot be proved that

in early times these books were ever united (see p. 114 sq.). But
it does follow from the above fact that, at the time of the author,

the Deuteronomist had long completed his work.

b.) The history of the Oric/in of the Monarchy until the

accession of Solomon is given by the latest author entirely, or

almost entirel}', unchanged from the previous compilation. For
it '.-ras not till after Solomon's time that the lesson that the

kingdom had fallen because the greater number of its princes

had fostered the repression of the higher and purer religion,

assumed prominence in the history. And as David had in fact

remained very true to the ancient religion, and in the later

' Tlie fact that the Book of Ruth is preceding Deuteronomic narrative; and
couperned •with Bethlehora has no con- verse 31 must be by the iJeuterononiist,

nection -oith this, as has been pointed out on account of the phrases Q'P'' "nnxn,

P- 1^2 -'I- Deut. iv. 26, 40, v. (16) 30 [33], vi. 2."xi.

- The principal passages -nhich the 9. xvii. 20, sxii. 7, xxv. 15, xxx. 18, xxxii.

author had in view in chap. xiii. are Gen. 47, and niH'' nb'J?0 Deut. iii. 24, xi. 3,

xvi. and xxv. 21. also Judges vi. 17 sq.
; 7 Moreover, according to p. 114. some-

^^e find likewise, 17. 18, an amphfication
^,,j^ ^-^^^^^ f^.^^ jj^g ^^^^^ of tj^e Y\üh

of the shorter image. Gen. xxxii. 30 [29]. ^-j^rrator of the primeval history must
^ Josh. xxiv. 28 is counec-ted v.ith the have originally stood here.
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times was moreover looked upon as the single perfect example
in that long list of kings, of a good ruler and faithful wor-

shipper of Jahveh, it was believed to be not from David's reign,

but only from that of his successor, until the first overthrow of

the kingdom, that the introduction of foreign religions and the

dissolution of the ancient order had been dragging the state

down into corruption and inevitable ultimate ruin. The history

of the monarchy therefore was divided by this author into two
halves, separated by David's death : on the first of these, which
was almost entirely filled by the personality of David, the

thought and hope of the writer's age dwelt with evident joy

and exultation ; and as moreover David's idealised imaofe had
become an inexhaustible source of consolation and instruction

for the Messianic hopes, the author published this first half, up
to the accession of Solomon, in its original fulness, without any
noticeable omission or addition.

But apparently it was this last editor who finally added
some fragments of David's biography which he had at first

designed to omit ; at all events this is the simplest exjDlanation

of the order in which the fragments in 2 Sam. xxi-xxiv. now
stand (see above, p. 148). We may also plausibly assume that

the Chronicler had here before him the compilation of the pre-

vious Deuteronomic editor : he read the passage 2 Sam. xxiv.

in another order (see p. 148 sq.) ; and he found the long list of

David's heroes which is given in 2 Sam. xxiii. 8-39, and is pro-

bably extracted from the State-annals, standing after 2 Sam. v.

TO (see 1 Chron. xi. 10-47) and in a more complete state.

c.) From Solomon's time, however, he gives only extracts

from this and other earlier records, as if this long period of

ever-increasing dulness and darkness required only the briefest

description. But he begins here again to treat the history in

his independent way, to make it the medium for his own views,

and to add to the older book Avhatever he thought suitable. It

may therefore be said that the first half of the earlier great

work on the kings, which reaches to 1 Kings ii, was only re-

edited by the later writer, but that the latter half, from 1 Kings
iii, may be justly considered as his own work. It might there-

fore have been divided into two parts more correctly than has

been done:—1. the history of the Kings until Solomon's ac-

cession to the throne (the present Books of Samuel and 1 Kings
i. ii.) ; 2. the Kings from Solomon to the Captivity (the present

Books of Kings from 1 Kings iii.). The LXX., who enumerate
2 (4) Books of Kings after the Book of Judges, show at all

events more perception of the original connection of this great
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work. And to discriminate the first from the second half, the

name of Book or Books of Samuel, on account of that hero's

importance, would not be wholly inappropriate to the former,

only that the first two chapters of the Book of Kings ought to

be added to it.

The author himself indicates the chief extracts he has made
from other works, by referring at the close of Solomon's life to

the Book of the Acts of Solomon (1 Kings xi. 41), and at the

close of the life of each king of both kingdoms to the State-

annals of one or the other kingdom, as the place where more of

the history might be found. An exception to this is made only

by the last king of each kingdom (which curious fact has been
already noticed, p. 137 note), and by the two kings Jehoahaz
and Jehoiachin,' each of whom reigned only three months, so

that the State-annals jjrobably did not contain much more than
is here narrated of them. In the lives of David and Saul, on the

other hand, such references are evidently wanting only because

the last editor only begins to curtail his principal document at

1 Kings iii. The ' Life of Solomon ' also, to which the author

refers, was probably not a separate work, but only a part or one

volume of his chief authority. This previous compiler may
have constantly referred to the State-annals ; but we have no
reason for doubting that the last editor also consulted them.
From the method of quotation however thus much is certain,

that the author either wholly omitted, or greatly shortened,

most of the particulars given in these authorities respecting the

wars, the buildings (if not ecclesiastical), and other secular en-

terprises of the kings, as also their mere j)ersonal afi'airs ; but
on the other hand retained in full whatever referred to religion

and especially to the Temple. In this he was governed by
certain fixed principles ; for instance, although elsewhere not

telling much of the personality of the kings, yet in the case of

each king of Judah, he mentions his mother's name, evidently

on account of the important part generally taken by the queen-
mother in the government, especially when the king was a
minor.2 But that he abridged the narrative of his authorities

even when he aimed at completeness is seen by a comparison of

2 Kings xviii. 9-xx. with Isaiah xxxvi-xxxix, where he omits
the song of Hezekiali.

The most important element added by the author, the pro-

' 2 Kings xxiii. 31-35, xxiv. 8-17. It it might for that very reason not be re-

is true that an account of the reign of the ceived into the State-annals of Judah.
last king of Judah ivas prepared very * See 1 Kings xv. 13, which is here
early (see p. 167, note); Init as this could decisive^ also li. 19.

receive no authentication from a successor.
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phetic lesson of the whole history commencing with Solomon,

is exjjounded with the greatest freedom where he speaks of the

overthrow of the Northern Kingdom, indicates its causes, and
at the same time casts a glance upon the coming similar over-

throw of the Southern Kingdom, 2 Kings xvii. 7-23 ; but, even

in the middle of Solomon's life, the author takes a suitable

opportunity to introduce the same truth in the words of the

previous compiler, 1 Kings ix. 6-9. Thus, though less forcibly

than in earlier writings (p. 159), is reproduced the prophetic

treatment of the history, since its entire course from Solomon
corroborates the warning revealed to him in a dream at its

commencement. And as the early fall of the yet guiltier

Northern Kingdom is the centre of the evil elements of this

history, so do its good elements centre round the pious king

Josiah, who radically extirpated the worship on liigh places,

and carried out a national reformation with equal sincerity and

power, 2 Kings xxii. sqq. And as our author, in agreement

with the previous compiler (compare p. 159) and many of the

Prophets, ascribes the ruin of the kingdom of Judah especially

to this worship on high places, he takes care to observe at the

very outset of his own writing (1 Kings iii. 2 : comp. xi. 7-10)

that they existed even in Solomon's time ; and adds to his

account of even each good king of this kingdom, that in pro-

tecting them he did what he ought not to have done. The fact

that he calls every king of the Northern Kingdom without

exception an evil-doer in the sight of Jahveh, arises from his

general view of the origin and nature of that kingdom ; but he

thus designates all those kings of the Southern Kingdom also

who had favoured heathen forms of worship. It is especially

these standing judgments pronounced upon each ruler which

impress upon the work the stamp of that melancholy desolation

which at the time of its composition weighed heavily upon the

dispersed nation. Thus also in the general treatment of this

part the same method is discernible which characterises the

present Book of Judges (p. 162 sq.).

We here see in brief what additions most specially belonged

to our present author ; but besides these, he must have also

written and appended the life of the last king Zedekiah,

which was not yet bound up with tlie history of the kingdom,^

' It is clear that the writer had access appended to the Eook of Jeremiah the

to written autliorities, from 2 Kings xxv. whole of chap. Hi. from the same source,

22-26, which is derived from Jer. xl-xliii
;

omitting however the narrative 2 Kings

on the other hand, Jer. "xxxix. received xxv. 22-26, because he knew that it had

many additions from this end of the been already given in .Ter. xl-xliii.

Books of Kings, and a still later compiler
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as also tlie still later narratives. The later portions of the

stories of Elisha may have been introduced by hitn, as they

appear to be merely further developments of old materials,' and
with respect to their contents, \vliicl\ are far removed from the

fulness and substance of the older histories, stand upon the

same level as the story in 1 Kings xiii. 1-32.

The hand of this latest author is recognisable besides, not

only in certain favourite phrases,^ but also in a great infusion

of later and foreign elements of speech, of a kind which we
have not as yet seen in any historian from Judah. This in-

fusion however appears only occasionally, and is far from per-

meating the whole work. Many of these foreign words, too,

may be attributable to the authorities emploj^ed by the author.'

' Even from very different regions : 2

Kings iv. 14-16 springs from Gen. xviii.

9-11, and 2 Kings vi. 17-20 from Gen.
xix. 11. It is often very characteristic of

such imitations that they flow copiously

from one single passage, as if it alone had
been in the mind of the later writer.

* We may here class ii »yyayin nb'y

which is as frequent in Deuteronomy,
Judges, and 1 Kings iii. sq. as it is else-

where rare (Num. xxxii. 13 ; 1 Sam. xv.

19; 2 Sam. xii. 9). nSOnn in 2 Kings

xvii. 17, imitating 1 Kings xxi. 20, 25
;

the use of pi fur 07il>/, and the constant

use of tX then, in the loose transitions,

which occur especially frequentlj' in abridg-

ments of histories ; 1 Kings iii. 16. viii.

!, 12, ix. (11; 24, xi. 7, xvi. 21, xxii. 50

[49] ; 2 Kings viii. 22, xii. 18 [17], xiv.

8, XV. 16, xvi. 5; also the use of *j'nt<t in

narrative, 1 Kings iii. 10, but not the

frequent employment of Q»n7X in the same
(iii. 5, 11, 28, V. 9 [iv. 29], x. 24, xi. 23,

xii. 22), as this may be derived from the

original authority.
' As, for instance, we may notice that

the strongly Aramaic form nVXD {hun-

dreds), is found only in 2 Kings xi. a few
times, and even there is avoided in verse

19 ; and that nh is found only in 1 Kings

xxi. 8, 11
; niyntp only in 1 Kings xx.

14 sqq. ; niPID only in 1 Kings x. 15, xx.

24 ; 2 Kings xviii. 24, and an Aramaic
infinitive only in 2 Kings v. 18. The

occurrence of the relative— .tJ>, 2 Kings

vi. 11 depends on a doubtful reading (see

my Sprachlehre, seventh ed. p. 474).
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III. THE LATEST BOOK OF GEXERAL HISTORY.

CHEONICLES, WITH THE BOOKS OF EZRA AND NEHEMIAH.'

The trial-days of the Captivity and the commencement of the

restoration of Jerusalem were succeeded by centuries which

in many respects might be expected to be peculiarly favourable

to the composition of history. The close connection into

which the history of the Hebrews now entered with that of the

Persians and many other heathen nations, might render their

historical view wider, and their historical perception more

delicate. Literary activity now penetrating deeper and deeper

into all classes, even the non-prophetical and non- sacerdotal,

was enabled to follow closer and more fully upon the events,

and thus to produce a profusion of most various works respect-

ing contemporary history itself. And in fact this good fortune

was not wanting. A new phenomenon in historical literature

is j)resented by the memoirs of contemporaries, in which lay-

men and others note down with fresh feeling, and from accurate

personal recollection, what seems to them worthy of record for

the instruction of posteritj-, or perhaps even more for their own

satisfaction. Biographical memoirs of this kind, written by

men who have influenced their age through force of character,

or even been its chief supporters and leaders, can scarcely

arise earlier than the final margin of a long series of historical

literature. Though often presenting rather the warm feelings

of an individual than a calm consideration and short survey

of more weighty matters, these memoirs, as a glass truly re-

flecting the special history of the time, occupy a very difierent

rank from all ordinary historical works. We find the most

distinct example of this in the somewhat comprehensive frag-

ments of a book by Nehemiah himself, incorporated in the

existing Book of Nehemiah. Other examples, which are scat-

tered about in the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah, and more

difficult to discover, will be better treated afterwards. As
Nehemiah was a layman in high ofiice, who clearly did not

aspire to the name and fame of a scholar or writer (for thus he

' See Gott. Gel. An::., 1861, pj.. 12G.'i-80.
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exhibits himself in his memoir), we must infer from his examj)le

that this kind of occasional authorship was very frequent in

those days.

But in other respects these ages took a form less and less

favourable to the writing of history, as is sufficiently proved by
such strictly historical works as have come do^vn to us from

them. When the general national life was sinking deeper and
deeper into confusion and weakness, away from the bold eleva-

tion which in the beginning of the restoration of Jerusalem it

seemed about to attain, how then should the historic art alone

have progressed and flourished, or even saved itself from the

nsidious decay which the nation generally could not escape ?

The chronicler of a people submitting unwillingly to foreign

or to tyrannical rule, as was then the fate of Israel, is not

in a position to look straight at things ; nor has he scope

to look freely around him either, when his nation, driven into

the utmost straits, falls more and more under the influence

of vague and faithless fears. This decline in the character of

the historical works, being an inherent necessity, could not fail

to appear in that age of Hebrew history ; indeed its primary

origin has already been observed in the last works of the pre-

ceding period. The fresh wants and tastes of this late age de-

manded fresh histories ; and there are many indications that

if possible even more was now written in this department than

in earlier days. The spirit of the old religion, which animated

the earlier histories, could not at once be wholly lost or changed
in the new works ; although after a considerable lapse of time

such a change is undoubtedly very observable, manifesting

itself first only in certain peculiar books. But in general, the

image presented to us in the historical works of those times,

even where they describe antiquity and the better days of old,

is yet only that of a community, subjected to many forms of in-

ternal repression, but all the more proud of its ancient blessings,

and increasingly anxious to retain them, and priding itself only

in the cause of the ancient religion and its glorification.

In the Books of Chronicles, and those of Ezra and Nehemiah,
which (as I shall hereafter prove) originally belonged to them,'

we possess the most comprehensive and marked work of this

' The unity of these books has also nicies. A general conclusion of this kind
been recognised by Zunz (Goffesdienstlichc is not difficult to reach ; but the important
Vorträije der Juden, Berlin, 1832, p. 21^. and fruitful question for us is, how the
In ignorance of the views there advocated, hypothesis of the unity of Chronicles,

I had been brought by independent in- Ezra, and Nehemiah is to be followed up
vestigation to the same result. I also and maintained in connection with a
saw later that Richard Simon also attri- correct appreciation of the writer and his

butes Ezra i-vi. to the author of Chro- work.
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age. For the moi*e perfect undorstandiug of this work in its

entire bearing, it is desirable first to ascertain its age Avitli all

possible certainty and accuracy. One way to this is already

opened in the statement just made respecting the connection

existing between the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah and the

Chronicles ; for the essential question then is, what was

the earliest period at which these books, which carry down the

history to the furthest point, could have been written. With-

out attempting to exhaust this question here, we may at once

assume as evident, that the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah
cannot have received their present form prior to the fourth

century before Christ, because in some passages they speak

of Ezra and Nehemiah as men who in a past age acted to-

gether for the benefit of the community,' and even look back

with scarcely concealed regret to the days of Zerubbabel and

Nehemiah, as to a better age in which excellent arrangements

with regard to the offerings due to the priesthood were es-

tablished and observed.^

But besides all this, more definite signs are found in some

genealogies which the author introduces. Among the numerous

catalogues of families and companies which the work presents

in every part, we find two families which the author evidently

regards as preeminent in nobility and dignity, and whose

lineage he therefore describes in greater detail, and carries for-

ward to a lower point than that of any other. The first of these

is the royal family of David, as it had descended from the latest

kings of Judah ; which though not possessed of actual authority

was certainly still looked upon by many with a certain prefer-

ence and reverence, so that it was never forgotten which

member of the family would have been ruler if external circum-

stances had been favourable.^ The second is the High-priest's

family,* which did then actually exercise a sort of authority, and

whose living representative must have been well known to all

contemporaries. The author needs no justification for sedu-

lously distinguishing these two families, and these alone, by

tracing their genealogy with greater detail and carrying it down
to a lower point. But it is equally clear that he carried it

• Neh. riii. 2, 9, xii. 26. and in vii. 13 add several additional

* This is quite the tone of Neh. xii. 47 ;
generations to the series, are probably

•while there is no doubt that it was written based only on a misunderst;<nding of the

by the same writer. writer's mode of exhibiting the line.

' 1 Chr. iii. 17-24, where the chronolo- * Neh. xii. 10, 1], compare verse 22 ; the

gical series, which is somewhat difficult to series of High-priests down to Jeshua tho

make out. is as follows: 1, Zerubbabel; first priest of the New Temple was already

2, Hananiah ; 3,Shechaniah ; 4,Shemaiah ; given in 1 f"hr. v. 29-41 [vi. 3-1Ö] ;
coni-

5. Neariah; 6, Elioenai
; 7, Hodaiah. The pare Ezra iii. 2.

various readings of the LXX., wliichhcre
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down exactly as far as events permitted, so that the last name
in each genealogy was that of the then living head of the

family ; the contrary supposition is untenable, because there is

no reason apparent why these genealogies, so exceptionally

carried down many generations beyond the Babylonian Captivity,

should close earlier than with the last known member. When
we have thus determined the lowest point reached by this his-

tory, the problem then is to calculate correctly this series of

generations, and to discover the same names, in case they are

found to occur in the history wliich is known to us from other

sources. The first point that here strikes us as important is

that the royal line from Zerubbabel, that is from the time after

the Captivity, is brought down through six members, and that of

the High-priests from Jeshua, the contemporar}- of Zerubbabel,

through five. This slight variation maybe regarded as tending

to prove that both series were actually brought down to the

author's time. If therefore we reckon thirty years to a genera-

tion, these five or six generations after Zerubbabel and Jeshua
bring us 150 or 200 years further down, so that we find our-

selves in the latest years of the Persian, or at the utmost in the

earliest years of the Greek dominion, and hence we may safely

conclude that this work could not have been written before, but

also certainly not after this i^oint of time. To this may be

added as decisive, the testimony furnished elsewhere, that

Jaddua the last High-priest here mentioned, lived until the

commencement of the Greek rule.^

In the absence however of any distinct date, the question is

still open, whether the work was written in the last period of

the Persian rule, or at the commencement or even at a somewhat
later period of the Greek. But on a close examination, we do
not merely fail to discover in it any token however slight which
might point to a lengthened duration of the Greek rule, but it

may be shown that every probability is in favour of the contrary

supposition. For the two genealogies just named, which are

brought down to the writer's age, stand in this respect quite

alone ; the real history closes with the days of Ezra and Nehe-
miah, be3'ond which we only find these two genealogies, extend-

ing to a later period ; that of the royal house being given at

the beginning of the work, and the later portion of that of the

High-priest being interwoven with the history of Ezra and
Nehemiah. This peculiarity of the work is easily accounted

' .Tosephus, Aiüiquities. xi. cap. vi^. 2, sents cannot be discussed here. But the
cap. viii., according to -n-hicli he was High- tone of Neh. xii. 22 shows that he had
priest already under the Persian rule, long be«n High-priest when the book was
Other difficulties which this passage pre- written.
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for. It is always difficult, and often unpleasant, for a Avriter to

bring- the general history of his country down to his own times,

and therefore man}' writers intentionally avoid doing so. Most
historians, whose subject is not limited to remote antiquity or

to some definite period, would content themselves with carrying

down the thread of the narrative only to the most recent pros-

perous or momentous events, and mention the affairs of their

own day only incidentally and for special reasons. Now it ad-

mits of easy explanation why a writer, living during the latest

period of the Persian or the earliest of the Greek rule, should

have broken off the thread of the history with the last glorious

days of Jerusalem under Ezra and Nehemiah : the following

decads of years brought with them nothing grand or cheering

to reward the trouble of describing them ; and this work gene-
rally seems to take pleasure in describing only the prosperous

side of the history of Jerusalem. If, on the other hand, the

Greek rulers had then already made friendly advances towards
the people, and Greek freedom had already produced favourable

results even to Jerusalem, it would be inconceivable that a

general history, such as this work aspires to be, could leave

wholly unnoticed this last revolution of events, and the advan-
tages hence accruing to the Holy City. A comparison with the

example of the Book of Kings (p. 159 sq.) will make the truth

of this observation apparent. Now the way in which Cyrus
and his successors are constantly mentioned as Persian kings,'

proves that the Greek rule had already commenced ; but it cer-

tainly had not lasted long, and we may regard the Avork as

having been written somewhere about the time of the death

of Alexander.

1. If this be the age of the work, we can thence infer its

immediate object. It is intended to be a universal history,

arranged moreover on the same system as is adopted by the

Arabs in their ordinary works of this kind, in which the narra-

tive sets out from the creation of mankind and a multitude of

nations, but from this extensive field soon contracts itself to

the narrow limits of the one nation for which it was written.

But the people for which the chronicle under consideration was
written, was so inferior, in extent of territory' and in greatness

and power, to the ancient nation, that it could not be properly

regarded as the same. In Samaria, the centre of the old He-
brew territory, a people was now established of whose affinity

with themselves the lords in Jerusalem would know nothing,

• Ezra i. 1 (2 Chr. xxxvi. 22), iv. 5, 24, h.nul lluggai and Zech. i-viii.. Ezr:i iv. 7,

vii. 1. Neh. xii. 22 ; coniimrc on thf dtlur vi. 1, Nili. i. 11. ii. 1 sqq.
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and from which they felt themselves for ever separated by the

bitterest of all enmities, religious repugnance. And as little re-

mained of the ancient possessionis of the people but its religion,

and that conceived in the form of the then rising hierarchy, the

liierarchy itself had in Jerusalem alone its narrow circle and
fixed abode. Hence this general history, from its object and
plan, was enabled to draw its circle much narrower than similar

works written at an earlier time, and necessarily became very

different from them in its spirit and tone.

As to the country and the nation of which this work treats,

we find it to be preeminently a history of Jerusalem only. To
this single city the narrative hastens on as soon as possible,

from the vast compass embraced by it at its commencement,
and then remains fixed there up to its close. The shortest and
at the same time most accurate name for the work would be
' Chronicle of Jerusalem,' especially if this name were under-

stood in the rather wider sense in which the name of the

kingdom of Jerusalem was employed during the middle ages.

Everything relating to this city and the surrounding country

is treated with the greatest interest ; even the nature of the

city population, composed of very various fragments of tribes,

appeared to the author important enough to deserve a careful

description, both as it was before the destruction, 1 Chron. ix.

1-34, and also as it was reestablished after the restoration of

the city, Neh. xi-xii ; but in this catalogue little notice is taken

of the inhabitants of the surrounding country. And the author

not only entirely passes over the history of the rival city of

Samaria, when describing the new Jerusalem, but in the earlier

period, before the destruction of the city, omits the history of

the Northern Kingdom almost totally, although his constant

citation of ' the History of the Kings of Judah and Israel

'

proves him to have had before him a work similar in character

to our present Books of Kings. And indeed the origin of Jeru-

salem reached so remote an antiquity in the memory of these

later times, and the city, having long recovered from its over-

throw, seemed to have been so specially destined from the first

to become an imperishable sanctuar}-, that it is easy to under-

stand how it could be made the pivot upon which to hang a

universal histor}-.'

Thus restricted almost to a history of Jerusalem, the work
further becomes a history especially of the religion of that city,

' The determination of the -«Titer to the holy citv, is especially observable iu an
leave unnoticed the period of the Judges, alteration which he makes in 2 Chr. xxxv.
because then Jerusalem had not yet become 18 compared with 2 Kings xxiii. 22.
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as the single mighty power which still subsisted there in its

pristine force. Not that the author looked back without ad-

miration and regret upon the times when Jerusalem eujo^'ed

also the secular sway of the kingdom of David; the very

carrying down of David's race from Zerubbabel to the author's

own age, of Avhich notice has been already taken, p. 172 sq.,

is a speaking testimony to the contrary. But the fact re-

mained, that in the new Jerusalem, as it had existed for the

last two hundred years, the ancient religion only had proved
itself imperishable, and thereby obtained individual sway over

many hearts, so that it was even then putting forth a new
life in many of its branches. It is this interest in religion as

it then existed and was understood, which induced the author

throughout the course of this long history to dwell so much
upon Priests of every kind, upon the Temple and its institu-

tions, and upon all other religious usages, as well as to set

forth with obvious sympathy and in full detail the merits of

those kings and great men who had gained a name in the

history of religion. This is the precise j^oint upon which this

work differs most from the present Books of Kings, even in

those passages in which it would otherwise have fully coincided

with them, for it enlarges upon much that in them was either

entirely passed over or very shortly touched upon. And as

according to p. 160 sqq., the Books of Kings treat the history so

entirely in agreement with prophetical truths that they might
be named a History of the Prophets, so this work bears a strong

indication of the altered age in which it was written, in the

circumstance that it might almost be viewed as a History of

the Priesthood. If, besides, the composition of this work took

place at the commencement of the Greek rule, the glorious

acts of the ancient kings for Jerusalem and its religion, and
even the favours shown by the Persian kings to the Temple
and its servants, can scarcely have been described without a

desire to receive similar favour from the new rulers.

Now here a way is opened to us to discover more nearly the

position and occupation of the author of this work. That he

was a Levite of some sort is clear from the whole tenor of his

work, and from the extremely accurate notice he takes of the

different sections of Levites. Now if on further examination

we find that throughout the work one branch of the Levites is

described with greater care than all the rest, and its functions

brought into the foreground on every possible occasion, then we
cannot doubt that he was a member of this very one. Now an

attentive reader of the entire work cannot fail to notice that no
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section of the Levites is made so proinineüt as the musicians,

with their subdivisions, their manifold employments, and their

public appearances.' With this is closely connected the special

interest with which the author everywhere describes sacred

festivals and solemn processions ; since on such occasions

musicians could not fail to be present, and indeed are not un-

frequently expressly mentioned.^ Neither the sacrificial Priests,

however hig-h their position might be, nor those Levites who
were ordained instructors and judges of the people, and conse-

quently dispersed over the country, are mentioned with equal

interest. Indeed the notice of the latter is remarkably brief

and hasty ;^ and the narrator in preference takes cognisance of

all kinds of what we may call the Lower Clergy, among which
the musicians were reckoned. Under these circumstances it does

not admit of doubt that the author belonged to the corporate

body of musicians resident at the sanctuary at Jerusalem ; nor

need we be surprised to find that some of these included author-

ship in their devotion to the arts, and were men of learning

more frequently than the priests themselves.

But finally, it is not the history of Jerusalem alone, nor even

the special history of its religious system alone, that moved the

author to compose his work. As in that age the nation as a whole

lived ui^on the memory of the earlier glory and power of its reli-

gion, so the individual historian dwells with marked exultation

and scarcely concealed regret on the glories of the earlier ages

only of the Holy City, on those kings and heroes whose acts on

behalf of the Temple and its ordinances, as well as on behalf of

the ordination and elevation of the Levites, had been conspicu-

ously meritorious, and on such historical events as appeared to

teach the power and inviolabilit}' of the sanctuary at Jerusalem.

Wherever anything of this kind enters into the narrative, the

historian's heart expands with joy, and he retains unabridged

1 To adduce only a few passages : 1 Chr. ' leader of song, -«-eaver of glowing prayer.'

vi. 16-33 [31-48], xv. 16-24, 28, xvi. 4- The rhyme must here not be passed over

42, xxiii. 5 (where the narrative is inter- unnoticed, as at this late age it may not be

rupted by a fragmentary quotation from an entirely due to chance. We have changed

ancient poet who, speaking in the name ^L„ /j^^^g -^^ inappropriate) into
of Jahveh, characterises the musicians as t : ^

•those whom I have formed to sing my
-,^p|p). The words ,1^30^ min^ must

praise ;
' the LXX. however alter this un- ^ • :

usual collocation of words) ; XXV. ; 2 Chr. signify 'the singer of praises at the

V. 12, 13, vii. 6. viii. 14, xx. 19-21, xxiii. prayer,' i.e. while the whole congregation

13, xxix. 25-30. xxxi. 2, xxxiv. 12, xxxv. prays. For the construction of the sen-

15 ; Ezra iii. 10, 11 ; Keh. xii. 8, 24, 45, tence see my Lehrbuch, § 351, b.

47. A description of a son of Asaph in ^ Besides the numerous passages in

Keh. xi. 17 is here also to the point. Chronicles, compare Ezra iii. 1-7. vi.

-L--- .»v.« 19-22; Neh. vii. 73 sqq.

('•,. ' Compare 1 Chr. xxiii. o with 4, and
rOJiTO nnin^ xxv. with xxvi. 29-32.
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the fullest details given by liis authorities ; and where even
these appear to him not to do justice to the subject, he has no
scruple in introducing a more vivid colouring to testify to his

warmer sympathy with the nai-rative, in variously expanding
the descriptions, and interpolating songs, speeches, and similar

additions. Especiall}^ the times of David, Asa, and Jehoshaphat,
Hezekiah and Josiah, and finally Ezra and Nehemiah, are thus
made luminous spots in the historyof Jerusalem, and there, under
the cover of narrative, he permits his own sentiments to emerge
most distinctly. But then as one portion of the history cannot
readily receive such marked prominence and distinction with-

out a corresponding depression in another, we see that the

author in his account entirely passed over much that he found
in his authorities, which was unconnected with his special

subject, and could present little comfort and encouragement
to his contemporaries, or at all events obtain little sympathy
from them, or which seemed actually to contradict that image
of the heroes of antiquity which was endeared to the popular
mind of the age. Thus when the author passes over the entire

history of David's youth, and the building of Solomon's palaces,

1 Kings vii. 1-12—facts described by the authorities which we
know to have lain before him—and repeats only the account of

the building of Solomon's Temple, he omits only what seemed
to him of little importance ; whereas Solomon's idolatry and
other national calamities recorded in 1 Kings xi, and the inci-

dents reported in 2 Sam. xi-xx, of Bathsheba and of David's

children, are evidently omitted for another reason—because

David and Solomon were in his day so generally regarded as

ideal heroes of antiquity, that stories of the dark side of their

lives could not meet with much acceptance.

Bringing together then these three special objects which the

author undoubtedly had in view, we have every reason to believe

that in his day there existed no work upon history in general

prepared in accordance with them, and that this book was com-
piled to meet an actual exigency of the time. As we have

akeady pointed out, the earlier histories preserved in the Old

Testament were written Avith widely different aims, and it is at

all events very unlikely that during the interval which separates

this book from the Book of Kings any woi'k appeared having a

similar design and extent. But to understand fully the ground
occupied by this woric, Ave must take a further step in advance.

It is everywhere most conspicuous that the author regarded the

Pentateuch with the Book of Joshua as a sacred book, i.e. as

one universall}' recognised as a Book of Religion. The titles

VOL. I. N
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by which he frequently quotes it (see p. 131), the account of

Ezra reading * the Book of the Law of God ' at the festival

to the assembled people, Neh. viii. 1-18, and other similar

grounds, fully demonstrate this ; and the fact that the author

took nothing from it beyond the most indispensable genealogies

shows with equal certainty that from its sacred character he

could assume a knowledge of it to be possessed by his readers.'

On the other hand, all the indications we possess contradict the

notion that the Books of Judges and of Kings, described p. 159,

were by the author or his contemporaries already looked upon
as equally sacred. He does indeed use these books (as will be

further explained afterwards), but treats them quite as an
ordinary authority ; and the great variations from them which
he introduces into his work seem rather to show that he desired

to present the history in many respects quite differently from

the picture there given. This Book of Chronicles, then, was
intended to be a universal history, which, acknowledging the

sacred character of the Book of the Law, adopted its historical

data without question, and could omit the full exposition of

whatever was already adequately told there.

2. Accordingly this work fell naturally into three parts of

unequal extent

:

1) The Primeval History as far as David the founder of the

potver of Jerusalem, 1 Chron. i-x.—This part is treated most
briefly, both because the narrator is hastening onward to David
and his kingdom, and because he assumes his reader's acquaint-

ance with the Pentateuch and Book of Joshua ; so that his own
additions appear chiefly in the light of a supplement to that

history. Since however the work from its universal character

ought to embrace the entire sphere of history, he here (1) places

together in ch. i. the generations from Adam down to the

twelve tribes of Jacob, as found in Genesis ; and (2) then gives a

careful survey of the genealogy of the twelve tribes, interspersed

with brief remarks respecting some of them, ii-vii ; and then (3)

immediately retreats from this great circle of all the tribes to

the two (namely Benjamin and Judah), who were united into

one kingdom through their metropolis Jerusalem ; and these he

' Wlicther exactly our present Petita- verse 15, that the quotation does not

tfiich is here meant might seem doubtful profess to be verbally exact, but takes its

from the passage Neh. viii. 14. 15, as the colouring from the Chrouicles ; moreover,

words there quoted do not agree exactly it is differently read by the LXX. Ezra

Mith Lev. xxiii. 40-43. But the ancients ix. 11, 12, and Neh. i. 8, 9, present

seldom quote prose passages with verbal similar cases : here, among other changes

accuracy, and the essential meaning of the of minor imp'^Ttance, we find the Prophets

two passages is the same. This suffices to generally named instead of M( ses—a very

remove the doubt. It is also obvious from remarkable circumstance : seep. 130.

the free introduction of Jerusahm in
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describes reversely, according to their cities (the genealogy
passing into topography), although these descriptions are far

from exhaustive, viii. 1-ix. 34. Finally, by attaching to this

the description of a single house—that of Saul of Gibeon (or

Gibeah) in Benjamin ix. 35-44,' he makes a transition to the
death of Saul, and consequently to the elevation of David, who
soon removed the seat of government to Jerusalem, and thus is

enabled to commence the last portion at once with David's
kingdom, and Jerusalem as its metropolis, chap. x. (taken from
1 Sam. xxxi.).

The two last of these three divisions contain a number of

statements which although very short are of extreme value,

since most of them are found nowhere else in the Old Testa-

ment ; which, moreover, being derived from early authorities,

often happily supplement for us traditions known from other

sources. The historian, who in every case links his narrative

to the events of primeval times, here descends far beyond the

age of David ; the genealogies according to the twelve tribes are

described in ii-vii. as they existed up to the commencement of

the Assyrian and the Babylonian captivity ; that of David only

being in iii. 10-24 (exceptionally, according to p. 171 sq.) carried

down to the author's own time. But this anticipation of time

was here necessary, because the narrator in the second part,

when he passes to the history of Jerusalem after David, has no
longer room to mention the histories of the other tribes ; so that

what he desired to say respecting them could only be intro-

duced here, before he passed from the wide circle to the narrower
one.^ The descriptions of places, viii, ix, also carry us to the age
immediately preceding the Captivity,^ since, standing in contrast

to the local conditions of the new Jerusalem described in the

' It is remarkaMe that this very passage concluding words as inappropriate there,

occursagain, just before, in viii. 29—iO. and A similar instance of repetition is found
with two additional verses. We might in 2 Chr i. 14-17, ix. 2.5-28. It is one
fancy (although the LXX. have the same of the signs of the decline of literature,

text) that it had been foisted into one of * Just as in Gen. xxxvi. much is iu-

these two passages by a later copyist. But serted concerning Edom, which, taken
it is indispensable, both in ch. viii., where chronologi«illy, ought to be reserved to a
the Benjaminites of Gibeon are in verses much later period.

28 and 29 contrasted with others, espe- ' The particulars of this are seen with
pecially those of Jerusalem, and the full list tolerable certainty by a comparison of i.x.

of places inliabited by Benjaminites is not 11 with v. 40, 41 [vi. 14. 15], which
complete without the general summary in makes it clear that at all events the ge-

V. 40, and in ch. ix., where it forms the nealogic^al and family notices of the
transition to the history of Saul and David, southern kingdom were taken down about
The truth then seems tobe that the writer thirty years before its overthrow; those

himself adopted it in the first passage of the northern kingdom are carried down
fromhis a\ithority, and afterwards repeated by tlie account in v. 22-2Ü to the Assyrian
it iu the seeonil, (jiniiliiig. however, the I'aptivity.
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third part, thej describe tlie old city as it was during the

g-overnment of the Davidical kings. But as they obviously

could not be conveniently introduced into the continuous his-

tory of this kingdom, as given in the second part, they find

their rigbt place here, in continuation of .the genealogies.

The numerous genealogical notices contained in this book are

expressed very tersely, indeed with artificial brevity, by the

habitual use of technical expressions and liberties of speech, by

"which the greatest number of names can be crowded into the

narrowest space. * These abbreviations, though frequently lead-

ing to fresh mistakes and omissions, rendering the text un-

reliable, often putting serious difficulties in the way of under-

standing it rightly at the present day, and requiring a special

study in order to penetrate into their meaning, must neverthe-

less in the writer's age have been in frequent use, and not

therefore either wholly new or strange. What a Avide difference

we here behold between the ancient method adopted by the

Book of Origins, the fulness and clearness of which brings a

certain charm even into such parts of the history as of them-

selves might seem empty and tedious, and the many technical

abbreviations of this work ! and how certainly may we infer from

this very difference that the interval between that early and

this late book was filled by the development of a rich and varied

genealogical literature !
^ But it has so happened that we now

possess in the Old Testament scarcely any other genealogies

but those of these two books. Further, it is unmistakable that

the author passes somewhat hastily over the genealogical series

of the earlier period, and that his authorities here afforded him
far richer materials than he found good to employ ; this appears

even in his arrangement and mode of describing the generations

according to the twelve tribes. He gives in considerable detail

the genealogies of those three tribes only which the general

plan of his work proves to have been the nearest to him : first,

Judall (ii-iv. 23), where he particularly distinguishes the posterity

of David (iii.) ; to Judah the mention of Simeon is naturally

' Omitting the words father and son, that \re find b'n^rin used in the sense of

or in less flimiliar instances very briefly enrolling oneselfacc'ording to house, lineage,
designating the family relations, &c. ^^^ ^^^^ j,,^, ^^^ as a ßißxiov avyoSias,

- The Arabs, as already stated, p. 23, "'" •"'•".
. , , „

also possess a similar literature. The as the LXX. have it i.e. book of genealo-

zeal with which this study of genealogies, g'es Neh. vii. o. The etymology of the

taxing-rolls, and similar documents was ^™rd is obscure (see my Altcrthünur, p.

incessantly pursued, as well as the remark- 363). The earlier name for it is fl'lvn D
able stages through which it passed, may

(g^^ gO), from which is derived
be estimated by the new technical terms / ° , . . ^

gradually brought into use. It is not n?irin (^umo.i. 18). bee p. 185.

until the Chronicles, but then constantly,
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attaclied (iv. 24-43), and then follow (not to drop entirely the old

arrangement according to primogeniture) Reuben and the other

tribes beyond the Jordan (v. 1-26) ; secondly, Levi (v. 27-vi.

66), to which are then attached much shorter notices of all the

remaining tribes (vii.) ; only that among these, according to

page 179 ; thirdly, special prominence is given to Beyijamin (viii,

sq.) But, evident as it is that much is here compressed into a

narrower space than it occupied in the authorities consulted by
our author, it is very strange to find that the tribes of Zebulon

and Dan are wholly passed over, and that of Naphtali (vii. 13)

disproportionately little is said : and since no kind of reason can
be found for this omission, we must consider it a mutilation of

the work by a later copyist (although the ancient translations

agree with the Massoretic text), unless we are inclined either to

accuse the author himself of this obvious departure from his own
plan, or else to conjecture that he left his work incomplete.'

2) The continuous History of Jerusalem under David and his

successors until the Bahylonian Captiviti/, 1 Chron. xi.-3 Chron.

xxxvi.—Here the three last Books of Kings run parallel with
this work, but if it is occasionally shorter than these, it has on
the other hand a considerable number of additions of greater or

less extent. The author's arrangement of the events of David's

life (1 Chron. xi-xxix.) is plain, from pp. 164, 165 ; in the life

of Solomon his plan inclines to yet greater brevity.

3) The History of the New Jerusalem in the BooJcs of Ezra and
Nehemiah.—This third part joins on closely to the second, as

far as the story is concerned ; but like the first part contains

a great many genealogical tables, and lists of the inhabitants

of the new Jerusalem, serving as a supplement to the first.

The somewhat singular mode of composition and arrangement
adopted in this last part can however be understood only from
a correct knowledge of the authorities used in it.

3. Now the question of the authorities used by this author

throughout his work, and the manner in which he employed
them, is indeed thorny and difficult, like all such enquiries

into authorities, and is still further perplexed by the author

following the custom of many late writers in reviving the lite-

rary use of ancient words, as for instance some from the Book of

' As Dan would unquestionaljly be liimself. Dan is indeed carelessly passed
placed next to Naphtali, and at the end of over also in vi. 46, 54 [Gl, G9] compared

verso 13 of ch. vii. the -words nn!?! '')2 ^""^'^ J°^^i- ^^i- ''^' '^^' ^^' ^"^ ^^'^^ ^^
„I,- u „ . , 7 '/> 1' name was not desifinedly avoided here is
which are now meaningless, must refer to

, r •• , „ o •' .i • i „fu„„
Tiov. r.^ ;„ r> 1 r>. rt- m • i shown by ii. 1, 2. bee, on this and other
Dan, as in Gen. xlvi. 24, 25. This is too • , ^^^ . , m • t *i r *^/.

palpably a thoughtless omission to be f'^'.f^^'^S
to Chronicles tho J«Äri.

lightly put to the account of the writer
*'^ ^''''- '^'^^'•> '-' PP" ^^> ^°^-
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Origins.' But partly in tlie author's express citations and re-

ferences, partly in the above-described method of the work, and

in other indications, we find various means of proof through

which we are not left quite in the dark.

1) In considering the authorities named or at all events indi-

cated by the author, we have to discriminate two distinct kinds.

We may in the first place justly assume, that the authorities

for the numerous genealogical and topographical notices—

a

prominent and valuable feature of the work—form a distinct

class ; indeed this is made evident from the mode in which

they are mentioned. For besides that it is probable in itself

that these accurate accounts were derived from taxing-rolls,

the idea is supported by the not unfrequent notices of the time

and method in which actual taxations occurred;^ and we thus

become certain that at all events after the establishment of the

monarchy such taxations frequently took place, and muster-

rolls relating to them were preserved. The actual documents,

indeed, can hardly have been in the possession of our author

;

and we find clear indications,' and even express testimony,* to

the effect that the accounts received b}' him had already passed

into various historical works and were only taken by him from

these. But their ultimate source cannot be doubtful ; we have

every reason to ascribe them in their earliest form to public

records, the most reliable source possible.''

The author may, however, very possibly, except in the passage

Neh. xii. 23, have found the more important references to these

authorities in the older books from which he makes his extracts.

The case is quite different with the second class of authorities,

which consists of books referred to at the close of the biography

of each king of Jerusalem from the time of David, in which more

could be found respecting him. Here therefore he refers to

documents which, as we must conclude from the simple meaning

' As n-TriN' mi^V' N'b'J- l Chr. V. 6, given twice, already inserted in each of

vii 40 see p 93 note ' ^^® ^^° earh'er works which he here em-

^ The esactest 'report is that in 1 Chr. P'«!« ^""^ often qiiotes verbally,

xxiv. 6, where the officers appointed to * 1 Chr. xxin. 27; see xxvi. 31, xxvii.

.conduct the cen.sus and taxation are men- 24, and Neh. xii. 23, according to which

tioned hy name. These taxations are t^ese taxing-rolls were inserted in the

accurately dated l.v the reigns of the 'Events of the time,' i.e. the Chronicles,

various kings, 1 Chr. v. 17. vii. 2, xxiii. 3,
or State-annals. In the last-named pas-

27, xxvi. 31, xxvii. 23, 24; Neh. xii. 23; sage it is impossible to suppose our present

see also 2 Sam. xxiv. ; Ezra ii. 62 ; Neh. Books of Chronicles, so called, to be

vii. 5, 64 ; in accordance with which such referred to, because the author coidd not

slight notices as 1 Chr. ix. 1 are to be in- speak in this way of his own work,

terpreted. See above p. 137 ; and my * For instance, the phraseology of 1

Alterthümer, p. 402 sqq. • Chr. iv. 38, v. 18, vii. 11 (see above, pp.
' According to Neh. vii. 5, and Ezra ii., 81, 137 sq.) leads us back to the Book of

the writer found the list which is here Origins.
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of his words, were actually before him, but which he did uot
wish to repeat with the same fulness. Now the external dif-

ferences in the mode of citation of these books prove them to

consist of two widely divergent kinds :

On the one hand the author quotes certain titles of historical

Avorks, viz. (to present in the first instance all these forms of

name) most frequently the 'Book of the Kings of Judah and
Israel,' 2 Chr. xvi. 11, xxv. 2ö, xxviii. 26 ; compare xxxii. 32, or

else in the reverse order, ' of Israel and Judah,' 2 Chr. xxvii. 7,

XXXV. 27, xxxviii. 6; less frequently the ' Acts of the Kings of

Israel,' 2 Chr. xxxiii. 18, or what is obviously the same, the
' Book of the Kings of Israel,' xx. 34 {Israel being used in the

larger sense, including Judah ; since Manasseh is the King for

whom this book is quoted in the former passage) ; and once with

the title shortened at the close, but at the beginning expressed

with greater fulness and distinctness, the ' Storj'- of the Book of

the Kings,' 2 Chr. xxiv. 27.' The probability is, however, that

the same work is meant throughout, especially as the second

and third names may be mere varieties of the first formed by
abbreviation at the end. For in no instance are two such

names quoted together as those of different works ; and since at

the close of the history of each king, the author only names
one such work as his authority, no reason appears why in one

case it should be one work, and in another a different one : the

Avork quoted being always a ' Book of Kings ' which might con-

tain the lives of all the kings. And when we ask what was this

' Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah,' it is in the first place

certain, that we must grant the author's acquaintance with the

canonical Books of Kings in their present form as described

on pp. 159 sqq., because many traces of thepeci^liar style of the

latest author of that book in narrative and description recur

here, as may easily be seen by a comparison of the two works
from 1 Kings iii. and 2 Chr. i. ; ^ indeed the author obviously

' The compound term "iSp. D'II.P in writing, and is in fact a newword for -)3D;

this passage might be supposed to be nr>t and the LXX. have here only ßißxiov, and
very different in meaning from the simple even for the compound term in xxiv. 27

"I2D' somewhat in the same way as about only ypa(pri. But it seems a more proba-

this' period we find -|i?3TÖ TtJ* in the We conjecture that the Chronicler has here
:• • given in full the earlier part at least of the

titles to some of the Psalms (see my title of the book. AVe shall find that this
JJichter des Alten Bundes, 1. 1. p. 272) ;

the „„rees with its nature and contents, so far
ater name Ci^-ilQ signifying ' Study, i.e. ^s we are acquainted with them ; for it
learned w-ork, treatise, commentary,' being njugt j^^ve been a late and very compre-
merely added on to the other to render its hensive work
meaning more definite. In 2 Chr. xiii. 22 . Compare'especially the close of 2 Chr.
(compare xxvi 22) the only other passage ^^^^^ ^{ti, the corresponding passages in
where the woivi is found before the Rabbi- f^, yg^.o„j jj^ok of Kings,
meal age. it clearly means only a treatise.
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used that work as the foundation of his history of the monarchy,
enlarging or altering it only where it seemed to him best so to

do. But to conclude from this that the author in those refer-

ences had only the canonical Books of Kings before him, would
be a great en-or, because it would clearly be absui-d to refer to a

book which often contains less information upon the kings of

Jerusalem, and from the days of Solomon seldom gives any
accounts which are not recorded in the new book also—as if it

were a fuller record. Equally erroneous Avould be the idea that

the State-annals which formed the basis of the canonical Book
of Kings were the book referred to. These constantly bear

another name, both in the Book of Kings ' and elsewhere ;
^ and

the evident discrimination of title forces us to conclude that the

object of the author's reference was not the State-annals, but

some other work.

On the other hand the author refers also to the words and
writings of individual prophets, relating to the life of some one

king. These, from their narrow range, and also apparently

from their prophetical character, may be regarded as forming a

contrast to the former kind of authorities. These references

are as follows : in David's life, to the ' Words of Samuel the

Seer, of Nathan the Prophet, and of Gad the Seer ' (1 Chr. xxix.

29, 80) ; in Solomon's life, to the ' Words of Nathan the Prophet,

and the Prophecy of Aliijah the Shilonite, and the Vision of Iddo
the Seer concerning Jeroboam the son ofNebat ' (2 Chr. ix. 29) ;

and in Rehoboam's life, to the ' Words of Shemaiah the Prophet
and Iddo the Seer' (xii. 15) ; in Abij all's life, to the 'Writing of

the Prophet Iddo ' (xiii. 22) ; in Jehoshaphat's life, to the ' Dis-

courses of Jehu son of Hanani ' (xx. 34) ; in the lives of Uzziah
and Hezekiah, to the ' Prophecy of Isaiah ' (xxvi. 22, xxxii. 32)

;

and finally in Manasseh's life to the ' Words of Hozai ' (xxxiii.

19).^ But it strikes us at once as curious that, according to 2 Chr.

XX. 34, the words of Jehu the son of Hanani just mentioned had
been transferred to the ' Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah,''*

and that similarly, according to xxxii. 32, Isaiah's prophecy

was to be found in the ' Book of the Kinoes of Israel and Judah.'^

" Namely '"'y^jyp D^P*n ^"n^'H in every though not incorrect, was perfectly arbi-

. , ,
.

^
'i' trary, as the different name UapaKei-irSueva

passage without exception
; »a^p n.^'H in chosen for them by the LXX. proves.

2 Chr. xxxiii. 18 can scarcely be regarded ' Exceptionally, he is not designated

as an abbreviation of it. » prophet
;

the LXX. understand it

* The other passages (1 Chr. xx^-ii. 24; "' öpw^res, but that would be D^Tnn,

Neh. xii. 2.3; Esth. ii. 23, vi. ], x. 2), in v. 18.

which the title D''D\T ''121 occurs, may * The LXX. read these words quite dif-

be considered also to refer to the State- ferently, is Kareypa^e ßißxiov ßaai\4wv
;

annals. The application of this name by but their error is ob\-ious.

later writers to the Books of Chronicles, * Here also the LXX. misunderstand
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These two, then, of the proj)hetical passages named were not

separate books which the author had lighted upon, but parts

of the same Avork, which he elsewhere cites by its general name.

But if this is true of these two cases, the doubt naturally arises

whether the other prophetical passages were not also taken from
the same work. And many indications seem to favour this idea.

For the passages in question are, in every instance but one,

found at the end of the life of each king, the more comprehen-
sive work on the kings being never named at the same time

;

whereas if they were completely separate (as for instance the

Book of Jeremiah), they would certainly have only served to

supplement the narrative of the principal history. Either the

general title of the large work, or these special titles, are given

at the close of each king's life; which looks as if these latter

were intended to take the place of the more comprehensive and
therefore less definite title. Moreover Ave are equally perplexed

by the indications of the contents of these apparently separate

Avorks, if Ave suppose them to be prophetical books, such as

those of Jeremiah, Ezekiel, or even Isaiah ; for they even con-

tained pure genealogies,' which seem very foreign to the

character of such Avorks. The conclusion, however, Avhich Ave

have drawn from the position of these prophetical references is

by uo means everywhere certain ; for on one occasion (2 Chr.

xxxiii. 19) the author refers to a prophetic passage as well as to

the large work ; and it cannot be denied that on some of the

kings it might seem sufl&cient to quote the special work only, with-

out mentioning the larger one : moreover Isaiah's work men-
tioned in xxvi. 32, on the earlier and later events of Uzziah's

reign, can hardly be understood of a merely prophetical portion

of the large work, as Isaiah did not appear as a prophet until the

last year of that king's reign. It must therefore be admitted

that besides the large history the author seems to have had
smaller prox^hetical books before him ; but these cannot have
been such as our canonical Books of Jeremiah, Isaiah, &c.,

because from Samuel and other such very ancient prophets

large works of the kind are hardly to be expected. They may
have been in part prophetical records, some of early date, and of

the kind described pp. 138-151 ; and in part perhaps recentworks

composed in the manner of the old prophets : a free kind of

literature Avliich had then been long in vogue ; see pp. 152 sqq.

To this last division perhaps belonged the Avords of Hozai in

the words, inserting a koI before "iBD bv > ^^Y the general manner of the book,

which is refuted not only by the change of ' The word KTI^nn^ in 2 Chron. xii. 1 5,

the prepositions 3 and ^y, but still more which however the LXX, misunderstood.
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2 Chr. xxxiii. 19, of which the Prayer of Manassehin our Greek
Apocr3^pha may probably be considered an extant fragment. In
this case the book must have had a great resemblance to the

Book of Daniel. The character of these special prophetical

passages must then be determined by special investigation of
the case of each king upon whom they are cited as authorities.

The next weighty question is, what was the form of that
large comprehensive work to which some at least of these re-

ferences point ? And here, as already shown, it would be a very
great error to imagine that the Avriter meant those State-annals
which were epitomised in the canonical Book of Kings, and
that he, having read them again in the original foi-m, now used
them in his peculiar way. Many of the detailed narratives

given in those State-annals may have passed immediately into

the large work which our author used—indeed there are many
reasons ^ for regarding this as almost certain ; but the old State-

annals themselves cannot, for the reasons already given, have
been used by our author. But we must suppose the work to

have been a very detailed and comprehensive one. On the
one hand it contained the fullest accounts of the words and
deeds of the great Prophets, so that its principal divisions could
be even directly named from them, and separated as special

works: indeed we may unhesitatingly assume that it was pub-
lished in many volumes, and that, as in the case of other lengthy
works of the ancients, its sections were gradually more and
more separated and regarded as distinct works. On the
other hand it did not refuse admission even to a multitude of
genealogical and topographical notices. ^ Even the peculiar

phrase repeated in all the references, that * the other deeds, both
earlier and later, of this king,' may be found in this book,
sufficiently shows with what fulness and accurate attention
to dates the life of each king was treated there. In the life of
David, which the author treats most in detail, he several times
refers to subdivisions of the biography which he had used as

his authority. 3 Where, on the other hand, that authority
may have yielded little more than he himself gave, as in the
case of the two years' reign of Amon (2 Chr. xxxiii. 21-25), he
does not refer to it at all.'' When we reflect, finally, that the

' See pp. 136 sq., 182 sq. ' The words 'in the later events of
' As we must conclude partly from the David's reign ' (1 Chr. xxiii. 27), or, as if

express reference in 2 Chr. xxiv. 27, partly in explanation of this, ' in the 40th year of
from the many genealogical notices derived David's reign' (xxvi. 31)', only contain a
even from the houses of individual kings, reference to the latter portion of the au-
unknown to the canonical Book of Kings, thority used for the history of David,
as 2 Ciir. xi. 18-23. * riefereuces are also wanting in the
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real full name, 'Book of the Kings of Israel and Jndali,' indicates

a blending- of the history of the two kingdoms, which was

probably first completely carried through by the last compiler

but one of the canonical Book of Kings, and farther that stories

of the prophets clearly occupied the chief place in the work,

more especially in the age of the earlier kings (and our author

refers far oftener in the case of the earlier than in that of the

later kings to those seemingly separate prophetical works), we
might fancy that it was the very work from which, according to

pp. 161 sqq., the canonical Book of Kings was extracted. But,

although the author undoubtedly made use of that work, as fol-

lows from pp. 164 sq., and although the supposition that he used

it only indirectly, as quoted in a later large work, is refuted by

the discovery that (according to p. 184) he sometimes quotes it

by its proper title as his direct authority, the life of David shows

that besides this he must also have used a far more extensive

work. We must therefore conclude that the largest book which

he had was a Avork in which, on the plan of the canonical Book of

Kings (pp. 146 sqq.), the history of both kingdoms was treated

from the prophetic point of view, and in which liberties were

taken in reviving the prophetic traditions, similar to those com-

menced in the canonical Book of Kings, the origin of which we
have already traced (p. 167) ; a work, however, differing in de-

sign from the latter in that it presented not an epitome of the

history of the monarchy, but the history itself in its fullest

extent, taking in all the ancient i*ecords.

Thus the author must have used three Avorks : the canonical

Book of Kings, an earlier compilation from the State-annals

and other sources, and a larger bat later work ; borrowing

from them only the history of the kings of Judah, and repro-

ducing it in his own way, and referring for other matters which

he did not care to give, not to the canonical book (which so ftir

as the kings of Judah Avere concerned he had almost bodily

inserted), but to the later Avork Avhich Avas not admitted into

the canon. But then Ave can hardly stop short of the conjec-

ture that (according to p. 183) we possess the exact name of this

great work, Midrash sepher hammUdcJitm. The extensive gene-

alogical notices must have been di'awn chiefly from the work

which he once' calls 8efer dihre hajjamim, i.e. Book of Daily

Events, or Chronicle ; a name which (according to p. 182, 7iote 4)

originally designated the ofl&cial calendar, but Avhich an author

tliree successive short reigns of Jehoriini, Jehuiacliin, and Zcdekiah, for the reasons

Ahaziah, and Athaliah, 2 Chr. xxi-xxiii. : alrcadj- f^iven p. 16G.

elsewhere only in Ihe reigns of Jchoahaz, ' Neh. xii. 23.
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miglit easily appropriate to his own or any other work founded

upon it.

The writing of Elijah the Prophet, mentioned 2 Chr. xxi. 12,

cannot belong here, being only mentioned in narrative, and
evidently quoted from the authorities already described. The
* Book of Lamentations,' mentioned 2 Chr. xxxv. 25, though now
lost, may be confidently affirmed not to have been a history.^

.^ 2) Thus much may be said of the authorities directly or

indirectly named by the author. But the author may very

possibly have also used other authorities without such reference,

the employment of which may be distinctly traced by certain

indications. The authorities expressly named by him were too

voluminous to be taken at all completely into his work ; and
it may be on this account that he refers to them. But other

records may have been bodily incorporated, or so completely

worked into the substance of his new work as not to require

any reference. And this is distinctly the case especially with

some valuable authorities used in the last part of the work now
known under the name of the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah.

For it cannot escape the notice of any tolerably attentive

reader, that this part of the work, separated though it has been
for thousands of years from the remainder, really belongs to it,

and received its present form from the same author. Some
grounds for this conclusion have been already given above ; but
the very complexion of the language affords sufficient proof of

it. Although, from the author's practice of literal citation

from his authorities, the language of the book is in general

rather patchy and varied than uniform and sustained, and often,

especially in the first and third parts, and in the life of David
(for the remainder of the second part is written more uniformly,

like a short abstract), contains isolated anomalous expressions

which can only have been retained from the older books; yet

no sooner do we fully apprehend the real nature of the work
than we discover passages the substance and style of which both
prove them to be distinctively the author's own ; and in these

a peculiar phraseology is observed, found nowhere but in this

work, though pervading the last, and indeed every part of it.^

But certain as it is from all these indications that this last

_' Sec more on this point in the new 16; Ezra i. 6, ii. 68, iii. 5, rii. 13, 15,
edition of my Dichter des Alten Bundes, 16 (twice); Neh. xi. 2), a -word found no-
vol. i. where else except twice in Judg. v. and

2 To present here a few examples : pecu- ^^^^^ i° » different sense
; further Tm^

liar to this writer is the use of 3'^jrin iu singer, and many other words connected

the sense of voluntary offerings to' the with his profession and cherished opinions ;

icmj^k (l Clir. xxix. 6 sqq.; 2 *Chr. xvii. ''?i?
^'^ receive (1 Chr. xii. 18, xxi. 11;
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part was written by the hand of the same author, j^et it also

exhibits conspicuous fragments of earlier works, which he must
have employed without making any express reference to them.
The difficult task of correctly picking out these fragments is

aggravated by the fact that the author does not use them like

official documents, and cite them entire and apart, but—some-
times even after he has begun to quote them literally—inter-

mixes words or thoughts of his own, and passages of other
writers, and thus presents a nearly insoluble medley. We can,

however, clearly recognise the three following different kinds of
authorities

:

a.) Concerning the first years of the New Jerusalem up to the
completion of the Temple, the author found two written docu-
ments :—first, the full and accurate catalogue in Ezra ii. of

those who returned from the Captivity (this, however, for various

reasons,' must have been inserted into an earlier histor}^, from
which it is here repeated) ; and secondly, the official documents

2 Chr. xxix. 16, 22 ; Ezra viii. 30), frond

prior to this only in a few poetical pass-

ages, and later in Esther ; tho phrase DV
D'V3' supported by the authority of such

earlier passages as Lev. xxiii. 37. DV
iö'V3 is nowhere else so frequent as here

(1 Chr. xii. 22; 2 Chr. viii. 13, xxiv.

il, XXX. 21
; Ezra iii. 4, vi. 9 ; Neh. viii.

18, xi. 23; compare earlier 1 Kings x. 25,

repeated 2 Chr. ix. 24) ; there are other

favourite expressions, such as the verb p^n
the phrase ijsy rTlH! and the plural niV"l^5

(not in general use till after Ezekiel), em-
ployed in c ^ eryible connection, as in

the phrase niV^SH nb.'ppp (compare

1 Chr. xiii. 2, xiv. 17, xxii. 5, xxix. 30;
Ezra iii. 3, ix. 1, 2, 7, H ; Neh. ix. 30, x.

29 [28] with Ezra x. 11 ; Neh. x. 31, 32

[30, 31], where the singular interchanges

with it. The construction exliibits, on the

one hand, a laboured condensation never

before u.sed in prose, e.g. in the use of

the infinitive with ^ (as 1 Chr. xv. 2 and

elsewhere), and especially in the relative

clause (as 1 Chr. xv. 12, compare v. 3);

and, on the other, great laxity, as in the

very loose employment of the article

before the status constructus. The writer

also affects a certain elegance of speech and
fastidious choice of words, which leads

him, for instance, to avoid the repetition

of the same epithet hj saying ' Samuel the

seer, Nathan the frophct, and Gad the

viciver ; ' for these words are not intended

to convey different ideas, as is clear from

2 Chr. xii. 15, xiii. 22. He also affects

an antique style by the use of obsolete ex-
pressions, as, for instance, in sedulously
avoiding (with very few exceptions, as
1 Ch. V. 20, xxvii. 27, Ezra viii. 20) -ß^

the abbreviated form of "nK'X, though un-

doubtedly the prevalent form in his age.
In other points, however, as for instance

the continual use of D\"I7X for runS he
cannot disown the character of his age.

Occasionally he manifestly imitates Ezra's
style.

' In Ezra ii. 63-iii. 1 and Neh. vii, 65-73
an historical narrative was appended to
this list before it was used by Nehemiah
and our author. Both of these found the
same narrative so appended ; but our
author abridged it more, and put in more
of his own (ai^DH Ezraii. 68): a striking
example of the way in which such docu-
ments were treated in that age. TheLXX.
present the same variations as the Masso-
retic text. The original independence of
this document is moreover proved by the
word njnp Ezra ii. 1 ; Neh. vii. 6, which

is as foreign to our author as it is current
with other later writers, since in Neh. i. 3,

xi. 3, it belongs to Nehemiah's own work

;

and by the word jlOS")"! (only found here),

which in this fuller form corresponds

exactly with SpaxM, ^ s,
, j, and for which

( ^
1 Chr. xxix. 7, and Ezra viii. 27, have the
shorter form p3~nN- ('^'ee Göttinger
Gelehrte Anzeigen, 1855, p. 1392, sqq,,

1850, p. 798.)
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on the interruption and resumption of the building of the

Temple, in Ezra iv. 8-vi. That these, together with the royal

decrees here given, had come down to the author, admits of no

doubt ;' but it is equally evident that he found them in an

earlier historical work f which consequently may be regarded

as the ultimate foundation of the remaining accounts of that

period, and may have been the same in which the catalogue in

Ezra ii. was preserved from destruction. It is very difficult ' to

identify this earlier work in detail, partly from the freedom with

which the author adds from his own stores,* and partly from the

great curtailments to which the histories have here evidently

been subjected.^ That it was written in Aramaic from the first,

may be inferred from the way in which that language is intro-

duced by the latest author in Ezra iv. 8. It is indeed true

that the latest author wrote as easily, nay more so, in Aramaic

than in the ancient Hebrew, which was then dying out ; for even

after the decrees of the Persian kings and the representations

made to them are ended, he continues to use this language in

mere narrative, Ezra vi. 13, and reverts to Hebrew in Ezra

vi. 20, only when compelled to it by the consideration that the

work had been commenced in Hebrew ; and we discover more-

over here and there in this Aramaic passage unmistakable

traces of his peculiar thoughts and expressions.'' But the

way in which the Aramaic enters at first in Ezra iv. 8 proves

' The exactness of the names given by piler quotes with greater freedom only

the list compiler in Ezra iv. 7 shows that towards the close. Not only in the Latin

the document used hy him must have told Chronicles of the middle ages, but also

everything more fully and thoroughly in the Oriental histories, a similar we or

than we are now able to do even conjee- I is found retained very curiously from

turally by the help of the detached notices the book quoted; see Land on the Syrian

which he has left us. Chronicle of John of Ephesus, p. 38. We
2 One proof of this is found in the fact must not here appeal to the ?/'(' in 2 Mace,

that the Aramaic letter which the last i. 20, 3 Mace. v. 43. The reading XJ1DX,
compiler announces in Ezra iv. 7 does not

],owever. cannot originally have stood in
immediately follow in verse 8, but not till

^^jg connection, but must have been trans-

"inny in ver. 11, and the intermediate
^^g^j j^^j.^ fj.^^^ ^.^ 9 jq. and we must

verses mu.st have formed an introduction ^^j^ ^^^ j^^X. read .IIDK in its place,
to the letter in the historv from which he

. r> 1 , .
' '/ 10-,

quotes, ver. 8 being only a title to the (•'^ee Gothnger Gelehrte Anzeigen, I80I,

following (perhaps wi-itten with larger P- 874, 875.) ..^0/11
or different characters in the original), and * Observe nn^nn. Ezra 11. 68 which

the narrative commencing with ver. 9. The reappears in his Aramaic, Ezra vii. 13, lo,

want of any clear transition between ver. 7 ^6), the DV? DV m Aramaic vi. 6 ;
the

and ver. 8 proves this ; and there is a entire description of the sacrificial oflfer-

similar case in v. 6, 7 ; see also vii. 12. ings, vi. 9, 17, 18, which in any passage of

Moreover our author himself never prefixes this whole history would direct us to this

any such titles. author ; again D1S Tl^O- iv- 7, 24, as com-
^ in Ezra v. 4 the writer uses tve as if " -t '•. iv

he had witnessed it all. The use of the pared with verses 8, 11.

first person plural in Neb. x. 1, 31-40 [ix. ' E.g. the extreme brevity of Ezra iv. 6

38, X. 30-39] does not disprove this ; for and 7.

that passage also is based upon a con- ' See the last note but one.

temporary document which the last com-
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for certain that it was the language of his authority, and not

merely introduced by the last author in the description of these

transactions with the Persian court and accompanying events.'

b.) From Ezra vii. the narrative, passing over a considerable

space of time, probably from a deficiency of materials, reaches

Ezra's exertions for the New Jerusalem, relating his jouniey
from Persia to the Holy City, ch. vii, and from ch. ix. what he
there accomplished. But here it strikes one as very strange

that the account of his activity in Jerusalem apparently closed

with ch. X. (the end of the present Book of Ezra),where we are

far from anticipating any such termination ; since after the

preparations described x. 16 sqq. our curiosity is roused to know
how Ezra will end the war against mixed marriages, in which
he had onl}^ just begun to attain any success, but is doomed to

disappointment. Yet in fact the thread of this narrative runs

on at Neh. viii-x., and finds a natural end there. We must
therefore suppose that the long passage treating of Nehemiah
(Neh. i-vii.), which will soon be shown to be derived from a

memoir of Nehemiah's on his own life, was inserted here by
the latest author.^ And it is not difficult to discover the reason

of this insertion. For since the narrative of the termination

of Ezra's undertaking could not fail to mention Nehemiah's co-

operation (Neh. viii. 9, x. 2 [1]), the latest author might deem.

it suitable to give a preliminary view from another source, of

Nehemiah's journey to Jerusalem and mode of action there.

Now let us bring together again the disunited passages, Ezra

vii-x. and Neh. viii-x, and examine into their origin. The
most characteristic thoughts and expressions of the latest

author are here crowded together as if he spoke entirel}' from
himself. Even the decree of the Persian king addressed to Ezra
(Ezra vii. 12-26), in the Aramaic dialect, exhibits occasional

points of phraseology so perfectly characteristic of the latest

author^ as to drive us to the assumption that it was he who put

it into its present form, with a license of historical description

not exceeding that which the Arabian historians of:en employ.'

' Because the last compiler does not, the description of the tpniple-ofFerings in

as Ezra vii. 12, commence nsing the Ara- verse 17, and other descriptions of them
niaic with the document quoted. given bj' our atitlior himself; and that in

* It might be fancied that the author verse 2-1 the office-bearers of the temple
of the apocryphal Third Book of Ezra, who are divided into classes -which no one but
at ix. 37 skips at once from Ezra x. 44 to our author consi.-tcntly distinguishes thus.

Neh. vii. 73, had before him a book with- ' This will bo allowed by every ono
out this interpolation ; but in that case he acquainted with tlie Arabic historians;

must have passed at once to Neh. viii. 1, even in works professing to give true

and not to Neh. vii. 73, a verse quite un- history any commands which it is known
suitable to the context. from other sources that a prince must

^ Not to mention again n^nri- ^'- 1'^. have issued, are often dressed up by tiio

1'), IG, note the perfect similarity between writer in the form of a re;;nl:ir edict.
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On closer examination, Iiowever, we discover grounds for

assuming the employment of a memoir written by Ezra himself

on his acts. For Ezra, throughout the passage Ezraviii. 27-ix,

is mentioned in the first person, and the use of the first person

plural in Neh. x. is connected with this phenomenon. Now we
have every reason to see in this the trace of an actual memoir

of Ezra's on his own life. For boldness like that of the Book
of Daniel, which allows any ancient hero to enter speaking of

himself in the first person, is foreign to a work like this of

purely historical purpose, and is in fact found nowhere else in it

—not even where there was a strong temptation to it, as in the

case of David ; but rather, as the numerovis passages which

speak of Nehemiah in the first person are undoubtedly drawn
from his memoir, so by pai'ity of reasoning these passages must
be derived from a similar memoir of Ezra's. Moreover, the

passages Ezra vii-x. and Neh. viii-x. contain such a number of

minute circumstances and carefil enumeration that we are

here forced to assume as the foundation of the present nar-

rative the work of a contemporary who took an active part in

the establishment of the religion, from a consideration of the

number of names of unknown individuals brought together

here as if quoted from official documents, Ezra viii. 1-14, x.

18-44 ; Neh. x. Finally, variations in style are not wanting
here ;' and in them too we recognise traces of an original

document not wholly effaced by the revision of the last author.

And as Nehemiah, after the pieces to be presently exhibited, in-

serted in his memoir some earlier records also, so may we infer

from many traces that Ezra did the same, and thus laid the foun-

dation of chapters i-vi. of the book now called by his name.
c.) Nehemiah's memoir,being less altered by the latest author,

is more readil}'- recognisable. In style, subject-matter, and
plan it is quite peculiar, a personal memoir in the true sense of

the word, exhibiting with matchless truth the innermost nature

of the man. The exposition of this point, however, must be

reserved for the history of the time.^ Here we have chiefly to

' The phrase n7i-in''32' Ezra vi. 19, 8, 18, showing a coincidence between these

Ort •• o- Aot ' i\ J lU contemporaries 'in the use of a phrase
20, Tin. Ö0, X. 16 (compare iv. 1), and the i i

* f "

1 ^ \. c ^\ ^- 1 i. J f «..:.. elsewhere uncommon,
employment or the article instead of "ifVN 2 tt- t ^- ly ^ ^ ^^ r^ •' V-: ' His peculiarities of style are therefore
before the verb {Lehrbuch, § 331, b), Ezra easily discriminated; they are also seen
viii. 25, X. 1-1, 17 (compared with v. 18, in the abrupt pause before a merely ex-
w-here TJ'S takes its place), are nowhere

pi^^^^tory clause, as vi. 19, where -yni6
else so common. Ihe pious phrase T3 "^ "-'*^.<,

"• or xiii. ö, where "iJ^'K before Q^^, is de-
nin'' used in various connections (Ezra • j, i /., , „,, ^

., ,
•••:-

_^_ _

^ signedly left out. The most tangible
vii. 6, 9, 28, viii. 18, 22, 31) is charac- peculiarity is his use of the name Jew, as
teristic; it occurs ngain in Nehemiah ii. if he did not count himself one of them.
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explain tlie manner iu which the latest author used it, and

must primarily notice that, as the memoir of the ' Priest ' Ezra,

according- to extant traces, regarded exclusively the state of

religion and of the Temple of Jerusalem, so that of the Layman
and Governor Nehemiah, on the other hand, is chiefly occupied

with the condition of the city and the social welfare of its

inhabitants ; though Nehemiah, following the tendency of his

age, often, and with a certain partiality, does notice religious

matters also. Therefore (1) he describes with pleased prolixity,

Neh. i-vii. 4, how he travelled to the Holy City, restored order

there, and built up her walls. (2) He very properly pauses here

in order to present the statistics of the city and her territor}-,

i.e. the list of the inhabitants—both the names of those who
dwelt there on the first return from the Captivity, and their dis-

tribution under his new arrangements. This is the passage, Neh.

vii. 5-69, xi. 3-xii. 26. But the latest author, while evidently

taking the previous part almost without change, makes in this

several important alterations, adding for instance much respect-

ing the Priesthood in xii, esijecially after v. 10, and giving to the

passage a new conclusion in his own manner. He had, moreover,

to resume the fallen thread of the history, and of Ezra's journal

on the most fitting occasion without necessarily waiting till the

close of Nelieraiah's memoir. Consequently, after repeating

in ch. vii. 6-69 from Nehemiah the old list of the first-returned

captives, which ^N'ehemiah himself states (vii. 5) he had found,

and with which he must also Lave appropriated the narrative in

vv. 70-73 (although the list in question had already been given

in Ezra ii. from the same source whence Nehemiah took it), he

inserts the remainder of Ezra's histoiy (Neh. viii-x.), to which

the transition might seem prescribed by the subject itself, as

the one history (xii. 73) breaks off at a seventh month, and the

other (viii. 2) continues the narrative of the earlier events in

Ezra ii. 68-iii. 1, also from the beginning of a seventh month.

^

(3) After this j)5iuse, Nehemiali's memoir turned to describe the

dedication-festival for the new walls of Jerusalem, Neh. xii. 27-

xiii. 3 ; and here again the latest author adds something of his

own, especially towards the end of the twelfth chapter. The
memoir finally closed (xiii. 4-31) with short and disconnected

enumerations of other services rendered by the author to

Jerusalem ; leaving the impression that in the end Nehemiah
did not care to describe all that remained in his memory as fully

' The reiteration in the same work doubtedly an historian of a better ago

iirising hence really diifers only in extent would have managed to avoid such pal-

from that described p. 179 ^q.; but un- pable repetitions.

VOL. I. O
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as lie could liave done. It would be impossible to cliaracterise

more accurately than in these words the nature of a personal

memoir such as we suppose Nehemiah's work to be. The latest

author has made no alteration either here or in the simple

superscription, Neh. i. 1, which may be due to Nehemiah's own
hand. Nehemiah's memoir, then, unquestionably ended here;

and we have every reason to believe that the latest author also

designedly chose the same point for the conclusion of his great

work, inasmuch as whatever was to be said about still later

times had been already mentioned on suitable occasions.

3) After this exposition of the sources of this work, we need
no further proof of the richness of its stores of information

both from ancient and from recent times ; and we also discover

that the judgments of soire modern German writers respecting

it are either based upoii misconception, or else very unjust.

Undoubtedly the writer assumes great historical licence in his

endeavour to revivify many periods, especially of the histor}^ of

ancient Jerusalem
;
yet even there he restrains himself within

certain bounds. So, for instance, when he introduces songs

at the time of David, he only employs the present collection of

Psalms, which even then was regarded as chiefly by David. The
manner in which he deals with his sources may, however, easily

lead to misunderstanding ; and, of course, a work so far removed
from the early history, and describing it only through the

medium of derived authorities, must be emplo^^ed for historical

purposes with very great caution. Still, by accurately observing

what is the author's own in thought, word, and description, and
what he must have derived at all events in its ultimate basis

from his authorities, and thus distinguishing the fundamental

elements of the work, we shall be enabled to use it confidently

and with much advantage even for the earlier history, and glean

from it many important and genuine accounts, which we should

elsewhere seek in vain ; indeed we may discover surprising

relics of the earliest historical works, preserved in it through
the medium of later books, which are here quoted literally.

This has been already incidentally shown in some instances,

and for the rest it will be better shown hereafter in the cases in

point. We now require only a few words more on two im-

portant facts connected with the same subject.

For David's life the author made use of the present canoni-

cal Book of Kings as his chief authority, but in a form differing

in many important points (as we saw on p. 187) from the

present one, and possessing the advantage of greater authen-

ticity. But along with this he also presents much other matter
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—long lists of names and families, most of which I have

grouped together above (p. 13G sq.), as well as long speeches and
exhortations. Now whence are these additions derived? In
the si^eeches and exhortations, indeed, a slight acquaintance

with the peculiarities of the writer will allow us to see nothing

more than the historical licence with which he endeavours

wherever possible to reanimate David's age. But whence can

those long dry lists be derived ? Certainly not from the work
of the prophetic historian of the Kings—the basis of the

canonical Book of Kings ; for that indej)endent work, cast in a

single mould, aims at a rich, flowing, and elegant manner of

description, and intentionally avoids everything dry and frag-

mentary, such as these lists ; and the two passages which are

appended to the extracts taken from it, 2 Sam. xxi. 15 sqq.,

xxiii. 8 sqq., are certainly (for the reasons adduced on p. 148)

placed there quite out of their connection, having been inserted

by later hands. The assumption forced upon us by this

reasoning, that such passages were derived from some other

source, is also corroborated by other considerations. We read

in 1 Chr. xxii. an account, wanting in 2 Sam., of no small pre-

parations made by David for building the Temple. This narra-

tive is the natural continuation of chap, xxi., and certainly not

essentially unhistorical, so far as its ultimate basis is concerned;

especially as it does not accord with the prophetical description

in 2 Sam. vii. ; comp. xxiv. Since, therefore, an independent

work such as the prophetic History of the Kings could not have

comprised these contradictions within itself, these divergent

accounts must be derived from other, and in the present case

even from earlier, sources. And thus we should deprive our-

selves of one of the richest and oldest sources of the Davidical

history, if we failed to do justice to the very remarkable re-

mains of the State-annals fortunatel}' preserved to us in the

Book of Chronicles.

On another period, which is treated with extreme brevity in

the canonical Book of Kings—that of David's successors in

Judah down to Hezekiah—this work, when rightly understood

and applied, not only yields very valuable supplements to the

history of the monarchy, the foundation of which undoubtedly

rested on the original State-annals,^ but also tells us of many
Prophets, of whose very names we should have otherwise been
wholly ignorant.-*- Indeed, it is clear from p. 184 sq. that the

' E.g. such passages as 2 Chron. ii. 17 xxiii. 1, xxiv. 3 (compare vor. 27V &c.

[18] (compare ver. 1 [2]), ir. 7-10, xi. - Observe such iu.stances as ' tlio vision

6-12, 18-23, xiii. 4-7, 19-21, xxi. 2,3, of IiMo the seer against .T.rohoani ' in 2

.> 2
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uncanonical great work wliicli it used as its authority eontaiued

very detailed notices of such prophets, and may consequent!}^

be supj)osed to have drawn its information from actual pro-

I)hetical books of history (pp. 138 sq.). And thus the historian

who can carefully sift the author's various accounts, and extract

from them the precious grains of truth, "will even here reap a

harvest as the reward of his labours.

4. Of this great work, only the third part, already described

p. 182, was j)robably at first admitted into the Canon, under the

name of the Book of Ezra (subsequently also called the two
Books of Ezra, or Ezra and Nehemiah) ; because we find this

part separated off as an independent work, not only in the

Massoretic text, but also in the LXX.' The history of the new
Jerusalem, which would naturally appear especially important

in after-times, might easily be at first admitted alone into the

Canon, especially as the Books of Samuel and Kings, if already

admitted, would appear sufficient for the chief part of the

history of the old »lerusalem. Fortunately, however, for the

fuller historical knowledge of antiquity, the two earlier divisions

of the work also were subsequently received into the Canon.

But apparently because the history of the new Jerusalem

already existed in another canonical book, only the earlier por-

tion of this history was copied in its original context on occa-

sion of this admission into the Canon ; and in token that the

rest was to be found elsewhere, the narrative was broken off in

the middle of a sentence, 2 Chr. xxxvi. 22 sq. (cotnp. Ezra i.

1, 2); a remarkable phenomenon, which, however, appears also

in the LXX., and seems to admit of no other explanation.

The Book of Esther.

The Book of Esther, which was admitted among the canoni-

cal books of the Old Testament solely for its account of the

feast of Purim. was certainly written somewhat later than the

book we have just been considering. In its mode of treating

an histoincal subject, also, it closes the cycle of old Hebrew
history, and is already subject to the influence of an utterly

different mode of regarding and treating history. We have

indeed already seen how historical writing gradually burst its

old bounds and took an artist's licence to reanimate its subject-

matter by means of a new thought. But the animating thought

Chr.ix. 29, of which unforUinately only tlie ' But perhaps not so early as the author
title and not the contents are given ; the of the Apocryphal 3 Ezra, -who at ii. 1

prophet Iddo in xii. 15, xiii. 22 ; and passes at once from 2 Chr. xxxvi. 21 to

lianani the prophet under king Asa in the Book of Ezra,

xvi. 7-10.
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which then converted old fading- traditions into ])leasing new
stories, sprang at all events from the living well of the old

religion, and jniglit therefore in favourable cases conjure up
figures both beautiful and truly Hebrew. But the Book of

Esther shows, for the first time, that even this well is beginning

to dry uji and be lost to the historian. Its story, though ren-

dered attractive through art, highly cultivated of its kind,

knows nothing of high and pure truths, but allows low calcula-

tions of expediency, the force of blind faith, and the caprice of

passion, to reign supreme. We fall here as if from heaven to

earth; and looking among the new forms surrounding us, we
seem to behold the Jews, or indeed the small men of the present

day in general, acting just as they now do. Moreover, through
the entire narrative the author, as if by design, avoids the

name of God ; either because the story Avas addressed to minds
unwilling to be reminded of higher names and things, or rather

that he himself remains to the end true to the same low view

of things in which the general plan and spirit of this festal

story took its rise ; a model narrator, at least for uniformity

and consistency. But this, perfect and attractive as it may be

of its kind, and in this case actually is, must nevertheless

be regarded as the true termination of the Hebrew historical

literature, or perhaps in some respects even as diametrically

opposed to the true Hebrew conception of history. The fact

that this book, v/hich gave the best exposition of the meaning
of the Purim feast, so highly esteemed in recent times, was
therefore deemed worthy of a place beside the older books of the

Canon, must not blind us to its real natu]'e and wide diversity

from all other historical books of the Old Testament, nor to the

fact that it was written at a time already far removed from the

spirit of the old religion.

The history of the proper historical literature of the Hebrews
being now concluded, this and all later books will be more
suitably considered as historical authorities, when we are

engaged upon the latest epoch of the nation.

Conclusion.— Vieivs of later times regarding Antiquity.

Looking back now at the close over the ground traversed,

we can form some idea from this one example of historical

development in the nation, how great that development must
have been in other directions also. We have found all possible

species of historic writing, excepting only critical investiga-

tion : the yo\ithful kind making the first trial of its powers, the
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mature and cultivated, and the artificial in many gradations

;

that of the State-annals with their lapidary style, and that

which teems with graceful description ; the legal, the priestly,

and the popular ; that which simply narrated, that which is

lifted by prophetic thoughts to a poetical elevation, and that

which reanimates its characters by freely putting speeches into

their mouths ; the almost purposeless, and that which has the

most definite aims ; the heavenly, and the utterly earthly.

Historical composition attained its highest bloom under the

first Kings, and retained this position for several centuries ; but

its beginnings go back even to the age of Moses, and comprise

certain extraneous pieces which appear to be of still earlier

date. It passed through vicissitudes equal to those to which

Arabic historic writing down to the time of Abulmahasin,

Makrisi and Ibn-Chaldiin was exposed, and showed itself more

varied and plastic in its course, more rich and comprehensive

in its acquh-ed materials, than that. Here, therefore, standing

at the very threshold of the history of the people, we have every

reason to suppose that the nation also must have passed

through many similar vicissitudes and stages of high cultiva-

tion ; for this it is which in every age is reflected in the work-

ing of the intellect in historical literature.

But at any rate, up to the time of the formation of the Old

Testament Canon, historic writing did not reach a stage which
in any strict sense deserves the name of a philosophic treatment

of history. No complete discrimination between historic fact

and mere tradition, which would lead to an undivided search

after the former, had been effected, because the necessity of

such distinction had never been deeply felt. And this defect,

having subsisted during the most flourishing period of the

People of Israel, was still less likely to be removed in the age

of their final and utter decay, as will be further shown in the

course of the history itself.

But wherever historic insight is not constantly gaining in

systematic strictness, clearness, and variety, and preserved

l^ure, it must lose more and more of its transparency, certainty,

and fulness, in direct proportion to the distance to which the

period in question is removed from the present either in time
or iu vital interest. Hence the ideas held in later times on the

ancient history of Israel, especially on the very earliest epoch,

became increasingly vague and defective, and equally so among
people of the most diverse faiths—among Jews, Samaritans, and
Christians alike. It is true that the great events and deep
experiences of any later age may throw back an unexpected
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light over wide spaces of ancient history. And no sooner had
Christianity appeared than many phases of concentrated

autiquity shone -with a warm glow never seen before. But
still these are only occasional, if powerful streams of light,

which pour over the surface, but cannot reach and brighten

every part.

But yet the ancient history was of necessity brought into

more constant and general use later, with the increasing at-

tachment to the religion which it taught, and the wider ex-

tension given to the latter through its own completion in

Christianity. Consequently, as the study of the history in-

creased, the caprice with which it was used increased also : for

it is only in the use of certain and clearly defined knowledge
that consistency and freedom from caj^rice can always be main-
tained. And agam, all parties and schools, however in other

respects they differed among themselves, could not but agree in

this free and capricious use of history ; since the first Christians

did not understand the proper application of the few but down-
right sayings of Christ himself which condemned this arbitrary

method.

The application of the ancient sacred history was demanded
by the feelings and wants of that age, far more than its correct

description. It was applied in all imaginable ways,—in oral

instruction at every step ; in proof of all possible truths ; in

writings of the most various kinds, for warniiig, for reproof, for

consolation ; in books clothed in a prophetic dress, or in purely

poetic ones ; in forms moulded in imitation of the old Hebrew
literature, or in such as were animated by the freer breath of

the new age and especially by Greek art. Such writings issued

mainly from the most active and impetuous tendencies of the

time,—among the Jews from the Hellenists and other sepa-

ratists, among the Christians from the Gnostics and other

sects ; but here and there they are also found among the es-

tablished communities. An instance of this is furnished by the

large work, the 'Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,'^ written

by a genuine Pauline Christian, towards the beginning of the

second century ; filled with a powerful and noble spirit, it imi-

tates Jacob's Blessing, mentioned on pp. 69 sq., in taking as

its text the sacred memories of the lives and characters of each
of the twelve sons of Jacob.

' The reprint of this -work in the CWex sons as speakers, was doubtless the cir-

Pseudcpigr. V. T. of J. A. Fabrieius, i. pp. cumstanco that St. Paul was of the tribe

496-759, scarcely does more than rcpro- of Benjamin ; the introduction of Benja-
duce the earlier edition of Grabe, witliout min thus permitting a natural allusion to

rendering it superfluous. One cause which the high historical importance of his groat
led the author to introduc" Jacob's twelve descendant.
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But along with the flood of sucli writings, others also arose,

which, with whatever motive nndertaken, were intended to

describe the ancient history simply as it was, and to make it

known to contemporaries. The only comprehensive work of

this kind preserved entire from the Grecian age, the Antiquities

of Flavins Josephus, thongh admirable in language and style, is

destitute of all high and just views of histor}', and addicted to

abusing any occasional freedom of treatment by the introduction

of distasteful conceits, far-fetched and infelicitous conjectures,

which betray only too clearly the Pharisee ofthat age.^ On the

earlier ages of the history it is difficult to discover in this

work a single genuine grain of ancient tradition which was not

already present in the canonical books of the Old Testament

;

and it is therefore most fortunate that the numerous attacks to

which the work was exposed subsequently induced the author

to write the defence known as the Two Boohs against Ainon^ in

which he gives valuable extracts on the ancient history from
books otherwise lost; for in the larger work he had given but
few such. It is for the later period only that the works of

Josephus are important. On the earlier times his extracts from
older works are almost the only useful element in them. One
book, the Seder Olam (Rahba) has been preserved, which for the

first time treated the chronology of the whole Old Testament
history as a subject worth knowing for its own sake ; it dates

at the earliest from the middle or close of the second century

after Christ.^ This work, which in language and spirit may be
compared with the best passages of the Mishna, was written in

an age when Judaism, already totally dissevered from Christ-

ianity, was also separating itself from all Greek culture, in

order to fall back rigidly upon the letter of the Old Testament.
Though it does not exactly treat the historical contents of

the Old Testament more arbitrarily than the Christians of the
first two centuries did, and even carefully brings together
all passages of those Scriptures which appear to possess any
importance to the establishment of a single continuous chrono-
logy, yet through the utter caprice of its arrangement it clearly

proves that no certainty can be attained by this method alone.

And even its frequent ingenuity and its attempts to reduce all

the facts of history to round and definite numbers, as well as

to exhibit suri^rising analogies, must have often distorted the

' For instance, Ant. vi. 12, 8, .where date, and a very ample but unsatisfactory-
he expresses himself strongly against commentary by Johann Meyer. On the
monarchy. age of the work, see Zunz, Gottesdienst-

Printed at AmsteKlam 1699, together liehe Vorträge der Juden, pp. 85. 1-38.

•^•itli the Seder Olam Zutta of much later
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truth. A similar judgment must be passed upon that part of

the Mishna which relates to this subject. Let it not be thought

that the Talmud contains none but true recollections of early

times : for even in the Mishna we meet with a mode of refining

upon difficult points of antiquity quite analogous to the so-called

Rationalism of modern times.'

But there were other works also which united the two pur-

poses of historical description and moral exhortation. Such a

work is the Booh of Jubilees, written by a Jewish hand, about

the first century before Christ,'^ and much read by Christians

afterwards. In modern times it was supposed to be irrecover-

ably lost, until the recent discovery of an Ethiopic translation.'

The evident design of its strict exhortations is to recommend
the accurate observance of the Sabbath, together with all the

ceremony of the Old Testament ; but it also explains from

history the meaning of all the sacred divisions of time especially

the Jubilees ; to this end breaking up the entire history of

the world down to the giving of the law at Sinai into small

periods,^ everywhere half fancy and half truth.

Thus during the few centuries before and after Christ there

arose, even within the bounds of the ancient community, an
extremely extensive and varied literature on the subject of the

ancient history.^ Very few of these works, however, have come
down to us complete ; many are as yet only very imperfectly

known ; and the very existence of many once popular works

can only be inferred from indications, which do not even enable

us to give their names or trace them with any certainty. This

ti'uth must be steadily borne in mind in reading the works
which have come down to us : or else we shall miss the true

' See for instance the trifling explana- * Hence seems to have arisen its other

tion of the lifting of Moses' hamls in Ex. name, signifying in eifect to Astttä (subti-

x\'ii., and of the serpent in Numb, xxi., lia, miniita) t^s reveVeois (comp. Kara rh

which is given by the ^Jk^'^ t^'X") ch. iii. Xantiv SirjyuaOai and AeTrroXoyeiv in

end. Even the Arabian Rabbis, as Epiph. Hcer. (li. 10. 12 sq. 30), and still

Saaclia, Tarn-hum, are often only triflersin furtherabbreviated'H XeirrTireveais, Parva
BiVjJical exegesis: Ewald, Uebcr die Ara- C/e«e.>7's; which name, however, is ill-suited

bischffeschrwbenen Werke Jüdischer Sprach- to a work of such extent, ^ae Göttinger

_^e/<Är^c?», Stuttgart, 1844, p. 7; and in the Gelehrte Anzeigen, 1860, p. 404 sq., and
Tübingen Theologische Jahrbücher,. 1845, D'Abbadie's Catal. Codd. Aethiop. p. 133.

p. 574 sq. The Ethiopians generally name the book
'^ The first certain allusion to this book Kufalce. See also Jahrb. d. Bib. Wiss.

occurs as early as 4 Ezra xiv. 4-6. iv. 79.
' Translated by Dillmanu.witli a disser- * Philo, at the commencement of his

tation on its age, in tlic Jahrbücher der Life of Moses, refers to many highly-

Biblischen Wissenschaft, \\. 'p.2Z{) sq({. awA esteemed historical works, on Moses for

iii. It was published in Ethiopic, also insUince, written by Jews, but not included
edited by Dillmann, at Kiel, 1859. On a among the sacred writings; but his own
recently discovered ancient Latin version, works show how little of any importance
fee Gijttingir Gelehrte An-cigcn, 1862, p. respecting the ancient history could be

2 sq. gleaned from them.
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meaning and importance of much wliicli even the}^ contain.'

Moreover, it is very possible, indeed often obvious, that many,
and especially the earlier of these authors, made use of written

records not admitted among the canonical books. We must
not overlook even such authorities ; though the most careful

search will be rewarded with but few grains of gold in this in-

creasingly desolate exjjanse. For it is most melancholy to per-

ceive, that wath the advance of time the correct understanding
of the distinctive features and even of the sublimity of antiquity

retrogrades. Of this many instances will come before us as we
advance.

Before the expedition of Alexander, no Greek observer had
specially noticed the peculiar manners and history of this

recluse people ; they were at that time confounded with the

Syrians, Phenicians, and Palestinians (or jjroperly Philistines)

:

even Herodotus neither visited their country nor learned any-

thing definite about the people or their name, except that they

were circumcised.^ But as the Jews, and subsequently the

Christians, became better known to the Greeks and Romans,
some few writers among the latter gradually began to take some
interest in the ancient history and peculiar customs of the

Israelites. Few of these, however, were so free from preposses-

sion against them as Aristotle^ or Hecataus of Abdera;'' the

greater number were hindered by the strong wall of existing

prejudices against the nation from gaining any profound or

comprehensive view of their history, as will be further shown in

its proper place. A fresh impetus, both stronger and purer, to the

study of this history, was felt by early Christianity. No sooner

had the Christian Church gained a firm and peaceful footing in

the world, than such men as Origen, Eusebius, and Jerome
turned their fresh energies to this sphere. Here we see the

first serious prej)aration and prelude to a philosophic treatment

' Ver}' little has as yet been correctly been early reduced to -«Ti ting. In the same
observed on the question how many and way no one (as far as I know) has yet
what uncanonical books are referred to pointed out that in the Mishna we occa-
in the New Testament ; but it ought at sionally find passages of a much earlier
length to be seen that much that is date: as for instance in P/r^-e ^Joi!A, ii. 1,

alluded to in the historical books and in 2, some sayings which from their tone and
the Epistles, especially that to the He- stj-le must be very ancient, possibly even
brews, must necessarily come from writings derived from some' early prophetic work,
which have not become canonical. It is * See my Alfcrthiitner, p. 121.
usual to assume an oral tradition as the ' According to Clearchus, in Josephus,
basis of such stories, without considering Against Apion, i. 22. This entire dis-
the utter impossibility of this assumption quisition in Josephus is of importance,
in the greater number of cases; for even if * In Josephus, Against Apion, 1. 22;
any view not found in the canonical books Eusebius, Prap. Evange'ica. ix. 4 ; and
had been first formed in a school (which Diod. Sic. i. 40. according to Photius.
Philo assumes, ii. p. 81 \ yet it must haA'c
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of the Old Testament history. But it is notorious that all such

efforts were then left incomplete, and that a long night of in-

creasing- darkness soon supervened. Through Islam this dark-

ness became even denser ; since, with all its eagerness to catch

up and remodel any traditions of Biblical antiquity which came
in its way, it took them only from the mouth of the then living

Jews and Christians, and not even from the best extant

sources.' Owing its own birth to a neglect of history, Islam

has never given birth to any true history.

"We haA'e now in the broad light of day to complete (what

the best Fathers of the Church began) a philosoj^hic history,

the certainty and truth of which shall ultimately attract all

alike—Jews and Mohammedans as well as Christians, scholars

as well as soldiers and kings.

' These traditions are found collected Biblische Legenden dir Muselmänner, \M5,
in the great Islamite Chronicles, beginning and my own remarks in the Tübingen
with that of Tabari, or as an introduction Theologische Jahrbücher, 1845, p. 571 sqq.

to the history of Mohammed ; see "Weil,
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SECTION III.

CHRONOLOGY OF THE ANCIENT HISTORY.

The chronology of the histoiy of an ancient nation, whether in

its larger divisions, or in its entire extent, can never be secure

and readily available as exact science, unless it is proved that

during its national existence it employed a continuous and
fixed computation of years (or Era) in specifying the order of

events. Yet how long it is before a nation reaches this point

at all ! and how few of the nations of antiquity, desj^ite their

high culture in many other respects, ever understood the neces-

sity of this art, simple and all-sufficient as it is ! The great

historical phenomena and events themselves may so entirely

absorb the thoughts of a nation or other community, that for a

long time they hardly find it necessary to look any further and
enquire to what definite period of time they belonged. In

Israel this deep interest in the internal life, and childlike

disregard of the outside of history, was of long duration, in-

duced and cherished as it was by historical position. Even in

the New Testament age, the narratives of the Gospel-history

long remained at this first stage of self-sufficing, and homelike

seclusion, until at length Luke began to find its place for it in

the chronology of the great world. And ancient Israel rejoiced

for centuries in its deliverance from Egypt and the bondage of

Pharaoh, without even seriously asking the name of the Pharaoh
under whom Moses rose uy>, or caring much in what year or

even century he reigned. Where in the ordinary transactions

of life a date could not be dispensed with, as in deeds concern-

ing transfers of property, the ancient Israelites probably found
it sufficient to count time by the years of their ruler. No such
Israelitish document has indeed as yet been discovered ; but

this system was in use among the Egyptians, even as late as

the age of the Ptolemies.' Before the Monarchy, one sort of

supreme power in Israel possessed the requisite permanency to

serve as a reference in counting the course of years—the High-

' Many Egyptian records of the kind interpreted, at least as far as the numbers
havp already been discovered and reliably are concerned.
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priest's office ; and this it could do even when greatly reduced

in power.' But when in much later times documents such as

these were appealed to, it would be necessary in the first in-

stance to obtain fi'oni some master of the science a determina-

tion of the time when any given ruler lived; and thus a system

seemingly simple proved itself in the end particularly technical

and complicated. Extraordinary events also, whether joyous

or grievous, not unfrequently served as chronological land-

marks, as we clearly see in some examples taken from common
life.^ But no one such date remained long enough in the

national memory to become permanent. Thus during the

whole period in which Israel flourished as a nation, no one era

ever came into continuous and general use.

1. But it would be a mistake to infer from this that the

ancient Israelites possessed no means of counting the course of

years. Tliey were assuredly not so barbarous as this ; and in

every civilised state the necessity of a continuous survey of the

years is felt at every step. Computations of years, reaching back

very far, were especially required for the settlement of the

annual festivals and the entire calendar.^ In the ancient world

generally, and in Egypt especially, this work Avas the duty of

the Priesthood;* and so it doubtless was in Israel. Moreover,

the Sabbatical and Jubilee years of the Israelites, which were

undoubtedly faithfully observed in the earliest ages, introduced

the further necessity of computing long series of years (Cycles).

As the Priests thus had to compute very various and sometimes

extensive periods, we can see no reason why they should not

have possessed a permanent chronology."^

The mode in Avliich the Book of Origins marks time furnishes

' The. great excitement occasioned in important description in Clemens Alexan-
early times by the death of a High-priest drinus, Stro7n. vi. 4.

and the consequent inauguration of a sue- ' The calculation of centuries would be
cessor, and the marked epoch formed by much easier if the fiftieth year were always
these events, maybe imagined from the the year of Jubilee ; see my Alta-thiimer,

indications explained in my AUerthiimer p. 492 sq. The later Jewish scholars

des Volkes Israel, p. 230, 502. See lists generally fixed the fiftieth, and not the

of priests with their years, e.g. in Corp. forty-ninth, as the Jubilee year ; as we see

Inscr. Gr. ii. p. 449. plainly by the Sedir Olam Rabha, c. xi.

;

^ Amos i. 1 ; comp. Zech. xiv. 5 ; the Philo's Qucestiones in Genesin xvii. 1 seq.

case briefly mentioned above (p. 52) may apud Aucher, ii. p. 209; Constitutiofies

have been a similar one in primeval times
;

Apostolict^, vii. 36, and other authorities
;

a third instance is that of Ezekiel's reck- see my AlUrthümer, p. 496. The Book of

oning from the captivity of King Jehoia- Jubilees, however, reckons by jubilees of

chin, i. 2, &c. precisely seven weeks, i.e. of forty-nine
* Especially as distinct traces are per years ; but this is only a learned fancy of

ceptible of two beginnings to a year ; one treating and reckoning the whole ancient

of which at least (that maintained by the history as sacred, as if some special sane-

Priests) required a scientific calculation, tity lay in the constantly-recurring number
See my AHerthümer, p. 470 sq. seven.

* Of the Egyptian priests we have the
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a clear proof of the possibility of a continuous chronology

among the Israelites, and of its applicability to the description

of their own history. For it gives to the events following the

Exodus from Egypt a distinct chronology dating from that very

exodus, and reckoning the beginning of each jenr by the first

day of the Paschal month. This system runs through all

the extant fragments of that great work, and it would be

absurd to suj)pose it simply invented by that writer himself.

In fact, in the whole history of Israel, no event was fitter than

this to serve as the commencement of a chronologic era. The
Romans counted their years from the expulsion of the Tarquins,

long before the building of the city was adopted as the com-
mencement of their era. With even greater justice might the

Israelites adopt their great deliverance from Egypt, the origin

of all the higher elements of their life, as the first year of their

era. "When at least the laws of the Sabbatical and Jubilee

years were actually carried out (and this certainly occurred

immediately ujwn the conquest of the country), a fixed chrono-

logy must have been established ; and at that time the year of

the Exodus may very probably have been taken as the com-
mencement of an era. Now (as already mentioned, p. 82), the

Book of Origins, in 1 Kings vi. 1, names 480 years as the time

which elapsed between the Exodus and the building of the

Temple in the fourth year of Solomon's reign. We cannot now
feel any doubt as to the basis on which this calculation rests,

especially when we remember that (according to p. 78) the

author was a Levite ; since as such he would naturally have

access to the most accurate chronology then attainable. But
the same author (according to p. 82), also in Ex. xii. 40, de-

termines the length of the sojourn in Egypt in years; and
though the Israelites had not then the inducement of the Sab-

batical and Jubilee years to carry on a continuous chronology,

yet it must be remembered that the}- were then living in so

close contact with the Egyptians, old masters of the science,

that they could easily obtain the best instruction. It must also

be added, that the Book of Origins (according to the fragment
explained p. 52) gave notices of the times of the building of

ancient cities both in Egypt and Canaan. Taking all these

facts into consideration, we can no longer doubt that through-

out the best ages of the nation, the Priests paid great attention

to chronology, and possessed a continuous chronologic reckon-

ing dating from the great Israelite event, the first year of the

Exodus.
But yet this method of computation obtained little favour
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for the ordinary purposes of common life. It "was not employed

in civil documents ; at least we do not find tlie slightest trace

of such a use. In ordinary books of narrative too, written on a

less grand scale, and by authors less acquainted with all ages

of history than the priestly author of the Book of Origins, it

was not used ; since in these some simpler and more obvious

system of reckoning, e.g. by the year of the reigning prince,

was thought sufficient. Hence many points connected with the

Old Testament chronology are really more or less uncertain,

and an air of uncertainty is thus easily thro^vn over the whole.

For the whole early history, in many respects the most impor-

tant of all, the numbers given in the Book of Origins—the

480 years after, and 430 years before the Exodus—form the

axis upon which everything turns, and upon the reliability of

which everythmg hangs. And precisely because these two high

numbers now stand alone in the Old Testament, and at first

sight appear incompatible with other recorded facts, it is easy

to raise doubts respecting their credibility ; and in fact objec-

tions on various grounds have been urged against it. We must

reserve proofs of the groundlessness of all such objections to

the parts which treat of the settlement in and the Exodus from

Egypt.

Z. When the chronology of a history presents itself in the

state just described, the most obvious means either to establish

or to correct it, is to compare it, at all points of contact, with

the contemporary portion of the history of some other nation.

But Israel, during the whole period of its independent national

life, was too proud to arrange and carry on its chronology on

the system of any other nation, whether Phenician, Egyptian,

or Babylonian ; and its scientific culture was too rudimentary to

induce even a collateral mention of the corresponding chrono-

logy of foreign nations. Even after the division of the kingdom

which ensued after Solomon's death, the chronology of each

kingdom, so far as we can see, was dated solely by the years of

the king reigning there, without any reference to the other.

In the superscriptions of some prophetical books,' indeed, we
now read the names of the contemporary kings of both king-

doms, given for the sake of greater definiteness ; and in the

existing Books of Kings, the histories of the two kingdoms are

skilfully interwoven on the principle of associating together the

contemporary kings of both ; by which means the sepai'ate com-

putations are more readily made to correspond with and verify

' Amos i. 1, Hosca i. 1, added by the hand of the last collector; ?ee my Pro/JÄf/cn

des Alten Bundes, i. p. 7i sqq.
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eacli other. But in both these cases of parallelisms we trace a

later hand ; and those so-called synchronisms appear from all

available indications to have been only imported by the learned

into the history after the total destruction of the Northern
Kingdom. The earliest Hebrew writer known to have em-
ployed a foreign (i.e. non-Israelite) chronology is Ezekiel, living

in the middle of the Babylonian captivity
;
yet even he scarcely

ventures to put the foreign beside the native chronology at the

very front of his work.'

It is therefore only where a foreign history or chronology

comes into some contact with the history of Israel that any
comparison can be instituted. Every combination of the kind

that can be safel}^ made, cannot but be extremely welcome and

useful here. For the later half of the history we have at

command many points of comparison with the history of the

Phenicians, the Assyrians, the Chaldeans, and the Greeks,

which help to clear up many obscurities. But for the first

half of this history, i.e. the period before David and Solomon,

these sources, so far as we yet know them, fai^ us almost

totally.'^ At present therefore the Egyptian chronology alone

possesses for both divisions of the history considerable, and for

the earlier unrivalled, importance. Manetho's numbers as yet

stand alone to vouch for the whole early history of Egypt and

the countries of Western Asia ; and from the close connection

existing at many important points between the histories of

Israel and of Egypt, they will be found of the greatest use to

us. Lately too, the secrets of the ancient Egyptian inscriptions

and papyri have been disclosed in increasing numbers and

accuracy; and it is generally names and dates upon these

which can be deciphered with the greatest certainty. Never-

theless we must beware of incautious or excessive reliance upon

this authority, so far as it is yet accessible and appears uncor-

rupt. For though the Egyptians from the earliest times dis-

plaj-ed the greatest capacity for numbers and calculations, and

loved the abstruse arts of that department, yet even they

employed as yet no permanent chronological era in common
life. For ordinary purposes they reckoned time hy the years of

the reigning kii^g; and the larger numbers preserved from their

schools contain only the frequently ingenious computations of

the learned.^

' .See my Proj hettn. ii. p. 335, and tliis logic der Mgypter, vol. i., Berlin, 1849; to

History, iv. 296 (Engl.). this still incomplete work, \\\^ Königshuch
2 The whole fourth Tolume of Bunsen's der alten Mgypter, Berlin, 1858, also on a

JEgyptais StcUein der Weltgeschichte reievs, very large scale, serves as a supplement,

to this subject. Böckh, in Maneiho und die Hundsstern-
' See Lepsius's great work Die Chrono- periode (Berlin, 1845), attempted to extend
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3. Bat beyond the uiere numbers of years there have eome
down to us, amid the mass of historical materials, various other

supports for the chronology which are deserving of attention.

Such a support would have been furnished by the mention of

the observance of the Sabbatical, and yet more of the Jubilee

years, if such mention were frequent, or indeed occurred at all.

These Sabbatical and Jubilee years were unquestionably actually

observed by the nation, during at least the first few centuries

of their possession of Canaan.' If therefore one or more of

these years were noticed in the history, and the date of the

commencement of the series were also known, we should

possess some fixed supports for the chronology. And in fact

something of this kind was assumed by the learned Jews of

later times who examined the ancient chronology as a whole.

The author of the Seder Olam llabha (p. 200) teaches that the

residence of Israel in Canaan prior to the first expulsion

amounted to exactly seventeen Jubilees, or 850 j^ears ; and in

accordance with this general assumption all special details were

computed. It was taught, for instance, that the building of

Solomon's Temple occurred exactly in the middle of a Jubilee-

period, the finding and publication of the law of Moses under

Josiali at the very commencement of the last, and the deporta-

tion of king Jehoiachin exactly in the middle of this last Jubi-

lee-period.^ But it justly excites our surprise to find these late

writers speaking so exactly of things never mentioned with

these details in the old historical works, nor even by Josephus.

We need not indeed be much surprised to find no notice taken

by the historical reporters of these great epochs in the earliest

ages when they were undoubtedly observed, inasmuch as the

accounts preserved of those early times are throughout ex-

tremely brief. But if during the more fully described periods

of history (viz. the times of the Kings) all these years of rest

were really observed with the accuracy which these later

writers pretend, it cannot but appear strange that no single

observance of them, either during the building of the Temple
or on any other occasion, is recorded. In the time of the new

this theory of artificially devised numbers, ^ See Seder Olam E. c. xi. 15, 23, 24, 25.

sofaras to show the entire history of Egypt The time of the siege of Jerusalem by
U13 to Menes to be arranged according to Sennacherib is placed by this work (eh.

the Sothiac cycle; this is very properly dis- xxiii.) in the 11th year of a Juliilee-cycle,

puted by Lepsius. See also the critiques therefore not immediately before a Sab-
on the works of Lepsius and others on this bath-year, with an explanation of the

B\\hject,m the Götiinger Gelehrte Ameigc7>, words of Isaiah xxxvii. 30 which inten-

1S50, pt. 83 ; 1851, p. 425 sqq. ; 1852, p. tionally avoids referring these to a Sab-

1153 sqq.; 1858, p. 1441 sqq. bath or Jubilee-year.
' See my Alterthnmer, p. 488 sqq.

VOL. I. P
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Jerusalem on the contrary, wlien at least the Sabbatical year

was actually observed, Josephus mentions it quite naturally

•wherever it had any influence on the course of history;' for

the seventh year's fallow, strictly observed as it seems to

have been from about the time of Ezra and the Maccabees, had
a strong influence upon» many social arrangements, occa-

sioning especially the demand to omit the land-tax for that

year. 'Now it may possibly be of some use to note one of the

years of this period which was kept as a sabbath, as by reck-

oning from thence backward and again backward, we may be

enabled to draw some sort of conclusion respecting earlier times

also. If however, in the later age, the seventh year only was
observed, and no notice was taken of the Jubilee and the fifty

years' cycle, the calculation thence deduced would not without

modification admit of application to the early times. More-
over we are ignorant of many preliminary points essential for

carrying through such a calculation with any great degree of

certainty. As to the Rabbinical assumptions mentioned above,

we can only suppose that they sprang from the well-known

mode of dealing with the Old Testament adopted by the Rabbis

;

who hunted up supports, actual or apparent, furnished by iso-

lated sentences of Holy Writ, in order to establish their precon-

ceived opinion, and were thus, through assumptions more witty

than truthful, betrayed further and further into error.' To gain

firm ground here, independent of Rabbinical subtleties, we should

require at the outset very different authorities and auxiliaries

from those now at our command.
The numerous genealogical tables, of greater or less extent,

scattered throughout the Old Testament, and in part elsewhere,'

furnish another support to the chronology. For by taking twenty-

' Joseiphu?, Jewish War, i. 2, i ; Anti- Duke of Manchester (in his work 7%e Tüwes
quities, xiii. 8, 1, xiv. 10. 6, 16. 2, xv. 1. of Daniel, London, 1845), has recently at-

2, See Tac. Hist. v. 4. tempted to support a similar assumption
* It is clear from the above-cited pas- by the passages Jer. xxviii. 1, 3. xxxiv. 8-

sages of the Seder Ola??i JR., that the two 11. as if these numbers and words applied

passages in Ezekiel i. 1, 2andxl. 1 served necessarily to Sabbatical years, but with-

as starting points: the expression IJ'XT out at all proving that they really have the

njt^n (xl. 1), was explained as the com- signification which he attaches to them,
mencement of a Jubilee-cycle (but it can We know besides from other sources, that

signify only the beginning of a single year, in the learned schools of the early Eabbis
though certainly in a somewhat extended a great desire prevailed to reduce the

sense, and not to be restricted to the first entireancient chronology to Jubilee-cycles,

day or first hour only) ; then the thirtieth The Book of Jubilees, mentioned p. 201,

year mentioned in i. 1, was interpreted of only endeavours to carry out for the entire

the thirtieth year of the preceding cycle Premosaic period what others had at-

(which is nowhere evenremotely indicated), tempted for the Postmosaic.

and so the conclusion was aiTived at, that ' See how in a later age the Proiev.

the year of the Restoration of the Law Jacobi, c. 1, andEusebius's£!cc/. ÄÜs^ory, i.

by Josiah was the first year of the last 7, speak on this subject.

Jubilee-cycle before the Captivity, The
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five to thirty years as the average length of a generation in ordi-

nary historical times, we can fill up many gaj)S in the chronology.

And there is no doubt that such genealogies were very con-

stantly kept, at least in periods of settled government. We
are not, indeed, distinctly informed, whether all new-born
children were at once registered by the Priests ; but we know
that lists were kept of the houses of the priests and of others

of about equal rank through both parents ;^ and that of all the

members of the community without exception accurate census

and muster rolls were taken.^ But great havoc may very likely

have been made in these registers from time to time, thi'ougli

political commotions and the dispersion of the people ;^ and the

tables in the Books of Chronicles, with all their richness, are

transmitted to us with abbreviations so serious as often to

occasion obscurity (see pp. 180 sqq.). Here then great caution

is requisite throughout. Moreover the genealogies for long

periods are very likely (according to i^p. 24 sq.) reduced to round
numbers, which demand still greater caution. Abbreviations

of this kind are found down even to quite late times.** Never-
theless a complete and accurate comparison of all such tables

may very possibly yield some results even to the chronology.

4. All these circumstances unite to prove the great difficulty

of establishing a chronology which shall embrace the whole
history of the nation, a difficulty which is especially felt in the

earlier period. To these considerations must be added the

especial liability of numbers to be mistaken and changed by
the transcriber.^ The antiquity of the Hebrew nation passed

away without leaving any satisfactory answer to the historian's

questions on these points ; and although the Book of Origins

presents a general view of the chronology very admirable for

the early age of which it treats, yet in the following centuries

the decay of the historic spirit manifested itself in a want of

acciirate attention to the chronology also. In the age of the

' Comp. Jo-sephus, 0?? kis Ozvn Life, ch. 1, * As in 4 Ezra i. 1-3 only just twenty
end ; Against Apion, ii. 7. The small generations are reckoned from Aaron to

roni'' 12D> or Book of Generations (this Ezra ; and as Ibn-Chaldün mentions from
common Rabbinical title answers to the his own experience a reduction of about

j^n* mentioned above, p. 180 «o^e, and is twenty generations to ten; Journ. Asiat.

foundas early as theM. Jebamoth, iv. 13), 1847, i. p. 444 ; ii. p. 403.

given by Josephus of himself, contains * It is a theory incapable of proof, that

something singular. in ancient MSS. the numbers were ex-
* Comp, my Alterthümer, p. 403 sq. pressed only hy letters of the alphabet,
' Comp. Ezra ii. 62 ; Neh. \\\. 64 ; even and therefore so frequently interchanged ;

if what Africanus says (apud Eusebium, but no other words are in themselves so

Hist. Eccl. i. 7) of a burning of the gene- liable to interchange in writing as the

alogies by Herod is not to be taken lite- names of numbers,
rally.

p 2
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Greek and Oriental supremacy, indeed, there early arose in tlie

learned schools of Alexandria an energetic desire to regard

with a more strictly philosophical eye the whole history, and

with it the chronology also, of the Eastern nations; and as this

zeal spread to the Hellenists also, a certain Demetrius, pro-

bably either a Jew or a Samaritan living in Egypt as early as

the reign of Ptolemy Philopator, about b.c. 210, attempted to

form a more accurate chronology of the ancient history of

Israel.^ But such attempts were too isolated to lead to any
permanent results. This is very distinctly seen in Fl. Jose-

phus, who, while displaying less aptitude for chronology than
for any other branch of historical investigation, lays as

much stress upon it as the Greek historians, and yet

is nowhere guided by any firmly-grounded view on the sub-

ject, and consequently sways to and fro in utter indecision.*

Still less certainty, however, is exhibited by the Rabbis of a still

later time (see pp. 200 sq.). Christian scholars of the second,

third, and fourth centuries were the first to take up these studies

anew. The subject of chronology was first briefly touched

upon by Tatian, a disciple of Justin Martyr, in his Oration to

the Greeks, and then more definitely by Theophilus of Antioch,

in the second, and yet more in the third book addressed to

Autolycus ; in which, however, he does not adopt any really

philosophic method, to bring the various dates into harmony,

but rather aims merely to show the great antiquity of the Old

Testament books and history. But Africanus and Eusebius of

Caesarea, who followed next, strove with philosoj)hic earnest-

ness to bring the Biblical chronology into accordance with that

of other nations, and Africanus especially brought to this task

remarkable diligence and acuteness. But this, like all other

philosophic enquiries respecting the Bible, remained at that

time incomplete. The writers of the Middle Ages paid still

less attention to chronology ; Syrian and some other writers,

however, have preserved many isolated dates, transmitted from

ancient authorities.' At last in modern times the investigation

of the entire subject was again resumed, and pursued anew
from the very beginning.

The later scholars of antiquity were least successful in their

' See the extracts from his work pre- tionally, by later readers, and not make
served by Alexander Polyhistor in Ensebii him personally responsible for all contra-

Pr(sp. Evang. ix. 21, 29, und in Clemenüs dictions; though even then a sufficient

Sfrojn. i. 21. number remain unexeused.
^ We ought certainly, in the -writings of " As in Lagarde's A)ial. Si/r. (1858),

Joseph us, to make allowance for many p. 120, 18 sqq.

alterations of the text made, often iuten-
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attempts to establish a general chronology embracing all

ancient history, frequently as such attempts were made, for

various reasons. Fl. Josephus was of opinion that more than

5,000 years had elapsed from the Creation to his own day

:

others reckoned exactly 5,500 years between Adam and Christ ;
'

but none of these views originate in any accurate philosophic

investigation of the subject. In the Bible itself, the remains of

the Book of Origins certainly present a continuous chronology

down to the building of Solomon's Temple, according to p. 82.

But even respecting some portions of that period there are

other Biblical accounts at variance with its computations ; and
for the entire period following the building of the Temple the

canonical books contain no computation of a chronological total

at all. The Bible itself therefore, with its many various parts

lying before us, rather incites to such a calculation than accom-
plishes it for us. We must be satisfied, if only from the actual

commencement of the history of Israel as a nation, we can lay

down a chronology correct in its general features.

' Thus, according to an ancient Ape- xxviii. end. Those who reckoned by
cryphon and with a discrimination of the Jubilees laid down the whole history dif-

separate periods, in Evang. Nicodemi, ch. ferently by their peculiar art.
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SECTION TV.

TERRITORY OF THIS HISTORY.

I. PHYSICAL ASPECT.

Many writers have tried to persuade themselves and others

that the soil makes the people : taat the Bavarians or the

Saxons were destined by their soil to become what they now
are ; that Protestant Christianity does not suit the warm south,

nor Roman Catholicism the northern latitudes, and much more

to this effect. Such scholars as interpret history only by their

own scanty knowledge, or even by their narrow minds and

bleared sight, would try to convince us, too, that the nation

of this history must have possessed some attribute or other,

rightly or wrongly assumed to belong to it, because it inhabited

Palestine, and not India or Greece. Bat if such reasoners

would consider that in antiquity this very soil maintained

nations, religions, and civilisations of the greatest imagin-

able diversity in the narrowest compass, and that between

every one of its ancient and its present pojiulations the differ-

ence is infinite, although the soil has remained the same, they

would see how little it is the ground alone that creates a nation

and a distinctive state of civilisation. In every land, except

perhaps a Greenland or a Terra del Fuego, powers springing

from a different source elevate a people to that stage in which

the nobler forces of its mind have free play ; and when these

have once begun to act, then, if not afterwards utterly stifled,

they free the nations more and more from the bonds of the soil,

and work out everj^where results similar in the main. The dif-

ferences which remain after all, and must be ascribed to the

special influence of each country, only resemble the different

colours in the honey gathered by the bees from the different

flowers of various lands. But these powers, even when pre-

cluded from free development, act upon the nation in their very

perversion and obscuration far more forcibly than the position

and properties of its clod of earth ever can, as is proved in the

history of both ancient and modern nations. Only at the very

beginning possibly, and in the lower spheres of his existence, is

man fully exposed to the influences of the soil.
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But of course a favouring soil can do much to raise a nation
speedily and easily by internal energies above the first difficul-

ties of its existence to a stage in which its higher powers have
free play. In later times, when the intellectual forces, having
once been excited and' openly exerted, pass from land to land
and can never more be utterly annihilated or repudiated, the
soil is so inoperative upon the status of a nation that these
forces often attain their highest perfection even in countries
least befriended by nature. But before such powers were
matured and diffused, the case must have been very different.

It may be truly said that in the earliest ages of human history

certain lands seem predestined by their advantageous position
to elevate their inhabitants speedily, without foreign impulse or
aid, to the higher stage of intellectual life, and to prefigure in

mmiature, in bold attempts and the play of youthful power, the
career to be afterwards more slowly and deliberately run on a
larger scale by the human race in general. And among those
few lands upon which the morning star of creation shone
brightest, Palestine must certainly be included, and indeed ad-

mitted to possess some peculiar advantages over all the rest.

1. This is not the place to describe the earth and sky of this

strip of land, or their joint influence upon the products of the
soil, the animal creation, or the mere physical conditions of

human life connected with the bodily constitution, the habita-

tion and clothing of man. These things are in many respects

the easiest to understand, and some of them have been ah-eady

treated of. To turn, then, to their influence upon the intellec-

tual life of man : the warm climate of the country, the exuber-
ant fertility of its soil, which did not even, like that of Egypt,
require the expenditure of much laborious art,^ and its proximity
to lands the wealth and various treasures of which could readily

supply any deficiencies of its own, must here, earlier than in

many other parts, have raised man above the first hard struggle

for the necessaries of life, set his mind free from bondage to

the earth, and given him leisure for higher efforts. But this

fruitful land is really only a broad strip of sea-coast,'^ bounded
on every side by the wide and terrible deserts of Arabia, with
which its inhabitants were therefore always well acquainted
either by personal expei'jence or description. Here, as in the
analogous case of Egypt, this position, keeping always before

' This is noticed in Deuteronomy xi. sense, i.e. to the Jordan, is often in cle-

10-12, as an advantage possessed by the vated writing c;illed »XH the coast, Isaiah
Holy Land even over Egypt, productive

,
.,

"'

as that had been rendered by human skill. ^^- ^ > ^^^^ Jr^W^ for instance, in the

- Therefore Palestine in the narrower histories of the Crusades.
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their eyes the contrast of want and superfluity, of death and
life, must early have roused men's minds to reflect upon the

hidden powers of life, and to feel deeper gratitude to the gods.^

Thus even the most opposite forces here cooperated to elevate

men early to a beginning of free thought and life. How
powerfully men's minds were tilled and moulded, esj)ecially in

this early age, by their experience of the Deity, as alternately

giving and withholding, and yet in the end wonderfully de-

livering, is still clearly seen in the story of that Patriarch who
typifies the goodness of ordinary people. Isaac having even as

a child with difficulty escaped a violent death,^ settles as a man
on the borders of the desert, and has to maintain a long strife

for the possession of some hardly-gotten wells,^ but is re-

warded in the end by the distinguished favour of heaven, exhi-

bited in the hundredfold increase of his corn.^ Of similar

import are the touching stories of Ha gar and Ishmael in the

desert : they seem hopelessly crushed by the inexorable hand

of famine, but yet at the last moment are reached by the good

providence of that God whose bounty fails not even in the

barren desert.^

At the very dawn of history Palestine and Egypt always

stand up clear out of the mists of earliest memories as civilised

lands. When Abraham first entered the Holy Land,^ so says

tradition, the Canaanites already dwelt there. Now these very

Canaanites appear at once, even in this earliest twilight of his-

tory, as fully civilised tribes, dwelling in cities and villages ; a

sign that the Hebrew tradition itself could not remember a

time wdien Palestine was not a civilised country, though the

Israelite Patriarchs were invariably pictured as not having yet

attained the blessing of any fixed abode there. Homer also

unmistakably regards the Sidonians and Egyptians as nations

of a very peculiar and advanced culture, which the Greeks

could then rather admire at a distance than emulate.^

2. But in close proximity with this rapid elevation to a finer

culture, we early perceive also a dangerous over-culture and

' It is sufficient here to recall the sig- approached by an Arabian one from the

nifieauce which -was attached to Manna first century of the Hegira ; Ham. p. lo-

in the earliest Mosaic religion, as will be 17, comp, with the songs of similar mean-

explained farther on; and to note that ing in the same work, p. 122, 4 sqq. from

many of the oldest and finest Suras of the below, -292 v. 2 sqq.

Koran are full of profound utterances on * Gen. xxvi. 12-33.

this subject, and that nothing in the Koran * Gen. xxi. 14-19, xvi. 7-14.

is described with so much truth as the ^ Gen. xii. 6, xiii. 7.

gratitude owed by necessitous man to the ' Iliad,Ti. 290-2, xxiii. 742-5 ; Odyssey,

Deity. xiii. 285, xv. 414 sqq. ; Iliad, ix. 381 sqq.
;

2 ben. xxii. Od. iv. 125 t^^qq. 351 sqq.

' The Biblical story here is must closely
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over-refinement, a rapid degeneracy and deep moral corruption.

If it is a universal law that the fall into corruption is deep in

proportion as the stage previously reached in civilisation and
art was high, because the arts of refinement themselves become
ministers of vice, then we may infer from the early traces of

great moral perversion cleaving to this land as an hereditary

disease, the high stage of culture which it must have attained

in the earliest times. It is true the stories in Genesis of the

sins of Sodom, and the impudence of Canaan the son of Ham,
and the hateful origin of Moab and Ammon,^ form a series of

intimately connected ideas of primeval history, familiar only to

the Fourth and Fifth Narrators : and the strong pictures given by

the Prophets of the sins of Sodom certainly belong to no earlier

age.^ But the strictest history must, for reasons afterwards ex-

plained, allow that long before the time of Moses the Canaanites

were very corrupt. The indigenous Canaanite human sacrifice,

which was transplanted by the Phenicians to Carthage, and
there kept up to the latest times, is a sign, not of the barbarity

common to uncultivated warlike tribes, but of the artificial

cruelty often arising from excessive polish and over-indulgence.

Amid all the changes of time the moral corruption generated

by the seductive charms of such a culture is with difficulty lost

in the land of its birth. As in the Middle Ages complaints

were early rife of the perilous degeneracy of the Crusaders in

the land they had subjugated, so wehere see that the Hebrews,

the earliest known conquerors of the same land, were not unaf-

fected by its influences. An effeminacy and depravity of life,

not unlike that of the Canaanites, and doubtless promoted in

part by the remnant of the early inhabitants, spread to a people

which, through their entire nature and laws, ought to have been

most proof against it,—at first indeed only partially and occa-

sionally,^ but subsequently more generally and irresistibly. The
Prophets of the Post-davidical age bewail this much ; but no-

where is a more striking picture given of this spreading depravity

and its causes than in the song in Deut. xxxii.

3. But if in other equally favoured lands, as for instance

Egypt, such inversions of civilisation may possibly for ages

scatter their poison undisturbed, eating into the very vitals of

the nation, Palestine has always from the first had numerous

' Gen. xviii., ix., 20-27, xix. 30-38. great example of sin in ancient days; ix.

^ The first prophet who thus speaks of 9, x. 9; comp. 103 sq.

it is Isaiah ; for Amos iv. 11, and Hosea ' That this is the only proper way of

xi. 8, had mostly in view only the destruc- viewing the infamous crime at Gibeah

tion of the cities in the Jordan circle ; and (Judges xix.) will be made clear after-

by Hosea, Gibeah was regai-ded as the wards.
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and still more powerful antidotes in the desolations by physical

agencies, to which this land is exposed with a frequency and

severity perhaps unknown to any similar country. Among
these are to be named, primarily, destructive earthquakes, to

which it has at all times been exposed,' from its position on

the track of this mysterious power from the Caspian Sea to

Sicily ; frequent and most ruinous inundations ;
^ the unchecked

rage of desolating storms and dreadful hot winds from the

Arabian desert ; ^ a temperature not nearly so calm and equa-

ble as that of Egypt, but liable to violent shocks and dangerous

changes, producing incalculable mischief and unfruitfulness of

the soil ; ^ the plague of locusts, and ravages occasioned by the

dreadful increase of scorpions and similar creatures ;
^ numer-

ous diseases, some destroying life quickl}^, like the plague,^

and others appalling through their slow but sure development,

like the various species of leprosy ;
^ and lastly, the extreme

instability of property and life, in consequence, as we shall ex-

plain hereafter, of the incessant incursions of enemies'. These

and other hardships of this land acted as inexorable disturbers

of the growing effeminacy. In them the inhabitants might

not unreasonably see pressing divine warnings and exhortations

to turn from all the errors of their ways. This influence was

naturally strongest in the earliest ages, before men had gra-

dually learned to overcome, whether by art or by religion, the

terrors of natiu'e.^

This, however, gives no more than the mere possibility of

' This is of course often alluded to in stand rightly the Book of Joel. Spots

the Bible ; but wliile -within the circle of almost uninhabitable on account of scor-

tradition it is mentioned only in connec- pions are still found in those parts ; see

tion with Sodom, and perhaps with simi- Ainsworth's Travels in Asia Minor, ii. p.

lar intention on occasion of the sin of 354.

Korah in Numbers xri. 32-34, and his- * For although a ' plague like the

torically only in Amos i. 1, where Amos plagues of Egypt,' is a proverb in Pales-

speaks of a great earthquake under King tine (Amos iv. 10), yet we know from both

Uzziah (the same of which a later prophet ancient and modern history, how much
seems to know from reading, Zech. xiv. reason Palestine has to dread these very

5), we know from the experience both of plagxies.

the Middle Ages and of modern times, ' On this see the history itself, and for

that the Biblical descriptions certainly the laws respecting leprosy, see my Alter-

flowed from actual experience. ihümer, p. 210 sqq.
^ See Amos viii. 8, ix. 5, and the de- ' The earliest prophets, Joel and Amos,

scriptions of modern travellers; it is no speak on this point as if wholly carried

mere chance that among the plagues of away by natural terror, and always just

Egypt neither earthquake nor inundation as immediate experience prompted ; even

is named. Isaiah speaks only what time and place
* Job i. 18; Zech. ix. l4 ; Ps. xi. 6; necessarily suggested ; long and terrific de-

Ezek. xvii. 10, xix. 12. scriptions of all possible plagues, wrought
* Consider only the vivid descriptions in one grand picture, as if one or few were

in Amos iv. 6-11 ; Jer. xiv., and the tra- insufficient, are first found in Levit. xxvi.

ditions of Patriarchal times in Gen. xii. 14-45 (see p. 116 sq.) and in Deut. xxviii.

10, xxvi. 1, xl. sqq. 15-58.
' On this point it is sufficient to under-
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receiving a warning' from the voice of the Invisible and Divine

Being who permits no mockery of himself; and these voices,

like all others, may be unheeded when there exists no firm

basis of truth, nor aspiration towards it. The Canaanites did

not long alloAV these voices to terrify them out of their moral

supineness and low views of life ; and even Israel at the later

period of its culture received no benefit from them. But when
a nation, such as Israel was during the first period of its settle-

ment in Canaan—already planted on an indestructible basis of

spiritual truth, and as yet essentially uncorrupted and suscep-

tible of all pure impressions, had before its eyes such incessant

terrific warnings, we can well undei'stand how powerfully these

might tend to preserve the people from the entrance of the dis-

solving and corroding influences, and to give to its character

that firmness in meeting danger, that readiness of apprehension

and teachableness of spirit, the combination of which is the

condition of all healthy progress.

n. RELATIONS TOWARDS OTHER COUNTRIES.

When we look round from the land itself to the position its

poj)ulation occupies relative to other lands more or less closely

surrounding it, we must not fall into the error of imagining

that its position in ancient times was the same as in these

modern times, wlien the land, apparently for ever desolate and
depojjulated, attracts no eye beyond that of the distant pilgrim,

or the booty-loving Bedouin, who soon hastens back to his

desert, or of the Egyptian neighbour, scarcely less greedy for

mere booty and for a good boundary ; when, moreover, it has

become a mere cypher in the system of large empires, and has

long ceased to be a prize vigorously fought for and obstinately

defended for its own sake. The land for which Israel journeyed

and fought during forty years, and which the Decalogue, the

earliest document of that time of wandering, exalts as the land

of every hope, as the most beautiful into which Jahveh will lead

his people ;
' that too in which, after Moses, it was the constant

desire of the people and the blessing jDromised from above that

they might settle and dwell in peace ;
'^ that land must then have

been not only far more cultivated and fruitful, but also more
difficult to conquer and to hold, than it now is. The question

then is, what causes combined to render this land so desirable

' Ex. XX. 12; Deut. v. 16. i. 19; Jer. xxv. 5, xxxv. 15; Ps. xxxvii.

* Gcu. xvii. 8, &c. ; Prov. x. 30 ; Itaiah 3 stj.
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and so admired ; for it may be assumed tliat Israel was not the

only one of its numerous populations which, felt so towards it.

1. The first reason is doubtless that the whole broad southern

slope of Lebanon is a district blessed with a fertility extraordi-

nary of its kind. Between Egypt and the northern declivity of

Lebanon, between the wide deserts to the south and east, and the
' unfruitful salt wave ' (in the language of Homer) on the west,

there is no spot which could so excite the lust of conquest as

these mountains and valley's of inexhaustible fertility and spon-

taneous productiveness ; while these very mountains, together

with the local position of the country, made its defence easy in

those early days. But the rush of nations eager for the pos-

session of such cynosures of the earth, circumscribed in size

but inestimable in value, must have been greatest during the

earliest ages. As the German nations of old no sooner heard

distinct reports of the charms of the South than they steadily

turned their eyes and desires thither, so in much earlier times

the Semitic nations far and wide learned to look to this land as

a garden planted on earth by heaven. The early Arabian his-

tory is full of stories of fierce and bloody contests urged for the

possession of the smallest oasis, of a stream, or even of a well

:

but here was an extensive garden of earth, opened to the

contest of mighty nations. Possibly also seafarers from the

opposite European islands might assail the alluring land from

the coast, and partially occupy it.

For besides the mere fruitfulness of its soil, this land affords

other especial advantages to those who once obtain possession

of the whole, or even of some portion of it. But these will be

so often alluded to in various portions of the history, especially

that of the conquest of Canaan, that a short notice of them will

suffice here. The mountains, defiles, ravines, and caves in

which the country abounds, afford the inhabitants excellent and

various means of defence, so that a nation well prepared to

employ such advantages may feel firm and secure in possession.

While Eg3^t and other fruitful plains beside great rivers readily

become the prey of every conqueror, the gracious deities who
endowed this land with rich abundance, also appeared like fierce

mountain gods guarding their heights with utmost jealousy,

and beating back with fury the invading foe.^ The inhabitants

probably seldom grew so effeminate throughout the land as not

to hold themselves constantly in an attitude of military defence

at many points especially favourable to warlike operations, or

at least easily to resume warlike habits. Whereas Egypt was

' 1 Kings XX. 23-28.
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of old and is now a land of slaves, Lebanon, together with

its southern slope, seems, despite of all other changes which

time has wrought, still to produce the same indomitable lovers

of freedom as it did thousands of years ago. Moreover a nation

which kept strictly to the western side of the Jordan could

secure its frontiers with tolerable efficiency, by defending the

northern approaches and guarding the few fords of the Jordan,

since in the south the desert afforded protection against an

enemy.
2. But although separated from Egypt by an extensive desert,

yet from the general position of suiTOunding nations, Canaan

stands towards that country in a relation which has from the

earliest times drawn upon it the weightiest consequences. For

Egypt, an extraordinarily cultivated and highly fertile land, ex-

ercised upon the northern tribes a power of attraction greater,

if possible, than that of Canaan, and, though the most distant,

was the most alluring link in the chain of southern lands that

attracted this migration. In prehistoric times a stream of na-

tions poured down from the north upon Egypt, like those of

Assyrians, Chaldeans, Persians, Greeks, and Turks, who in later

times approached it by the same route, and either tried to sub-

jugate it, or actually did subjugate it. This is proved in the

prehistoric history of all these nations and languages,^ and will

presently be illustrated by an important instance occurring

in the Premosaic age. Palestine here lies in the way ; and

it is possible that many a tribe, intending to go to Egypt, may
have remained in Palestine (as is said of Abraham, Gen.

XX.), or may have been afterwards driven back upon Pales-

tine (as happened to the Hyksos, and subsequently to Israel

under Moses). As Palestine thus became the key of Egypt,

it very early became necessary to the latter to keep her

eyes on the former, and carefully watch her condition. A
strong and united power in Palestine formed the best barrier

between Egypt and the northern nations, and its friendship

upon equal terms would be courted by Egypt, as actually took

place during the reigns of David and Solomon. But when

Palestine was weakened by internal discord, Egypt might for

her own security begin to think of conquering either the whole

of Palestine as far as Lebanon, or at least the fortresses and

seaports on the south-west. This last case would especially

occur when the ruling power in Egypt had its seat in the north

of that country and practised navigation, as under Psammcti-

' See the second of my Sprachcissenschaftlicfic Ahhandlungen (Gottiiigeii, 18G2),

p. 74 sq.
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clius and liis successors, under the Tulunites, the Fatemites,

Ajjubites, and the Mamelukes. Thus Palestine is always in

some degree fettered to the fortunes of Egypt, and although

Israel cherished against Egypt at times a deadly hatred, com-

parable only to the rancour of brother against brother, yet the

inevitable tendencies of nations have always brought them back

into a very intimate mutual relation. But Avhen great empires

were formed, too large to have their centre of gravity on this

strip of coast, and obliged to fix it either in Africa or further

towards the interior of Asia, Palestine was never able to main-

tain herself as a strong independent kingdom, and became a

constant apple of discord between Asia and Africa.

3. It appears from all this, how by a combination of most

various causes, this strip of coast became from the earliest

times a meeting-place for the most diverse nationalities, and
how one nation here pressed incessantly upon another, and not

one, however small its territory might be, could long enjoy its

power in peace. Let it not be supposed that this constant jost-

ling of nations in and around Canaan ceased with the Israelite

conquest, or even with the establishment of David's government.

No doubt it was greater in the earlier times ; but it continued

after David, whenever the power of the dominant people was at

all relaxed, and is traced down even into the Mohammedan
times. The land also, notwithstanding its small extent, pos-

sesses such great diversities of aspect and site, and offers such

numerous and manifold means of defence, that no one nation

could ever easily root out all the others, as might happen in the

valley of the Nile, or even reduce them to permanent subjection.

Indeed the truth of this can be actually verified from observation

of the perplexed relations of the different nationalities and

faiths living there side b}^ side at the present day. Any nation,

therefore, which, amid this confusion within and danger with-

out, tried to maintain its position with vigour, and compete

with other civilised nations, would require the constant straining

of all its resources both physical and mental, and even after its

first victorious entrance into the land, would still have to pass

through many various stages of development and elevation.

Nowhere perhaps is the exhortation to constant watchfulness

and improvement so powerfully prompted as here by the inexo-

rable pressure of absolute want in the midst of abundance
;

and indeed the Prophets never hold out warnings of physical

ills only, but of war and conquest too.'

In this respect Palestine might indeed be compared with the

' For the case of David also, 2 Sam. xxiv. 13.
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Caucasus (also a continental region), where the narrow space
is not less crowded with a medley of nations ; and as in the

earliest times the Caucasus must have been the meeting-place

especially of the various Aryan nations, so Palestine was the

great crossing-point for those of the Semitic stock. But in

reference to civilisation Palestine was incomparably more
favourably placed than the Caucasus, inasmuch as it lay on the

coast of that sea on whose innumerable pi'omontories and
islands all the higher and freer forms of the life of the western
nations had from early times manifested themselves, as those

of the east upon the Ganges. It is an absurd idea that the

Hebrews from living in Palestine were cut off from all easy

intercourse with distant nations. Any inclination to keep
aloof from such intercourse, which might be observed in them
in early times, sprang rather from the nature of their religion

than from deliberate intention, and it was only because the

Phenicians had anticipated them that they long kept aloof

from the coasting trade of the Mediterranean. Either with or

against their own wish, they must inevitably have been drawn
into the busy whirl of life surging around the Mediterranean

Sea, especially in its eastern division. We can measure the

extent of the knowledge of the position of other nations, early

gained in this centre of three continents, by the short sketch

of them given in Gen. x. And during the later ages of anti-

quity, when nations from the most distant parts of the earth,

from Persia and India, from Greece and Egypt, exchanged
their respective arts and culture, Palestine still formed the

central point of transition and communication.

To sum up : we now understand the possibility of the form-

ation of nations forced by close contact with others, whether
near or distant, constantly to carry on their own further

development, and either soon to disappear, or else to conquer

and perpetuate themselves. Such nations were not on this

account necessarily remarkable for numbers. Even in our
times multitude does not do so much as some fancy ; but the

earliest period of antiquity was an age when nations were not
crowded together in such large loose masses, but lived one
beside the other, like so many families, each retaining its own
sharply defined character and distinct culture ; and when even
the smallest tribe shut itself up in its own individuality, and
relied solely on its own resources to attain whatever appeared to

be its highest good. In this respect the petty nations of ancient

Palestine exactly resemble the ancient states of Greece and
Italy, and the modern ones of Switzerland and the Netherlands j
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and just as Athens and Rome, with the smallest possible terri-

tory, could gain a place in the history of the world, so also

could a nation of Palestine. Now two nations of Palestine, we

know, above all others that met there, bore away this palm,

—

two nations so different that it is hard to imagine a stronger

contrast, and even acting upon each other in virtue of this very

contrast to intensify their divergence, yet both of them so con-

stituted that the results of their endeavours became permanent,

and among the most conspicuous fruits of the world's history.

III. MIXED NATIONALITY OF OLDEST INHABITANTS.

We must therefore now \iew the land in reference to its

earliest medley of inhabitants living there before, and con-

tinuing there during the period immediately following the

immigration of Israel. The inherent difficulty of surveying

such remote events is, indeed, here increased by the fact that

we are restricted to very few and scattered notices of them in

the Old Testament and elsewhere, and possess scarcely any

writings of the Premosaic age, with the exception of the pas-

sao-e Gen. xiv., the original form of which has been shown to

have probably belonged to that age (see p. 52). But at all

events these notices are from very different and in part ex-

tremely earlj^, ages ; and besides, as the very essence of such

great national relations is to change only by slow degrees, we

may be justified in drawing from the conditions continuing at

a later period certain conclusions respecting remote times.'

1. In cases like this, the first enquiry naturally refers to the

Aborigines, tribes of whose immigration the later inhabitants

retained neither proof nor even the faintest recollection. Be-

fore their subjugation or expulsion by other victorious invaders,

these Aborigines may have passed through many stages of

fortune, forgotten as layer after layer of population flowed over

this lowest and broadest stratum. Total expulsion, however,

can rarely have befallen the original inhabitants : upon a strip

of coast like Palestine,—the exit from whence was not easy to

' The difficulties of this entire question pletion of the excarations now begun,

are not removed by the method adopted since investigations on every spot promise

by Movers {Das Phönikische Altcrthum, i. greater thoroughness and certainty. See

p. 1-82, 1849). as will be hereafter pointed my Erklärung der grossen Phönikischn

out in some important instances ; see also Inschrift von Sidon, Göttingen, 1856;

Jahrb. der Bibl. Wiss. ii. p. 37 sqq. For and the results of E. Kenan's Phenician

a more accurate enquiry into the state of Journey of Discovery, which are gradually

the Canaanites and other early races of being made public,

the same region, we must await the com-
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a settled population, whether on account of the great attractions

of its soil, or because its boundaries were formed by deserts,

seas, the easily defended fords of the Jordan, and the mountain-

glens of the north. "We are therefore justified iu assuming that

many relics of the primitive inhabitants must have been spared,

consisting- not merely in enslaved persons, but also in manners

and traditions. For us, indeed, all such traces are almost

erased, because the Tsraelitish invasion (as will soon be shown)

b3longed to a later time, when the earlier strata of population

were so intermixed that it was no longer easy always to discri-

minate the earlier and the later inhabitants.

That in the very earliest age, long before the ancient migra-

tions into Egypt (i.e. long before the time of the Hyksos), a

more homogeneous group of nations established themselves in

this land, is not only probable from the general relations among
nations, but to be infen-ed also from more definite indications.

A change in the name of a country, snch as Seir, Edom, or

Esau, itself points to the successive rule of three distinct

nations, whose chronological sequence we can in this case dis-

tinguish with certainty, as will soon be shown. What these

names prove to have happened to the land on the south-eastern

border of the Holy Land, and is most easy of demonstration in

that instance, is evidently true of other cases occurring within

the land itself. Further, all the nations which Avere settled in

the land in historical times, some of which are known even from

Biblical testimony to have come in from foreign parts, though
differing widely in other respects, possessed a Semitic language,

of which amid considerable dialectic varieties the fundamental

elements were closely related. Now this is not conceivable,

unless one original nation, possessing a distinctly marked
character, had lived there, perhaps for thousands of years before

the immigration of others, to whose language after-comers had
more or less to conform. This original nation, moreover,

doubtless already had its peculiar ideas, religious ceremonies,

and customs, which more or less powerfully influenced subse-

quent immigrants ; as the worsliip of the horned Astarte is

know^ to have existed here from the earliest ages, and quite

independently of the later Phenieians.^ All these points will

however be more fully discussed as we proceed.

At the time of the Israelite occupation these Aborigines had
for many centuries been so completely subjugated, dispers<^d,

and ground down, that but few remains of them were still

' A-ihteroth Karfiai/ii, Gen. xiv. 5.

VOL. I. Q
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visible. But then the immigrants were so various, so divided,

and in some points even so weak, that it must have been very

diflScult to comprise such numerous and disconnected nations

under any one fitting appellation. The Israelites called them
Canaanites, Amorites, or otherwise, according as one or the

other of them seemed the more important at the time, or they

preferred to name several together. When a nation had been

long resident in the land, no one thought of investigating the

antiquity of its settlement there. So much the more remark-

able is it that some few tribes are nevertheless described in the

Old Testament as ' ancient inhabitants of the land.' • This

declaration is the more impartial and weighty because quite

incidental. The nations thus described are very small and
scattered tribes, but on this account the more likely to be the

remains of the aboriginal inhabitants. We are hereby entitled

to prosecute further this question of the Aborigines.

1) In the northern and more fruitful portions of the land on

this side Jordan the Aborigines must have been very early

completely subjugated by the Canaanites and blended Avith

them, as not even a distant allusion to them is anywhere to

be found. The case is different wdth the country beyond the

Jordan, especially towards the south. Here we come upon the

traces of a people, strangers alike to the Hebrews with their

cognate tribes, and to the Canaanites, who maintained some

degree of independence imtil after the Mosaic age : the Horites

(LXX. Xoppaloi, i.e. dwellers in caves. Troglodytes) in the

cavernous land of Edom or Seir. The writer of the Book of

Origins himself calls them ' the dwellers in the land,' as dis-

tinguished from the later immigrants, Israel, Esau, and Edom.^

In that writer's time this people, though subjugated for centuries

by Edom, must still have formed separate communities ; since

he thinks it worth while to enumerate their seven principal and

subordinate tribes with their seven heads. ^ In the earliest

narrative. Gen. xiv. 6, they appear in Abraham's time as still

' Namely, Amalek, 1 8am. xxrii. 8, the south-west of the tribe of Judah, some

Num. xxiv.' 20 ; and in its neiglibourliood, singular subterranean works have been

the inhabitants of Gath, 1 Chrou. vii. 21
;

recently discovered; see Eej's Eticde his-

as also Gesliur, I Sam. xxvii. 8. For the torique et topographiqice de la Tribu de

last passage the LXX. have a somewhat Jnda,Vü.T\s, \^QZ. As these cannot well

different reading, and translate Very un- be referred either to Hebrews or to Ca-

intelli^ibly, as they generally do such naanites. they must be supposed to exhibit

passages as refer to the ancient Canaanite traces of the aboriginal inhabitants, or

history ; but the true reading has un- Horites ; and the wonder is that tlie

doubtedly been preserved ia the Hebrew. Horites should have settled so far to the

See above, p. -58. ' south-west.

2 Gen. xxxvi.20. Among the ruins of the * Gen. xxxvi. 20-33.

auc'ienr Bait-Gihrin or EleiUheropolis, in
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independent ; and from this passage, as well as from the Book
of Origins, we see that the name Seir, for the mountain-range

occupied by them, was peculiar to them. The Deuteronomist

evidently follows an ancient authority in saying that the}' were

expelled by Esau (or Edom).^ It further appears from the

careful distinction made in the Book of Origins between them
and the Canaanitish tribes, that they were not of Canaan-

itish blood, although the Amorites, also dwelling far to the

south, were. It happens very fortunately, in fine, that we gain

some knowledge of the subsequent fat e of these Aborigines from

a wholly different source, the Book of Job,^ which pictures

vividly the pitiable condition to which they were reduced in the

writer's age (the eighth or seventh century). Then, houseless

and outlawed, they were thrust forth by their conquerors into

dreary and barren wildernesses, in which they dragged out in

misery a feeble existence, despised and abhorred by all, but

ready on occasion of any disaster liappening to their old op-

pressors to burst suddenly forth from their miserable hiding

places,^ full of j)ent-up bitterness and destructiveness, and thus

even in their ruin to remind their conquerors that they had
once been masters of the land. This reads like a scene in the

history of the Coolies or other aboriginal tribes of India, or (to

take an instance nearer home), of the Irish peasantry not more
than thirty years ago ; but we must remember that the He-
brews do not seem anywhere to have treated their subject tribes

for centuries with such severity as the Edomites treated theirs.

2) So melancholy an end is inevitable when victorious in-

vaders permanently withhold equal rights from the subjugated

people, and keep them apart and in bondage. Very different,

however, was the position these Aborigines, whom we have

just seen sunk so low, once held : as appears from the following

important fact. At the time of the Israelitish conquest, as we
learn from some perfectly reliable accounts, there still existed

many remains of the Aborigines scattered through the land.

They were then ordinarily designated by a name which suggests

very different ideas

—

Rephaim, or Giants.'* Indeed primitive

' D.ut. ii. 12, 22; comp. iiLovp, p. 126 were not wbolly in error on tlio merining
sq. of somu passages in ch. xxx., I still think

- Job xvii. 6, xxiv. 5-8. xxx. 1-10. that I. have understood all these passages
The zeal and fulness with which in 1836 and th» history therewith connected more
I gave a public interpretation of these accurately than they.

passages in Job, prove that I then believed ' Alludf d to also in Deuteronomy, whoso
I hail found in them a new fragment of author is well acquainted with all these
historical truth, as it is not my liHbit ti circumstances ; vii. 20.

give Vviluminous explanations of things In this general sense the name is used
already disposed of. Even now, though I not untrequ"ently ; 2 8ani. xxi. 16-22;
S"e that Isaac Vossius and J. D. Michaelis from the (State-annals, Deut. ii. 11, 20, iii.

Q 2
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tribes remiiining near to a state of nature, appear to possess

gigantic stature more frequently than the more advanced and
versatile nations. The latter appear to lose from the body
what they gain in the mind ; and so the Hebrews at the time of

Moses ^ must have possessed very much the same short slender

stature which is now characteristic of the hardy and adroit

Arab. It might indeed be argued from certain indications that

only the ruling families of the Aborigines are here described.^

If, as appears in various descriptions, especially of the early times,

the ruling families were gorged with the fat of the land,^ it is

conceivable that the savage and warlike lords of a nation itself

of high stature would appear absolutely gigantic in the eyes of

the Canaanites and Hebrews. We should then have to suppose

that a rough robber-clan of immense stature, belonging to the

Aborigines, still maintained its power here and there, and that

the Aborigines were compelled by necessity to become subject

to them, in order to obtain their protection against invaders
;

much as in Europe the aid of the last robber-knights was
sought. The last king of this race was Og of Bashan, and his

enormous iron sarcophagus served as a memento to after-times,'*

like the heavy coats of mail of the Middle Ages to ourselves.

But this view, true as it is of the ages between Moses and
David, is quite erroneous of much earlier times ; for in perfectly

11 ; and the name may be tluis explained had long served as a bridge over a river

from its root, since J<D~|=nD"l! stretched, (Journal Asiatigiu, June ISil, p. 67Q-81);

mav very well bo equivalent to lorn/, tall,
^^her Mohammedan writers relate that he

like the German rcckc. The Hebrews ap ^»0^ a fish just fresh from the sea, and

plied the same name to the shadows of ^^^^'^^ 't to ashes in the sun's rays
;
Tabari

Hades, literally the stretched out, i.e. the ^^^^ '° '"** preliminary history a long pas-

nerveless, prostrate, de;id. It is evident sage respecting him (.see Chromqve dc

that the language of a nation which ap- Taban trculuU du Person par Dubeux, i. p.

plied this name to the giants, though also
^g ^^ Qazvini <—«.'Uu , P- ^W. 7

Semitic, must have been originally verv ^
, ,,^.. , ^ , , t^

"'

• r.

dff r nt
o

^ V
gqq ^^j -^^ ustenfeld ; Petermann s Jitiseu,

' Num xiii 27-35 ^'' P' ^^^ ^^'i-)- -^^^ ^^^ these traditions

"- Because in the passages quoted they f«
probably bnsed on such Eabbinical

appear as quite exceptional inst^inces, just ^f'^'^^s ^l
^^^^.se in the Liber de jmrte

as the three at Hebron. Num. xiii. 22 ; and f"/«^'-^' V ,^\Craubmn ;
in Ben-l ziel on

as Og of Bashan is chilled the last of his Y"-^: ^f\
^3 m-j and in the Midrash

race, Deut. iii. 11 : see i. 4.
J^lqut. fol. U; and these again probably

3 As Ju.lges iii. 29, and in David's song, ?" ^" Apocryphon upon Og. which appears

2 Sam i
"^2 in Decret. Gelasu vi. 13 under a Ijarely

'*
Deut.'iii. 11; without doubt a picco recognisable name. Here the few notices

of genuine history, for the spot where the »^ '""^ '''. the Old Testament were inter-

memorial was to be seen is accurately de- ^°^en with divers giant-stones and the

scribed. It seems surprising that even in
strangest fancies

;
ns that he saved him-

tiie Middle Ages such strange stories
seit through the Deluge by holding on to

should be still related of this old giant- >'«;'l^ ^ 5^= ^^'l
'^«^ l^'^^i ^^ -Abraham,

king, who stands so isolated iu the Old '"'^ ^^ ^o"'^-
.

I^° ^^•'»^
^l^^^^

brought into

Testament: for instance, a Persian Mo- connection with Gen. vi. 4; and it was

hammedan relates that a single bone of thought satisfactory -thus to recover the

name oi one ot tae primeval giants there
the gigantic body of the j.^ -. ^ ^ji mentioned.
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reliable reports, sucli as Gon. xiv. 5, Dent. iii. 13, the whole of
Bashan is called the ' land of the Rephaiin,' and they appear as

an nnmixed race. It may indeed be said that on sncli points

the Deuteronom.ist only speaks rhetorically and with a purpose,

to magnify the conquest effected by Israel under a leader like

Moses, over such powerful and terrific giant races. But even the
Deuteronomist cannot be supposed to speak without some his-

torical basis ; and quite independent!}^ of him, we see from a very
ancient passage, Gen. xiv. 5, that the name ' Eephaim ' was
originally borne only by a small people in Bashan beyond Jordan,
having a capital Ashteroth Karnaim (a name which proves that
thus early the horned Astarte was worshipped) . And we may as-

sume that at the time of Abraham nations of the same race ruled

over extensive territories eastward of the Jordan ;^ in Moab they
were specially designated Emim,^ and in Ammon Zamzummim.^
On the west of the Jordan, in the central districts, they lived

at the time of Moses in more scattered settlements,—in parts

of the later tribe of Joseph (as we learn from a very ancient

record '*), and near Jerusalem, where a valley was named after

them as late as the eighth century ;^ but in the southern parts

near Hebron (which must have been their old capital), and from
thence towards the sea, they were more concentrated and
powerful ; and here in the south they bore the name of Sons of

Anak,^ with the mythological epithet of Giants' sons, given to

them by their terrified enemies." That Hebron was the ancient

' We learn this most distinctly from •* Josh. svii. 15: comp, above, p. 66 sq.

the invalualile accounts in Gen. xiv., -where * Josh. xv. 8, xviii. 16; 2 Sam. v. 18,

places and names are given which are 22, xxiii. 13; Isaiah xvii. 5.

otherwise wholly unknown. * Num. xiii. 22, 23; Josh. xi. 21 sq.,

2 Deut. ii. 11, and Gen. xiv. 5; compare ^^^- ^-' ^^' ™™P- I^'^"* "• 10 ^q. ;
and

Hema?}i [Eng. version wrongly Heman], of ^^^ merely rhetorical allusion to them, ix.

similar sound among the Horites, Gen. ^ ^'?* ....
xxxvi 22 Ihat this is the meaning of the names

' Since the ancient accounts used by the Q"*^?? '-^^^ D'^Sp "'J?' N^™- ^^i"- 33, ap-

Deuteronomist in the former case agree pears also from Gen. vi. 4. Movers, by
with Gen. xiv., we may conclude that DH taking these expressions of the Book of

Gen. xiv. 5, is the same as ny, i.e. m, 9''^?^"«,'. ^^'^ others of the kind, in a per-

^„A »...» fu^.o „. ^.»*.^. "t^ .. •• ,r>
lectly literal sense, as if the Anakim,

and DMt tnesameas n^nrnt, Deut, ii. 19 t> i. q — i. n ^i • i'-'"
_

u (viMi» cub.ii. ij Kephaim, &c., were actua'ly mythical
sq. Beyond this we have no means of Giants and Titans, mistakes the real mean-
explaining the names Emim and Zara- ingofall these passagps of the Bible ; as
zummim, since they do not, like the name much so as he would in treating the Cimbri
Eephaim, occur m any more general sense, and Teutons, nay, even the :Mecklenburgh-
nor are made intelligible by any clear ers of the present day. as mythical person-
context, and we therefore are wholly igno- ages. It is the Douteronomist who, by
rant what as-sociations were connected with his rhetorical descriptions, first somewhat
the words; the merely rhetorical use of loosened the historical ground ; but it was
the appellation So7is of Anak in Deuter- not till much later, when actual historical
onomy does not warrant anysucli assnnip- names were looked for in Gen. vi. 4. tliat

tion respecting even these. The name Og (^mentioned p. 228) could bo imagined
Kcphaim alone come gradually to be used to bo a Titan, and even identified with tlio

in a wider sense. Greek Ogyges.
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seat of their kings, appears not merely from the permanent im-
portance of that city to the entire south, but also from knovv-

ledg-e that we have of a considerable portion of the history of

the dynasty ruling there. This dynasty boasted of an ancient

hero Arba,^ as founder of their city, hence called by them City

of Arba (and the time of its building was still well known, see

p. 52), and also as founder of their dynasty, and therefore

entitled Father of Anak.^ But at the time of the Israelite con-

quest their power must have been divided, and thereby weak-
ened, since three sons of Anak—Ahiman, Sheshai, and Talmai
—are mentioned.^

But a part of the population which from its locality can
hardly be anything else than the Rephaim, is very curiously

also called by a perfectly distinct name, Amorites. Amos
speaks of the gigantic stature of the Amorites, just as other

writers of the Rephaim ;
* and the Book of Origins itself calls

both the above-mentioned king Og and a similar king Sihon

Amointes.* But the diversity of name is at once explained,

when we discover that Amorite only means mountaineer, and
is therefore originally a topographical, not an ethnological or

national designation. How these Amorites could be brought
into a certain connection even with the Cauaanites will be con-

sidered presently.

3) Agaiii in the south-Avest of the land we find traces of simi-

lar Aborigines. On one occasion in the life of David it is

stated by an ancient narrator, in order to exjjlain how David,

then a vassal of the Philistines, could be constantly engaged in

expeditions against the south-west country, without attacking

Israel, that the objects of their hostilities were ' the ancient

inhabitants of the land,' whom, it appears, neither a Philistine

nor an Israelite leader would think it necessary to spare.^

' Wherever tin's name occurs— Gen. possess this reading, is indeed douLtful,

xxiii. 2; Josh. xiv. 15, xv. 13. 54, xx. 7, because they have here 'Aya(i//n and not

xxi. 11 ; Jui!gesi. 10—the LXX. pronounce 'Ara/c ; but the later periphrasis is a fact,

the last sj'Uable somewhat harder, 'Apß6K. and has nothing in common -nith the
Eut Movers' idea that the name answers Kabbalistic Adam qadmvn which Movers
to the Greek ''A/j^7)\os, and is in fact iden- chooses to see liere. Nor can Onka, the

tical with the Babylonic Bel, is without name of the Pheuician Athene (see Steph.

foundation. The article (y^lj^n) is only Byz. s.v.) be brought into connection with
found attached to it later, Neh. xi. 25

; Anak, at least until we know how it was
but in the older writers the article is found written in Phenician.
with pjyn- ^ Judges i. 10 ; Numb. xiii. 22.

-Josh.' XV. 13; xxi. 11; 'that is ' Amos ii. 9.
, ^ . .,

the great man among the Anakim,' in
\Joshua ix. 10; see later Dent. iv. 47 ;

xiv. 15, is plainly only a periphrasis ^^^^- *•
.

liazarded by some later reader or copyist. ' ^O"" ^^^^ is the true meaning of

Whether the LXX., who in all these pas- the words already referred to, 1 Sam.

SMgcs translat.^ by /ijjTpJ/roA.y, did not ^^^''- ^' ^be words D^1j;0-'>5 torm a
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Two such aboriginal kingdoms are mentioned here. The first

is that of the Anuilekites. These appear from other indications

also to have been such, and indeeel originally to have overspread

the whole land; so that no name was found more fitting than

theirs to become the common designation of all the Abori-

gines ; as Avill be further explained hereafter. Besides this

small kingdom, which then still existed in the far south, there

was another, occupying a narrow strip extending westwards

froTu Judah about to Joppa ; this was called from its chief city

Geshur, with wdiicli Gezar seems to be synonymous. This king-

dom, though sorely hai'assed by both Philistines and Israelites,

maintained its existence until the reign of Solomon. From the

special tribe which occupied this district from primeval times,

the land was called the land of the Avvites or Avvim ;' but from

what has been said above, it need not surprise us that this name
is sometimes exchanged for that of Amorites. But in David's

reign there was another small kingdom of the same name
Geshur, at the very opposite point, on the north-east, on the

other side Jordan, and distinguished by the epithet Aramean,

as being surrounded by tribes speaking Aramaic.^ As such

identity of name cannot be accidental, we must regard it as a

displaced member of the same original people, the main part of

which was driven to the extreme south and south-west. The
personal name Talmai already noticed, p. 230, recurs again

here,^ although it is cjuite foreign to ancient Israel, and only

appears as an Israelitish name in the New Testament in the

form Bartholomew.

It is clear from all these signs that there was here a

primitive people which once extended over the whole land of

the Jordan to the left, and to the Euphrates on the right,

and to the Red Sea on the south ; and that, as in many
districts it was still disputing dominion with the Canaanites,

it was completely subjugated only by the fresh incursion

of the Hebrews under Moses. Whether they were of Semitic

race hardly admits of doubt even on a first glance. The few

names preserved"* have a Semitic form and complexion; and

parenthetic clause, and those follo-wing according to Deut. ii. 23 they dwelt even

describe merely how far David ranged v.nto Azzah [Gaza] ; that is (the speaker
southwards (even to Egypt). We might being north of Gaza), that Gaza was the

conjecture nT'"'inDforD^"iyO' from 1 Sam. most southerly region to which they ever

XV. 7 ; but I consider every change of the extended.

Helirew construction as unnecessary, or 2 According to 2 Sam. xv. 8 ; Josh. xii.

rather false.
5^ xiii. 13 ; 1 Chron. ii. 23.

' From Josh. xiii. 3. compared with verse 3 2 Sam iii. 3 xiii. 37.
2, it appears that the Geshuri and the Av- 4 These" are the five names of chiefs
vit(s[D''13;; ^iw>« or ^wi!e is therefore in- already mentioned, and some names of

correct] are one and the same pcoiile

;

tribes and places; such as the above
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when we consider tluit the cliiefs who would not become sub-

ject to the Hebrews, at last retreated to the coast-towns of

the Philistines,' and that in later times the Philistines led the

descendants of these terrible giants into battle,^ and that from

the earliest period Semites were settled on many of the neigh-

bouring islands and coasts of the Mediterranean Sea (as will

soon be shown in the case of the Philistines), we may assume

it to be highly probable that this entire stratum of nations was

connected with the Semitic peoples who were driven still further

westward beyond the sea.^

2. The land occupied by these A.borigines was, both long

before and long after the Hebrew conquest, invaded by vari(jus

widely differing Semitic nations, who wholly subdued some por-

tions and obtained partial possession of others,

1) Of these the Canaakites must be regarded as the most

important. At first sight it seems doubtful whether they were

invaders or not. Fortunately, however, we possess in a passage

of the Book of Origins, Gen. x. 15-20, a record by means of

which we can measure with groat accuracy the extent of the

early dominion of this important people, and without which

many perplexed points of the history of these ancient tribes

would be far more difficult to unravel. Here 4he separate

tribes of the Canaanites are enumerated as sons of Canaan,

and the boundaries of the territory of each described. Their

number is eleven. Sidon is mentioned as the first-born ; which

means that Sidon had from time immemorial been the greatest

Canaanitish power. Next come three nations living towards

the south, Heth, the Jebusites, and the Amorites; then two in

the most northerly country conquered by Israel, the Girgashites^

and the Hivvites ; then four in Phenicia, and lastly the most

northern of all, the well-known kingdom of Hamath on the

Orontes. The description then given of the Canaanite boun-

daries makes it still more evident that the writer here intends

to describe their territories as they were prior to the Israelitish

conquest. They embrace the entire land, as far as Gaza on the

south-west; so that the Aborigines still existing there (the

quoted on Gen. xiv. 5; aud ly Deut. ii. dau. But since re'/)76(7a, known from Matt.

no '' viii. 28, was, according to Euseb. Onom.,
'

' Josh xi 22 ^ place on a hill on the sh(jres of the Sea

^ 2 Sam xxi. 16-22 ; 1 Sam. xvii. «/ Galilee, the name probably designated

3 For the proof that the whole country the same Canaamte kingdom which is

here was originally inhabited by Semites, i^^^ied m Josh. i.x. Hazor (nvin, fortress,

sec the Jahrh. der B. »F. vi. p. 88. ensile); corresponding in so far with the
* Their locality is nowhere defined in name Jebusite, of which something similar

the Old Testament, except that in Josh, may be said from Josli. x.

xxiv. 11, tliey are placed on tlii.s side Jor-
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Piiilistiues vv'ere not tlien yet in the same force on that coast

as hiter) must have been regarded as a protected and subject

population.

But this story of the eleven sons of Canaan implies no more
than a clear recollection that at some time, it might be even

centuries before the Israelitish concjuest, a dominant people

named Canaan created and preserved some degree of unity

a,mong the various tribes. The cjuestiou of the age of each

separate tribe, whether they were all aboriginal or not, did not

come under consideration here: we only learn that the influ-

ence of the Canaauites had been firmly established in the land

long before tlie time of Moses. But as these Canaauites appear

in so many passages as only one among many ancient nations

inhabiting this land, there is no intrii:sic absurdity in supposing

that even if theii- immigration had preceded that of Moses by

more than five centuries, they were distinct from the Abori-

gines already mentioned. In fact it is nowhere said in the Old

Testament that the}" were Aborigines ; for the Fourth Narrator

of the primeval history, in saying incidentally that the

Canaauites were in the land before Abraham,^ oiily means
that the land was even then already thickly peopled, and

names the Canaauites simply as the best known inhabitants.

And when we further reflect how very widely they must have

dififered both in mental and in physical culture from the Abo-
rigines already described, and how utterly shattered and dis-

persed these Aborigines w^ere even before Moses, a later

immigration appears on these grounds also the more probable.

Many signs conspire to prove that a powerful invasion must at

a very early time have everywehere split up the first deep

stratum of population, an older and very different invasion

from those of the Philistines and the Hebrews, which will

afterwards come under consideration; and we can imagine no

other such than this of the Canaauites.

So far we are guided by the Old Testament accounts of the

Canaauites. But other'independent traditions of the immigra-

tion of the Phenicians reached Herodotus and other wa-iters.

Independent again of these is the genuine Phenician tradition

given by Sanchoniathon^ of the constant enmity between the

two Tyrian brothers Hypsuranius and Usous. The first, as his

' Gen. xii. 6, xiii. 7; an.l see also such - In Orelli's cJilion, p. 16 sq.; ^'^'ö

passages as Num. xxii. 4. The latter do- also on this legend my A'-hanclii(j,q Hb. r

scriptions by the Fathers of the Cliuivh. dk PhiJnllciscLn Ansichten von der WiH-
as collected by Moses Choreneiisis {Ili.-it. iv/iö^j/uiic/ und Sanchuniuthon (Gottingen,
i. 5), appear to be derived from the Book 1801), p. 14 scj.

of Jtihihcs Awd similar works.
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name indicates, is the heavenly progenitor of the Pheniciaiis

;

tlie other a wild hunter, a savage ' hairy ' man (as his name
expresses), and the true type of the earliest inhabitants. Indeed,

the name Uso, by the Phenician phonetic laws, is actually

identical with -the Hebrew Esau :
^ not that the Tyrian Uso

derived his name from that nation which the Hebrews named
Esau, but that the contrast expressed in the Phenician tradition,

between two related tribes of which the younger formed a later

immigration into the land, is repeated in the history of Israel.

At the time of Moses, indeed, the immigration of the

Canaanites was so completely a bygone event, and had given

rise to so many new arrangements and changes, that the very

name of the principal nation, the Canaanites, is only to be ex-

plained from these. For on reviewing the names of the eleven

tribes and of others elsewhere named as connected with them,

we find some to be derived from corresponding cities or king-

doms ; namely, the Phenician nations and Hamath ; the Jebu-

sites, so called from Jebus an ancient name of Jerusalem,

evidently because they preserved their independence and a

considerable territory long after the Israelite invasion;''* and

the Girgashites, already mentioned, p. 232. These small king-

doms, seven in all, maintained their existence with firmness

generally till long after Moses. But the case is very different

with the four or five names remaining. None of the nations

bearing these can be so called from a city or kingdom ; and four

of them are besides mentioned with such disproportionate

frequency, and as spreading over such an extent of countr}^, as

is incompatible with the idea that they constituted compact
and localised kingdoms. Many indications show that these

names describe the inhabitants by certain differences of locality

and occupation in the different parts of the country.^

a.) The Amorites. These were Highlanders, as their name*

' As the Phenician OvKu/xos answers people (see AUgemebie Zeitung, June 22,

to the Hebrew D^iy, so Gi/o-wos to a Hebr. 1839, p. 1337); as among the Northern

..;..:.. 1 t »u- ^ i. L^ T . Slavonians, tlie Polanians take their name
^t»'1U ; L»ut tbis last might, according to ^ ^i /? i i ^i -r» • j> ti
T

'" = ' >->-"'"'"o ^^
from the field, the Dreviamans from the

my Lehrbuch, § 108 c, easily pass into wood, the Livonians from the sand (.Scha-

1l?'V/ farik, Slavischc Alierthilmir, i. p. li;9j
;

^
- That they had at first a wider territory and as in Attica therewere the 'rntpiKpioi,

appears not only from Josh. x. but from neSteTs, and ndpa\oi: and still in Uri a

the added clause 'in the mountains,' Josh, vallei/- and a mountain- Aramann are

xi. 3 ; if this is not transposed from Num. distinguished.

_

xiii. 29.
* This is chiefly seen fi-om the passnge

3 As now in the Soixdan the population I«, xvii. 9, where there is an liistorical

,..,,., ^, , I , allusion to TiOX summit; the Canaanite
IS divided into the towns- ^jj.. the

*

•

'

language must have employed this word
desert- ^»Jc', J'liitl the hill- .I-.'?-, not merely of the top of trees, but also of
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indicates, and as the chief passage about them, Num. xiii. 29
(belonging- to the Book of Origins), shows. Whenever any indi-

cation is given of their locality, they always appear as dwelling

upon or ruling from high places.^ It is, however, expressly

stated by the earliest narrator, that they dwelt originally beyond
the Scorpion-Range ^ ('the going up to Akrabbim '), on the

southern boundary of the subsequent Judah, and further still to

the south-east as far as the Eock-city (Petra) of Idumea; and
even as late as the Israelite conquest they must have held ex-

tensive sway throughout the southern regions on this side of

the Jordan ; besides this they occupied wide regions on the

other side, and had made fresh conquests there just before the

arrival of Moses.^ Hence the earliest narrator not unnaturally

applies the name Amorite to all the ancient settlers in the south,

on the western, as well as to the entire population on the eastern

side of the Jordan ; and other writers in Judah also employ the

name in this larger sense.^ But we have seen already, p. 230,

that these very Amorites, described as warlike and savage,

were mainly relics of the aboriginal population ; and their con-

nection with the Canaanites, strictly so called, must therefore

have been very loose. In fact, in careful delineations they were
clearly distinguished from these, and only gradually and in

later times thrown into the same category with them.-^ We
possess also one proof that the language of the Amorites was
by no means identical with that of the Canaanites.^

b.) The contrast to these Highlanders with their strong

castles is furnished by the Hittites,^ as dwellers in the valley,

that of mountains -with their castles. In Origins, ho-wever, used the name Canaan-
1840 I published this remark on Is. xvii. ite in a \yider sense, is plain from Num. xiv.

9. In Syriac jj JOLd] still signifies hero

;

f "^.^ (Judges i. 1 7), compared .vith Deut. i.

DO also the narrator oi 2 feam.xxi. 2, puts
Knös. ehrest, p. 31. 3 from helow, 70. Amoritts for tliose whom the Book of
last but one, 79, 2 ; the last passage might Origins (in Josh, ix.) properly calls ffiyw7f5.
suggest Medians as the original meaning, s As in the often retouched passage,

sincothescare in Armenian called \|*tt/»7, Judges i. : c»mpare verse 10 with Josh.

Mär ; and Amvrin occurs as a local name, ^^1 \ ^^V
^^' " '^,' , _^

ibid 31. 3 fr bei remarkable passage Deut.

' Gen. xiv. 7, of the district near Jericho ^"^ ",
,, , , r. /• x, ,

where mountains lie to the west; Deut. i. , -^^^f-Y
/'^"^ <i"^led also Sons of Heih,

7, 19 sq. 44, from old authorities ; Josh. x.
'^^"""^ "-''^'''^^ ^^^

^^'f^
only that their tern-

Ö sq., where mention is made of their five ^"''Y
^'^'^^ formerly larger. It is an obvious

kings wlio ruled the country on this side. '^"J'i^ti'.r« tl'at the name of the Phen.cian

•= Judges i. 36, see Josh. xiii. 4 ; on the ^'^^'""l '"
^W^]^

'"^ ^^''^^t'.^ ,t° the word

Scorpion-Kange, which stretched from 1 lie ^IH ;
these Jvittites were indeed always

southern end of the Dead Sea to the south- written in Hebrew, and almost always ia

west, see Num. xxxiv. 4, Josh. xv. 3. Plienician, with -|, never with n ;
yetthere

^ As we are told not only by tiie earliest are founil coin.s witii the ins.-riplion of ol «V
narrator, but by national songs: Num. 2>?ü;i j KirTtels, so that at least in Sidon
xxi 29,comp.Gon.xiv. ö;accordiiigtowliich Ileth seems to bo emploj-od in the sense
the Amorites were here not aborii:inal. of Canaan ; see the Jahrliu her der Bih-

* See above, p. 72. Tli.it t!io"Dook of listhjn Wisscnsek:ft, iii. p. 209. On llio
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wlio had different employments and manners, and lived, wliere-

ever possible, in distinct and independent communities. We are

not therefore surprised to find them living near the mountains

wherever they could find room, as for instance in the south

near Hebron, and extending from thence as far as BetheP in

the centre of the land. They nowhere appear as warlike as the

Amorites, but rather (according to the noteworthy description

of them in the Book of Origins),^ lovers of refinement at an

early period, and living in well-ordered communities possessing

national assemblies. Abraham's allies in war are Amorites ;
^

but when he desires to obtain a possession peaceably he turns to

the Hittites.^ More in the middle of the land on the western side

of the Jordan, the name Hittite seems to have been exchanged
for one of similar import, namely Perizzite :'^ for this also desig-

nates dwellers in an open country, containing viUages rather than

fortresses.'' Upon the supposition that this name is synonj'mous

with, and only dialectically different from, the other, its omission

from the list of tribes given in Gen. x. is easily explained.

c.) Very little difference exists between these dwellers in the

valley and the j^eople originally called Canaanite. The latter,

however, according to the earliest and most reliable accounts,*^

inhabited the littoral regions, whicli lie still lower, and possess

a totally different character from the valleys just described ; viz.

the western bank of the sultry and teeming valley of the Jordan,

probably as high up as the sea of Galilee, and likewise the coast

of the Mediterranean Sea. As possessors of these choicest parts

of the country, and especially as masters of the sea, siiccessful

Egyptian monuments Amar and Chefatve- * This name first appears Josh. xvii. 15 ;

quently appear as names of nations, the together ^\^th the Canaanites, as if those

latter esjjee'ially ; and its relation to the districts had been then under subjection

Biblical name is pointed out in Bunsen's to the latter people. Judges i. 4 sq.
;

Mgypten, i. p. 480 ; Rouges Tohne de Gen. xxxiv. 30, xiii. 7, comp. xii. 6.

Penta-our in the Ecvue Contemj). 1856, ^ As is clear from the t^irailar Hebrew
p. 391 sq. ; Brugsch's Geographische word in 1 Sam. vi. 18, and from the re-

Jnschriften altägypiischcr Denkmäler, ii. marks in Deut. iii. 5; Ezek. xxxviii. 11 ;

p. 20 sq., iii. p. 73. On the Egyptian Zech. ii. 8. PD is properly open.

ChetseseealsoTi'civ^c^rcÄtW. 1864. p. 333- ' In the Book of Origins, Nuni xiii. 29,

49. ChampoUion considered the Chetse to xiv. 25; and in Josh. xi. 13, probably
be Scythians. But, according to the Assy- from the same source ; on the other hand,
rian cuneiform inscriptions, theChatti must they are already restricted to the sea-coast

be sought much farther to the north ; see in Josh. v. 1 The name |y33 undoubtedly
Rawlinson's Inscription of Tiglath-PiJcser sigmfivs /owlond : but the true antithesis to

(London, 1857). p. 46 sq., 54 sq. The X€t- this is not found in Aram, but rather in the

raia Kci/xr] in Africa, mentioned in Ptolemy, other names met with in this same region.

Geogr. iv. 5, can have been at most only Not till after the time of Solomon dots the

a very early settlement of this j^eople. name Canaanite assume in tlie Old Testi-
' Gen. xxiii., xxvi. 34, xxvii. 46; Judges ment the force of merchant, trader, an 1

i. 26. even then not in common parlance. This
^ Gen. xxiii. can by no means have been the original
* According to Gen. xiv. 13. meaning of the word.
* Gen. xxiii.
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navigators, and founders of colonies both near and distant,

they early obtained such a preeminence above all other nations
of the land, that their name as the most widel}^ known easily

came to be used as a compendious designation of the entire

country. Where the various parts of the country were to be
distinguished, the name was extended so as in the first instance

to embrace all the northern tribes only, and then by degrees to

include the southern also ; although the southern inhabit-

ants themselves generally employed the name Amorite in this

general sense. When the north coast alone remained unsubdued
by Israel, the name Canaan was ultimately more and more
restricted to that. It was not unknown to the Greeks as sy-

nonymous with Phenician ;
' and the Hebrews possessed no

other general name for the open land on the sea-coast, unless

it be ' Sidonia.'

d.) Lastly, different from all the above Avere the Hivvites or

Midlanders, who dwelt in the true middle of the land, having

on the east and west the Lowlanders, on the south the Hioh-
landers and valley-dwellers, and on the north the borderers of

Hamath.^ They, like the Canaanites, loved peaceful occu2)ations

and trading pursuits in well-ordered communities and fortified

cities, and located themselves principally in districts the most
suitable for peaceful civil life, which from the earliest times

possessed the most fiourishing inland cities. One of these Avas

Gibeou ; this important central city was the earliest to submit
to Israel, to secure the peace which an inland mercantile city

especially requires.^

The Hebrews became acquainted with the numerous tribes of

various nationality that occupied the land, at a time when they
Avere living quite isolated from each other, and becoming in-

creasingly so. This explains why they often mentioned several

conquered nations tog-ether as a periphrasis for the entire land.

With rhetorical amplification the earliest narrator names six,*

1 On Xm as synonymous with *oiVi|. difFerent 'i"]n- In Josh. is. 7 this mistake
SCO Snnchoniathon, cd. Orelli, p. 40; and u.,^ „_„,^f ;'f„ „i„ ^ u ., uroo d .i

-IT ^ -. -II-1 ^ 1- ^ iias crept into almost all the MSB. of the
even ItflcatKiis oi Jliletns, accordniff to tw • o., i ;„ n n • . .i
ju, TT ]• 1 \ f • o Li-^'-'V

,
and in (jen. XXVI. 2, even into the

^1. Herodian. ,repi ^o.T,p Xe^. i. p. 8; present Hebrew text. [Thenameisproperly
conip Cha^roboscus in Eekker, ^«cf^. ^„«Ye not ^mV«, Heb. vm-l
p. 1181 ; and iStephaiHislJvz. on the word

; .
'-J

comp. Buttniann's Mijlhohiaus, i. p. '233. ^ Jo^^^- i^- H' 19- The name njn may
have signifio.l in the Canaanito langnafro

"^ At the time of the Judges thoy M-ero the inner (literally that whifh withdraws
driven back from Antilibanon to Ham:itli, itself); comp, several th rivatives from
that is, quite to the north-east (.Julges -p , _._ , ,

111. 3 ; Josh. XI. 3 ; 2 ham. xxiv. 7); but tJ> < "
'

earlier wo find them settled in the centre signified the rommnnil;/, in wliich rase I lie

of the land (Gcn.xxxiv. 2 ; Josh. ix.). We Hivvites meant tho.so wlio lived in I'reo

must observe, however, that the ancient communities (republics),

copyists often mis-took i^n 'or the entirely * Ex. xxiii. 23.
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and again, more briefly but witlioufc any change of meaning,

on]y three, ^ and even one only (according to p. 72). The Book
of Origins sometimes mentions five,^ but generali}' Canaan only.

The Fourth and Fifth Narrators choose the same six nations

which the earliest narrator had selected.^ The Deuteronomist,

by.adding the Girgashites from Gen. x., brings the number up to

the favourite round number seven.'* In one important passage,

where the largest extent of the land was to be indicated,'^ the

Fifth Narrator counts up as many as ten nations, by adding a

few fresh ones, of which we shall speak presently. But in most
cases where a shorter description suffices, either two names are

given, as Canaanite and Perizzite, or still more frequently one

only, and then the name Canaanite is preferred, although some-

times exchanged for Amorite (see p. 235), and far less frequently

for Hittite.«

If the name Canaanite thus designates originally only one

nation, dwelling apart from the others, it is possible that the

Canaanites belonged to the same immigration with the Hivvites

and Hittites, who most resembled them in their form of civilisa-

tion ; but this does not enable us to discover the name b}' which
they called themselves at the time of their migration. But
there is no reason to doubt that all these immigrations belonged

to the primeval race which the Israelites called Ham. Of this

we shall have to speak further hereafter; for the present it

suffices to notice that Canaan always appears as a son of Ham,
and that according to the ancient Hebrew conception, the two
names were interchangeable terms."

Observing on the one hand that the Aborigines maintained
their position in the south more than in the north, and on the

other that Sidon, even in Premosaic times, was the principal

seat of the world-renowned Canaanites, we might imagine that

the latter had burst into the land from the north-east, and
driven back the Aborigines eastwards over the Jordan as well

as to the south, taking a similar direction to Abraham's migra-

' V. 28. some special cause. But in Josh. i. 4, a
- Ex. xiii. 5 ; in mostMSS. of tlieLXX. rhetorical passage, veiy unusually, the

the PerizzitPS are added at the end of the Hittites alone are mentioned in a more
list ; but this very position at the en.l is general sense ; and the LXX. omit the
opposed to ordinary custom.

^^^^-^^ ^ ^, L, j„ j^^i^i^
* Ex. 111. 8. 1/. xxxm. 2, xxxiv. 11,

.

'

comp. Josh. xil. 8. ^' ^^' following Gen. xxxiv.. Shechem is

* Deut. vii. I ( xx. 17 according to the reckoned among the Canaanite nations;

LXX.), Jcsh. iii.~ 10, xxiv. II; comp, hut this is explicable by the special object

Acts xiii. 19. '"^^^ ^S^ °f '^® book, see vol. IV. p. 477.

* Gen. XV. 19-21. ' As we see from the entire complexion
" This is found only in 1 Kings x. 29 of the narrative in Gen. ix. 18-27.

and 2 Kings vii. 6, and here probably from
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tion. But according to tlie earliest luirrative this people were
originall}' settled much further to the south, as far as Petra,' at

least -svheu mingled with the Amorites ; and their entire history,

so fiir as it is known to us, shows that they Avere driven from
the south and east further and further towards the north-west
and the sea, where for the first time they concentrated their

strength in impregnable seaports. For the hypothesis that
they had inished forwards from the south, like Israel at the
Exodus, speaks their derivation from Ham in the Book of
Origins, Gen. x. 6, and the tradition preserved by Greek writers

of their immigration from the Eed Sea.^ They are therefore to

be reckoned among those Arabian nations which, accordino- to

Gen. X. 7, were also dei'ived from Ham, some of which even in

very early times were no less devoted to mercantile pursuits.

To the fact of a cognate people living far to the south we
also possess another remarkable testimony, which when correctly

understood perfectly agrees with the statement of the earliest

narrator. There now exist somewhat to the east of Petra, ruins

of an ancient city called Maän, which the Israelites would have
pronounced Ma'on : here the Maonites must have had t'leir seat,

who in Postmosaic or rather Postdavidical times appear on
the stage of history as widely spread in the south of Palestine,

and endeavouring occasionally, in conjunction with Arabian and
other nations, to enter the Holy Land from the south.^ From
the accounts preserved 1 Chron. iv. 34-41, we learn that being

• Judges i. 36 ; but the Book of Origius take no immediate notice of the accounts
already takes another view, Gen. x. 19, respecting the Canaanites in the Nabathean
and fixes the boundar}' at the southern books : comp. Chwolson's Ueberreste der

extremity of the Dead ,Sea. AHhah^lonl^chen Literatur, p. 49 sqq. and
2 Herodotus, i. 1, vii. 89; the Eed Sea the Gott. Gelehrt. Ans., ]859, p. 1121 sq.

is here to be understood in the wider sense 3 -^ Chron. iv. 39-41 • 2 Chron. xxvi. 7 •

which Herodotus hiniself assigns to it, jn both- passngeis the LXX. have mvawi,
ii. 11. According to Justin, xvin. 2. on a pronunciation also found in the Chetib
abandoning their own country they first

i chj-on. iv. 41, and which forms the
settled down on the sliore of the Assyrian transition to the Massoretic punctuation
(Syrian) lake, by which we must under-

»j.^y^ (^iii^h is to be understood according
stand the Sea of Tiberias (the Dead Sea • ' r i , too^i n t, ,

being expressly distinguished from this,
^o my Lehrbuch, § 36, b.c.). In both pas-

xxxvi. 3). Movers explains these Greek ?'''gf
^he eighth century is spoken of; even

accounts contrary to their simple and ^n the first halt ot the period of the Judges

ob^-ious sense, because he wishes to prove ^]": P^°P^*^ ^?"\^ ^^ mentioned once under

that the Canaanites were not immigTants, \^''^ °'^™«^' JV'V'^^ ""•
• V^' 5^ V^^,^/'

"^'^

but had always dwelt on the coast of the ^''"«^ ^^ read here with the LXX. |na
Mediterranean. But in the first place, for pyjO- On the other hand, in 2 Chron.

this hypothesis is entirely opposed to the ^.^ j^ n^JWon is evidently to be read for
senscof the OldTesttiment. The tradition . : ". , tv-i-
respecting their derivation from the siiore D^JIGyn accordingto the LXX. (who also

of the Persian Gulf sounds too indefinite interchange these words in 2 Chron. xxvi.

in Strabo. Gee//, xvi. 3
;
yet the doubts of 8); whence follows, tliat the nation was

Quatremere {Mcmoiris df VAcodeinie des already in existence in the time of Jelio-

LiKcriptions, xv. 2, 184Ö, p. 364 sqq.) arc shaphat.

nevertheless very unfounded. We here
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descended from Ham, they were really quiet and peaceable inlmb-

itants of the land ; but towards the close of the eighth centnry

some Israelites of the tribe of Simeon made an incursion into the

rich pasture lands of Gerar^ occupied by them and slaughtered

the inhabitants. The characteristics ascribed to this people

point to a connection with the Canaanites. The quiet peaceable

life is peculiar to the Canaanites ; and the description of its

occurrence here amid the restless tribes of the south sounds

identical with what is said in Judges xviii. 7 of the northern

Canaanites. The fact of their descent from Ham raises to a

certainty the probable conjecture that they were a species of

Canaanites. We must accordingly regard them as a remnant

of the Amorites, which in later times under the name Maonites

spread to the west of Petra ; and this view is also favoured by

the words of Joshua xiii. 4.

It is a peculiar trait of the early civilisation of this people

that they were in a constant state of disintegration, produced bj'

the pride which led every city of any importance to assert its

independence and set up a separate king or legislature of its

own; whilst federal unions among those communities were

never more than transient. The eleven sons of Canaan, whose

names the Book of Origins collects together, clearly designate

only the principal historical groups still discernible after the

long-continued breaking up of the great mass ; ior during the

wars with Israel, the various separate kingdoms of the Amorites,

• For "y-ii 1 Cliron. iv. 39, we should, Josli. xv. 58. But Gedor, according to

J. ,
=

, Tw ..„„.1 ••« . or,^) Robinson's Map, lies even north of this
according to the LXX., read nj : ana

i ^i,- i ... . •
i^ '

' T

:

little Maon; and this latter certainly

thus we should have here the pasture-land
([[([ ^ot in the eighth century consti-

to the extreme south known from the j-yte a separate state, nor does it answer
Patriarchal history. Gerar is, however, iq ^j^g description in 1 Chron. iv. 39-41.
elsewhere called Philistine, and this may ]vj;a5ii ^as rather a genuine Canaanito
be quite true before the eighth century

;

„aine for a city, given to many cities

for It is clear that the Israelites did not inhabited by that people ; as for instance a
Dossess it at that time, as it is not men- . t . _._ • . -,,
^. , • ,1 • . T 1 J1UÖ !5U3 or }"iun JTia IS met with even on
tioned in the register in Josh. xv. ; nor can I 'i"-f <'>-*

1 1> V " .-J

this be disproved by 2 Chron. xiv. 12 the further side of Jordan. Josh. xiii. 17.

[13]. But in the eighth century the Mao- The Mfivaloi or Mii/aroj, celebrated as
nites may have taken it from the Philis- dealers in incense, dwelt (according to
tines. The reading &f(7ür would lead us Strabo,xvi. 4 beginning and middle, comp,
to the nna (written with -|), named Josh. Agatharchid. xliv.) somewhere towards the

XV. 58 ; and then under the Maonites Red Sea, but too far south to be the same

we must understand, not the inhabitants as those mentioned above. The repetition

of the large and importint city near Petra, of the same national name in diifcrent parts

but the small town (mentioned Josh. xv. of a large country like Arabia might how-

55), in the mountains of Judah, not far ever be viewed in the same light as in the

south of Hebron and Carmel ; whose in- case of the more familiar names Saba and

habitants, however, were so truly Jewish, Dedän ; on which see Tuch"s Kommen-
that their ancestor was entered in the tar über die Genesis, p. 225 sq.), only wo
pedigree of Judah as father of the neigh- should have to suppose the southern IMi-

bouring Beth-zur, which according to this neaus to be a colony from the northern

was subject to it, 1 Chron. ii. 45 ; comp, nation mentioned in the Chronicles.
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Hittites, and others by no means form a complete wliole. It is

also to be taken into account, that tbrongli these divisions into

separate nations and kingdoms, their modes of life and govern-

ment must have become increasingly dissimilar. Of this we
have one very good example. Many of the Hivvite states, not

unlike the German Free Cities, must early have adopted a pure

republican constitution without a king. This was the case with

the inventive but timid Gibeonites, who are so graphically de-

scribed in the Book of Origins; their elders and burghers decide

everything,^ and no king of Gibeon is mentioned in the cata-

logue of the thirty-one conquered kings of Canaan, Josh. xii. 9-

24 : yet Gibeon was a powerful city, having three subject-towns

in its territory,^ and able to decide on peace and war. Similar

to this must have been the condition of the quiet, industrious

city of Laish or Leshem, which was surj^rised by a party of

Danites.^ The influence which such precursors necessarily

exerted upon the Israelites when they were once firmly estab-

lished in the land, will be noticed in the history of the Judges.

The high degree of civilisation attained by this race in

primeval times is attested by the whole following course of

history, even where fortune did not favour them."* In the

interior, where they succumbed to the youthful force of the

Israelites, the spirit of the conquered was avenged by the extent

to which their civilisation and social habits j)assed over to the

conquerors, as will be shown presently. What they achieved on
the sea, under the name Phenicians, is known to all the world.

From the often-quoted document Gen. xiv. we are justified in

inferring that in the earliest times, when the Canaanites them-
selves were new to the land and the Aborigines hardly subdued,

a purer religion was still preserved amongst them, so that even

Abraham could implore ablessing from one of their Priest-kings.

But at the time of Moses this energetic and skilful people had
obviously reached a sort of over-ripeness in their beautiful land,

which may probably have been largely due to their incessant

1 Josh. ix. 11. much better proof than that of Bochart

2 Chephirah, Eeeroth, and Kirjath-jea- ""^^ «»^^ modern commentators, based on

rim- .Tosh ix 17.
the mere name of a eity lu the moiintain-

„' , ' ...

'

„ -^ , . region of Jiidah (which moreover admits
3 .Tudgcsxviu. 7, 10. 27, 28; Josh. xis. „ . .

47, the customs of the city were only Ulcc ^^ various interpretations): T\TP. I^p,
those of Sidon ; it therefore by no means Z/oo^'-CV^y, Judges i. 11 sq., Josh. xv. 15 sq.

belonged to the Sidonians. Wo must It is however in verse 49 exchanged for

rather regard it as a city of the nSD rT""!!?' which has been explained by
JlivM es.

j|j(j Arabic word sunna, as ' City of Law.'
•* "Whether the Premosaic Canaanites The LXX. liowever write for bolii names

had already a Univcrsity-ci'ij (celel-iratetl -nüXis ypafiuaTtav ; and there is something
somewhat in the same way as Eyljlos was similar anu ng the licbrews. Sec 1 Cl'r.

afterwards, Ezek. xxvii. 9), might receive ii. 65, cf. iv. 21.

VOL. I. E
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divisions, tliroiigli which every petty town could make its

own laws, bad as they might be. The earliest accounts show

a mass of moral depravity and unnatural crimes raising its

head among them ;
^ and the grosser pictures of the same drawn

by the later tradition on occasion of the destruction of Sodom,^

must rest on such a basis, and in so far be not destitute of

historical truth. Thus then, despite all the misery it poured

upon the people, the Israelitish conquest, which was rendered

possible by this moral rottenness and national disunion, proved

an excellent means of purification, in that the nobler part of the

nation, unable longer to maintain themselves in the interior,

gathered their forces together on the northern sea-coast for a

new and more vigorous life, and thus the regenerated remnant
of the people gained for themselves an honourable place in the

history of the world.

2) The Canaanites, if immigrants, had entered the land at so

early a period that the Old Testament records tell us nothing

exact on the subject. Very different is the case of the Philis-

tines. These must have entered at a much later period, since

a most distinct recollection of their immigration is everywhere

preserved. This broad fact is elicited with perfect certainty

from many brief traditions ^ which have come do"\vn to us
;
yet

the details of the question present much that is obscure and
difficult to understand.

The name ofthe original inhabitants of the south-west corner

of the Jordan-land has come down to us.^ It was the Avvim that

dwelt there as far as Gaza, i.e. nearly as far as the Egyptian

frontier; living, however, not in fortified cities, but, as is

expressly added, in villages, i.e. by agriculture. They were

expelled by the Philistines, who came from Caphtor. Now
nothing is so characteristic of the Philistines as their dwelling

in fortified coast-cities. The agricultural habits of the Abori-

gines, therefore, show them to be perfectly difierent from the

Philistines, and more resembling the inland tribes. Though
said in the above quoted passage to have been annihilated or

expelled by the Philistines, they cannot have been at once

wholly exterminated. An ancient tradition ^ shows that for a

considerable period they asserted a certain degree of indepen-

dence alongside of the five ruling Philistine cities, being

* As Levit. xviii. S-oO. latter, aucl -we have no reason to doubt tlie

- Ou the passages Gen. xiii, 13, xviii. fact,

and xix. -^o have abeady spoken p. lOJ^, ^ Gen. x. 14 (1 Chron. i. 12); Amos
and elsewhere. Genesis xiv. leaves it is. 7; Deut. ii. 23 : comp. Eouge in.thc
uncertain whether they were Ahorigines Athen. Fr. 1855, p. 958.

or Canaanites ; but the mode of expres- * Through the Dcuteronomist, ii. 23.

sion in Gen, x. 20 distinctly implies the * Josh. siii. 3.
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doubtless reduced to a kind of vassalage. Indeed, vague ex-

pressions sueli as we often find, of the annihilation and expulsion

of one people through the victorious invasion of another, ought

never without further evidence to be taken so literally as to

exclude the idea of any remnant of the vanquished being left,

especially in a state of vassalage.

This land, then, must originally have been called Avvira from

these its early inhabitants
;

yet as early as the time of the

Judges it was always called Philistia. When occurred the

Pliilistine invasion which produced this change of name ? Here
we must regret the short and fragmentary form in which the

ancient accounts of the migration of the Philistines have come
down to us ; for the passages just quoted show that the ancients

knew far more of this and other migrations not too remote in

antiquity than they happen to have incidentally expressed there.

We must therefore give careful attention to all extant traces of

the tradition, if we wish to obtain any degree of certainty upon
this question.

Whether the Philistines had occupied the land before the

Patriarchal age might, from the nature of the extant stories

concerning that age, be regarded as more than doubtful.

For the expressions there met with describe nothing character-

istic of this people, as known to us from other soui-ces and
especially during the period of its highest power ; and v/e

might fancy that the narrators had transferred the name of

a Philistine king and peoj)le of a later time into the very

earliest age,^ merely to give its usual designation to the south-

west country. Indeed, many still more weighty reasons might

be found even against the idea that the Philistines held any

part of the land a.t the time of the Israelite conquest. For

throughout all the descriptions of assaults upon the country and

conquests of parts of it, the Philistines are never mentioned,

which would appear impossible if they already possessed a part

of it. According to the very remarkable statement of the Book
of Covenants 2 (which will be further discussed in vol. II.), Israel

dui'ing the earliest period of the invasion conquered the three

cities Gaza, Askelon, and Ekrou, of which, however, it cannot

long have retained possession. But though these cities were

soon lost again, yet the whole land as far as the Egyptian

' Ahimelech, king of Gerar, is not called been introdnced by a later liand. Else-

king of the Philistines either in Gen. xx. -where the expression is found only applied

or xxi. 22-34, but only in xxvi. As this to the country, xxi. 32, and to the people

last chapter has throughout been more dwelling there, xxvi.

entirely recast than the others, it is not " Judges i. 18.

improbable that this change may have

K 2
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boundary was constantly claimed by tlie Israelites as tbeir pos-

session. As, according to the most trustworthy traditions, the

Canaanites had formerly extended their dominion thus far,' and

as down to the latest period the name Canaan still comprised

the entire extent of country as far as Egypt, thus includiug

the Philistine territory ; ^ therefore these five chief cities of the

Philistines were always to be considered as belonging to Canaan,

and therefore properly speaking subject to Israel.^ Nor is it

at all necessary to suppose that these five cities—Gaza, Ashdod,

Askelon, Gath, and Ekron (as enumerated Josh. xiii. 3)—were

built by the Philistines, but rather the contrary, as in other

parts of the country the name Gath is given to genuine Cauaan-

ite cities, which cannot have been founded by the Philistines.^

Hence it might seem that the Philistines must have come

to this coast as conquerors and subjugated the original inhabit-

ants only after the Israelitish conquest. In fact, they do not

appear as active agents on the theatre of this history until about

the latter half of the period of the Judges ; but they then

exhibit such youthful force, and despite all obstacles maintain

unbroken for centnwes such national energy, as proves them, in

contradistinction to the Canaanites, to retain all their pristine

vigour, and not to have reached the period of degeneracy.

Nevertheless, there are clear indications that the name Philis-

tia was very early given to the sea-coast north-east of Egypt, and

was in common use long before the latter half of the period of

the Judo-es. According to the oldest and most reliable records

it was so called at the time of the Exodus, and had even then

strong fortresses and warlike inhabitants.'^ Some immigration

of Philistines iherefore must after all have occurred before

the time of Moses. And, dissimilar as the Philistines of the

Patriarchal age are to those of the time of the Judges, yet one

unmistakable bond of union is found in the similarity of their

proper names.**

' As 'unto Giiza,' Gen. X. 19. "well as from the ancient Paschal song,

- Zcph. ii. Ö. The general name of Ex. xv. 14.

Canaan nnist obviously be defined Ly •= Besides the well-known yß/;H<?/cfÄ,tho

the addition of an ei^ithet wherever with- following e.xamplis occur: D-tHX Gen.xxvi.

o'.it it the sense is not quite clear, as in the
£6, formed as to its termination like the

passage Is. xix. 18. familiar name Goliath (but there is also
3 This is the sense of the passage Josh. Geniibat of the Idumeans in 1 Kiugs xi.

""'"isGath-Hcpherin the tribe of Zebu- 20); ^3^3 Gen. xxi. 22, xxvi. 26;

Ion on the north, and ^iiV« or GiV;'«« in the C'''3i^ 1 Sam. xxi. 11 [10], xxvii. 2,

central portion of the land. How it was
^ j^j'^gg jj^ 39 . ^x^^

^ p.j„^ ^^^.- g .

that the Hellenists could also say Gcth, ,„ ^n„ •„•,
Gilta, is shown in my Lehrbuch, § 33 b. ^?5^ ^ Sam. xv. 19, 22, xvui. 2 (though

5 This follows namely from the words of this name is also given to an Israelite in

the earliest narrator, Ex. xiii. 17, 18; as 2 Sam. xxni. 29, 1 Chron. xk 31); ^0
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We must therefore conceive the primeval history of this

IDeople to have been as follows :—The same aboriginal people

which foruierlj covered the whole Lebanon and Jordan vallej,

spread also, as many traces show, over some distant coast-lands

of the Mediterranean, as for instance Crete,^ where there was in

the earliest times a tribe of Philistines. From thence, unques-

tionably as early as the Patriarchal age, they invaded the coast

which has ever since borne their name. The cause and mode
of their invasion we can never know, but may perhaps conjec-

ture that in the first instance they were called in to the assist-

ance of the Aborigines against an invasion of the Canaanites,

or migration of the Hyksos. They then (as it seems) spread

out mainly towards the extreme south, where lies Gerar, a place

of note in the history of Abraham and Isaac, which, so far as

we know, they never held after the Mosaic age. But just

before the time of Moses and Joshua they must have submitted

to the rule of the Canaanites,- if only as allies (see on this

point p. 243). Conquered together with their Canaanite allies,

and for a while held in subjection by the Israelites, they seem

next to have sought help from their old home in Crete. This

second and greater immio-ration it was which made them a

nation, and gave them those characteristics which we know
through the Old Testament.

This view also accords with the mutual relation of the two or

three names by which the nation is known in the Old Testa-

ment. It was the generally received opinion ^ that the Philis-

tines came from CapJitor. This now obsolete name probably

designated either the whole or a part of the island of Crete.'*

For wx find the name Cretan alternating with Philistine in the

2 Sam. xxi. 18 (in 1 MS. of the LXX. founded Aslidod, according to an ancient

^f(pd) for ^\liich occurs the possibly older tradition handed do-wn. Avith an attempt

form lap 1 Chron. xx. 4 (the LXX. partly at explaining the meaning of the name of

2e^,|,r; partly ^a^oir). All these are pe-
the city under its Greek form "ACo^tos, by

culiar, partly because not occurring in :^y^'^ ant.quary ni Stephanus Lyz. s.v.

other Canaanite languages, partly on ac-
^^Yn'oen. x. 11 even Yater and Tuch

count of the uniform and remarkable for-
-m vitu. a. ji >.

.
>.

mation of men's names in afk.
correctly assumed a transposition of the

' It is for instance remarkable that the ""'o™^;
i , . „ .i. i ^ ^i, i -^

name of the river Jordan, "JapSa.os, re- ;
LndouLtedly he soundof thewd ,t-

appears in Crete, Hom. Od. iii. 292 ; also fIf l^^'l« to the idea that Caph or might

in Lvdia, Ilerod. i. 7 ; and even in Greece, ^^ the island of Cyprus
;
but nothing else

Honi. //.Tii. 13Ö; Apollodorus, ii. 3. 3,
can he adduced to decide ns in favoiir of

Phcrccvdes in llie Sc/^olla to II. rii. 135.
t^isopinion. Qofi^cr was first named from

Pausanias' PmVff. v. 5. 5, 18. 2. A the island, net t'^cc t^fmt; and the island

Lydian noble Manus is mentioned by itself wnsprobably so caedfrcm the pant

Nieolaus of Damascus, in C. MiUler's "l?? (t^^ Alhenna of the Arabs), .vh.ch

Fracjm. Hist. Grac. iii. p. 372. grows there, und wa.s much used by the

- At this time ' one of the fugitives from ancients.

the Ktd Sea,' i.e. a Phcnician, may have
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parallelism of tlie poetic verse,^ and even sometimes in eommo]i

discourse, as for instance in tlie moutli of one wlio is neither

Israelite nor Philistine ; ^ and in speaking of the mercenary

soldiers maintained by the kings after David, Philistines and

Cretans are mentioned together.^ Notv as the Philistines are

said to have come from Caphtor, we may assume that they had
already borne the same name in Crete. And in fact the names
of some of the Cretan cities ^ show that a Philistine nation may
formerly have dwelt there, of which the later Greeks knew
nothing, because after those primeval times, as Homer says,*

very various tribes jostled each other in that island, but the

Greek elements ultimately preponderated. Moreover, they can

only have been one of the smaller nations in Crete, since the

land Caphtor Avhenco they came, and from Avhich they were
sometimes ^ called Caphtorim, must have been larger than their

own special territory ; and this Ca^^htor can scarcely be identi-

fied with any other part of Crete but that called by the Greeks

Cydonia, inasmuch as the name exhibits some similarity,^ and
the Cydonians were neither aboriginal inhabitants of Crete

('ETeo/v'pjyTfy), nor of the Greek race.^ But the names Philistine

and Caphtor are evidently extremely ancient, and appear so

throughout the Old Testament, whereas the name Cretan as

applied to the same people docs not appear of equal antiquity

or dignity. Moreover, the combination * Cerethites and Pele-

thites ' of itself leads us to assume several kinds of inhabitants,

' Zcph. ii. 5; Ezck. xxv. 16. had long been pronounced Palacstina. In
- 1 Sam. XXX. 14. the later-translated books the name is

^ In the well-known conjunction C'i'cthi very singularly rendered by 'AXAofpuAoj,

«Hf^PYc^/«', retained by Lxithcr. That here i.e. Barbarians, Foreigners; perhaps only

^nSa is shortened from ^Du^'^a merely for ^J ''^" ^""^^^ half-jesting play upon that
,=, . ^ . „ same *üAi(rTui/x, induced by early hatred,
the rhyme, was as far as I know first as- ^^^^^^ survived even the Captivity. But
H^xt<iikm my Kritische Grammatik 1x2^1.

„,o^|^.^.„ ^.j^ers who quote the Ethiopic
But others have since observed, what was ^ord/ft^a^a, to migrate, as furnishing the
notknown to me that Lakemacher had explanation, are certainly cleverer than
conjectured something similar; but his these translators were.
view had remained completely unnoticed. s jj^,^^ Odus xix 175

' Ta ^dXapva in Strabo x. 4. beg.

;

." Dent. ii. 23 ; Jer. xlvii. 4.

7/ ^aXaadpi'rj ibid., middle. Ptephanus ' The Greek abbreviation KySciy from
Byzantiuus distinguishes from the latter Kaftor is not much greater than that of

two cities of Crete called <Pd\ayya and KJ/Xxwt from Kasliich (Gen. x. 14), in a
'PaKivya.ia, .Such traces are sutBcient, so perfectly analogous case,

long as we are unable to explain a proper ^ Horn. Od. xix. 173-177 ; comp. Strabo
name exactly by its meaning in the x. 4. But the question how Caphtor came
native language. The LXX. translate to be entitled a sou of Egj-pt in Gen. x. 14

the word first, in the Pentateuch and is not closely connected with that respecting

the Book of Joshua, by ^uXia-Tiei/j,, keep- the Philistines, but ought to be answered
iug strictly to the Hebrew pronuncia- from the earliest history of Egypt. Eouge
tion, though from Herod, i. 105, vii. 89 believes he finds the name in EgA-ptiau

it is evident that in Egypt (for where else auKcfai (Bcw.c ArcMologiqice, 1861, ii.

could Herodotus have got it?) the name p. 218).
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earlier and later settlers ; in David's time tlic Cretans and Phi-

listines were perfectly d istin guisliable, and tlie name Cretans

may have been given to those who still continued to arrive from

the Greek islands. Thus all these circumstances point to a

twofold immigTation.

Of the causes which induced the Philistines first to migrate

to the coast destined to perpetuate their name, we know
nothing from actual tradition ; of their second immigration,

too, we learn nothing directly from the ancient authorities.

Bat the causes of this second can be approximately conjectured

from other facts of history which are clear to us. The Phi-

listines, so far as we can follow them historically as masters

of a part of Canaan, exhibit two very different phases of

activity and power ; and if it is ever permissible to draw in-

ferences from the gradually developed system of the present

respecting its hidden source in the past, this ought certainly tobe

conceded to us here. On the one hand, the Philistines were very

warlike and valiant,^ incomparably more expert than the Israel-

ites in the arts of war, and the only inhabitants of Canaan who
opposed any efltectual resistance to them, and for many centuries

contested with them the dominion of the entire laud. The

difference from the Canaanites which they exhibit under this

aspect is apparent also in their language, which although Semitic

varied much from that spoken in Canaan generally.^ On the

other hand, they resemble the Cano.anite settlers on the coast

in making seaports the strongholds of their power, and not

only holding the strongest of these, but carrying on from them
a lucrative foreign commerce, which indeed furnishes the only

satisfactory explanation of the greatness and power of their

cities.^ But the union of such violent antitheses of character

' The Targnm 2 Sara. xx. 7, gives for the Philistines identifies them -with the

the ühoyo Crdhi and Flctki—« re/' c/-.'* and Pelasgi, and that their language was
slhicjcrs; -which agrees villi the Greek tra- not Semitic, hut Aryan; hut the argu-

(Ulion of Ehadamaiithys and Minos as ment seems to me not correctly conducted,

inventors of the bo\r. even supposing it to be an open qxiestion.

" no is undoubtedly a genuine Philis- ^V'^^^J
, ^"f^^i".- ^-^

Quatrem^re's
I •• iv

. . opinion that the Philistines -were Lerbers
tine v-ord, for it is the name given to their /p^^ ,_ ^jg^ ^he Jahrbücher der TAhUschcn
iivo princes. It is interchanged witli the Wissenschaft, v. p. 226 sq.)- The light
synonymous Ucbrew lb (I Sam. vi. 4, IG,

^^^^^^^ of 'their skin on the Egyptian

17, comp, with xviii. 30, sxi.x. 2-9), and monuments (iu Brug.sch, Gcogrctphischc

is certainly derived from the same root, as Inschriften, ii. p\ 85 sqq.) deserves

an abbreviation from Sarran ; but how attention; this suits well their connection

much shortened, and how peculiar a form ! with Crete aud Caria.

Sec also p. 245 note. lVAz\g{Urfjrschichtc ' Askclon had much intercourse with

icnd Mytholofjie der l'hilistücr, Leipzig, Cyprus, and pos.'.es£ed the olde.'-t and

1845, and Zeltschrift der Deutschen Mor- richest temple of the Oupavia 'h<ppo5iTri,

gcniclndischcn Gesellschaft, ]8!8, p. 359) Ilerod. i. 105; Strabo (xvi. 2) calls Gaza

endeavours to prove that tlio very name of ivZo^^s ttote. Medieval as well as modern
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is inconceivable in one small undivided people, and in so early

an age. The Avvim wliom tlic Philistines dispossessed were

tillers of the soil and un^varlike. The Israelites were both

tillers and warlike, for the union of the two is perfectly cor-

ceivable. The Cauaanites, who even thus early were distin-

guished for their handicrafts, trades, and all the higher arts,

including especially marvellous architectural skill,^ were by no

means fond of war for war's sake, nor pertinacious in self-

defence, any more than the Carthaginians at a later period and

on a larger field, when abandoned by the succour or the fortune

of their mercenaries. We are led by these considerations to

expect in the five small Philistine kingdoms which here took

root and flourished for centuries, a confluence of very various

elements of nationality and culture. And the possibility of such

confluence appears at once as the conclusion to which the histori-

cal consideration of the prevailing circumstances naturally tends.

We may assume (according to p. 243 sq.), that at the time of the

Israelitish conquest of Canaan, the Philistines of the first immi-

gration were greatly reduced in power, and their chief cities

already held by the commercial Cauaanites, whilst the Avvim
still maintained a certain degree of independence ; and that then,

delivered by the Israelitish invasion from the Canaanite yoke,

but at the same time hard-pressed and partially conquered by the

Israelites themselves, they probably sought assistance from the

only quarter where it was to be had, namely from the Semites of

the seaboard, as for instance of Crete ; an application which was

often repeated in later times. We find both the Cretans and

their relatives the Carians- (the similarity of whose names is not

accidental) very often taken into pay by the ancient Asiatic

and African kings, as brave soldiers and body-guards, and their

remarkable fitness and desh-e for such service must have been

generally known ; ^ even David formed his body-guard of the

so called Cerethites and Pelethites. But if once a body of these

mercenaries seeking employment had gone to these maritime

cities, a stronger body may then once or more have repeated the

venture, and made themselves masters of the whole coast, pro-

tecting the commerce and trades already settled there, and sub-

jugating the agricultural Avvim. One of the forces that drove

writers speak of the magnificent ruins of ^13n (2 Kings xi. 4, 19) is interchanged

these cities.
_ ^ , . , ,, -with the ^ril3 mentioned above as the

' bee tor instance Guerins Voyage ^' 'V -,

ArcMologiqiic (Paris, 1862), ii. p. 226 sq.
°™i^ ^^^ ^^"^ body-guard.

2 Their actnal connection is shown by ^ ^g e^j-iy asHomerthe Cretans served
Herodotus i. 171-173; Thucydides i. 8; thus; as to later times see Herodotus, ii.

iStrabo xiv. 2; in the Old Testament also, 152.
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tliem to emigrate may perhaps liave been a famine such as some-

times occm-recl in the much-divided Crete,—for example duriug

the internal strife of the different nationalities of the island at

the time of Minos, the mythical organiser of the kingdom.^ It is

cei-tain that the surviving Rephaim mingled with the Philistines

and made common cause with them against Israel (p. 24G sqq.) ;

that the Amorites during the period of the Judges fought with

them against Israel ; ^ and that the help of these warriors was

sought by the Sidonians in far later times ;^ while the Askelonian

king, who is said to have conquered the Sidonians, and induced

them to found the new city of Tyre,^ a year before the fall of

Troy, may very probably have been a Philistine.

Though in the end permanently driven back by Israel upon

a narrow strip of sea-coast, the Philistines nevertheless, through

their fortified cities on the confines of Africa, always possessed

such imx^ortance in the eyes of the Egyptians that the latter

called the whole land of Canaan from them Palestine ;
^ and

this designation gradually superseded the older name Canaan,

and became prevalent everywhere, through the spread of Hel-

lenic culture under the successors of Alexander.

3) We have yet to notice the incursions of wandering tribes

living in tents on the southern and eastern borders—the Arabian

tribes, as they may conveniently be called. Their incursions

must have been quite as frequent in the Premosaic age as in

that of the Judges and subsequently, in which we can trace their

recurrence in greater or less force. None of these attacks made
by tent-tribes upon tribes long domiciled in the laud ever had

any great or enduring result. The new genius ofMohammed was

required to make of them anything more than freebooting ex-

peditions, followed by occasional settlements. Still at times they

exerted so inuch influence over the country, and left such evi-

dences of their occun'ence scattered about, that we must here

briefly review those of the Premosaic period.

' ^Iccording to Stephamis Bj'zantiuus, ^ Jer. xlrii. 5.

uiuTer TdCa. this citj was once immed * Justin, xviii. 3, ö.

Miviia, as if Minos himself, with yEaciis ^ In Philo, Oj)cra, ii. p. 20, where, ac-

and Ehudamanthys, had founded it. To cording to the present reading, the name
this time may Lelong that migration from Palestine is derived from the Syrians, we
Crete spoken of by Tacitus, Hist. v. 2, must read according to one MS. ^vpiav for

mixing up the Jews with the ancient Svpot. In oiir own day the conjecture has

Idaeans of Crete; because it is generally been hazarded, that the name of tlie citj'

assigned to the period of the downfall Polusium is identical with Philistine ;
but

of Kronos and the commcnccmont of thisisimprobableinitself(Pelu.sium being

the reign of Zeus ; i.e. the bcginniiig of only the Greek name of the city), and can-

tho historical age associated with the not bo proved from the words of Plutarch,

name of Minos. UaKaiaTivhu fi IlT]\ov(nov {dc Is. ct us. ch.

- This is the meaning of the passage x\ni.).

1 Sam. vii. 14.
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The Amalekites, in primeval times, must liave been one of

the strongest and most warlike nations of north-western Arabia.

They endeavonred repeatedly to force their way into Canaan from

the south, and form a settlement there. From tlie fact that

they are not mentioned in the list of nations in Gen. x., no more
ea,n be inferred than that at the time of the composition of the

Book of Origins they had already lost their ancient importance.

In the earliest age known to us, according to a stoi'y of extreme

antiquity,^ they possessed the entire tract stretching south-

wards from Canaan to Egjpt; and they wore once settled actually

in the middle of Canaan, where a ' Mountain of the Amalek-

ites ' in Ei^hraim long preserved their name ;
^ indeed we have

good reason (from p. 2ol sq.) to suppose that it was chiefly

they who constituted the aboriginal population of the entire

valley of the Jordan.^ They may, moreover, formerly have

really been a settled people. The Kcnites, their allies in Moses's

time and subsequently, were indeed a nomadic race, and the

Amalekites themselves, when finally expelled into the desert,

vrould of -necessity adopt more and more the nomadic tent-life.

Nevertheless, their appearance in historical times is exactly

that of a nation which, having been driven back into the desert

successively by Canaanites, Philistines, and Israelites, could

never forget that it had for centuries possessed the beautiful

land of Canaan and been its first colonists, and which therefore

repeatedly made the greatest exertions to regain its former pos-

session. At the time of Moses and afterwards they still held man}'-

j)0sts in the extreme south, remnants of their ancient power,

and in conjunction Avith the Canaanites often defended them

bravely against Israel.'* Indeed the hostility which they mani-

fested towards the Israelites at the Exodus—in harassing them

on the march and cutting ofi" the lagging, weak, or weary, in

true Bedouin fashion^—was quite pertinacious and bitter enough

to account for the strong national animosity which existed for

centuries between Amalek and Israel. It was the hatred of two

' Gen. xiv. 7 ; comp. 1 8:iTn. xxrii. S. the Amalekites ; whence it would follow

^ The fuller name of the mountain is that in the north-cast of the land a rem-

fouud Judges xii. 15; the shorter Ämaick nant of this nation had maintained itself

in poetic language, Judges v. li; and it up to the time of David. It shoidd be ob-

is clear from botli passages that a region served that this small territory of Maacah
of great extent must havß been intended

;
appears always closely connected with

possibly the centre of the mountain strong- Geshur, already mentioned p. 231.

holds of Ephraim, v.here first Amalek and * Eook of Origins ; Numb. xiii. 29 ; xiv.

afterwards Ephraim dwelt in large num- 25, 43, 45.

bers. and held their national assemblies. ^ The clearer and earlier tradition on
^ Very curiously the LXX. (at least ac- thispoint isfound inDeut.-xsT.17.18. Tho

cording to most MSS.) treat the king Fourth NaiTator treats this reminiscence

of Maacah in 2 Sam. x. 6, 8 as a king of after his own fashion, Ex. xvii. 8-16.
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rivals disputing a splendid prize wbicli the one liad previously

l^ossessed and still partially possessed, and the other was trying

to get for himself by ousting him ; and to this was added the an-

tipathy constantly existing between nomadic and settled nations,

to which latter class Israel even at this early period belonged.

One short saying ^ preserved from that primeval time shows

very distinctly how deeply rooted was this aversion in Israel

;

it ascribes to Moses these words

:

* Yea, the hand to the throne of Jah r
Jahveh makes loar against Amalek
From generation to generation

!

'

And in fact the eternal war against Amalek and his gods,

vowed by Israel in these words of glov/ing indignation, must
have contributed much to the gradual complete dissolution and
annihilation of this once-powerful people. The commencement
of this decline is visible even before the Mosaic age. First,

we are informed of the important fact that the Kenites, named
Gen. XV. 19,many of whom accompanied the Israelites to Canaan,

originally constituted a sub-tribe of Amalek,*' from which how-
ever the greater part seceded at the time of Moses and joined the

Israelites ; but this stands in too close connection with the history

of Israel under Moses to be fittingly discussed here. Secondly,

the Kenizzites, who in Gen. xv. 19 are near to the Keuites,

must, according to all indications, have occupied a similar

position. At the time when the Israelites conquered Canaan
some of these Kenizzites, doubtless consisting of a few ruling

families, were dispersed over the land at the extreme south.

Othniel, Caleb's younger brother, and likewise son-in-law, is

called a sou of Kenaz,'* and Caleb himself, the son of Jephunneh,
has the appellation Kenizzite.^ The original meaning of Keniz-

1 Ex. xvii. 16. -^rlietlier any or what kind of connection
* i.e. 'I swear, raising my band existed between the ancient and the modern

heavenwards,' Gen. xiv. 22. The great tribe. We must not be misled by mere
antiquity of this saying is seen also from similarity of name, without further indi-

its pcciiliar language ; neither the expres- cation of relationship, on the extensive
sion about the hand, nor D3. which must subject of the affinities of primeval tribes

;

be a dialectic v;>.riety of t^M, being found ^^^^ ^° ^S^^ think, for example, that the

elsewhere. locality
_ V<5.U.(1! in Upper Egj-pt {Dcscrip-

* 1 Sam. XV. 6 ; the account in 1 Sam. '

.

XXX. 29, is not opposed to this. The name '''^'' ^^ ^'^WPi^^ ^^".t Moderne, xviii. 3,

of such a d-:scrt tribe has been preserved P- '^^)' ^"<i ^^^"^ the modern Deblx- {Zdlscli.

t,(,^ der Dad. Morgen. Ges. 1857, p. ÖO), had
down to Christian times: ^\ , shortened some connection with the Cauaanites.

from J^Sl ^; Ham. p. 228, 3, 8; 203, 9 ' /"'^S^.^ 'u^^
"L 9 I

Josh- xv 17''

ty- >• 1 > ' > Y Chron. iv. 13; the LXX. indeed inter-

sq. &c., .,J;j1 Tabari i. p. 80 last but one, pret the three first passages as if Kenaz
,

"
,,, .

were Caleb's younger brother,
comp. also rU.u*Jiii^Iohammed's history: r t ^t ^, , o r^ x-

_ C_ J •• "'
'' In the Book of Origins, ^ um. xxxii.

it is, however, hardly possible to ascertain 12 ; Josh. xiv. G, 11 ; comp, verso 13.
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zite being fully establislied, this can evidently only mean that

Caleb and his adherents had connected themselves with the

Kenizzites dwelling in southern Canaan, and were aclcnowledged

by them as possessing all the privileges of their tribe. When
at a later time these Kenizzites were forced into a position of

dependence npon Caleb's posterity, .Kenaz might be called- his

grandson.' Another section dwelt in Edom, and appears there

as one of Esau's grandsons through Eliphaz.^ This therefore

must, through a sacrifice of perfect independence, have entered

into the union of the Edomite tribes, exactl}' as Caleb and his

confederates into that of the Isi'aelites. Now since Amalek
and Kenaz are both described as grandsons of Edom through

Eliphaz, but the former was a son of a concubine, which marks
him as a subordinate or servile member of the kingdom,^ it is

evident that the Edomites, though making no difficulty (as the

Israelites did) about receiving Amalekites into their confederacy,

yet held the Kenizzites, who must before this time have re-

nounced their connection with the Amalekites, in far higher

esteem, as did the Israelites also.

But for many centuries after Moses this indomitable people

continued its struggle for independence as opportunity offered.

Their enmity towards Israel remained unchanged ; and when
they could do nothing greater, they could at least make plun-

dering expeditions "^ in company with other tribes who made
incursions from the south-east ; for which they Avere repeatedly

made to feel the vengeance of Israel.'^ After the severe casti-

gations they received from Saul and David,*^ they disappear for

a time from history, but are mentioned as late as the second

half of the eighth century (p. 109 sq.), and again towards

its close, when 500 Simeonites, as if to revive the old ani-

mosity, hunted up in the mountains of Edom their old prey,

* the rest of the Amalekites Avho were escaped,' and exter-

minated them and occupied their territory."

* As is foinid in 1 Cliron. iv. lo: \in- * As is expressly stated 1 8am. xir. 4R.

doiibtedly fromagomiiucancieutauthorlly. ^ Judges iii. 13, vi. 3,33; seex. 12.aiKl
" In tile Book of Origins, Gen. xxxvi. above, p. 109 sq.

1], 15, 42. •= 1 Sam. xiv. 48; xr., xxvii. 8: comp.
^ In the Hook of Origins, Gen. xxxvi. 12, xxx. '3; 2 Sam. i. 8.

16; therefore he is closely connected with ' 1 Chron. iv. 42,43. The subsequent

the Horites, i.e. the Aborigines (comp. Gen. poetic mention of this nation in Ps. Ixxxiii.

xxxvi. 12 ivith 22). Curiously he is not among many others "vrith which Israel had
named in vv. 40-43, but perhaps this to contend from a very early period, has

admits of explanation ; for if the meaning havdlj- any more historical significance

of vv. 40-43 has been correctly given on than that Haman is called in the Book of

p. 76, it is intelligible why the Hebrews Esther an Agagite, i.e. (see 1 Sam. xv.),

here also did not like to recognise the sove- a chief of the original enemies (the Ama-
rcignty of Amalek. lekites) ; so at least Josephus explains.
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Tlie position assig-necl in tlie Old Testament records to this

once -widespread and powerful people onglit especially to be
studied by any one wlio wishes to form a correct judgment
upon the later accounts of them given by Arabic writers.^

As the Amalekites in historical times made inroads from the

south, so did the Kadmonites, who are mentioned next to them in

Gen. XV. 19, from the east. These are undoubtedly what their

name expresses, Orientals, Saracens,- otherwise B'no Kedem, or
Sons of the East ; a name restricted in practice to tlie east con-
tiguous to Palestine, and comprising only the Arabian nations
d\velling between Palestine and the Euphrates. Among these

the Midianites alone gained historical celebrity, as a powerful
conquering nation,^ the others being in fact mentioned only

* Among tlio numerous accounts of this

people, there is much which has originated

in a careless intermingling of Biblical

stories (see the Introduction to the

ancient work of Ahdalhakam upon Egypt
[which I possess inmanuscript, see Zcitsch.

für d. Morgenland, iii. 3], now edited Ly
Karle, Güttiugcn, 1856; Masudi's Golden
Meadows, Loudon, 1841, i. pp. 76, 93, 94,

97, 98; De Sac/s Abdallatif, p. 519; the

Kiiab Alaghani in the Jour. As. 1838, ii.

p. 206 sq. ; Tabari edited by Dubeux,
i. p. 47-55 (but comp. pp. 113, 121), 209,

210, 261, 262 ; also Ibu-Chaldim in the

Jour. As. 1844, i. p. 306) ; but they canuot
all have had s\ich an origin. These ac-

counts assert in substance: 1. that Am-
lak or Amlik (both derived from Amlck)
was neither allied to Ishraael nor to Kach-
tan (Joktan) ; i.e. was one of the few
aboriginal Arabian tribes which dwelt
first in Yemen, and then spread byway of

Mecca and Medina to Syria, where it had
powerful rulers (Abulfida's Frce-Islamita

Anncds, pp. 16, 178 ; the proverb of t__jJ -

in De Sacy's Hariri, p. 139 sq.) ; this can-

not rest merely on Nimi. sxiv. 20 ; on the
contrary, Amalek is thereby placed in a
list of Arabian tribes (named in Gen. x. 7)
which stand in no sort of connection wüth
Abraham. 2. That it at one time gave
kings to Egypt ; on which point more will

be said afterwards in the history of Joseph.
3. Tliat even as late as the kingdom of
Alhira it had powerful princes, wdiose sub-
jects had peculiar obligations, Ilamäsa, p.

253, V. 1 and 254, el-Bukri in AVüsteufeld^
Genealogische Tahdlen der Araber lieg:

p. 405; Abulfidä, p. 122. In the ancient

work ^svv* (Cod. Mcdiol. Ambros. 100

according to Hammer), wliich also else-

where mentions frequent invasions of Syria
and Palestine by the ancient Ai-abs, there

is a notice of mighty kings of Amalek at
the time of Nebuchadnezzar, and of their
invasion of Syi-ia (according to an abstract
kindly communicated to me by Earl Mun-
ster and Dr. Sprenger iu their journey
throiigh Tübingen, in the autumn of 1841).
In many cases the name Amalekite may
have signified among the later Arabs
merely an aboriginal race ; as in the case
of the oblong Amalekite tombs similar in
form to those of the ancient Egj-ptians,
which Captain Xewbold found near Jeru-
salem in 18 16, and described in the Trans.
As. Soc. London. But the pronunciation

p^öj? is quite Hebrew, according to my
Lehrbuch, 87 d.

It is clear from these and similar pas-
sages, that I nowhere overestimate the
Moslim tales of the Amalekites and other
nations of antiquity, or draw conclusions
from them alone as reliable sources. But
besides the Bedouin, Arabia had in certain
parts settled races, among whom writing
and literature, though gradually degene-
rating, flourished from tlie earliest times
(for it is not true that these were first

introduced by Mohamme.l). Moreover,
the early Moslim, as has been shown in
Fihrist, had at their command a mass of
w-orks .since wholly lost. These considera-
tions are not sulBciently kept in view by
Th. Nöldeke in his treatise Ueber die
Araalclciter und einige andere Nachbarvöl-
ker der Israeliten, Gottingen, 1864.

"
(J^ti-T still designates among the Mo-

hammedans chiefly tho districts to the
east of Palestine, on tlie Euphrates (as
Kcmc'dcldin, in Freytag's Chrcsiomathy,
p. 119, 17), and the name Sen-accni was
in use among tiio Romans long before
Islam, apparently from the time of Trajan's
and Hadrian's wars.

^ Num. XXV. eqq. ; Judges vi.-vSii.
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in coiinection witli tliem.^ But as the Book of Origins ^ de-

scribes them as Abraham's clescenclants, they find their proper

place in the x^rimeval history of the Hebrews, as is also the case

with the Edomites, Moabites, and Ammonites, who settled near,

or else in the very midst of the Hebrews. Of the Hebrews, then,

we now propose to give a connected account.

3. A strong contrast to all the migrations already noticed

is furnished by that of the Hebrews, of whom the Israelites ori-

ginally formed but one small bra.ncli. Here we have a i^eople

which, according to its own clear memories, had entered the

land from the north-east—the quarter whence, on prehistoric,

i.e philological and physical grounds, perhaps all the nations

already described may be thought to have originally come, al-

thouo"h in every case in which we can trace their steps bach-

ward in actual history, we always find that they had already been

either settled down or leading a wandering life somewhere else

first. From the same quarter other nations were in later ages

seen to issue—Assyrians, Scythians, Turks, and Mongols, whose

advance was chiefly marked by the use of mere physical force,

coming and going without leaving any intellectual creation to

witness of its existence. The Ancient Hebrews, on the contrary,

effected a revolution in these favoured lands, the force of which

was felt for centuries by the nations j)reviously settled there, and

generated a new spiritual life, whose noblest fruit still remained,

nay rather first became truly known and valued, as the nation

itself perished. We here enter upon a fresh region, of which

we could never have had the faintest idea from any of the

nations already described. Tliis it is which constitutes the

proper subject of the present history.

The memor}'- of this Hebrew immigration, however, as pre-

served in the historical books written after the establishment of

the Mosaic religion, is so closely bound up with the whole history

of primeval times preserved by Israel, that it wiUbebest treated

of in thoit connection.

An ancient nation which had already played some part and

reaped some laurels on the great theatre of nations, on- gazing

backwards, inspired by a new desire to form a clear picture of its

own remote antiquity, would discover very various but scattered

and indistinct remembrances, which ultimately lost themselves

in an obscurity impenetrable to memory alone. But where

memory fails, hypothesis always steps in : and in the varied

> Jxulges vi. 3: comp. Isaiah xi. 14; assigned to Qlp, v. 6, deserves eppceial at-

Jer. xlix. 28. tention.

^ Gen. xsv. 1-6, «•laerc the prominence
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mass of traditionary matter preserved by an imaginative people,
much is always to be found that springs from mere hypothesis
and a busy fancy. The combination of these two essentially

different elements may then continue for a further period, even
after the awakening of the desire to look back into the distant

l^astand gain a clearer concej^tion of it.^ These mixed memories
of its primitive state, which each nation thus forms and pre-

serves in a manner characteristic of its intellectual stage, wo
here designate its Preliminary History. A complete separa-
tion is thereby effected between the Preliminary and the pro-
perly so called National History. Indeed the mere aspect of the
subject constrains us to admit that the history of the Israelites

as a nation can only properly commence with tJie Twelve Tribes;
and that whatever is told of the Patriarchs and of still earlier

times, belongs to an essentially different region of history.

' As slio-\vii more fully pp. 26 scq.



HISTORY OF ISRAEL.

BOOK I.

PEELIMINAEY HISTOEY OF ISEAEL.

SECTION I.

ISRAEL EEFOEE THE MIGRATION TO EGYPT.

A. GENEEAL NOTIONS.

This Preliminary History embraces partly liistorical matter

concerning the earliest times, treasured in tlie memorj'- of the

people at a later day, or received b}^ them into their traditions

from other nations ; but partly also their own ideas and irangin-

ino-s respecting those primeval ages, their connection -svith the

other nations of the earth, with the first members of the human

race, and with God Himself. It is evident therefore that, as-

cending from the period which I call here the Historical, the

accounts which we possess divide themselves into various stages

which were clearly enongh distinguished in the national con-

sciousness. On the lowest stage, nearest to the historical period,

stand the traditions of the abode of the people when but little

civilised, in Canaan, of their emigration thither from the north-

east, and of the grand forms of the Fathers, alike of the people

of Israel and of the other kindred Hebrew tribes. The dim re-

membrance of this migration which the Hebrew race preserved

in their later position far to the south-west, together with their

tradition of au original connection with other nations dwelling

in the north and east, forms the boundary-line of this stage of

the preliminary history. But behind this there arises a remoter

question which no cultivated peo^^le can forbear to ask : in what

relation they stand not only towards a few kindred nations, but

towards all the peoples of the earth : a question the answer to

which goes beyond the traditions of all existing nations, and

leads into a cloud-land which can be reached only by means of

linguistic and x^hysical investigations, or (where these are un-

tried or incomplete) by imagination merely, and never embraces
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more than the origin of the existing nations and men. But his-

torical questions and imaginings logically stretch bej^ond these

;

nor can the ascending-movement, once excited, again be laid

to rest before, upon the third and last stage, and apart from all

existing nations and living men, it has brought into view under

an historical form the original condition of humanity, and the

connection of mankind and of the whole creation with the

Creator ; establishing on this subject a truth from which as from

a first cause every further impidse of human history—that is of

man's development—may be traced at leisure.

These are the three stages of primeval history, which the

Book of Origins distinguishes by the Creation, the Renovation

of the human race after the great Flood, and Abraham's entrance

into Canaan, as the commencement of so many great turning-

points (or epochs), describing simply and accurately the peculiar

nature of each ; while the later narrators introduce from other

sources many fuller or varying accounts. When to this we add,

that the time after the close of the Patriarchal world is in the

Book of Origins regarded as the properly historical age, con-

tinuing little changed in character, in comparison with the

primeval age, to the author's own day, then we see here before

us four great Ages, into which the author regarded the entire

domain of the world's history as falling, and according to the

succession of which he arranged his work, as has been further

explained above, p. 79 sq. But the Book of Origins evidently

did not originate this conception of Four Ages of the world,

since it does not explain the ground on which it rests, but

rather tells its whole story briefly according to that idea, as if

it were already long established and well known.
Unquestionably, then, we must recognise here the same Four

Ages of the world of Avhich the old legends both of the Greeks
and of the Hindus speak. Nor is it the number four alone in

which a striking agreement is found among the Hebrews,
Greeks, and Hindus—nations widely separated in character as

in locality : they have all likewise worked out the conception

of a gradual decline of the human race from the primitive per-

fection of the first age to the second, third, and fourth. These
facts force us to recognise the traces of a primary tradition

which was given before the separate existence of such nations

as the Hebrews, Greeks, and Hindus, and from which they all

drank in common. We may be certain also that with the tra-

dition of the four gradually declining ages were handed down
various particulars concerning them : for example, one account

of the Creation of the visible world in all its parts, and another

VOL. I. s
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of tlie great Flood at the end of the first age : partly because the

conception of the Four Ages could become clear and fixed only

by means of such minute details respecting the commencement,

course, and nature of each ; and partly also because the accounts

of the Creation and the Flood given in the Book of Origins recur

among the Greeks, Hindus, and some other nations of antiquity,

with so close a resemblance in essential portions, that we must

assume for them also a common original source.

Much indeed of that which the later narrators add to the

pictures given in the Book of Origins of the first two Ages (see

p. 38 sq.), appears on a closer examination to have been first

imported from Eastern Asia through the brisker intercourse

with foreign countries which especially marked the period after

the tenth century ; and then to have been so penetrated and

leavened with the spirit of the Mosaic religion that it could

find a place amid the ancient sacred traditions and ideas. But

the case is quite different with those narratives of the Book of

Origins which in their essential basis are found also among
foreign and remote nations. Their importation can in no way be

proved or rendered probable
;
yet while they manifest in every

feature an extreme simplicity and absolute antiqueness,

though already tinged by the spirit of the Mosaic religion, they

are found again not only in Eastern Asia but also in ancient

Europe. Moreover, the composition of the Book of Origins

dates from a time when the great influx of fresh stories and

ideas from the east had not begun, and the people of Israel re-

tained essentially their ancient condition. Their source must

therefore reach back beyond the histories of the separate nations

then existing into that obscure primeval period of the existence

of one unknown, but early civilised nation, which was afterwards

dissolved into the nations of that day, but left many wonderful

relics as traces of its former existence. One such relic of the

culture of this prehistoric people is the language of the histori-

cal nations, which clearly points to a common basis ; and the

Semitic group of languages is connected, at least remotely, with

the Mediterranean or Aryan group. ^ Another relic of this pri-

meval nation are these old traditions : for where a cultivated

langviage is found, there must be also a groundwork of j)eculiar

institutions, traditions, and historical ideas ; and if nations,

while diverging widely from their original unity, preserve the

essential elements of the primeval language, each in its own
way, and according to its special development, we can see no

• This subject is treated in defciil in Spracldthre, and more at length in the

the various editions of my Hebräische ivioSiirachtvissenschaftUche Abhandlungen.
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reason why tliey slioiild not similarly Lave retained from the
same period a common basis of traditions, laws, and customs.'

But a comparison of the different forms -which this primeval
tradition of the Four Ages has assumed among each of these

nations according to its peculiar history and culture, brino-s us
to the conclusion that the Hebrew stoiy presents the most con-

sj)icuous fragments of it, and lends us the most aid in infeiTing

its original shape. For the Greek tradition, even in its oldest

extant version,- only presents conceptions beautiful as poetry,

but utterly barren of historical matter and tone, and not even
convoying an idea of the reason for this division of all past time
into four ages : for it would be manifestly absurd to suppose the
reason for a four-fold division to have been that only four metals

—gold, silver, brass, and iron—were known, and so only four

ages corresponding to these could be aflfirmed. Clearly the
thought of comparing the constant degeneration of the four

ages with four metals similarly sinking in value is simply the
Greek addition ; but the fact that this merely poetical thought
was required to revive and recast the -whole idea of the four

ages, proves satisfactorily that the original conceptions of the

details were already lost.

In the Hindu accounts the original form of the tradition is

much more clearly recognisable ; especially if we compare the

various modifications of the story presented by different writers,

and draw our picture of the original from them all combined.^

Some points are then even more plainlj- to be recognised in

these than in the Hebrew tradition, of which indeed we have
only the one single version given in the Book of Origins. For

' While I have Leen careful to avoid ing to the four elements. Even among
combining what is really heterogeneous, the Arabs -was preserved a tradition
or making any un-warrantable assumption, (according to Sur. vi. 6; compare x. 14)
I have alwaj-s in this sense maintained / c^\
the possibility of a certain original simi- of a series of ages ( ;) commencing -nitli

larity among all the above-mentioned c))'

'

nations, not merely in language, but in one supremely blest.

myths and customs also. (,See G'ött. Gel. ^ A number of ancient Hindu traditions
Am. 1831, pp. 1012-13.) K. 0. IMiiller, are given very briefly by Manu, i. 68-86

;

in the introduction to his Huir/ry of Gretlc later and more highly developed ones are
Literature, made a similar admission. found in "Wilson's Jlsk7}i(-Pv.rana, p. 23-

2 In Hesiod's Wor/:s and Da)/s, v. 103- 26, 259-271 ; compare p. 622. The
199 : Hesiod's introduction of the Heroic Bhagavata Purana, iii. 11, 18 sqq., fur-
before the Iron Age (making really Jive nishes little that is characteristic. Tlie
ages) is surely an innovation of his o-wn

;
Buddhist notion, given by Schiefner in

and an attentive perusal makes it evident the St. Petersburg Bulletin cle VAcaeUmie,
that he had received the series of four 193, is peculiar but not very ancient. In
ages only, corresponding to the four the Veda no detailed account of the Four
metals, with a few uncertain fragmentary Ages of the world has as yet been found

;

details, and that his own imagination but this does not prove tliat the whole
added all the rest. In Mexico, the four conception was unknown among the Hindus
ages of the -world -were graduated accord- till a lato period.

s 2
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example,it is certain fi-om them that the original idea ofthe Four

Ages was formed by looking from below upwards, or in other

words by looking from the present further and further back into

the distant strata of primeval time, somewhat as conjectured

above, see p. 256 sq.' The regular proportion which was con-

ceived to subsist among the Four Ages and to be expressed in

numbers is another instance : for though it might indeed be

presumed, that in the endeavour to form anything like a com-

plete conception of these FourAges the scanty historical reminis-

cences of primeval times would be eked out by the assumption

of mutual numerical relations yielding fonr terms of a propor-

tion, yet this is first visibly confirmed by the Hindu traditions.^

The Hebrew tradition, on the other hand, possesses this supe-

rior merit, that it accurately distinguishes and bounds the four

ao"es according to their intrinsic nature, so that we see clearly

why four—neither more nor less—are assumed, how each ofthem
'

differs intrinsically from the rest, and has its meaning only in

its own place and order. Their succession is not determined by

a mere change in general mutual relations—each containing

merely its definite space, its numbers and its greater or less de-

gree of virtue : but each possesses, independently of its relation

to the others, an external boundary and an internal life and

character of its own, which make its existence in this particular

form possible only this once; and together they include the

whole domain of historical traditions. The non-Hebrew legends,

by tearing the Great Flood away from its original position in

the series of these Four Ages and setting it up as an independent

event, have lost one clear distinction between the first two ages.

And the Greek legend, by not assigning even to the third age

any of the famous heroic names which approach the domain of

strict histor}^, fails to make any adequate distinction between

the two middle ages.^

' The proof of this is furnished by the beings ; thus arose the Egyptian concep-

uames : Kali-juga is the fourth age, the tion (one similar to which is still prevalent

sorrowful present ; Di'a^«?-«;^'?/^^, the third, in Japan), half apparent even in Hesiod,

has its name derived from the number two, of the successive rule of Gods, Demigods,

as if counted from below ; Tnta-jitga, the Manes, and Men.
second, from the number three ; but both - The progression of the Four Ages is

oftliese, now that the names and traditions exactly in the proportion of the numbers
are more minutely worked out, contain at 1, 2, 3, 4 ; but after starting -n-ith the

the same time an allusion to the gradual simple conception that the length of

decrease of the four pips on the dice, in human life was in the first age 400 years,

the game of dice. This artificial, and in the second 300, in the third 200, and in

therefore probably modern, image being the fourth 100 (Manu, i. 83). they after-

once introduced, the Krita- or Safja-jiiga, wards multiplied these numbers pre-

the first age, signifying that of Perfection or posterously; the original numbers, how-
Truth, is represented by the four pips, the ever, being still discernible,

best throw of the dice. Other figures were ^ I have gone at length into the subject

suggested by the various kinds of living ofPrimeval Biblical ffistory in the Jahrb.
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B. THE FIRST TWO AGES.

Looking closer, after these general remarks, into eacli of the

three ages of the primeval history, we see at once that the first

two ages, as described in the Book of Origins, present a certain

mutual resemblance, and consequent common contrast to the

following age. It is true, indeed, that each is essentially suffi-

ciently distinguished from the other : the first shows what man
was at his creation, and how even in this primeval state the

race sank gradually lower and lower, until the Flood swept them
away ; the second, how the new human race, starting from that

terrible time of purification and new-birth, developed itself into

the great and wide-spread nations now existing. But at the

time when the idea of the Four Ages was established, it was not

possible to recall the memory of any individuals who had actually

lived in the two first ages, as it was of those who had lived in

the following third or fom'th age. In this respect, these two

ages, as representmg only the great events of the Creation, the

Flood, and the development of the existing nations, but void of

other interest, and lacking the history of individual men, neces-

sarily formed a contrast to the two following, which are rich in

contents, and present an ample supply of tradition respecting

individual heroes of the older times.

But again even from the first there was something so repug-

nant to natural feeling in this emptiness of an entire age,^ that

tradition early sought to fill u^? the gaps as satisfactorily as

possible. A continuous series of men and races must surely

have lived even then (so it might fairly be argued), and occu-

pied these wide spaces ; and when the inclination of tradition

to fill up the gaps was once aroused, material enough was soon

presented to satisfy the demand. For tradition has in its

boundless store no lack of names available to fill these voids.

Some of these names originally expressed mere ideas, exhibiting

the first man, and similar founders of new races or nationalities

as conceived by the ancients, in the concrete form of individuals

;

as for instance among the Hindus, to whom Mann (or Man) is

the first man, and the creator of all other beings. Other names

der Bill. Wiss. vol. i-ix. ; and therefore vividness ; as has been done above in the

need not repeat here much whicli is said case of tlio Four Ages,
there. Compare here also Lassen's /HfZ/,?c//e ' The Hindu tradition in tho Pi'.rauas

Altcrthumshmdc, i. p. 499 sqq. Nothing accordingly specifics the seven Ilishis and
is so convenient, but at the samo time so other necessary personages, not only for

pgrverse, as to assume a mere casual coin- all the past six Manvantaras (creations),

cidenco, even in cases -where it is possible but even for the seven that arc yet to come
to pursue tlie scattered traces till we can (^Vishnti-Fur. 259-271).
reproduce the lost whole in its original
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denoted gods who liad been formerly venerated, but were then

regarded, not as utterly gone, but only as become powerless and
lifeless and withdrawn into obscurity, and who therefore must
have appeared especially suited to people the empty spaces of

the remotest ages. Others, finally, were the surviving names
of ancient heroes which, no longer possessing any real meaning
among the living nations, were readily thrown back into the

remote regions of the primeval times.

But tradition, in filling up the space of an entire age out of

such materials, could not accept at random an unlimited num-
ber of names, because the very conception of a long past age,

although allowing a certain necessary fulness, demanded limits

and moderation in respect to numbers. Accordingly we find

round numbers always employed ; the more because names,

which, being handed down from the remotest times, might
easily be lost, tend to group themselves in round numbers (see

p. 26 sq.). Among these numbers, seven and ten perpetually

recur : the Hindus si^eak of the seven Maharshis (great saints)

of the primeval period,^ and of seven Prajapatis (ancestors).^

But even more than tbe number seven, the number ten ^ ap-

pears so constantly in the traditions of ancient nations respect-

ing the primeval world, that we cannot but regard this sacred

number of ancestors as an element of the one common original

tradition. And if in the transmitted forms of this common
tradition groups of seven or ten names were always assigned to

fill up the space of that age, we must in this respect also hold

the special form of the Hebrew tradition as the clearest and
most ancient. For while the traditions of the other nations

merely place seven or ten names as those of the Forefathers at

the head of all history, and confine them to the first age,'* the

Hebrew tradition repeats the series in both the first two ages
;

it makes of the individual names in each a symmetrical series,

' Thus in the MahAhhärata {Matsjo- tho Assyrians, ten kings from Ham to

jj«/i:Ä;rtHff;«, V. 30), and numerous P«m«as, Ninj-as, and ten from Japhct to Aram,
compare Wilson's Vishnu-Fur. p. 23 s:j., Closes Chor. i. 4, according to Abydenos ;

270, and the observations on pp. 49, 50. among the Egyptians, thirty Memphitic
- The appellation Prajapati is often and ten Thinitic kings, who aceoriing to

interchanged with Maharshi; yet properly 3Linetho followed Menes. Even among
there is a difference between them. the ancient Mongols similar round num-

^ Among the Hindus ten is the ruling bers are found connected with national

number; Manu, i. 34 sq. Vishnu-Pur. traditions of this character: S2e Journal

p. 49 sq. Bharjamta-Purcina, 3, 12, 21, Asiat. 1842, i. p. 90-92 ; 1859, ii. p. 520.

sqq., 20, 9 sqq., 9, 1, 12 sqq.; comp. ^ Tlie Hindus, however, reckon twenty

-

also the statements in Kleuker's Zendav. one Prajapatis, i.e. seven, multiplied l)y

i. 20, iii. 117; among the Babylonians the three ages (3frt/irJ6Afl/-a/«, i. 33). The
there are ten kings, reckoned from Alores Babylonians appear also to have counted
to Xisuthros, the hero of the Deluge, ten generations after as well as before

Berosus, ed. Richter (Leipsic, 182.5), p. 52 the Deluge. Berosus, ed. Richter, p. 58.

sqq. ; Moses Choren. Hist. i. 3 ; among
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following cacli otlier from ftither to son like the members of a

sovereign house. In like manner the close of each of these two
ages, at which the tranquil succession of time ceases, and a

broader development suddenly begins, is indicated by a device

Avhich might be compared to a knot in the thread—namely,

by giving to every tenth Forefather three sons instead of one,

who separate and found the new world, each in his own way.

Here we see a complete system of ideas, as antique in its sim-

plicity as it is well connected in itself, of which the other

nations have preserved mere fragments. There can be no
question that Ave are approaching the origin of the tradition,

when we discover the natural unfolding of a fundamental con-

ception unabridged and unconfused in all its parts. This is

especially the case liere^ inasmuch as it will soon appear that

the materials of the filling-up reach far back before the time of

Moses.

It nowhere appears, however, on closer investigation, that

with these round numbers the primeval tradition transmitted

definite names of persons, which might recur in recognisable

varieties of the same sound in the traditions peculiar to each of

these ancient nations. We find, on the contrary, that each

nation which preserved that base of primeval tradition, had
already arrived at a stage when its own memories of old times

could furnish the names required by those round numbers, hi

the case of the Hebrew^ tradition, this leads directly to some
very remarkable results. In the twenty names which come first

in the narrative, we discover the relics of a cycle of traditions,

which have indeed a Semitic colouring, but date from a primeval

Premosaic age ; and we thus gain admission to a region which
except at this point is virtually entirely lost to us. Elsewhere

the Mosaic religion unsparingly destroyed the older religion

with all its traditions which happened not to relate to the three

Patriarchs ; and even here these twenty names stand bare and
lifeless, scarcely anything distinctive being recorded of any of

them ; and it is a happy chance that the somewhat later nar-

rator of Gen. iv. has rescued in a cycle of seven Forefathers a

few more complete but deviating traditions from the same re-

gion. But when we look closer at these bare names, a largo part

of the original Hebrew traditional history seems to revive be-

fore us from a sleep of thousands of years. Eespecting times

of what it might well seem presumptuous to expect any accu-

rate information, we thus gain a considerable portion of assured

knowledge, sufiicient at least to give us a tolerably reliable in-

sight into the most ancient religion and the earliest dwelling-
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places of the Hebrews. And for this reanimation of the twenty

Forefathers mentioned in the Book of Origins (Gen. v. and xi.

10-26), the diverging account by the later writer of Gen. iv.

concerning seven of the Forefathers before the Flood is of great

service, since we are prepared, after the foregoing remarks on

the Hindu Fathers, to recognise in the number seven only an

ancient substitute for the ten.

I. The names of the four earliest of the ten Forefathers who
lived before the Flood, must be first examined. They are in

part easily intelligible, and really express only the ideas of

' man ' and ' child ' twice following in this order. The first

name, Adam, and the third, Enos, are universally admitted to

denote ' man.' The second name, Seth, the son of Adam, which

properly signifies scio7i or germ, as well as the fourth, Caiuan,

which signifies a created thing, a creature,^ yield the idea of a

young man. The evidence for the later case is strengthened by

the fact that Cain, a shortened form of Cainan, appears in the

other version (Gen. iv.) as the son of Adam himself. Thus we
have here a combination of two expressions only for the first

men—as father and son—as the old and the ever-young human-

ity. These double forms may perhaps at first have been only

dialectic varieties,^ until they were brought side by side by the

necessity of making up a series of ten.

We must now compare with these the four earliest of the ten

Forefathers after the Flood. The names ofthe first two distinctly

designate the special race which claimed them as its progenitors.

Shem is itself the honourable designation of this race, and Ar-

phaxad the name of one of its original seats. But the fourth

name, Salah, again, plainly signifies nothing but infant, child,

1 That n'J» can have the sigaifieation contrasted ideas—of God as the absolutely

given above, is inferred from its o^n mean- power/ul and of »ea« matched with God,

? T , o , L • 1 as the absolutely M'caA;/ It can scarcely
ing, and that of the cognate -pnp', and

j^^^^^ ^^^^^ j^^^^j^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^

also indicated by the Foiu'th Narrator in a almost obsolete in Hebrew, as also in

happy play upon the word in Gen. iv. 25. Arabic. The Iiistory of these two words,

pp might be a dialectic variety of n3p, therefore, takes us to a primeval people

and thence mean to create, as the Fourth far to the north. The writer of Gen. iv.

Narrator again seems tointimate by hitting 26 retained a correct feeling of the origin

upon the signification child, obtained by a of these ideas. It is to be hoped that no

play on words in iv. 1. one will fancy a connection l)etween Scik

As is known to be the case with DTX ^"^"^ ^^<^ Egyptian Sdh for Typhon (But

J' this has since actually occurred ; Bunsen
and B^IJS. According to my Sprachlehre,

^^^^^ ^j^^ p^^^jj .^.^^oiar W. Pleyte have
§ 153 d, this word is formed m mteu-

^^^^^^ attempted this combination ; the

tional opposition to WPX, God, as its result is shown in the Gott. Gel. Am.,

contrasted idea. Both words have been 1862. pp. 2022-28. But see also Sujuthi's

preserved in the most various Semitic ^Xs^Jl .lJ(^.< in Dr. Lee's Oriental

languages (though singularly enough not C/"^ : '
, ^ .

in the Ethiopic). What Semitic nation Manuscripts, p. 16.)

originated this expression of the two
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youth ; ^ aud the third, Cainan,^ is actually identical with the

fourth of the first series. Thus this group is laid out upon
essentially the same plan as the former,—the only difference

being that instead of the more general names, Adam and Enos,

those peculiar to the Semites are here chosen, and are both pro-

moted into the first two places.

II. As the first four of each series, and in analogy with these

the first two of the shorter series of seven, stand in close con-

nection together, and constitute a special portion of the original

Semitic tradition, so also the five following of each series form

another simihir group, naturally separated through their close

mutual connection from the former. But the first group of five,

chosen for the first age, is derived from a sphere quite difierent

from the second, appropriated to the second age.

With the fiv^e names which the Book of Origins placed iu the

first series (Gen. v. 15-28) the five names adduced by the sub-

sequent narrator (Gen. iv. 17-24) essentially agree, as even a

shght comparison shows. Their arrangement is but little dif-

ferent ; and with res^ject to the variation in the spelling of three

of them, it should be borue in mind that the later writer ob-

tained the names by a comparatively learned method, probably

after they had passed through a long series of transcriptions ;^

for according to every indication the original sounds are those

given in the Book of Origins. This being presupposed, the

first and most evident result at which we arrive from indications

scattered through both books, is that in the original tradition

Enoch and Lamech must have figured as demigods or even as

'
Pb'f^, as in Solomon's Song iv. 13 and genuine are too numerous to be slighted.

Is. xvi.'s': from which passages we infer The learned Demetrius in his work on

that the word bore this signification Ciironology found the name in this series

especially in northern Palestine. We (according to Eusebms, Frcep. Evang. ix.

might fancy Shelah to be identical with ^l), as also the author of the Book of

the ancient Arabian prophet Ssälich (see Enoch, but not Josephus.

Tabari, according to Dubsiix, p. 121-127
;

^ The reading ^XMHO for 'px^^nb has
Journal Asiatique, 1845, ii. p. 532). But exactly the appearance of originating in
his history is so essentially Arabian, with careless reading or writing of the text

;

only the faintest tinge of Biblical colour- tj^v^Mt^nD also, for n'?ti'inö, may have
ing, that no such combination can bo ^^-^^^^ ^^^^ a similar oversight; only
entertained; as I have already shown in

^-^,y f ^^, may pass as a real change
the Tubingen rÄeo%.Jrt/<r6. 1845, p. .372 } .•''• "^ \ ,, , ,

sq. Caussin de Perceval's views respect- ?f pronunciation, and would then (accord-

, . ,1 . , . „ . „TT- i"g to my Sprachlehre, § 53 a) point to
ing this ^U, m Ills Essai sur I Histoire .^^ ^-^^^^ ^^^^ ^^,^ T,^^ pronunciation

des Arabes, i. p. 25, 26, are quite inad' Methusalem, which must also have been

missible. fouud, though rarely, in ancient documents
- I assume that the LXX. have assigned (compare Tabari, ed. Dubeux, i. p. 91), is

to this name its proper place; although referable on the other hand to the phonetic

it is somewhat singular tliat Sclah has law explained in the Lehrbuch, p. 71 of

just tlie same number of years, 130 and 7th ed.

330, yet the reasons for regarding it as
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gods. The former appears from liis name to be tlie Inaugura-

tor, the Beginner, and thence the good spirit, who, like the Latin

Janus and the Hindu Gane9a,' was invoked on any new or diffi-

cult undertaking. Thence, probably, he became the god of the

new year, which recurs every 365 days, and for this reason

the existing tradition, Gen. v., assigns to him a lifetime of 365

years. If he was regarded as preeminently, and more than an

others a good spirit, this fact serves to explain how tradition,

which, being tinged with the Mosaic feeling, could recognise in

him only a man, was induced to depict him as realising the

ideal of goodness of life, in the beautiful words of Gen. v. 21-24.

His name is also the only one of which, apart from the Old Tes-

tament, a dim remembrance seems to have been preserved to

later times. In the apocryphal book which bears his name,^ he

appears as a Prophet; but this may be only an inference from

his position as great-grandfather of Noah, and from his having

been distinguished as the last piousman before the Flood (Gen. v.).

That the later writers praise him as a patron of knowledge
and as the inventor of writing, agrees well with his character;

and Stephanus of Byzantium,^ in naming Iconium on Mount
Taurus as the seat of his worship, and making this consist in

lamentation for his death as that of the good spirit (as is also

said of the worship of the Syrian Adonis), unquestionablj'' quotes

a genuine historical tradition. By the ancient city named after

Enoch (Gen. iv. 17) this very city, Iconium in Phrygia, may be

meant.

To this good spirit, Lamech,-* who concludes the group,

' Or Ganapatis, wliicli I note here to 'Avva.K6s, v>\\\c\\ can liardly Iiave had any
prevent a precipitate comparisou bet'wccn but a Biblical origin ; as that he lived

the Hindu and Hebrew names. above 300 years, and that the Delujre,
- Quoted in the Epistle of Jude \i, predicted by an oracle, foUovred his death.

15 ; compare also on this subject my It accords well with this, that Auak was
large Abhandlung über des Acthiopischcn a man's name among the Pagan Armc-
Buches Hcnokh Entstehung, Sinn und nians ; see Moses Chor. Hist. ii. 71.

Zusammensetzung Gott. 1 85-1, and the
^jj\^ is sti 11 found among the Arabs as a

Jahrb. der Bihl. Wiss. vi. p. 1 sqq. I just
^"^

remark in passing that the Persian goddess pi'oper name (Wetzstein's Hauran, pp. 23,

Anähid, whose name the Greeks modi- 40, 42, 70) as bkewise l)ijq among Abra-

fied into Nancea, is merely the feminine ham's descendants, Gen. xxv. 4, xlvi. 9.

counterpart of this primitive Anak. In However, in the Sibylline books, i. 106,
Zend literature the Anahita has an in- Phrj'gia must from ver. 260 sq. be iden-
flexion which seems to show that in Zend tical with Ararat.
its original meaning was the Immacu- * Possibly in the original tradition Enoch
late; but there seems to be no correspond- stood first, as in Gen. iv. ; certainly the
ing goddess in the Veda ; and her worship contrast between the two could not bo
appears first in history as if imported later more sharply marked. Having thiTS re-

iuto the original Zarathustrian (Zoro- covered the city, we next recognise in the
astrinn) religion. land of Xod, opposite Eden, v. 16, whither

^ Under the head '\k6viov, where much Cain goes, and where his posterity must
is also related of the person here named be sought for, the Lud mentioned Gen.
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evidently forms the counterpart. His very name may denote

a predatory savage ;' and so, according to Gen. iv. 19-24, lie

was taken as the gloomy symbol of a race degenerated iuto

savage selfishness, the accepted type of the heroes of a revenge-

ful age. For in joy over tlie sword invented by one of his sons,

he exclaims in the old song:

Adah and Zillah, hear twj voice !

Ye li'ives of Lamech, hearken to my speecli

!

For the man I slew for my own ivoimd,

The child I struck dead on account of my own hurt !

Was Cain avenged seven times ? ^

Lamech xvill be seven and seventy times !

In this song the names of two demigoddesses, also of this group,

are accidentally preserved.^

If then these two out of the five names have certainly had

the significance of typical beings, the three others also must

have had the same. And Methuselah, who stands imme-
diately before Lamech, is evidently, as his name implies, the

Warrior who stands nearest to the implacable avenger Death

—a sort of Mars : Mahalal-el is the god of Light—a Sun-

god, like Apollo ; and Jared, who stands by his side, on the

other hand, is the god of the Lowland or the Water.^ And
when we consider that the number five is the simplest of the

round and sacred numbers, we may well suppose that we have

here a complete group of ancient Gods and Demigods, who
were banished into this distant age, only because (like Kronos

and Saturn with their fellows, in the European legends) they

were supplanted by other deities.

X. 22

—

Lydia in the extensive sense in ' The names not only of the fire heroes

which it was probably understood by the butalsoof these two women, belong clearly

Hebrews. The proverb (v.- 12) may very to a very early Premosaic age ; and it is

possibly have had an influence in changing obvious that these verses furnish the real

the I into n. noij? here and ii. 14, as in basis of the whole narrative, Gen. iv. ; for

1 Sam. xiii. 5, can hardly have any other ^^""^ ]^
^here related of Cain's vengeanco,

j ver. 13-16, evidently rests upon this song,

meaning than OiJDOS^V^, as S^^ ,^
ver. 24. And as this kind of wild revenge

^ ~ C-* IS essentially uu-Jiosaic, being directed

from opposite ; the LXX. give Gen. ii. 14, against personal enemies only, not against

correctly KarivavTt'Affa-vpiwi/, as must also the enemies of Jahveh and his people, it

be read in Theophilus ad AiUoL ii. 30. follows from every criterion that this

' The root -|0^, though obsolete, must song must be actually Premosaic,_ and

s ' therefore the most ancient contained in the

be connected with '(^ i^nli., "^^0— Old Testament.

,, , .
, .. •

i' c 4. /• * Compare mi i.e. rt'cr/-, Mhich might
all which express the idea of snatching '

\ ' .-> f
or robbing. Though the proper name be the Indian Varuna. Masudi, according

Aä,aaxos certainly existed in Attica (Ran- to Sprenger i. p. 71, always says Ltulm-

gabe's Anfiqu. Hell. ii. p. 8G4), it can stead of Jcrcd, probably only tliroitgh a

scarcely be a contraction of AaS^axos. f;iisQ reading ^nJ for J»;.
' Compare also my Lehrbuch, § 3G2 b, ^ ^"
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Among the corresponding five names in the second series

Eber stands at the head—a sign that from this point the thread of

the genealogy is to be carried on only in respect to the Hebrews,

one branch of the Semites. The four following, in all probability,

refer to cities situated at various points, from the sources of the

Euphrates and Tigris to the southern part of Mesopotamia. Till

something more certain is discovered, Peleg may be identified

with Palu, or rather Palude, high up near the source of the

Euphrates,^ Eeu ^ with Arghana, somewhat more to the south

near the source of the Tigris f—places which have long since

sunk into insignificance, only sharing the fate of many other

almost extinct cities of those parts whose former greatness

can be more clearly proved. Serug"* is the city between Bira

on the Euphrates, Harran, and Edessa, whicli was well known
as late as the Middle Ages. Lastly, Nahor seems still to at-

test his ancient power in many local names in those regions,

as for example, to the south, below Ana, in Haditha (i.e. New
City) which bears the epithet Elnaura, j^robably a remnant of

the ancient name f to the north in el-Na'ura, whose name
has undergone an Arabic transformation :'' and in various

others." In these five names we evidently do not meet with

' The place is found for instance in Wa-
kidi's Co7iqncst of Mesopotamia, last edited

by Mordtmann after Niebulir, Hamburg,
1847 ; and in the Armenian Histori/ of

Matthias of Edessa, p. 234 in Dulaurier.

A cuneiform inscription has now been dis-

corered there ; see Layard's Nineveh, ii.

p. 172. On the other hand, the ^d\ya of

Stephanus Byz. seems to have lain too far

west, Paphlagonia (as also Phryges,
Bebrykes) too far north ; but possibly

the Paghesh {i.e. Palesh), Joiirn. Asiat.

] 855, p. 234, may be what we seek.

- Thus the LXX. payav for the Maso-
rctic ."lyi^ It is scarcely necessary to

say that the play upon words in the ex-

planation of the name Peleg, Gen. x. 25
(which moreover is an interpolation by
the Fifth Narrator), need not prevent our
regarding it as the name of a place, and
seeking for it accordingly.

^ See Berghaus's map, and Ainsworth's
Travels in Asia Minor, ii. p. 362 ; this

name Arghana is doubtless connected
with that of the mountain-range running
to the north of it from the Arg?eus (now
Ai-jish), in Cappadocia (Strabo, xii. 2. 8),

to the Arghi range on the south of Ararat,
and extending to the lake of Urumia

:

(see Aiusworth, ii.p. 292 ; Badger's Scsto-

rians, i. p. 35 sq..)

* Although both the LXX. and the

Massora pronounce it 2epo(x, we may
yet return to the true pronunciation.

Some modern travellers, however, WTite

Seruj (see Ainsworth, i. p. 30C, 310, ii.

p. 102-103).
^ Abulfida's Geography, the .iVjrabic

text, Paris, 1840, p. 287, 3. The name
Nausa in Biisching, p. 234, seems a false

reading of i,»'. , Eeiske read 5!?<rfl, and

translated it lime; but d'Anville inter-

prets it as the city Nahardea. The posi-

tion of the city on an island in tlie

Euphrates accords well with the descrip-

tion of the Nahoreaus, inasmuch as they
spread themselves out on both sides of the

Euphrates, Gen. xxii. 20-24. But com-

pare also the ItftL-pmn in Chamchean,

i.3.
"^

'

® Kemaleldiu's History of Haleh (Alep-
po), ed. Freytag, p. 8 and is, Arab.

" As i^lj^. Nachrcin, near Maredin,

(though farther to the east) in Wakidi's
Conquest of Mesopotamia, ed. Mordtmann,
p. 175. We might be tempted to identify

the name n?E^ (already otherwise ex-
plained at p. 264 sq.) with Salach in Adia-
bene. often incidentally mentioned by
Assemani (Silici in Pliny, Hist. Nat. vi.

30). But in the first place it is too far

to the east for the other places mentioned
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references to gods or heroes, as in those of the first series.

If here any firm ground is to be reached, it must be that
of locahty; and the fact that these four cities He not far

from one another gives us a presumption that they have been
truly identified. If we add to this that they stretch down in

the same order from the north-east towards the south-west

into the fruitful lands of Mesopotamia, we may perhaps discern

in them four kingdoms which the Hebrews founded in suc-

cession as they pressed forward towards the south, or four

capitals from which they may have exercised dominion in the
remotest times. And the fact that ISTahor, who here appears
first as the grandfather of Abraham, is again introduced as his

brother, is another proof that these names, so far from owino-

their origin to chance or caprice, are probably the designations

of ancient Hebrew kingdoms, of which ISTahor maintained itself

longer than the rest. In the existing form of the narrative

they have become mere lifeless designations of ancestors or

forefathers, of whom however nothing characteristic is reported

except the name ; but through them we are visibly brought
into contact with more definite regions and epochs.

III. But the case is very difierent Avith the tenth name, with
which each of the two series closes. N"oah,^ both in name and
in natm-e, is the impersonation of the idea of a renovated and
better world. For all the more aspiring nations of antiquity,

in spite of their conception of a decKne in the duration and
external happiness of human life, cherished also the opposite

sentiment, that a multitude of old and pernicious errors were
discovered and destroyed, and that then upon the ruins of a
fearful depravity a new purer and wiser life was built. These

•with it, being on the farther bank of the brew ; but this only entitles us to suppose
Tigris, and in the second, the orthography the name to belong to the primeval age of
opposes it ; for Assemani, though writing the Semites. It must hare had the mean-

n'?a in the Bibl. Orient. T. ii. p. 115, sub- i"g «ew» fresh, to judge from the cognate

jcquently, at T. iii. p. ii. p. 709, 710, 777, joots «3, Ex. xii. 9, and n^ Num. vi. 3.

evidently corrects himself and writes -i^D ir^or. ^I'fi,« „^;.4.- .•
'

• •

/ » •

•'
ii •• on\ TT • 1 '• -C'Vei 111 the existing narrative as eivea in

(see Ainsworth, ii. p. 241). He is also in ^i,^ -r^„i, +- n • • •,. Z p"f"
^"

^
• • f, .. 1 1 • 1

tlie ijook ol Origins, it was after the lai)so
error in supposing the name to be derived „^ „„„ ^^„„ „„ i .. *i i

• • ^ ^
^'^ ^ t 01 one year, and at the beginning ofa new

from Seleucia : this is %0.»-^£D, differ- one, that Noah left the ark. The explana-

ont from ^0^.03 Lj^, Assemani, iii.
f!*^°

«^
?o'i°:'"l1

^^' ^^' ^''^'^ ^•''''''•'^'" '"

„„,
~

1 u 1 • A' / •
^en. y. 29 hits the sense correctiv, at least

1. p. 391 sqq., and Badgers ^cstomins, i. j^ ^^ f^,j, ^^ -^ represents Noah as the in-
l^-/''^-.

, , , 1 ,1 ^ 11, auguratorof abetter age; following this
' It IS to be observed that only later j^ea, the later writers generally explain

writers write ,j in imitation of the the name by wdwaua-t?, as Theophilus
zy Ad Aufoh/c. iii. ch. 18. Tlie name of the

Old Testament, yet that the Old Testa- T^^Zm'^^X' , /Ar- , / .

ment itself (even in Isaiah liv. 9) has ^y.^ Vv ;? • ^'äV" T'^^
1 _• 1 1 -it i. _ 01 Van (Ainsworth, ii. p. 380), perhaps

always n3 which points to a root m ;„.i;.,„f^o ,^1 ^ -nt i ,. ^,•'"•'> ^ "^. indicates that Nuah was once actually
This root is not found in ordinary lie- worshipped in those parts as a domigod.
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are the two contrasted feelings wliicli constantly penetrate and

mould the better life of every nation, and of which the one

generates the other
;

youthful and aspiring nations, as the

HebreAVS and others of antiquity, could feel them more vividly

and pursue them farther than others. When therefore there

came before such nations dim pictures and traditions of a

mighty flood, which had once covered the earth and destroyed

all life,^ this naturally generated the idea that its purpose must

have been to wash clean the sin- stained world, to sweep away

the first hopelessly degraded Titanic race, and produce upon a

purified and renovated earth a new race, stimulated by that

warning to become both purer and wiser. This alone is

the essential and necessary element in the conception of the

Flood, more or less discernible through all varieties in the story. '^

The comparison afterwards made in the first ages of Christianity

between Noah's Flood and Baptism exactly and happily re-

called the original meaning of the story. In Noah, as the

new Adam, the initiator of the still existing race of men,

Hebrew antiquity embodied this truth. The ascription of the

first culture of the vine to Noah only expresses the honour paid

to him as the introducer of a joyous age, since the growth of

the vine was justly esteemed the sign of a higher civilisation,

with arts and cares, but also with joys of its own.^ And the

' These widely scattered traditions have extraneous matter, and touches too briefly

not as yet been accurately examined and on what is essential, speaks nevertheless

explained. The most remarkable fact in of the 'Washing period' of the -worlds;

them is perhaps that the Egyptians, at 9I. 28. The Hindus moreover have many
least according to Manetho, had no tra- accounts of floods, both in ancient (in the

dition of a primeval Flood, although (or Veda) and in more recent times (Wilson's

rather because) they were so accustomed to Pref. to the Vishnu-Purana, p. li. ; Bha-

yearly inundations—for those spoken of so gavata-Pumna, i. 3. 15). Burnouf indeed

late as the 17th and 18th dynasties (Eu- doubted (in the preface to vol. iii. of the

sebius, Ckron. Arm. ii. p. 85; Georgius Bhägavata-Puräna,'Pav\s, 1848, p. xxxiv.

.Syncellus, C/;;we. p. 118, 119, 130-132, sqq.) the mention of the Deluge in the Veda,

Dind.) were only inserted by the Fathers and consequently questioned the antiquity

of the Church, and those mentioned by of this tradition among the Hindus gene-

Origen in Cclsum, i. 20 (iv. 2), are rally ; and Fel. Neve agreed with him in

only what Egyptian philosophers spoke of. the Amiales de PJtilosophie chretienne, 1849,

How much earlier the notion of such a April, May; biit that it is really men-
deluge prevailed throughout Syria, is evi- tioned in the Veda has now been distinctly

dent even from Lucian's book on the God- shown by R. Roth, in the Munich Gelehrte

dess of Hierapolis. But, as remarked in Anzeigen, 1849, pt. 26 sq. and 1850, pt. 72,

the Jahrb. der BiU. Wiss. vii. j). 2, sqq., and by Albrecht Weber, in his Indische

the very language of the oldest nations Studien, No. 2. See Jahrb. clerBibl. Wiss.

points to such primeval traditions (com- iv. p. 227.

pare also the Ethiopic A H'^ Enoch ' The fact that only the later narrator

^ of Gen. ix. 18-29 mentions Noah as a vine-

Ixxxix. 23 sq. with i^JS\ Siu*. 1. 13. grower, does not prove the tradition itself

I •
^ I. A t-^ M»o^^f^<l> iTifl n_PD to be of later origin, especially as it is

2iai isrelatedto t,.1>», HS^ «°^^ b^^P noticed only incidentally and with refer-

Enoch Ixxxix. 6). ence to another object. And without '

- The MatsjopaJchjanam of the Mahä- wishing to compare Noali with Dionysus

hhurata, \{\i.\(k howeVer introduces much the son of Zeus and ignore their differences,
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fact that he was regarded as an instrument chosen by God to

rescue the human race for a new a«d better development explains

why the writer of the Book of Origins should depict him as in

every respect a man after God's own heart, and on this basis

design his picture of that wonderful revolution of humanity. In

that picture, moreover, under all the complication of details,

the few and simple ground-strokes of the original conception are

still clearly discernible. The fact that Mount Ararat is the

locality assigned to Noah's ark also proves a close connection

of his story with those of Enoch (see above, p. 2G6 sq.) and of

other similar personages.

If any doubt should still be felt whether the personality of

Noah as the Adam of the new and historical epoch • had this

origin, another proof of it might be adduced fi'om the varying

representation of the seven antediluvian Forefathers put forward

by the later narrator. In this shorter series not Noah but

Lamech is evidently intended to close the first age : first on

the general ground that he is the seventh, secondly (according

to p. 267) as being the symbol of the degeneration of men into

gross sensuality, which culminates in him and becomes ripe

for destruction and death; and lastly as the father of three

sons, who here exhibit a knot in the continuous line of the race

and a subsequent new commencement, precisely analogous to

those exhibited by the three sons of Noah and the three of

Terah in the Book of Origins. This last fact is very important

and decisive. As in the case of the twenty Forefathers in the

Book of Origins only the father and the eldest son are named,
and a plurality of sons only in the case of the tenth and
twentieth, when their number is three ; so with these seven

Forefathers the line continues direct and simple until the seventh,

who has three sons. The appearance of Abel, who passes away
like a breath,^ alongside of Cain, although one of the most

Ave may yet convince ourselves that among languages; as in modern Persian mal
t.hetJreeks in like manner Dionysus marks

(^^.^^^ ,,,^,^„) ^^^ j^^ j^^^^^^ ^ (literally
tue commencement of a flew era ot civili-

" y •'

sation. This idea, moreover, admirably ^^^ Jcmcnted).

suits Noah descending from Ararat ; even ' ^^ '" ^he Hindu accounts of tlio

now the vine grows wild in Eastern Pon- I>eluge, ^lanu (i.e. Adam) himself reap-

tus and other parts of Armenia more lux- P^'^i's under a special appellation as son of

uriantlyand incradicahly than anywliere
"^ i^'=isvan (the Sun); and for a similar

else. That it was not the wild produce reason they reckon four Manns, obviously

only, but the proper art of vine-growing ^^^ correspond M-ith the Four Ages of tlio

that was originated by a primeval race, is
"^^''^i'^^'. Bhagavad-Gttä, x. G.

shown by the remarkable circumstanco ^ ^y^^ ^jj^^^ ^j^jg allusion to a word ^an
that the word vAne, p^, Ethiopic vain, Ar- ^^^^„j^^ ,,,.^„^^_ ^^^^ „^^ belong to tlio

menian gini, is common to very distinct original story is sliown in tho Jiihrb. dar
Semitic and Aryan languages, and is lost Bill. Wiss. vi. p. 7 set.

only iu comparatively recent or reinuto
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beautiful features of the storj, is certainly its latest transfor-

mation, effected at tlie time of the Fourth Narrator, -when the

seven antediluvian Forefathers were coming- to be regarded as

altogether evil, and Cainan or Cain, especially, to be held as

the type of wicked men ; ^ for when this was the case it was

necessary (since evil always draws out its opposite) to place by

the side of this Father, who as the son of Adam was the

type of the wicked child, a good brother, towards whom Cain

showed himself in the same character as, according to the

same narrator, the elder brother-nations, Edom, Moab, and
Amnion, did towards the good but small nation of Israel.^

But the three sons of Lamech, with all their difference from

the three sons of Noah, have still one great intrinsic point of

resemblance to them. All three bear names formed from one

root, w^hich may have originally denoted Sons of that Father,

or children of the new age.^ In olden times brothers or sisters

of one house often bore names differing only by minor varia-

tions in meaning or formation ;
"* and so here the same funda-

mental word, when used as a personal name, was broken up

into the three forms, Jabal, Jubal, and Tubal. But the three

sons of Lamech were also to be regarded as founders of the

new age of civilisation, and therefore were required to express

the three great classes into which every civilised nation of that

age was divided. Thus Jabal (whose name also may signify

the produce which the soil yields to manual labour) became the

ancestor of the third class—the Vicas as the Hindus would

say—except that the Israelitish tradition, following the example

of the Hebrew Patriarchs, prefers to speak of pastoral nomads

rather than of tillers of the soil. Jubal (whose name readily

suggests Johel or Jubilee, i.e. loud crashing music) became pro-

genitor of musicians, or even (through the natural connection

of all the fine arts) of artists and the learned class (the Brah-

mans) in general. Lastly, Tubal, the son of another mother,

formed a contrast to both the former, and became progenitor of

' Some trace of a similar belief may named Shcddud and Shiddtd (see Baidhavi

perhaps be discovered among the Cartha- ^^ g^ Ixxxix. 5) ; in the Koran
, ,. ,U

ginians : sec Zeitsch.fur das Morgenland, '^JJ

vol. iv. p. 410 ; vol. vii. p. 82. and
_f» .U are associated together; and

" The early passage, Gen. iv. 24, regards *-/
, .,•/-,••, j- .

Cain only as the first son of Adam in con- even in late Arabic Cam is changed into

trast to Lamech as later born ; and the Q^^^^ to form a counterpart to his brother

idea expressed in iv. 13-15, may have //öJi7
;
just as 4*P^ Enoch xxii. 7. In

only been suggested in connection with ancient Hindu tradition also similar phe-
that ancient saying. nomena are found, as appears from

' Literally, production, fruit, as ^.in"" Bnrnouf's hiiroduciion a THisioirc dii

^ In Ezek. xxiii. 2. So in the ancient Bonddhismc, i. p. 360, and many other

Arabian legend the two sons of 'Ad are proofs.
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&5the arm-bearing or warrior-class (the Kshatriyas) ; retaining

however, the full name Tubal-Cain,' which, as Cain in one

dialect maj^ denote a spear,'* would signify Son of a Spear, or

Warrior. As therefore in the Book of Origins the three sous

of Noah designate the new world with reference to the broad

distinctions of nationality still existing, so these sons of

Lamech describe it with reference to the three classes into

which the nations were divided at their more advanced stage of

development. The threefold partition therefore must in this

case, as in that of Noah and Terah, manifestly have a meaning
that shall embrace the whole of the new age : and brief as is

the existing account (Gen. iv. 20-22), this meaning visibly

shines through it. That these traditions were once much richer

and more detailed we see also from the bare mention made of

the sister of this Tubal-Cain, Naamah, who, as her name Grace

justifies us in presuming, may originally have held a place

beside that rough warrior similar to that of the Greek Aphro-
dite as the beloved of Ares.^

Of Terah, who concludes the second series, the Book of

Origins (apart from the years of his life, which will be spoken

of presently) really tells us nothing except that he had three

sons, Abrara, Nahor, and Haran,'* and that while journeying

with them from the land of the Chaldeans, he died on his road

at,Harran^ in Mesopotamia ; and the later narrators had nothing
to add to this. ISTow as this can only be intended to indicate

such ancient national migrations as had been retained in

memory, we have every reason to regard the name of this

concluder of the second age also as originally figurative. The
three children of this twentieth Forefather refer to the histori-

cally known nations of the Third Age, and specially to Abraham
as the historic hero of the period ; he himself floats over them

' Somp connection with Cain or Cainan artisan in general (Lat. fahcr), Zohair M.
must originally have existed here, since he v. 15, and entirely different from the

belongs evidently to the same group, and former.

Tubal-Cain may have originally signified ' It has been preserved as Neme in
' Cain's descendant.' Perhaps the name the Punic (see Gott. Gelehr. Am. 1860,

of the nomad tribe Cain (Kenites), which p. 1369); as also the proper names La-
after the time of Moses played a part in mech and Adah in Asia Minor (see tho

the history of Israel (see above, p. 251), Jahrb. der Bibl. Wiss. vi. p. 2; Strabo's

caused the early contraction of Cainan into Geography, xiv. 2, 17; C.Schmidt, Zur
Cain; and may have even contributed to Geschichte Kaiiais (Göttingen, 1861, p.

the impression of Cain's restless wander- 13). See also Hesychius, Lex., according
ings: Gen. iv. 13-15. to whom Adah is the Babylonian Ilera.

"^ m as spear is clearly only another * »-)n Gen. xi. 26 sq.

form of nip carina = hasia. ] . i n Knös, * |"nn Gen. xi. 31 sq. Lat. Carrac
;

o here spelt Harran, to distinguish it from
ehrest, p. 23, 5 ; \ on the contrary is the above-named \-\r[

VOL. I. T
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as the personification of the National Migration,* from the lap of

which issued the luminous forms of the following age ; and as

all the nations ofthe modern earth discovered their original unitj

in Noah, so the Hebrews who had moved towards the south-

west found in him a unity demanded alike by tradition and

imagination.

IV. The two series of ten Forefathers are therefore each

made up of three smaller groups of four, five and one individuals.

Each of these groups has a distinct meaning of its own. Every

name which enters into them certainly existed with a living

meaning long before they were thus ranked together ; but in

this very grouping, so as twice to make up the number ten,

they betray the same arranging hand. We know not whose

hand this was ; it is only manifest that he lived long before the

writer of the Book of Origins.

These twice ten names, however, were made to extend over

the space of two ages, much in the same manner as more recent

and better known ages were described by the succession and

pedigree of those rulers who had held the chief power in them.

And since, in times when chronology had attained the import-

ance which we know was the case among the most ancient

Egyptians and Phenicians, it was ahvays endeavoured to append

to such historical lists of rulers the number of years that each had

lived or reigned (as e. g. Manetho's Egyptian dynasties show),

it was but natural that here also a definite number of years

should be assigned to each Father. Another essential feature

of the idea of the Four Ages (see p. 256 sqq.) was that they ex-

hibited a continuous lapse from an original condition richer in

divine blessings. But this lapse may also be conceived as re-

feiTing to length of life ; since the more complex and bewilder-

ing the higher strivings of a nation become, the more rapidly

does the life of the individual threaten to be worn out, and the

transient life of the men of the eager hurrying modern age might
well be regarded as progressively diminished from an original

duration of far greater length. And thus in ancient Israel the

idea became prevalent that the duration of human life had
diminished step by step through the great periods of the past.^

The form into which the details were cast by the force of

general assumptions such as these is even now very clearly dis-

' It is quite as natural to suppose nifl terms in the words assigned to the Pa-
connected with rnX to wander, Xo journey, triarch Jacob himself in the Book of Ori-

as IJOn "^^ith -|JOS ! -which last analogy was gins. Gen. xlvii. 8, 9, and poetically in those

for the first time asserted in 1826, in my put into the mouth of a contemporary of

Song of Solomon, iii. 6. It seems, however, the Patriarchs, in Job viii. 8, 9 ; compared
that in the present instance, n is radical, M'ith slii. 16. Hence the Messianic hope

X softened from it. expressed in Isaiah Lxv. 20.

* This feeling is expressed in general
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ceniible in tlie iDain. On looking tlirougli the data concerning

the lives of persons in the Four Ages down to the time of Moses
and the Conquest, we discover the prevailing view to be that

which assumes from 120 to 140 years as the extreme limit

of human life in the existing epoch ; for just as the men of

the Third Age were conceived as far outliving that term, in

the Fourth Joseph dies at 110, Levi at 137, Kehath at 133,

Amram at 137, his sons Aaron and Moses at 120, Joshua, like

his progenitor Joseph, somewhat below the Levites, at 110 ;

'

with other indications of the same view.^ Now from this Fourth

Age to determine by successive proportionate augmentation
the possible years of human life in the earlier ages, the number
125 was evidently taken as the basis of the Fourth, from which
by repeated doubling the number 1000 was reached as the

ultimate limit : 125, 250, 500, 1000. Thus was prescribed to

every historical personage, according to the age in which he
lived, a maximum length of life which might not be exceeded.

If the Hebrew conception went in this assumption somewhat
beyond the most ancient Hindu, which (see p. 260) adoj^ted the

proportion 100, 200, 300, 400, on the other hand it always

remained free from those extravagant extensions of these

numbers into which the later Hindu traditions fell.

It would be expected then, from such a beginning, that the

length of life of individuals also would be made greater or less

on similar principles, tradition simply working out and develop-

ing any assumption that had once been accej)ted. Even at the

commencement of the Fourth Age, the lives of the just-named
heroes, though of different length, are manifestly determined

on general principles; for the 120, 133, and 137 years of the

Levite chiefs are reall}- made up of mere round numbers, and
exhibit, when contrasted with the 110 of the non-Levitical chiefs,

an increase indicative of the higher dignity of Levi. Much
more will this be the case with the twenty names of the first

' According to the passages, Gen. 1. 26
;

age (see Gen. xi. 1-9) ; but still vre can
Ex. vi. 16-20 ; Deut, xxxiv. 7 ; Josh. xxiv. discern plainlj- the original meaning of the

29 ; all derived from the Book of Origins, words to be, that the period of 120 years
2 These refer especially to the 120 years as the limit of human life was appointed

mentioned in Gen. vi. 3. These words are by M'ay of punishment for a new genera-
indeed oliscure, inasmuch as they are put tion. With this is undoixbtedly connected
here out of the proper context, evidently the ancient sanctity of the number 60
because in this entire passage (Gen. vi. 1-4) among certain nations : among the Hindus,
the Fifth Narrator gives only very brief who call the 60 years' cycle Vrihasputi-

extracts from some written authority which Qtkra ; the Chinese, who still reckon time
he had before him. Nor docs the term of by this number ; the Babylonians, who
120 years for the life of man belong fitly made it the standard number of their

to this passage, where the coming age is chronology, both practical and theoretical

not the fourth, but the second ; and the (Berosus, in Eichter, p. 53); and the

original tradition may very probably have Latins. See also the Qirq J'ectr, p. GO, 2.

assigned those giants to the second or third

T 2
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two ages. In fact the general calculations are clearly discernible

in many of the statements given in the Book of Origins respect-

ing the age of each Forefather before and after the birth of the

first son. In these the length of life, at least on the whole,

diminishes by degrees : the 130 years of Adam before, and the

800 after, the birth of Seth are as transparent as Noah's 500

years before the birth of his three sons, and his subsequent 100

years before and 350 years after the Flood ; or as the 500 years

that Sheni lived after the Flood (as if for a sign that the second

age with its limit of 500 years had begun) ; or as the 70 years

of Terah before and his 135 years after the bii-th of his three

sons. In the case of Enoch we may besides (see p. 260) justly

presume that his number 365 (which the Book of Origins

divides into 65 and 300) had been fixed by earlier legends,

which made it impossible to adopt a higher; the effect being that

in comparison to others of the same age, his death is made to

appear an early one. If some points in these numbers are more

obscure, it is to be considered first that the store of tradition on

these earliest times, originally abundant and varied, has come

down to us in too scanty measure to give us even an approxi-

mate insight into all the grounds which influenced the arrangers

of the numbers ; and secondly, that out of tlie many originally

existing versions of the traditions respecting the ages of the

twenty Forefathers, only the single version followed by the

Book of Origins has been preserved to us. Moreover, the great

variations of the Seventy and the Samaritan text, both from

the Massoretic text and between themselves, and even among
various manuscripts of the same text, show that, as soon as

ever we descend from the fixed bounds of an age to examine

the numbers assigned to individuals within that age, the whole

ground becomes unsteady beneath our feet.^

' Ancient and modern critics have so Mohnike, in Illgen's Zeitschrift für his-

fuUv discussed tliese variations that I deem torische Theologie, vi. 2), which makes great

it unnecessary here to treat the subject pretensions to judgment and caution, yet

fully, although I consider the Massoretic displays hardly any of either: see also

text by no means everywhere and vrithout Lesueur's Chronologie des Bois d'^gypte,

exception entitled to the preference wiiich p. 300 sqq. The subject is followed up, in

is now again accorded to it by most of the an article by Bertheau, in the Jahresbericht

moderns. To take a striking instance, it der Deutschen Morgenl. Gesellsch. Leip.sic,

shortens by one hundred years the age of 1846. To state briefly my own decided

each father between Shem and Terah be- opinion, I consider that the first founders

fore the birtli of his eldest son. The great of these chronologies proceeded very sys-

importance formerly attached to every tematically, taking (according to p. 275),

statement which had a bearing on the as the duration of each generation in the

general chronology of ancient history, is four successive ages of the world, 30. 60,

very properly diminished in modern esti- 120, 2-10 years respectively, which would
mation

;
yet it is to be regretted that even give for the two first 240 x 10 = 2400 and

Oriental scholars can still produce trea- 120x10=1200 j-ears respectively, em-

tises such as that of Eask (translated by bracing together the whole period from
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In the history of the Flood, where the chronology goes still

more into details, the working of the same general principles is

easily recognisable, nnd the particular determinations flow very

naturally from the assumption of one solar year as the duration

of the Flood.'

V. The Origin and Immigration of the Hebrews.

But the most important result of the examination of these

traditions respecting the remotest times will after all lie in

their disclosures of the earliest fortunes of the Hebrew race

;

and in this respect it can scarcely be said how much valuable

historical material still lies hidden here.

1. The Hebrews preserve, according to these traditions, the

consciousness of an original connection with other nations, some
of whom, speaking in relation to the higher aiitiquity, dwelt

far removed from them. Their special ancestor Eber descends

through Arphaxad from Shem, the father of Elam, Asshur,

Arphaxad, Lud, and Aram (Gen. x. 22). Now the five nations

who collectively lay claim to the lofty name of Shem are not
only perfectly historic, but also exactly defined in respect

to their position. The circle began with Elam (Elymais)

beyond the Tigris towards the south-east on the Persian gulf:

proceeded northward to the Tigris with Asshur (the Assyrians)

;

turned to the north-west with Arphaxad ; stretched far westward

to the Semitic nations of Asia Minor with Lud (the Lydians)
;

and finally returned from thence in a south-easterly direction to

the Euphrates with Aram. If now we ask why the Hebrews
classed themselves with this circle of nations, the reason cannot

lie simply in connection of language : for all the very various

nations which (according to p. 224 sqq.) came into contact

with Palestine in the earliest times—original inhabitants and
migrating tribes alike—sj)oke the Semitic tongue, and in re-

spect to language stood as close as possible to the Hebrews,

and yet were never regarded as akin to them. As little could

it be found in national partiality or aversion, since most of these

nations, in the oldest times known to us, were quite estranged

from them, and the Hebrews properly speaking are like a single

branch pushed forward to an extreme distance on the south-west.

Adam to tlio Deluge, and thence to Alira- Nahor at the hirth of the eldest son of

ham's entrance into Canaan. For both each, 2G8, 288, and 1 29 years respoctivoly.

these periods it is the LXX. which ap- The variations of the yamaritan and tlio

proachcs most nearly to the numbers just Hebrew text are thus generally arliirrar}'.

given, and which I therefore regard as the ' See more on this subject in tho Jahrb.

most authentic now existing : we only re- der Bibl. Wiss. vii. 8 sqq.

quire to assign to Adam, Lamech, and
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We must therefore assume that a primitive national conscious-

ness preserved in the memory of the Hebrews their relationship

with these distant northern and eastern nations. But if we
inquire further what could have led the Hebrews to conceive

those five remote nations, with whom they felt themselves to be

related through one of their number, as having originally been

brethren and sons of Shem, we are compelled to assume that

a closer connection formerly united them to each other, a

connection however which rested neither on contiguity of

their external boundaries (for this palj)ably did not exist) nor

merely upon their possession of a common language (for, as

we have seen, the so-called Semitic language extended much
further), but upon firmer foundations. The bond which united

these nations might possibly have been simply identity of

religion ; even as the Hindus, notwithstanding their division

into an innumerable multitude of particular kingdoms, always

conceived themselves as dwelling together in the Jambudvipa,

the great centre of the earth, as their permanent home. But as

it is certain that the Hindu religion proceeded ultimately from

the Brahmans and the compact nucleus of a once ruling

nation, so also the connection of those Semitic nations in the

primeval ages when a religion did not extend itself, as now, by

its own power, is to be traced to a nation that once ruled over

all those countries. This nation afterwards parted into the five

distinct nations which referred to Shem as their father ; and

to it the Hebrews, though dwelling so far to the south-west,

always claimed to have belonged. The accounts contained in

the primitive fragment (Gen. xiv.) concerning mighty con-

federate kings beyond the Euphrates, the traditions resj)ecting

a primeval Assyrian kingdom in Ctesias and others, the deri-

vation of the most ancient Lydian dynasty from Ninus and

Belus,^ the claim of such cities as Damascus and Askelon to

Semiramis as their original Queen,^ these and other like indi-

cations refer in all probability to this original nation and the

power that it once possessed. Indeed it may be unhesitatingly

assumed that the renowned name of Semiramis which occurs as

a personal name even among the Hebrews,^ stands in con-

' Herod, i. 7. The city of Askelon also, 93 sq., 97 sq. ; see above, p. 245). We
according to the Lydian Xanthus and have already (p. 267) hazarded the con-

Nicolaus of Damascus, was founded by a jecture that l-l^, Gen. x. 22, is probably
Lydian, as is stated by Stephanus Byz. s.v. identical with -[):, Gen. iv. 16.
'ATKdXwv; and with this would curiously 2 Justin, xxxri. 2, 1 ; Diodorus Siculus,
accord the derivation of Amalek, from -_ ^ . g^g Lucian, De Ded Syria, c. xiv. or

J.»\', in Arabic aecounts {Dubcux's Tabari, p. 1061 Bourd.
.^' „ .,,„,,,. . . •

, -^ ^ The name niO>tDti' is an early form,
1. 209; Abulfidäs Ann. Anicisl. pp. 76,

twu y^w j
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nection witli Shem as the name of tliis original nation and its

hero.

The same thing appears in another way if we consider the

name Shem in its relations to the two other sons of Noah.
Whatever the three names, Shem, Ham, and Japheth, may have

originally signified, it is at least evident, that the primeval

nation which divided all the nations of the earth into three

groups, and took to itself as one of these three the name of

Shem, deemed itself established in a commanding position in a

conspicuous centre of the world, and thence named all the alien

nations northwards Ja,pheth, and southwards Ham. The feeling

that lay at the root of this idea we can easily conjecture from

the subsequent description of such a ' Navel of the earth,'

Ezek. V. But how should this name have come into use in

Palestine, where the Hebrews found themselves dwelling in the

midst of the Hamites, on the south-westerly border of the circle

which included the Semitic nations ? The name must rather

have originated in a northern table-land, which was in fact

situated in the middle of the five nations mentioned above,

e.g. in Arphaxad. The three names also certainly descended

together from the remotest antiquity, and were only traditionally

known to the Hebrews ; they are scarcely met with in their

ordinary speech or narrative ; ^ they have in Hebrew no manifest

nieaning,2 and might seem, like many of the names of the twenty

Forefathers, to have their source in the traditions of the primitive

nation in the north. As the Hindus apportion the south to

Tama (the god of Death), and the north to Kuvera (the god of

Treasure^), so here the former might be assigned to Ham, the

latter to Japheth ; and the fact that in the Greek mythology

also there is an lapetus,'* although little more than a mere
name, derived probably from Asia Minor, where from the

belonging to the time of David (1 Chron. quite obscure, since the play upon words
XV. 18, 20, xvi. 5 ; 2 Chron. xvii. 8) ;

in Gen. ix. 27 comes from the Fifth Xar-
formed like Ql^^nX (1 Kings iv. 6), and ratoronly.

prohably of similar meaning. ' f^ee Job xxxvii. 22, and Alex, von
' It is only once (1 Chron. iv. 40) that Humboldt in the Vierte/jahrsschriff, 1838,

the name Ham appears in the narrative, pt- 1^'-

The song in Gen. ix. 25-29, ^vith the nar- Hesiod's Theogony, 134, 507-511;

rative to which it belongs, is derived from Apollodorus' 5tW. i. 1, 3, and i. 2, 3;

the Fifth Nan-ator ; see above, p. 107, and Stephanus Byz. s.v. "ASava and 'Ik6viov
;

elsewhere. s^o even Bochart's Gcofiraphia, p. 2, 1 3.

2 Dg> in Hebrew would signify name, I" t'le Clouds of Ai-is'toplianos (v. 985)
-. ,.,..,,., he appears as an aged divinity, an easy
fame which in itself gives here no appro- ^-^-^ ^^ v•K\\(l^x\Q see also the inscriptions
priatemeamng, and though Dn (for which ^^\>^ Conze's Rdse avf die Inscb,. des

Eupolemus in Eitschii Pr(pp. Evcmg. ix. T^mAvVAe^^/fere« (Hanover, 1860). p. 91.

17 reads Xov^) may, in the sense of hot, The phrase, the houndaries of Japhct
be an intelligil)le designation of the south, (Judith ii. 15), probably refers to those
yet nSV i" our present Hebrew, remains on the north.
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earliest times Greek and Semitic nations intermingled, might

favour this origin of the name.

The later idea finds strong support in a northern legend

which some Armenian authors have preserved for us. We must

in these researches generally look to the old traditions of more

northern nations, because the oldest i-eminiscences of the people

of Israel themselves carry us into these regions ; and hitherto, in

the absence of any copious supply of Assyrian or Babylonian

documents, we possess no other aids so near at hand and so

ancient as the Armenian writers, who often used much older

books. Now according to this legend, Xisuthros (who among
them answers to Noah among the Hebrews) had three sons who
ruled over all mankind, each in his own domain;—Zervan,

Titan and Japetosthe.^ These three were regarded as gods, as

the two latter were among the Greeks also. Zervan, so cele-

brated in the Zoroastrian religion,^ Avas compared to the Greek

Kronos. To Titan, as god of the Lower World,^ the dominion

of the South might be assigned, and to Japetosthe as god of

Heaven that of the North."* From this conception the Hebrew
tradition has manifestly retained the idea of Japheth as ruler

of the North ; but it also lends force to the idea that Ham and

Shem also were formerly regarded as gods. According to the

Armenian authors, there was not only a hero (or god) Sim, son of

Xisuthros,^ but also a mountain bearing his name, near Taurus ;®

and this may have been regarded by the primitive Hebrews as

the seat of a mighty dominion and religion—the sacred centre

of a kingdom which included in itself all those five nations and
countries. The name Ham remains hitherto the obscurest of

those belonging to this period, and cannot yet be accurately

traced.' We may however at least affirm that the combination

' Moses of Chorene {History, i. 5) gives contrast to light and heaven is equally

this account, following a -work based on contained in them all.

Berosus, and again (ib. ch. 8) following * Very curiously, even the Samaritan
Mar-Iba Catinas ; he also refers to some Chronicle (ed. Juynboll, p. 271) attributes

early Armenian popular songs. the lightning to his son.

' ^Ge'EWi^xws, History of Vardan,ch..n.; * The words of Moses Chor., i. 5, who
Eznik, Against Heresies, ii. 1. The latter on this point follows Olympiodorus, do not
explains zervaii as 'fate,' but says it might sound as if they were only borrowed from
also moan ' brilliancy.' The- Sibj^lline the Bible.

verses (iii. 110 Fr.) render it by Kp6vos. * Moses Chor. i. 5, end ; i. 22, ii. 7, 81.

No one sui-ely will seriously maintain This tempts us to conjecture that the ori-

that the Armenian lapetostM originated in ginal meaning oftheword QK^ was 'height.'

a misunderstanding of 'laTrerds re, found , rpj^^j.^
j^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ connecting him

in the Greek verses just alluded to. ^^Yi the Egyptian god Amou or Hammon.
' On the assumption, namely, that the According to Wilkinson [Manners and

Titans are in origin the same as the Hindu Ci(sto»is, iv. p. 263) there was in Egypt
Daitja and Asura. These, indeed, have an ancient god Khem, subsequently com-
their uame from Ditis (i.e. Trihvs). the pared witli Pan : and could it be shown
opposite of Aditis and Aditja; but the that his worship existed in primiuve times
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of the three names Shem, Ham and Japheth among the Hebrews

differs only by age and more primitive form from that of Zervan,

Titan, and Japetosthe.

Other scattered traces of the sacred traditions ofthe primitive

nation also lead ns back to those northern regions. We met

with Enoch at Iconium on Taurus, under the name of Annakos

(p. 266) ; and the well-knoAvn coins of the neighbouring Apamea
Kibotos, with the Ark and other signs of the Flood, as well as

the name NU,' though dating only from the time of the Caesars

of the first half of the third century after Christ, can hardly

have borrowed these signs exclusively from the Old Testament,

since they represent one pair only as rescued, and not, like the

Old Testament, the Father's sons and sons' wives as well.

The tradition of the Flood in the Book of Origins (Gen. viii. 4)

points definitely to Ararat : there, according to this mythology,

was the hallowed starting-point and centre of all the nations,

but especially of that group of them which dwelt nearest to it,

and called themselves Shem. And although the conception of

the four Rivers of Paradise which the Fourth Narrator intro-

duces (Gen. ii. 10-14), seems to have its ultimate source in the

remotest east, and after many transformations to have reached

Palestine only in the time of the Kings,^ yet even in its present

in Canaan, we shoiild here stand on firmer Qn, the name in qnestion may have ori-

ground. Ancient writers speak also of a ginally been given by the nation which
certain Chom or Chon and Chons, also called itself Shem to the entire south, and

Sem, i.e. XOJfAor XGJLR., as the Egyp- subsequently been restricted to Egypt, as

tian Herakles (Jablonskii Opuscida, ed. te the most important southern kingdom.

Water, ii. p. 195 sqq. ; R. Rochette in the See below, on Edom.

Memoires de VAcademie des Inscriptions, ' Eckhcl, Docfrina Nummorum, vol. in.

xvii. 2, p. 324 sqq.; compare S.-n^ippov p. 132-139, treats this subject m detail,

KpaTTjs, Eratosthenes ap. Syncellum, i. p.
.'i'"! shows a third letter to be wanting

205'). after Nn. Undoubtedly the diffusion of

More important to the present subject the LXX. and the Old Testament histories

is the fact that the Egyptians called their i» that age contributed much to bringsuch

own country X^'«, or in another dialect, local traditions to light: one decisive in-

stance of this, from about this time, is

Käme, y^l^XXW, i.e. black, as was found in the notice in the Sibylline Books,

noticed by Plutarch, J»e7,s. ci! O.s/r. xxxiii. i. 268 sq. From Moses of Choroue,

But by the Hebrews, especially in the GcograpJda, xliii., we learn how constantly

earliest times, the term Ham was not the Ark was located in Phrygia. From
applied to Egypt exclusively ; and it only hence may probably have sprung Horodo-

begins to be poetically so called in some of tus' well-known story of the origin of man-
the latest of the Psalms (Ixxviii. cv. cvi.) kind in Phrygia.

If however, as Eupolemus, p. 400, says, ^ The origin of the story of Paradise,

the name Ham was interchangeable with Gen. ii. 5 sqq., is a question reserved for

Asbolos (i.e. soot), this must refer to another place ; but here I must observe

the dark complexion of tlic Egyptians, that I do not believe the original form of

who were in Greek also designate(l /teAa7- the description of Paradise will be over

Xpoey and ;ue\d;a7ro5es (see the commen- fully understood, or the four rivers be

tators on ApoUod. Bibl. ii. 1, 4). As the properly interpreted, till some of the

Egyptian meaning J^ffc/c isthus ultimately names of rivers are allowed to have

connected with that of the Hebrew D-IPI, Ijeen changed during the migration of the
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form it clearly shows us the locality in which the Hebrews
from early reminiscences imagined their Eden (a pure Semitic

word). For as the Hebrews could only appropriate this tradi-

tion by making the Tigris and the Euphrates two of the rivers

of Paradise, it is evident that Eden was supposed to have lain

at the very sources of these streams, in the sacred neighbourhood

of Ararat.

It has been customary in Germany during the last fift}-- years

to call Semitic all the nations who spoke a language kindred

with the Hebrew, and this usage may be maintained, in default

of a better. But in the language of antiquity the Semites in-

cluded only a portion of these nations ; and although nations such

as the Phenicians, Philistines, &c., related in speech, but other-

wise alien to the ancient Semites, may probably at an incalcu-

lably remote period have issued from the same northern birth-

place, the Hebrews in Palestine no longer felt themselves akin,

but entirely foreign to them. Thus it is certain that the Hebrews
belonged to quite another order of nations, and kept up a lively

remembrance of the north as the land of their descent.^

2. As the oldest reminiscences of the people refer to a mother

country whose sanctuary was very different from that which they

erected for themselves in Palestine, so also we find traces of

a remembrance of the migration which brought them gradually

nearer to the country which afterwards became their holy land.

It is certainly no unimportant historical fact that the Hebrew
nation does not claim an extreme antiquity. Their ancestor

Eber descends from Shem through Arphaxad (for Canaan and

Salah may be passed by, see p. 264). Now Arphaxad is

without doubt the most northern country of Assyria, on the

southern border of Armenia, which Ptolemy^ alone among all

the Greek and Roman authors mentions under the correspond-

ing name of Arrapachitis, and describes, so insignificant had
this once important and powerful land become. There lies,

however, in the name itself a farther witness as to its situation

and inhabitants ; Arphaxad appears to denote ' Stronghold of

the Chaldeans,' ^ and was perhaps at first used of the chief city

leg;end. In my opinion the Pison and the daily Shem; some of the most recent are

Gihon are the Indus and the Ganges : to noticed in the Jahrh. der Bibl. Wiss. iu.

these were originally added two others p. 208 sq., xi. p. 181 sq. It deserves

belonging to the same region ; but wlien notice, however, that Cappadocia is con-

the legend passed to the Hebrews in Pa- nected with Canaan and Ham in Testa-

lestine, the latter were exchanged for the menium Simonis, vi. and in Chamchean's
familiar Tigris and Euphrates. Armenian History/, i. 3. Does this date

' It seems superfluous after these ex-
from Herod's reign ?

planations to refute in detail the opinions Creography, vi. 1.

of others on Noah's three sons, and espe- ' »]"|X 'inJ (__i .V ^^ ^^^ ^^ '^J'
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of the country ; and Ur of the Chaldees, whence according to

the very ancient author of Gen. xi. 28, 31, Abraham journeyed

to Palestine, is probably only the name used of the same country

in the time of that writer.^ The Chaldeans, in name originally

identical with the nation in this day called the Kurds, were even

at a very early period widely scattered,- as the Kurds are now;^

but we have every reason to believe their original seat to be the

mountain country called Arrapachitis. After the seventh century

before Christ, indeed, a new non-Semitic nation—essentially the

same that has ever since retained the name Kurds—appears

under this name. This is explained by the hypothesis that a

northern people who had conquered the land gradually assumed

its ancient name, as the Saxons beyond the sea appropriated

the name of Britons.

signifies to bind, to make fast. Noav as

Arrapa (Ptolemy's Giog. vi. 1), was the

name of a city in Arrapachitis still exist-

ing under the form \ j nnujl^ {Jahrb. der

Bibl. Wiss. X. p. 169), and as several

cities, and especially the well-known Ar-

bela, which is not too far distant, are

named ^J<51i?, probably signifying ' God's

stronghold,' and as also 3"1S alone is the

name of some cities (see Josh. xv. 52, 1

Kings iv. 10 ; and the well-known t__j.L«

in Yemen), this name had probably the

meaning of fortress. The use of ^ mili-

tates but little against the word being

compounded with the name of the Chal-

deans, because elsewhere this is written

with tJ>, but never with D- And we know
from the general laws of sound that the

Hebrew pronunciation Chasd is the earlier

one, from which sprang Chard or Kurd
(Gore!), and then Chakl.

' That Ur- Chasdvn was not regarded as

a city, but as a country, is shown by the

whole meaning and context of the passage

in Gen. xi. 28 sqq., and the LXX. are

correct in rendering it by ^ x^9°- '^^'''

XoASoioy. A Zendic origin for the word

*VIN can hardly be sought in an age preced-

ing the seventh and eighth centuries. But

a comparison with \". , ; \

gives us at once the meaning, ' residence,'

' region.' Curiously, however, in Arme-

nian, a.t//i_u/n_ {gavar or kavar) de-

notes x'^P"' (Faustus Byz. v. 7), and

with this accords not only "I JQ^ (Bar-

hebr. p. 105) but also ^,,^ (sometimes

C, a name given by Abdalhakam to the
JJ

Egyptian Nomes). Compare also Jujjn
vdir, denoting place. Ur as a city has

however been sought fur in many places,

both in ancient and modern times : Jose-

phus {A?it. i. 6. 5) says that the grave of

Terah was still shown in Ure the town of

the Chaldees, but he does not define its

exact position ; many of the Fathers took it

for Edessa, be&iuse the proper name of this

city was Urhoi (originally, however, Osroi,

now Orfa). Later writers have often

thought of the Castellum Ur mentioned

by Amm. Marc. xxv. 8. Eupolemus in

Eus(bii PrcBp. Evang. ix. 17, imagined

it to be Urk, also called Camerine, be-

tween Babylon and Bosra. Just now,

English travellers are identifnng Abra-

ham's Ur with a place there called Varka,

where extensive ruins have been lately

found and excavated, and cuneiform in-

scriptions have been discovered (see

Loftus, Travels and Researches in Chal-

dea and Susiana, London, 1857, pp. 131,

161, 162); but this place is much too far

to the south. (See more on this subject in

the Göttinger Gel. Am. 1858, p. 182 sqq.)

Still stranger is the notion prevalent

among the Moslim, that Abraham migra-

ted from Kutha \^ or \.^»^ in Southern

Babylonia (see the Mardssid, n. p. 519;
Jelaleldiu's History of the Temple at

Jerusalem, translated by Revnolds from the

Arabic into English, 1836, pp. 16, 333,427;
Chwolson's Ssahicr. ii. p. 452 sqq.), wliich

was probably derived from the Samaritans.
- As is proved by the reception of one

Chesed among the NahoritesinCien.xxii. 22.
^ See Rödiger in the Zeitschriftfür das

Morgenland, iii. p. 3 sq.
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That Eber is called a sod of this Arphaxad means simply that

the Hebrews remembered that they had in their earliest ages

lived in this laud, and from thence had journeyed to the south.

Beyond this remembrance they manifestly retained nothing

;

but that their small nation had once dwelt in that great home
of their race was still clear to them. Nothing is hereby really

determined respecting the origin and connection of this name,
Hebrew, which fills so eminent a place in history ; we are

at liberty to supply the void as we best can. It would be

entirely erroneous to assume that the name was given to them
only by foreigners after they had passed over the Euphrates, and
that it originally signified the iieople of the farther side, that is,

who had come from the farther side. This idea can hardly lie

even in the name ; ^ and while there is nothing to show that

the name emanated from strano-ers, nothing: is more manifest

than that the nation called themselves by it and had done so as

long as memory could reach ; indeed this is the only one of

their names that appears to have been current in the earliest

times. The historj^ of this name shows that it must 'have been

most frequently used in the ancient times, before that branch of

the Hebrews which took the name of Israel became dominant,

but that after the time of the Kings it entirely disappeared from

ordinary sj)eech,^ and was on!}- revived in the period immediately

before Christ, like many other names of the primeval times,

through the prevalence of a learned mode of regarding anti-

quitj', when it came afresh into esteem through the reverence

then felt for Abraham.'
Ofthe three great epochs into which the history of this nation

' As the region beyond the Euphrates Hebrew is found in the ancient fragment

is always called TnSH "l^y- ^i^d never Geu. xir. ; it is used also bj- the Earliest

-iny simply, we should have to assume an Historian, Ex xxi. 2, and by the Third
'', '

•' Narrator of the primeval history (uen.
abbreviation found nowhere else, and de- ^i 15^ xliii. 32. probably also Ex. v. 3),
void of intrinsic probability. The LXX. ^nd in the ancient Book of Kings in the
in translating n^J/n. Gen. xiv. 13, by earlier period preceding the death of

6 TrepaTTjs may indeed have had some such Saul, 1 Sam. iv. 9,. xiii. 3, 7, xiv. 21

;

idea. The sense of any such designation hence it would seem to have been avoided

is however shown to be absolutely un- in the Book of Origins, and already for-

eertain by the Fathers of the Church, wlio gotten in the time of the great Prophets,

know not what to make of it ; as we see Perhaps, however, a trace of this ancient

from Origen on Numb. xxiv. 24. Matt, national name is preserved in the com-

xiv. 22. See also Gö^t. Gel. Am. 1837. pound word 'Avoßpfr in Sanchoniathon,

p. 959. sq. The doubts which in 1826 I p. 42 (Orelli), if we may alter the reading

threw out in my Kritische Grammalik to 'Ai/ejSpeV. and interpret it as J^''^3y ^V»
against this derivation, were only too well Hebrew fountain, i.e. Nymph,
founded, though at the time misunderstood ^ As we find for instance in the New
by many. Testament ; John i. 9 is a mere imitation

* This was likewise noticed in my from Gen. xl. Prom such late writers as

Kritische Grammatik of 1826, but it can these is derived the modern designation

be now defined more exactly. The name of the language of Canaan as Hebrew.
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falls, the name Hebrew strictly denotes the earliest, in wiiich

Israel with great toil struggled out as an independent nation

from amid the crowd of kindred and alien peoples. In the

second epoch, in which after the establishment of the kingly

rule its native power reached the mightiest development, its

name Israel became as sublime and glorious as the nation itself,

and supplanted the older more general name. And as no notable

period need want for a suitable sign and name, the third and
last epoch of the history is distinguished by the name Jew,

together with a resuscitation of the old name Hebrew. In like

manner, in the sphere of religion these three epochs, which

embrace the whole history, are distinguished by a change in the

mode of speaking the Divine name Jahveh (Jahveh alone, Jahveh

Sabaoth, Jahveh suppressed) ; for thus great national changes

and revolutions generally leave their mark on words and names
in daily use. Thus then the national name Hebrew, even

more than the Divine name Jahveh, reaches up into the earliest

times ; and the people, seeing in it nothing less than the token

of their own origin, called their progenitor Eber.

But since Eber (as before observed) was conceived only as one

son of Arphaxad, we are entitled to ask further whether these

Hebrews, who could have inhabited but a small portion of the

ancient land of the Chaldeans, had not a connection with any

more distant region. And here the name of the Iberians, who
dwelt somewhat farther to the north, forces itself upon us

involuntarily, so that we can hardly help thinking of some
connection with them. What language among the hundreds

spoken in that medley of races in the Caucasus' that of the

Iberians was, it is not possible for us to unriddle from the

short description which Strabo gives of them ;
^ but there is

nothing to oppose the possibility that they and their language

were originally of the Semitic stock. Up to this great parting

of the nations we should then be enabled to trace back the

stream of their national life to its source, though of the primary

signification of their name it is as difficult to speak as of the

' StraLo, xi. 2, 16. The original meaning of the nnme Ile-

2 Strnbo, xi. 3. That the Iberians at
^^^^^ '^ «^ ^'°"i"«ß ""* determined thereby ;

the other end of the aneient world, in
'''"'i ^^ may therefore conjecture that it is

Spain, were related to them, was only a connected with the root \£. to explain, to

conjecture of some ancient writers ; which ? ; v j a n,„„ ^^^ir,
«a V -iv TT.«Vv, i-n- ji n 4 speak plain, 1o exnomm. and thus desig-
Ö. t. VV. lloömann (IJtc Ibenr im Ostxn •'

^ /, '. 'i • u ,„„f^,i iT,,
„„,;•„ ii' , T Tooox . 1 4.

nates the nation wh:ch was separated by
una im yVcbten, Lpz. 1838) supports, but ., , i- n tt„i„„„.„ „„^i
„:.. :„„ff„., ,1 ^ .

'
r,M , its lanpruaffe from all non Hebrews, and

with ineirectual arguments. The Arme- ••= o & ^
nian pronunciation, Fcrrt, shows that the contrasts them with the Tyi"? or "\I/.
long vowel of tlio Greek form was not f^
essential. (Welsh, Barbarians).
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names of the Arameans (except that this name seems to have

been originally identical with that of the Armenians), or of the

Assyrians, Chaldeans, Lydians, and Elameans. And how easily

a section of a nation might migrate southwards from the

Caucasian Iberia, and then grow into historical greatness, is

shown by the very similar case which Amos • briefly mentions.

It was well known in the time of Amos that the Arameans
(here used in the narrower sense of the Damascenes^) had

emigrated from the Cj'rus, the same river that, according to

Strabo, flows through Iberia also ; although Amos by a strange

sport of destiny was compelled to threaten them with banish-

ment to this same northern river, which had then become

Assyrian.^

That the name of Hebrews originally included more nations

than Israel alone follows not only from the position which the

ancient tradition gives to Eber, but also from other indications.

Wlien the ancient fragment. Gen. xiv. 13, gives the epithet

* the Hebrew ' to Abraham (though his name in itself hj no

means suggests the word Hebrew''), it evidently ascribes to the

name Hebrew a much wider extension, and speaks just as

we might expect from the primitive views of national rela-

tionships contained in the genealogical tables of the Book of

Origins. In like manner the Fifth Narrator, who had several

very old accounts before his eyes, speaks of ' all the sons of

Eber,' in a place where he must have had in view many more
nations than the one people of Israel.^ The name Hebrew,

indeed, belongs to all the nations who came over the Euphrates

with Abraham. So also long before Abraham, according to

ancient tradition, a powerful branch of the Hebrews, under the

name Joktan,^ had migrated into the south of Arabia, and there

founded flourishing kingdoms ; for nothing else can be meant
when Joktan (Gen. x. 25-30) is made the second son of Eber.

And since in northern Arabia many tribes are placed in a close

relation to Abraham, the name Hebrew might well be very pre-

dominant throughout the whole length of that country. But

' Amos ix. 7. more than the whole land of Canaan.
^ According to Amosi. 5. * The name |t2D*i LXX. 'leKTcJi/, as also
' Amos i. 5. ' '-

.
"- '

* Although Artapanus, in Eusebii Prc=^. L^yt..' ^^^ ^°° {...^^jso' ^°*^ '^^^ ^^^

Evavff. ix. 18, derives the name Hebrew names' with i prefixed present a charac-
from Abraham.

_ teristic formation of the ancient Hebrew
5 Because Gen. x. 21, a verse inserted (gee Lehrbuch, § 162a). which probably

by the Fifth Narrator, speaks m the style distinguislied it from all other branches of
of the genealogies. The same narrator

^j^g Semitic stock ; the pronunciation of
however in Numb. xxiv. 24 (where the

^, , , . , n ••

context is very different), understands the ^'^^ l^^^er Arabs, ^,U^.', seems by corn-

name Eber, as used in poetry, to mean no parison therewith to be Arabised.
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we must beware of fancj^ing that the name Arab, which was
gradually extended to all the nations of that immense country

only after the seventh century before Christ, was produced only

by a slight modification of the older name Hebrew.^

The people who remained in the north on the far side of the

Euphrates seem then to have founded several small kingdoms,

the memory of which (see p. 268) has probably been retained in

the names of the four direct descendants of Eber, and among
whom the Nahoreans, who lived in HaiTan, have been some-

what more fully described for us because of Jacob's close con-

nection with them. That Nahor is the name both of the

father and of the second of the three sons of Terah (see p. 273),

agrees well with this suj^position ; and the name of Haran,

the third of the three sons of Terah and the father of Lot,

is probably still preserved in that of a northern country, the

situation of which agrees not ill with the idea.-

3. Accordingly, in the migration from Ur-Chasdim dis-

tinguished by the name of Abraham and his companions, as

well as in the subsequent one of Jacob, who took the same
direction from the more southerly Harran, we see only con-

tinuations of the migratory movements of this primitive

people, which, after having struck out probably in many direc-

tions, now took its farthest course towards the south-west, and
thus found its last goal in Egypt. But this leads us into a new
region. Here rises into view the land which was destined to

be to the children of Israel, when arrived at maturity and com-
peting for the good places of the earth, infinitely more sacred

than ever the fatherland of their childhood had been ; and on
which the plot was laid of all the rich history that follows. Yet
so long as the migration reaches only the fore-land of Egypt,

Canaan, and not that great centre and point of attraction

of ancient civilisation itself, we remain still only in the

Primeval History.

' This name undouLtedlj' may be traced Arabia, since 3^y resembles the Hebrew
back to the signification ^nj? Steppe

-,^-,y but is foreign to ordinary Arabic.

(Isaiah xxi. 13), as also according to the '
^''

Moslim only the
^ ,1 »^ are genuine - ^ ,Wr <i^l,\ whose capital is Ber-

Bedouins, and these two names are inter- däa. See Kemaleldinin Freytag's Chres-

changeable(Hamäsa,p.294.v.2); butthese tomathy. p. 138, 8 ;
Abulfida s Geography,

very words of Isaiah (xxi. 13) show that in p. 386 sq. ed. Roinaud ; and Journal

the ninth or eighth century it was not yet Asiaiigue, 1847, i. p. 444 ;
ii. p. 403 ; in

in use ; and according to Jer. iii. 2, Ezek. Armenian probably Harkh (which is only

xxvii. 21, and Isaiah xiii. 20, it was not a plural form); in Moses Chor. History,

cuiTent till the seventh century, when the i. 9, 10, Geography, Ixix. On another

name Hebrew had been long obsolete. But Arrän beyond the Tigris in :Mcdia, see

the usage of language shows that this Eawlinson in Journal of the Royal Geo-

name originated in Northern not Central graphical Society, x. 81 sq. 139 sq.
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C. THE THIRD AGE.

I. The Three Patriarchs of the Nation.

The Third Age is properly (according to p. 275 sqq.) that of

the Heroes.' Those only are strictly Heroes, whom every nation

boasts of possessing in the time of its fresh energy and youth,

and of whom the earliest and most powerful serve as founders

or fathers of the nation itself. Tor the conception of such pre-

historic heroes afterwards spreads further, and the like grand

forms are finally transferred even into the preceding ages ; so

that their collective image is constantly being removed farther

and higher (of which we had an example at p. 275) ; but their

proper place is unquestionably in this Third Age, immediately

before the historic period. And they may be conceived as

entirely filling the space of this age, the Book of Origins even

placing the last remnants of the Hero-race in the earliest part

of the age of Moses as enemies of Israel.^ But since in the case

of Israel their Egyptian period makes the boundary between

the two last ages, all the persons who in the strict sense may

be called their fathers fall before this time, especially those

whom in the spirit of the tradition itself we must distinguish

under the name of the three patriarchs.

The region of these three Patriarchs is thus sharply defined

on both sides. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob-Israel are, accord-

ing to the true national feeling, the great names of the three

sole founders and types of the Canaanite -Hebrew nation; the

addition of Joseph to the number belongs to a much later

view.' In the old tradition concerning them their sphere is

separated from that which precedes it by the fact that they

first tread the holy ground, and thus with them the narrative

first acquires the true Mosaic expansion and warmth of tone.

From the following it is separated by the fact that even

Joseph's life sinks down to the stage of the ordinary life of the

later age, while the thi-ee others all remain upon the higher

stage of the still vigorous hero-life.

The exact investigation of this region is rendered difiicult

' D*"l'33 or, according to the earlier ^ Numb. xiii. 22, 28, 33.

more mythical appellation, C^'^SJ. See ' It is clear from the age of the passages

the Jahrh. der Bibl. JViss. vii. p. 18 fq. Ps. Ixxvii. 10 [15], Lxxx. 2 [1], Ixxxi. 6 [5].
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because (witli a very few exceptions to be mentioned sbortly) we
have knowledg-e of it only from Biblical sources, since these three

Patriarchs could not possibly be to other nations what they were

to the Hebrews after Moses. But there is some compensation

in the greater fulness and variety that are here to be observed

for the first time in the specially Hebrew accounts. If we
recognise in this far-off cloud-land comparatively little real

histoi'y with its desirable certainty and completeness, we wel-

come the more gladiy some important truths which are in the

strictest sense historical, as soon as we are sufficiently equipped

to see them aright.

But the more narrowly we reinvestigate the multitude of

primitive traditions and reminiscences here collected, which upon
a closer view appear remarkably rich and varied, the more
manifest it becomes that even in those ancient times when their

foundation was laid there were two veins from which, by a kind

of intermixture, they grew np in their present form. One half

only, though indeed by far the most important one, is so to

speak purely Hebrew ; and this carries us easily and securely

back to the basis of the true history of that primeval period when
the nation of Israel and those immediately related to it were

formed. Of another kind are single scattered traditions, which
in their essential substance and meaning recur also among
other ancient nations belonging to the same sphere of rising-

civilisation, different as they may at the first glance appear

in the names of places and of persons. The carrying off of

Sarah and of Rebekah by a foreign king has unmistakable re-

semblance to the Greek legend of Helen and the Hindu story

of Sita ; and in the original meaning of these traditions unques-
tionably it was the honour and beauty of the kingdom itself of

whose protection and recovery they spoke. In like manner, as

will be shown below, many things narrated of Isaac and Jacob
recur in the traditions of the most ancient neighbouring nations. *

In fact, we have here only fragments of a primitive body of

tradition existing in these regions long before the time of these

Patriarchs, which early mingled itself with the remembrance of

the grand Patriarchal days, and adorned that with many flowers

which then, bedewed by the spirit of the religion of Israel,

shone again with a double radiance. How this might luipi^en

is shown by the case explained above (p. 275 sqq.), as well

' It is perfectly obvious that tliis ox- covery of wine. Athen. Deijm. xv. G, 8,

tends much further, to later as well as to Hygin. Fah. 130. See also vol. 2 on
earlier times. Icarius, like Noah in Gen. Jephthah and Samson.
ix. 21, meets with disaster tlirough his dis-

voL. I. n
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as by many others ; and nothing else so clearly indicates the

antiquity of all these traditions respecting the Patriarchs as

the fact that through them we can look back farther into a

still remoter sphere of tradition. A third source of these tra-

ditions is found in the peculiar legends of the Canaanites ; that

of Sodom, for example, Gen. xviii. xix., is unquestionably purely

Canaanitic.

That which may still be recognised as belonging to the an-

cient accounts of the time of these Patriarchs, will be here

explained with a careful distinction of its sources. At a later

period the historj- of the Patriarchs, in common with the whole

of the primeval history and even that of Moses, gradually be-

came a field for arbitrary invention, as may be seen in the ex-

tant fragments of that literature :
' but upon these no close

attention need be bestowed.

IL The Cycle of the Twelve Types.

If we look simply at the prevailing character of the narra-

tives and representations of this period given in the most an-

cient sources, we shall find little that is really historical to say

of the three Patriarchs. For on a close view it is obvious that

to the nation as we see it in the time of Moses thej^ had not

only long served as types, and therefore receded more and more
into a prehistoric region, but also that they were members of

a very large circle of national types.

When an ancient people occupied a position from which it

could look back upon a previous period of grandeur and re-

nown, in which its own foundations had been laid and its

organisation advanced, the few indestructible personages of that

past, its true Heroes, naturally formed in the imagination a

circle, and were treated as so many members of a typical house.

For the distinction of a Hero, as contrasted with a God, so long

at least as they are not confounded with each other (which

certainly often takes place in the more refined heathen reli-

gions), is this : that the God is the type of all men, but the Hero
of one special order, coiTespondent to his own character—as the

man of his age, stamped with all its peculiarities. Thus a

' An instance of this sort of Egj-ptian- fictitious early history on Shem and his

Abrahamic liistory, with a king Nekao, age. But the use of Abraham's and
with Jerusalem, &c., is given by Josephus Isaac's names in adjuration by the Egyp-
in his Jewish Wars, v. 9, 4, but not re- tians and others, affirmed by Origen,

peated in his Antiquities. In an adden- Contra Celsv.m, i. 5. 1, iv. 4. 3 sq., can

dxim, given by a Greek codex to Barnabas only be referred to a later confusion of

xii. ed. Dress., may be seen a piece of religions.
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limited type is involved in the very conception of tbe Hero.

And since the family, especially in the wide sense of the Patri-

archal world, is the primary sphere of the manifold interests

and activities of man, and in antiquity, much more than at

the present day, even a considerable nation considered itself

to be living together in the domestic circle of a hoiise,^ we
cannot wonder that a national hero was always regarded not

as an individual only, but as a member of a typical house,

who is distinctly remembered mainly by virtue of the definite

position he held in it. The distant period when these Heroes

lived is the sacred time, past but never to be forgotten and
in spirit ever present, in which the nation as a house or

family first gained the true feeling of a home. Around its

hearth are ranged the historic forms to w^hich the nation looks

up as types of all the various members of its lower present house,

while many subordinate persons of the same circle owe the

vivid impression they have left merely to their connection

with the rest. Heroes of every possible complexion are gene-

rally embraced in a certain definite circle ; around one or two
chief heroes others are ranked as counterparts, and fill their

necessary place. K the Hiad, however, owing to special causes

represents a scene of camps and battles, the Odyssey, like the

Eämäyana and Mahabharata, exhibits the domestic life of Heroes

and Heroines, and this view will ever tend to become the domi-

nant one. Even when under peculiar circumstances the groups

of Heroes and of Gods are intermingled, and produce that ela-

borate heathen mythology which we see in its completest form

among the Greeks and the Hindus, the very heavens become
the seat of a typical house, and Indra or Zeus is but the pre-

eminent father and ruler of the organised circle of gods of the

most varied qualities who surround him.

Although the tyj)ical house of the people of Israel has come
down to us incomplete in some of its members, Ave may by some
attention see that it embraced a circle of exactly twelve mem-
bers, who were again distributed according to the seven funda-

mental relations possible to an ancient Patriarchal house.

X. At the head stand the three Patriarchs themselves as the

Fathers and most prominent forms of this typical bouse. The
combitiation of these three may be compared with that of Aga-
memnon, Achilles and Ulysses, around whom in the Iliad all

' It is not poets only who still pcrpotu- Josh. xxi. 43 ; 1 Sam. vii. 1 sqq. ; 2 Sam.
ally speak of the house of Jacob (Isaiah i. 12, ii. 4-11, v. 6, 1Ö, xii. 8, xv. 3;
xxix. 22 ; Amos v. 1, 5, vi. 11), but also 1 Kings xii. 21, 23, xx. 31).

historians (Ex. xvi. 31, xl. 38 ; Lev. x. 6
;

V 2
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else is ranged, or with Anchises, ^neas, and Ascanius in the

Trojan legends: what follows agrees still more exactl}'. In the

Hindu legends, with the chief hero there is generally ranked a

secondary one, who reflects in a lower degree his exalted cha-

racter, as if from an apprehension of the truth that an ideal type

can only be seen in its right light by means of an inferior yet

aspiring copy of itself, and from the desire to place before

ordinary men who could not rise to the level of the ideal a

lower yet still admirable model. In these legends the secon-

dary hero appears as a younger brother of the chief: as Rama
and Lakshmana, Krishna and Bala. And in the Mahäbhärata,

where the idea of the chief hero assumes a threefold form in the

persons of Judhishthira, Blüm a, and Arjuna as representatives

of the three kingly virtues of justice, valour, and wisdom,' there

stand beside these three elder brothers at least two younger, bear-

ing a like significance. So Isaac stands beside Abraham, lower,

but resembling him, under the conception of a son who in all

things faithfully follows his father. Jacob is then introduced

as the third of this series, though in a different character. lie

also, as father of the nation, is a type, but under quite another

aspect : so little can even the combination of the three Fathers

in a typical house conceal the fact that the house on which in

after years the nation looked back with pride as the home
of its childhood, really grew out of two different houses ; some-

what as in the heroic legends of Rome Numa was put beside

Romulus and Remus ^ as worthy of no less reverence ; or as in

the Greek myth, Hercules was at length received into the house

of Olympus. Standing side by side each has an equal claim to

the honour of being a father in the typical house
;
yet with

this equality a certain diversity of character may be perceived,

even as the human conditions, whose types they are, amid a

common excellence exhibit great variety. The nature of this

variety will be more suitably explained hereafter : it is evident

that the paternal, as the first of the seven fundamental relations

of every house, admits most obviously of this internal variety,

here presented in a threefold form.

2. As the type of the Wife there appears Sarah, as that of

the Concubine Hagar, both standing by the side of the first of

the three Fathers, and partaking of his higher dignity. Con-

1 But in this instance it is characteris- ^ These two, curiously, form a similar

tically Hindu, that Arjuna, as the type of pair to Rama and Lakshmana in the Hindu
wisdom, has at least a spiritual supremacy tradition; although Romulus, who from

over his two brothers, and accomplishes his name ought to be the younger, conquers

more than they. Remus.
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sidering Sarah under this aspect, we can apprehend the full

significance ofthe story, nndoiibtedly popular in antiquity, other
rescue from the hands of a lascivious prince. This narrative as

it stands in Gen. xx. is Canaanitic and primeval ; with some mo-
difications it is transferred by the Fourth Narrator to Egypt,

Gen. xii. 10-20; and in Gen. xxvi. 7-11 is applied by others

to Rebekah also. Every chaste matronjin times when wanton
hands were everywhere hoped, like Sarah, her type, to live in

honour ; and in so far nothing can be objected against the his-

torical signification of the narrative. But the fact that it was
deemed important to associate with the wife the concubine as

her inferior counterpart, and to place them in mutual relation,

proves quite as strongly as the marriage of two sisters at once to

the same husband (to be presently mentioned),^ that this concep-
tion of the Twelve Types had its origin before the time of Moses.

3. As type of the Child there appears Isaac ; exhibiting

the same quiet and cheerful spirit also as father by the side of

Abraham. As type of the true child, he serves in the Mosaic
community as an example of circumcision, Gen. xxi. 4. How
old the origin of this view is, is clear from the fact that all

the existing stories of their long and anxious waiting for him
as infant, of his choice as the heir, of his childlike obedience
and his trustful journey even to sacrifice at his father's will,

refer essentially to this his typical significance.

4- The same Isaac in union with Rebekah stands as the

type of true Betrothal and Marriage, represented in a charming
idyl of unsurpassable beauty and true Mosaic spirit in the frag-

ment Gen. xxiv., emanating from the Fourth Narrator.

5. But because the marriage-bond did not always retain this

true and simple character, least of all in the early times, Leah
and Rachel were admitted into the circle, as types of the imsi-

tion of one wife towards another equally legitimate, but less

beloved : a frequent case, especially in the primitive times.

^

But, the frequency of this relation being presupposed, the type

demanded an exactly equal original title on the part of each

without favour or disfavour, and only in this sense can they (like

the two knights of the Hindu and Greek mythology), be inse-

parably ranged together in the typical house.

Qm To complete the number of female members of the typi-

cal household, we have Deborah, Rebekah's nurse, as type of

the Nurse of Heroes, to whom is assigned an elevated position

> Contrary to Lev. xviii. 18. Spo my Academy's Monatslm-ichte, 1859, p. 3i0.

Altcrihümer, p. 26.3, and similar instances '' Deut. xxi. 15-17
from Hindu antiquity in the Borlia
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in the traditions of other nations also.' Much more mention must

have been made of her originally, and her memory is almost lost

in the existing traditions, which are certainly in part greatly

curtailed. In Gen. xxiv. 59 she is meant, though not expressly

named ; but the few words respecting her death and the tree

held sacred to her memory in Gen. xxxv. 8 sufficiently testify to

the spirit of the earlier story. And the fact that the later judge

of the same name (Judges iv. v.), who was also a kind of hero-

nurse, had her seat under this same ti-ee at Bethel,'^ is a fresh

proof of the ancient spread of the tradition respecting her.

7- Finally, to close the circle, is added as the twelfth type

Abraham's upper Servant and steward,' whose position accord-

insr to the whole constitution of the ancient house is so far

honourable and important that he could no more be omitted

in the series of types, than in Olympus the doorkeeper and

messenger. It is true his memory has suffered in what has

come down to us, and only casually, in an antique phrase in

Gen. XV. 2, has his name Eliezer of Damascus been preserved

:

but how dignified a part he played in the tradition in its living

freshness maybe plainly seen in the beautiful description of his

service Gen. xxiv., where he is unquestionably intended, though

not named.

In this manner we can still, on the whole with great certaint}'^,

understand this cycle of types of the national life, and see how
complete it was."* The best proof of it is, farther, that all the tra-

ditions which do not rest npon one of these twelve types, or upon

Lot, Ishmael or Esau, who are brought into prominence as con-

trasts to the three chief heroes, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, have

become quite lifeless and empty. The Nahoreans, Gen. xxii.

20-24, and the Ketureans or Saracens, Gen. xxv. 1-4, were

related nations once as important as the others ; but since they

^ Comp, the Panulus of Plautus ; Vir- • It is well known that the Greeks also

gil's JEtieid, iv. 634, vii. 1 sqq. had a cycle of twelve gods, or in some dis-

* As the same topographical position is tricts of eight (see Eheiniackcs Museum,
assigned in either case, the discrepancy in 1843, p. 489). Inallancientnationswefind

the name of the tree, which in Gen. xxxv. a tendency to the repetition of similar com-
8 is called the oak of lamentation, and in binatiois and round numbers: as among
Judges iv. 5 a palm, is not of essential the Egyptians, who grouped their deities

importance. as father, mother, and child (Wilkinson's
" In order to prevent the dispersion of Manoicrs and Customs, iv. 231), and re-

the family property in default of a male cognised eight great divinities (Lepsius,

heir, such a one was often adopted as a Chronologie, i. 253). Let it not, however,

son, or married to his master's daughter; be supposed that the above idea of an an-

as is also seen in the story of the powerful cient Hebrew cycle oftwelve prototypeswas
Jarha, in I Chr. ii. 34 sq. The Testa- suggested to me bj' these examples. On the

miiitum Levi. ch. vi., calls this Eliezer contrary, it was forced upon me from the

by the name ^7^6/rt^, and contains a separate merest examination of the objects, and I

tradition respecting him. was myself surprised at the result.
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had no place in that circle, their mere names were handed down,

and no reminiscence is linked with them.

As to the age in which this circle of types became fixed in

the mind of the people, every indication besides those already

mentioned points to the last few centuries before Moses. For

true as it may be that these types were among the wants of every

aspiring nation (see pp. 29 sq.), still they generally sprang up

to satisfy a felt need, which could only arise while such a

nation moved in a very narrow and homelike sphere, and could

picture to itself all that was lofty and noble only by looking

back to its own past, to the exalted house from which it had
issued. It is essentially the domestic and homely spirit that

enfolds itself in this circle of paternal types ; in later times as

the nation enters into a wdder sphere and attains a larger his-

tory, an infinite number of new types opens out before it. This

consideration leads us to the Premosaic time when Israel dwelt

in Egypt, externally oppressed aurl without internal movement,

yet with an elevating remembrance of its nobler past. This

idea is further fortified by the consideration that the conception

of such Heroes is opposed to the strict Mosaic religion, and at

least could not have issued from it. For in the sense of an-

tiquity the true Hero is a being intermediate between God and

man, who, long after he has left the earth, retains a sort of

mystic bond with later generations, knows those who look to

him, regards them with deep sympathy, and even as a mediator

hears their prayers. Thus he becomes the recipient of a kind

of worship, which according to strict monotheism is due to One
alone ; and thus it is quite fitting that among the Prophets (at

a time when the Mosaic doctrine was beginning with greatest

vigour to unfold all the consequences involved in it) the Great

Unnamed One, although speaking as usual of Abraham and

Sarah as the venerable parents of the nation,^ is yet driven to

the new declaration that the people of Jahveh must not regard

Abraham and Israel as their fathers and protectors, nor address

prayers to them, but that Jahveh alone was their Father and

Eedeemer.2 In this the Mosaic doctrine does but utter that

which from the first lay within it, and which must logically

sooner or later have come clearly into view.

But in the first centuries of the Mosaic religion all that

characterised the Israelitish nationality in contrast to the other

nations was too eagerly grasped to suffer this typical circle to

lose much of its value to the popular heart. If the Mosaic

' Isai.ih li. 1, 2 ; comp, xlviii. 1. « Isaiah Uiii. 16; comp. kiv. 7 [8].
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religion absolutely forbade the dedication of actual worship (a

cultus) to their persons, their memory, cherished above that

of all other men, could cleave to sacred places, as the many
traditions respecting the three Patriarchs, the pillar at Rachel's

grave, Gen. xxxv. 20, and the mourning oak for Deborah (p. 294)

show. And to how great an extent, at least in the height of

poetical feeling, an enduring reciprocal action between them and

the existing nation was afftrmed, is shown not only by Jacob's

Blessing (Gen. xlix. comp. pp. 69 sq.) but by such extraordi-

nary expressions as Jer. xxxi. 15.'

We may indeed easily understand that the need of such

types would be felt afresh with every new direction of the

national life : and accordingly later times set up Moses as the

type for prophetical gifts, Samson for the Nazirite life, Joseph,

Joshua, and David for leadership and rule in different aspects,

David for lyrical poetry, and Solomon for wisdom and poetic

art. We have also an example which shows how ty^pes were set

up for individual occupations, and which in age and form closely

approaches the great typical circle of the Twelve, in the two

Hebrew midwives whom Pharaoh could not induce by his threats

to destroy the male infants, and of whom the Third Narrator

says :
' because they feared God rather than Pharaoh, they were

blessed also by God in house and in possessions.'^ The typical

significance of these two midwives is indicated partly by the

style of this short narrative, and parti}" by the fact that there are

but two of them, like the two physicians of the Hindu heaven

(A9vinau), since this number must have been practically quite

insufficient. ,. Even their names are probably only metaphorical.'

But notwithstanding all this, the twelve primitive types main-

tained their preeminence during the centuries which succeeded

Moses, the most brilliant j)eriod of the nation's history, nor could

any other type force itself into equallj^ high and general esteem.

In this meaji between a vivid feeling of their continued

spiritual activity, and the avoidance of any act of worship to-

wards them, these sacred types of the spirit and the power of

the higher religion gained an increasing hold upon the national

' Hosea xii. 4 sqq. expresses very dis- xvi. 22. With this was in fact connected

tinctly the feeling of such a living com- the belief in a kind of continuous con-

muniou between the ancestral father and sciousness on the part of erery deceased

his people. The words in Isaiah xxix. father of a tribe : 1 Sam. ii. 33 ; 2 Siira.

22 sqq., when closely examined, also ad- vii. 16 (according to the common reading),

mit of a signification -which is appropriate - Ex. i. 15-21.

here (ver. 23, 'when he sees his sons, as the ' mSK' may be connected with m^SK'O
work of mine hands in him,' i.e. according (comp.'llos. xiii. 13; Is. xxxvii. 3, IxVi. 9)";

to XIX. 25, 'when he sees them amended ^^^ j^»,,^ ^j^j^j i^^^ ^-^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^
and blessed [he will see how] they hallow

, , ' .
, , , •

my name ') : similarly, Luke i. 54, 55, 72,
^he latter, with p.12, yj: to break Jorth.
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mind, and grew into tliose beautiful forms which, again became
their most eloquent interpreters. Such a revival all those noble

forms, so far as they hold an important place in the existing

traditions, have visibly experienced ; but especially those which
stand highest and gather the others round themselves, the three

Patriarchs. As the conception of their spiritual character is

developed in the Book of Origins and still more by the Third and
Fourth Narrators, they give the pattern of a life which through

ceaseless and triumphant aspiring to God receives from him its

true strength and aid, and thus advances from blessing to

blessing. There the heart meets those pure and noble forms

on which it would gladly repose its faith, but which it cannot
find in the present. In those bright regions it beholds, with a

clearness nowhere else to be attained, the true God, whose
mighty hand it seeks in vain beneath the veil of the real and
the tediousness of daily life, condescending to those who walk
worthy of him. And since the Divine blessing on the life of the

Patriarchs has been long inly felt by those who looked to them
as their types, contemplation, looking back to the primeval

time when the foundation of all these blessings was laid, now
takes a higher flight, and ventures to regard in the reverse

order the whole course of the past and present history, tracing

it according to its Divine necessity.'

In this respect the three Patriarchs are entirely alike : they

are all types of an exalted life, and instruments of the Divine

blessing for illimitable time. But besides this, which is common
to all three, each possesses a very marked character ; for even

the absolutely good when embodied in personal life must express

itself in diverse modes, without thereby ceasing to be good, and

the Patriarchs being thus different are the more fit types of

life in its many- coloured reality. It is at the outset desirable

and possible that the Mosaic life should be exhibited in an

individual person perfect in power and in act ; and of this the

first Patriarch Abraham is the type. Initiating as father,

founder, and ruler a new era, and deriving neither his know-

ledge nor his poAver from another, he unites the most absolute

dominion and original power of soul with the utmost purity,

peacefulness, and energy of action
;

perfectly irreproachable,

and yet at the same time ruling and conquering by his own

' Gen. xvii. 2-8 ; xxxv. 11,12, from the they were written, not only priilc, but also

Book of Origins ; xii. 2, 3, 7, xiii. 14 17, eagerness to live not unworthily of such

XV. 18 sqq., xxii. 17, 18, xxvi. 4, xxviii. ancestors, and are therefore to bu regarded

14, by the Fourth and Fifth Narrators, as only theoretical and conditional, is seen

But that such glorious words were intended from one clear and admirable hint, thrown

to excite in those of later days for whom out in Gen. xviii. 18, 19.
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godlike power, resembling most a ' Prince of God ' (Gen.

xxiii. 6: comp. xxi. 22), or a 'Prophet' (Gen. xx. 7), and as

the most generally perfect j^laced at the head of the triad.

But there are not many who can equal or approach such a type.

And after such an example has once been given, it is more
than mere duty, it is excellence rather, not to fall behind him
but to tread faithfully in his footsteps and inherit his bless-

ing ; a life less highly pitched may also be a good one, and
may be crowned with a blessing not inferior. Of this life the

type is Isaac, living from his birth in possession of high
worldly endowments, not of lofty independent power, but faith-

ful, kind, and gentle, preserving that which was already given,

and thus at last blest like Abraham. And if few can emulate
Abraham, it may be hoped that many or even all might be like

this second Patriarch. But experience shows how few there

are among the multitude even of those peaceful and upright

souls whose type Isaac is ; uncertainty of will and its conse-

quences, crafty designs or passion-guided actions, carry away
so many even amid the light of truth. And the issue of such
deviations must be a terrible strife, in which the struggler may
indeed be finally victorious and return to the good, but only

through long suffering and by the strenuous exertion of all his

noblest powers, and even then often bearing for the rest of his life

an outward mark as a memento of his perilous encounter. The
type of this life, good and blest in the end, but conquering only

after severe strife and merited suffering, is Jacob-Israel, who for

this very reason stands last and lowest in the series and bears a
twofold name, Jacob, ' the crafty,' in his lower human aspect

;

' Israel,' ' the God-striver,' after his last divine victory ; though
even then he remains at least in body ' the halting,' Gen.
xxxii. 32 [31]. In this victorious end he stands as a type;

but it is manifestly in that double-sidedness that he corre-

sponds most perfectly with the actual nation which also revered

in him its immediate father. Among the three he was evi-

dently the hero best known and most beloved in later ages

;

and many traditions from the sphere of the lower life (which
would not have accorded with the elevation and dignity of

Abraham) have been retained in the series of legends, here

very differently coloured, given by our chief narrator. Tra-

ditions such as that he lifted with ease a well-stone which
all the other shepherds together could scarcely raise (Gen.

xxix. 10) ; that he discovered the art of producing particular

colours in lambs not yet born (xxx. 37 sqq.) ; even that he
wrestled till morning with a spirit of the night that attacked
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him (xxxii, 25 [24]), go back into the region of the primitive

Palestinian traditions, and belong in their origin and nature

to the same rank with those related of Ulysses, Apollo, or

Krishna.'

But in every complete tradition, which exhibits an Heroic

Pantheon, as the Iliad or the Mahäbhärata for example, the

most prominent personages and types are confronted by an

equal number of counterparts, as enemies : and here Lot, Ish-

mael, and Esau appear as the three counter-heroes. To furnish

these conti'asts, the traditions which were developed among the

kindred nations around were unquestionably early blended with

those of the Israelites. For although at the present day all

independent accounts of the traditions of these nations are lost,

we can plainly trace the intermixture. There can be no more
genuinely Arabian tradition than that in which Hagar in the

midst of the desert and utterly despairing of life suddenly dis-

covers a well till then unknown, and meets as it were a visible

messenger from heaven.'* And as the Arabs who trace their de-

scent from Ishmael Avere certainly at all times a far more n\ime-

rous people than the Israelites, and the Idumeans much earlier

civilised, the existing traditions speak of Ishmael and Esau as

by nature the first-born, giving them in this respect the same

place as they held in the foreign traditions. But since the

Israelites at the time of the chief narrator had become con-

scious of their intellectual if not political superiority over these

kindred nations, these foreign traditions had alread}^ been trans-

formed by them : the three ancestors of the other nations, though

still eminent of their kind, and serving as types for lower classes

of persons and spheres of life, being regarded as not reaching

the same height of spiritual capacity and dignity as the three

Israelite types, and therefore as quitting the Holy Land. They
correspond also in the successive lowering of the three types,

the most admirable counterpart being opposed to the sublimest

type. The relation of Abraham to his nephew Lot (Moab-

Ammon) is the delightful and reciprocally beneficent relation

of a superior who rules solely by personal loftiness of character

towards an inferior who freely yields to it and is protected by

it; a pattern of peaceful agreement and mutual blessing between

two neighbouring persons or nations. Ishmael, who with his

mother Hagar presents the image of the proud intractable

' J here lay especial stress on this point, nearest to the later nation, and never in

with reference to what has been already connection with Abraham. Yet it does

stated, p. 289. It is equally remarkable with Sarah, according to p. 292, com-

that nothing of this soit is found except pared with p. 289.

in connection with this Patriarch, the ^ Gen. xxi. 15-19 ;
comp. svi. 7, H.
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temper of the Arab of the desert, departs from Canaan not so

easily and willmgly as Lot indeed, but still without strife with

the mild and loving Isaac; and he always holds his place as the

first-born of Abraham, and is highly honoured in the tradition

as the representative of a great and powerful nation, though

descended from Abraham only as the son of a concubine. Esau,

on the other hand, rightly the first-born, also loses at length

his birthright, because he sinks back into barbarism from a

state of culture previously attained, but only after a long and

not inglorious struggle with Jacob, an adversary inferior in

external strength but superior in craft and art : the true type

of a nation which (like the Idumeans, the next of kin to the

Hebrews) fails to maintain faithfully and carefully the blessings

it once possessed, and so, notwithstanding considerable external

power and more truthful natural feeling, succumbs at last to

the arts of a persevering and more highly aspiring brother-

nation ;
' and also the representative of the historical struggles

of the Postmosaic nations. In this manner the three counter-

parts of the genuine Hebrew heroes also form a complete circle;

so that other related nations and ancestors mentioned in the

primitive tradition, e.g. the Nahoreans (Gen. xxii. 20-24) and

the sons of Keturah (Gen. xxv. 1-4), have maintained no vital

connection with the already perfect story, but lie dead beside

it, the demand for counterparts to the three great forms of the

primeval Hebrew times having exhausted itself in these three

foreign ancestors.

III. The History of the Three Patriarchs.

Ifnothing more than the typical signification of each form in

this Hero-Pantheon had been handed down to us, we might

with justice insist that the three Patriarchs must at least have

lived and performed extraordinary deeds, because otherwise

there would be no accounting for the rise of the existing tradi-

tions respecting them ; but we should be obliged to forego any

inquiry into their significance as historical persons. The type,

once- set up with such decision, is with difficulty defined in the

conception of those who cleave to it with their whole soul,

except in so far as it defines itself by contact with its fellow

types; and the endeavour to apprehend it introduces other

views, which are incapable of strict historical proof, but without

which it is supposed impossible to conceive it.

But happily there is open to us, at least in respect to Abra-

' In the same way as the 'honest' fore the Frenchman—deservedly, because

German has always had to give way be- through his own fault.
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ham, a source of a,notlier kind hitherto little regarded by recent

scholars, which at once introduces us into a very different region

of historical contemplation, and affords us the clearest view

into the reality of his history. This is the fragment in Gen. xiv.

of small extent but inestimable value to the historian, of the

general nature and significance of which Ave have spoken in

pp. 52 sq.' Here we see Abraham in real life, often very

different from the Abraham of the other writers. He wages
war, of which, as not very befitting to a Prophet and Saint

in the Mosaic sense, the other accounts nowhere give the

remotest indication. With the Canaanites Aner, Eshcol and
Mamre (of whom we have not the most distant knowledge from
other sources, and whose names have a thoroughly historical

sound) he stands in a mutual league which pledges them to

help one another in war; he thus, exactly like them, looks

like the head of a powerful house in Canaan. He receives

a blessing from the Canaanite priest-king Melchizedek, and
renders homage to him as it can be rendered only to a priest of

high antiquity. But while all this, diverge as it may from the

other representations, is historically so lucid and self-evident as

to entitle us to say that here we have the true picture of the

highest antiquity, and so Abraham must have acted in real life,

he is at the same time endowed with so simple yet so exalted a
greatness, so sympathetic in Lot's fate, so devoted and free

from all self-seeking, nay, so nobly indignant at the very ap-

pearance of it (ver. 21-24), and so venerated by his contem-
poraries, that we can well comprehend how from such an
Abraham of real life the Abraham of tradition could arise.

Also in respect to his external condition and abode this primi-

tive narration (ver. 13) agrees with the main contents of the

prevailing tradition. To this it may be added, that in this

fragment Abraham is touched upon not deliberately, but rather

incidentally, since its aim is evidently a much more general one
than to describe the history of Abraham. And thus nothing-

remains for us, but to rejoice in the rare good fortune which
has preserved to us this single instructive fragment : for he
who after a careful study of it could still doubt the reality of

the lives of Abraham and Lot, can scarcely be even beginning
to see anything with certainty in this field of history.

Further, there glimmer also out of the prevalent traditions

not a few scintillations of reality. Especially peculiar to the

' I drew att<'nlion as early as 1831 to tinned, «ee a full disquisition, by Tuch, in
the extreme importance of the passage, i\ia Zeitsch. der Dcut. Morgenl. Gcs.lMI,
Gen. xiv. On the localities tliero men- p. lGl-194.
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autlior of the Book of Origins is a very clear and firmly lield

conception of the difference between the primitive Patriarchal

and the Mosaic times ; and to one who in our day studies

the history of that primeval period it gives a true pleasure

to observe how simple and pure the fragmentarj- reminiscences

of it, reduced in number as they even then were, remained.

He has a clear consciousness that the art of writing, with all

its consequences, was wanting in the Patriarchal times, as is

further explained in p. 47. He well knows also the distinction

of the Patriarchal religion, not only in respect to names (care-

fully avoiding for example, for those times, the name Jahveh)

but also in what relates to its objects. Thus, e.g. he never

represents the Patriarchs as bringing the sacrifices Avhich later

became customary, but ascribes to them simple usages which

were afterwards entirely lost. In this appreciation of the

religion of antiquity, the Fourth and Fifth Narrators are very

different (compare pp. 103 sq.) ; but all the narrators agree in

describing the external life of the Patriarchs in Canaan as

totally different from that which those who lived after Moses

had before their eyes ; not as settled and peacefully developed,

but as somewhat unstable and migratory, without the restraints

but also without the advantages of a well-ordered social sys-

tem, which however, according to the same traditions, existed

around them among the Canaanites. In this peculiar and fixed

conception must surely be embodied a true remembrance of the

general character of the period. The conception of this dis-

tinctive character is so strong in the author of the Book of

Origins, that he constantly describes the life of the Patriarchs

in Canaan as a j^i/^mna^e.'

And there remained not only a consciousness of the difference

of the periods : when the author of the Book of Origins wrote,

there were still preserved a multitude of verbal traditions as well

as of external objects and memorials, which pointed to an earlier

and much simpler time. There were sacred trees and groves

with which notable remembrances were linked ; for the most

part, solitary trees of centuries of growth, the terebinth-tree of

Mamre (a Canaauite who must have first possessed the spot on

which it stood) ,2 the terebinth-tree of Moreh, so called for a

1 D^iJO' Gen. xvii. 8, xxviii. 4, xxxvi. but this cannot have been the original

7, xsxAni. 1, xlvii. 9; Ex. vi. 4. The meaning.

higher application of this idea to the ^ Gen. xiii. 18, xiv. 13, xviii. 1 ; comp,

transitory nature of human life in general xir. 24. Josephus {Antiq. i. 10. 4 ; comp.

(Heb. xi. 13; iPet. i. 1, ii. 11 ; Ephes. Jcivish War, iv. 9. 7), in calling such a

ii. 19) is indeed already apparent in tree 0^^^/a??, means only wry oW, accord-

such poetical words as Ps. xxxix. 13 [12]

;

ing to a -well known Greek phrase.
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similar reason,' tlie tamarisk at Becrslieba,^ the oak of mourn-
ing at Bethel ;' places which in the period after Moses pos-

sessed in popular belief a deep-rooted sanctity. There were
besides primeval altars, which were in later times open to the

public gaze, standing free beneath the heavens, as the sim-

plicity of the earliest times had erected them."* And the fact

that, according to the short narratives given respecting them,

many of these altars and other holy places received at their

origin particular names (brief and manifestly historical as ' God
of Bethel,' like our church names St. James's, St. Mary's, and so

on) ,•' is but another proof for us that the circle of a definite and
peculiar religion was formerly drawn around each such place

:

for the religions of these primitive times are even locally as

various and manifold as is always found to be the case with

natural religions. Still older and simpler, if possible, are the

pillars or stone-memorials, which from the general tenor of the

legends must be supposed to be set up without any inscription,

without even the Egyptian picture-writing, some in commemo-
ration of holy places or of covenants ;

^ some as boundary-marks

near which on account of their sacredness an altar might be

frequently erected ;
^ some as grave-stones, like those of Egypt

and Phenicia, of which many (though always provided with

written characters) have been discovered.^

By such objects, which from their character or the descrip-

tions given of them must have belonged to an early period,

the contemporaries of Saul and David Avere largely surrounded
;

and we can easily conceive how firmly and permanently they

maintained a vivid memory of that primitive time and of its

difference fi'om later days. The Patriarchal age had been

entirely without writing or written records {p. 47) ; yet these

permanent and visible remains were for the subsequent genera-

tions like a great natural book, in which to read the existence

of the ancestors of whom early tradition spoke.

It is indeed possible that the remembrance which was sus-

tained by such tokens had not remained correct in every detail

;

as for example, the sacred tree and altar at Shechem is attri-

buted to Abraham by the Fourth Narrator of the Primitive

history,^ but not by the older ones. It is further possible from

1 Gen. xii. 6 ; comp. De\it. xi. 30. * Gen. xxxv. 14, 15; comp. Ex. xxiv.
^ Gen. xxi. 33. 4 ; Josh. xxiv. 27.
' Gen. XXXV. 8. ' Gen. xxxi. 45-Ö4

; comp. Isaiali xix.

* Gen. XXXV. 1, 3, 7; comp. xii. 7, xiii. 19.

18, xxvi. '25, xxxiii. 20. •* Gen. xxxv. 20.
* Gen. xxxv. 7, xxxiii. 20, xxi. 33; » Gen. xii. 6, 7-

comp. Ex. xvii. 15.
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the close contact of tlie Hebrews and the Canaanites at an

early period, that the sacredness of a place that had first been

deemed holy by the Canaanites, and afterwards by the Hebrews,

might at the time of David be referred immediately to a

Patriarch. This is very probable with respect to Bethel. For

according to the oldest existing account (Gen. xxxv.) two

ancient sanctuaries existed there, one of which, the memorial-

stone erected in the open country remote from the city, appears

to be the properly Hebrew one appropriated to Jacob and

bearing the special name of Bethel :
' while the other, the altar,

is not only expressly distinguished from the former, but also

held somewhat lower, and referred strictly to the ancient

Canaanite city of Luz.^ From this tone of the oldest tradition

known to us, and from the statement that Luz was the older

name, we may be disposed to recognise in Luz the more ancient

Canaanite, and in Bethel the properly Hebrew sanctuary of the

same place; but since in David's time the Canaanites had

long been driven out of Luz, both the holy places could then

be referred to Jacob, although a great difierence was still made

between them.

In fine, it is plain, on a closer examination, that even in

David's time, and yet more in the following centuries, there

was a tendency to represent every place which had been deemed

holy for an immemorial time, as having been hallowed by one

of the three Patriarchs. At the time of the chief narrators the

prevailing view was, at least where possible, that a Patriarch

had dwelt there, or visited the spot in passing, or consecrated

it on account of a manifestation of Deity there vouchsafed to

him ; and in the very considerable series of holy places, the

order of the encampments in which the Patriarchs on their

journeyings tarried for a longer or shorter time, and where

the gods (that is, God and angels, or angels alone) descended

and took up their abode, seems to have been laid down. For

among all the places at which, according to the existing narra-

tives, the Patriarchs dwelt, scarcely one is to be found which, in

the popular belief of David's time and subsequently, had not

possessed an acknowledged and primeval sanctity.^ And on the

* Gen. xxxv. 9-15 ; comp, xxviii. 10-22. been accidentally preserved, there would
2 Gen. XXXV. 1-7 ; comp. Josh, xviii. have been a total absence of proof, even

13 ; Judges i. 22, 23. for Gen. xxxii. 2, 3 [1, 2]. The onlylocal-

^ Though no other direct proof should ities, however, which are not elsewhere

exist of the sanctity of such a place, yet referred to, are : 1. P«nW (literally, ' Face

taking into consideration the paucity of of God '), Gen. xxxii. 31, 32 [30, 31], and

our records, this must not lead us at Becr-lahai-roi (literally, 'Well of the

once to duubt the fact. Had not the hint Living One who sees me,' i.e. 'overlooks me
in the Song of Solomon (vii. 1 [vi. 13]) not, even in the desert'), Gen. xvi. 14, 15,
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other liaiid, several places are drawn only casnall}^ or tenta-

tively into this circle ; the city of Mahanaim for example
(properly double camp), on the further side of Jordan, is linked

to Jacob's history by no stronger bond than the story that there

a whole encavifment of angels appeared to him ; ^ and the

Temple-hill, Moriah, which appears by every indication to have
been consecrated only by David and Solomon, is dragged into

the history of Abraham—in only one story however, and that

by the Fourth Narrator.^

But to go further and say boldly that all the places in

Canaan in which the tradition places the three Patriarchs were
only borrowed from the history of the Postmosaic period, and
that therefore we know nothing of their historical existence and
residence in Canaan, would be quite opposed to wisdom and truth

;

for a rigorous scrutiny discovers after all a solid background of

fact to these primitive histories. A careful examination proves

that Abraham is described by the oldest tradition as travelling

about in southern Canaan only, and dwelling here or there for

a longer time. Gen. xii. 9 tells of his journey into that region

;

the terebinth trees of Mamre, not far from Hebron, Gen. xiii-

xix, Hebron itself, the place of Sarah's death, ch. xxiii, then
Gerar still farther to the south, ch. xx, and Beersheba, ch. xxi-

xxii, all belong to this part of Canaan ; and it is only the Fourth
Narrator who represents him as passing quickl}^ by Shechem and
Bethel in the middle of the country. Gen. xii. 6-8. Still more
limited according to the most authentic tradition are Isaac's

journeys on the most southern and least fruitful border of

the Holy Land, where only occasional oases stand out from
vast deserts, especially at Beer-Lahai-roi and Beersheba, Gen.
xxiv. 62, XXV. 11, xxvi. 1-33.^ Jacob, on the other hand, besides

sonthern abodes, is placed also in the middle part of Canaan,
which is the peculiar region of his activity and power, while

Shechem and Bethel especially appear* to have been the true

seats of his greatness as well as of his religion. Now how can
it be accidental that not the whole Holy Land, nor even the

same part of it, but a different and limited space in it, is assigned

in -which cases the name itself bespeaks Dothain, mentioned in ch. xxxvii., to She-
the historic sanctity. 2. Succoth, Gen. cheni. The name Fcniel or Pkanuel was
xxxiii. 17, and in Abraham's history, also Phonician, and is rendered in Greek
Gerar, Gen. xx. 1 (comp. xxvi. 1, 17), by Seov TrpoVcuTrov in Strabo xvi. 2, 6, 16.

cities of whose history we know nothing, ' Gen. xxxii. 2, 3 [1, 2],
though in an ancient hymn, Ps. Ix. 8, ^ (:jgj, ^xii. 2-4.
Snccoth is mentioned with Shechem. The ' For xxxv. 27-29, according to which
ancient sanctity of Hebron is for us a Isaac dies at Hebron, ought rather to be
matter of course. The wells named in compared with oh. xxiii.

xxvi. obviously belonged, by some old al- * From ch. xxviii-xx.wii.
bitmcnt, to Eecrshcba. in the same way as

VOL. I. X
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to each Patriarch as the chief locality of his life ? And why are

Abraham and Isaac banished into the most barren steppes on

the southern border of Canaan ? Why is Jacob alone assigned

even to its central part ? Surely, unless we here choose dark-

ness instead of light, we must confess that at the time of the

chief narrators, the tradition preserved, at least in its main
outlines, some clear reminiscences of the life and abode of all

the three Patriarchs, and of each individually as distinguished

from the others.

This general result is confirmed by some especially con-

spicuous phenomena. In the case of Abraham, who is always

placed in the southern counti-y only, the family sepulchre and

the grove of Mamre ' near Hebron, are made prominent as bis

only permanent possessions even in this region. On this, how-

ever, the Book of Origins, at the death of Sarah and that of all

the Patriarchs (though not of Joseph), lays so extraordinary a

weight, and it is described in Gen. xxiii. and elsewhere so fully

and explicitly in respect to its position and its oldest possessors,

that we cannot doubt it was the primeval family-grave of the

national chiefs, and was traced back as an established possession

of the house to the Patriarchal times."'^ Besides this in Abra-

ham's and Isaac's life weight is laid only on Beersheba as

actually possessed by them by treaty.^

In the centre of Canaan Jacob holds a similar position. Here

the city of Shechem is the onl}^ one which the oldest tradition

known to us recognises as acquired by him ; acquired however

in quite a different way, by right of war, and by means of the

tribes of Simeon and Levi, which long before Moses must have

been much stronger and more warlike than later.'' After the

conquest of the whole land the tribe of Ephraim always possessed

this city ; and therefore in the tradition it is given by Jacob, as

his own city, out of s^jecial affection to his beloved Joseph.^

Thus it must have been a much older reminiscence that Simeon

and Levi conquered it. And then Bethel, which lay not far

' So named irom the Canaanite posses- But this city certainly dates from the very

sor Mamre; see also Josephus, Jewish earliest times, as is proved by its very

War, iv. 9. 7. name, which is identical with that of one
2 But whether the great edifices at of equal antiquity still existing in Hauran

Hebron now shown as the Patriarchs' \^^; sea Journal of the Royal Gco-
Tombs (and called also by the Moslim Uv

I
graphical Society, l8o5, p. 245. Hebron

J:Xs^\ <Z^j see the Jihan Numa,
^,1^^ j^, oj,^ of the few cities, the time of

Wilson's La77ds of the Bible, i. Tp. 3ß3-366) whose foundation was always accurately

are really so ancient, has now become more remembered in later times: see p. 52.

than doubtful, after the more careful in- ' Gen. xxi. 22-34, xxri. 20-33.

vestio-ation of them which was commenced * Gen. xxxiii. 18—xxxiv.xxxvii. ] 2 sqq.,

recently (see the GöH. Gd. Am. 1863, xHx. 5-7.

p. 636, on Dean Stanley's researches). * Gen. xlviii. 21, 22.
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from thence, receives in Jacob's history such prominence as a

Btone-sanctuarj, as can be explained only on the supposition

that in that earlier time a peculiar development of the Canaan-

ite religion must have been connected vyrith it.

Finally, if we consult the history of the Israelites after they

had reconquered the Holy Land under Joshua, we see other

sanctuaries rising up at Gilgal, at Shiloh, and elsewhere, which

in the time of the Judges were the most important, but are

never mixed up with the Patriarchal history. In this there

lies accordingly a new and weighty proof how accurately the

tradition distinguished, at least in the main, the Premosaic and
the Postmosaic sanctuaries of the nation, one of the chief

elements of the history of each period : and Ave shall be still

less disposed to find in the existing accounts of the Patriarchal

world nothing but unhistorical invention.

Thus, the historical basis of this period in general being now
made good, we can attempt to advance further into details,

and seek to discover with all attainable certainty, how much in

the various traditions which are connected more or less closely

with each of the three Patriarchs may be recognised as real

history.

1. Abraham.

1) Abraham as Immigrant and Father of Nations.

In the oldest extant record respecting Abraham, Gen. xiv,we

see him in the clear light of history, the separate rays of which
were nearly all gathered into a focus in pj). 301 sq. ; and we
have only to lament that its brevity does not allow us to collect

many more such rays and from them to form a connected his-

tory of this hero of the remotest past. We see him acting as a

powerful domestic prince, among many similar princes, who like

him held Canaan in possession ; not calling himself King, like

Melchizedek the priest-king of Salem,' because he was the

father and protector of his house, living with his family and
bondmen in the open country, yet equal in power to the petty

Canaanite kings
;
placing in the field at his first nod 318 chosen

servants, and second to none in military experience
;
yet leagued

for mutual aid with the three Canaanite potentates, Mamre (on

' The position here iudicatt'd shows at on this point my Johanneischc Schriften,
once that it cann"t have been Jerusalem

;
i. p. 174), but a diifcrent place (see the

it was clearly a city on the other sideJor- G'utt. Gel. Am. 1863, p. 163G-7, and the
dan.-whichmustbe traversed on the return somewhat earlier Jahrb. der Bibl. Wiss.
route froni^ Damascus to Sodom : certainly vol. v. p. 234-5).
not the Salem mentioned .Folm iii. 23 (see
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whose domain lie dwells, we know not exactly hoAv), Eslicol and
Aner; somewhat as in Joshua's days the small princes of that

land could not dispense with mutual leagues in time of danger.'

He is however sufficiently distinguished from his Canaanite allies

as a ' Hebrew' (ver. 13) and as the avenger of Lot his * brother,'

who is thereby also made a Hebrew. But the question forces

itself the more strongly upon us, how he could be leagued with

Canaanites and with them pursue the four northern kings who
had invaded the land ? We must confess our inability, vrith

the scanty sources as yet accessible, fully to solve this riddle.

The short account in Gen. xiv. sounds thoroughly historical.

The names of the north-eastern kings and countries must be

derived from a high antiquity, since those of two of the countries

nowhere appear again and seem in later ages to have vanished.^

The kings of the five cities sunk in the Dead Sea have in like

manner truly historical names ; ^ indeed the whole fragment is

full of jDrimeval and almost obsolete na,mes, which the Third

Narrator felt called upon to explain by appending the names
usual in his time. The fact that the chiefs of the other nations

conquered by the four confederate kings of the north-east

(ver. 5-7) are not given with equal accuracy, may be explained

by the supposition that the Third Narrator being interested only

in the histories of Abraham and Lot, preferred to shorten the

remaining description of this otherwise fully detailed expedition;

for the whole narrative looks like a fragment torn from a more
general history of Western Asia, merely on account of the men-
tion of Abraham contained in it. But detached as this account

may be, it is at least evident from it that the Canaanites were
at that time highly civilised, since they had a priest-king like

Melchizedek, whom Abraham held in honour, but that they

were even then so weakened by endless divisions and by the

emasculating influence of that culture itself, as either to pay
tribute to the warlike nations of the north-east (as the five

kings of The cities of the Dead Sea had done for twelve years

before they rebelled, ver. 4), or to seek for some valiant descen-

dants of the northern lands living in their midst, who in return

for certain concessions and services promised them protection

' See vfh-.xt is said further on of Josh. x. ' The name of the fifth king—ver. 2

—

and Baal-Bcrith. is possibly only omitted by accident : at
'^ Namely Ellasai- and Goj^ira, with the least all the others have quite historical-

well-known countries Shinar or Babylonia sounding names. It was however sup-
and Elam on the east, whose king Che- plied as follows, according to Theoph.
dorlaomer is called the chief commander. Ant. Ad Autol. ii. 45 ; BaAcix ßaffiX^vs

On the historical significance of this mili- '2riyu'p rrjs BoAa/c KiK\T\fi.ivr\s ; both from
tary movement of the north-eastern nations yC»
see below where the Hyksos are treated of.

" '"'
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and defence. Abraham dwells among tlie terebintlis of Mamre
his ally ; this appears as if the latter had ceded that dwelling

to him in return for his reception into the league ; and all his

three Canaanite allies seem to have more need of him than he
of them (compare ver. 21). The covenant of Abraham and Isaac

with Abimelech the king of Gerar, which is spoken of in ancient

sources,^ is made, according to the extant accounts, on the ex-

press ground that the native ruler thinks that he cannot safely

dispense with the foreign princes ; and thus these stories,

though derived from very different sources, and notwithstand-

ing their very dissimilar tone, agree with the most ancient

account in Gen. xiv.

In foct this idea furnishes the only tenable historical view of

the migration of Abraham and his kindred. They did not con-

quer the land, nor at first hold it by mere force of arms, like the

four north-eastern kings from whose hand Abraham delivered

Lot, Gen. xiv. They advanced as leaders of small bands with

their fencible servants and the herds, at first rather sought or

even invited by the old inhabitants of the land, as good war-

riors and serviceable allies, than forcing themselves upon them.

Thus they took up their abode and obtained possessions among
them, but were always wishing to migrate farther, even into

Egypt. This desii'e was naturally strengthened in pro^jortion

as the need which the Canaanite princes had of their alliance

was weakened. This is especially shown by the narrative of

Isaac's fortunes after the death of his dreaded father. Gen.
XXV. 15 sqq. Little as we are able to prove all the details of

that migration from the north towards Egypt, which probably

continued for centuries, it may with great certainty be con-

ceived as on the whole similar to the gradual advance of many
other northern nations ; as of the Germans towards Rome, and
of the Turks in these same regions in the Middle Ages, who
also were often sought as allies or otherwise in one way or an-

other as brave protectors. And if later the peaceable and mu-
tually beneficial community of such various nationalities issued

sometimes in strife and bloodshed (of which the narrative in

Gen. xxxiv. contains one of the clearest reminiscences), it was
only what in similar circumstances has always occurred to

other nations too.

If this then was the true character of these migrations, we
can see that they might last for centuries, and that nothing

less than the forcible rearrangement of the political relations of

Canaan through the Mosaic kingdom of Israel put a final stop

' Gon. xxi. 22-34; xxvi. l.j-33.
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to the dependence of Canaan on the influences of the north-east

;

for Chushan-Rishathaim, who shortly after Joshua, issuing from

Mesopotamia, subdued Canaan,' is the last ruler of this kind for

many centuries. Fui-ther, we now understand that Abraham's
name can designate only one of the most important and oldest

of the Hebrew immigrations. But since Abraham had so early

attained a name glorious among the Hebrews advancing towards

the south, and since he was everything especially to the nation of

Israel which arose out of this immigration, and to their nearest

kindred, his name came to be the grand centre and rallying-

point of all the memory of those times—primarily with reference

to nationality only ; so that at the time when the nations

thought the most of affinity of race as affecting their relations

towards their neighbours, he was placed in a strict domestic rela-

tion to all the different nations of this great popular migration.

Thus among the people of Israel a clear remembrance con-

nected those immigrations which subsequently became the most
important, and from which national territories and governments

had been formed, with the pedigree of Abraham, since the chiefs

of the early developed kindred nationalities of this kind Avere

ranked in a definite relationship around this greatest of their

heroes. In this pedigree of Abraham given by the Book of

Origins there lies concealed indisputably a great amount of an-

cient memories of those national relations : indeed we can see in

it an illustration of the great progress and extent of the Hebrew
migration. For,

a.) That portion of the Hebrews which remained in the north

by the Euphrates, the Nahoreans, are represented as springing

from one of the two brothers of Abraham. These may have

dwelt first on the farther side of the Euphrates, since they had
their ancient sanctuary in the Mesoi:)otamian Harran ;

^ but

the twelve tribes into which they were divided appear to have

spread themselves out also on this side of the Euphrates as far

as the eastern boundar}^ of Palestine, and southwards to the

Red Sea.^ Their chief importance in this history is in connec-

tion with Jacob. Unquestionably they once constituted a king-

dom as powerful as that of Israel, but they iliust early have been

' Judges iii. 8-11. xxii. 21-24, three iindoiiLteflly belons: to

* Not merely does Jacob come thence, this side of the Euphrates : Uz (Eng.

but the forefather Tcrah. according to an version here only Hv::, and here the LXX.
early tradition in Gen. xi. 32, is mentioned pronounce it not Ays but Qyf), Buz, and
as finally resting there ; so that it must Maachah, which last is synonymous with

have lieen at one time the seat of some the Hermou district; Aram, inver. 21, is

sanctuary around which the whole nation undoubtedh- identical with Ram in Job
gathered. xxxii. 2.

' Of the twelve names mentioned in Gen.
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broken up and dispersed, since in the later history tlie vei-y

name of Nahor dies ont. At one time even Chaldeans be-

longed to their kingdom (see pp. 283 sq.), the chief tribe

however, called TJz, or Hellenistically Aus (Ausitis),' extending

on this side of the Euphrates far towards the south, and immor-
talised by the history of Job, at the time of its highest power
certainly formed by itself a mighty kingdom ; but long before

the Mosaic age was" so compressed by advancing Arameans that

it came to be reckoned among the immediate sons of Aram,'^

and appears in historic times only as a small j^ortion of Edom,
by which it must have been afterwards subdued.^

b.) On the direct route from the Euphrates to Palestine lay

the ancient Damascus ; and that this city was brought into

connection with Abraham by the most ancient tradition is

proved by the primitive proverbial expression preserved in Gen.
XV. 2,^ in which Damascus, as the fatherland of Eliezer, Abra-

ham's steward, makes a claim on his whole inheritance. For
by virtue of the intimate relation of the head-slave to the house,

he being often regarded in the absence of children as heir to

the whole property,-^ when Damascus is called the city of Eliezer

it implies almost as much as if it had been called the city of a

son of Abraham ; except that the bond which thus connects it

with Abraham is described as a very remote and loose- one.

But that the Israelite tradition had lost almost all memory of

this primitive connection of Damascus with Abraham is ex-

plained by the fact that this city, probably in the age shoi'tly

before Moses, was entirely estranged from the Hebrew nation-

ality, by a change which happily we can still demonstrate.

In the interval it was unquestionably possessed by a new and
powerful emigration, namely by Arameans from the river Cyrus

in Armenia (mentioned by Amos, ix. 9).'' It is indeed commonly
termed an Aramean city, and as the nearest to the Hebrews was
by them often called simply Aram. This immigration, being

so well known in the time of Amos, must, even if it happened

• See also Ptolemy's Geograjyhy, and belongs to the provfiHi, yet the origin of

the remarks in the G'ott. Gel. Am. 1863, the proverb clearly lies in the local and
p. 200. tlie personal name, and tiiereforo in an

^ Gen. X. 22, 23; comp. xxii. 21. ancient story. In the closely conjoined
' Gen. xxxvi. 28, Dent. iv. 21, Lam. iv. words of the proverb, 'Damascus of

21 (see my Dichter des A. B. p. 20, 21, Eliezer' (i.e. Eliozer's cit}', according to

343-4, 2nd ed.). Josephus indeed {Ant. myZ?/;r/;!'c^, § 286 c), the name of the city

i. 6. 4) reckons Trachonitis and Damascus is intentionally made to precede, as l)eing

as belonging to Uz, but as usual without more important to the sense than the indi-

giving any reason. vidual Eli'^zcr.
'' The Fifth Narrator himself is oliligcd * On this see above, p. 294.

to explain it by a paraphrase in his own ^ That by Aram Amos really meant Da
words in ver. 3; and thougii the pi ly on mascus is evident also from i. 5; conn>

words in p^'iy-[ and pjj>o "13 undoubtedly Is. vii., xvii. 3.
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before the conquest of Canaan by Joshua (in which Damascus,
as not inhabited by the Canaanite race, had no part), have
taken place not earlier than the period succeeding Abraham
and Jacob; and the similar case related above (pp. oil sq.),

respecting Uz and the rest of the Nahoreans greatly aids tliis

conception. Now it is remarkable that in the Greek and Arabian
times the Damascenes boasted of their descent fi-om Abraham,
and showed 'a dwelling ofAbraham ' as a memorial of him among
them.^ Whether this view had first been developed by Christi-

anity, or somewhat earlier, through the Greek tmnslation of the

Old Testament, merely on the basis of the incidental expression

Gen. XV. 2, may well be doubted. A dim remembrance of the
same fact in long distant ages, which among the Hebrews had
linked itself with the expression in Gen. xv. 2, may have been
more strongly preserved at Damascus itself; and thus Damascus
would the more surely constitute a link in the chain of this

primeval Hebrew migration.

c.) Directly to the south of Damascus, on the eastern side of

the Jordan, dwelt the two nations Ammon and Moab, which
traced their descent from Lot the nephew of Abraham. Since

Lot is mentioned only in the traditionary history, and in ordi-

,^,ary life only Moab or Ammon were spoken of,^ it might be
magiued that he never had a true historical existence, did not
the ancient fragment Gen. xiv. beforehand condemn that as-

sumption. Here we see him described quite historically as
' brother ' (i.e. near relative) of Abraham,^ living in Sodom, as if

' In llie first place, Nicolaus of Damas- AJoi-cs, hy a common abbreviation ('Ader
ens, a witness of the highest authority, in or 'Ador being also a dialectic varia-
the fourth book of his histor3% spoke of tion for 'Ezer), may be latent the very
Abraham's^ ancient renown in Damascus Eliezer of whom -we have lately spoken,
and in a village which still continued to The Arabian historians vary : see Herbelot,
bear his name (see .Tosepiuis, Ant. i. 7. 2

; s.v. Abraham, Ibu-Bututa, ed. Lee, p. 28,
repeated by Eusfbius,Pr«sp.^ra«.y.ix. 16). 29; Jelaleldin, History of Jerusalem, p.
In the second place, apparently quite in- 40Ö, 106, Reyn. ; StepbanusByz. s.v.Aa;uo(r-

dependent of this are the accounts given k6% has nothing to the point; see also
in abstract by .Justin {Historia, xxxvi. 2), Pctermann's Elisen, i. p. 307.
according to which Dam:iscus, Azelus, ^ For the very late Psalm Ixxxiii. 7-9,
Adores, and then Abraham and Israel, certainly obtained the appellation Svns of
were the ancient kings of the city ; even Lot only from a learned study of the pri-
supposing the two middle names to be dc- meval history.
rived from the Hazael and Ben-Hadad » The term'brother in yer. U,\ß (a. xury
frequently named in the Books of Kings, ancient document) may be understood in
and consequently to belong to a much later the same sense as it is used of Jacob in
age, yet the tradition of Abraham and Gen. xxxi. 23, 25, 46, 54 (also a veiy an-
Israel would remain

; and the Damascenes cient passage) ; the more distinctive name
are said by Justin to refer the origin of is however used in ver. 12. Philo, On
the whole Jewish people to themselves and Abraham, xxxvii., speaks far too contemp-
their city. But we have no valid reason tuously of Lot, from mere rhetorical one-
to doubt the existence of an ancient Hazael sideduess; but speaks düFereutly in his
as Prince of Damascus, whose name may Life of Moses, ii. 10.

have been taken by later princes ; and in
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among the old inhabitants of tlie furtlier side of Joi'dan he
played much the same part as Abraham on this ; and though in

Gen. xiv. 5 the same countries are spoken of which were after-

wards called Ammon and Moab, no mention is made of these

names. It is remarkable besides how, without reference to any
other narratives, a Lotan (i.e. perhaps one, or a i:)art, of Lot)

stands first among all the old races of Seir (see pp. 226 sq.),^ and
must have formerly been very important in their history. In
this there is evidently a remnant of a primeval tradition of an
intermingling of the original inhabitants with a conquering

nation called Lot. On the other hand, the name of Lot's father

Haran, who died in Ur Chasdim (pp. 283 sq.), before his son

emigrated thence with Abraham, strongly suggests the land

of Arrän near Armenia (p. 287). But the Iscah, Avhose name is

preserved only in a fragment of the oldest historical work, was
probably regarded as the ancestress of the two nations who
trace their descent from Lot, as Sarah and Milcah were treated

as foremothers of the descendants of Abraham and Nahor.^

The greatness and power of a nation called by the name of

Lot, at least in the two halves into which it must have been

divided long before the time of Moses, descend much lower into

the region of known history than do those of the two former

nations. Not without reason was Lot in the old national tradi-

tions placed in so close a relation to Abraham : the clear later

history of Israel from Moses onwards also witnesses that this

Hebrew people must formerly have had an intimate share in all

the greatness and glory which is attached to Abraham's name.

But the notion that this pair of nations, Moab and Ammon,
were once more flourishing, may be confirmed also by special

testimony. The tradition of the destruction of the four Canaan-
itish cities, Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah and Zeboim (p. 104 and

242), is certainly very old ; and that volcanic convulsion was the

agent in it is not only suggested by the oldest and most signi-

ficant figures employed m this traditiou,^ but also confirmed in

' Gen. xxxvi. 20, 22, 29. historical work. Iscah woiild thus appear
* If we must find some significant re- as both sister and wife to Lot ; and Sarah

ferjnce for the name Iscah, which now was nearly related to Abraham, accortling

stands quite isolated in Gen. xi. 29, it can to Gen. xx. 12; and Milcah to Nahor,
be no other than this ; and like all other accoixling to Gen. xi. 29.

names of similar rank in the primeval , „„ . , ., .i ^
„,„„,1 • -i. „ t 1 1

• -c t Ihese are now interwoven with tho
genealogies, it must have been signihcant. , „,, . « , on i t , .-ii,.
^„f 1 ^.\\^•^^\^ ^- e i i won s of Gen. xix. 2 1-29, but are still rc-
üut besides this detached notice of Lscah, • i i t,. i i i »i .^i. „„., i

«1,.^ v^oooo„„ n • on >n u-i -i • coKUisable. It was probably tnrougli roacl-
tlie passage Gen. xi. 29, 30, exhibits in • ^ ,, o i. ^ ^i .. .i „^^ .,*;„„ ^p

t r IT ,., ing the Soptuagint that tho attention ot

1^1 a form so antiquated and so unlike ^^g Greeks was directed to this alteration

the Book of Origins, that we are obliged of the surface. See Strabo, xvi. 2. 44,

to recognise in it a fragment of the earliest Tacitus, Hist. v. 7 ; '"^ol. rolijph. xxxvi.
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our OAvn days by a close examination of the whole bed of the

Jordan and the Dead Sea.* We can now, indeed, in consequence

of this careful examination of the ground, better understand

manj^ aspects and details of the tradition itself. The engulfed

cities must have been in the southern half of the Dead Sea.

This half has a strikingly shallow bottom, and undoubtedly only

the larger northern part with its far greater depth existed

before the last great change in the ground : oral tradition also

places the ancient Sodom on the south-west shore. There,

not far from the margin, still appears the strange cone of salt

standing like a pillar, in which the ancient tradition so easily

found a petrified human being (Lot's wife) ; and we see now
that it was not without reason that Josephus testified that

this pillar of salt existed to his day, and that he himself

had seen it.^ And if the city of Zoar,' by itself, or even with

its i^rovince, lay in the peninsula which cuts deeply into the

southern half of the Sea of Salt, and looks like a portion of

land that escaped the general overthrow, the tradition might
easily take the form that it had been a fifth to the four other

cities, and been spared by special grace.** But in this tradition

the glory originally fell on Lot alone ; it was his race only

that had boasted of a higher degree of the divine favour than
the Canaanites could claim ; and it is evidently onl}- the later

Israelitish modification of the legend that connected Abraham
with it.

d.) Farther in the wilderness two nations claimed origin from
Abraham : the smaller having six branches and believed to

descend from the mere concubine Keturah, dwelling for the

' W. F. Lynch, Narrative of flu United by Arabian writers (as EJrlsi, p. 337 sq.
;

States' Expiditioii to the Bivcr Jordan Olid Kazvini, ii. p. 61 ; Abulfida, Geography,

^ti.?'ui-
'^''«•..I^ondon, 1850 : Jahrb d'r

228), at the present timetheWadi^ ,^n

Bihl. Wiss. m. -p. 190: and on Saulcvs , .
'

, ,. , TV-
^•iews, ihid. vi. p. 80 sqq. It deserves no- aenvesits name from this place, evenifthis

tiee tliat ^Qn to ovcrthroiv, the constant ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^'^^ '^^^^ '^'"^'^ the existing vil-

expression in ancient Hebrew forthe earth- ^'^So, ^-jj-^ vi\ios^ appellation signifying

. seedfield lias in modern times become com-
quake at Sodom, reappears in the ^-V».* ^on for small places in that region. The
Sur. liii. 54, and is well explained by Zuer to the west, which Bertou and Saulcy

h I'U i y Isstakhri. p. 35. Moll. A {Athen franc ISbi, p. 902) identified

.- J ^ J ^ ^ with this city, has nothing to do with it

;

similar lake Jammune, in northern Le- and whether the low hill near Hebron,
banon, is described by Seetzen (Eeisen, , . , . ,, •, . / ^i tj.«
i. 229. 302, ii. 338). Compare also Phle- ^^^""^ ^^ °o^ called^^ (see the Jiha,i-

grae pcdton, in Aristophanes' Birds, 822. Niimä s.v.), is the ancient one is doubtful.
^ Ant. i. 11. 4. See also the Zeitsch. der Beut. Morg. Ges.
* The LXX. preserve the harder pro- IS^I, t^. \^Qsq(\.; 'Ritter sErdbesrhrcibung,

nunciation ^rtydop. xiv. 108 sqq., xv. 587, 8. On Sodom, the

4 ^ . ,„ n„ -11-1-1 ,, • . Dead Sea, and Zuera, see abso Tristram's
Gen. XIX. 19-22. While the city

^^j ^„,^^ of Israel p. 319-29, 332-3, 350-53,

(also]^; and -,;) is often mentioned 363.
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most part east from Palestine, and so coming under the con-

ception of Bne-Kedem (Sons of the East) or Saracens ' (the later

synonymous term) ; and the greater having twelve branches,

all of which were said to descend through Ishmael from a more
honoured concubine, Hagar,^ which spread first over Northern

Arabia to the south of Palestine,^ but afterwards also far to the

east. As these nations in the Israelitish tradition appeared as

sons of Abraham by concubines, that is, as of lower standing

and half-degenerate, so also in history they probably yielded

themselves up very early to the Arabian desert life, spread over

the wide plains, and were thus severed from the other nation-

alities of kindred blood who addicted themselves rather to the

culture of the soil. But one at least of these eighteen nations,

the Midianites, was an exception to this rule : they were very

early settled, partly on the Arabian coast opposite the peninsula

of Sinai, distinguished themselves by commerce and other arts

of civilised life, and in early times came repeatedly into close

contact with Israel, but in the end receded in culture and power,

as Israel advanced. In the earliest period the Ketureans, of

' See above, p. 253. Zimran, who stands

at the head of the six chief tribes men-
tioned in Gen. xxv. 6, probably reappears

but once, in .Ter. xxv. 25, and Cushaa
(probably the same as Jokshan) only in

Ilab. iii. 7, and Shuah only in Job ii.

11. The S^hebaites and Dedancans, men-
tioned in Gen. xxt. 3, as subordinate

tribes of Jokshan, are obviously only iso-

lated families of these old Arabian tribes,

which are well known to us from other

sources (compare JJ in Tarafa's Moall.

T. 3); but this very circumstance confirms

our assertion that the Ketureans were
immigrants into Arabia. The notices given

by Islamite Arabs of twelve sons of

Islimacl, with Qaidir and Kähit at their

heail, seem to have a Biblical origin ; but

the Journal Asiatique, Aug. 1838, p. 197-
216. contains a remarkable account do-

rived from the Kitäb Alughani of a tribe

Qatura or Qatiir. Compare Caussin de
Perceval, fesai sur THistaire des Arahes, i.

p. 20-23, 168, 176. sq. Frcsnel attempts

the difficult comparison of tlie early He-
brew and the Arabian accounts in the Jour.

Asiatique, Aug. 1838, p. 217-221, Sept.

1840, p. 177-202, 1853, i. p. 43 sqq., but
with as little success as crowned Cnussin
de Perceval's work in 1847- Considering
how great the interval of time M-hich has
elapsed, we cannot expect to recover more
than a few traces of these ancient tribes,

as the primeval combinjitions of tribes in

Arabia were evidently very early dissolved.

We ought, however, to observe that

Burckhardt, in his Notes on the Bcdoidns

(London. 1830), claims to have discovered

the remains of a primitive religion and
usage which formerly embraced the whole

of Arabia.
- That Hagar was with them a national

name, and not a mere invention of Israel-

ite tradition, appears also from the men-
tion ofa nation of Hagrites, 1 Chron. v. 10,

19, 20, whose name is in Ps. Ixxxiii. 7 [6]

put in poetic parallelism with Ishmaelitp.

8trabo, xvi. 4. 2, joins them with the Na-
bateans and Chauloteans ; 'Aypa7oi or

'Aype'es appear likewise in Dionysius

Perieg. v. 956 and in Steph. Byz. On
Hagar as identical with Bahrain, see the

Marasid in the Mushtarik, p. 438. Ho^w

Paul (Gal. iv. 24 sq.) could interpret the

name Hagar by '5loiint Sinai,' -whether

from the name of a city, ^sj^!, Hijr

(^lasudi, i. p. 76 : Abulf. p. 88), or on

some other ground, is discussed in my
SfnrJschreiben des Ap. Paulus, p. 493 sqq.

Jahrb. der Bihl. IF/.s-.s'. viii. p. 200.
' This is deduced from the ivay in which

the ancient tradition always puts Ishmaol

and Hagar in the desert 1< ading to Egypt,

or even counects them with Egypt itself.

Gen. xxi. 21, xvi. 7, compare xxv. 18:

on the other hand some of tlie twelve

tribes or sons of I.^hmael, mentioned in

XXV. 13-1 Ö, certainly lived <.n the cast of

Palestine.
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wliom these Midianites were a brancli, were very powerful ; this

we know because they soon disappear from history, and yet must
once have been an important nation. But even at the time of

the Book of Origins the Ishmaelites were far more powerful

than they, as is clear from the distinction with which this book
treats them and their progenitor.^ Still later they take the

place of the former in ordinary language.^ These also seem
long to have been steadfast to their league of twelve. Kedar,

in the Book of Origins the second of the twelve branches,

becomes prominent in somewhat later times as the most power-

ful,^ and the Nabateans (Nebajoth), who take the first place

there, constitute at a still more recent period a great kingdom
overshadowing the ancient league."*

e.) As settling down in Canaan, and there becoming the

father of Isaac by Sarah, Abraham is represented in the old

tradition as established only in certain definite localities of the

southern country : and it has been shown in p. 305 sq. that in

this must lie the undimmed memory of a fact. But his stock

immediately spreads abroad in three branches, Isaac, Ishmael
and the sons of Keturah ; and this continues down into his-

torical times, and gives the first occasion to the custom of

genealogical series mentioned on p. 24.

These then are the kindred nations, whose memory clung so

closely to the name of the ancient Hero ; who must all have
looked to him with high regard, and many ofwhom, with others

somewhat younger, who appear as his grandsons (Esau and
the twelve sons. of Jacob), always revered him äs their father,

so that in the history he is celebrated as the Father of Nations^

—not the least of the lofty titles which preserve his memory.
And although in after-times the nation of Israel made a

special boast of him as their first father, it could never be

forgotten even in their sacred traditions that he originally

stood in much wider national relations, and rather deserved

the name of Father of many Nations.*^ How it came to pass

• Gen. xvii. 18, 20, xxv. 12-18. 95, 96, 114 sqq., which must however be
- Ishmaelite is a mere general term for received vrith great caution. Josephus

Midianite, Gen. xxxvii. 25, 27, 28, 36, (Ani. i. 15, ii. 9. 3) gives only a very
xxxix. 1 ; Judges vii. 12, viii. 22, 24. general conjecture as to the position of

ä Isaiah xxi. 16, 17, and subsequently. the Ketureans, in assigning to them Trog-
• Coraparo vol. v. p. 153, 314, 324, lodytis and the regions on the Rtd Sea,

351 ; Quatremere in the Journal Asiatique, and was perhaps led to this by the position

1833. The ancient capital Nabataon the of ancient Midian. Long before Josephus,
Red Seals now rediscovered in the ruins of however, other Hellenists had found Afer

, , , -r, „ . , ,
aii<i Africa, in ^ay Gen. xxv. 4, possibly

,1»~^, or AsixcT? Kwjurj ; s,bq Bulletin de la • >
'

i-V > . because the LXX. adopted the pronuncia-

Soc. dc Geographic, Nov. Dec. 1849. On tion 'A<}>elp.

the AfvK-i) /ccojurj see the remarks in * Gen. x\ni. 4, 5.

Maltzan's Wallfahrt nach Mekka, i. p.
*> Gen. xvii. 4, 5; compare ver. 16.
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afterwards that the single nation of Israel could appropriate
him as in a special sense their first and highest father, will

become clear onlj^ Avhen we consider the other respects in which
he became a yet mightier influence in the world's history.

2) Abraham as a Man of God.

For had Abraham been nothing more than even the greatest

of the leaders in that national migration, his name would at

most have been handed down as bare and lifeless as those of other

once renowned heroes of those times. But assuredly there

began with him a new a.nd great epoch in the history of the

development of religion : he first domesticated in his house and
race the worship of that ' God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,'

who, as personating the fundamental idea of a true God, was
never forgotten even after the lapse of centuries, until by the

prophetic spirit of Moses he was placed in a yet higher light, and
became the eternal light of all true religion.' To apprehend

even the historical possibility of this we must carefully bring

together the scanty accounts which have been preserved from

those times with all the scattered traces that history affords.

And this presents in brief somewhat the following conception.

It was not only the ordinary necessities of life, nor even mere
desire of conquest, which caused that mighty national migration

of the Hebrews from the north-east. Other and nobler impulses

also ruled them. Already even among those hitherto uncorrupted

northern nations, simple religion was falling more and more into

a false and artificial state, and superstitions of all kinds became
prevalent. But in the very strife against this corruption there

arose in many of the Hebrews a new and powerful tendency

towards the true religion ; and not a few would flee from the

ferment of strife in the north, because they were a,ttracted by

the southern lands, where, although the moral corruption was
prevailingly greater, there flourished also an insight and wisdom
which had even then become widely renowned. Among all who
thus miofrated from the north there can have been none who
felt more deeply the spiritual needs of the time, or who had
early been called upon to stj-ive harder for the knowledge and

veneration of the true God—hereby happily learning how to

' See further the treatment of this sub- cognise any of the mental characteristics

ject in the Jahrh. der Bibl. Wiss. x. p. of those early ages, we ought to beware
1-28. W. Pleyte's La Religion des Pre- of hasty and unfounded judgment upon
Israelites (Utrecht, 1 862) is reviewed in them, and collect most carefully any real

the GUtt. Gel. Anc, 18G2, p. 1822-28. atoms of reliable knowledge of them that

Considering how difficult it now is to re- are still to be found.
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strive and live—than Abraham. When he trod the soil of

Canaan he was according to all reliable traditions already

advanced in years, and matured in the service of a God truly

known ; but we can scarcely conceive what conflicts he must
even then have endured, and from what mortal dangers been

rescued.* Assuredly he had learned in the severest life-battles

what the true God was, even as he was destined to learn still

more of that truth on the soil of his new fatherland. But his

real greatness is this, that he not only steadfastly maintained

the knowledge of the true God in his own practice and life, but

knew how to make it lasting in his house and race. And in

nothing is the memory of the reality and grandeur of his God-
fearing and God-blessed life more evidently preserved than in

this, that powerful and devout men even among foreign nations

were compelled to confess that ' God was with him ;

' and eagerly

sought his friendship and blessing.^

It is true that while the national conditions, at least in their

main features, have been preserved in tolerably sure remem-
brance, a comprehension of the more delicate and mutable

essence of the religion of those times is much more difiicult.

The Book of Origins, indeed, represents the same God who re-

vealed himself from Moses onward, as revealing himself also

to the three Patriarchs, though not by the name Jahveh, but

by that of El-Shaddai;' but as surely as these names were not

changed by mere accident, and a new name always indicates

a new conception, these w^orcls do impl}^ the remembrance of a

difference between the religion of the times before and after

Moses. Only the Fourth and Fifth Narrators on the one hand
transfer the name and conception of Jahveh completely and with-

out distinction to the primeval period (p. 103, 114 sq.), and on

the other represent Moses as speaking of ' the God of Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob,' or more briefly the ' God of the Fathers,'^ as

of the same meaning with Jahveh ; and in this the Deuterono-

' We here leave out of siglit the Inter the key to those popular stories iu which
narratives which will be subsequently dis- the memory of Abraham's superhuman
cussed; but one little word in Isaiah xxix. greatness has fastened on certain sharply

22, that 'Jahveh redeemed Abraham,' defiiiedcrisesof his history, and often been
points with sufficient clearness to great wittil}' compressed into a few pithy words,
battles and dangers of which our present as Gen. xx. 15-17 ; xii. 10-20. On the
narratives, beginning at ch. xii., furnish puzzling words, xx. 16, see my ic^riwcÄ,

no hint, but which, we have every reason p. 327, 7tli ed. It is very important here

to expect, would occur before Abraham en- to recognise aright the great antiquity of

tered Canaan. Isaiah must undoubtedly such passages, and to observe how the

have had before him many earlier and striking old words and recollections were
fuller stories of Abraham. by degrees softened down into such later

'•* As appears from the very old narra- descriptions as xii. 10-20.

tive in Gen. xxi. 22-34, and the yet earlier ^ Ex. vi. 3 ; Gen. xvii. I.

one in xir. 18-20. Such passages furnish * Ex. iii. G, 13, 15, 16, iv. 5.
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mist follows them.' Even the oldest sources mdeed, in the

simple but peculiar expression ' the God of my father,' ^ impl}- a

certain connection between the Premosaic and the Postmosaic

God, even as Moses himself adopted as his foundation all that

was truly good in the older popular religion ; but this is only a

denial of the importation of foreign elements, and not an as-

sertion which would have been contradicted by history, that

it had not been internally reformed and more firmly defined by
Moses.

We must, therefore, look for other and, if possible, stronger

proofs. And here we may start from the use of the name of

God himself, which we observe in this nation in the mist of the

remotest antiquity. We saw (p. 264) that the common name
for God Eloah, among the Hebrews as among all the Semites,

goes back into the earliest times ; and it is remarkable that this

word for God, as also those bearing the cognate meaning of

Lord, are always employed specially in the Hebrew tongue,

from those early times, in the plural number.^ We might easily

suppose this to be a Hebrew peculiarity, were it not unquestion-

ably very ancient ; for the later poets, especially after the end

of the eighth century before Christ, began to substitute for

Elohim the singular Eloah, which prevails in Arabic and
Aramaic ; showing that the original plural meaning was then

obsolete, when poets at least could introduce the singular form.

The formation of these plural words for God and Lord leads us

back into that far-off time when the conception of majesty and
power seemed to be exalted by those of multitude and univer-

sality.'* It was effected, however, without so formal a change

of the whole sentence as is involved in the so-called plural of

Royalty in our speech, but simply by a slight modification of the

word God or Lord.^ But the origination of a plural word for

God implies that even in that early age when this word was

developed, the idea of many gods existed. The conception of

God, indeed, appeared to the most ancient world boundlessly

• Duut. i. 11, 21, iv. 1, vi. 3, xii. 1, nation did not adopt this usage during the

xxvi. 7, xxvii. 3. The words »nj IkT«
Egyptian bondage, as I have read that

,

' at the present day a fellah addresses his

nin* DD? Josh, xviii. 3, in this eonnec- master as arhab (see also Bnice's Travels,

tion appear like an addition from the i.); but the history of the language seems

hand of the Deuteronomist. to me to prove that the use of the plural
'"' Ex. XV. 2, xviii. 4. is much older.

' Amlak, the Ethiopic word for God, ^ Analogous to this is the Hebrew use

affords the only other instance where there of the plural in the formation of abstract

is room for inquiry whether it was origi- nouns (see my Lehrbuch, § 179 a), and the

nally plural, though in certain connections use of the feminine, especially in Aramaic,

used quite like a singular. to give emphasis to names of dignity (see

* The question might arise whether the my Lehrbuch, § 177 f).
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extensible, and infinitely divisible ; and tlins in this plural word

polytheism might easily have found its firmest prop.' It is the

more surprising, therefore, secondly, that we find this plural

word Elohim employed by the people of Israel with the greatest

regularity and strictness, always in the purest monotheistic

sense : so that it is grammatically treated as a real plural only

when it is designed to speak expressly of many gods ; for ex-

ample, in the heathen sense, in conversation with the heathen,

or other exceptional cases.^ When, then, did so marked and so

fixed a distinction in the use of this word begin ? Is its strictly

monotheistic employment due to Moses? No; it appears too

firmly established for so recent an origin. There is no indica-

tion that it was first introduced by him : he rather makes use

of the new name Jahveh. Or was it introduced in the time

immediately preceding Moses, when Israel, in strife with the

Egyptians, gained a great elevation of their life ? Of this, too,

we have no trace.

We have therefore, in the primeval use of the word Elohim,

a memorable testimony that even the Patriarchs of the nation

thought and spoke monotheistically. But we possess other

testimonies also from the same earliest period of a religion

corresponding with the simplest faith in the Invisible God.

Nothing is more characteristic of the earliest worship of this

nation, as it existed even till the time of Moses, than the custom

of erecting everywhere simple altars without images or temples

under the open sky.^ These suffice where men believe in an

invisible heavenly God ; and in their very simplicity they cor-

respond to the simplicity of a true religion. And all the severe

subsequent strife between Israel and the Egyptians was essen-

tially a religious strife, which could not well have arisen until

Israel possessed a basis of true religion, of which it refused to

be robbed by the Egyptian religion.

The history of the conflict between Monotheism and Poly-

theism is in the main that of the development of every higher

truth. Like every truth. Monotheism itself lies safe in the

human breast; in the moment when man actually perceives

the living God he can perceive him only as one power, can feel

his spirit only in the presence of one God. But according to

time, place, and condition, man may perceive the Divine as

easily in infinitely varied and manifold ways : and here is the

source of Polytheism, which, like every error, having once arisen

» As is evident from the plural. D'^Qin. ^ See my Lehrbuch, % 308 a.
* - T :

venaies. ^ Sec my AltcrthilmcTy p. 133 sq.
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will long maintain itself. But it is also accordant \ritli tlie

nature of all development that, as Polytheism assumed a settled

form, Monotheism striigg-led against it the more powerfully.

Even by the Patriarchs of Israel, according to every indication,

this struggle was maintained ; and we may well assume that the
Canaanites also were at that time so far cultivated, that even
among them there were incipient and scattered monotheistic
movements ; indeed, the instance of Melchizedek gives sufficient

evidence of this. But that the fiiith of the Patriarchs of Israel

was enth'ely independent appears from their peculiar name for

the true God, El-Shaddai.

But although this was certainly a commencement of Mono-
theism, it was not quite the Mosaic form of it. It was only the

one supreme and almighty God, whom individual enlightened

spirits knew, and sought as far as possible to retain in their

own circle ; it was the one true God, whom the father of a
household, having clearly known him, elevated over all others

as the God at least of himself and his house, because in that

age the mere household of one powerful man was all-important,

and no nation in the higher sense of the word had as yet been
developed at all. And in this sense each of the three Patri-

archs could hold the more firmly to one God, the more purely

domestic his own rule was ; their god continuing thus to be an
individual household god.^ That they apprehended this one

God under a strict moral aspect, and in opposition to many
lower conceptions, is vouched by their whole life as the founders

of a new epoch, on which their posterity looked back with

pride. The Canaanite Priest-king also, when (according to the

ancient fragment, Gen. xiv. 20, comp. ver. 22) he is about to

bless Abraham, calls on 'the supreme God, the Creator of

heaven and earth,' as the God whom he adores. But the god
of a household, however exalted he may be conceived to be,

still suffers other gods besides himself for other households and
other men, and thus is by no means a safeguard against poly-

theism, especially since these can easily be somehow associated

with him. And that the Divine Being in the Premosaic period

was apprehended with this idea of undefined extent and possible

divisibility, is proved by the most ancient tradition itself, in

which the god of Abraham and the god of Nahor are invoked by
oath as two different gods, and 'the God of the father of both'

is placed above this duality, simply that the two gods may not

' Even at a much later period this was xxiv. lö ; compare Ex. sxxii. 10 ; 1 Cliren.

still laid do-wn as a possibility, Josh. iv. 10.

VOL. I. Y
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appear to have a separate existence and thus contradict the

Mosaic religion.! It is also shown by plain indications (see

p. 290 sqq.), that at least in the popular conception a Hero-

Pantheon was superadded to the chief god and the house-god of

the ruler. Equally ineffective was this indefinite apprehension

of one god completely to suppress idolatry. How firmly rooted

this practice was, at least among, the women and inferior do-

mestics, is evident from the obstinate retention of the Teraphim

(or Penates) many centuries after Moses, and in spite of the

commands of the higher religion. Tradition indeed does not

deny idolatry at least on the part of Rachel and Laban.'^ Thus
there was wanting to the one God worshipped by the Patriarchs

all the distinctness and definiteness of the God of Moses.

But as in that early period mankind were strongly exposed

to the immediate influence of the visible, and everything sym-

bolical exerted over them a living power, some of the most

ancient symbols of higher thoughts lasted from it even to the

later Mosaic times ; and these reveal most plainly an original

connection of the Hebrews with the northern nations. The
Israelites under Moses would assuredly have kno\vn nothing of

Cherubs or of Seraphim as heavenly animals, unless the memory
of these shapes of the older religious faith had been preserved

from a higher antiquity ; ^ and with these are connected the

other sacred reminiscences which have been above related.

But if this was the state of the most ancient religion in the

Hebrew nation while yet they sojourned in their northern home,

it is evident how great a risk they ran of falling before the

allurements of alow sensuous faith and a dissolute ungodly life.

And this result must have really taken j^lace in that nation

(who had otherwise remained so simple and robust) even before

Abraham : indeed Abraham must have had to combat most

strenuously among his nearest kindred and in his own house

with the seductions of the ripening heathenism, and men cor-

rupted by them. The Fifth Narrator has omitted to relate this

before the present brilliant opening of the history of Abraham

1 In the undoubtedly ancient phrase, seraphs of heaven -were the best watchers
Gen. xxxi. 53. and guardians of the heavenly throne. The

^ Gen. xxii. 19 sqq., xxxy. 2-4. gigantic Cherub was originally only one,

' 3-1"l3 points to an Aryan derivation whereas of the smaller and more fairy-like

,
'

1 17 -L- 1 • s J seraphs there were always man)'. The
(see my remarks on Ezekiel i. ) : and .r ^ ^i ^ o i

• i „„ ^„ +1,«
^ • 1 •. ^1 T 1 .. i / o fact that Sphmxes are unknown to the
enr»», despite the slight mutation of , ^.

i ^ i „ :,.;„„ r,f
*\ Vf ^ ^ most ancient sculpture and writing ol:

sounds, is indisputably of the same origin Egypt, and only appear there after the

as SpaKcoj'. As sharp glowing eyes and Hyksos period, is an additional proof that

colours were regarded by the ancients as all such symbolical images had. their origin

the chief features of this creature, so in not in Egypt but in Central Asia,

virtue of exactly such eyes the winged
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(Gen. xii.), as if he liastened past this dark picture to give

greater promiuence to that noble introduction which had been
ah-eady delineated bj the Fourth (Gen. xii. 1-3); but the re-

membrance of it has been elsewhere preserved.^ The strife was
assuredly long and hard. But the highest and most peculiar

element in his history, and that which has become most fruitful

for all future time, is, that he clung so firmly to his assurance
of the one true God, and recognised so clearly that true salva-

tion can come from him alone, that he chose rather to abandon
fatherland and relations than faith in the sole omnipotence and
helpfulness of this supersensuous, heavenly and only true God,
and resolved to make this confidence the root of his life and
influence. With this feeling he must first have acted as a
powerful prince towards his own extensive household, and after-

wards have persevered in the same course in Canaan and ii:

Egypt, among nations where he encountered a much higher

wisdom and more enlarged experience, but at the same time
much over-refinement and moral corruption.

3) Abraham as exhibited by the existing Narratives.

Although we may convince ourselves satisfactorily of the

truth of all that has hitherto been explained of the actual

history of Abraham, it is not to be denied that in the Old

Testament but few and scattered passages concerning him have
been preserved from the oldest writings. What we now know
of him with any considerable coherence is due to no earlier

source than the Book of Origins ; but, unhappily, a large portion

of that which this book had originally told of this greatest of

the Patriarchs has been lost. As it, however (see p. 82 sqq.),

brings forward with the greatest interest all that relates to law
and rule, Abraham appears in it chiefly as the great father and
founder of the people of Israel ; as the type of the true ruler,

in so far as he is a father of his house and nation ; and as the

first Hebrew inhabitant of the Holy Land at the commence-
ment of the Third Age of the world, and at the same time

as the noble prototype of all its later inhabitants. In the

' Apart from tlic Dcutcronomic and versal depravity of nianncrs, from which
Bubsequcnt narratives which will be dis- Abraham alone, as the venerated founder
cussed hereafter, it follows from the ar- of this Age, was by God himself preserved,
rangement of the Book of Origins itself, Eut then the Deuteronomist himself can
as displayed in my AltcrtMbiur, p. 13Ü, have derived only from earlier writings

3rd ed., that its autiior must have do- the information respecting Abraham's
scribed, at the close of the second and relatives, which he introduces incidentally,

commencement of the Third Age, a uni- Josh. xxiv.

V 2
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second place, so far as concerns law, the idea of a covenant

between God and man being tlie highest point of view taken in

this book of every great crisis of history (see p. 85 sqq.), a new
covenant of this kind serves also to express the grandeur of

Abraham's whole life, all that is eminent in it being gathered

together under this conception. The Covenant stipulates, on

the part of man, first of all, the right regulation and attitude

of the spiritual life (Gren. xvii. 1, 2), and then demands, as an

outward sign of this moral purity and consecration (as Sacra-

ment), Circumcision (ver. 9-14). But immediately upon that

primary condition of inward consecration, there follows on
Elohim's side the promise of the highest blessing, as his part

of the Covenant ; and thus the sublim est divine words which
this narrator can conceive to have been addressed to Abraham
are accumulated at this point (ver. 4-8). Circumcision, as the

sign of this sublime Covenant, is enforced very appropriately

just when the birth of Isaac is expected in the next year; so

that this first child of the community may at his very birth

become the type of all its true children, and enter through this

sign into the higher community now formed. Thus here also

is placed the sublime moment when, among other promises, is

given that of the approaching birth of Isaac, and through him
the secure continuance of this Covenant and its blessings for

ever, and when Abram and Sarai, as the first parents in this

eternal Covenant, receive the new names of Abraham and
Sarah,^ corresponding to their new higher dignity (ver. 5,15-21).

And that this zenith of Abraham's life may be attained at the

correct middle of the life of a Patriarch of this era (see pp. 275

sq.), the sacred year of this Covenant and expectation of the

genuine child of the community is Abraham's 100th year (ver.

24, xxi. 5) ; that is, in the original sense of the tradition, not

much beyond the golden middle of the Patriarch's life (compare

' As, ho-vrever, the alteration of both {Bdhdm) could be easily shortene«! into

these names only consists in a slight dif- ^^ /^^.„ . g^g Lehrbuch, § 72 c). In the
ference of pronunciation, -we must suppose ^ . .

the story of the change of the name Jacob other case, however, Ihe pronunciation

into Israel to be the earlier, and this to be i^l^ [Sarai) is certainly the older, and
formed from it. The original name does

jt'/original meaning the obscurer. But the
not seem to be D"J5^< {Abram, ^rhich might

^^^^^^ ^^^^^ Abraham,&s synonymous with

be a similar formation to Dipy the name Ab-Hamon {father of a multitude), and

of Moses' father), as this pronunciation •inb' {Sarah), as meaning Princess, ap-

«•ouldput theutmost difficulty inthewayof peared to the narrator most suited to

the interpretation given in Gen. xvii. 5, but the higher dignity conferred upon them.

Dn"1DX(-^^'"<''^^«"0' '"'i^''^ 3i!?(-^^0 "^^y ^^ 3Ioreover, the giving of names stands in

a dialectic abbreviation for ^3K^i/,/cJAfr connection with circumcision ; see my

of (see my Lehrbuch, § 273 h), and Dm
Alterthümer, p. 129.
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ch. XXV. 7).^ This opens large sections of Abraham's history

to further chronological arrangement. We necessarily expect
the birth of Isaac, and in connection with it the expulsion of

Ishmael, somewhat as they are described in Gen. xxi. 1-21.

The assumption of the mid-life of the Patriarch reacts also on
the conception of his earlier history. For since at the intro-

duction of circumcision, according to old and well-founded tra-

ditions, Ishmael was about 13 years old,^ Abraham must at his

birth have been 86 years old;' while still further back, at the

time of his immigration into Canaan, 75 years are assigned to

him, corresponding very well with this number lOO."* And since

the 175 years of his whole life evidently answer to these 75 and
100, all the years of Abraham's life are accounted for.

So far, therefore, we can securely trace the plan of the life

of Abraham given by this chief narrator. Many other passages

are to be referred, with more or less modification, to him and
the other ancient som-ces ; as the story of Sarah's fate in the

court of the Prince Abimelech, ch. xx. ; that of the legal pro-

cedure for giving possession of Beersheba, ch. xxi. 22-32 (where

the name of that prince's captain, Pliichol, nowhere else men-
tioned, must be derived from old tradition) ; that of the family

sepulchre, ch. xxiii, where in beautiful picturesque language
the Book of Origins again finely discloses its deep sense of law.

But on the whole, these remains of the ancient sources are very

scattered.

The Fourth and Fifth Narrators conceive the preeminence
of Abraham in a different manner, and thereby transform a chief

part of this history. In their time the lapse of centuries had
strengthened the nation's consciousness of the great blessing of

the true religion which flowed in upon them abundantly out of

the primeval period of their past ancestors. Thus they, even

more strongly than the Book of Origins, figured Abraham
chiefly as the type of the great and universal Divine blessing,

si)reading from one saintly man to many, to all his nation, and

even to many nations ; the idea being then modified by the

' Tradition similarly magnifies many * Gon. xii. 4 ; the discrepancy between

other numbers belonging to the same this number and that assigned to Terah's

period : Ishmael is a child when fourteen life in xi. 26, 32, is to bo explained (con-

years old, Gen. xxi. 14-lG ; the sacrificed trary to Acts vii. 4) by the assumption

lamb is three years old, xv. 9 ; and Isaac that Abraham departed froraHarranbefora

and Esau were both married in their his father's death ;
for the numbers aro

fortieth year, xxv. 20, xxvi. 34. undoubtedly all taken from tlio Book of
2 See Zeitschriftßir das MorgmIand,ni. Origins, whose author, in his usual way,

p. 230 ; even Zohar (i. p. 1 65 b, ed. Amstel.) finished off with Ter.ih only that he might

takes the twelfth year as the first of bo able then to dwell on Abraham's history

puberty and accountability. alone.
* Gen. xvi. 16.
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Messianic hope of that time. It is taken for granted that the

later nation, taught bj its ancestor, would also always be

worthy of this blessing ;
^ and the aim of the particular descrip-

tions of these narrators was especially to show koto Abraham
himself had become perfectly worthy of it.

But farther, that simple purity and sanctity of life which,

according to the Book of Origins, was expected from Abraham
(Gen. xvii.) did not suffice for their own time, more advanced

as it was in prophetical culture (p. 104 sq.). For a life of piety

there was then demanded the maintenance of faith through

the longest trial and the severest temptations,—a momentous
advance, the historical causes and consequences of which can-

not here be discussed. Accordingly while the Book of Origins

sums up all that is highest in Abraham's character in the one

name of a ' Prince of God,' and most delights to depict men as

meeting him more and more with the spontaneous respect and
homage due to one enjoying that Divine protection,^ by these

last narrators he is regarded rather as a Prophet, and is even

called by that name.^ But if the climax of his life is found here,

and Abraham serves as the sole perfect type of this character, it

is evident that he may be regarded also as the sole great hero

of the true faith and of the Divine justification thereby attained,

and that a narrator of the traditions, filled with this thought,

might remould from his new point of view the scattered re-

miniscences respecting him. He met with much that might
lead him to this ; the tradition of the temptation to sacrifice

Isaac is, by many indications, old :•* that of Sarah's danger (see

p. 293) was easily brought into connection with the same idea

;

and Abraham's receiving his promised heir only in his hundredth
year might be interpreted by a somewhat later age to imply that

the pledge had been fulfilled through a severe testing of the

parents, and after all expectation had been given up.' In this

' According to the important passage, circumstances already explained, the Book
Gen. xviii. 19. of Origins makes no difficulty in ascribing

^ Gen. xxiii. 6 ; compared Tvith the *« Abraham after Sarah's death another

earlier expression, xxi. 22. ^'^"^ <'^"<i
P^^^^y.

sons, xxv. 1-4. I new
s Qejj XX 7 the words in xvii. 17 begmning with pn^*>^

* See my Ältcrthümcr, p. 93 sq., 303. as an addition by the Fifth Narrator, and
Similar traditions among the Phenicians xxi. 6 sq. as added by the Third. Isaac

will be mentioned hereafter in treating of was certainly always regarded as much
Israel. younger than Ishmael, Gen. xi. 30, xxi.

^ The description of Isaac as son of 2, 7 ; and in aid of the historical reasons

very aged parents, and of the laughter which may have induced the early tradi-

which accompanied his annunciation and tion to regard the tribes of Isaac and
birth, not only in ch. xviii., but also in Joseph as later, and therefore to make tho

ch. xvii. and xxi., appears to mo mere Patriarchs Isaac and Joseph younger sons

addition and amplification by later writers, in the pedigree, came tho religious truth

Let it be remembered that, besides the that as all the greatest blessings of life
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manner, the tliought that even the perfectly irreproachable is

tried in the faith through all degrees even to the uttermost,

and only when completely approved can attain the highest and
most enduring Divine blessing, becomes the keystone of the

history of Abraham, and binds all the most prominent events of

his life into a new whole. That which precedes this series of

trials of his faith is but preparation for, and that wliicli follows

to the end of his life is but the issue of, this intensest activity

in the grand middle period of his life.

a.) Thus, although Abraham is exhibited from the first as

the same perfect hero, all that is brought together by the last

narrator (Gren. xi. 27-xiv.) as far as the first trial of faith in

ch. XV, serves but as a preparation for the great development

in the middle of his life. According to this version Jahveh calls

Abraham into the Holy Land, and promises him beforehand all

the grand and unparalleled future of the history, ch. xii. 1-3 (for

this narrator delights in such sublime commencements in pre-

paration for what is to follow, p. Ill sq.) ; and then Abraham
willingly follows the call from above, and travels through the

Holy Land, building altars to his God, and receiving from him
gracious messages (xii. 4-9). Here already, in Abraham's

progress as far as Egypt, and the danger which befell Sarah at

the court of that country, it is shoAvn what protection the holy

life of such a hero extends even to the farthest borders of his

house, and how little a woman like Sarah is liable to actual

wrong (xii. 10-20).^ And in his behaviour towards Lot, Abraham
exhibits even in the casual disputes which may arise between

peoples of kindred race, that noble spirit of endurance and paci-

fication which turns all possible evil to good. Accordingly Lot

yields voluntarily, and removes eastwards into the very land

which in the subsequent history his descendants Moab and

Amnion possess; and Jahveh blesses anew him who by such

conduct retains his abode in Canaan, ch. xiii. And as towards

Lot, so does he behave towards people and princes of foreign

race, even to the king of Sodom, rendering aid to others with

noble boldness and self-devotion, and is blessed for it even by

can be obtained only by slow and laborious > The legend of Sarah's danger was

striving, so these exalted Fathers of the transplanted to Egypt by the Foiu-th Nar-

nation were born into the world only after rator, as appears from the style of treat-

lengthened expectation and anxiety. Eut ment ; earlier narrators had related the

we SCO with equal distinctness that this same of a Canaanito court (Gen. xx.).

feature of the tradition was first eagerly Considering, however, that Isaac's poAver

prosecuted by later writers, so that none is always described as weaker tlian Abra-

earlicr than the Fifth Narrator transfers ham's, it is natural to look for the original

it to the birth of Esau and Jacob, Gen. scene of the story in his life; see Gen.

XXV. 21. xxvi. 7-11.
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the foreign priest-king Melehizedek ; ^ as is stated in ch. xiv,

which is inserted almost word for word from the primitive

history often referred to above.

In fact, after these trials and these proofs ofan unsurpassable

elevation of life, it seems as if nothing further could be added

to him ; and yet all this is but the introduction to something

higher still, since hitherto everything has gone right with him

of itself, so to speak, and his own trust and endurance have not

yet been tried ; though this trial would seem to be nowhere so

necessary as in the case of one who occupies so exalted a sphere

of life. If much has been given to him and much is to be

expected from him, the mere accidental success of all his affairs

will in his case suffice less than in that of others : a deeper

probation of his inmost heart must be added, so that when he

has aj)proved himself through all the stages of that test, then

and then only he may attain those spiritual blessings which

surpass all casual and transient success.

b.) This trial turns at first, as it might seem to us later-born

and alien readers, upon an unimportant blessing—the advent of

a legitimate heir, through the birth of Isaac. But without insist-

ing too stronglj'- on the fact that this is really a blessing, or that

in a trial the important element is not the inherent value of the

object, but the price at which it is held by him who is tried,

from his personal position and feeling, or even that the blessing

of bodily issue is immensely greater in those primitive times

when the very bases of the household, the nation, and the

kingdom are to be laid, than at a period when the first necessary

wants have long been supplied, and spiritual blessings therefore

can come more freely into view—it is to be remembered that in

the genuine meaning of the tradition this promised and eagerly

awaited son and heir is no common child, but as it were the

primitive child of the community, the type of its constant reno-

vation and continuance, without whose birth and preservation

the subsequent community could neither have arisen, nor have

felt itself endowed with permanence and perpetual youth. What
were Abraham as the origin and head of a national community,

if that which he founded expired with him and were not secured

by the continuance of the same house filled with his spirit, since

* It has been already noticed, however, to the north. The Hebrew text of Gen.

in p. 307, that Salem, his metropolis, was xxxiii. 18 does not mention a city Salem,

not Jerusalem ; the ' fortress Salam,' said though theLXX. do; but it is remarkable

to bo conquered by Ehamses (Brugsch, that the Book of Jubilees xxx. places it to
Geographische Inschriften, ii. p. 71 sq.; the east of Shechem, as if its position

Histoire d'Egypte, i. p. 145) may have been well known to the author,

either the city just named or one further "<^''e
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no strict severance of the domestic and national from the

spiritual could then exist ?

Moved by such reflections as these, the narrator naturally

exhibits the father and founder of the nation himself as ex-

pecting- with religious eagerness the lawful heir, and, though

all his other wishes are fulfilled, painfully agitated at last by

longing for this latest blessing. Thus is prepared a trial fit for

a hero such as he. The divine certainty that this necessary

keystone shall not ultimately fail, is indeed easily reached by

one as blameless as Abraham; but even when the time ap-

proaches the realisation may be deferred and encounter mani-

fold hindrances. And when the long desired but much delayed

son is born, and the natural blessing gained, the further ques-

tion arises whether he, who thus far holds it only as an earthly

good, is able to guard and maintain it also as a spiritual and

permanent blessing. In this are contained a multitude of

possible degrees of trial for his faith, even to the utmost ; and

a way is opened for the great development of the middle period

of his life.

The narrator therefore, according to his custom (p. Ill),

commences in a strain befitting the loftiness of Abraham's

whole life, with a sublime revelation of the divine certainty

of the desired blessing, ch. xv. When, on another gracious ap-

pearance of Jahveh, Abraham ventures timidly to utter what he

longs for, the former, not merely in words (ver. 4) promises

him his desh-e, but also directs his gaze to the stars, which his

posterity shall equal in number (ver. 5). Finally, when Abraham,

having proved his faith in a region not reached by sense, seizes

a favourable opportunity to entreat yet more boldly for an out-

ward sign and pledge, Jahveh gives him his Covenant as such a

mutual pledge (ver. 9-20). This covenant-making is in the

main transferred hither by the later narrator from the older

tradition in ch. xvii ; but he very appropriately uses the occa-

sion of this description of the Covenant only to foreshadow

here (where for the first time posterity are seriously spoken of)

the whole future destiny of Israel (p. 35). Having put the

commencement of this revelation in the night and treated it as

a night-vision (ver. 1-9), he similarly embodies its conclusion

also in a night scene. On the following day, Abraham, having

put everything in proper order for a sacrifice at a sanctuary,

and lain down to sleep towards evening on the hallowed

ground,' expectant of what is to come, not only sees a fire

• This is a distinct allusion to the rito p. 3U. Eat even ^Marcus A\irelius in his

of incubatio, on which soq my Mtertkümer, Memorabilia, i. 17, s;iy« something similar
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passing between tlie pieces as a sign of the conclusion of the

covenant (and how else but in such a fire-sign could Jahveh

show himself in the darkness of night?), but hears also in that

solemn moment a Divine voice foretell the fortunes of that

posterity for whose sake this covenant is made (ver. 10-20).

And since this prophecy cannot give only joyful announcements

of Israel's lot (e.g. in Egypt), unfavourable prognostics pre-

cede : birds of prey, which try to seize the sacrificial pieces

when already placed,^ but are driven away in good time by

Abraham; and then at sunset, or about the first sleep, the

irruption of a fearful darkness.

But in the agitation of real life this last express Divine

assurance is met by multitudes of obstacles and new trials.

(i) In the first place, Sarah becomes impatient of the delay,

and Abraham is obliged to submit to her wish to have a son, at

least indirectly by her maid ; Ishmael, although persecuted by

Sarah even before his birth, must be born in Abraham's

house (ch. xvi.). By the birth of this but half lawful son, the

advent of the true one, who alone can have been intended by

Jahveh as worthy, is evidently thrown back further into uncer-

tainty.

(ii) Bat as, according to the older story, circumcision was

introduced thirteen years later as the sign of the covenant, and

the birth of Isaac then promised for the following year, the

later narrator uses this to set forth that the true son

—

although the announcement might be received with laughter

on account of the great age of the parents—will yet surely come

(ch. xvii.).

{Hi) At this moment of high-wrought expectation, the

interlude of the fate of Sodom and of Lot (ch. xviii, xix.)

is very efi'ectively introduced by this narrator. While Jahveh

is about to show favour to Sarah in giving her the expected

lawful son, he has also to come down to earth for a very

different reason, on account of Sodom. But whether he

descend to bless or to punish, neither blessing nor chastise-

ment can be found immutably necessary by Jahveh till after

a just examination. So at this moment, critical to entire

nations on every side, there comes first exammation, and

then, as its consequence, retribution. But the examination

begins with him who has always stood ^the highest—Abra-

ham; for, should he be found guilty, the very severest

of himself. Compare also Bcvue ArcMolog. description very like this, only more elabo-

1860, p. 116 sqq. rated ; in -which the mention of aircB, v. 231,

> Virgil {Mneid, iii. 225 sqq.) gives a deserves especial attention.
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punishment would await even him.^ But when the Divine

Being approaches him in the ilhisive form of three strangers

seekino' shelter, he hastens to meet them with the most real

and active kindness possible ; and then, as the Divinit}'- is

gradually revealed to him as he deserves to know—first in a

renewed promise of the approaching birth of Isaac, notwith-

standing the laughter of Sarah, who thought herself unnoticed

in the background, and again in an intimation of the fate of

Sodom then to be decided,—he steps before the One, who has

already sent his two subordinates (messengers or angels) to

Sodom, and ventures even at the last hour to present an urgent

intercession for that city, flowing from the purest love (for he

would rescue all its inhabitants, not Lot alone), and persists

in it with desperate boldness, and to his own risk. But while

Abraham thus perfectly approves himself, and wins for those

over whom punishment has long impended, the very easiest

condition of forgiveness, it is proved in the self-same night

that even this condition is not fulfilled in Sodom. In the dark-

ness of this night, therefore, these two angels, quitting their

invisibility, complete their work of horror, scarcely rescuing

even the family of Lot. With an unsurpassable beauty, the nar-

rative concludes (xix. 27, 28) by returning again to Abraham,

whose first gaze and thought on the morrow turned towards

Sodom, but found only traces of its utter ruin.

(I'y) In the same decisive year also occurs Sarah's danger at

the court of Abimelech ; and how then could she become the

mother of the lawful son ? But, according to the older tradi-

tion, this danger also x^asses over, and brings an actual increase

of safety to Sarah and honour to Abraham (ch. xx.).

[v) Finally, late indeed, but at the right time, comes the

Lawful Son, for whom Ishmael must soon make way (ch. xxi,

1-21).

{vi) To this is appended, almost unaltered from the older work,

though not strictly belonging to this connection, the account

of Beersheba (xxi. 22-34), the pith of which lies simply in the

thought that even in things of this world possession is per-

manent and legitimate only when it rests not on mere natural

taking and giving, but upon mutual agreement, upon a cove-

nant between Higher and Lower, and consequently upon oath.

King Abimelech seeks of his own free will to enter into a

peaceful league with Abraham; but the latter prudently ar-

ranges beforehand everything from which strife might arise

* Compare Jeremiah xxv. 29 ; 1 Peter iv. 17.
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between them, and binds tbe former, wbo in external position

is bis superior, by tbe acceptance of a gift in token of homage,

to the remembrance of his duty of protection.^ But even Isaac,

when finally obtained, is as yet only a blessing of nature for

Abraham; a son like any other son, though of the lawful

mother; Abraham's son because born to Abraham, and nur-

tured in his house. True labour, the labour of a soul wrestling

in faith, Abraham has never had for him since his birth ; and

yet that only is a spiritual, and therefore true and abiding

blessing, which we are able to make our own in the strife and

wrestling of a faithful spirit.

{vii) Therefore, just when the highest blessing is obtained

in Isaac, the highest trial of faith and obedience comes to

Abraham. That same Isaac, some Divine voice says to him in

the night, he must sacrifice at a fitting place.'^ Though he be

the highest and dearest of all external blessings, that on which

the father's whole life now turns, Abraham must be ready to

render him back to him from whom he has been received. And
behold, this hero of faith, following the Divine voice as he has

hitherto apprehended it, shrinks not nor tarries to offer even

this hardest sacrifice. Witli wonderful self-control and calm-

ness, he makes all needful preparations ; he even carries them
all out deliberately himself. But let it not be thought that,

having once believed the command to be from above, he fulfilled

it rigidly and blindly ; he enters upon it indeed with patience

and firmness—as a religious man he cannot do otherwise, so

long as by his best efforts he can discern no other decision from

above. But, though his devotion is perfect, he does not carry

out the command as if nothing beside this hard necessity were

still conceivable and possible,—as if no other and higher truth

could be announced from heaven. When the son, the unconscious

victim, already bearing the wood for the offering, and willingly

following his father's every command, inquires for the victim,

he does not suffer that heart-breaking question to divert him
from that which he has recognised as the will of Heaven, but

neither does he answer with unfeeling readiness, ' Thou art

he !

' but in his anguish cries out as if involuntarily, and yet

inspired by a true prophetic impulse, ' God himself will provide

' Gen. xxxii. 14 [13]— xxxiii. 11, de- but most significantly, transfer Abraham's
scribes similarly the relation subsisting sacrifice to Jerusalem, though very artfully

between Jacob and Esau, undoubtedly in they rather indicate than name the spot,

imitation of this same earliest narrator. There is, however, no doubt that that is

* It is quite in keeping with the stylo the place meant, as has been quite recently

of the Fourth and Fifth Narrators, that demonstrated in the Gott. Gel. Aiiz. 1863,

they exceptionally (according to p. 305), p. 637 sq-
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the victim.' From this liappy combination in Abraham, of readi-

ness and devotedness of act, Avith the true readiness of thought,

of hope, and of believing expectation, arises the most glorious

and blessed of results. Already he has bound his son, already

raised the knife, already all but sacrificed the innocent, obedient,

unresisting: child, when at the last moment a voice from above

is heard again—not now like that dream-voice of the night, but

clear and loud in the full day, bidding him abstain from the

actual deed, now that his temper, his true faith, is proved ; and

his eyes are opened to see beside him the victim which is

actually better pleasing to Jahveh. The highest trial of faith

thus ends with the gain of a new and great truth ;i and not

only is Isaac rescued for ever through this death-pang of his

father, but an indestructible foundation is laid for the com-

munity which was destined to be perpetuated for ever in every

form of blessing.

c.) Nothing higher can follow : the rest of Abraham's life

flows on undisturbed in that happy repose which is the ideal

condition for old age, and the third part of the narrative is

occupied only with accounts of the various domestic concerns of

the hero and his kindred, of the acquisition of the family sepul-

chre, and of the arrangements for Isaac's happy marriage.^

4) Abraham according to the later BooTis,

Thus it is only the finished art of the last narrator which

moulds the history of Abraham to that brilliant type of the

Mosaic religion which never afterwards grows pale ; anything

greater is not attempted in this region, and indeed were

scarcely to be conceived. For this very reason this conception

of the champion who stands at the head of all the heroes of the

faith in the Holy Land, wher once jjowerfully aroused, could

not stand still ; and the Bible itself still shows certain indica-

tions how it progressed by the aid of tradition. For what causes

Abraham migrated from the north, the narrative as shaped by

the last author does not precisely indicate (p. 322 sq.), although

the oldest sources allowed the full historical facts to appear

more manifestly (p. 323 note). By these oldest authorities it

is simply mentioned that Terah, Abraham's father, desired to

. ' Viz. the truth that Jahveh docs nut primeval time, throxigh the experience of

I desire human sacrifices. There was cer- llio greatest hero of the failli. Tlio higher

tiinly a time when it was possible to meaning of this tradition is also indicated,

conceive, and therefore to attempt, the lleb. xi. 19, in the words ^i' irapa^oAj?.

contrary. But it was refuted even in that ' Gen, xxii. 20—xxv. II.
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journey with liim and others to Canaan, but came with them only

as far as Harran in Mesopotamia, where they all settled provi-

sionally, and he afterwards died.' The Fourth Narrator gives pro-

minence to the parting of Abraham from his home and counüy,
and takes occasion from it to expound the truth of the Divine

call to spirits of such innate j)Ower and such strength of faith,

somewhat in the same manner as was held of the Prophets,

and often preached in the eighth century ;2 but he asserts

nothing respecting the religion of his father. And the existing

Pentateuch merely says incidentally in one place in Deuteronomy
that on the farther side of the Euphrates Terah and the other

ancestors of the people had served other gods ; ^ an assertion

not exhibiting merely a further development of tradition,

separating with increasing sharpness between the polytheism

external to Israel and the one God Avorshipped by them, but

(according to p. 323) really based upon older narratives which
were in later times more brought into notice. Now partly the

hiatus in the prevalent story, which must ahvays have been

very apparent, partly the pleasure of reviving the Patriarchal

time in later days in new and vivid pictures, must have tempted

an author, who probably also used other ancient stories, to

sketch a striking picture, showing how much Abraham, while

yet in his father's house, had to suffer for his worship of the

true God ; and this work must have been much read in the

centuries immediately before Christ."* This narrative brought

Nimrod, as the great heathen king and persecutor of the pious,

into contact with Abraham ; but in doing so it certainly only

started from the name ' land of the Chaldeans ' as Abraham's

northern fatherland (p. 282 sq.), and thence concluded that

Nimrod, as the single celebrated ancient king of the Chal-

deans, must have been his opponent ; and when the -vvi'iter

' Gen. xi. 31, 32. How different is the and a number of other late passages,

later description in the Book of Judith, 'Y'et tlie phrase in Ig.xxix. 22, 'Jahveh

r. 6-9 ! This and other simihir descrip- redeemed Abraham,' is certainly ancient,

tions given in later times cannot possibly though very remarkable, and (as shown
be all derived from the words in Gen. on p. 318) scarcely explicable from the

xi. 31 sqq. But it is certain on other narratives contained in our present Genesis

grounds that this passage has been much alone ; for it would imply that Abraham
curtailed (see Jahrb. de?' Btbl, IViss. x. had been rescued out of some great bodily

p. 26 sqq.) ; and even if the discrepancy danger, and thus brought to the know-
iu the numbers found at Gen. xi. 26, xii. 4, ledge of the true God. At any rate, there

can bo reconciled as shown at p. 325, yet were in Isaiali's time earlier stories of

we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that Abraham, and very distinct and detailed

Abraham's own history now commences ones too. But pictures of Abraham's early

most abruptly, Gen. xii. 1. history such as tliose found in .Tudith and
- Gen. xii. 1—4, compared with Is. vi., in Acts vii. 2-4 must be derived from

Amos vii. 15 ; also Jer. i, some later source.

3 Josh. sxiv. 2, 14; see Judith v. 6-9,
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represented Min as cast by the terrible Nimrod into the furnace,

the Book of Daniel was in his eye. But Abraham became in

later ages more and more the fiivourite object of a thousand

forms of pious expressions, poems and stories.' Standing- titles

of honour were also being perpetually created for him, to

heighten the splendour which antiquity had already lavished

on him. Especially after the sixth century before Christ,

everything exalted which could then be possibly conceived of

Abraham was summed up in the new name ' Friend of God.'^

This name is still retained in the Islamite world as the most

suitable ; and there its abbreviation, ' The Friend ' (El Chalil),

is directly interchaugeable with the name Ibrahim. The im-

mediate occasion for this name was furnished undoubtedly by

the beautiful narrative from the hand of the Fourth Narrator

Gen. xviii. 1-xix. 28. Simjder and yet accordant with the spirit

of true religion is the title ' Servant of Jahveh,' which he re-

ceived equally gradually;^ as also that of 'The Faithful.''' The
Eabbis finally, who sought to round off everything, brought up

the temptations of Abraham to the number ten.'^

The assumption of Josephus,*^ that Berosus in his Chaldean

history made mention of Abraham, is shown by his own words

to be groundless ; for he could not find in Berosus even the

name of the 'great and just man learned in astrology,' who
lived among the Chaldeans in the tenth generation after the

Flood, and therefore only assumed arbitrarily that Abraham
was intended. According to all that we now know, on the con-

trary, Abraham's memory was preserved only in the Israelitish

histoiy, till Asia was opened to the Greeks and Romans by

the Macedonian conquests, and the Greek translation of the Old

Testament, as well as the spread of Judaism and Christianity,

excited a new curiosity respecting the history of this hero of

antiquity. But at that time the derivation of Abraham from

Ur-Chasdim (p. 283) misled the investigators in many ways.

Thinking that by the term Chaldeans could only be denoted

' All tlieEaLliinical stories about Aljr.i- givo him the title 6 irpfcrßvTepos, actuall}"

ham are now collected and elucidated in B. according to the Holy Scriptures, ii. p. 4G,

Beer's Leben Abraham's nach Auffassung or ch. xxsix. of his long oration on Abra-
der Jüdischen Sage, ^(ipHic, ISöd. ham (which contains nothing else pocu-

- Is. xli. 8; see 2 Chron. xx. 7 ; James liar). On the other hand, the work on
ii. 23 ; Clemens Eomanus Kp. ad Cor. Jonah ascribed to Philo (Aueher, ii. p.

X. xvii. ; Homil. xviii. 13; Abdias, ///aY. 002) docs certainly mention Patriarchs

Apost. iv. 5; and Melo ap. Euseb. rrcep. who were thrown into \\xv. Jire by Eaby-
Evang. ix. 19. Ionian tjTants.

' See the addition of the LXX. to Gen. ^ P. Aboth, v. 3.

xviii. 17. ° Ant. \. 7 ; repeated by Euscbiu.s, Prcep,
* b niffrhs firwuv/jios, Philo, 0])p. i. Ev. ix. 16.

p. 259. Piiilo, more strangely, -wishes to
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the liiglily civilised Clialdeans of Babylon ' at tlieir own day,

they conceived of Abraham and Joseph as Chaldeans distin-

guished respectively in astrology and in weights and measures,

and said that they both had gone to Egypt to instruct the

Egyptians in these arts as well as in the true religion.* This

view is in so far true, that these arts really appear to have pro-

ceeded more from the Babylonians than from the Egyptians,

and that there is distinct evidence that weights were introduced

from Babylon into Egypt.^ But that Abraham and Joseph were
the means of introducing them is a mere conjecture of those

writers. It is curious how fond the Greek writers were of this

particular idea, which became familiar to them from the celebrity

of the Chaldeans. Not only writers of the character and age

of Justin Martyr constantly speak of Abraham and Lot as

Chaldeans, but even in the Orphic poems'* the Chaldean sage is

undoubtedly meant for Abraham.
Among the ancient Arabs, far more than among the

Babylonians, we should expect to find independent traditions

of Abraham's early sovereignty and greatness. The fame of

Abraham was certainly wide-spread among the Arabs of the

interior long before Mohammed ; as their own ancestor and

hero, they transferred him, with Hagar and Ishmael, to Mecca,

regarded him as the builder of the far-famed sanctuary there,

the Caaba ; and gloried in the possession of an image of him
there, and of his footprint on the black stone. And in con-

formity with the Old Testament, they also distinguished as

Arahised, certain northern tribes supposed to be derived from

Ishmael, from the pure Arabs. We also possess some poetical

accounts from the pre-Islamite period, respecting Abraham,
as founder of the religious observances connected with the

Caaba.^ But it is quite evident that at the institution of

Islam, very vague traditions alone remained concerning him,

and that these were eagerly pursued by Mohammed for his own
special object. For the name of Abraham, as an ancient Ara-

bian prophet, was for Mohammed a weapon against both Jew

' There is an exact parallel to this ' See Böckh's Mciroliyischc Untersuch-

great transformation of the Chaldeans xtngcn, Berlin, 1838.

in that of the Toltecs, the former con- ^ Quoted by Aristohulus, under Pto-

querors of Mexico, into artists, after they lemy lY., in the third century before

had lost the sovereignty. Christ, in Eusebius, Prw}-). Ev. xiii. 12,

- Josephus, A7it. i. 8. 2. Eusebius, p. 665 Yig. I do not here notice the

Prcep. Ev. ix. 16-19, 23. See also Fabri- Nabatean fragments respecting Ibrahim

eins in the Cod^x P^eiidcpigr. Vcicris Test, the Canaanite from Kutha (see p. 283),

i. p. 556, 557. According to Eusebius, published by Ch-vrolson in 1859.

xvii., Eupolemus identified Ur-Chasdim * See the two lines in the Hamasa, p,

with a place in Babylonia named Urie, 125, 3 sq.

Otherwise Kamerinc; but see above, p. 283,
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and Christian ; Moliammed tlierefore eagerly canglit np all

attainable stories about bim, derived principally from the bigbly

coloured narratives of later writers, and afterwards worked tbem
up liimself with great freedom.^ But though his memory was
thus renewed in Islam, and certain scenes of his life depicted in

the most vivid colours, especially his contest with Nimrod and

the Babylonian idolaters, among whom was his own father
;
yet

all such narratives (except the truly Arabian idea of his having

lived and worked at Mecca) are very plainly derived from

Biblical sources : a single word of the Bible often serving as

the foundation of an entire history. Nothing distinct of what
the ancient Ishmaelites may have related, centuries before

Christ, of their progenitor, remained in these later times ; and

as the history of Job (Ayyub) was first known to the Arabs in

Christian times from the Old Testament,^ so ThrcJiwi's old

renown seems first to have been revived among them by the

Jews scattered through Arabia, and through the introduction

of Christianity.^ Only if it were possible to recover some far

earlier Arabian accounts, might we hope for much more impor-

tant aid to historical research.'* And though the Sabians, from

mere similarity of sound, attempted to identify the name of

' Koran, Siu\ ii. 118 sqq., 260 sqq.,

iii. 89 sq., i\. 124, vi. 7i sqq., ix. 115,

xi. 72 sqq., xiv. 38 sqq., xxi. 52 sqq.,

xxix. 1.5 sqq., xxxvii. 81 sqq., li. 24 sqq..

Ix. 4 sqq.
- Zcitsch. für d. Morg. iii. p. 234.
^ The stories about Ibrahim collected

by Arabic historians are noAr found most
complete in Tabari's Chronicle ; in which,
ho'wever, as given by Dubcux, i. p. 127-
194, two or tliree soiirces must have been
brought together with hardly any amalga-
mation. See also Jelaleldin's History of
Jerusalem, p. 320-377, ed. Eej-n. On care-

fully examining all this perplexed mass of

narratives, we find that 1. Some few are

genuine Arabic, relating to the Caaba;
2. The principal materials were derived

from the Koran, from other traditions

which had passed through the Rabbinical
sieve, and from the Old Testament itself.

But the coml>ination of such lieterogencous

elements occasioned no small difficulty

;

as in the question whether Isaac, accord-

ing to the Old Testament, or Ishmael,
according to the genuine Arabic view, was
the first-born, wliom his father was called

on to sacrifice ; and in that respecting the

name Azar, .-V given in the Koran to

Abraham's father, which seems to have
originated only in a false reading of the

VOL. I.

Qapä of the LXX. But along with these

we meet with some extremely naive stories

springing indeed merely from the combi-

nation of Arabic and Biblical elements,

but animated by a highly poetic spirit.

Ibrahim repeatedly visits Ishmael from

Syria, and Elijah-like creates and presents

on these occasions all the several treasures

of Mecca, &c., &c. W^hat is reported on

the transference of the guardianship of

the Caaba from the Ishmaelites to the

genuine Arabic tribe Jorham (Abulfida's

Ann. Antcisl.Tp. 192; comp. Tabai-i, p. .152

sq.), may perhaps deserve investigation.

But this transference is thrown so far

back, to the age of Näbit, or Kaidar (i.e.

theNabateans or Kedarites, Gen. xxv. 12),

sons of Ishmael, that we can scarcely ex-

pect to find any firmer ground there.

* A Chinese notice of Arabia has been

lately brought under discussion, in which

Ishmael, born at Mecca, but immediately

abandoned by his mother, digs in the soil

of the desert a deep well of healing water

;

see Schott in the Berliner A/cad. Moneiis-

berichic, 1849, p. 336 ; and compare Tabart,

p, 156. But this is not a primeval tradi-

tion independent of the Bible, if, as Schott

says in the Chinese S. L. p. 75, the notice

dates no farther back than Mohammedan
times.
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Abraham witli tliat of Bralima/ tlie notion lias not even the

remotest historical importance.

-

2. Isaac ; Esau.

With Isaac we arrive at the two j'onngest nations of this

great migration, the twelve tribes of Esau and the twelve

tribes of Jacob, where the clear daylight of national history

first breaks upon us ; while Esau and Jacob, as the two sons of

Isaac, still elude our gaze amid the dim morning mists of his-

torical antiquity. There can indeed be no question that the

two nations, Esau or Edom, and Jacob, are really the youngest

of the whole circle. With regard to Israel, this is a matter of

course; but also the nation of Edom, Israel's kindred race,

appears in the full light of history as a far fresher and more
vigorous people than Amnion or Moab, the next in affinitj' to

both. But it is also important to remember, that Esau is yet

the first-born son ; and that only the Mesopotamian mother has

a sjDecial attachment to the Mesopotamian Jacob. This nation

of Edom, Avhich throughout its entire history was recognised

by Israel as a brother race, and must originally have formed
part of one and the same nation, is certainly the elder ; and
in the olden time even predominated in power and prosperity.

This predominance was indeed attained during that period when
Israel was sinking deeper and deeper under Egyptian bondage

;

but even after the time of Moses, Edom long maintained its

position as an important and independent power, by the side

of the kindred race, notwithstanding the new and lofty aspira-

tions to which Israel had then awakened ; and in far later times

its ancient greatness and former precedence over Israel could

not easily be forgotten. Its head-quarters were still the land of

mountain and cavern whicli stretches southwards from the Dead
Sea to the Red, where Abraham and Isaac had once pitched

their tents, according to p. 305 sqq.; but its dominion must often

have extended far to the north, and have spread on the east

and west, over both sides of the Jordan valley. And we have
many indications that this rude and warlike mountain-race,
though always retaining that original type, were no strangers,

in their earlier and better days, to the arts of civilised life.

' Sec Sliabrastani's Elmilal, p. 444 sq., repealed even Ly Orientalists like Bolilen,
and Chwolsou's Ssahicr, i. p. 226 sqq., ii. to derive ALraliam from Brahma, and
p. 503, 743. Sarah from Sarasvaiu Worstof all, Julius

2 Quite inexcusable, therefore, is the Bvimn {Summen der Zeit, May, \^Q2), eu-
idea set np in our own times by the deavours thus to prove all the Patriarchs
AYiirzburg philosopher, J. J. "Wagner, an 1 uuhistorical personages.
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Tlie wisdom of Edom long retained its repute ;
' and one gleam

of the departed glory is still reflected to us in tlie Book of Job.
Early traditions also of important discoveries were transmitted
by Edom to the people of Israel.^ We shall explain further on
the causes of Edom's gradual decline after the time of Moses,
until it became wholly unable to cope successfully with Israel,

younger ' brother ' of the race.

The early glories of Edom are indeed reflected back upon
Isaac, the ancestor, and give to his history the most vivid

interest. The few accounts which we have of Isaac have evi-

dently been much tampered with by later narrators; but we
have every reason to doubt whether the earlier ones can have
had much to tell of this Patriarch. If Isaac was in truth what
his name— ' the Laughing,' that is, the kind and gentle—im-
plies,—if he, among the three Patriarchs, passed preeminently

for the type of that kindly and quiet nature which guards
its possession of its allotted share of worldly good through un-
pretending goodness and unwavering fidelity (p. 298), the old

legends could hardly have anything very remarkable or varied

to relate of him. As rightful son and heir, he had no need by
great deeds or great qualities to win for himself what was akeady
his. His greatness and his duty consisted only in the faithful

maintenance of these spiritual and material possessions ; and
to this, a firm, unruJ0Bed, and virtuous nature, even if unaccom-
panied by extraordinary powers of mind, was fully equal.

Isaac thus typifies the true child of the community, who by
faithful obedience and self-sacrifice even unto death, rewards

his parents' hopes and longings, toil and care ;
^ and thus earns

by merit a new title to what is already his by birth. In like

manner, his union withPebekah is the prototype of every happy

marriage, approved by parents, and blessed by God, as appears

in the beautiful story in chap. xxiv. And where the preliminary

conditions which, ought to precede every such undertaking are

of the kind here described—the design proceeding from a house-

hold animated by such paternal affection as that of Abraham,

' Pco vol. IV. p. 102 sq. -flliilo to devote to the history of this

^ As the Iraditiou in Gen. xxxvi. 24, of people the (for him) very long passage,

the discovery by hordsincn, following the Gen. xxxvi.

track of their asses, of the warm-l.aths s j^ Qreek parallel to the tradition of
(elsewhere celebrated) of that region; Isaac's deliverance liom death at the altar

..'f is the story of Phrixns son of Allianias, in

comp, the place (^^^;i^ U and its origin Apoliodorus, i. 9. I, embarrassed, hoAvevor,

according to Abdalhakani's narrative by much extr;, neons matter. A Hindu
(Weil's Geschichte dir Chalijhi, i. p. 285). parallel exists in the story of (^'nnahsepa ;

It also deserves notice that the autlior of see Ivoth in the Indische Sfitdicn, ii. p.

the Eook of Origins thought it worth 112 a(^q.

z 2
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and sucli filial devotion as tliat of Isaac, and directed with, sucli

purity of purpose towards so suitable an object (see p. 349 sq.)

—tlie journe}^ undertaken for its accomplishment will i^rove as

prosperous tlirougliout its course as that of Abraham's mes-

senger ;
^ and the bride, though like Eebekah she may never

have seen her destined husband, will be guided by as correct a

presentiment of success;^ and the lovers, before unknown to

each other, will from the inoment of their first unexpected meet-

ing, feel a love as true and lasting as Isaac and Eebekah.^

Then, as himself the head of a household, Isaac treads in

Abraham's footsteps, like him serving Jahveh, and protected

by Jahveh, harassed perhaps awhile by envious neighbours,

exposed by his gentle, peace-loving nature to many hostile

assaults
;
yet in the end, by quiet persistency and the secret

Avorking of the Divine blessing, gaining an honourable victory.

For what victory could there be more glorious than that his

very enemies sue for friendship and alliance with him as the

approved friend of God?'' All the accounts, therefore, of this

successor of Abraham in his independent character,' are but a

fainter copy, often only slightly modified, of Abraham's words

and deeds ; differing principally in this, that Isaac appears

throughout a person of less power and independence, and there-

fore more exposed to hostile attacks. But although so little

that is special or distinctive is found in our present accounts

of Isaac, this is no reason whatever for treating his history as

an unreality. Even the very peculiar locality in the Holy Land
which every tradition so distinctly assigns to him, according to

p. 305, proves upon what firm historic ground his memory Avas

indestructibly based. He sojourned only in scattered portions of

the parched-up southern land.*^ These portions were his chiefly

as an inheritance from his father ; and even this heritage he

could not wholly maintain as his own ; though, according to the

' Geu. xxiv. l-Gl. described, especially by Vaiidevelde(/S(/m
^ vv. 57, 58. aiid Palestine, ii. p. 136 sqq.). The name
^ VY. 62, 67 ; for the interpretation of probably denoted originally Seven Wells,

these -words, so far as they present any not witlistanding the more exalted applica-

difficnlty, see my AltcrtMlmer, p. 269 sq., tion given to it in the old narrative of

and what is said in my Lehrbuch, p. 327, Geu. xxi. 28 sqq. Compare «the place

on the corresponding words in Gen. xx. ^

16. Even at the present day, the uube-
_^_, ^^^ mentioned in Gueriu's VoTjage

trothed maidens of the Tuarik wear no -^ • ^•
veil; see Hanotean, Grammaire de la Archeolor/iqtte, i. -p. 256. Through a dia-

Lanqnc Tamach;/:, p. xi.K. lectic difference, accordiugto my L'hrhuch,

•"Geu. xxvi. 12-33; comp. Job xlii. § 283 d, the numeral miglit be placed last.

S sq.
'^^6 'v;^ Lahai-Eoi is perhaps identical

^ Gen. xxvi. 1-33. with the LeJcich, which in Vandevelde's
' Beersheba, the most important of these map lies somewhat to the north of

places, has now been discovered and Beersheba.
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tradition, fortune appears in tlie end to liave become somewhat
more favonrable to him. But it is plain that from tlie early

records of other nations less definite information may be

looked for concerning Isaac than concerning either of tlie other

Patriarchs.'

As Isaac is never mentioned but under one name, he appears

to us always under the same simple character :—a good, true-

hearted father; a contented, inoffensive, pious man; called to

no sjjecial career of ambition or duty, but attaining aU the

more surely to quiet domestic happiness. Very different is the

hero of the double name, next to be described, whose twofold

appellation expresses in itself the two-sided aspect of his

nature and his fortunes.

3. Jacob-Iseael.

With him must have begun a new and important develop-

ment in the history of the ancient movements of the Hebrew
tribes towards the south. This lofty position is assigned to

him by the whole complexion of the popular tradition, as a

great hero, and as father of the special nation, Israel.^ As
we have already seen (p. 292), the position which he occupies

among the twelve prototypes, and especially among the three

Patriarchs, shows him to have been the last admitted into an
already existing cycle of typical personages. But it is not

finally the individual greatness of the hero which effects his

entrance into this sacred circle. His distinctive rank in tradi-

tion is always as Father of the House of Israel ; his name retains

its perennial significance only as the head of a new and mighty
people ; and thus his admission as third and youngest into the

typical cycle of Patriarchs, indicates that a new Hebrew race

of fresh vigour and special endowments had sprung up on the

same soil where the Hebraic tribes represented by Abraham
and Isaac had already .Avon a place in histor}^ It was only

this new race, which, mingling with parts of the older tribes,

and gaining strength thereby, was to become that peculiar

people of Canaan, now immortalised under the name of Israel.

' No ono surely will think of connecting Abraham arc used only iii poetry to

our Isaac witli the Efzyptian 'Itrai/cJs in designate the people of Israel ; Ahi-aham

Plutarch's De hide et Osiri, xxix, notwith- being moreover only found thus cmploj-cd

standing that ho is there classed Avith at a somewhat late period (thougli allu-

Typhon. sivoly in Is. xxix. 22, and also, at least

* It is not to be overlooked, but indeed after Jacob, in Micah vii. 20; comp. Is.

agrees perfectly with the previous ex- xli. 8, 9 ; li. 1, 2; Ixi. IC); but Isaac

planation, that tho names Isaac and somewhat earlier, ei^pccially in Amos,
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Of tlie immediate occasion of this great movement in tlie

very middle of tlie Patriarchal period, and the exact manner in

which it was accomplished, only some few points can now be

ascertained, while the greater number remain quite obscure.

Yet to a keen explorer some significant traces are discoverable in

the darkness, and leave no doubt on the main point with which

we are here concerned. On the one hand, Jacob's kindred in

Mesopotamia are expressly styled ' Arameans ' in the Book of

Origins ; ^ and the special district of that wide region where

they dwelt is called the Aramean Yoke,^ being the plain around

Harran, midway betwixt the two mountain-ranges. Thence

sprang the mother, who of her two sons loves only Jacob, the

younger (p. 338) ; and even he might himself be called an Ara-

mean when any importance attached to his derivation from

that foreign land.^ But taking these very accounts in their

true sense, nothing is more certain or self-evident than that

neither Jacob himself nor any of his kindred beyond the

Euphrates were of Aramean blood ; consequently they can only

have been called Arameans, because the north-eastern land

where they had then dwelt Avas so inundated by Aramean

tribes, that the region itself, and even the Hebrews still linger-

ing there, might be commonly known as Aramean ; a rough

distinction being generally made between the lands of the Ara-

means and those of the Canaanites. On the other hand, we

have already in a different connection observed of the Abori-

ginal Hebrew tribes of the Nahoreans and Damascenes, that

they must, after Abraham's time, have been more and more

broken up by the encroachments of the Arameans (p. 310 sqq.) ;

and even Abraham, according to p. 301 sqq., was compelled to

defend himself and the Canaanites against the repeated inroads

of these north-eastern nations.

Taking all together, it is clear that during the period when

Jacob, the Mesopotamic-Hebrew chief, fii'st shines forth from

the darkness, a great movement of the Arameans must have

taken place in the same region from which Abraham had been

1 Gen. sxv. 20, xxviii. 5 ; and in like named from the city, if only because

manner in the Third Xarrator, xxxi. 20, Hosea(xii. 13), alluding to Jacob's history,

24. interprets that ancient name by the com-
2 This is the literal meaning of the mon Hebrew, the Field of Aram. This

name D")S H? (^^g Jahrb. derSibl. Wiss. name is now found only in the Eook of

iv. p. 156), "from 13 or nSX, to bind P^gl^^^
the later narrators always men-

(to twist). Arabic geographers, indeed,
tion instead the well-known city Harran.

speak of a city in that district, Tell ^ Deut. xxri. 5 ; 'a poor (lit.
_
lost)

FiJdihi, which may have thence derived Aramean was my father^ (a proposition of

its name (Chwolson's Ssdbier, i. p. 304)

;

state) ; Jacob's antecedents being here

but the land itself cannot have been viewed only on this dark side.
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driven by similar causes to emigrate. After Abraham's depar-
ture the Hebrews in those lauds must have been more and
more harassed ; till Jacob at length shook himself free, and
arrived safely with his people in Canaan, where he restored the
Hebrew power, somewhat flilleu into decay after Abraham's
death, though only a portion of the Hebrews in Canaan attached

themselves closely to him and his followers. Through him
much was doubtless done to strengthen and maintain both the

power of the Hebrews in Canaan, and all such fitting obser-

vances in all departments of their life, as had their origin in

Abraham's household. Yet in matters of religion it would
seem as if this second stream of Hebrew migration had also

brought with it some admixture of less pure elements from the

north-east. The images of household gods {Tercq-tldm) which
maintained their place for ages in many houses of Israel,' are

indeed spoken of as objects of reverence only to Jacob's wives

and their father Laban, not to Jacob himself; but the conse-

cration of a stone, as the firm immovable object towards Avhich

the looks and words of the worshipper must be directed, bears

every indication of originating wdth the Shepherd -hero himself,

and was on that ground long retained among his posterity.-

' The Shepherd of the Stone of Israel ' became the most ex-

pressive title for the God of the great Shepherd-hero.^

1) This historical conception of Jacob is, moreover, con-

firmed in detail by a multitude of remarkable reminiscences of

him. Of these the most important is that relating to the ear-

liest portion of his career, and thus bearing upon all the rest :

—

the memory of his migration from Harran in Mesopotamia, with

wives and children, people and possessions. Nothing can more
plainly testify that under him a new and victorious portion of

the Hebrew race pushed forwards into Canaan from the lands

where they had been cradled, than this memory of his life, which

puts him in contrast with Isaac, Esau, and others, and on an

equality with Abraham ; more especially as we shall afterwards

see that by the twelve children whom he is rei)resented as

bringing with him from Harran, more is meant than twelve

individuals. That among the various Hebraic tribes which have

pushed forward towards the south-west, that which bears this

hero's name has displayed a most peculiar character, and played

a very special part in history; and that although the youngest

and outwardly weakest, it was yet the subtlest, cunningest, and

' See above, p. 322, and my Altcrtlmmcr, 1 7 sqq.

J-).
296 sqq. ' According totlio ancient testimony in

- See the Jahrh. chr Bihl. Wiss. x. p. the Bkssing on Joscpb, (Jeu. xlix. 21.
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most pliable, and thus eventually the conqueror of them all, is

plainly taught by the history of all following ages, commencing

with its very first appearance. In many respects its original

position might be likened to that of the Franks among the

German nations by whom the Eoman empire was crushed. But

as these had first to make a way for themselves over the strata

of kindred nations which were dominant before them, so the

tradition of a new Hebrew immigration under Jacob-Israel

is certainly a most accm-ate remembrance of the origin of the

power wielded by them in Canaan and Egypt.

Another ancient feature of the legend is this :—that the hero

enters Canaan as Jacob, but here gains for himself the new

conqueror's title of Israel ^ Both names were indeed employed

almost without distinction in common speech, and even in the

hero's own history are not always kept so distinct as might

have been expected (compare p. 94). But in itself Israel—God's

Warrior—was indisputably the higher name, befitting a hero

who, strengthened by God, had endured the hardest conflicts,

and achieved godlike victories. Now it is certainly possible

that a grea.t man may through his life and deeds have won for

himself in later years a new and higher name, which would be

used in addition to the first, or perhaps entirely supersede it ;
^

but it is never to be forgotten that the hero of whom we are

now speaking is also regarded as the father of the whole nation,

and therefore his names have also a special importance as

national names. When a country, a nation, or even a single

city, bears several names, there is an antecedent probability

that these names preserve the memory of some great changes in

its rulers. As we know that the same city bore the Israelitish

name Bethel, but also the older Canaanite name of Luz (p. 304),

thus preserving its history, as inhabited first by Canaanites and

afterwards by Hebrews, so the names Kirjath-arba^ and Hebron,

Jebus and Jerusalem, were doubtless exchanged only because

these cities were governed at different periods by very different

nations. One of the best examples of the change in national

names lies close at hand, in Jacob-Israel's own brother : in the

three names Seir, Edom, Esau, we have a clear indication that

the Aboriginal race that called itself Seir was first subjugated

by Canaanites bearing the name Edom, and then (together with

* Gen. XXXV. 10-15, according to the Solomon-Jedidiali, 2 Sam. xii. 34, 35.

Book of Origins ; xxxii. 23-33, according ^ Tliis might mean originally Four

to the Third Narrator ; who, however, here Cities, as Beersheba, according to p. 340,

as elsewhere, probably made use of the is Seven Wells ; and it is possible that the

First Narrator. di-eaded chief Ärba (p. 230) obtained bis

- As Gideon-Jerutbaal, Judges vi-viü ;
name from it.
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the latter) by Hebrews bearing the name Esau :
^ the last name,

however, never entirely superseding the two first ; and that of

Edoni in particular continuing to be very frequently used in

common life. In like manner, the tribe which in the north

be3"ond the Euphrates had borne the name of Jacob, and immi-

grated under that name into Canaan, doubtless took from its

victorious leader its new name Israel, only when by mixture

with older Hebraic tribes in that land it had there grown into a

mighty people. And while the memory of two great epochs of

the early history is thus preserved, other traces are discovered

in the very earliest traditions, which tend in the same direction,

indicating that this people must have grown up in Canaan from

a double stem. Thus Jacob-Israel has two wives, of very dif-

ferent natures ; his children are divided between two very dis-

similar families, and these again group themselves around Judah
(Reuben) and Joseph. Joseph and Benjamin are indeed the only

two of the later family, and Benjamin is even a child of Canaan

;

while Ephraim, who is closely connected with Joseph, indicates

an admixture of the Canaanite element. We shall afterwards

pursue this subject further ; but thus much is clear, that the

change of name recorded of Abraham and Sarah in the Book of

Origins (p. 324) can only be an imitation of the story of the

change of Jacob's name to Israel, because in this latter case

there is an important historical reason for the change, and the

two mames are perfectly distinct from each other and both in

poimlar use ; whereas in the former, the reason assigned is

factitious ; and the change itself is onl}^ an ingenious and

scarcely perceptible modification of the same name.

But one constant feature appears in all the stories about

Jacob : he is always, as his name denotes, the Crafty. Whether
he crosses the Euphrates or the Jordan, he is the same. In the

whole Hebrew legend he plays much the same part (at least in

his lower or human character) as Ulysses in the Greek. It

* Seir may be nearly equivalent in force its inhabitants Edoni has al\vays been the

to Esau

—

kain/, rough ; to be understood prevailing name (see xxxii. 4 [3] ; sxxiii.

originally of the rough mountain-land ; in 16). See also above, p. 234. The name of

history it appears as the land of the the neighbouring land Uz also (p. 311)
Ilorites (p. 226) ; and as the oldest name seems to be only an abbreviation from
(Gen.xxxvi. 20-30; comp. ver. 9), although Esau; and the later Arabs unite both in

the Last Narrator plays xipon the name
the name, ^\. J.mison/m Lands of

on occasion of Esau s birth, m Gen. xxv. Lrr^
25. On the other hand, according to all ^^«^ ^^^^C' '• P- ^32 sq., finds traces of the

tradition, Esau is the most recent and ancient Idumeans among the Eellahs of

the proper Hebrew name, and therefore Wadi-Miisa
; itkjia^^i however, is not

also the name of the ruler aiicl the ruling
^^ Gen.'xxxvi. 3 sqq., but pro-

race; interchanging with Edom (Gen. "r-.vf ^^

'

*

xxxvi. 18, 19), but called also Father of Ij^^ly identical with Batseba.

Edom (vv. 9, 43) ; for the country and
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miglit indeed be supposed that tliis feature in the portrait of

the Patriarch was only sublimated from the character of the

^losaic people, and intended to trpifj an overdone intellectual

cleverness, often perhaps passmg into really reprehensible de-

ception and unstraightforwardness, which we observe in the

Hebrew people in times nearer to our own. Indeed the Prophets ^

often typify such national sins in the person of this Patriarch,

who, as the nearest in time, is most truly the father of the na-

tion, and therefore, more appropriately than Abraham or Isaac,

is made to reflect both the characteristic virtues and the distinc-

tive failings of the nation. But we have evidence very remark-

able likewise in another point of view, that both the use and

the meaning of this word, which is obviously the more ancient

appellation, have come down to us from an age when there can

have been no thought of the future nation of which the prophets

were thinking. For we possess a very full account of decep-

tions practised betvreen Jacob and Laban—a very curious piece,

which might reaUy be called the Hebrew Comedy of Errors,

planned with such evident art and so well worked out that we
may with justice suppose it to have been formerly represented

by actors at popular festivals and thence afterwards transferred

to narrative.* But the tale, when traced back to its original

idea, was obviously intended to represent the struggle between

the crafty Hebrews on the opposite banks of the Euphrates

;

showing how the southern Hebrews gained the upper hand in

the contest, and the northern were driven off with derision. In

such wise, probably for whole centuries, the two kindred tribes,

Xahor (or Laban) and Israel, on the northern boundary of

Palestine, may have wrangled together, now in sport, now in

sober earnest, with mutual taunts and attempts to overreach one

another. And since after the time of Moses no such connec-

tion any longer existed between them (unquestionably because,

according to p. 311 sq., the Ai-ameans had thrown themselves

between them by occupying Damascus), we must admit this to

be a fragment of the primeval history, which shows us in what

very early times Israel was already recognised as a people able

to hold its own agrainst far neater nations. TVhen we further

remark that, in close connection with the foregoing, the First

• Hosea, xiL 4 sq. [3 sq.], speaks how- Trith the general drift of the passage : we
ever without any snch insinuation : bat mn&t not here allow onrselres to l>e misled

utterances such, as Is. xliii. 27. xlviiL 8, bv the expression thyßrd father, for this

certainly are to the point. But in Is. means no more than /or^/ciAer. They are

xliii. 27, we must understand Jacob only, all forefathers or patriarchs, but this one

and not Abraham, s^nce the latter would only is the Forefather cf I^ad.
neither make sense in itself, nor accord - Gen. xxix. 15-xxsiL 1 [xxxL 55].
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Narrator vividly describes the frontier-stones and covenantal
monuments erected between these two nations on Mount Gilead/
and that this also guides us to a period far removed in cha-

racter and history from the Mosaic, we cannot doubt that we
here come upon vestiges of the actual primeval history of the

tribes of Israel, of similar character to others which we shall

notice in the sequel. This story of the boundary between the

northern and the southern Hebrews certainly presents very gro-

tesque images of the ancient chiefs Laban and Jacob. Laban
and his people, when about to conclude a treaty of peace, erected

a watch-tower {Mizpah), as if for a watchman on the part ofthat

God who looks down from his height to keep watch over oath and
covenant ; and Jacob not only erects a memorial column, but
causes his people to pile up a lofty mound of stones {Gilead),

which may serve as a table either for sacrifice or for the

common repast which is to solemnise the covenant. Laban
then swears by the Mound and the Watch-tower, Jacob by
the Mound also and by the Column, and both parties thus

commemorate the solemn compact, which is to banish for all

future time every occasion of strife between the two kindred

houses and nations.^ Now this cohmm, no doubt, was once to

be seen as a landmark on Mount Gilead^ (p. 21, 303), and was
erected there by human hands; the watch-tower was the city and
fortress of Mizpah, on one of the heights of Gilead ; the mound
was the rocky mountain-range of Gilead itself. It thus seems

' That the account in Gen. xxxi. 44-öi, remarks by the Last Narrator, who indeed

although it has passed through the hands must unquestionably have «•ritten them,
of the Third and Fifth Narrators, is But nSVöH thus neither makes the syntax
originally derived from the First Narrator, ^f the' sentence sufficiently clear (for
IS shown not only by its general purport,

^^y ^^j ^t to precede, as in verse 52), nor
but by the phraseology in the antique .

t-
_ , . ., . .

and unusual expression n^^;^ inS, vcr. is even intelligible in itself
;
since,_though

'.''; " '"
, ri3-'i»J3n in vv. 51, 52 was explained in

53 (comp. ver. 42); and in that of the "^•^--"-' win,
breihrcn of Jacob and of Laban (see ver. 45, nsySH ^vasnot. ^\ e should here

above, p. 312), by the description in w. 46, reflect also liow much more suitalilo it is

54, of the covenant being concluded there that both parties should swear either by
and then at a repast (just as in xxvi. 30

; something common to the two, as tha
Ex. xxiv. 4-11), and by the mention of Mound (a masculine noun), or each by
the covenant itself (see p. 69 sq.). something special to himself—the one by

•^ It cannot be denied that the extant tlie Pillar, the other by the Watch-tower

text of VT. 45-54 is very obscure, chiefly C^oth feminines
; for there is an oln'ious

because the mention of the Watch-tower, purpose even in the change of gender),

in ver. 49, is quite unexpected, and, placed We would, therefore, rather suppose that

where it is, even destroys the natural the Last Narrator, who in ver. 48 sq. adds

context of the speech. Wo might suppose explanatory remarks of his own, omitted

that only Laban pronounced the oath, and to mention the Watch-tower after v.r. 44,

that liis speech, beginning vv. 48-50, was "^ '^^'ell as the word nnj? in ver. 49 ;
and in

merely resumed and completed in 51-53
; ver. 51 transposed the names of Laban

then tlie words fromn ^y,ver. 48, andagain ''^"'^^ Jacob. More might be argued to the

r _..:.. .rv^ i.i'
' ,/ ••'', s same effect.

fl•om'^:^•^^,ver.49totheend(comp.xxll.l4), 3 j^^ges x. 7, xi. 11, 31.

should bo omitted, as being merely two
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that tradition formerlj^ spoke of the whole momitaiu as having

been piled np by Jacob and his followers in their border- strife

with Laban, while the solitary fortress on its commanding emi-

nence was the work of Laban—much like the Phenician legend

of the Pillars of Hercules. But precisely this grotesque con-

ception of the underlying legend, so foreign to the spirit of the

Mosaic age, carries us back to a very early period, and shows us

traces of the very oldest narrator.

There yet remains one most distinctive feature of the legend:

Jacob appears thi-oughout as the great Sheplierd of antiquity.

In this character he stands out distinct among the three Patri-

archs ; all the separate traditions respecting him seem to breathe

the same perfume of pastoral life. His badge is the shepherd's

staff. But he is honoured not merely as the great inventor of

various j)astoral arts, but also as one who, like a god, could

overcome all by strength of arm and fist.* Even in this latter

character, many earlier myths have been unconsciously trans-

ferred by the love and reverence of his descendants to him, the

last especial father of their race (p. 289 sq.) ; and for centuries

the people seem to have delighted in the thought that in him,

their veritable ancestor, they might boast of a rival to the heathen

Hercules or Apollo. Nor can it be denied that the memory of

this favourite hero long threw even that of Abraham into the

background, until after Moses' time it could be revived under

more propitious circumstances. But in all this lies a clear

consciousness that the Hebrews, as a roving ^Dastoral people,

such as they became under Jacob, were in early times very

different from the Arameans and Canaanites. And with this

simple way of life that simple religious w^orship which, accord-

ing to p. 343, had a sacred stone as its central symbol, harmon-

ised most perfectly.

2) If such is clearly the foundation of Jacob's history, with

its manifold legends, it becomes at once evident that he was

originally designated as a son of Isaac only in the sense in

which such relationships are generally to be understood of

nations and tribes, as will be presently explained anew in refer-

ence to the sons of Jacob himself. By fusion of his own people

with Isaac's tribe, Jacob became son of him and twin-brother

of Esau; and if Esau is invariably regarded as the elder brother,

this is onl}' a fresh confirmation of the opinion that Jacob's

own arrival was of later date, and that only a portion of Isaac's

people and tribes became blended with the new immigrants

' Besides Geu. xxix. 1-10, already meutioned, see especially sxx. 31-43 ;
xsxii.

25-33 [24-32].
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wlio bore Jacob's name. It will be shown in tlie proper place

tliat, even as late as the time of Moses, Israel's position with
regard to Edom seems that of a kindred but weaker nation,

but that in the earliest times a close defensive alliance appears

to have subsisted between them. But even the account of

the meeting between the two brothers on Jacob's arrival from

Mesopotamia' bears still unmistakable traces of this old feel-

ing of Esau's preponderance and magnanimity. It represents

Esau as having always been dominant in Edom ; whereas,

according to the Book of Origins, it was only after Isaac's

death that the brothers separate, and Esau by an amicable

arrangement with his brother migrates into Edom.^ It depicts

very clearly the relative position of the two brothers, like that

in which the two brother-nations stood to each other in the

days of Moses and the Judges ; and although the Last Narrator

makes many additions, and freely recasts the whole, his ac-

count, both in its general substance and in various isolated

expressions,^ may be traced back with certainty to the Earliest

Narrator.

But when it had once become a settled idea, that in this

sense Jacob and Esau were brothers, and sons of Isaac, the

legend of Jacob's immigration into Canaan could then be most
easily maintained by considering it onl}^ a return to the land

of his father Isaac.^ And the Book of Origins, which contains

the earliest demonstrable account preserved to us, assigns a

reason, quite in harmony with the spirit of the age, why Jacob,

born in Canaan, passed early over Jordan and Euphrates—not

to return thence till he had become the true Jacob-Israel, and got

wives and children, wealth and power. For when this book was
written, an ever-widening breach had for generations divided

the two nations, formerly so closely leagued together, and Edom
had been actually subjugated by David (p. 75 sq.). Edom had
also visibly fallen away from the higher religion, and become
friendly to the practices of the Canaanites, in the same degree

as Israel had remained true to the former and receded from
the latter. This book,-^ therefore, assigns Esau's Canaanite

marriages as the immediate cause of the brothers' separation,

' Gen. sxxii. 4 [3]-xxxiii. 17. * Just think ho-«- differently we shoiild
'^ According to Gen. xxxr. 29 ; xxxvi. judge of Jacob's origin, bud we only the

6, 7 ; which is not opposed to the statement brief notice in Deut. xxvi. 4, where, for a
in xxA'iii. 9 of the same book. special object (to insist, namely, on his

* As t^33, Gen. xxxii. 18 [17], xxxiii. 8, original poverty and mean estate), ho is

compared" with Ex. iv. 24, 27; and on called—not entirely without historic truth

theotherhand,y33, Gen.xxviii.il, xxxii.
—«"ATamoan!

,
-^-^ * Gen. XXVI. 34, 3Ö, xxvii. 46-xxviii. 9.

1 [xxxi. .j.J] ; Ex. V. 3, 20.
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and of Jacob's journey beyond the Euphrates. As Ishmael,

according to tlie same narrator, had by an Egyptian marriage

wholly separated himself from the pure blood of Abraham/ so

in like manner Esau, through his union with two Canaanite

women. This alienates his parents from him ; and Isaac, urged

by Eebekah, sends the second son, with his full blessing, to his

kindred beyond the Euphrates. It avails little that Esau then,

as if to amend his fault, takes another wife, who is at least

of the house of Ishmael. Jacob consequently was to find in

Laban the man on whom he might prove himself ' The Crafty,'

and whom he should overcome by well-devised artifice ; while

Esau, of whose expedition into Edom and settlement there

during Isaac's lifetime ^ the present work gives no explanation

or particulars whatever, comes to meet him on the frontier when
returning from Mesopotamia: an equivocal act, not prompted
by memory of the quarrels or deadly feuds of their youth, but

rather the self-assertion of one who has not yet finally relin-

quished his birthright claim upon Canaan, and waits first to

observe Jacob's behaviour. And indeed, throughout the whole

of the earlier narrative,^ no stress whatever is laid upon childish

quarrels or previous causes of offence : the actual battle-field

witnesses simply a trial of wits between the crafty Jacob and
the no less crafty Laban,— it being manifestly the most suit-

able to match subtlety against subtlety.

However, this true Hebrew Corned}^ of Errors, to which we
have alluded (p. 046) as adopted by the Last Narrator, is not
derived from the Book of Origins ; but, as now extant, bears

every trace, like much else relating to Jacob's life, of being by
the Third ISTarrator.' And although we receive it from the Last
Narrator abridged here and there and mutilated from the very
beginning,'^ yet the fine plan of the whole is still intelligible,

and the unic[ue narrative breathes throughout a true poetic

spirit, felt by every susceptible reader ; so that we seem often

' Gen. sxi. 21. = At xsls. 15 sqq., Laban is aLruptly
- Gen. sxsii. -1 [3]. described as a crafty man, though not the
* Gen. sxxii. 4 [3] sqq. slightest hint had previously been given
* That this does not originate "with llic of his character. Then, some account of

Lost Narrator, is clear from the method Laban's further tricks in the compact
in -which he treats the narr.itive beginning concerning the flocks, and his repeated
at Gen. xxix. 15; but there is quite as though unavailing alterations of that com-
littlo trace of the Book of Origins, of pact, shoiild manifestly hare preceded ch.
yhich the style and manner appear only xxxi. 1 ; M-liich is rendered certain by the
in the account of Jacob's removal from allusion to them in xxxi. 7-10. IfoM-much
Mesopotamia in xxxi. 18 ; comp, xxxvi. 6. the Last Narrator omitted and altered in
Some indications -nhich point to the Third xxxi. 44-54, has been already explained
Narrator we have already mentioned at at p. 347.

p. 99.
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to catcli tlie dance and music of actual verse.^ Elsewhere also

in the writings of this author, similar outbursts of poetic feel-

ing, though hardly actual verse, may be remarked.

3) It is then by the Fourth Narrator, and still more by the

Fifth, that the life of this Patriarch has been cast into the

shape which has won for it an imperishable memory. In the

time of the latter especially, the breach between the two nations,

Israel and Edom, had been gradually widening into a deadly

feud, which endured for centuries, and determined in great part

the history of the kingdom of Judah (see p. 107 sqq.). The
image of this fearful struggle between the two nations and
religions naturally intrudes into the writer's conception of the

primeval history, and gives its prevailing tone to that. The
quarrel with Esau thus becomes the sole pivot on which revolves

the eventful life of Jacob, until, victorious over all opposition,

he appears in old age as the recognised successor of Abraham
and Isaac. Here again we find an exemplification of the prin-

ciple that any considerable transplanting of a whole department
of popular legends can only flow from a great change in the

fortunes of the peoples themselves. But it is equally noteworthy,

that the venerable legend of Jacob's life is now not merely

expanded in bulk, but imbued with a far deeper moral signifi-

cance, and reproduced in a new form of higher poetic beauty.

The sharp antithesis in Jacob's inner life is now for the first

time brought prominently forward. Jacob, by birth the younger,

and consequently the inferior, yet impelled by some mysterious

higher power to supreme rule, from his early years fights his

way up, contending with unwearied energy against Esau, and
even under the most unfavourable circumstances never shrinks

from beginning the struggle again—true type of the character

of the wrestler, never wholly subdued, with resources for every

exigency, and skill to meet every difficulty. But since in this

upward struggle against the savage but honest Esau, he had
at first made use of artifices prompted by the headstrong im-

pulse of the moment, but not sanctioned by duty or religion,

he deservedly brings on himself his brother's deadly persecu-

tion ; is compelled to wander forlorn and helpless far from the

land of his fathers, and becomes involved in a Ion» succession

of severe troubles and sufferings ; with the hope of at last

emerging from the severe ordeal as from a new birth—no
longer the crafty wrestler, but the real ' God-wrestler ;

' thus

consummating at last an enduring triumph over Esau. This

' As in the 'winged words' between Gilciid, xxxi. 26-30, 3G-42 ; lienco also

LuLau and Jacob at their meeting in poetical expressions such as *f)535, v. 39.
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is tlie new idea tliat liere strives for expression, pervading and
animating' all.

a.) In tlie very first mention of the brothers, even before

their birth, the narrator takes occasion to indicate beforehand

the inevitable final issue, already fore-ordained in the Divine

purpose. If Jacob, with God's help, is ultimately to triumph

over all, and to overcome Esau the elder-born, this can only

be through some special indwelling spiritual force, whose origin

can be referred to no definite epoch in his life : neither to his

advanced age, his youth, nor his birth.' The twins struggle

even in their mothers womb, thus foreshadowing the great

future struggle between the nations ; and an oracle declares

that the issue will be the triumph of the younger son (and

people). Thus also, in their very birth, the younger seizes the

elder b}^ the heel, as if irresistibly impelled to pass him and

wrest from him his natural right—the first occasion on which

Jacob's name is interpreted as the 'Heel- Grasper,' ' one who
tries to trip another up from behind,' the ' Crafty.'^

But this is only an attempt, after the manner of this narrator,

to foreshadow at a glance the leading interest of the whole

following history ; the actual career of the twins then proceeds

to its development, quite independently of this j)redestiuation

;

yet to this the ultimate issue at last returns. The opposite

natures of the two brothers are however early manifested (Gen.

XXV. 27-3-1). If Esau, the rough huntsman, earns our contempt

for the levity with which, in mere craving after momentary
gratification, he trifles away his birthright,^ the quiet home-
loving Jacob, who craftily works on him to this end,^ certainly

merits ]io praise. But such boy's play furnishes a telling hint

of the future.

But the bold venture made in the ensuing narrative of Gen.

xxvii. 1-45, as to the anticipation of the birthright by Jacob,

was justified in the first place by the established notion of Jacob

as The Crafty : a characteristic easilj^ transferred to the mother,

naturally partial to the weaker and gentler child ; especially as

from a higher point of view this bestowal of the parental blessing

on Jacob was considered justifiable. For, in the time of the

' Comp, sucli expressions as Jer. i. 5. him in Heb. si. 16, 17, is so far not inap-
* Gen. xxT. 20-23, comp, xxvii. 36

;

propriate.

comp. Hosea xii. 4. Similar conceptions '' Qp\, in Gen. xxt. 27, cannot possibly

and stories miglit easily arise
;
comp. Gen gi^j^ify Mamdcss, honest ; since that idea

xxxviu. 28-30 ;
Apollodorus, ii 2 1 ;

and ha^nonises neither with the context nor
strikingly similar is the story of the birth

^.j^i^ ^^^ character of the Crafty ; nor has
of Ormnzd and Ahriman, as told by Lznik,

^l^^ ^.^^^^ ^,^jg meaning anywhere in prose.
Against Hcresief,\\.\. excepting Job i, ii. It must here rather

» The severe judgment pronounced on ^^ connected with n% and signify iuicf.
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later narrator, a higher destiny had long subjected Edom to the

Hebrews, thus giving- to the latter the birthright-blessing of the

elder race. But at the same time the difficulty had become ap-

parent of keeping so wild and warlike a people as Edom long

in subjection (p. 107 sq.). Supposing such a struggle to have

been already of long duration, it might indeed be thought that

Isaac, beguiled at first by the arts of Jacob and his mother,

must yet in that solemn moment have been inspired by true

prophecy to bless the younger son instead of the elder ;
' but that

Esau did then arrive just in time to win by urgent pleading

the one blessing, that by strenuous resistance he should be

able at last to break his brother's yoke. The narrator repre-

sents Isaac as having recourse on this occasion to a more de-

licious repast, in order to rouse the prophetic faculty ; as all the

weaker forms of prophecy seize upon physical irritants to their

exercise ;
^ a conception which accords well with 1 he position

generally assigned by tradition to Isaac as the least spiritual of

the three Patriarchs. And though it is of the very essence of

the narrative that these prophetic declarations respecting the

position of the two brothers should be authoritative, yet the

narrator, far from approving Jacob's deception, represents him
as flying from Esau's merited hatred ; and skilfully leads back
the thread of the history to the earlier legend, where Jacob is

sent forth, with his fiither's blessing, to seek a fitting wife among
his kindred in the far north-east.

b.) It was this disastrous state, however, which first opened
to Jacob the possibility of true amendment and self-conquest,

wherein his heart should at last rise superior to its own guile.

Driven forth from the happy paternal hearth, and wandering-

helpless in a strange land, he is forced to fix his hope more
steadfastly than ever on Jahveh, and, whatever his labour or

his subtlety, beware of encountering the Just One with deceit.

Thus was deliverance yet possible for him. And that Jahveh will

never abandon one who trusts in him, least of all when striving

darkly forward to a doubtful future, is beautifully indicated by
the Fourth Narrator, in that passage of rare grandeur, which he

places at the beginning ofJacob's history.^ Here the wanderer,
still but a few days' journey from the parental home, is com-
pelled to pass the night in the fields, his head resting on a hard

' Following the similar but older story added that tlio QiJJ^n i" !•''• xvii. 8, us a

'"?Z;l1Tk\. 42, 44.
^""^^'^^^^'^" «* I'^Pn-lb^n. can be only

s Gen. xxviii. 10-22 ; see p. 104 sq., 112, very slightly different from n'lM- since in

303 sq., and my Alter/fmm.cr, p. 301. To Lovit. xxvi. 30 the two arc conjoined,
this passage of the Al'cr/hii/ucr may bo

VOL. I. A A
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stone ; and j^^st tlien, in this hardest and most forlorn plight,

sees the heavens open and the Deity made graciously manifest;

receives the snblimest promises and enconrageraents, and vows

himself with fresh ardoin% as one new-born, to the service of

Jahveh. A somewhat similar account seems indeed, according

to XXXV. 1-15, to have already occupied the same place in the

earlier history ; but when we now read that Jacob at once set

up the stone as a monument and anointed it (compare on the

other hand xxxv. 14), we perceive by this and other signs how
freely the later historian must have transformed this splendid

passage.

And Jacob does in fact arrive prosperously at Harran,' meets

happily with Rachel at the very first, and is then blessed with

wives and childi'cn, power and wealth, beyond his highest ex-

pectations. But he there also finds in Laban, with whom he

has to live perpetually in the closest contact, a father-in-law

no less crafty and alive to his own advantage than himself.

He thus finds himself for the first time in a regular school of

deceit, where craft is matched against craft : old Laban desires

to use the industrious and marvellously lucky shepherd as

long as possible for his own benefit, and descends to any low

cunning which tends to this end, as for example repeated

arbitrary alteration in the conditions of service.'' The indefa-

tigable servant cannot and will not always toil for others only,

and finds himself compelled to oppose artifice to artifice. The
advantage appears at first to be wholly with the crafty old

man, Avho has experience and paternal dignity on his side,

while Jacob has only his shepherd's staff and his force of will.

The contest is long and various, but the final turn of the scale

in such an encounter of craft with craft must plainly be deter-

mined onl}^ by the difference in the original motive ; since he

who without just cause first resorted to stratagem, cannot

be nerved through all ensuing complications by the same calm

strong consciousness of right as he who employed similar

weapons only on compulsion and in self-defence. And thus,

as is shown even as early as in the Third Narrator's account,

Jacob remains victor at last in this long and complicated game
of real life; baffling by his superior craft the unj)rovoted and

unwarranted acts of his opponent. Thus,

(1) Laban breaks faith with him respecting Rachel, under a

plausible pretext, but in realit}^ that he may profit longer by his

services. But Jacob, who, like Apollo or Krishna, gives to men

' See above, p. 342. An ancient Jacob's called ; see the description in Badger's

Well is still shown near the cit}'; but it Nestorians, i. p. 344.

may fairly lie asked when it was first so " Gen. xxxi. 41 ; see p. 350 note.
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the example how the true hero ought sometimes to abase him-

self and serve, not only cheerfully accomplishes seven additional

years of service, but is rewarded beyond his expectations in

wives and children (xxix. 13 -xxx. 24).

(2) When Jacob, at the expiration of this second term of

seven years (xxxi. 38, 41), very reasonably thinks of founding a

house of his own, and wishes to return home, Laban, instead of

releasing him honourably after his faithful service, endeavours

with artful selfishness to retain him by the offer of wages ; but

reluctant, from the same selfish spirit, to propose on his own part

any definite and handsome recompense, leaves it Avith feigned

magnanimity to his son-in-law to name his own conditions, in the

ill-disguised hope that he may be overawed to rate his services

far below their real value. And Jacob, thus forced to employ

similar craft on his own part, does indeed propose a new mode
of payment, which will apparently yield so little, that Laban
eagerly catches at it : that the particoloured lambs, hitherto a

very small proportion of the whole, are henceforth to be the pro-

perty of the shepherd. But the crafty Jacob, having the right

on his side, is favoured by the special aid of his God with a

new device for the artificial propagation of particoloui-ed lambs.

Laban beholds with dismay the amazing increase of Jacob's

flocks through this very stipulation. Even when, at his desire,

a somewhat different variety of particolour is adopted as the

condition, fortune still remains wondrously on Jacob's side

(xxx. 25-43, supplemented by xxxi. 7-12).^

(3) When Laban, though onlj taken in his own net, and with

no just cause of grievance, becomes at last so thoi*oughly ex-

asperated with his son-in-law that the latter has everything to

fear from his revenge, Jacob resolves, in concert with Laban's

own daughters, and encouraged by suj^ernatural visions and

promises, to seize the first opportunity of flight, carrying with

him the earnings of his twenty laborious years. He now takes

the initiative in those artifices which have hitherto always

originated with the morose old man ; he steals Laban's heart

;

that is, he goes off without giving Laban the slightest intima-

tion, or seeking in any way to pi'opitiate him ; and escapes suc-

cessfully across the Euphrates (xxxi. 1-21). It is, however, a

striking feature in the legend, introducing a new complication

into this drama of complications, that Rachel herself, without

Jacob's complicity, steals from her self-seeking father his house-

' The story of the inventive genius of bles that of Apollo Poimnios, as inventor

the great Shepherd-Chief no doubt oxistod of the cithara, Szc. See further BjornsUihl's

originally on its own account, and resem- lieiscn, vi. 2. p. 399.

A A 2
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hold-gods ; ^ as if thereby to approjDriate and carry with them

into Canaan entire and undivided the good fortune of the

paternal house, all participation in which had been denied by

Laban to herself and her husband.

(4) Then, when Laban learns their flight and the loss of his

household-gods, and for the first time finds himself entirely the

injured party, he pursues the fugitive with armed force, and

comes up with him at Gilead, the north-eastern frontier of

Canaan, in the larger sense of the word ; and Jacob seems in

imminent peril of losing at one blow all that he has painfully

and laboriously gained.

(5) But as if an evil conscience still preyed secretly on Laban,

he is warned by a supernatural voice in a dream, the evening

before the decisive encounter was expected, not to proceed too

violently against Jacob. But though his violence is thereby

somewhat mitigated, he considers that he has at least full

ground of complaint against him for the robbery of the house-

hold-gods. But as Jacob in good faith disclaims all knowledge

of the theft, Laban by this coniplaint only puts himself again

in the wrong. When Rachel then, with successful cunning,

manages to keep the household-gods hidden from his most dili-

gent search, he is completely humbled, and can scarcely main-

tain even tlie semblance of paternal dignity, and has to content

himself with concluding a treaty of peace and alliance with

Jacob (xxxi. 44-xxxii. 3), which happily winds up this long

game of w^ell-matched wits, the true Hebrew Comedy of Errors.^

That in the time of the earlier historian some such memorial of

these transactions as is indicated in xxxi. 45, 51, really stood on

Mount Gilead—that Gilead was once the mountain-frontier be-

tween the Aramean and Canaanite nations, the scene in former

ages of border-struggles and treaties of peace like these ; such

is the basis of strict historic truth on which this series of stories

is built up (compare p. 346 sqq.). But it is fitly related in con-

clusion (xxxii. 2 [1] sq.), how Jacob, victor at last in the long

struggle, is met on his entrance into the Holy Land by a troop

of angels, as if to hail him conqueror, and conduct him from

the threshold to the very heart of the land. This story, more-

over, serves also to explain the sanctity attached to the city

Mahanaim (already mentioned, p. 305) between Gilead and the

Jordan ; and indeed would otherwise have been impossible.

' In the same iiortli-eastern district, * That this piece falls natural!}' into five

but in the first century after Christ, a divisions, like an actual drama, is shown
similar custom is mentioned by Josephus, in a more comprehensive manner in the

Ant. xviii. 9. 5. Tübingen Theol. Jahrb. 184Ö, p. 752 sq.
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But scarce has he thus crossed the threshold, and is dehvered

from this great danger on the north-cast, than he is threatened

with one yet more formidable on the south from Esau, who,

although already established in Edom, has by no means relin-

quished his claim upon Canaan, and is now approaching wnth

an armed force.' His superior strength Jacob can neither dis-

regard nor resist ; he therefore has recourse to the politic expe-

dient of sending an amicable message to announce his coming.

But the messengers bring back no further news than that Esau,

strongly armed, is already on the way. Jacob thus unexpectedly

finds himself involved afresh in extreme perplexity. Even here,

however, his presence of mind never fails him ; he promptly

decides on a measure frequently resorted to in military tactics:

dividing his people into two bodies, that if one half should

succumb to the attack, the other may meantime have a chance

of escape. He then concentrates all his powers in solemn and
urgent supplication to his God ; and finally selects from his

best possessions a choice present for Esau, which should be sent

forward to meet and surprise him on the way (xxxii. 4-22 [3-21]).

But when he has thus hurriedly done all that human sagacity

can devise to mitigate the approaching danger, is he thereby

really secured from it? May not one unfriendly glance, one

single assault from Esau, annihilate at one blow the fruits of

so many laborious years ? It is a happy conception of the later

historian, to introduce just at this moment of Jacob's most tor-

turing suspense, when his early treachery towards Esau returned

suddenly in fearful retribution upon his soul, his wrestling with

the Angel : the answer, as it were, to the prayer immediately

before. For nowhere else could Jacob have a more momentous
contest than at this crisis, when all that he has gained is at

stake, when the great question of the possession of Canaan is to

be decided, and in the persons of Esau and Jacob the destinies

of whole nations hang in the balance. Much, it is true,

Jacob has already gained
;
yet precisely that which he formerly

gained from his brother he holds as yet on a merely human
tenure—the right of the cunningest and the strongest,

rather than by the divine right of pure aspiration and spiritual

conquest. And yet man knows no real or unalienable possession

but that which he has won rather from God than from man,

and has thus made a part of his very life and soul. The ordi-

nary struggles of youth, exciting rather than decisive, and

prompted for the most part by mere passion, are followed

' Tliis description strikingly resembles more historic ;igf ; botli arc from the First

that given Num. xx. 2f), belonging to a Narrator.
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inevitably by the final and decisive struggle with the Gods them-

selves ; and he only who fails not in this can win for himself

the Divine blessing, which brings with it true possession and

enduring prosperity.' So in this critical night Jacob is met
unawares by a mighty v^restler, and forced to wrestle with the

unknown and mysterious visitor ; and the wrestling lasts without

interruption the whole night long. Jacob's courage never for

one moment fails ; only when with the break of day the hour

comes at which the Unknown must leave, he sj)rains Jacob's

hip, in order to end the contest with honour and free himself.

But Jacob, now first understanding with whom he has con-

tended, will not loose hold of his antagonist till the latter has

blessed him. For he is alone the true hero who holds on un-

flinching to the end, and suffers not the hardly-won victory to

be wrested from him after all. Xow therefore the angel,

revealing himself fully at last, blesses him by the new name of

Israel—as one who has wrestled with both God and man. Now
is accomplished the true spiritual triumph of the great hero,

made a new man through such sviperhuman conflicts; though,

as the legend finely concludes, he receives a lameness, a memento
of the mortal combat he has passed through, and a reminder of

past weakness ; as if the moral deformity of ' The Crafty ' had

passed into the body, and were henceforth to attach to that

only.^ Many old materials, doubtless, have been worked up into

this conception : the popular belief in fearful nightly phantoms

vanishing with the dawn ; ^ the easy change of interj^retation

given to the old name Israel (God's Wrestler), as denoting one

who had striven with, and therefore perhaps even against God

;

also, no doubt, some ancient notion of this Patriarch as Limping,

connected with the idea of his craftiness and crooJceduess ; and

the localisation of tlie night-scene on the river Jabbok (as if this

' The First Punic War was, on the part Dionys. x. 375-377; comp. R. Rochette

of the Romms. a mere human struggle, in the Mem. de I'Acad. des Inner, xvii. 2,

undertaken recklessly and without moral p. 102 sqq. A double meaning like that

justification ; successful indeed, yet bring- in the name Israel (p. 344) has been found

ing no abiding advantage ; the Second in Ignatius @eo(popr]T6s.

only became a divinely-ordered contest. ' As tiie Hindu Rakshasa ; compare

The same might be said of the first, also the destroying night-spirits in Sodom,

second, and third (the Seven Years') Sile- Gen. xix. 15. Here the other original

sian "Wars of Frederick 11. elements of the tradition are clearly dis-

^ Somewliat as the Apostle Paul speaks cernible ; for this belief dates certainly

of himself in 2 Cor. xii. 7- There is much from Premosaic times. That much fuller

resemblance between this wrestling of and somewhat different versions once

Jacob, and that of Arjuna with Qiva, fully existed, is evident from Hosea xii. 4 sq.

described in the Mahäbhärata, iii. 11952 [3 sq.], according to which the hard

sqq. ; and that of Zeus with Athene and struggle drew tears from the hero, who
the great wrestler Hercules, in Greek onlj' through weeping and urgent suppli-

mythology, Paus. viii. 28, 53. Tzetz. on cation was victorious at last, and gained

Lycophron, v. 662 sq., and l^onnus, the crowning blessing.
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name signified ' River of Wrestling'), and near tlie place called

Peniel (p. 304 sq.)—all these are made to fit in well with these

stories, and the whole episode is then interwoven most harmo-

niously with Jacob's history. When he has indeed couqiiered

in this spiritual conflict, he beholds Esau on the morrow with

feelings quite different fi'om the fears he had entertained on

the previous evening. Warmly and kindly Esau receives the

delicate honours and surprises prepared for him ; but when from

brotherly feeling he shrinks from accepting the gift intended

for him, prudent Jacob succeeds in pressing it on him, as if

thereby to purchase immunity from all possible future hostility.^

Even Esau's offer of an escort is prudently declined, lest any

unforeseen occasion of dissension should arise ; and thus the

threatened danger passes happily over (xxxiii. 1-17).

c.) And as Jacob now advances farther into the Holy Land,

his progress is marked by that lofty security which springs

from internal peace and completeness. He remains long in

central Canaan, and takes the city of Shechem, not without

criminal treachery and cruelty ; but the wrong is done without

his complicity by his two sons, Simeon and Levi,^ who are

severely reproved by the father. So high still stands the

repute of his house, that he is most unexpectedly allowed

by the Canaanites to advance without disturbance ; as though

some supernatural awe deterred them from pursuing him
(xxxiii. 18-xxxv. 5). On arriving at Bethel, the central xwint

of his divine achievements and experiences, he erects an altar

and a pillar ; having first sternly enforced the removal of all

such idols as had been surreptitiously introduced into his

household—for instance the above-mentioned household-gods

carried off by Rachel. There, and not till then, according to

the Book of Origins, did his God aj^pear to him to impart his

highest blessing, and bestow upon him the new name of Israel,'

Thus he advances gradually to the farthest south, where his

aged father yet lives, ch. xxxv.

' See something similar in Gen. xxi. signifying that he was lienceforth no longer

28-30; and above, p. 331 sq. 'The Tricky' Lut 'God's straight for-n-ard

2 And, strictly speaking, it belongs man,' ^K ny>». Only in this freer, but

ratlier to the shortly-following history of certainly" later account, is the contrast
these tribes. sufficiently prominent ; and that such a

' The Last Narrator omits therefore story did unce exist may be infprred from

in Gen. XXXV. 10, the explanation of the the mode of designating members of the

name Israel, because he has already given people Israel in the lofty style as D'lp'"'.,

it at xxxii. 29 from another source. But y^^ Eighieous (Num. xxiii. 10, P.s. xxxiii.

as the ancients took great license in the
i_ |j.^„_ ^i. 17); and from the new deriva-

explanation of proper names (see xxix- ^j^.j, '.^-^^^ {^Uhrbiich, § 167 a). Only from
xxxi.), we must suppose there to have , .

•• J /
,' o-o\ i i

existed pretty early another account, by this, not from Qn (^hove, p. 3o2), do t

which God gave to Jacob the name Israel, words in John i. 48 become intelligible.
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And still later, in the history of Joseph, he remains the

same—patient, long- enduring; tried through long years by

deepest mental anguish, not wholly without blame on his own
part, through over-indulged partiality for the son of his too

early lost Rachel
;
yet again triumphing gloriously over all

contradictions of fate, and dying at last a prince revered alike

by Hebrews and Egyptians, after having witnessed a fortune far

transcending in splendour and extent even that of Abraham ;
*

as the tradition itself confesses. Thus the tradition remains

self-consistent throughout.

We cannot, however, fail to obsei-ve that the history of

Jacob gradually and almost imperceptibly passes into that of

the tribes (or sons), above whom hovers, vague and dim, the

awful form of Israel, the aged Patriarch. ^ Especially fine is

the turn thus given to the history, when called to relate the

evil deeds and wicked lusts of these sons ; and with the one

great exception of Joseph, what else is there to tell of them ?

In their collective history is vividly anticipated the future

history of the nation; its many shortcomings, its manifold cor-

ruptions ; as if the guileful nature, wholly eradicated at last in

the much-tried fiither, sprang up again and spread in rank
luxuriance among his descendants ; first in Simeon and Levi

(ch. xxxiv.), and still more in the history of Joseph. The old

father, who now, made jDcrfect through suffering, appears like

some superior spirit watching over them, sternly rebukes all

these follies and misdeeds committed behind his back ; and
yet eventually he himself has to bear the burden of iniquities

planned without his knowledge. Thus Jacob is still, though
in a different sense, what he was entitled in his youth—the

laboriously striving, much-enduring man of God. Thus, even in

the Postmosaic period, the better spirit still hovers over the

nation, often obscured and almost despairing, yet abandoning
them never, and in the end reall}^ beholding with rapture a
great and glorious restoration of all the erring ones.

4) It is not surprising that of Jacob-Israel as representative

specially and exclusively of this people of Israel, less mention
should be made than of Abraham, in such extra-Biblical records

as other nations have preserved to us. "We have, however,

(p. 312), met with Israhel in the old legend of Damascus. And
under the name Isiris, or in a more strictly Greek form Isirios,

we probably meet him again in old Phenician tradition. Here
Isiris is described as * brother of Chna, the first Phenician,' so

' See on this point the very ancient - As even the account given in the Book
words Gen. xlix. 26. of Origins in Gen. xxxiv. 7 admits.
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called.' Now no one has a better right to the appellation,

' brother of Canaan,' than he who bears the rather fnller form

of name, Israel. The Phenieian tradition indeed calls him also

' Discoverer of the Three Letters,' and ascribes to him a change

in the old Phenieian theology, consisting in the discovery of

some new sacred word of three letters ; ^ in reference apparently

to some later school in Israel (that is, in the kingdom of the

Ten Tribes), which harmonised together the Phenieian and

Israelite mythologies ; but that the ancestor of these tribes was

called a brother of Canaan may be connected with a primeval

historical reminiscence of Israel's first immigration and combi-

nation with Canaanites. Now if by Isiris the Phenicians meant

the ancient Israel, this will probably serve to explain another

singular passage in Sanchoniathon. Kronos, called also Israel

by the Phenicians (so it runs), had by the rustic nymph
Anobret an only son (see above, p. 284), named from that cir-

cumstance Jeud. When the country was involved in great

perils of war, he adorned this son with royal pomp, and

sacrificed him upon an altar erected for the purpose.^ This

story is said to come in the first instance from Sanchoniathon;

but, as here told, is not derived from Philo of Byblus, but from

Porphyry's special work on the Jews. The first point here to

be remarked is, that Sanchoniathon elsewhere tells other similar

stories of Kronos. The sacrifice of children in its most corrupt

form was, especially among the Phenicians, an old custom

(according to p. 326) ; and as it was especially offered to

Kronos, he became so standing a representative of it, that

many stories of the kind were told of him, as we can still trace

distinctly in Philo's Sanchoniathon.^ But from these direct

extracts from Sanchoniathon we learn with certainty that Kronos

was named in Phenieian El, not Israel;^ consequently in the

' Sanclioniatlion. p. 40, 5 sq. Oi-elli ; on "i^nt Gen. xxii. 2, 16); and indeed n-in^

CIidA see above, p. 236. Gaisford took
ig actually Aramean for the Hebrew n^HS

the reading Idrios from MSS., but it is , . , .
'

''

not the only form they give. and after the expres.s and repeated ex-

•^ Which are the three letters here to be P'anation appended in the Greek we

nnderstood, it is difficult or impossible ought to doubt no longer, let Gais-

for us to specify. Can thev be the three ^o^-f '"} ^^^/i'^^,P^f'IS^ ^^^''^ «" the

fundamenfcd letters of /W'Htsolf, X'>?
authority of Wi^. USovS, which could

HQce we perceive from the new form j-nt^*^
only he ']-<T^ Beloved

;
this, however, is

(p. 359), how busy people were at a later Probably only an early conjecture, and

time in finding a mystic meaning for this
'"correct as an emendation. At any rate,

jjjj^Q .Tudah is not to be thought of.

' Sanchoniathon, p. 42 s.].; repeated ^ Sanchoniathon, p. xxxvi. ö, 6. Comp,
iv. 16. by Vig. p. Iö6; further, in the p. xxx. 1, 2.

newly-recovered work of Eusebius, Tkeoph. 5 Sanchoniathon, p. xxvi. 1, xxviii. 16.
11. 12, o4, 09. The 'l€ou5 of the car- ^xxiv. 3 ; where Gaisford has throughout
her editions would then be "i-in^ (comp, re.-tored 'H\os for-'Uos.
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above passage, preserved through a secondary source, a change

of names must have taken place. ^ The apparent cause of this

is, that the author of the work on the Jews supposed Abra-

ham's sacrifice in Gen. xxii. to be identical with that related

by the Phenicians of Kronos, or rather derived from it ; and

that, as he found in Sanchoniathon nothing about Abraham,
he regarded the name Israel as compounded of El and the Isiris

already mentioned, and in Jeud perhaps recognised the name
Judah. Many of the later Greek Avriters indulged in arbitrary

conjectures and confusions of this kind, and we must be on our

guard against using any of them incautiously as historical

proofs.^

Other stories about Jacob, given by later writers, are always

found to be essentially derived from the Old Testament records.'

IV. The Twelve Sons and Tribes op Jacob.''

The Twelve Tribes thus enter into the History almost un-

noticed with Jacob. While the Patriarch is spoken of in life,

these appear in the legend more or less as his sons ; but after

h'is and Josejsh's death, this mode of treatment is virtually

dropped, and Jacob's twelve sons are considered simply as

tribes. Yet even the early legend does not speak of them in

the lump merely as sons of Jacob, but even from their birth

makes distinctions among them, assigning some to one and
some to another mother, and ranging them in a fixed order of

seniority. The correct comprehension of this and other features

of the tradition, with constant reference to later situations more
nearly approaching to positive history, helps us to understand

an historic relation which, though founded in the depths of

the primeval age, interferes with great force in all critical mo-
ments of the later historj-. A correct conception of the nature

'This is so obvious, that two MSS. such shadows to flight, as has beeu already

(p. 42) and others besides (iv. 16) read observed in the same connection, p. 338.

even^HAoj'for 'Iffpo'^A ; but although Gais- With respect to the Nabateo-Arabic de-

ford has adopted this, it still appears to scriptions of primeval times, I here reaffirm

me to be only a later emendation, made what I ha'>'e already said in the Jahrb.

because it was not understood how Israel der Bihl. JViss. x. p. 1 f>q.

belongad to the context. 8ee also on tlie ^ The comprehensive scheme of the

passages of Sancliouiathon the G'ottinger above (p. 212) mentioned learned chrono-

G(i. Ahz. 1SÖ9. p. 143 sq. logist Demetrius (in Eusebii Pr<fp. Evang.
'^ And yet some modern scholars (espe- ix. 21), though elaborately extending the

cially Volney, in his Eecherches nouvflles chronology further than it is given in the

sur r Hisfoire anciennc, i. p. 148 sq.) have Bible (and by a different method from
built up on this and even -weaker grounds that of the Book of Jubilees, mentioned
arguments for the unhistorical character p. 201), really agrees in subsUiuce with

of Israel, Abraham, and any or all other the Old Testament.

persons and things belonging to the Pa- * See G'ott. Gel. Anz. 1864, pp. 1265-
triarclial world. True knowledge puts all 80.
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of the Twelve Tribes, moreover, to start with, will preserve us

from many aberrations in our future progress.

It cannot certainly be doubted that we are here concerned,

not with the actual twelve sons of a sing-le family, or with their

petty domestic transactious, but with historic relations, potent

for centuries in their influence on people and kingdom, and

working persistently with incisive force deep in the national

life. In the earliest history of a nation or tribe we often find

some single name alone preserved as the hero and father of his

people ; and these single names are afterwards enrolled in

genealogical records, in such arrangement as may be gathered

from the memory yet remaining of their original connection

;

but there are unquestionable indications in primeval history

itself that the names of Abraham, Jacob, and his sons, were

from the first associated with the idea of corresponding nations

and tribes. • Even those details respecting the wives and

children of Jacob, which now appear most trivial or gro-

tesque, must be regarded in fact as a deposit from some re-

mote region, some higher level of antiquity ; as when stray

raindrops at times descend transfigured into snow-flakes, sur-

prising the eye by their new aspect, but unable to retain for

long the form thus temporarily assumed. We can only endea-

vour to discern in the faint and disconnected indications still

left to us, such mutual relations of tribe and nation as were

important from their maintenance through many ages. But
the recognition of the special points, on which all depends, is

in this case peculiarly difiicult.

1. We have to consider the fixed round number of the twelve

sons of Jacob ; and our inquiries can only properly begin with

the consideration of the fundamental meaning and application

of this number. It becomes evident, on closer investigation,

that this cannot be looked upon as an isolated historic fact, a

circumstance as casual as the number of children in this or that

private family. On the contrary, this number, only slightly

varied in its combinations, is repeated-—both in the small circle

here constituted by it, and in other regions touching upon it

from without—so frequently and persistently, that it is impos-
sible not to suspect the influence of some more general law.

As Israel consists of twelve tribes, so the same principle,

under many forms, runs through the subdivisions of the sepa-

rate tribes, as if there were a desire to bring the whole national

1 In reference to Abmliam comp. Gen. of euch (p. 312), n.'^inf^ tlio expression to

xiv. With regard to Jacob anil Laban, designate members of one coniniunity ; as

the First Narrator speaks of the' Brethren' is still done in 1 Cliron. xxv. 7-
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life under one definite and consistent form. If we take first tlie

tribe of Levi, we cannot but perceive, on close inspection, that

from the very earliest times it was divided into twelve branches.

The first division was indeed into the three great branches, Ko-

hath, Gershon, Merari, which consequently appear always in

genealogies as his three sons.^ But we gather with certainty,

though not without considerable research,^ that these three

great branches divided again into twelve smaller, and these still

in such equal proportions, that six divisions fell to Kohath, three

to Gershon, and three to Merari; so that the first was equal

in power and importance to the two latter. These subdivisions

stand as follows, according to the order which obtained from

the time of Moses—in which but one single innovation is dis-

cernible, namely, that the line of Aaron, as High Priest, is

placed first :

—

Aaron
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four bands (fourteen under Heman, four under Asaph, and six

under Ethan, each with its appointed leader), each band con-

sisting of twelve individuals, 288 altogether.' Again, an ar-

rangement exactly corresponding wdtli this is observed in the

twenty-four higher sacerdotal orders, which were continued

down to the latest times. At other times the whole tribe was

indeed redistributed into smaller branches ; so that the Book of

Origins, in genealogies and assessments of the people, speaks

always of eight branches only ;2 but it is evident that even here

it is the fundamental number, whether four or twelve, which

recurs in a new combination.

Or if we take the tribe of Judah, we have indeed to regret

that the Chronicles, although giving very detailed genealogical

notices in book 1, ch. ii-iv. 23, do not arrange them more

clearly, or present them more comprehensively and completely.

Thus much, however, may be gathered, that these particulars

are derived from two different genealogies of the tribe of Judah;

since the account begins in one place, ch. ii, iii, and there has

regard principally to the house of David (ii. 9-17, iii.), but then

in ch. iv. 1-23 begins quite afresh upon a different plan. But

the detail is in both too unmethodical and incomplete to give

us any confidence that we have all the data under our eyes.

If the ancient sources whence these chronicles are derived had

come down to us without curtailment or obscuration, we should

possess even in the dry catalogues of names a valuable means

towards identifying important portions of the early history of

this great tribe. For unquestionably, in many of these sources,

the proper family-history of the tribe was combined wäth the

history of the country as a whole, as well as of the possessions

and residences of the more powerful families ; and we very

plainly remark, that a city or district very generally gave the

name of Father to the chief who owned it, or by whose family

it was governed.^ Both these records, however, even in the

state in which they have come down to us, afibrd, when closely

examined, a confirmation of the above proposition. The first,

starting from Slielah, Pharez, and Zerah, as the three imme-

diate sons of Judah, derives through Hezron, the first-born of

' 1 Cliron. xxr. compared with xv. IG- place of three individuals (as in 1 Chron.

24. XV. 5-10); and Korah is substituted for

" Ex. vi. 17-19; Num. iii. 17-39; ac- Izhar, according to 1 Chron. vi. 7 [22],

cordingly we have hero four of Kohath; and 22 [37], ix. 19, xii. 6, xxvi. 1.

of Merari and Gershon, two each. It is * As ' Shobal the iather of Kirjaih-

remarkable that in the later rt-turn. Num. jear,m, Salma the fiither of Bethlehem,

xxvi. 57, 58, the same number of brandies Ilareph the father of Beth-gader'^ (all

appears, and is divided in tlie same way; well-known names of cities), 1 Chron.

but the three main branches take the ii. ÖÜ, 51. See above, p. 340 Mc<e.
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Pharez, precisel}^ six families : Jerahmeel, Earn (whence David)

and Clielubai, Segub, Asluir, and Caleb ; ' and from the first-

born Jerabmeel exactly six families again, ^ Now, finding here

so far the very same arrangement as occurred before with

respect to one of the sons of Levi, we have every reason, to

suppose that the remaining six families were derived from the

two other sons of Judah. These sons, who are passed over in

the extant Chronicle in almost perfect silence, cannot possibly

have stood at first so baldly in the genealogy ; for we have

elsewhere traces of their former importance;^ and the Book of

Ori"-ins, in deriving two families from Pharez, so as to give to

Judah altogether four lines,'' does what amounts substantially

to the same thing. The other record, however, though start-

ing with a very different scheme of the main stems of Judah,

which made Pharez, Hezron, Shelali,^ Carmi, Hur and Shobal,

his immediate sons,^ adds afterwards to these six principal lines

six others more loosely arranged, the Sons of Kenaz, Sons of

Caleb, Sons ofJehaleleel, Sons of Ezra, Sons of Shimon, and Sons

of Ishi ;^ so that the number ttvelve is exactly completed. The

different distribution is sufficiently explained by the probability of

this record having been drawn up at a different time, after a new

assessment of the tribe. But we possess also from an entirely

' RiiTu, in ii. 10- 17 and iii., is placed first * The omission of Shelah is indeed re-

by the Chronicle only on David's account

;

paired at the very end, iv. 21-23
; but he

Segub, ii. 21-23; Ashur, 24 (comp. iv. might obviously have been mentioned be-

5-7) ; Jerahmeel, ii. 25-41 ; Caleb seems fore in iv. 1. Pharez miistthen stand per-

to be twice mentioned, ii. 18-20 and 42- haps for Hamul, mentioned in ii. 5.

55 ; but as there is not the slightest re- « Carmi must here stand for Zerah, as
semblance in the two descriptions, and as is clear from p. 366, vote 4; Hur and
Chelubai has been announced just before, Shobal appear in the other document (ii.

in ii. P, the words in ii. 18-20 and 50-55, 19, 20, 50, 52) as connected with Che-
must be understood of Chelubai, and those lubai.

in 42-49 of the Caleb known to us from 7 Qh examining the entire document
other sources. The confusion between the j^. i_23, now much abbreviated, we find
two like-sounding names appears (as the (i)that vv. 3, 4, as well as 8-12, belong
LXX. also prove) to have been made very to Hur, mentioned ver. 1, since nn"l£^(read
early. Chelub in iv. 1 1 is again different, pt^i.^n) in ver. 1 1 refers backto ver. 4 ; there-

- Five sons by one mother (ii. 25, 27); ^ ^
, •

, ,

,

the sixth by another (26, 28-41).
^«''^

f^°
^^^^ is probably to be read in

3 The Chronicle (ii. sq.) does not again ^"- ^ ^«^ Y^P '
"''^ certainly something has

mention Shelah, and Zerah only in ii. 6, 7 ;
dropped out after n?S ver. 3. (2) That the

for it is clear from Josh. vii. 1, that ^ords in iv. 5-7 ("comp. ii. 24), belong
Carmi must be a son of Zimri, or accord- properly to the genealogv of Hezron, ver. 1.

ing to another reading of Zabdi
;
but the There then remain only the six (vv. 13-20)

four names, Ethan, Heman, Chalcol, and already mentioned, which cannot be traced
Dara (more correctly Darda), are appa- back to any other than Judah himself, and
rently taken m this order from 1 Kings being always introduced by -rja obyHously
V. 1 1 1 iv. 31] ; while before \33-1, v. 7, several

'
• =

'

1 . , 1 A ' >.' r,y, represent so many independent families
words must have dropped out. Ihey are, .

j t-

however, often mentioned elsewhere: iv. in J^idah. In ver. 17, read ^35.1 for p-V
21-23, ix. 5, 6 ; Neh. xi. 5 ; Num. xxvi. 20. On other connected points, see the Jahrb.

* Num. xxvi. 20-22 ; Gen. xlvi. 12. der Bibl. Wiss. vi. p. 98, 99.
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different quarter, the Book of Origins, another very exactly kept

record ; according to which Judah, considered as a district, and
without reference to the families by whom it was held, was
divided into ten parts or circles ; ' and Simeon, which had
attached itself to Judah, and almost coalesced with it, com-
prised two similar circles;'- thus we meet again the number
twelve, in a new form. And even so late as under the Romans,
Judea was divided into ten Toparchies, with two supplementary

ones formed out of Galilee and Perea.^

The genealogical accounts of the other tribes in the Books
of Chronicles are much shorter ; "and in the case of two, they

are wholly wanting. Of Benjamin only, after the first short

account in book 1, vii. 6-12, a longer one is given in ch. viii,

which appears both from its language and its contents to be

derived from a different source, and is concerned more with the

history of towns than with genealogy in the strict sense ; but

it shows sufficiently how differently, at different times and for

different objects, the main and collateral branches of a tribe

were arranged. A comparison of the accounts in Chronicles

with those of the Book of Origins yields the following results.

Of the tribes of Eeuben,* Issachar,^ Asher,^ and Naphtali,^

each has four main branches—the same fundamental division

as we found virtually in Levi and Judah. The same radical

number is given to Ephraim both by the Book of Origins and
by Chronicles ; * to Gad by Chronicles :

^ of Simeon also the

' Josh. XV. 21-62. It is evident that are always easily interchanged: Z(Är5«cÄ,

each of the cities which are enumerated § 167 a.

in this document constituted a distinct * Gen. xlvi. 13 (-n-here 2)i^'' is to be

department. On the other hand, the j-ead for nV); ^"um. xxvi. 23-25; 1
Philistine cities named in vt. 45-47 are Cliron. vii. 1.

obviously foreign to the document, partly 6 Gen. xlvi. 17; 1 Chron. vii. 30-37-
because they are here reckoned on an after vv. 38, 39 come two more standing
entirely different system, partly on histo- smg]j. Num. xxvi. 44-47 gives only a
rical grounds, of which we shall speak in different distribution, as if Beriah took
the sequel. (-[^g place of two, as above in the case of

« Josh. xix. 1-9. Levi and Judah.
* Pliny, Huf. Nat. v. 13 (15); comp. ? Oen. xlvi. 27; Num. xxvi. 48, 49;

Josephus, Jewish War, iii. 3, 5. i Chron. vii. 13.
^ Gen. xlvi. 9; Ex. VI. 14; Num. xxvi. slumbers xxvi. 35, 36. But here

5, 6 ; 1 Chron. v. 3. The ancients often again the first of the three is divided into
pronounced Biibil, a pronunciation very two, and thus equivalent to two, as in tlio
wide-spread, particularly m the East, case of Judah, Asher, and essentially of
Thus the last .«syllable of the name has the Levitra The name Shuthelah is also
same sound as m Israel, which inversely met with as first-born of Ephraim, in
IS often pronounced Israen (J. Wilson's i Chron. vii. 20-27. but three others with
Lands of the Bible, i. p. 330) ;

and in him
;
yet in such a way as to let us see

other words also the same change of a that the Tahan there named, who appears
final I and «is found. ]n"lN"l, however, in in 1 Chron. vii. 25 as grandson of a ecr-

spite of the ingenious story in Gen. xxix. tain Eesheph, represents in fact a later

32, is probably originally a diminutive; generation,

and in that class of words these two sounds ' 1 Cliron. v. 11, 12; followed, v. 13,
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same may be proved;' and the three assigned to Zebulun (who

is wholly omitted in Chi-onicles),^ if interpreted in the same

way as in the case of Levi and Judah, may be regarded as a

factor of the original number. To Benjamin^ and Manasseh,*

six is the number given ; also to the first-born of Judah-Pharez

(see p. 365 sq.), and to the first-born of Issachar.-^ Accord-

ingly the only instance of entire discrepancy is afibrded by

Dan (omitted by Chronicles), of whom the Book of Origins

names only one main branch;** but it is self-evident that this

peculiarity cannot be fundamental ; and it may be inferred

moreover, from other indications, that this tribe early experi-

enced greater vicissitudes than any other.

So great a uniformity can scarcely be attributed to chance.

How deep-rooted and sacred was the popular feeling for the

number twelve in all matters of public concern, appears not

only from the twelve Types exhibited above, but also from the

practice fully c escribed in one passage,^ adopted for the foun-

dation of a new colony ; the settlers being sent out under

thirteen leaders, as if this constituted a whole nation on a

small scale. The number thirteen is to be interpreted by the

analogy of the twelve tribes, in which precedence was given to

Joseph or Levi, and the single tribe of Joseph was divided into

the two of Ephraim and Manasseh.

But does any one maintain that it all came thus only because

Jacob happened by mere chance to have twelve sons born to

by seven others as their brethren, who, those of the Chronicles ; five with some
however, as sons of Abihail, are traced greater alterations of name appear also

back to a separate ancestor, Buz; doubt- in 1 Chron. viii. 1, 2; on the remarkably

less because they were added only at the large number ten given in Gen. xhn. 21,

time of the conquest of the land under see below, under tlie Egyptian period.

Moses. The Book of Origins (Gen. xlvi. • By counting Machir and Gilead in

16 ; Num. xxvi. 15-18) gives here quite Num. xxvi. 29-34, or better without them
different names, but uniformly seven; for in Josh. xvii. 1, 2; the accounts in 1

the slight discrepancies between these Chron. v. 23, 24, vii. 14-19 are very con-

two passages are easily explained. The fused. Compare the scheme given in Gen.

name Joe!, given in v. 12 to an actual son xlviii. 6, and what will hereafter be re-

of Gad, is certainly curious. marked concerning those documents. But
' The Sliaul, mentioned as fifth and even in the case of Manasseh, we can not

last in Num. xxvi. 12-14 and 1 Chron. only see that the full number was twelve,

iv. 24, is in Gen. xlvi. 10 and Ex. vi. 15 but discover very instructively how it was
expressly distinguished and placed lower gained : to the six in Josh. xvii. 2, or

as ' son of the Canaanitish woman ;' in rather (one being subtracted in ver. 3) to

both the latter passages, moreover, six the five, must be added the five less im-

sons are mentioned, and IPIV instead of portant(regardedasfemale lines), in ver. 3,

m^. and then the two in ver. 5 (wliere ten is

^ Gen. xl\i. 14; Num. xxvi. 26, 27. then correct), Gilead and Bashan. See
ä But 1 Chron. vii. 6-11, 12 distin- also Num. xxxvi. 11.

guibhes very clearly three principal from ^ 1 Chron. vii. 2.

three subordinate branches ; Num. xxvi. ^ Gen. xlvi. 23 ; Num. xxvi. 42, 43

;

38-41, likewise reckons six (the firstborn see also on this point p. 181.

being again split into two), under names ' Of the tribe of Simeon, 1 Chron. iv.

which it is not difficult to recognise in 34-43.
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Liiu? A g-lance out beyond the immediate frontier of this

sing-le peojile Israel ought to convince him of his error. For
wherever we learn anything respecting the internal ramifica-

tions of any kindred people, we find the same fundamental
numbers and proportions occur. The Nahoreans in the north

(p. 310) were divided into twelve accuratelj^ cited tribes, again

subdivided into eight and four ;
' a circumstance particularly

striking, as the extant tradition generally cares but little about
this people. The Ishmaelites, in like manner, branched ofi' into

twelve tribes under twelve heads, as the Book of Orig-ins with
evident interest repeatedly mentions j^ but their subdivisions

have not been preserved. The Ketureans were also divided into

exactly six tribes^ (see j). 314). The Idumeans, concerning
whom the Book of Origins gives most circumstantial informa-

tion (Gen. xxxvi, see p. 76), split indeed into three principal

branches, Elij^haz, Reuel, and Aholibamah ; but it is probable

that six tribes belonged to the first, and six to the other two
together; to which, according to ver. 12, Amalek, originally a

quite foreign nation (p. 251), must at some particular time have
attached itself as a collateral tribe. ^ As a territory also, Idumea
Avas divided into this same number of districts, both in the

earliest * and in later times, notwithstanding alterations in the

names of the districts, probably produced by changes of re-

sidence of the chiefs or subordinate governors, in consequence

of internal revolutions.^ Of the divisions of the Moabites and
Ammonites we unfortunately know nothing. But neither the

' Book of Origins, Gen. xxii. 20-2-i, appear as grandsons of Esau. They re-

* Gen. svii. 20, XXV. 13-16. The words appear, however, some"«'hat altered, pos-

in the middle of ver. 1 6 compared with ch. sibly from the Book of Origins having
xxxvi. exhibit an omission. already made use of various authorities.

^ The name of Medan, one of these six, But it is clear, from ver. 12 compared
is certainly not an abbreviation of 3//rf/ow

;
with ver. 22, that Amalek must in some

the latter may be rather a dialectic dimi way be excepted from the fourteen divi-
do sious mentioned in vv. 15^19, and Korah

nutive from the former (fcjrmed like ^k^:>- obviously cannot be intended to represent

a double district, as miglit appear from
/7//«yflr, pronounced with yrt instead of the vv. 1(5, 18: perhnps as originally belong-
more us\.vd\ai, Lehrbuch, § i67a\ especially iug to Elipliaz, he is in his right place in

as it is phiced after it in Gen. xxv. 2. ver. 16.

The single passage Gen. xxxvii. 36, as * Thus are the names in vv. 15-19 to

compared with ver. 28, cannot be appealed be understood, as is clear from the con-
to in support of the abbreviation ; for this trast in vv. 40-43 ; see above, p. 76.
could, according to my Lehrbti.ch, § 164 b, » There are in fact only eleven heads of
affect only the derivative ^y^P ^//(//««i^c

;
tril^es named yx. 40-43; but both here

if even the readino- is certain. ^""^^ '" ^ Chron. i. 54. instead of the last-

* The heads of%ribcs named in Gen. mentioned, the LXX. have Za^coiV. derived

xxxvi. 15-19, are obviously intended to ^^0"^ iSV 'n'^- ^l- ^''^J
''"''* therefore must

rule over the same districts or tribes which certainly liave stood here originally as the
just before, in the genealogy in vv. 10-14, twelfth n^ame.

VOL. I. B B
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Canaaiiites (p. 232), nor the Aboriginal inhabitants (p. 226 sq.),

show any trace of this arrangement in their national life.

Being thus led to recognise in tliis scheme an institution

which was firmly established among the Hebrews in the wider

sense of the terra, even before the rise of Israel as a nation,

maintained among every Hebrew people through many cen-

turies unchanged, by the sanctity of ancient usage, and in this

particular nation carried out even in the ramifications of each

separate tribe, we are called upon to seek some sufficient cause

for a phenomenon so striking and so uniform in its manifesta-

tions. Nowhere can this be sought with so much probability

as in the plan of taking votes in the assembl}^ aud of marshal-

ling the army in camp and on the field. For both pui-poses a

fixed arrangement was required ; and as for the entire nation, so

also for each single tribe in the management of its own aff'airs,

such a system might be necessary. I shall revert later to the

ancient constitution of the Community ; for the present, the

examples in Numb, i, ii, vii. suffice to show that the subdivision

in question had really this purpose for war as well as for peace.

But the special selection of the number twelve for this end

is certainly peculiarly Hebrew, for this region at least,' and

must have some remote cause far back in the dim antiquity of

these peoples.^ A nation without the blessing of an organised

community entitled to vote, requires no such fixed classifica-

tion ; and in fact no trace of such is to be discovered among
the Arabs of the Desert at the present day, either in present

usage or in the traditions of their race ; though, as we have

seen (p. 369), both Midianites and Ishmaelites certainly once

possessed it. But where these institutions do exist, the sepa-

rate tribes and families in the meetings of the Community
feel as children and grandchildren in their father's home,
gathered around a father, whether visible or invisible ; for

above the visible head in their midst, the Divine and Invisible

would also be enthroned in memory. This alone could be the

' A similar arrangemont is, however, originally dividedinto twelve communities,
found among the Etruscans, Livy, i. 8. And even the ancient kingdom of Bornu
We may also justly adduce the twelve in Africa was divided into twelve military

princes of the Phseacians, the king forming contingents, each under its separate flag;

the thirteenth, in Odi/ssci/, viii. 390 sq., see KöUe, African Native Literature, p.

and the similar arrangement among the 259 sq. See also G. Miiller's Amcrica-
Tbracians, Iliad, x. 488-495. Even in nische Urreligioncn, pp. 91-94.

later times, the lonians and ^Eolians ^ The reason for this lies undoubtedly
divided themselves according to the sacred in the ancient sanctity of the twelve

number of the mouths (Herod, i. 145, 146, months. See my AHerihiimcr, p. 460 sqq.

149); the Dorians used the number six Ordinary pnblie duties, such, for instance,

(Lachmann, Spartanische Staatsvcrfas- as that of keeping watch, might naturally

snncf, p. 84 ; comp. 259) ; and Attica was have a monthly rotation.
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abiding import of the name of the ' Twelve Children of Israel.'

It is, indeed, quite usual to speak of the chief, or the family,

or the people, bj whom a district, city, or nation, was governed,

as its Father. Thus Esau is called the father of Edom (compare

p. 345 note, and p. 365) ; and the fact that Machir is called the

son, and Gilead the grandson, of Manasseh (p. 368)—Gilead

undoubtedly signifying originally only the well-known mountain
district of that name—can only have arisen from some special

relation which Gilead and its inhabitants had formed with the

tribe of Manasseh, as their lord and father. But where several

tribes at once are called the sons of one father, we must infer

the existence of a community constituted and organised accord-

ing to some fixed number, probably venerable from old custom,

and thus enrolled around their head.

Z. In this sense, all the twelve sons of Jacob stand upon an
equal footing; all having equal claims on the favour and pro-

tection of the community. The legend, however, made abiding

and significant distinctions among them in saying that, first,

four are born of Leah ; then, after a pause, two from each of

the handmaids ; and finally two more from Leah, and two
from Rachel. And thus, even among the six sons of Leah, the

first four are distinctly separated from the others. Now dis-

tinctions which even the legend has preserved, we are the more
called upon to follow uj). And in fact it is manifest from
other indications also, that tradition has preserved in these

slight traits the memory of most important and long-enduring

relations among the tribes, and therein a valuable fragment of

early history.

For it is in the first place most significant that the tribes,

while all claiming one father, ranged themselves notwith-

standing under two mothers. Herein is conveyed the remem-
brance, confirmed, as we have seen (p. 345 sq.), by other indica-

. tions, that this nation was composed of two diiferent elements,

both indeed of Hebrew blood, but first united under the chief

Jacob-Israel, newly come to Canaan. Nothing can be more in

harmony with the ancient popular feeling which regards the

community as a father's house, than this reverent recognition

of one father only, by a community vmited in one heroic career,

while the different comjDonent parts, not yet wholly fused to-

gether, but retaining traces of former independence or incon-

gruity, arc fitly assigned to different mothers. So in the three

Roman tribes, Ramnes, Titles, Luceres, was commemorated the

origin of Rome from three different populations ; so Romulus is

B B 2
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said to have named the thirty CurisG from thirty Sabine matrons ;'

and so, to take the nearest example to our present subject, tl>e

Idumeans in their three tribes traced their descent from one

Hittite, one Horite, and one Ishmaelite wife of Esau :
"^ clearly

proving that the Hittite, Horite, and Ishmaelite elements of

their power were still distinctly to be traced at the time of the

Book of Origins ; as indeed this book expressly states of the

Horites (p. 226). Many similar hints and glimpses are afforded

by the genealogies of the Old Testament. These dry names of

primeval history, if we can once awake them from their sleep,

are far from remaining dead and stiff ; but restored to life impart

wondrous traditional lore resi)ecting the original relations of

peoples and tribes ; as the strata and fossils of the earth, when
rightly questioned, relate the history of long-vanished ages.

Now in the fact that Jacob's two wives, unlike the three or

four of Esau, are described by the legend not merely as Hebrew
women, but as sisters—and moreover so insej)arable that their

father could substitute the one for the other—lies, doubtless,

the remembrance, that the two elements of which the nation

was composed Avere very early fused together in intimate union,

both being of true Hebrew blood to begin Avith, and then being

bound to each other by one great common object. Yet some
trace of this double origin runs through the whole subsequent

history of the nation, varying with time and circumstance, yet

never long lost sight of, and often breaking forth rudely in

violent hostility or long-continued alienation. Although, after

the times of Moses and of David, a number of new causes con-

tributed to widen this breach and render it at last incurable, it

evidently goes back to the obscure antecedents of the nation,

and had, doubtless, its primal origin in the two different elements

of which the entire people was constituted. Thus supposing,

Livy, i. 13. case might gradually pass into 3. Tiie

^ Gen. xxxvi. 2 sq., where for v-in ^ve j^ame flDK^a xxvi. 34, A^hieh in xxviii. 9
ought to read nh, as is clear from the ^^^^ be'substituted for the inappropriate
Horite names Anah, Zibeon, and Aholi-

\^ ^^^^ however, according to xxxvi.
l)amah in w. 20. 24, 41, and still more so

^

fromver. 25; these names are also inter- 2, 4, 10, be surely regarded as arising

changedbytheLXX. inJosh. ix. 7(p.237).
^^om a confusion with rr\V. The Book

On the other hand, it follows incontestably of Origins evidently does not contradict
from Gen. xxvi. 34, 3.5, xxvii. 46, xxviii. itself in alluding no farther inch, xxxvi. to

9, that tradition originally named two the second Hittite wife, possibly because
Hittite wives of Esau ; to whom was she was supposed to be childless. On the
afterwards added an Ishmaelite, and other hand several instances have already
finally a Horite wife. This also corre- occurred in reference to the sons of Jacob,
sponds exactly with what has been already in which the Book of Origins gives different
often said of the employment of the funda- numbers in the later census-lists, from
mental number 4 x 3 = 12 ; and affords those adopted in family records of a more
a distinct example, how a 4 in such a historical character.
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as we may with certainty assume, that the six tribes of Leah
form the one portion, and the two or three of Eachel the other,

we may certainly proceed to regard those of Rachel as the di-

vision which accompanied Jacob on his return to Canaan, thus

standing nearest to the common chief and father ; and those of

Leah as the descendants of Abraham and Isaac already settled

in Canaan. Not without meaning does the legend make all

Leah's sons the elder, and Eeuben the actual first-born, but

Rachel and her children the especial favourites of the father.

Similarly Jacob himself, coming from another land to Canaan
and to the house of Isaac, is called the younger, and Esau the

elder, son of Isaac. And the impossibility that these twx) differ-

ent portions should exist side by side in the same national com-
munity without the one exercising superior influence and taking

the lead over the other, suggests the historical meaning of the

old legend of Reubc^n's loss of his birthright. Tradition has

many similar instances of the loss of this right ; and it is clear

that when nations, tribes, and families, rather than individuals,

are really intended, the memory of a struggle between two

powers, and the triumph of the one which was formerly the in-

ferioi-, forms the historical basis. Indeed it is only thus that

the importance attributed to such narratives can be explained

;

since even what in them appears sportive and jocose, as the

birth of Pharez and his twin brother, sons of Tamar and

Judah,' though prompted by popular humour, bore reference,

notwithstanding, to matters of grave import. How among
equals the higher position, and thus the rank of first-born,

was achieved, is in one instance distinctly explained—in the

genealogy of Aharhel, of the Judaic branch Ashur; Jabez,^

as an old book related, became the most honoured among his

brethren;^ and thus his house came to be regarded among
their kindred as that of the first-born. But while the circum-

stantial account of Jacob's repeated struggles with Esau for the

birthright is given by no earlier narrator than the Fourth and

Fifth, before whose mind doubtless floated older legends of the

same nature, and especially that respecting Ephraim and Ma-
nasseh (p. 352 sq.), the tradition of Reuben is certainly one of

the oldest, and derived immediately from the Earliest Narrator.*

That Reuben was once the principal tribe, and took the lead

' Gen. xxxviii. 28 sq. rhv "lust be taken as synonymous with

^ Who has one of the cities of Judah U . .. , , ,. •,

called by his name, 1 Chron. ii. 55. H^V ;
i-c n^jj degree, rank, digmty,

' 1 Chron. iv. 8-10. The passage must (Ezek. xl. 26), ' my couch o{ highness, dig-

froni its phra.';col()gy be very ancient. niti/,' according to my Lehrbuch, § 287 c.

* (ien. XXXV. 22; xlix. 3, 4, whero
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of the rest, may be regarded as historic truth ; since the family

tradition uniforml}^ assigns to him the highest place, and thus

preserves the memory of the esteem in which he was originally

held. That he insolently abused his superiority, and thus for-

feited his honourable position, may be signified in the legend,

given by the First Narrator, of his abusing his father's concu-

bine,' and thus bringing on himself his father's curse. But it is

also plain that he must have lost his position in very early times,

since only such remote and obscure reminiscences of the fact

have been j)reserved. His place is taken, not by Judah (as the

Postmosaic history would lead us to expect), but by Joseph, as

we are assured by express statements,^ and by the result of all

enquiry into the history of the earliest times. But in the per-

son of Joseph the other and younger portion of the community
gained the ascendancy ; and we have here unquestionably a

fragment of primeval history respecting the internal divisions

and contests of the two portions out of which the community
grew.

Nor, secondly, can it be without significance, that of the

twelve sons of Jacob, some are derived from concubines, but

supposed to be adopted as children by the two real mothers of

the family; that of these, two belong to Leah and two to

Rachel
;
just as among the twelve tribes of Nahor precisely

four are attributed to a concubine.^ The same thing occurs

elsewhere in those ancient family and national histories. It

very frequently happens that one or more sons of an ancient

chief are not treated as children of the family-mother; but

we generally find in such cases that the sons attributed to

concubines stand outside of the round number assumed,'* and
form a very small minority.^ As we have here before us essen-

tially the relations and distinctions subsisting between the several

sections of the community, there can be no doubt that in these

less distinguished sons w^e must recognise the representatives

of supplementary tribes, or, as the Romans called them, Gentes

Minores, which were received into the national bond, but with

certain limitations of privilege, either on points of mere hono-

^ This picture is obviously lorrowed Gen. xxxvi. 12; comp. 22, 16, 40, and
from such historical incidents as that in above p. 252. For Shaul as son of Simeon,

2 Sam. xvi. 21, 22. see p. 368.
- The statement in 1 Chron. v. 1, 2, is * As in the case of Nahor, Gen. xxii.

strictly historical ; the expression ' the 20-24, and Israel. In that of Caleb,

Crowned among his brethren' is indeed 1 Chron. ii. 42-49, the present text is

employed by poets (Gen. xlix. 26, Deut. obscure, as -we do not see with what vv.

sxxiii. 16), but obviously not without his- 47 and 49 are connected; in that of

torical significance, of those old times. Manasseh, 1 Chron. vii. 14, much has
' Gen. xxii. 24. obviously been dropped out before 1t^37''D-

' As Amalek in the case of Edom,
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rary precedence, or in weightier matters. Such a position,

however, could hardly have arisen except either by the reception

into the national league of fresh nations or families, in some in-

stances subjugated, but allowed to retain certain rights, and in

other cases voluntarily appealing for protection and adoption

;

or else by the declension of older members from their original

rank. As that portion of the Amalekites which was reckoned

as connected through a Horite mother Timna, a concubine of

Esau, with the kingdom of Edom,' formerly possessed fewer

privileges than the other twelve tribes ; so in Israel the four

tribes which could derive themselves from the two true mothers

of the nation only through Jacob's two concubines, enjoyed

from the first less power and consideration than the eight others,

though they had a share in the essential rights and benefits

possessed by the community. It will be explained further on
how this original relation was maintained even at the conquest

and pai'tition of Canaan under Joshua ; and we possess herein a
surprising proof of the correctness of the legend. But even in

the legend these sons of Jacob are regarded as the rudest and
most cruel ; as is sufficiently shown by the account of Joseph's

connection with the sons of Zilpah and Bilhah, who had charge

of him in his childhood, and ill requited his innocent confi-

dence.^ And that Ishmael and the sons of Keturah are like-

wise accounted only the oflFspring of Abraham's concubines, is

but a farther application of this ancient mode of viewing

national relations.

That the meaning is similar when tradition derives only

some parts of a nation from one or more daughters of the

common ancestor, will be more particularly shown below.

Thirdly, after the above remarks, it is needless to explain

further, how it is anything but accidental that the legend

respecting Jacob's sons divides them throughout into groups

of four—expressly stating that Leah, after bearing four, long

remained barren ; that then were born the four sons of the

concubines, the two belonging to Rachel coming first ; and,

finally, after a long interval, the four others ; two of Leah, and
last of all, two of Rachel. Now, putting together all that has

been so far worked out, we discover beneath this legendary veil

the plainest memories of the original relations between the

great national members of the Israelite community. The

' This portion of AniAlek, then, had into the national federation ; the Ilorites

turned first to the Horitcs (to whom being then still indepeuJent in Edom (see

indeed the Amalekites were related ; see p. 2'2G).

p. 225 sqq.), and been by them received * Gen. xxxvii. 2,
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cliildren of Leali originally preponderated in strength and in

nnmbers, being as eight to four, or at least, as six to two and

to four. First Reuben, or afterwards Joseph—though even

when the latter had obtained the precedence, Reuben and his

three tribes voted first, and in other respects asserted their

dignity ;—then either the two other tribes of Leah and the

two of Zilj^ah, or the four inferior tribes together ; lastly, the

four remaining tribes, but so that Joseph and Benjamin gave

the casting vote :—this was probably the earliest order of voting

in the general assembly ; and all other national arrangements

would be formed on the same model. Later events may have

altered many of the details, as will be further shown below

;

but so firmly must this ancient constitution have endured for

centuries, so deeply must it have impressed itself on the whole

life and feeling of the people from its early youth, that even

under cii'cumstances the most altered, twelve, as the sacred

number of the nation, was somehow maintained, and where it

had been lost restored if possible (as, for instance, by the

division of Joseph into Ephraim and Manasseh, after the with-

drawal of Levi as the priestly tribe), and in theory and hope at

least never abandoned.^

3> Certainly in the period after Solomon such distinctions

between the twelve tribes, resting on early tradition, had long

lost any actual meaning ; since, though the original number

was still held sacred in thought and hope, the reality had in

many respects greatly changed. All the more easily was this

old tradition seized upon b}^ the new prophetic spirit, whose

power pervaded the centuries immediately after Solomon ; and

it is marvellous to see how a genealogical legend, apparently so

remote from the sphere of moralit}-, received in the hands of

the Third and Fourth Narrators ^ a sense in complete harmony
with the spirit of a higher rehgion. The connecting thread is

not, however, difficult to trace. The two tribes of Rachel, and

especially Joseph-Ephraim, though originally last in order,

were yet regarded as the most highly privileged, and therefore

the best beloved sons of the common father, and their ances-

tress Rachel as his dearest wife. Yet, on the other hand, there

seemed no moral ground for the preference thus given to the

' See my Commentar zur Apocalypse, original conception of the subject as well

1828, p. 164 sq. as those put first, and appear exactly as if
'^ The plan and substance of the entire intended to point the significance of the

narrative of Gen. xsix. 16-xxx. 24 come names with more precision than had been
from the Third Narrator ; the Fourth done by the Third Narrator. On the
obviously added the second explanation of other hand the name Jahvch in xxix. 31-
the names Zebulon and Joseph in xxx. 35 may have been merely substituted by
20, 24. These do not harmonise with the the Fourth Narrator for an original SoAiot.
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tribe of Ephraim, since the branch Joseph-Ephraim had as-

suredly not always maintained the lofty purity attributed by

the legend to its ancestor Joseph. Rachel, too, was esteemed

superior to her sister in beauty and fascination, but not in real

virtue. Under these circumstances the whole life of the two

mothers, and their relation to the common ancestor, might be

regarded as a competition between external advantages and

pretensions and undeserved neglect—a competition whose issue,

under Divine guidance, can never be doubtful, if under so severe

a trial patience and virtue fail not; and thus is suggested a

principle of the higher religion, to which every element of the

ancient legend most beautifully adapts itself. Jacob loves and

wishes to have the more beautiful sister only
;
yet the elder,

whom it is unfair to set aside at once for her inferior charms,

not only becomes his wife, equal in rights and position to

Rachel, but is blessed before Rachel with four sons, thus gain-

ing honour among the people, and even securing the love of

her unwilling husband. But Rachel, now becoming impatient,

gets from Jacob, at least through her handmaid Bilhah, two

sons for herself. Yet even here Leah is not behindhand, and

by similar means also gets two sons for herself. At length

Rachel, reduced to extremity, tries to obtain the certainty of

offspring by bargaining with her sister for the mandrakes found

by Reuben, like a little Cupid. But on the contrary, as if in

punishment of Rachel's deed, Leah receives two more sons and

a daughter ; till at length Rachel, wholly abased and humbled,

is visited by a gleam of Divine favour, and bears the son

who, both in loftiness of character and in influence with his

father, is soon to surpass all the others and become their prince;

and with whose birth, according to ancient tradition, the circle

of twelve seemed to be completed. But after the birth of this

peerless son, she is not long spared to enjoy her happiness, and at

Benjamin's birth she loses her life, when just entering Canaan.'

The interpretations given of the personal names of the sons

spring from no more ancient conception of the family history

than this. That personal names were originally significant,

was indeed the true feeling of antiquity (p. 19), and the twelve

heads of tribes were of sufiicient historic importance to make
it necessary to give an explanation of the full import of their

names with those of other heroes. But, on the other hand, the

names of these Patriarchs belonged to a period too remote for

' It is perhaps only for brevitj-'s sake born in Mesopotamia, asvv. G-22 appear

that in the l?ook of Origins, Gen. xxxv. from all indications to belong to the First

23-26, Benjamin is reckoned among those Narrator.
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their original meaning to have been retained Avitli certainty in

the tenth or ninth century before Christ. So in this as in

similar cases, the great freedom with which the living language

interpreted its ancient words was called into play to find in

them a meaning corresponding to new ideas.

Another example of the mode in Avhich such old family

legends were applied is afforded by the Book of Origins, in tlie

case of Jacob's only daughter, Dinah,' who stands singly beside

his twelve sons. That we are not to understand this daughter

literally as an individual, follows from the view we have arrived

at respecting the brothers, as well as from the meaning in all

similar cases. For though in early genealogies we occasionally

find a daughter expressly mentioned, such instances are so rare

and isolated,^ that it is impossible to believe them intended for

daughters in the mere literal sense ; and as all domestic rela-

tions, in this connection, represent in fact the movements of

nations and tribes, the same rule must apply here also ; for if

the chief of a tribe or fanjily had in any case a daughter thus

exceptionally mentioned, some imjDortant family history must
formerly have entwined itself around her name ; as will be shown

with regard to Caleb's daughter Achsa, of whom we have so

bald a mention in 1 Chron. ii. 49. Now if the son of a concu-

bine is meant to denote the father and representative of some

less privileged tribe or family, which has come in from the out-

side and attached itself to the main stem, so on the other hand

a daughter standing alone would betoken the passing over of a

portion of the nation, tribe, or family, with their possessions,

to another nation, tribe^ or family as the case may be. So

Caleb's daughter Achsa brings to Othniel great possessions ; so

Aholibamah and Timna denote the absorption of the Horites

into the Idumeans ; and so the marriage of Hezron, Judah's

grandson, to a daughter of Machir of Gilead,^ plainly indicates

a fusion of these two races, to form the so-called townships of

Jair,'' in the farthest east. So, also, the proposed marriage of

Jacob's daughter Dinah with Shechem, son of Hamor, must
indicate the commencement of a transition of a part, or (which

' Gren. xxxiii. IS-xxxiv. ; comp, with vii. 24) ; Heman's three daughters, men-
xlvi. 15, XXX. 21. tioned with his fourteen sons (1 Chron.

2 The only other examples prior to Post- f^^\
5) ;

Sheshan's daughters ^^thout

mosaic times are, Serah the daughter of
^rothers (n 34) ;

other cases in 1 Chron.

Asher (Gen. xlvi. 17, mentioned again jv. 3, vn. 32 and in like manner Zelophe-

among matters merely special to the tribe,
^'""'^ « ^.^^ daughters under Manasseh

;

in Num. xxvi. 46, 1 Chron. vii. 30);
concerning whom see above, p. 368, and my

Aholibamah daughter of Anah and Timna ^^fffmmcr, p. 2/ /
sq.

among the Horites (Gen. xxxvi. 25, 22); 1 Chron. u. 21-^3.

Sherab daughter of Ephraim (1 Chron. ^ Havoth-Jalr,-|^^^^ n=inNum. xxxu. 41.
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is the same thing) a tribe, of the community of Jacob to

Canaanites settled in the ancient city of Shech'^m, under a

Canaauite dynasty bearing the name of IJamor.' The Earliest

Narrator had already touched on this,^ and blamed the cruelty

with which the tribes of Simeon and Levi had punished by fire

and sword the attempt of the Canaanites to ravish and subju-

gate a portion of Jacob; and the very fact that Levi here

appears in a very different character from that which he bore

after Moses' time, shows this to be a relic of very ancient

legend. But the Book of Origins, after its manner, seizes the

opportunity to inculcate right conduct, and to show by this

example in eloquent language and the clear words of law, how
Israel ought to act when brought into close contact with

strangers, and how intermarriage and family intercourse may
be possible between Israel and the heathen ; but represents the

old father as observing an ominous silence respecting the

cruelty with which Dinah's two brothers in this unusual case

avenged her wrongs upon the offender and his city.

Differentl}^, again, does the Fourth Narrator treat the un-

doubtedly very old fiimily tradition^ of Judah's sons. This

legend essentially asserted two things. First, that two of

Judah's three eldest sons. Er and On an, were lost sight of in

history, even before Israel came to Egypt."* But this we have

every reason to understand of some early catastrophe, which

swept away the two first families of the tribe of Judah so

entirely, that, though appearing in the genealogies in their due

place, they are described only as having died early. ^ Indeed,

every son's name which stands quite isolated and barren in

these ancient genealogies may similarly be held to denote a

family which has become extinct. But the downfall of an older

branch generally causes the rise of a younger ; and tribes and

their branches always tend toward the restitution of their ori-

ginal numbers. And therefore, secondly, this tradition conveys

the fact that, in place of these two early-lost sons of Judah, two

younger branches, Zarali and Pharez, arose, of whom Pharez

' From tho fact that the name of the roekoning by nü''b'i5 Kesita, ' pieces uf

very city (Shoehem) M-here this event nionoy,' not found elsewhere except in
occurred, was Ironie by one of his sons ^^^\^_ ^xiv. 32 and Job xlii. 11 ; the Bonk
(comp. Gen. xxxm. 18), it can only be m- ^f Origins reckons money by shekels,
ferrcd tliat this dominant family at one

(j^j^ xxiii 15-16 • Ex. xxx. 15
time ruled ovt-r more cities tlian this 3 Gen. xxxviii.

'

o""- ^ A.S stated in the Book of Origins,

- This follows from Gen. xlix. 5-7; the Gen. xlvi. 12, Num. xxvi. 19.

beginning also of tho narrative of xxxiii. * Among tho families of Judah, how-
18-20, appears to be derived from the ever, a certain Kr is mriilioned in I Chron.

earliest book, if only on account of the iv. 21, as subordinate to Sholah.
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eventually obtained the x^i'ecedence (p. 373). Now there are

two ways in which the fathers and representatives of younger

branches thus taking the place of elder may consistently be

treated in traditionary history. First, they may be described

simply as later-born sons of the same father. Of this kind is a

very ancient account of the sons of Ephraim,' apparently refer-

ring to early struggles between the Isi-aelites and the aboriginal

inhabitants in the pre-Egyptian period,^ and affording therefore

the best j)0ssible illustration of the present case. Ephraim (so

it is said in the Chronicles on unquestionably ancient authority)

lost two of his sons, Ezer and Elad, who, in some quarrel with

the native inhabitants, went to Gath^ to carry off cattle, but

were themselves slain. Whereupon their old father mourned

many days, visited and consoled by his brethren, like Job in his

affliction, until his wife bore him another son, Beriah, as well

as a daughter ; the son being the same from whom the great

hero Joshua descended in the tenth generation.'' Secondly, such

branches may be represented under the form of grandsons

adopted as children. Of this we have an instance in Joseph's

' ] Chron. vii. 20-23. Wemustbewaro
of regarding the ^V^j 1 Chron. vii. 21, as

identical witli j,L « ; the latter has a

perfectly distinct etymology, and signifies

a stranger artificudli/ made into a son.

This iiiiglit appear douLtful, from the

circumstance that 1 Chron. viii. 13 actually

tells of one Beriah, who there appears as

substitute and also as avenger of those

fallen in the -war with Gath. how he with
his brother Shema expelled the inhabi-

tants from Gath. He is indeed said to

belong to the tribe of Benjamin ; but from
the affinity betweeu the tribes of Ephraim
and Benjamin, this ditFeronce is unim-
portant. But he is regarded as the head
of a family of Ajjalon, a city close on the
Postmosaic possessions of Benjamin ; hence
it might perhaps seem probable that the
contests in question belonged to the very
commencement of the Postmosaic perioJ.

But in fact these are not sufficient grounds
for doubting the pre-Egyptian existence
of this story ; and thus we have here a
remarkable tradition of extremely ancient
occurrences. See my remarks in JWArft. der
Bibl. WÜS. vi, pp. 99-100. On the war-
like deeds of some of Jacob's sons and of

Jacob himself against the Canaanites and
against Esau, as also on the fortunes of

Esau himself, we have further stories in

the ' Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,'

noticed on p. 200, especially Test. Jud. ch.

iii-vii, ix. Test. Baij. x. end. From what
sources these accounts of the kings and
localities of the Patriarchal world were

derived may be inferred from the Book
of Jubilees, xxxiv, xxxvii. (comp, xxx.)

and similar books. Such works indeed

continued in const;intuse down to a much
later period (see Zunz, Gottcsd. Vorträge,

p. 1 45 ; Jellinek's Bet ha Midrasch, iii. pp.

1-5). The earliest work not in the Canon,

which our author seems from the Test.

Xaft. V. to have used, was one probably

written under the Seleucidae, which con-

tained information on the acts of Jacob

and his sous ; but whether its author had
access to any very ancient works, we have

no means of knowing. But it is impossible

to workout clear historic notions from such

late materials ; and the great freedom with

which earlier accounts have been here

handled, is seen from the Test. Jud. viii.

compared with Gen. xxxviii. 1.

^ The Awim before the Philistine con-

quest must therefore be here intended, as

is clear from p. 243.
* I regard this as the correct meaning

of the words, 1 Chron. vii. 20-27 ; the

arrangement of the words, taken strictly,

can yield no other sense ; for the l before

D-13"in V- 21, must designate the apodosis,

according to my Lehrb. % 343 c. Shuthelah's

genealogy is then carried down in seven,

and Eesheph's in ten generations, as far as

Joshua, which is quite self-consistent.
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two sons, Manasseli and Kpliraim : they were received into the

rank and privileges of whole tribes, and are said by the Third

Narrator to have been blessed and adopted as children by the

dying- Jacob. Midway between these two alternatives stands the

case of Zarah and Pharez. They are called children of Tamar,
Judah's daughter-in-law, yet at the same time his own sons.

This is brong-ht about throug'h a single yet complicated crime,

in which nearly every ni'^mber of the family had a share. After

the eldest son's death without issue, the widow's claim to mar-
riage was refused, first by the infamous second son and then by
the father. She at last avenges her wrong on the father himself,

and Judah unexpectedly finds himself the father of two sons,

who may be also denominated his grandsons, and for the shame
of whose birth he dai'ed not execute fitting justice on the widow.

Once assume (as was so long assumed in Israel) the high mo-
rality and binding, because divinely-imposed, obligation of the

levirate marriage,' and we cannot refuse to see the point and
bearing of this half-comic dress, which covers the account of

very ancient relations of family and tribe. And even before the

Fourth Narrator had fully worked out the legend, it is very

likely that popular wit in the ninth century may have taken its

revenge upon the reigning house of David, descended from that

very Pharez, for many harsh or unwarrantable acts, by this

satirical version ofthat house's origin, to which the book of Euth,

probably with at least equal truth, affords the opposite.

V. The Beginniis^g of the NATiOisr.

After such historical traces, few but unmistakable, it is im-

possible to deny that the beginning of Israel as a nation dates

from pre-Egyptian times.

The great chief whom the Nation has always revei'ed as its

father may probably have settled in Canaan with the germ of

the people, and consequently of the twelve tribes. His commu-
nity, whether large or small, must have been divided into twelve

branches. But in Canaan many other populations (out of whom
indeed the Twelve Tribes which obtained a name in history

originally proceeded) must have early attached themselves to

this nucleus ; consisting partly of Hebrew elements, already long

existing in Canaan (whence Jacob was made the grandson of

Abraham), and partly of foreign admixtures. Thfi existence of

the latter cannot possibly be denied ; and how little the boast

' Or marriage with a Lrother-in-law, on which see my Älkrihümcr, p. 276 sq.
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of the pure blood of Abraham and Jacob is worth is shown by

the whole history of the nation, from this its first beginning

down through all succeeding time. We must allow, indeed,

that the Book of Origins must have some historical foundation

when it lays such stress on the greater purity of Israel's Hebrew
blood ' in the account of his and Esau's wives ; as also the later

historians who assert the same. Unquestionably the Israelites

did hold themselves more closely together, and could more

easily do so, being the nation latest settled in the land. But

that this boast is to be allowed only in comparison with other

Hebrew races who allied themselves more freely with alien blood,

is evident from a multitude of unequivocal signs ; and indeed

is not denied by the historians themselves, who unhesitatingly

admit even the very first sons of Jacob to have taken Canaauitish

wives.'-^ Even the examination of the names of tribes, fathers

of tribes, and sons of tribes (the latter representing the compo-

nent families) leads to the same results. To deny the existence

of such great men, such fathers and benefactors of the people

as Jacob and Joseph, would be pure folly ; but with regard to

many other names, the traces we can find only enable us to see

that before the time of Jacob they were fully formed tribes and

populations, which in smaller or larger proportions were ab-

sorbed into Jacob's community, and are here accordingly com-

memorated as sons or grandsons of that Patriarch. The six

families of Manasseh are derived from him only through Machir,

his son, and Gilead, his grandson. Here the name of the

mountain-land of Gilead was evidently introduced only because

Alfter the time of Moses its ruling house became subject to the

tribe of Manasseh. In another case, the name of Ephrath for

Bethlehem is on the one hand very old, and unquestionably

Premosaic, yet on the other plainly connected with the name of

the tribe Ephraim ;
^ although after the conquest of the land

under Joshua the dominion of this tribe never extended so far

' Gen. xxvi. 34, 35, xxvii. 46-xxviii. 9, dence that Ephraim, in any strict sense of

xxxvi. ; Gen. xxiv. by the Third Narrator
;

the words, cannot have been born in Egypt,

but from xxii. 20-24, we conclude that Aregion E/jÄra^rt, famed for its fruitfulness,

the Book of Origins had already mentioned is curiously found in the south-eastofAbys-
Isaac's wife in a similar sense. sinia, and not far from it an Argohha also

2 Gen. xxxviii. 2, xlvi. 10. (compare nilX in Bashan, Deut. iii. 4,

ä Ephrathite is the form used for one 1 Kings iv. 13), see Harris's Highlands of
of the tribe Ephraim, 1 Sam. i. 1, 1 Kings Ethiojjia, ii. p. 347 sqq., Isenberg und
xi. 26, as if the original word were Krapf's Journal (London 1843), p. 289

;

Ephrath, and Ephraim a plural irrogu- Lndolf also names it, but very briefly,

larly formed from it ; see also 1 Chron. From the wide extent of the regions over

ii. 24. The story of the father Ephraim which these and many other Semitic names

mentioned p. 380, if proved to be Pre- are dispersed, we see how very old these

mosaic, would much strengthen the evi- local names must be.
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to the south. Hence there is every reason to consider Ephrath
an old branch of the Caiiaanites which, in combination with a

more purely Hebrew family, known as Machir or Manasseh^

formed the tribe of Joseph. This also explains wliy Ephraim
was originally reckoned second to Manasseh, and not allowed

to rank as the first-born of Joseph.' And if Esau, as we learn

from reliable authority,^ had really a Hittite wife named Judith,

the name Judah would also be old-Canaanite. If, again,

Reuben and Simeon had each a son Carmi,^ Reuben and Judah
a Hezron,"* Simeon and Judah a son Zerah,'^ Ephraim and Ben-
jamin a Becher,^ Levi and Esau a Korah,^ Reuben and Midian

a Hanoch^ (p. 315 sq.); these coincidences can scarcely be at-

tj'ibuted to chance, but may represent the breaking up of other

nationalities, of which part was absorbed into one tribe, part

into another. Of the similar, but to us more intelligible, case

of the sons of Kenaz, in connection with Judah and Esau, Ave

have already spoken, p. 251.

Further testimony on the question, how deep the fusion of

Canaanite and Hebrew races went,^ and how long before the

Egyptian period Israel must have dwelt in Canaan, is afforded

by the language of the country ; on which, however, many
errors are now current. It has in our days been commonly
assumed, that the Hebrew was quite like the Phenician or

Punic ; the principal authority for this opinion being the

well-known expressions in St. Augustine's writings. But this

African bishop was not himself versed in languages, and was
only aware of a general similarity between the two, without

any definite knowledge. If these two languages were perfectly

alike, it is not easy to understand how the Israelite tradition,

examined above, could speak of so wide a separation between

the nations ; and the historical credit of the Biblical narratives

would suffer extremely in consequence. But the assumption

that the language of the Canaanites, although Semitic, was
originally identical with that of the Hebrews, or exhibited only

the very slightest differences from it, is not confirmed by the

' Gen. xlviii. ^ Gen. xxv. 4, xlvi. 9, Numb. xxvi. 5
;

* Gon. xxvi. 34 : compare Jchud in the but this name is certainly derived from the

tribe Dan, Josh. xix. 45, and Reuben in divine per.son;ige mentioned at p. 265 sq.,

the tribe Judah. xv. 6. and this furnishes a proof of the existence
' 1 Chron. ii. 7, iv. 1, v. 3. of his worship at this early ago.

* 1 Chron. v. 3, and above, p. 365 sq. " For special reasons. Ezckiel, xvi. 3. 45,
* Numb. xxvi. 13; 1 Chron. iv. 24, lays groat stress upon this, speaking how-

ii. 6, ix. 6 ; see above, p. 36Ö sq. ever more as propliet than as historian.

" Gen. xlvi. 21 ; 1 Chron. vii. 6 ; Numb. Similarly Moab and .Amnion are con-

xxvi. 35. temptuously reckoned with the Canaanites
' Seo above, p. 36.3 note, and Gen. xxxvi. in Judith v. 3 ; compare however v. 6.

5, xiv. 16.
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remains of the Phenician language, so far as is at present

known with any certainty.' On the contrary the Old Testament

itself shows, by the many different names which it often gives

of the same country or the same citj',^ that in this land the

variety of languages (though all Semitic) was as great as that

of the peoples. These manifold languages, however, as far as

we have means to inspect them, had assuredly a certain marked
resemblance among themselves ; which can be explained only

by supposing that the original inhabitants, never utterly sup-

pressed, here founded a true national language, to which all

incomers, Canaanite as well as Hebrew and Philistine, inevitably

conformed ; and which naturally coincides most with that of

the Canaanites, who mingled first and most freely with the

natives.' Now the Israelites, who, as we have seen, entered the

country in smaller bodies, must even before the Egyptian period

have so completely adopted this language, that even in Egypt
they took very little from the Egyptian ; and after the conquest

under Joshua, they seem to have yielded more and more to the

influence of its native elements,* and were able to converse

easily with the Phenicians ; whereas the speech beyond Gilead

and Euphrates, being Aramean, was considered a foreign

tongue.'^ This last circumstance is not surprising, if the con-

jecture respecting Damascus, p. 311 sq., be correct, that during

the sojourn of Israel in Egypt, the Aramean tribes had pushed

farther southward, cutting the Israelites off entirely from their

former kindred in the north. It is a great mistake in our day

to assume an Aramean origin for the Hebrews, or any special

resemblance between the languages of the Arameans and the

Hebrews.^

' This is a most important result of our the diiference is expressly referred to

latest investigations ; sec my A/jfiandhaig three distinct nationalities, Kermon of the

über das Phonikische in the Zeitschriftfilr Hebrews being called Shenir by the Amo-
das Morgenland, iv. s. 400-418, continued rites, and Sirion by the Sidonians.

\\. p. 288 sqq., vii. p. 70 sqq. ; also my ^ Hence Isaiah xix. 18 could, not im-

Ahhandlrmg uhr.r die Inschrift von Mar- properly, understand Hebrew to be in-

seille, which appeared in the Jahrb. der eluded \n the term language of Canaan.

i?/W. IFm.i., and is more correctly printed * This is one of the chief results esta-

in the Abhandlungen der Göttinger Gesell, blished in the above-named treatises on
der Wiss. iv. ; and especiall}' my ErJclä- the Phenician.

rung dergrossen Phönikischen Inschrift von ^ The two Aramaic words used as a

Sidon (Gott. 1856), as well as many later translation of Gilead, according to a pecu-

articles. liar interpretation of the latter in Gen.
- Seir, Fxhm, Esau, see p. 344 ; Jerusa- xssi. 47, may be ancient, as well as the

lern and Jebus, see below ; Luz and Bethel, entire verse ; they afford, as is well known,

the first the Canaanite, the second the the earliest testimony on the nature of

Hebrew name, see p. 304. Kirjafk-Arba Aramaic as a distinct language,

and Hebron, p. 230. Ephrath and Beth- * Two special causes have contributed

lehcm ; compare the very distinct testi- to this error. On the one hand, Jacob

mony from the Mosaic age in Numb, himself and his Mesopotamian connections

xxxii. 38. On one occasion, Deut. iii. 9, are even in early writings often classed
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In religion and manners, on tbe other hand, the Israelites

certainly maintained far more individuality, as the whole fol-

lowing history shows. And the hero who could give such unity
to a nation composed of these different elements, that to bear
his double name was ever accounted its highest honour, must
in actual life have been so great, that in history proper he
would have shone as brightly as in legend, if of him as of

Abraham some great record had been preserved from far distant

days. As it is, we can only pronounce with certainty that his

individual deeds must have been worthy of a great historical

personage, but are forced to relinquish the attempt to gain any
close and connected idea of the details of his career; content

to have brought together the scattered traces that remain to

testify to the actual beginnings of this national history.

with the Arameans : Lut in -tt-hat sense

this is meant in the ancient narratives,

and even by the Deuteronomist, has been
already sufficiently explained, p. 342 sq.

Abraham himself vras never called an
Aramean, and the Hebrews always knew
themselves to be very different from the

Arameans. On the other hand, it became
tlie fashion with Hellenistic writers in the

latest period of this liistory to call Abra-
ham, and even Moses (Philo's Life of
Moses, i. 2. 7), Chaldeans, and the Hebrew
language Chaldeo (Philo especially does

so, ii. p. 138-14Ü, 412 sqq.; Aucher, ii.

p. 208). But this confusion sprang solely

from the caiises already stated, p. 335 sq. :

see also IV. 490. Earely, however, did a
writer go so far as to call the Israelites,

by way of praise, ' descendants of tlis

Chaldeans,' as in Judith v. 6-9, and Jo-
sephus, Against Apion, i. ] 3 ; but as tho

latter in ch. vi. follows the custom of his

age in using the name Chaldean as

equivalent to philosopher, it is obvious
why he and other writers like him were
glad to find a Chaldean origin for the

Patriarchs,

VOL. I. C
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SECTION II.

THE MIGRATION OF ISRAEL TO EGYPT.

A. GENERAL NOTIONS.

The pre-Egyptian period of the history of Israel had, as wc

have seen, a certain grandeur of its own, to which the nation,

even when transformed by the spirit of a higher religion, could

look back with joy and pride ; and some of the fibres of the

purer religion and upright lofty tone of mind, which after

Moses was inseparable from the national life as regulated by

law, may be traced back to the glorious heroes of that primitive

age. A mystic bond of uniformity of feeling and consistency

of aim often runs for centuries through the fortunes of a nation

which preserves the best elements of its life from ruin. The

modern Germans may see in their national hero Arminius and

his Romanising brother Flavius only too true a prototype of

their own good and bad elements. In the same way, many a

characteristic of the people of Israel, which developed its full

power only after the time of Moses, may have had its root in

that early age.

But it is (as was remarked on p. 287) in the Egyptian period

that we first perceive a distinct preparation for this nation's

especial mission. Egypt, both through her wealth and treasures,

and through her incomparably early and high culture, was in the

earliest times for the less civilised nations surrounding her, very

much W'liat in later times Athens and Rome were for the northern

tribes : a magnet, attracting or repelling, but from which all

departed other than they came ; a high school for all migrating

races, whether conquering or conquered. Much indeed both

of art and of practical experience she had to impart ; mingled

however, even thus early, with too much that was degraded and
repulsive ; and a simple primitive people, when submitted to her

strong and manifold influences, necessarily received an imj)ress

varying in strength with its own native force of character. Even
after Egypt had for centuries lost both strength and indepen-

dence, and become the prey of invader after invader, it still re-

tained for the adjacent lands of Asia something of the magic
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cliarm, wliicli 'tlie Thousand and One Niglits ' so vividly describe.

How niiglity tlien, must the influence of Egypt have been, in

the early times of her extraordinary prosperity and culture,

when she produced by those wondrous monuments, the accurate

investigation of which has been reserved for our own days, and
for the hands of such scholars as Rosellini, Wilkinson, and
Lepsius.

But certain as it is that the intimate connection of Israel

with this earliest-civilised among the nations alone enabled him
to take the first step which introduced him into the great world-

history, it is equally evident on the other hand that the first

step in this change, the migration of Israel into Egypt, formed
only a transition-period between the preliminary and the proper

history of the nation. For as the narrative now stands in the

Old Testament, the history of this period is concerned with the

twelve tribes simply as individuals, sons of Jacob. And whilst

in the early traditions (see p. 288) even Joseph, incomparably

the most illustrious of those sons, is never placed on an equality

with the three great Patriarchs, but put as it were one step

below that Heroic age, yet his history almost coincides with the

closing portion of Jacob's ; and in death the two appear all but

equal. But important as are in themselves these opening scenes

of the Egyptian period, it is not there that we shall find the

germ of that great history which was to make Israel immortal.

This transition-epoch must therefore be regarded in close con-

nection with the prehistoric period, and kept distinct from the

subsequent history of the nation.

A close examination of this beginning of Israel's life in Egypt
is indeed beset with serious difficulties : the age is still so

remote, the sources of information are so scanty. It is true

that the Biblical narratives, which appear copious rather from

their volume than from the amount of strictly historical infor-

mation which they contain, receive here for the first time some-

thing like completion by contributions from without. While
Herodotus and Diodorus, in their accounts of Egypt, are almost

silent on this remote section of history, it is fortunate that of a

work compiled from good native sources—that of Manetho on
the thirty-one Egyptian dynasties, from the first mortal sovereign

Menes down to Alexander and the Ptolemies—some extracts,

unfortunately scanty and corrupted, have been preserved in the

Chronicle of Eusebius, and others in Georgius Syncellus,^ Avho

' In Kevcral passages in tlio Chrono- inatcly derived from Manetho. Fartl;or

graphy, Eonn edition ; especially pp. 09- refcronces will be given I itrr, in tn.Mting

146. Even such obscure notices a.y those of the Exodus.

in Tac. Hist. v. 3, may probably be idti-

c c 2
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quotes from the History of Julius Africanus. Still more fortunate

is it that Mavius Josephus, who in this part of his Antiquities

adhered closely to Biblical and Jewish authorities,^ was induced

by the violent oi^positiou of certain contemporary writers to quote

at full length, in his work against Apion, two long passages of

Manetho, whose work is unfortunately lost.'^ But in his appli-

cation of these passages of Manetho to the history of Israel,

Josephus himself falls into serious errors ; and it is difficult to

say how much mischief was done by premature attempts on the

part of Jewish and Christian scholars of that day to reconcile

the Biblical and the Egyptian accounts. To this cause may be

principally attributed the confused state of the few remaining

extracts from Manetho. Nor have even the labours of modern
scholars in deciphering Egyptian inscriptions been rewarded as

yet by much reliable information with respect to this particular

portion of early history. Moreover, some who undertook most

confidently to interpret the inscriptions, and whose services in

deciphering have in some instances been most meritorious, have

been hitherto the least disposed to an impartial consideration

and comparison of the Biblical records. Besides which it must

be borne in mind that the number of monuments requiring

examination is constantly receiving accessions, and the deci-

phering of those already found is still far from complete. At
this very time, indeed, fresh discoveries are again looked for.'

Under these circumstances, the following is pretty nearly all

that can be affirmed with certainty.

I. That the whole Hebrew movement from the north could

terminate only in Egypt, the rich and beautiful, may be inferred,

as we have seen (p. 809 sqq.), from the general mutual relations

of the nations of those times. But we possess besides sufficient

' That he w.is aware of the existence lation of revolutions of Sirius, 1,461 j^enrs

of other opinions is however evident from in length, does not appear to me suffi-

liis passing intimation, ' tliat Israel was ciently proved. The great work of Lepsius,

derived not from Egypt, hut from Meso- Chron<jlogic der A'-gypier, the first vol. of
potaraia ' {Ant'iq. ii. 7- 4); an assertion which appeared in Berlin, 1849, is not
which in his work Against Apion he de- yet completed ; Lut an instalment of its

fends at length, against opponents whom completion was furnished in 1 858, by his

he mentions by name. Indeed none but Hook of the Kings of Ancient Egypt, con-
Pagans were then capable of such an error taining valuable documents. And in the
as to refer the origin of Israel to Egypt last few years new excavations and inves-

and Africa. tigations have been carried out by Ma-
- Against Apion, i. 14-16 and 26-31. riette and others, in the north-east of
' Since this was written in 1842, Bun- Egypt, the very district most imporUint

sen's work on Egypt appeared, the first to our present subject ; and from these
volume in 1845, and the fifth and last in much new light may be expected. See
1857; also Böckh's Manetho vnd die Revue Archeologique, 1861, p. 249-50,
//i«Hc?Ä!'€r«pfriWc, whose assumption, that 338-40, 1862, p. 297 sqq.; Chabas in

Manetho's chronology, commencing with Lnnglois' Nianismatique des Arahes, pp.
Menes, was based upon a tcientitic calcu- 1 45-46.
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ovidenco to prove ihat evon from the first this great migration,

especially as connected with the name of Abraham, took this

direction. According to one account,^ no sooner is Abraham
settled in Canaan, than he journeys, though but for a short time,

into Egypt; and, according to another,^ Isaac was restrained

only bj' exj^ress Divine prohibition from carrying out a similar

purpose. It is true that these two accounts come to us in

their present form only from the Fourth Nan-ator ; and that in

both a famine in Canaan is assigned as the immediate motive

of the journey into Egypt ; which looks as if the later great

migration of Israel through famine floated before the narrator's

mind, and these two earlier Patriarchs were intended to present

a type of that later history. But unless some ancient and
already written legend of Abraham's journey into Egypt had
come down to the Fourth Narrator, he would not have ventured

so to relate it ; this we are entitled, from a correct appreciation

of his character, to assume. But this shows us at least how-

faint the memor}^ of those earlier migrations had become in his

day. So much the brighter and clearer appears in both earlier

and later records the migi'ation brought about bj- Joseph. Yet

even here those distant times are regarded so exclusively from

an Israelitish point of view, and so little notice is taken of the

internal affairs of Egypt, that we are only the more anxious to

compare the narrative with the accounts given of these great

events by the Egyptians themselves.

Now it is clear from the fragments of Manetho, that before

the Eighteenth Dynasty, whose great power and well-esta-

blished rule the monuments sufficiently attest, Egypt was the

scene of numerous and prolonged contests with the races

called by the stationary Egyptians Shepherds (that is Nomads),

and towards whom, as even Hebrew tradition bears witness,-''

they cherished for centuries a deep-seated aversion. According

to the very scanty fragments quoted in Julius Africanus, and

again from him in Georgius Sj'ncellus, the Fifteenth Dynasty con-

sisted of Phenician (that is Canaanite) foreigners, who reigned

284 years ; the Sixteenth of other ' Shepherds,' who reigned 518

years ; the Seventeenth of forty-three ' Shepherds ' and forty-

three Theban (that is, native) kings, reigning altogether 151

' Gen. xii. 10-20. (lotus at least (ii. 46-47, and conir'^rc

* Gen. xxvi. 1-G. 164) only i\v caste of swineherds was
' Gen. xlvi. 34, compared with xliii. regarded by tUeni as ne?ei?f-aril3- nncleui,

?/}.. Judging Ly the many expressive and all olher herdsmen held ;i higher

rrpresent.it ions on sepulchral monuments, posiiioii, we mut^t limit the application of

the ricli Egyptians took especial pleasure the Hebrew proverb to the free henlsmon,

in the possession of numerous flocks and and to very early times, shortly after the

shepherds. And as in the time of Hero- expuL^^ion of the Hyksus.
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years. According to the fragments in Eusebius and others,

however, the Seventeenth Dynasty consisted for 106 years of
Phenician Shepherd-Kings, whose x^ersonal names are given,

and who are the same that were assigned by other writers to the

Fifteenth. Confusions and inaccuracies, which we have not as

yet means to correct with any certainty, have evidently entered

here.^ But we may safely infer, in general terms, a long con-

tinuance of the supremacy of the Shepherd-Kings in Egypt.
Josephus, though leaving out of view the succession of dynasties,

gives a detailed account, of thoroughly Egyptian complexion,

concerning the Shepherd-Kings (who according to Manetho
were called in Egyptian Hyksos^). Its chief points are as

follows :—The Shepherds, coming from the east, conquered the

country by a sudden blow, burnt down the cities, destroyed

the temples, and in general treated the inhabitants with the

greatest cruelty. The first king, Salatis by name,^ settled

himself in Memphis, but selected Avaris, a newly-built city in

the province of Sethros eastwards, on the Bubastic branch of

the Nile,^ as a strong place to be defended by a permanent force

of 240,000 men, and also as a summer residence for himself,

where he might annually review and reward the soldiers. He
also fortified strongly other positions towards the east, in fear of

an Assp'ian invasion. This king, who reigned 19 years ; Baeon,

44 years ; Apachnos, 36 years and 7 months ; Apophis or Apho-
phis, 61 years ; Janias, 50 years and 1 month ; and Assis,^ 49

years and 2 months ; were the first six sovereigns of the

Hyksos (as if another family, also of the Hyksos, had suc-

' Eusebius, as vre see in liis Canon in the other abstracts, to be a corruption

(Cfiron. Tol. ii. p. 78), suiiposeil the appel- of the same word.
ktion Shepherd-Kings to refer to Joseph 4 This Araris is evidently the city
and his brethren

;
but T^-as doubtless mis- alluded to by Georgius Syncellus, as built

Ic I by the error on the part of Josephus, ^ the Hyksos in the Sethroitic Nomos

;

mentioned below. and this shows that Josephus wrongly
2 ManyEgyptians.accordingtoManetho, ^ks of the Saitic Nomos, instead of the

preferred interpreting this name &s Captive yethroitic, which is on the south-west of
khepherds. This perversion of the sense Pdusium
is evidently only a bitter iest against the , .

'
. , ,

former rulers of the land; as in Eoselliiii's * This name is perhaps more correctly

Monum. Storici, -plKies xxvi-xxviii. (com- g'^^^'^ "^ the_ other extracts as Archies,

pare Lepsius, Denkmäler, iii. 61 sq., 87 sq, although Assis, like Salatis, is good Se-

109, 128 sq., 139 sq.), the SMs are repre- "^'^le (T^-Ty, potentate); and an Aziz, king

Fcnted upon the triumphal monuments in of Emesa, is mentioned by Josephus, An-
cliains ; and I cannot understand how tiquities, xx. 7- In the Jewish War, v.

Uosellini could sanction an interpretation 9. 4, Josephus incidentally calls the king
so irreconcilable with history. Josephus, in whose time Abraham visited Egypt,
of course, seized eagerly upon it, in order Nechao. It is quite uncertain whence he
to make out that it referred to Joseph's took this name, which occurs nowhere else,

captivity in Egypt. not even in his own account in his Antiqui-
^ This name is such good Semitic, and ties ; Theophilus however (Ad Autolycum,

corresponds so strikingly with Gen.xlii.6, ii. 45) calls the first Eg}-ptian king after

that we must suppose (SazVfs, which occurs the Deluge Ne^awö.
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ceedod tliem). At length, after 511 years, the kings of the

Thebais and the rest of Egypt conducted a long war against

them to a successful issue, and the king Misphragniuthosis,^

sliiit them up in Avaris. There, however, they entrenched and

defended themselves so well that his son Tethmosis (also called

Tuthmosis, Thummosis, and Thmosis^) although besieging

them with 480,000 men, was forced to allow them to leave the

country. They accordingly marched out without molestation,

about 240,000 strong, and in fear of the Assja-ians (whose

power was far to the north), immediately settled down in Judea,

and built Jerusalem.

This story bears, it is true, unmistakable signs of good

remembrance ; indeed the fragments of Manetho, even from

the history of Menes the first king downwards, generally testify

to a conception of occurrences very accurate for so remote a

period—a sign of the extraordinarily early cultivation of letters

and documentar}^ science among the Egyptians. The great

city Avaris, on an eastern branch of the Nile, which was built

by the Hyksos as a great fortified camp, indicates from its

position the quarter from which they entered Egypt, offering

an exact parallel to Gilgal, tliA strong encampment of Israel on

the west of the Jordan, whence that people under Joshua and

his successors subdued Canaan. The names of Judea and Jeru-

salem may indeed have got into the narrative only through the

historical ideas about the south of Canaan current for several

centuries before Manetho; for although the name Jerusalem

is old (older than David), yet to our modern knowledge its

combination here with that of Judea makes it very doubtful

whether this element of the story dates from suf&cient antiquity.

But a welcome indication that the fear of the Assyrians (or

northern nations) felt by the Hyksos, was not without reason,

and a hint as to what nations are to be understood under the

term Assyrian, is presented in the often-quoted passage, Gen.

xiv. And this historical view is corroborated not only by Ctesias

in his account of an early Assyrian empire, but by many other

traditions, as will be further shown below.

But Flavins Josephus, in understanding by the Hyksos only

the Israelites during their settlement in Egj-pt, and identifying

' In Josephus wrongly spelt 'A\i<r(f>pay;u.
;

horn of the god Taaiit or Tot, The second

the A\ heing evidently a mistake for M, member is from the Coptic root ?«rts, takin-;;

since L occurs in old Egyptian (except in in the noun first a long (1, and then modi-

tho Basmurian dialect) no more than in fying it into u. Moses, the great leader

Zend. of Israel, -n-hcn grown up, probaldy prc-

= The oldest pronunciation, however, ferred to call himself simply thus, and to

must have been Tuhnöse,].o. sou of Taaut, drop the Egyptian gol from his name.
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the expulsion of these Shepherd-Kings with the Exodus of

Israel under Moses, manifestly falls into great error. Not only

is he thereby compelled without any sufficient ground to reject

as fabulous a later account of Manetho's, but even this first

account contains no single jiroof that Israel, at least that people

alone, was understood by the name of Hyksos ; still less does it

refer to Moses, or to any circumstance of the Israelitish Exodus
under him. Such an assumption also confuses the whole chro-

nolog3% The statement in 1 Kings vi. l,that 480 years elapsed

between the Exodus from Egypt and the commencement of the
building of the Temple of Solomon, and the corresponding

statement in Ex. xii. 40, that Israel sojourned 430 years in

Egypt, are derived in all j)robability (p. 76, 81 sq.) from the

Book of Origins, and consequently from very reliable sources
;

their accuracy is confirmed by every fresh investigation; and
they constitute the only two fixed points by which all Hebrew
chronology is held in its place. Putting the foundation of

Solomon's Temple in one of the last decads of the eleventh

century before Christ, the Exodus will fall near the end of the

sixteenth century. Many of the learned, however, even before

Josephus, had, for reasons to be explained shortly, pushed the

date of the Exodus further back. And Josephus, whose object

in the books against Apion was to establish against pagan
writers of the day, the two propositions that Israel was not an
offshoot from Egypt, and that it was a very ancient nation,

seized with evident eagerness upon this story of Manetho's of

the settlement and subsequent expulsion of the Hyksos, be-

cause, once assuming the identity of these with Israel, he could

not only represent Israel as utterly distinct from the Egyptians,

but push the date of Moses back to 2,000 years before his own
time.' Perhaps he might have attained all that he wished to

prove in vindication of the good name of his nation, by another
and a safer way ; unable to find that course, he was seduced
into this bypath, which deprives the early history of Israel of all

its light, but secures to us some compensation in the important
extracts from Manetho.

Abandoning the view of Josephus on the subject, one might
suppose that the Phenician Shepherd-Kings of whom Eusebius
and Syncellus speak (and no doubt Manetho himself used this

name) were to be understood in the most obvious sense of the

' That Moses lived 2,000 years before, to his Antiquities and his work Against
and that 5,000 had elapsed since the Apion,\. \, 7,%,\Q. The present reading,
Creation, is assumed by Josephus through- however, in if«^ viii. 3. 1, certainly does
out all his writings; see the introduction not agree with these figures
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words, of an immif^ration of Canaanites into Egypt, perlia^ps at

ji time preceding the advance of the Hebrews into Canaan.

Many isolated facts might be adduced in favour of this view,

as for instance the great ethnological myth Avhich puts Cauaau,

as the sou of Ham, into a very close connection vs-ith Egypt

(p. 239 sq.) ; and the ' Tyrian Camp ' at Memphis, in later

times,' which might perhaps be a relic left by aCanaanite popu-

lation in very early times. But Manetho's second story, of "svliich

we shall speak presently, cannot be brought into accordance

with this view, and even in itself the hypothesis is beset Avitli

improbabilities. The Canaanites, as far back as we can trace

them in history, were not shepherd-tribes at all, but had long

passed that stage of civilisation. Even such branches of them
as the Amorites, who were least given to the arts and trades of

cities (p. 234 sq.), never appear like nomads, or like the camps

of conquering hordes such as Manetho graphically describes the

Hyksos. Moreover, as ancient tradition (p. 239) brought them
into the land of the Jordan from quite a different quarter, so

also historical indications show their constant tendency to have

been still further to the west. Towards Egypt they turued

with eagerness only for the sake of trade, but appear from

many indications^ to have always been well received there in

that capacity. But this would be scarcely credible, if they

were identical with the detested Shepherd-tribes. We pass

over other still less probable opinions respecting the Hyksos,

propounded by modern scholars.^

I have always recognised that the Hyksos must stand in

some close relation to the Hebrews; understanding this word,

however, not in its ordinary acceptation, but in the primitive

sense in which, as above explained, they first appear in the

land of the Jordan. Coming, according to Manetho, from the

east, the Hyksos established on the north-eastern boundary of

Egypt an entrenched camp, on which they could easily fall

back at any moment. They are even called, according to one

' Herod, ii. 112. poUion that the Shos of the hieroglypliics

* SeelH.x-^ni. 3, and Jos. AffoinstApion, were identical vr\ih. the SkcttB (Chetae)

i. 12, with reference to later times; the and that these were Scythians {Monu.
earlier intercourse between the nations is Stor. i. 1, p. 173 sqq.. ii. 1. p. 56-68).
attested by the frequent connection be- Later, however, he gradually retracted tliis

tween the Egyptian and the Piienician o[>inion, but without arriving definitely

religious rites and usages of all kinds. A at anything better (ii. 1. p. 43.3-45, 2. p.

remembrance of it is even found in Greek 24G-58). In fact the vanquished in tho

mythology, ApoUod. Bibl. ii. 1,4 (wiiere illustrations (i. pi. jsxvi.) look much more

'E7X'P<''J probably arose from the river lik(^ people from the deserts adjoining

"I'lrrC'). l->gypt; they are bringing gazelles as their

» Such as Rosellini's opinion that they ti-'ljutary oflFering.

were Sovthians. He believed with Cham-
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reading, Fhenician Shepherds, wliicli, considering that the

Greeks called all the inhabitants of Canaan indiscriminately

Phenicians, or even Palestinians, is almost identical with

Rebreio Shepherds.'^ The description of them as wandering
and encamping ti-ibes, agrees exactly with the reminiscences

preserved in the Old Testament of tlie primitive HebrcAV

race, gradually pushing forwards from the north-east, towards

the south and Egypt ; for it cannot surprise us that the Egyp-
tians should dwell chiefly upon the offensive characteristic of

the invaders, and the ravages committed by them. The six

kings' names which have been preserved, differ from all the

numerous names of Egyptian kings found in Manetho's long

list; and not only has the first king, Salatis (i.e. Lord), a
name easily recognised as Semitic, but even that of the great

camp, Avaris or Abaris,^ signifies in all probability the Hebrew

Camp} And they may very possibly have ruled in Egypt for

several centuries without serious injury to the higher culture

and science of Egyptian life. For even according to Manetho's

expressions quoted by Josephus, representing the Theban (or

Southern) and other Egyptian kings as in the end suddenly rising

up and expelling them, they can have been only suzerains of

the land, surrounded by their vassal-kings, and satisfied with a

mere recognition by these of their own supremacy.

This, however, does not decide what particular Hebrew tribes

are here to be understood. We must indeed at once recognise

the broad fact that this conquest of Egypt, placed by Manetho
(to speak in round numbers) considerably more than 2,000

3'ears before Christ, must refer to the very earliest Hebrew
migration into Egypt of which any memory has remained.

' The story of the shepherd Philitis, to phus adds that, according to an old Theo-
whom (according to Herol. ii. 128) flie logy (i.e. the Mythology), Abaris was
Egyptians ascribed the building of the c:i\\ci (he. City of Typhon. This, however,

pyramids of Cheops and Chephren, from vas not intended as an explanation of tlio

liatred to those kings, because under them name Abaris, but only to show that the

lie had kept sheep on that spot, would, Egyptians devoted this hated city to the

if his name is derived from the Philis- Evil God. Very recently the name Äz rar

tines and the tradition embodies a re- has actually been found on Egyptian monu-
collection of tlie Hyksos, still only indi- mcnts relating to the time of the Ilyksos

;

cate the district from which the latter see De Eouge in the Eevue Arch. 1860,

originally came. The legend may perhaps p. 309 sq.; 1861, ii. p. 215; Brugsch's

account for the use in Ethiopic of the Geograph. Inschriften, i. p. 51. But the

word Z,Q, J?-^, TcCvit (properlv shepherd) *^,-^'^^ f\^ ?f
^^^^ Hyksos-city still remains

. , . ^, „ , ,, J^ : , , doubtful; it was certainly not the same
lor giant, m the Book ot Enoch and else-

.^^ ^anis. Whether the name was formed
from Egyptian elements may require

where,

* In both places where this city is further investigation ; but to suppose that

mezitioned (Against Apio7i, i. 14 and 26), the Hebrews themselves had their name
the reading varies between "Aßapis and from this Avaris (as Brugsch suggests,

AvapLs. Gcog. Ins. i. 90), is the reverse of any
* In the second passage, indeed, Jose- possible historical truth.
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We cannot therefore refer it to tlie immigration of the Peojjle

of Israel into Egypt ; since that appellation (see p. 341 sqq.)

implies a settlement of Hebrews in Canaan, which took place

later ; and the nation so called is represented in the Old Testa-

ment as moving from Canaan into Egypt only on the summons
of Joseph—a Hebrew who had already become powerful there,

when his father Israel was already old and grey. The Biblical

reminiscences of Abraham's and Isaac's connection with Egypt

are much more likely to be connected with the events in ques-

tion. In their present state, indeed, these reminiscences, as was

shown on p. 388 sq., retain only a faint outline, and have re-

ceived a strongly Mosaic colouring, both moral and historical.

Moreover, the idea that the migration of the two Patriarchs was

occasioned by the same cause as the later national migration

to the same country, viz. a famine in Canaan, is very vague

and general, since Egypt must always have appeared to the

neighbouring nations a land of inexhaustible plenty. But

in these early legends the two elder Patriarchs evidently stand

in almost the same relation to Egypt as the third ; although

Abraham's rapid return, and the express Divine prohibition of

Isaac's projected migration, appear like types of Israel's great

migration to the same country, which also was not to result in

a permanent settlement.^ Abraham's migration also appears

from the legend to have been from the far north to Egypt ; and

both Patriarchs, accordmg to the constant tenor of this tra-

dition, appear, even W'hen in Canaan, to have always remained

in the south, close npon the Egyptian frontier (p. 305 sq.).

On the other hand, it would be an equal violation of history to

understand Abraham and his family alone by this Hyksos

people. It is only in the extant Israelitish legend that he

appears as the great father of all the Hebrews far and wide

around Canaan. According to Genesis xiv. (p. 286 sq., 307 sq.),

he was originally a powerful individual Hebrew in Canaan, like

many others ; in accordance with Avhich his visit to Egypt,

even in the extant legend, appears as of no great length or im-

portance ; and in the tradition which in many ways subordinates

Lot, Ishmael, and the sons of Keturah, to him, we are already

prepared (by p. 309 sq.) to see nothing absolutely primitive.

It would therefore seem more correct to represent the Hyksos

as comprehending all those various tribes, some small and

some great, which were generally united only by their com-

mon Hebrew origin, and at that particular time also by a

1 Compare Gen. xlvi. l_i with xxvi. 1, passed uiukr tlio hand of .tho Fourth

2, and xii. 10-20, passages which have Narrator.
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common movement soutliward ; some of vrliom pressed forward

into Egypt, others established themselves in Canaan and the ad-

jacent countries
;
probably with many shiftings backward and

forward, of which novv^ only some faint reminiscences can -with

difficulty be traced ; Abraham being only one among many leaders

of these tribes. This view is actually confirmed by other indi-

cations. The Midianites and the Kenites, from whom Moses

(as will be afterwards shown) received so much assistance in his

exertions for Israel, may themselves, according to Manetho's

account, have belonged to the Hyksos formerly expelled from

Egypt, and have assisted Moses the more zealously on this

account. It cannot be for nothing that the oldest tradition

gives to Ishmael an Egyptian mother and an Egyptian Avife,'

and makes him dwell on the very borders of Egypt. ^ Lot, more-

over, according to the Fourth Narrator, accompanies Abraham
into Egypt: this, if not expressly stated in Gen. xii. 10-20, is

made all the more distinct in Gen. xiii. 1-18, where the old

authorities have probably been more strictly adhered to.

But we must here especially call to mind (fi'om p. 253) that

Arabian tradition attributes to that people also an early conquest

of Egypt. Most writers fix uj^on the Amalekites as the parti-

cular Arab tribe who have a claim to this renown ; others the
' Adites," also an aboriginal tribe, but not mentioned in the

Bible. Preserved as this tradition has been through Moslim
Avriters, it certainly comes before us adulterated by the learaed

with Biblical ideas and incidents, wdiich have evidently deter-

mined its special character. The Pharaohs sprung from Arabian

blood, are said to have dwelt in the city Aicar,* and to have

reigned there under Jacob and Joseph, and even under Moses
;

the names of some are very precisely given, and sound quite

Arabic no doubt, but with some foreign additions, clearly testi-

fying to the fusion of heterogeneous elements.^ It is impossible

to doubt that all these stories, as they at present stand, originated

in a mere desire of blending and enriching the legends of the

Koran (especially that of Joseph) with other well-known histories

;

and this fresh zeal may have been very active even in tlie first

' Gen. xvi. 1, 7, Ü, sxi. 9, 14,21. ' Seo the names in AVakidi, Rrputjv.
- Gen. xxi. 21, XXV. 18. Acg. el. Ilamaker, p. 41, 60; Tabari,
3 See the extracts (only too short) in Chron. i. p. 209. 210, 261, 262; Abnlfid.

Caussin do Perceval's Essai sur CHUtoire Hixf. Antcisl. p. 30, 70, 100 ; Abda'hakami,
des Arabes, vol. i. p. 7-13. Lib de hisioriaAccji/pti rnifiqua, ed. Karle,

* Abbreviated from Avaris (p. 394). Gott. 18ö6. Jn any case they are the

Here "wc perceive mo.'^t plainly an infusion names of the Pharaohs in Joseph's and
of details from the II_yksos story, sneh as a Moses' times only ; the name Ars!äiis,cor-

pedant •«•ould attempt ; and it is actually rupted in most manuscripts into Arasha,
pretended that Awar stood on the site of points to the Archies of Manetho.
the later Alexandria

!
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century of Islam. Yet it cannot be denied that some memory
of a former Arabian conquest and long^ dominion over Egypt
mig-ht remain among the Arabians even in the time of Moham-
med. Such memories of former greatness do not easily pass

away from a nation's recollection. Upon this foundation the

accounts of the Hyksos, given by the learned in the eai'ly days

of Islam, must then have been piled, and gradually mingled Avith

the national reminiscences. It had indeed been mentioned even

by Manetho, that some thought the Hyksos were Arabs,* but
important as this short comment must seem to our view of the

subject, it is too incidental to have been the sole origin of the

later Arabian stories. The mere names, Amalek,^ and still more
•Ad, occurring in them may have been employed at a later time

only as a designation of extreme antiquity ; but they prove at

the same time that these stories were not originally derived from
Josephus and the Fathers of the Church.

We must therefore suppose that a great movement of nations

from the north to Egypt took place in the earliest times, and
carried the inhabitants of northern Arabia in multitudes thither;

a movement which we can describe by no other name but

Hebrew, and in which Abraham bore a part, although only as a

small prince. This actually throws the first ray of light on the

obscure relations of the early world. Internal dissensions, and
the first rise of the Assyrian or rather Aramean power in the

north, may have impelled the Hebrews southwards, and then

driven them, conjointly with the aboriginal tribes of Palestine

and northern Arabia, into Egypt, v>-here they founded the

dynasty of the Shepherd-Kings. Thus that early age may have

presented the first example of those persevering and varied

contests of the Asiatic nations with Egypt, which were repeated

under the later Assyrians, Chaldeans, and Persians, and again

under Islam by the Arabs, Persians, and Turks.

But if we consider fiirther, that Egyptian records always

' Tiv^s S« Xe^ot/ffi»' aÜToiis "Apaßay ilvai, the IIvKSuS period, adopted Lotli by tlio

3osf'^Xwis Against Apion\.\-\:. The Greek Arabs and the Ilebrews, tliougli in eacli

mytli also connects Arabia in ancient times case with some variation in the pronun-

very closely Avith Egypt; ApoUod. Bibl. ciation. For this word accords with

ii. i. 4, 5. TTvpafj.ls, excepting that it is without the
' In Numb, xxir, 20 the Amalekites Egyptian article ; and is certainly derived,

are expressly called aborigines : but it is -^vith the change of ^ into 7?!, from epUG
inconceivable that a passage like this,

,
. ., • ,^i ,i i

little understood or noticed at a later ago,
^a'!ciuar>/, as the pyramuls might be cilled

alone induced Moslim scholars to regard ^.^S the most ancient of sanctuaries. Not

this people as their ancestors. It seems ^'^^ ;' V"}"'^]
later period uid the same

"^ ^ word with the article pass into Arabic, as
more probable that in ^IJ*», compared

, . . . e v^ (*J^
'

v..
1 with the meaning of an ordinary

with nnn (Job iii. 11), wo possess a sanctuary; see Giltt. Od. An;. 18ÖG, p.

genuine Egyptian word preserved from lOG'Jsij.
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speak of several successive Hyks6s dynasties, and ascribe to

them all tlie same dread of the Assyrian power ; and again,

that the complication of nationalities in the adjacent country of

Canaan, ancient as it is, must have arisen about the time when
these different lines of Hyksos bore sway in Egypt, imi)lying

great and repeated revolutions in the possession of the two

neighbour-countries, we may hope to gain a still clearer un-

derstanding of these circumstances when we add all other tes-

timonies and indications that meet us. Such details as we are

able to ascertain distinctly from the general history of so many
centuries may be stated somewhat as follows.

The settlement of the Canaanites in the land which ever after

retained theu' name occurred probably about the middle of the

third millennium before Christ; when Abraham entered the land

they were believed to have been long settled there. ^ But the

original inhabitants, whose Semitic dialect (see p. 383 sq.) always

remained the basis of the language, may thus have been hard-

pressed, and have begun to throw themselves in full force mto
Egypt, even before the outbreak of the struggle in the far north

between the Hebrews and the Arameans, which resulted in the

former pushing on farther and farther to the south-west, and

ultimately conquering Egypt. Their princes, the Hyksos, once

having forced the Egyptian power in many battles far back to the

south, could now hold their ground undisturbed for centuries in

northern and central Egypt ; and for a long time they no doubt

had more contests among themselves, and against repeated

assaults from Asia, than against the Egyptians. Thus they

assumed more and more of the brilliant and long-established

royal state of the old Egyptian Pharaohs ; thinking thus, pro-

bably, to add greater security to their empire, still threatened

on man}^ sides
;
just as in later times the Parthian kings aj)pa-

rently adopted all the refinements of Greek culture. Abraham
and Joseph in the Pentateuch come to the courts of apparently

native Egyptian kings
;
yet this semblance does not make it

impossible that the sovereigns then reigning in the north of

Egypt may have been Hyksos. For the reason just alleged,

some blending of the native Egyptian with the more Hebraic

> The wordsin Gen. xii.6, siii. 7, caunot Hence there is a contrast here between
possibly mean to say that when Abraham those particular inliabitants, the Canaan-
entered the land it had never been \m- ites, and the earlier ones whom we hare
peopled since tlie Deluge ; for by the described as Aborigines. And the force

fundamental idea of the ancient traditions of the remark lies in pointing out that
this was a matter of course with regard to those worst and most hostile tribes, the

tlie beginning of the Third Age of the Canaanites, were then already in posses-

world, and by Gen. xi. 1 it was only at sion. The contrast is then brought fer-

tile commencement of the Second Age that ward more clearly in xiii. 13, xv. 16.

any such depopulation was conceivable.
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Hyksos civilisation was unavoidable ; but beyond that, these

tribes evidently retained marked peculiarities in language, cus-

toms, and religion, distinguishing them from the Egyptians, and
bringing them nearer to the people of Israel, who were in many
respects their followers. In fact the peculiar culture of this

evidently very enlightened 3'outhful race, perfected in the seat

of the old Egyptian philosophy and art, may be plamly traced

far into succeeding centuries ; though we have to regret that so

little definite knowledge of them can now be recovered. From
them, for instance, was unquestionably derived the Semitic

name of Egj-pt, which must have spread from them to all other

nations of that race ;^ and many similar instances will be here-

after noted. We can mention at once that the city Zoan (or, as

the Greeks called it, Tanis), on that eastern branch of the Nile

to which it afterwards gave its name, was long their seat of em-
pire, and owed to them its greatness and its ancient renown.

For the foundation and early history of this city were long re-

membered even in Israel ; ^ as if this were the only Egyptian
city of which the origin was so exactly known, and was preserved

in as vivid remembrance as that of the oldest and most celebrated

cities of Canaan. And whereas before the time of the Hyksos
this city had never been the residence of any Egyptian dynasty,

it became afterwards the seat of empire for several native

Egyptian dynasties, and notably so of the Twenty-first and
Twenty-third. The very name of the city,^ which in Semitic

signifies Wandering, seems at once to point it out as the royal

seat of the Wandering Shepherds, or Hyksos.*

When later writers, on the other hand, speak of a powerful

_> M^rai»^ or according to a later abbre-
^^^ ^ in the name .U. As in

Tiation Mizr ; see the Jahrb. der Biol. ^^

W7s5. X. p. 174. Whether any of the gods Coptic also the name is pronounced

common to the
_
Phenieians and the "X^^W^l or X<LrtH (wholly different

Egj'ptians, as for instance the Cabiri, can , 1 ^,.»M-t
be derived from the Hyksos period, is a

^^'«"'^ *'^° 0X^1, of Upper Egypt, like

-

subject deserving closer investigation
;

^''se named Tanis by the Greeks), it be-

comparo Eaoul-Kochette in the Mcmoircs comes yet more improbable tliat it is

de rAcad, des laser, xvii. 2, p. 373 sq. identical with the Avaris noticed p_. 394,

- ' Hebron was built seven years before as Erugsch {Geograpfdseke Inschrijteji 1.

the Egyptian Tanis,' Numb. xiii. 22, from P- 88 sq.) and de Rouge think,

the Eook of Origins. • To this must now be added tlie im-
^ The very designation ' the Egyptian portant excavations on the ancient site of

Tanis,' in the Book of Origins, suggests Tanis just accomplished under Mariette

;

the existence of other cities of the same tiie peculiar character of the remains dis-

name beyond the Egyptian boundary; and covered there points to the Hyksos, and

in fact jyv is derived from the genuine affords additional proof of the fact, that

.
" , \inder them Effyp^i^i" '"^rt assumed a new

Arabic root ^'tb, to wander, to journey
; f„j.ni^ ajij ^y^^ loved by them. Besides

and this Arabic letter shows how easily the tlie references on p. 388 sq., seethe Bevue

sibilant might bo changed into ^, thoiigh in dc I'lnstritction imhliiiue, for April 1862,

the country itself it is preserved to the p. 25 sqq.
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Assyrian empire existing in the time of the Hyksos, and me-
nacing them, we may leave it doubtful whether the great

northern power was already laiown by the name of Assyria.

But certain it is (see j). 311 sq.) that the Arameans were then

already advancing in great strength from the north-east towards

the south-west. The four allied kings, whom Abraham has to

combat (p. 301, 3()7 sq.), and whose speedy overthrow gained

him gratitude even from the Canaanites, came from the north-

east,' and were doubtless bent upon a plundering incursion into

Egypt. Even the more recent Armenians retain a dim remem-
bi'ance that their empire began towards the end of the third

millennium before Christ.' And we may fairly assume a con-

nection between this belief and the great movements of races

in those early time?.

II. Under these circumstances it seems certainly at first

sight less difficult to understand how the Israelites, a Hebrew
people, could be transplanted to Egypt, esj^eciall}'- if at the time

of the migration the Hyksos were reigning there ; but it becomes

all the harder to define accurately the external and internal

conditions of the times which witnessed the lasting removal of

Israel tliither. There must have been something quite excep-

tional in the circumstances affecting that one nation, if it were

only from the fact that they are known to have been able to re-

main long after the expulsion of the other Hyksos ; inasmuch

as not only the decisive passage of Manetho (hereafter to be fully

explained), on the actual Exodus of the Israelites from Egj'pt,

but also the chronology of 1 Kings vi. 1 (discussed -p. 76 sq.),

together with all other indications, prove that they left Egypt

at a much later time and virtually alone. But those circum-

stances are in truth still involved in obscurity, which we have

no j)resent means of effectually dispelling by any simple and

clear testimony. In order, therefore, to work our way as near

as possible to the dark centre, we must begin with the remotest

point Avhich can be ascertained with certainty, that is, with the

exact chronology of Israel's migration into Egypt.

The testimony of the Book of Origins (according to p. 81 sq.)

is that Israel dwelt 430 years in Egypt, Ex. xii. 40. This

evidence, reliable both from its antiquity and from its position,

fixes the period, if not exactly to a year, at least within a cen-

' Further proof is needed whether the ^ Compare St. Martin, Memoires sur

position of Eliasar is correctly determined VArmenie, i. p. 407 sq. Primeval rela-

in Oppert's Expedition scient. en Meso- tions of this kind must be the foundation

2)oiamie,i\.-^. 224. See the Persian opinion of the story given by Alexander Polyhistor,

on the question in Chwol son's JJeberrcste that Judaea and Idumaea were daughters of

der Altbabylonischm Literatur,^. 10. Semiramis. See Stephanus Byzant. s. vv.
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tiny, or even ten years. It is true that a somewhat plausible

objection may be urged against its accuracy. Abraham comes
to Canaan in his 75th year, lives in all 175 years, and has
Isaac in his 100th ; Isaac lives 180 years and has Jacob in

his 60th; and Jacob goes to Egypt in his loOth.^ This gives
215 years,- exactly the half of the 430, as the period assigned
by the Book of Origins to the residence in Canaan. This
coincidence between 430 and 215 is the less likely to be
accidental, since all the chronology of the Patriarchal times i?

evidently stated only in round numbers. But in the Alexandrian
translation, as well as in the Samaritan text, we find this

number 430, not bodily altered, but by an insertion in the text

made to bear a totally different meaning ; it being here said

that 'Israel abode 430 years in Egypt and in Canaan.' The
lives of the three Patriarchs in Canaan are manifestly here
included, so that only just the half, 215 years, is left for the
residence in Egypt ; and thus it became the general custom
with those authors who adhered to the Pentateuch,^ to assign

only 215 years to the sojourn in Egypt. But this reading

betrays itself to be fictitious, were it only tlu'ough the occurrence

in it of the name Israel, which is out of place, since the resi-

dence of the first two Patriarchs in Canaan must be included in

the calculation; on which account the Alexandrian Codex of

the Septuagint, with the Samaritan text (consistently enough),

inserts also the words ' and their fathers ' after Israel. We
can therefore regard this reading only as an attempt to provide

an easy solution of the difficulty which the chronology appeared

to present, similar to the numerous well-meant but mostly

unsuccessful attempts to remove certain difficulties from histoiy,

of which the last few centuries before and the first four or five

after Christ are full. It is clear that the stumbling-block in

the present case'* was the impossibility of reconciling the state-

ments made in other passages of the Pentateuch^ on the ages

of the four successive Patriarchs :—
Levi ...... 137 years

Kohath . . . . '. 133 „
Amram . . . . . 137 ,,

Moses at the Exodus . . . 80 „

487 „ in all.

1 Gen. xii. 4, xxi. 5, sxT. 7, 2G, xlvii. 9, for Israel's sojourn in Egj'pt ; and he
Comp;'.red with ver. 28. speaksfroin an extensive survey of t lie ages.

- 100 + C0+ 130 - 75 = 215. * This is also distinctly seen from the
' As the Apostle, in Gal. iii. 17. On the ScJcr OlamB. ch. iii.

other hand, Theopliilus of Antioch {ad ' Ex. vi. 16-20 and vii. 7; compare
Auiohjc. iii. 9, 24) slill counted 430 years Deut. xxxiv. 7; Numb. xiv. 34,

D D
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•with tliese 430 years, so as to allow for the birth of Kohath
before the migration,^ and for the necessary subtraction of the

uncertain number of years that Kohath may have lived after

the birth of Amram, and Amram after that of Moses. For if

the son was born in the father's 30th year, only 140 years will

be left for the whole period ; and even if the son was not born

till the father's 65th or 70th year, only 215 years will remain.

The discrepancy is all the more startling because it is the Book
of Origins itself that gives all these particular data side by side

with the general statement as to the 430 years. But no other

inference can really be drawn from this, than that the specifi-

cations of the age of each individual Patriarch must have been
derived from a source quite distinct from that of the general

statement as to the length of Israel's sojourn in Egj^pt; and
while there is every sign (see p. 23 sq., 211) that the former have

passed through the stream of tradition, the latter may very

probably be drawn from some more exact chronological memory,
such as might be preserved in the writings even of other na-

tions, Egyptians or Phenicians for example; since the Book of

Origins knows the exact date of the building of very ancient

cities, such as Hebron, and Tanis in Egypt (p. 52). So that the

very contradiction between the two calculations affords strong

evidence in support of the 430 years. We fall back, then, upon
the full 430. This number was undoubtedly found in this place

by the earliest reader whose existence we can detect with cer-

tainty, namely the Fifth Narrator, as we must conclude from his

rounding off the number to 400, according to prophetic usage,

in Gen. xv. 13. Besides, more complete genealogies have also

been preserved, which satisfactorily^ prove this number of years

to be the correct one.'^

Here indeed we meet a uew difficulty : that it is impossible

to suppose the number 215 of the years of the Patriarchs'

residence in Canaan to have arisen quite independently of this

430, its double. One might fancy the 430 to have originated

in an intentional doubling of the 215. But if artifice is to be

assumed on either side, the above remarks, as well as the pre-

* See Gen. xlri. 11, compared -with verse duced Lelow forty years, we yet obtain the

26. requisite 430 years. The accuracy of this

2 According to the true interpretation of '^^t is easily explained by the high princely

1 Chron. vii. 20-27 there -were exactly ten Po^^r of Joseph and Joshua. It was not

successive generations between Joseph and ""^il after the days of Moses and Aaron

the grandfather of Joshua, granting that ^hat the generations of Levi were noted

... . with equal minuteness. A similar instance
once, m ver. 25, after t|^n, 1:5 is omitted ^f ^j^^ co-existence of a brief and a full

(compare Numb. ii. 1 8) ; even if the genealogical table for the same period has

average length of each generation be re- been already noticed, p. 24 sq.
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vioiTS investigation of the Patriarchal age, leave little doubt,

that the length of the three Patriarchs' joint lives in Canaan is

much more probably determined from the 430 than vice versa,

through bisection of them, because the half of that period seemed
to allow suitable and sufficient scope for the lives in question

(see p. 32-i sq.).

Assuming then the accuracy of the 430 years as the time of

Israel's stay in Egypt, the Egypto-Israelite chronology appears

to be somewhat as follows. According to Manetho's narrative

(hereafter to be noticed) the Exodus of Israel took place under
a Icing Amenophis. ISTow if we compare the 480 years that

intervened between the commencement of Solomon's Temple
and the Exodus with the Egyjitian chronology according to

Manetho, we find that this interval just allows for the three

dynasties which reigned before King Sesonchis, the founder of

the Twenty-second or Bubastic dynasty (known to us by the

later history of Solomon and of Eehoboam)' ; since

According' to Africaiius. According to Eiisebiu?.

the 19th dynasty reigned 209 years 194 years

the 20th „ „ 135 „ 172 „
the 21st „ „ 130 „ 130 „

being altogether - 474 „ 496 „

the smaller number of years assigned by Africanus to the

Twentieth dynasty (in which the length of the separate reigns is

omitted by both writers) being in some measure compensated by
the smaller number given by Eusebius to the Nineteenth. Even
if we accept the larger total, 496 years, as the basis of our

calculations, we shall not exceed the limit; since the building

of the Temple was begun in the fourth year of Solomon, and

Sesonchis,who only reigned twenty-one years, certainly coincides

with Solomon's advanced age. Now the famous Eighteenth

Egyptian dynasty, the longest and most flourishing of which we
have any definite knowledge, is said by all authorities to have

ended its line of sixteen or seventeen kings with Amenophis, who
reigned according to Eusebius fortyyears, according to Africanus

nineteen; a discrepancy which may be safely attributed to the

transcribers only ; but whatever was the length of his reign, the

Israelitish Exodus can be brought wdthin it ; and we have thus

a very important instance of agreement between the accounts

• 1 Kings xi. 40, compared with verso Twenty-first dynasty. I do not here discuss

18, xiv. 25 sqq. the point, whicli has no great importance
^ Böckh (pp. 262, 313) proposes to read for our present subject.

114 instead of 130 in Africanus for the

D D 2
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of Manetlio and those of the Old Testament ; which elsewhere,

as will be presently shown, appear to differ widely from each

other. Now since the Eighteenth dynasty lasted, according to

Eusebius 348, according to Africanus^ 263 years, the migration

of Israel into Egypt will fall in the very middle of the Hyksos
period ; unless we follow Eusebius in reducing this to lOG years,

which would certainly be too short a period, being in direct

contradiction to Josephus as well as to Africanus.

This is fully confirmed by such faint indications as are con-

tained in the early Israelite history. Israel there appears as a

younger branch of the Hebraic race, making its first southward

movement later than the rest, just as it afterwards entered

Egypt later ; and it always remained one of the principal

features in the legend that Joseph had gone first to Egypt, and

become the ruler of the country, before he sent for his brethren

and assigned them a habitation there. In this picture of the

powerful brother who prepared the way into Egypt for the

Twelve Tribes, has been preserved no very obscure remembrance

of the historical relation subsisting between Israel and the other

Hyksos, which we must interpret by the fuller information de-

rived from Egyptian sources.

III. The only j^oint therefore, of these histories, now almost

faded from the knowledge of posterity, which still remains ob-

scure, is the question how Israel, alter having entered Egypt
under the protection of the kindred power of the Hyksos,

escaped the expulsion from the enchanting Nile-valley which

these suffered, and on the contrary was able to remain in Egypt
during nearly the whole period of the powerful Eighteenth

dynasty, the conquerors of the Hyksos ? This problem is not

solved by assuming that Israel was simply subdued by the new
conquerors, and preferred remaining in Eg^-pt as a subject

people, while their kindred tribes preferred entire expulsion, or,

if *we choose so to consider it, a return to their former seats in

the east. For although the Israelitish history says much of

Egyptian bondage, j'ct it speaks not as if this had subsisted and

been legally recognised for centuries, but as if it were a ca-

' Here, however, he is certainly mis- Egj-pt till 1350, and that the time of

taken. On the arguments wliicli have been Israel's aboJe in Eg}'pt did not exceeil

recently revived against the numbers 430 about 100 years: but I find it weak and
and 480, I have spoken in the G'uit. Gel. unsatisfactory. Recently, however, Vic.

An:. 1850, p. 817 sqq. ; 1851. p. 425 sqq., de Rouge and Brugsch have adopted the

1858, p. 1448 sqq. Much weight has been opinion of Bunsen and Lepsius, that the

given to the work of Engel st oft (Ä'i^/or/ß Exodus occurred in the year 1314 b.c.,

I'duuH Judaici Bihlica usque ad occupa- which would also make the entire Hyksos
thneyn PaleestiufB ad relationcii jjcregrinas period begin much later; but positive

cxaminata et digesfa Havn. 1832) as proof of this is still wanting. Sec Gölt,

having proved tliat Moses did not leave Ge'. An:. 1858, p. 1448 sqq.
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pricious innovation on the part of ' a king who knev/ not Joseph,'

and against which Israel rose at last in indignant resistance.

And the actual Exodus of Israel is represented—especially, be it

noted, by the oldest narrator^—as effected by a full}' equipped
and disciplined army. But how could a nation wliicli had been
thoroughly enslaved for more than three centuries march out

all at once in perfect martial array? in Egypt, too, whose de-

fenceless inhabitants have never risen with any success against

a power holding the whole country, except under favour of great

internal dissensions ? Moreover, the Israelitish traditions make
not the slightest allusion to any breach among the Hebraic races

in Egypt, through which, whether by coercion or by a voluntarj^

act, Israel alone among these might have been brought to side

with the Egyptians. The essence of the Israelites' tradition

on the commencement of their connection with Egypt is simply

that Joseph, already settled with his sons in Egypt, in the

service of a royal house whose manners at least were strictly

Egyptian,^ calls the rest of his kinsfolk out of Canaan, to

establish themselves honourably in Goshen, the easternmost

province of Egypt.

If we try to combine all this into a consistent scheme, the

following is almost the only conception which, in the absence of

further direct testimony, Ave can form of these occurrences. The
smaller part of the Israelite nation, distinguished in the extant

tradition by the name and fame of Joseph, and consisting essen-

tially of the two tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh, afterwards

separated, migrated to Egypt first, under the rule of the Hyksos,

and the 430 years of the residence in Egypt may be supposed

to go back to this commencement of the Israelitish migration.

Perhaps it may also be assumed as certain that the tribe of

Benjamin took part in this first migration, pa.rtly because this

seems obscurely indicated by one incident of the existing narra-

tive,^ and partly because the tribe of Benjamin was especially in

the very earliest times closely connected with Joseph. Joseph

indisputably did much for the education and elevation of his

people, and was also a real potentate in Egypt ; as is implied by

his very name, the original meaning of which answers exactly to

the Latin Augustus.* Not for nothing did his people at the

' Ex. xiii. 18. against the Slicphci-.l-, xlvi. 31.

- Even if we attacli no weiglit. to Puoli ' Ofii. xlii. 1.) sqq.

isolated indications as tlie Egj-ptian -word * Explained independent!}• of the two

in tlic royal oommand in Gen. xli. 43, tho interpretations p;iven ir. Oen. xxx. 23, 24 ;

wliule tone of the narrative wonld lead to wliieh are merely dediieid from the general

the same conclusion ; especially the anti- spirit and connecled meaninjj of the exist-

pat by then entertained b}' the Egyptians ing story, a» shown above, p. 377 sq.
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Exodus carry his mummy with them as a sacred relic, and care-

fully preserve it, until after the conquest of Canaan it could be

interred at Shechem,^ which was for centuries a gathering-place

of the congregation. But his position as the father and only

hero of a tribe most important in early times may have been

determined later, on account of his historical greatness, and the

benefits conferred by him on the nation generally and his own
tribe in particular (see p. 382 sq.). What adventures befell him
in Egypt, before he became ruler there and drew all Israel after

him, Avill probably never be determined by strict history. The
wrong which he is said in the legend to have endured there, the

imprisonment from which he was summoned to Pharaoh, may
very possibly have been due to some other cause than the enmity
of Potiphar's wife, which we shall sec to have been woven into

tlie history only by the Fourth Narrator. For the assumption,

which naturally results from the historical relations of parties

as explained above, that this smaller part of the Israelite nation

became involved in serious contests with the kindred Hyksos,
resulting in danger and distress to themselves, Avould at once

explain how, on the expulsion of the Hyksos, they would side

with the king of Egypt, and their leader Joseph confer the

greatest benefits upon Pharaoh and the country, and yet not

consider that he had put the crowning stroke to his work, till

he had attracted the remaining and stronger portion of his own
people to the eastern frontier of Eg3qjt. As the Eomans durmg
tlieir career of victory and defeat gladly employed Germans
against Germans, so to the new Egyptian dynasty nothing could

well have been more welcome, on the expulsion of the Hyksos,
than to have one vigorous uncorrupted Hebrew tribe to use

against the others. The Hyksos, who had fled back to the east,

doubtless still hovered long on the frontiers, only biding their

time to renew their incursions ; and the nature of the situation,

as well as the frequent allusions to such battles discovered on
the Egyptian monuments, make it certain that the struggle was
very prolonged. Joseph may then, with the sanction of the
king of Egypt, have adopted a measure identical with that of

the modern Military Frontier, which proved the only efficient

defence to the civilisation of Europe against the Turks, sum-
moning Israel in a body out of Canaan, and establishing them in

Goshen as a frontier-guard of the kingdom against any new
attacks of the Hyksos.

This view is favoured by all the historical indications, and

' According to tlie earliest historical work : Gen. 1. 25 ; Ex. xiii. 19 ; Josh. xxiv. 32
;

compared -with Gen. xhnii. 22.
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opposed by none. The land of Goshen may certainly, as is said

in the extant stories, be a very suitable part of Eg-ypt for a pas-

toral peoi^le ; ^ but it was evidently chosen for Israel as being the

fi'ontier province towards the east, and an advanced post on the

side of the Arabian desert, whence the H3-hs6s might easily

renew their incursions. It has been already shown (p. 379) that

the Israelites were in early times very warlike and powerful

;

and so when making their final Exodus from Egypt they appear

well equipped for war (p. 405). It will soon be apparent that

tlie whole course and close of the history of Israel in Egypt can

be satisfactorily understood in no other way.

B. JOSEPH ACCOEDIXG TO THE ISEAELITE TEADITION.

The Israelite tradition, however, now lies before us in a

highly elaborated form, which does not connect the migration

to Egypt with the affairs of the great world, as was probably

done by those who lived nearer the time. During the best ages

of the religious life and thought of Israel, a deep mystical idea

gradually connected itself with the memory of that extraordinary

son of Jacob, and transfigured his history into the form in which

we have it. One characteristic impulse of the true religion,

which in Israel gradually penetrated the life and spirit of the

people, was to foster the feeling for domestic affection and

virtue. In the light of that religion, the domestic instincts of

every home became glorified. So also the warm sense of

mutual relationship in the larger home of the community and

the nation naturally assumed in this people a strength propor-

tioned to their religious isolation. To the Israelite, therefore

(see p. 290 sqq.), the world of the Patriarchs became a sort of

grand ancestral hall, in which he sought and found the best

types of all forms of domestic virtue. But there the brightest

types are generally the fathers and mothers. Not till Josej^h

Avas the type of the best of brothers and the closest fraternal

uiuon found :—standing, however, near enough to the age of the

I'atriarchs (see p. 387) to be similarly glorified by the light of

their religion. At the call of the one brother who has risen to

high station in Egypt, his ten or eleven brothers come with

their families to the fertile land of Goshen, under the protec-

tion of Pharaoh:—this is the simple fundamental idea, the

memory of which has been always preserved. The fortunate

exchange of a region so uncertain in its produce as Canaan

' Little more than this is implied by the expressions in Gen. xlv. 18, 20, xlvii. G, 11,

compared %yith xlv. 10, xlvi. 28, xlvii. 1-4.
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for one of so mucli more constant fertility as Egypt ; the invita-

tion of the powerful E^ryptian brother, joyfully obeyed by all

;

the happy re-union in Egypt ;—these simple ideas are the most

prominent features of a tradition, which manifestly originated

not with the Egyptians nor with Joseph, but in the midst of

the great multitude, first settled by Joseph in Egypt, and after-

wards trained under a higher religion : for theirs are the feelings

which it reflects. It is true, some more immediate cause of

this migration of an entire nation into Egypt is still required

;

and this is found in an emergency which might occur not once

only but very often. Since Egypt is kno^vn far and wide through

all surrounding countries as a land of exuberant fertility and
resources which no famine could ever utterl}' exhaust, and since

in those early times, as in later years, its garners doubtless

often averted famine from the neighbouring countries, it was
natural to think of Joseph, the Egyptian minister, as a careful

manager, providing for the wants of many lands, and calling

his own people into Egypt during a long-continued famine ; as

if thus to secure them for all future time against any possible

recurrence of such scarcity. This plainly shows with what
feelings the dwellers in Canaan from the very earliest times

regarded the rich corn-fields of Egypt ; and it is quite in ac-

cordance with this feeling, but at the same time most charac-

teristic of the Mosaic religion, that the Fourth Narrator has

transferred this same innocent motive to Abraham's and Isaac's

expeditions into Egypt also (p. 389).

It is curious to observe wdiat capabilities of expansion were

latent in this simple basis of old tradition ; and still more so to

see into what grand proportions this tradition at length unfolded

itself in the warm sunshine of such a religion as the Mosaic.

Since the heads of the twelve tribes are to be regarded as

brothers, whereas Joseph must be thought of as far surpassing

the others, it may easily be conceived what tempting oppor-

tunities were here offered for working up the old legend of the

migration of the tribes at Joseph's bidding into a picture of

fraternal and domestic life. And any established notions of the

mutual relations of the tribes, which were formed in the Post-

mosaic times, might naturally contribute to give a definite out-

line and life-like colouring to the old tradition of Joseph
;
just

as Jacob and Esau are depicted in the legend with the charac-

teristic traits of the races which they severally represent (p. 300

sqq.). And so it is most instructive to observe, through what
successive stages the history of Joseph must have j)assed before

attaining the matured and attractive form in which it has

become an heirloom of the human race, and may serve both as
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a beautiful monument of antiquity and as a testimony to the

old Hebrew genius.

But as with regard to Abraham (p. 301 sqq.) we found one

ancient fragment preserved which throws a clear light on the

real nature of his history, so respecting Joseph we have in the

Blessing of Jacob (Gen. xiix. 22-26), at least one j)oetical passage

which seems to speak to us from a far more distant lime :—
Joseph is son of a fruitful vine,

Son of a f-uitful vine by a iccll,

With exuberant branches upon the icall}

llicn theij envied him, and shot,

And assaulted him, the men of arrows :

But his boio abode in strength,

And the arms of his hands tcere kept nimble,

From the hands of the Mighty One of Jacob,

From there ichere is the Shepherd of the Stone of Israel,^

From the God of thy father—may he help thee.

Andfrom the Almighty—7nay he bless thee,

With blessings of the heaven above.

Blessings of the deep that lieth below,

Blessings of breast and ivomb ! ^

Thy father's blessings overtopped the summit of the everlasting

mountains.

The bounds of the ancient Jiills :

May they come upon Joseph''s head.

Upon the head of the Crowned among his brethren !
*

The diction of these lines certainly bears the stamp of extreme

antiquity. The language itself here moves laboriously, and is

' The fruitful vine alludes not to ' I.e. blessings of fruitfulness in every

Eacbel, but to Ephraim, as is evident quarter—on the soil tlirough rain ami
from the general spirit of this blessing; f},^^ and springs of water, and on animal

we must moreover decide to read f)."|33 nature, both roan and beast. All tliis lies

mU-V daughters, i.e. branches, shoots of concentrated in tlio words of these three
"=•- little lines. Equally pregnant with bicss-

growth, of exuberance. The very com- ing is the whole speech,

mencement thus transports lis only into 4 ^s if this blessing of fruitfulness
the landscape of greatest feitility, the

^ Joseph were still inadequate, the
land of Ephraim; this luxuriant soil drew

j^finite blessing bestowed upon Jacob
upon him the envy of Ins most powerful

],in,self is finally invoked by him upon
brothers.

o , ,
his son. The second 0313 must be com-

^ I.e. from heaven, from Trhence tlie

Shepherd'sGod, adored at the .'^aered stone bined with i_lj irvpyo^, and is chosen

(p. 343, 3ä4\ stretched down his niiahty „„]y for the play upon the word. Moreover
hands to uphold the hands of Joseph in

^j^ ,^-.,j.^ j^ to be read, and niSn *" ^^^

battle. Seealso Ex. xvii. ]2
; tshereis the '.',

, t- i ; 7 -.1

antithesis of na3 there, and would not be '^'j"^«^ <'•«'" "Sn (see my IMch ,^h

so suit^ibly combined etymologically with ^'«l- P" 481)- The words might indeed be

t« L. _ Tr\ 1 <•
supposed susceptil)le of the following

\>1;_2) = b]pi iron. The same phase of
„,^4;,,^ ._.

'pjie blessings of thy fath.r

thougiit continues in verso 25, and then surpass the hlessiyiffs of the eternal moun-
breaks suddenly into a distinct propliccy tains, Me ^o?/ (according to the meaning
of future blessing. Probably instead of elsewhere borne by mXIjl) "/ the evcr-

nC' nX wo ought to read with tlie Sa-
j^^^.^^^ j^.^j^, -^^ perhaps! all the fruitful-

maritan text 'CJ' »px. „,.^5 "„f mountains and hill.s; and a still
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weighed down as it were witli redundance, to a degree which,

we find in no other of the oldest Ijric fragments extant ; and
the words are stranger, the images bolder and sharper, than we
meet with elsewhere. The complexion of the language and
poetry thus transports us into the remotest antiquity, and assures

US that these lines, if not literally spoken by the dying Patriarch,

but by the usual poetic artifice put into his mouth by another,

must yet proceed from some poet of the time before Moses.*

And the substance of the lines takes us back into the immediate

presence of those early days. We here observe at the very

outset tliat Joseph is put into the closest connection with the

ancient tribe of Ephraim, but in a sense quite different from

that afterwards received (p. 382 sq.) ; while the concluding

words bring Jacob before us as a prince possessing a power and

dignity of which the ordinary histories would never allow us to

suspect the existence. Also what is said of God, as the ' Shep-

herd of the Stone of Jacoh/ breathes the spirit of Premosaic

times. But the most remarkable part is the clear and circum-

stantial declaration about Joseph himself. As Joseph had been

from the first the most highly blest, and subsequently enabled

by Divine help to triumph over the assaults of enemies whom
tliat very prosperity embittered against him, the Patriarch

wishes for him not only all earthly blessing, but the continuance

of those far higher spiritual gifts which he had himself enjoyed

;

in token of which he calls him the Crowned among his brethren,

thereby designating him as his own successor. Such is the

simj)le meaning of these words, which have been often considered

obscure. But in this exaltation of Joseph above his brethren,

it is of course implied that the powerful warlike antagonists

over whom he triumphed at length, were no others than his

brethren.^ The contests must therefore have been very different

closer connection miglit be thus imagined p. 69 sqq.) from the age of Samson, and is

between the blessings in verse 25, and therefore comparatively very ancient ; but
those in verso 26. But the play on the the spi-cial declaration about Joseph is so

word would then bo very obscure ; and obviously distinct in its whole tone and
a word such as nixn (fcMre,joy, cannot be manner from all the others, that we must
merely identical with fruitfulness of soil

;

consider it much older than they, and even

and it would also be unsuitable to speak as the model and earliest known example
of the blessings possessed or dispensed (if of this species of poetry. Similarly in

we were so to understand the word) by the the Blessing of Moses in Deut. xxxiii.

father, as surpassing those mentioned in also, it is the passage about Joseph
verse 25, which proceeded directly from (verses 13 -17) which must evidently have
God. Very pointed, however, is the inti- been borrowed by the poet of that song

mation conveyed in these final words, of from some composition of earlier date,

the extraordinary dignity and power for- though less ancient than that which we
merly possessed by Jacob, and which was are now considering. See the Gott. Gel.

now to descend to Joseph. Ans:. 1862, p. 1192 sq.

' The whole Blessing of Jacob, as given ^ This must not be referred to the

in Gen. xlix., dates indeed (according to struggles between the tribes in the time
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from that spiteful boys' play among the brothers of which we
hear in the history of Joseph's boyhood ; and these ancient

words transport us into the midst of the most ancient contests

among the tribes of Israel, in their harsh undisguised reality.

And it is just possible that we may trace here some foundation

for the notion which very curiously is expressed by the late

writer Arta.panus,' that Joseph, being oppressed by his brethren,

himself implored some neighbouring Arab tribes to take him
with them into Egypt. This is the simplest j^ossible version of

the story ; it is one which indicates most plainly a connection

between Joseph and the Hyksos ; and is the easiest to har-

monise with the account given by the Tlxird Narrator of the

Midianite merchants, who carried Joseph into Egypt. And
thus, as the Third Narrator often follows the earliest, it may
possibly be derived from the very oldest authority.

But the poetical passage in question, above all others, here

deserves our closest attention. In these lines and in Lamech's

song (mentioned p. 267) Ave possess the only existing relics of

the Hebrew poetry of the Premosaic period, and may see from

them how very early the art originated in that race. Their

poetry was even then essentially the same as regards mere

form, that we find it from the times of Moses and David ; but

]iow difierent the spirit which pervades it ! especially in La-

mech's song, which dates perhaps from a time before Abraham,

and may be a genuine popular song, brought by the race from

their last dwelling-place in the north. But even in Jacob's words

we meet at every step a sj^irit Avhich transports us into the life

of the old Premosaic age, and can even obtain a near view

with our own eyes cf the x^ossibility of the formation of such

oracles. That the spirit of a great father hovered invisible over

his children after death with a power as indestructible as had

been his influence during life, and that the three Patriarchs

esj)ecially were still very near to their people, held by the mystic

bond of a glorified fellow-life and sympathy,—was a faith which,

as we have seen (p. 296), was long and firmly held by the nation,

even after the transformation of their ideas by Moses. But this

faith must have possessed the greatest force in the early ages,

'oefore either the mind of the individual or the soul of the

nation had raised and concentrated itself upon the full reality

and glory of the God who not till later, through Moses, became

the one great possession of Israel. Among the Egyptians, a

of tho Judges; this -would only bo possible far earlier ago.

if the poet Avcro tho same wiio wrote the • Eixseb'ms, Prcej}. Ev.\x.23; see below,

blessings ontheother tribes in Gen. xlix., II. p. 89.

but not if these lines are derived from a
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similar belief in tlie nnqnencliable vitality of the spirits of the

miglity Dead, led early to the Oracle of the Dead ; which from

all indications appears to have attained its earliest and fullest

development in that land of maj^ic, and to have propagated

thence its elaborate arts, and of course also its early degenerate

superstitions, over the adjacent countries. It is a sign of the

higher religion aspired after in Israel from the time of Abraham,
that among them in Egypt itself we find, instead of those vulgar

oracles, this eagerness to hear the voice of the resuscitated

Patriarch, which was most to be expected when the weal or woe
of the whole people was at stake. So it was in the earliest

ages that such words of Jacob would most naturally be ex-

pected. All the various declarations in a similar sense put b}--

later poets and poetical narrators into the mouth of Jacob and
other Patriarchs,' are only imitations, which were continued

through many centuries, until in yet later times such revelations

were daringly attributed to Moses, '^ and to other saints of still

more recent date.^

But the words of Jacob which we have just been considering,

bear witness in this connection to the greatuess attributed to

this Patriarch also. For when it is here said in antique words

and figures that the Divine blessings granted him were ' high

as the hills,' we gain an idea such as is now attainable nowhere
else, of the historical importance and power of this Patriarch

;

and this most ancient and independent testimony adds no little

weight to the series of evidence already brought forward (p. 342

sqq.) upon his history.

Returning noAv to the ordinary history of Joseph in order to

investigate its component parts, Ave discover the following facts

:

I. Of the Earliest Narrator's history of Joseph only some
fragments remain ;

"* and these relate only to the issue of the

' Gen. xUx. 1-21, 27 ; tlien passages such press reference to those words, speaks of

as Gen. xii. 1-3 by the Fourth, and xxvii. the twelve Tribes, as if in explanation of

27-29, 39. 40 by the Fifth Narrator of the his own more elevated linguage, Gen.
primeval history ; as has been already xlix. 28.

fully explained, p. 104 sqq. * Thej' are here interwoven with the
- Deut. xxxiiijComp. p. 128 sq. words of the Book of Origins, Gen. xlvi,

^ In Daniel. All this constituted a 28-30, xh-iii. 7, 22, 1. 24-26; sentences

special branch of poetical and finally of the whole phraseology of which is quite

literary art among the people of Israel, antique, and perfectly different from tliHt

That these outpourings, as conceived by of the Book of Origins. Compare also Ex.
their own authors, are not to be under- xiv. 6, with Gen. xlvi. 29 ; Ex. xiii. 10

stood in a coarse literal sense, is shown (a sentence connected with verses 17, IS)

by the fact that such a writer does not with Gen. 1. 24-26. The same early docu-
scruplo at times to abandon the poetic ment is also occasionally recognisable in

style, and speak in plain prose. Tlius single words; in St^^O Gen. xlvii. 5, 11

th'is very Earliest Narrator of the primeval (^-hereas n-1U in xlv."l8, 20), compared
historj', after giving Jacobs words on his .

, t- •• r n t -,

twelve sows, immediately, and with ex-
^:thEx.xxii.4 [.5] i^5;andin nspn after-
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story, and give us no information liow Joseph, first came into
Egypt, or sent for bis brothers thither. The most important fact

concerning this history is tlie statement that Jacob sent Judah
on before, to show Iiim the way to Goshen;' whicli is difiicult

to reconcile with the account given by the Third and Fourth
Narrators, of Joseph's sending chariots to meet him, since if

these were sent the precaution of sending Judah on before was
unnecessary. But the First Narrators account certainly does
not require tlie assumption of a previous journey into Egypt on
the part of all the brothers. We are told by this author that
Joseph had disappeared from Canaan, and that his aged father

never saw him again till he met liim in Egypt.^ But how any
tidings of him first reached his kindred in Canaan, or why he
summoned them into Egypt, the writer does not inform us.

From the Book of Origins, indeed, several rather long frag-

ments of this history have been preserved ;^ and here we find

the migration of all the tribes of Israel attributed to a j)rotracted

famine under which both Canaan and Egypt suffered.^ And
here the peculiar characteristics of this author are plainly

visible : with his keen eye for the affairs of empires and
nationalities and his admiration for legislative wisdom in their

rulers, he makes Joseph his ideal statesman, carefal at once for

the weal of populous nations, and for the consolidation and
increase of the royal authority, and winning his best victories

through the combination of these seemingly opposite aims.

By providentl}^ storing up in his garners supplies of corn

sufGcient for many years of possible scarcity, Joseph was enabled

not only to secure to the people the present means of existence

and the possibility of better times in future, but to establish a

more solid organisation of government, such as a nation is

very loth to accede to except in a time of overmastering neces-

sity. The character of Egyptian government from early times"

wards very frequent, Lut foreign to the having partially rewritten some sentences.

Book of Origins, Gen. xlvi. 34; Kee Levit. ^ AVhether any certain notice of this
xviii. and supra, p. 94 sq. fiinine and of the Israelite immigration

1 G.'n xlvi. 28 The LXX. felt the
^viilevcr be recoveredin tlie early Egyptian

difficulty here, and endeavoured to over- litoraturc, it is difficult to sav. ]5ut some-
come It by transposition of words and a

^i^j^g i^caring the same general character
freer transhition, as is shown on Ueroopolis,

j,,^g ^^^^ already discovered : see Brugsch,
^ "^- "• ^^- Histoirc(rt:f/i/ptc,\. p. 56, 63 ; SamuelUircli

- Gen. xlvi. 29, 30. i„ Heidenhcim's Lent. Vierteljahrsschrift
s Gen. xlvi. 5-xlni. 2G, xlviii. 3-7, für Engl.thcol.Forschuvg.nQ\\\x2\ö-2'^l

;

xlviii. 22-xlix, 1. 12, 13, 22-2G; these ".^j^j ^ expressions of opinion by De
passages being understood with tiie limi-

j^^yg^_ ^^ j,j ^j^^ y^^,,„,, ^rchlol. 18G0, p. 94.
tution explained above. The words SH The seven years' famine in Egypt through

xlvii. 23 and pi xlvii. 22, 26, surprise us dearth of rain, mentioned in Ovid's Art of

in tlie Book of Origins; and the latter may ^f\}-
^^7 sq., are certainly derived from

perhaps point to the Latest iS'arrator as "'^ Biblo,
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had its origin in the peculiarity of the soil itself, which renders

it necessary for the ruling- power to take into its own hands the

charge of irrigation and other fertilising measures, in order to

win from it a gi-eater productiveness than is possible to the

limited means and capricious treatment of individual cultivators.

The latter thus become peculiarly dependent on the government,
and may then be regarded almost as mere hereditary tenants of

their lands, which they hold on consideration of constant and
heavy dues paid to the state ; but at the same time their own best

interests are evidently thus promoted, as the same plan has been
maintained in Egypt under every change of dynasty. And this

was indeed only the earliest establishment of a system the essen-

tial principle of which is eventually adopted in every organised

state : the only difference being whether alongside of this grow-
ing dependency of the individual upon the ruling power, which
inevitably accompanies the growing power of the nation, the

constitutional freedom of the community and the individual is

or is not carefully preserved a7id exercised. The Book of Origins,

therefore, in relating how Joseph took advantage of the pressure

of famine to offer great relief in the terms of tenure, and as an
equivalent therefor to persuade the Egyptians to dwell in or-

ganised town-communities, and to bring them into the j^osition

of tenants, holding their land and otlier possessions from the

king, and paying him yearly the fifth of the produce, the land of

the priests (which was regarded as holy, that is, immediately de-

rived as a special gift from the gods) being alone excepted, • says

essentially the same as is re^Dorted at a much later date by the

Greeks ;^ onl}^ that these exempt the lands of the warrior-caste

also from this law, and refer the authorship of the law itself not

to Joseph, but to no less a name than the celebrated ancient king

Sesostris. As to the latter point, however, there seems at present

no reason to give up the tradition contained in the Book of

Origins in favour of this far more modern Greek version of the

stor3\ It is very j^robable that this new constitution of the king-

dom took place immediately after the expulsion of the Hyksos.

And the wisdom for which Joseph was celebrated is not likely

to have consisted only in his having induced the Israelites to

settle in the country ; such an enterprise as the peaceful settle-

ment of a foreign race among the Egyptians implies in itself a

long preceding series of well-considered measures for the benefit

of the kingdom ; and perhaps the Israelites were stationed on

the eastern frontier quite as much as a protection against any
possible internal disturbances as against the expelled Hyksos.

' Geu. xlvii. 13-26. " Herod, ii. 168; Diod. i. 73.
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But to accuse Josex^li of promoting by this means the establisli-

meut of an arbitrary and cruel system of government is a folly

"wbicli has been already sufficiently disposed of.'

This historian, however, gives no particulars as to the duration

of the famine in Egypt, but relates the great change effected

by Joseph in the internal administration of the kingdom, with

as much minuteness as if nothing had been previously said of

the seven years. On occasion of the settlement of Israel in

Egypt likewise, no mention is made of the seven years of famine.

On Josejjh's call the twelve tribes came to the eastern frontier

;

then only does he inform the king of them, of their ways of life,

and the advantage which he may derive from their services, as

good shepherds and guardians of the royal flocks ;^ and not till

this moment do they receive the royal sanction to their settle-

ment; just as if what is said in xlv. 17 sqq. had not been said

at all. Moreover they come not solely on account of the famine,

but with a definite and permanent position and occupation in

view. Since all this is tolerably sufficient to render the whole

story intelligible, it is probable that neither the Book of

Origins, nor the yet older historian whom it here evidently

closely follows, had described the commencement of Joseph's

history with anything like the minute and graphic detail which
our extant account possesses ; and it is certainly not the result

of chance that the oldest notices of Joseph contained in the long

piece of narrative now extant are introduced towards the end.

The ' seventy souls,' who according to the Book of Origins

went with Jacob into Egypt, may probably be understood to have

originally signified the number of the heads of the assembled

people. The number seventy or seventy-two naturally suggests

this.^ But this book, dealing with the whole subject of the

' The Hebrew historian has obviously is curious what internal contradictious

no partiality for this heavy Egyptian have crept into au enumeration evidently

land-tux, nor for the Egyptians them- calculated at first with great exactness,

selves, who submitted to it because they Gen. xlvi. 8-27. There ought to be 70

had no help against it. But as the souls; but in verse 15 we should have to

nation, so is the ruler; and where the take 33 to be a slip of the pen for 32;

nation is helpless, it must be content with since to add the father Jacob to these 32

whatever help the ruler will give. In contradicts the distinct words of verse lö.

Israel itself, the administration and taxa- according to which only the sons aud

tion were quite difterent ; and the Book of daughters (that is, all the children) of

Origins here only intends once more to Leah are intended to be comprised here,

explain a curious origin. The reckoning is also unnecessarily per-
- Tliat this post was very import.int, plexed by a second mention of Joseph's

and might be regarded as one of the places sons inverse 27 after that in verses 19-

about court, is evident from the general 22 ; for we see from the number 66 given

character of the courts of ancient kings, in verse 26, tliat .Joseph himself ouglit

Compare 1 Chron. xxvii. 26-31 with Gen. also to be omitted from the previous enu-

xlvii. 6. meration. AVo must, therefore, suppose
' See the Alterthümer, p. 328 sqq. It that the calculation was made originallj
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migration merely as a passage of early Israelitisli history, and
with reference only to the progenitors of the future nation,

enumerates exactly as many names of Jacob's children and
grandchildren as will, with Jacob's own, make up this round
number. For this purpose the author doubtless employed the

ancient family-pedigrees, admitting, however, in order to pro-

duce the round number, many a name which in his own time

had become obsolete. This at least would fully explain the

discrepancies between this as an antiquarian account of the

ramifications of the tribes^ and the legal enumeration elsewhere

given in the Book of Origins,'^ and especially how to Benjamin

ten families are assigned in the former and only six in the

latter (seep. 368).

II. It seems from all indications to have been the Third

Narrator whose lofty prophetic genius first threw over the

history of Josejjh that attractive spiritual dress, which made it

the never-failing delight of later readers, and led to various

attempts to elaborate it still further in the same style.

That Joseph, either as a tribe or as the father of a tribe, very

early disappeared from Canaan, and then in Egypt unexpectedly

rose to great power, which turned to the advantage of all the

tribes of Israel, had been, as we have shown, a long-established

tradition. ^Various replies may perhajis have been given to the

question, how and why he vanished from Canaan ; but none

would appear to the notions of that day so satisfactory as that

which found the reason in the quarrels of jealous brothers ; since

the internecine feuds of the tribes had never within the memory
of man been quite laid to rest, and burst out with especial fury

just after the time of Solomon. We seem hero to recognise the

expression of a feeling which agitated the better heart of the

Northern Kingdom,—a lament for the lot of Joseph, their hero

;

who, despite of the preeminence which was his by birth and

gifts, was pursued by the jealousy of his brethren, and by their

treachery driven into banishment, to the inexpressible grief of

his aged father. The narrator himself probably belonged to

the northern kingdom ; as may be inferred, not only from the

great elaboration and peculiar distinctness given to this par-

ticular legend of Joseph the hero of that kingdom, but also from

the circumstance, that among the other brothers he assigns the

principal part not, like the other narrators, to Judah, but to

somewhat differently, and that the total and daughters of Jacob ; and with Jacob

ought properly to be 72. Supposing the and Leah 72.

right number in ver. 15 to be 33, and ' Gen. xh-i. 8-27 ; comp. Ex. i. 1-5, vi.

consequently one of Leah's offspring tobe 14-27 (p. 81 sq.).

omitted, we have exactly 70 children, sons ^ Numb. xxvi.
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Reuben.' The conception wliicli this writer formed of the
brothers' treachery seems from all intelligible indications to

have been as follows. The brothers, among- whom the sons of

the father's concubines bore a peculiar hatred towards the nobler

born son, were going to kill him, but at the suggestion ofReuben,
who hoped secretly to rescue him, only threw him into a pit.

When they were gone, some Midianite traders, coming from the

other side of the Jordan, heard his cries, pulled him out of the

pit, and carried him secretly into Egypt to sell him as a slave.

^

This must have been the simplest form of the conception of

Joseph's history which we are considering ; leading at once to

the story of Joseph's unlooked-for elevation from a servile con-

dition to a position of high authority in Egypt ; and we have
every reason to consider this Egyptian legend of Joseph's servi-

tude as the oldest basis of his story (p. 406 sq.). And in this

version the thread of the narrative runs on natm-allj^, telling how
it happened that Joseph was sold to the Captain of the Execu-
tioners, who as such was governor of the State Prison, and how
for his remarkable talents Joseph himself was by him put in

charge of the prison, and from thence summoned before the king.

With the idea that Joseph's servitude had commenced even
before he left Canaan it was quite consistent to suppose him still

very young when the great experiences of life came upon him.
He was seventeen years old when made captive in Canaan, thirty

when he became Pharaoh's servant, says the Third Narrator.^

How far this chronology accords with that of the Book of Origins,

cannot now be discovered with certainty, since Jacob's age at

the time of his marriage, which this book in its original form
probably gave, as it gave Isaac's and Esau's,'* is omitted in the

extant narrative. If however we may assume, as most consistent

with the extant portions of the book,* that the writer supposed

Jacob's marriage to have taken place, not in his seventieth year

(which would follow from the first assumption), but soon after

his fortieth, he must then have j)laced Joseph's birth, which
was believed in ancient tradition to have happened twenty years

after the marriage,'' between Jacob's sixtieth and seventieth

> Gen. xxxvii. 21-24, 29, xlii. 22, 37, tainly onrlicr than that of the Ishmapütes,
38; on the other hand xlvi. 48 in the because the latter name is more general
First Narrator, and xxxvii. 25-28, xliii. and recent, the former much more defiuite

3-10, xliv. 18-34 in the Fourth. This and ancient, see p. 31 ö.

clmnge is especially perceptible, and in ' Gen. xxxvii. 2, xli. 46.

itself inexplicable between xlii. and xliii. * Gen. xxv. 20, comp. 26, xxvi. 34.

sq, * Compare Gen. xxvi. 34 with xxvii.
2 Comp. Gen. xl. 15 with xxxvii. 28, 36. 46-xxvüi. 9.

The insertion of the Midianites is ccr- ^ Gen. xxxi, 38, 11 ; comp. xxx. 25.
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years ; whereas according to the Third Narrator it üiust have

occurred in his ninetieth, if we assume that Jacob, as is stated

in the Book of Origins,^ was one hundred and thirty years old

when he came to Egypt, and that only the Third and Fourth

Narrators' seven years of plenty and two of famine intervene

between Joseph's elevation and Jacob's arrival.'^ The irrecon-

cilableness of these numbers is in truth a proof of the different

origin of the narratives themselves.

The disjointed fragments of popular versions such as these

of the story of Joseph now receive a new life worthy of the great

subject, through one grand idea inspired by a narrator, who
deserves to be distinguished from all others by the epithet of

the prophetic. Through jealousy and folly the brothers would

fain annihilate one whose goodness is inconvenient to themselves;

but he, by remaining always true to himself even in the depths

of misery, becomes the unconscious instrument of a great de-

liverance which triumphs over all ills, and spreads its blessings

upon all :—a glorious proof, that good, whether as the Divine

will, or as the highest force of the human, is always mightier

than its opposite.^ To a God who thus always works out good,

Joseph becomes the great instrument for good. He is therefore

here not merely the great sage and the wise statesman as in the

Book of Origins, but a hero of pure devoted love, and of untiring

activity for the good of all. While love in its purity is thus the

very essence of his ovni being, his severest trials are brought

about by its two opposites—by the false love of his too doting

father, and by the hatred of his brethren. But, remaining ever

true to himself, indefatigable for good even in an Egyptian

prison, he becomes finally the benefactor, not only of those who
had injured him, but even of a multitude of nations. But those

who have offended against perfect love, whether by false love

or by hatred, cannot be restored without first passing through

a severe trial. The aged father had been already sufficiently

punished by the long and woeful loss of his too fondly loved

son. A more humiliating expiation awaits the brothers : he

who in his own life realises the true love and wisdom himself

becomes the instrument of their expiation. To him, without

knowing him, they must have recourse in their own time of

need, and to him must pray for mercy even when they have

recognised him.'* But he, with painful self-constraint and the

semblance of cruelty, will not show them all his love, till he

' Gen. xlvii. 9. conclusion (Gen. 1. 20), veryclearly reveals
^ Gen. xlv. 6. the principle of his entire narrative.

» This narrator himself indeed, at the * Gen. xlii, 1. 15-21.
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has repeatedly probed them to the quick, brought them to a

vokintary confession of their sin, and made new and better men
of them.'

The general conception being thus maintained at the true

prophetic elevation, the separate images and incidents also are

here of a prophetic character. The dream, as a prophetic

power, is the mainspring which brings about the events. In a

dream the boy with innocent surprise first divines his future

greatness;^ a dream occurs twice in the Egyptian prison and
forms the turning point of his destiny ;3 in a dream, lastly, the

whole future fate of Egypt is locked wp from the king, and the

interpretation of that dream opens Joseph's path to great-

ness.* The prominence given to this agency is, as we saw at

p. 99, characteristic of this narrator ; but it is also peculiarly

appropriate in a picture of Egyptian life, the belief in dreams
having been from the earliest times very strong among that

people.'

III. This narrative, already worked up so elaborately and
attractively by the Third Narrator, was again amplified by the

Fourth, who, as if fascinated by its beauty, drew out some of

its threads to greater length and inserted new ones. He also

introduces darker colours, as when at the very outset^ he

represents the brothers as deliberately selling their brother.

From him proceeds a new trial which- Joseph has to undergo

from false love of another kind, on the part of Potiphar's wife.^

To insert this conveniently it was necessary to bring Jose^^h

first into Potiphar's house, and from thence into the prison.

This looks very much as if the governor of the j)riso]i whose

favour Joseph enjoyed were not Potiphar but some one else.

To this author is also due the prolonged suspense of the final

trial of Joseph's brethren on their second journey.* Joseph's

divining-cup also,^ though aj^parently harmonising with the

prophetic colouring of the Third Narrator, really belongs to the

Fourth ; and is found on consideration to represent a mode
of prophecy very different from the dreams of the former writer.

' Gen. xlii, xlv. Narrators. See de Rouge, in the Bcmie
* Gen. xxxvii. Archeol. 1862, ii. p. 389. A similar story
^ Gen. xl. is given by Nicolaus of Damascus; see
* Gen. xli. C. Miiller's i'ragmenia Hist. Gr. iii. p.

* That narrator depicts Eg3-ptian cus- 389 (Ö6j. Moreover, notiiing can ho more
toms througliout with great trutii of siniihir than the legend of Sijavush in the

colouring ; but this tlie Book of Origins Shähnaine.

had already done in its own way (according * Gen. xxxvii. 2.5 sqq.

top. 413 sq.); and the intercourse between ' Gen. xxxix.

Egypt and Israel was very considerable ' Gen. xliii, xliv.

throughout the lifetime of all these four ' Gen. xliv. 2, 5.
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It was the Fifth Narrator by whom all these various elements
were wrong-ht into a single narrative.'

But even under the hands of these later authors the history

of Joseph in one respect faitlifully retains its original character,

—in so far as it remains perfectly distinct in character from
the stories of the Patriarchal age. Joseph's blameless character

has indeed much of the Patriarchal type ; being in fact much
suj)erior to Jacob's, and notably distinguished from Moses and
Aaron, the greatest of his successors. But in other respects he
and his brothers move within the limits of ordinary life, without

any of those revelations from above which were granted to the

three Patriarchs. It was reserved for far later writers in the

Old Testament to ignore this distinction, and to place Joseph
on a perfect equality with the Patriarchs (p. 288).

In Greek and Latin authors, with the single exception of the

passage mentioned at p. 411, we find nothing respecting Joseph,

but what has been either derived immediately from the Old
Testament records, or naturally inferred from them.^ For the

invention of weights and measures, referred by Artapanus^ to

Joseph, is perhaps only inferred from the wise division of land

and produce which as we have seen was attributed to him,

although it is possible that the Egyptians may have first

received a system of weights and measures from the Babylonians

or some other Semitic people (p. 336). And it is only from his

repute as the fertiliser of Egyjjt, that some old Arabic writers,

expressing evidently the popular notion then existing in Egypt
itself, refer to him the formation of the great water-works and
canals in the Faj^yum.*

But the history of Joseph, when once recorded for everlast-

ing remembrance in the Pentateuch, ought not to have been so

wonderfull}' attractive, if it were not to tempt early writers of

the Hellenistic age to expand it still further in the style ap-

proved by the taste of that age. At least in the last century

before Christ this historj' must have furnished the subject for

a new ornate and imaginative treatment, on a large scale,

' From chapter sh-i. tlie Last Narrator anything new.
repeats the words of tlie Book of Origins, ^ In Eusebius, Prcpjy. Ev. ix. 23. Jose-
with slight alterations and additions; Init phus in like manner ascribes to Abraham
the passages xlviii. 9-21, 1. 1-11, 1-1-21, the invention of geometry among the
are again by the Third Narrator, and Egyptians (p. 336) ; nay, he exm derives
prove that lie also described the deliver- it ultimately from Cain, as the earliest

ance out of Egypt. tiller of the ground : Ant. i. 2.

2 Artapanus and the poet Philo, in Abdalhakam's Hist. Acgi/j?t. ed. Karle
Eusebius, Pirej). Ev. ix. 23 sq. ; Justin p. 4, 11-14. But many other ancient
xxxvi. 2, 7-10, vhere Moses even becomes buildings were also ascribed to him: see
Joseph's son ; Josephus, Ant. ii. 2-8. Nor Carmoly's Itineraircs, p. 530.
does the Tcstmncntum Sim. ii-v. contain
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originating just where a writer might feel impelled thereto, in

Egypt. This work has not yet been recovered ; but Fl. Josephus

quotes from it a trait wliich pleased him,^ though without saying

or apparently remembering whence he had derived it. And it

was perhaps this book which made the characteristic Egyptian

comparison of Joseph with Sarapis,^ a demigod who only appears

in the Ptolemaic age, who was described as a beautiful youth

who, having been through the infernal regions, imparts to men
in this upper world various gifts of healing, and also plenteous

harvests,—in token of which latter character he bore on his

head a corn measure and a yard measure. Other authors,

misled by the similarity of name, identified Joseph the sage

with jEsop.' The twelfth Sura of the Koran,** remarkable on

many accounts, contains a poetical enlargement of the legend

founded primarily upon embellished versions of history, such as

we find in Fl. Josephus ; and this again was afterwards worked
up more highly by Mohammedan writers, in their poems of

'Yusuf and Zahkha (Zulaikha).' These however differ so

widely from the original legend in tone and feeling, that they

have no claim to be regarded as true ofiPshoots from the grand

old stem.^ But in later times they even showed Joseph's tomb
beside the Nile,^ though (according to p. 406) it must from the

time of Moses have been only an empty sepulchre.

' Ant. ii, 4. 3-5. It deserves to be in- it passed into Egypt, such a name might
vestigated whether the Syrian -work treat- be indigenous.

ing of Joseph's
_
history, in a Nitrian s gge Ebedjesu in Assemani's Biblioth.

Codex in the British Museum, be au old
^»rffMi;. iii. 1. p. 74 sq. ; Reiske in Lessiug's

transhition of this which was muse in the
jy^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ 355. j_ Zündei^

time of Josephus.
_
And the same work ^sope itait-U Juif ou Eayptien 1 licviie

may probably be intended by the title, jircheol. 1861, i. p. 354-69.
Ihe Woras of Joseph the Just, in the c o , , • • 1

Ascensio Jcsa'iae, iv. 22 ; or by that of The ^ee further remarks on this in the

Book of Asenath, so called from Joseph's ^°^t- ^^^- ^"^- ^^^^' P- ^^^^ sqq.

wife mentioned in Gen. xli. 45, xlvi. 20 ; ^ On the other hand, Philo describes

the comineucement of which is given in this son of Jacob, speaking tho sense of

Greek in the Codex Pseudepigraphus of the later legend, as the Ever Young (i.

Fabricius ii. p. 85-102; and which ac- p. 309), but in his little work 0« Joseph,

cording to Dillmann's Catal. Codd. Aeth. he gives as iisual only a prolix, often

Musci Britann. p. 4 is found complete in cynical and rhetorical, paraphrase of tlie

the Ethiopic Canon. Eiblo narrative, and yet gives an alle-

^ According to Melito in Cureton's eo"'^'^^ interpretation of the first half.

Spic. Syr. p. 24, 6 ; and something similar 9". P"n^'iplo 'i^ f"ll<'WS no other autho-

^, nties ; but yet ho sometimes deviates,

even in the Gemära to tj? ü'- 3; and and makes in ch. xx. a remarkable addi-

also in Suidas, under 'S.dpa.iris. On Sa- tioii. To make tlie narrative consistent,

rapis see Taciti Hist. iv. 81-84 ; Plutarch he also leaves out some facts entii-ely, e g.

0» Isis and Osiris. xxvWi.sq. If lie was the preparatory mission of Judah, men-
distinguished, as Plutarch says, by the tionotl p. 413.
sign of the Cerberus and Dragon, the « Sec Abdalhakam's/Zis^. y/^<7y/'<. p. 15,
question arises whether his name is not

,^^,| ,.,,„ Rabbinical passages in Ueiden-
identical witli i^-p (p. 322) ;

Egyptian it boim's Dcut. Vierteljahrsschrift fur Engl.

evidently cannot 1 >e ; and in P()ntus,wlioncc thenl. Eor.^chiuig, 1861, p. 248 sqq.
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C. JOSEPH AS THE FIRST-BORN OF ISRAEL. CONCLUSION OF

THE PRELIMINARY HISTORY.

The memory of that great change which took place in Israel

some 430 years before Moses, took a form quite in the spirit of

prehistoric tradition, in the brief and significant title given to

Joseph, The First-Born of Israel.' ' The Crowned among his

Brethren,' he had been also named in Jacob's ancient Blessing

(p. 409) ; yet well as this expresses the ancient preeminence of

that one tribe, a still deeper meaning is conveyed in the words,

First-Born of Israel. Tradition, seeking a new and fitting

name and idea to express every important relation among men,
could here find no image so happy as the conception that Eeuben
originally held precedence in Israel, and Joseph afterwards

came into his place—that what the former forfeited for his

aiTogance (p. 373 sq.) the latter gained by wisdom and faith-

fulness. Nor let it be understood as referring only to the mortal

individual Joseph ; for it is the tribe of Joseph which remained
the leading race, from the Egj'ptian period until many centuries

after the time of Moses, and whose preeminence, gained in those

early days, became so completely incorporated with the national

life, as to give its peculiar impress to the later history. When
Judah rose in later times to such importance among the twelve

tribes as might have entitled him equally to the designation

First-Born, the primitive modes of thought and expression liad

so far passed away, that such a title was scarcely likely to be

aj)plied to him.^

Eeuben, the natural First-Born of Israel, whose right, even

when he had trifled it away, could not be forgotten ; Joseph,

whose exalted virtues won for him the forfeited place ; Judah,

to whom in fact though not in name the honour finally fell

:

these three figures may be regarded as typifying three great

periods of Israelite history, the two first of which belong to the

dim twilight of the prehistoric age. And how long must even

the first of these national conditions have endured, to impress

its remembrance on the national mind, indelible through all tlie

changes and convulsions of later years !

At the close of the prehistoric period of Israel, we may con-

sider that this much at least has been made evident—that if

• This is referred to as early as in the bullock. See also 1 Chron. v. 1, 2.

very ancient past^age, Gen. xlviii. 22 ; but * As is in foct expressly stated in

also in the often retouched Blessing of 1 Chron. v. 2, compared with 2 Sam.
Jacob, in Deut. xxxiii. 11, we find an xix. 44, according to the reading of the

allusion to it in the phrase, a firstling LXX.
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only we diligently seek and riglitly apply all the means at onr

command, many most important historic truths may be recovered

even from that distant age. We have not telescopes of sufficient

power to discern and describe each single star among the

glittering multitude of that distant heaven
; yet some single

stars begin to shine with greater brilliancy, if we will but

refrain from gratuitously throwing dust into our eyes. And it

is not impossible that we may yet discover still more as we
gain by degrees more efficient means of observation.

Nor is our view wholly limited to Israel as one of the nations

of the earth,—to an acquaintance with some of its early habits

and institutions. Imperishable fragments of Israelite Poetry

and Prophecy have been borne to us safely on the waves of

the far-off ocean of primeval history ; thus revealing to us

the antiquity of the origin of those two influential arts,

which especially in that nation were to become so wonderful

a power.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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General History of Rome
from the Foundation of the City to

the Fall of Augustulus, b.c. 753-A. d.

476. By Dean Merivale, D.D.
Crown Svo. Maps, "js. 6d.

History of the Romans
under the Empire. By Dean Meri-
vale, D.D. 8 vols, post 8vo. 48^.

The Fall of the Roman
Republic ; a Short History of the Last
Century of the Commonwealth. By
Dean Merivale, D.D. i2mo. 7^. 6d.

The History of Rome.
By Wilhelm Ihne. Vols. I. to HI.
8vo. price 45J.

The Sixth Oriental Mo-
narchy ; or, the Geography, Hislor)-,

and Antiquities of I'arthia. By G.
Rawlinsox, M.A. W'ith Maps and
Illustrations. 8vo. l6s.

The Seventh Great Ori-
ental Monarchy ; or, a History of

the Sassanians. By G. Rawli.NSON,
M.A. With Map and 95 Illustrations.

8vo. 28.f.

Encyclopaedia of Chro-
nology, Historical and Biographical ;

comprising the Dates of all the Great
Events of History, including Treaties,

Alliances, Wars, Battles, &c. By B.
B. Woodward, B.A. and W. L. R.
C.A.TES. 8vo. 42J.

The History of European
Morals from Augustus to Charle-

magne. By W. E. H. Lecky, M.A.
2 vols, crown 8vo. i6s.

History of the Rise and
Influence of the Spirit of Rational-
ism in Europe. By W. E. H. Lecky,
M.A. 2 vols, crown Svo. i6j-.

History of the Mongols
from the Ninth to the Nineteenth

Centur}'. By Hexry H. Howorth,
F.S.A. Vol. I. the Mongols Proper
and the Kalmuks ; with Two Coloured

Maps. Royal Svo. 285.

Islam under the Arabs.
By Robert Durie Osborn, Major
in the Bengal Staff Corps. Svo. \zs.

Introduction to the Sci-
ence of Religion, Four Lectures de-

livered at the Royal Institution ; with

Two Essays on False Analogies and the

Philosophy of Mythology. By MAX
MÜLLER, M.A. Crown Svo. \os. 6d.

Zeller's Stoics, Epicu-
reans, and Sceptics. Translated by the

Rev. O. J. Reichel, M.A. Cr. Svo. I4J-.

Zeller's Socrates & the
Socratic Schools. Translated by the

Rev. O. J. Reichel, M.A. Second
Edition, enlarged from the Author's

Materials. Crown Svo. loj-. 6d.

Zeller's Plato& the Older
Academy. Translated by S. Frances
Alleyne and Alfred Goodwin,
B.A. Crown Svo. iSj-.

Sketch of the History or
the Church of England to the Revo-
lution of 16SS. By T. V. Short,
D. D. sometime Bishop of St. Asaph.

Crown Svo. ']s. bd.

The History of Philo-
sophy, from Thales to Comte. By
Gkorc.e Henry Lewes. Fourth

Edition, 2 vols. Svo. 32J-.
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The Childhood of the
English Nation ; or, the Beginnings
of English History. By Ella S.
Armitage. Fcp. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Epochs of Modern His-
tory. Edited by E. E. Morris, M.A.
J. S. Phillpotts, B.C.L. and C.
CoLBECK, M.A. Eleven volumes now
published, each complete in itself, in

fcp. 8vo. with Maps & Index :

—

Cordery's French Revolution to the
Battle of Waterloo, 1789— 1815.

[/;; the press.
Cox's Crusades, 2s. Gd.

Creighton's Age of Elizabeth, 2s. dd.

Gairdner's Houses of Lancaster and
York, 2,c Gd.

Gardiner's Puritan Revolution, 2.r. dd.

Thirty Years' War, 2s. 6d.

Hale's Fall of the Stuarts, 2s. Sd.

Lawrence's Early Hanoverians.
[/;/ tlie press.

Longman's Frederick the Great and the
Seven Years' War. [/// the press.

Ludlow's War of American Indepen-
dence, 2S. Gd.

Morris's Age of Anne, 2s. Gd.

Seebohm's Protestant Revolution,
price 2s. Gd.

Stubbs's Early Plantagenets, 2s. Gd.

Empire under the House of
Hohenstaufen. \In preparation.

Warburton's Edward IIL 2s. Gd.
\

The Student's Manual of
Modern History ; containing the

Rise and Progress of the Principal

European Nations. By W. CooKE
Taylor, LL.D. Crown 8vo. 7^. 6^.

The Student's Manual of
Ancient History; containing the Politi-

cal History, Geographical Position, and
Social State of the Principal Nations
of Antiquity. By W. CooKE TAYLOR,
LL.D. Crown 8vo. ']s. Gd.

Epochs of Ancient His-
tory. Edited by the Rev. G. W.
Cox, M.A. and by C. Sankey, M.A.
Ten volumes, each complete in itself,

in fcp. 8vo. with Maps & Index :

—

Beesly's Gracchi, Marius & Sulla, 2s.Gd.

Capes's Age of the Antonines, 2.c Gd.

Early Roman Empire, 2s. Gd.

Cox's Athenian Empire, 2s. Gd.

Greeks & Persians, 2s. bd.

Curteis's Macedonian Empire, 2c Gd.

Ihne's Rome to its Capture by the
Gauls, 2.1. Gd.

Merivale's Roman Triumvirates, 2s. Gd.

Sankey's Spartjui & Theban Supre-
macies, 2S. Gd.

Smith's Rome & Carthage, the Punic
Wars. \_In tlie press.

BIOGRAPHICAL AVORKS.

Memorials of Charlotte
Williams-Wynn. Edited by her
Sister. Crown 8vo. with Portrait,
price IOJ-. Gd.

The Life and Letters of
Lord Macaulay. By his Nephew,
G. Otto Trevelyan, M. P. Second
Edition, with Additionsand Corrections.
2 vols. 8vo. Portrait, 36s.

The Life of Sir William
Fairbairn, Bart. F.R.S. Partly
written by himself; edited and com-
pleted by W. Pole, F.R.S. 8vo.
Portrait, iSj.

Arthur Schopenhauer, his
Life and his Philosophy. By Helen
ZiMMERX. Post 8vo. Portrait, 7^. Gd.

Gotthold Ephraim Les-
sing, his Life and Works. By Helen
ZixMMERN. Crown 8vo. [Inthepress.

The Life, Works, and
Opinions of Heinrich Heine. By
William Stigand. 2 vols. 8vo.

Portrait, 28.r.

The Life of Mozart.
Translated from the German Work of

Dr. Ludwig NoHL by Lady Wallace.
With Portraits of Mozart and his Sister.

2 vols, crown Svo. 21s.
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Felix Mendelssohn's Let-
ters from Italy and Switzerland,
and Letters from 1833 to 1847.

Translated by Lady Wallace. Willi

Portrait. 2 vols, crown Svo. 5^. each.

Life of Robert Frampton,
D.D. Bishop of Gloucester, deprived as

a Non-Juror in 1689. Edited by T. S.

Evans, M. A. Crown 8vo. Portrait,

]irice, lO.r. 6J.

Autobiography. By John
Stuart Mill. Svo. yj. 6d.

Isaac Casaubon, I559-
1614. By Mark Pattison, Rector

of Lincoln College, Oxford. Svo. iSj.

Biographical and Critical
Essays. By A. Hayward, Q.C.
Second Series, 2 vols. Svo. 28.r. Third

Series, i vol. Svo. 14.!-.

Leaders of Public Opi-
nion in Ireland ; Swift, Flood,

Grattan, O'Connell. By W. E. H.
Lecky, I^I.A. Crown Svo. "js. 6d.

The Memoirs of Sir John
Reresby, of Thrybergh, Bart. M.P.
1634-I689. Edited from the Original

iManuscript by J. J. Cartwright,
M.A. 8vo. 215.

Essays in Ecclesiastical
Biography, By the Right lion. Sir J.
Stephen, LL.D. Crown 8vo. 7^-. (>d.

Dictionary of General
Biography ; containing Concise Me-
moirs and Notices of the most Eminent
Persons of all Ages and Countries.

By W. L. R. Gates. Svo. 25:1-.

Life of the Duke ofWei-
lington. By the Rev. G. R. Gleig,
M.A. Crown Svo. Portrait, 5^.

Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock, K.C. B. By John Clark
Marshman. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

Vicissitudes of Families.
By Sir Bernard Burke, C.B,

vols, crown Svo. 21s.

Two

MENTAL and POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
Comte's System of Posi-

,

Essays, Critical and Bio-
tive Polity, or Treatise upon Socio-

logy. Translated from the Paris

Edition of 1S51-1S54, and furnished

with Analytical Tables of Contents :

—

Vol. I. GeneralViewof Positivism and
Introductory Principles. Translated by

J. H. Bridges, M.B. Svo. price 2ij-.

Vol. II. The Social Statics, or the

Abstract Laws of Human Order. Trans-

lated by E. Harrison, M.A. 8vo. 14^-.

Vol. III. The Social Dynamics, or

the General Laws of Human Progress (the

Philosophy of History). Translated by
E. S. Beesly, M.A. 8vo. 21s.

Vol. IV. The Theory of the Future
of Man ; together with Comte's Early

Essays on Social Philosophy. Translated

by R. CoNGREVE, M.D. and H. D.
IIUTTON, B.A. 8vo. 24J.

Democracy in America.
By Alexis de Tocqueville. Tran-
.slated by Henry Reevic, Esq. Two
vols, crown 8vo. I 6,r.

graphical. By Henry Rogers. 2
vols, crown 8vo. I2s.

Essays on some Theolo-
gical Controversies of the Time.
By Henry Rogers. Crown Svo. 6s.

On Representative Go-
vernment. By John Stuart Mill.
Crown Svo. 2^^.

On Liberty. By John
Stuart Mill. Post Svo. "js. 6d.

crown Svo. is. 4//.

Principles of Political
Economy. By John Stuart Mill.
2 vols. Svo. 30J. or I vol. crown 8vo. 5^.

Essays on some Unset-
tied Questions of Political Economy.
By John Stuart Mill. Svo. 6j-. 6«/.

Utilitarianism. By John
Stuart Mill. 8vo, 5j.
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A System of Logic, Ra-
tiocinative and Inductive. By JOHN
Stuart Mill. 2 vols. Svo. 255.

Examination of Sir Wil-
liam Hamilton's Philosophy, and of

the princijjal Philosophical Questions

discussed in his Writings. By JOHN
Stuart Mill. 8vo. i6s.

Dissertations and Dis-
cussions. By John Stuart Mill.

4 vols. Svo. price £2. 6s. 6d.

Analysis of the Pheno-
mena of the Human Mind. By
Tames Mill. With Xoles, Illustra-

tive and Critical. 2 vols. Svo. 28j-.

The Law of Nations con-
sidered as Independent Political

Communities ; the Rights and Duties

of Nations in Time of War. By Sir

Tkavkrs Twlss, D.C.L. Svo. 21s.

Church and State ; their
Relations Historically Developed. By
H. Gei-fcken, Prof, of International

Law in the Univ. of Strasburg. Trans-

lated, with the Author's assistance, by
E. F. Taylor. 2 vols. 8vo. 42s.

A Systematic View of the
Science of Jurisprudence. By Shel-
don Amos, M.A. Svo. iSs.

A Primer of the English
Constitution and Government. By
S. Amos, M.A. Crown Svo. 6-r.

Outlines of Civil Proce-
dure ; a General View of the Supreme
Court of Judicature and of the whole
Practice in the Common Law and
Chancery Divisions. By E. S. Ros-
COE, Barrister-at-Law. i2mo. y. dd.

A Sketch of the History
of Taxes in England from the

Earliest Times to the Present Day.
By Stephen Dowell. Vol. I. to

the Civil War 1642. Svo. \os. 6d.

Principles of Economical
Philosophy. By H. D. Macleod,
M.A. Barrister-at-Law. Second Edi-

tion in Two Volumes. Vol. I. 8vo.

I5J-. Vol. II. Part i. price 12s.

The Institutes of Jus-
tinian ; with English Introduction,

Translation, and Notes. By T. C.

Sandars, M.A. 8vo. iSj-.

Lord Bacon's Works, col-
lected & edited by R. L. Ellis, M.A.

J. Spedding, M.A. and D. D. Heath.
7 vols. Svo. £-^. iT,s. 6d.

Letters and Life of Fran-
cis Bacon, including all his Occasional
Works. Collected and edited, with a
Commentarj', by J. Spedding. 7 vols.

8vo. £4,. 4^.

The Nicomachean Ethics
of Aristotle, newly translated into

English by R. Williams, B. A. Second
Edition. Crown Svo. 7j. 6d.

Aristotle's Politics, Books
I. III. IV. (VII.) the Greek Text of

Bekker, with an English Translation

by W. E. BOLLAND, M.A. and Short

Introductory Essays by A. Lang, M.A.
Crown Svo. "js. 6d.

The Politics of Aristotle

;

Greek Text, with English Notes. By
Richard Congreve, M.A. Svo. iSj.

The Ethics of Aristotle

;

with Essays and Notes. By Sir A.
Grant, Bart. LL.D. 2 vols. 8vo. 32^.

Bacon's Essays, with An-
notations. By R. Wh.vtely, D.D.
Svo. \os. 6d.

Picture Logic ; an Attempt
to Popularise the Science of Reasoning.

By A. Swinbourne, B.A. Fcp. Svo. 5^.

Elements of Logic. By
R. Whately, D.d. 8vo. ioj-. 6d.

Crown Svo. 4s. 6d.

Elements of Rhetoric.
By R. Wh.-vtely, D.D. Svo. ioj. 6d.

Crown Svo. 4s. 6d.

An Introduction to Men-
tal Philosophy, on the Inductive

Method. By J. D. MoRELL, LL.D.
Svo. I2J-.

Philosophy without As-
sumptions. By the Rev. T. P. Kirk-
man, F.R.S. 8vo. IOJ. 6d.
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The Senses and the In-
tellect. By A. Bain, LL. I). 8vo. 15^. 1

The Emotions and the I

Will. By A. Bain, LL.D. 8vo. 15.. !

I

Mental and Moral Sei-
ence ; a Compendium of Psychology !

and Ethics. By A. Bain, LL.D.
I

Crown Svo. \os. 6d. Or separately,

Part I. Mental Science, 6s. dJ. Part
II. Moral Science, 4-f. 61/.

An Outline of the Neces-
sary Laws of Thought : a Treatise

on Pure and Applied Logic. By W.
Thompson, D.D. Archbishop of York.
CrowTi 8vo. ds.

On the Influence of Au-
thority in Matters of Opinion. By
thelateSir. G. C.Lewis, Bart. 8vo. 14J,

Hume's Treatise on Hu-
man Nature. Edited, with Notes, &c.
by T PI. Green, M.A. and the Rev.
T. H. Grose, M. A. 2 vols. Svo. 28^.

Hume's Essays, Moral,
Political, and Literary. By the same
Editors. 2 vols. Svo. 281.

%* The above form a complete and uni-
form Edition of Hu.me's Philosophical
Works.

MISCELLANEOUS & CRITICAL ^VORKS.

The London Series of
English Classics. Edited by John
W. Hales, M.A. and by Charles S.

Jerram, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. in course

of publication :
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Bacon's Essays, annotated by E. A.
Abbot, D.D. 2 vols. ds.

Macaulay's Clive, bv H. C. Bowen,
M.A. 2.r. bd.

Marlowe's Doctor Faustus, by W.
Wagner, Ph.D. 2s.

Milton's Paradise Regained, by C. S.

Jerram, M.A. is. 6d.

Pope's Select Poems, by T. Arnold,
M.A. 2s. 6d.

Ben Jonson's Every Man in his

Humour, bv H. B. Wheatlev,
F.S.A. 2s. 6d.

Mesmerism, Spiritualism
&c. Historically and Scientifically

Considered.. By W. B. Carpe.nter,
C.B. M.D. LL.D. F.R.S. &c. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo. 55.

Evenings with the Skep-
tics ; or, Free Discussion on Free
Thinkers. By John Owen, Rector

of East Anstey, Devon. Crown 8ro.

[yi^si ready.

Selections from the Wri-
tings of Lord Macaulay. Edited,

with Occasional Explanatory Notes,

by G. O. Trevelyan, M. P. Cr. 8vo. 6^.

Lord Macaulay's Miscel-
laneous Writings.

Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 2ij'.

People's Edition, i vol. or. 8vo. 45-. 6d.

Lord Macaulay's Miscel-
laneous Writings and Speeches.
Student's Edition. Crown 8vo. bs.

Speeches of the Right
Hon. Lord Macaulay, corrected by
Himself. Crown Svo. ^s. 6t{.

The Rev. Sydney Smith's
Essays contributed to the Edinburgh
Review. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d. sewed,
3J. 6d. cloth.

The Wit and Wisdom of
the Rev. Sydney Smith. Crown
Svo. 3J. 6d.

Miscellaneous and Post-
humous Works of the late Henry
Thomas Buckle. Edited, with a
Biographical Notice, by Helen
Taylor. 3 vols. 8vo. £2. 12s. 6d.

Short Studies on Great
Subjects. By J. A. FRot.'DE, M, A.

3 vols, crown Svo. iSj.

B
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Manual of English Lite-
rature, Historical and Critical. By
T. Arnold, M. A. Crown Svo. "js. 6d.

German Home Life ; a
Series of Essays on the Domestic Life

of Germany. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Miscellaneous Works of
Thomas Arnold, D.D. late Head
Master of Rugby School. 8vo. "js. 6d.

Realities of Irish Life.
By W. Steuart Trench. Crown
Svo. 2.r. 6d. sewed, or y. 6d. cloth.

Miscellaneous Writings
of John Conington, M.A. Edited
by J. A. Symonds, M.A. With a
Iilemoir by H. J. S. Smith, M.A.
2 vols. Svo. 2Sj.

The Essays and Contri-
butions of A. K. H. B. Uniform
Cabinet Editions in crown Svo.

Recreations of a Country Parson, Two
Series, y. 6d. each.

Landscapes, Churches, and Moralities,
price j.r. 6d.

Lectures on the Science seaside Musings, 3^. ed.

of Language. By F. Max Müller,
M.A. 2 vols, crown Svo. i6.v.

Chips from a German
Workshop ; Essays on the Science of

Religion, and on Mytholog)', Traditions

& Customs. By F. Max Müller,
M.A. 4 vols. Svo. £2. iSj-.

Chapters on Language.
By F. W. Earrar, D.D. Crown Svo.

price 5^.

Families of Speech. Four
Lectures delivered at the Royal Insti-

tution. By F. \V. Farrar, D.D.
Crown Svo. 3^. ()d.

Apparitions; a Narrative of
Facts. By the Rev. B. \V. Savile,

M.A. Crown Svo. 4J. 6d.

Changed Aspects of Unchanged
Truths, y. 6d.

Counsel and Comfort from a City
Pulpit, y. 6d.

Lessons of Middle Age, 3^. 6a.

Leisure Hours in Town, 3^^. 6d.

Autumn Holidays of a Country Parson,
price y. 6d.

Sunday Afternoons at the Parish
Church of a University City, y. 6d.

The Commonplace Philosopher in

Town and Country, 3^-. 6d.

Present-Day Thoughts, y. 6d.

Critical Essays of a Country Parson,
price y. 6d.

The Graver Thoughts of a Country
Parson, Three Series, 35. 6d. each.

DICTIONARIES and OTHER BOOKS of
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Dictionary ofthe English
Language. By R. G. Latham,
M.A. M.D. Abridged from Dr.

Latham's Edition of Johnson's English

Dictionary. Medium Svo. 24s.

A Dictionary of the Eng-
lish Lang^uage. By R. G. Latham,
jM.A. M.D. Founded on the Dic-

tionary of Dr. S. Johnson, as edited

by the Rev. H. J. Todd, u-ith

numerous Emendations and Additions.

4 vols. 4to. £7.

Thesaurus of English
Words and Phrases, classified and
arranged so as to facilitate the expres-

sion of Ideas, and assist in Literary

Composition. By P. M. RoGET,
M.D. Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

Handbook of the English
Langfuage. For the Use of Students

of the Universities and the Higher
Classes in Schools. By R. G. La-
tham, M.A. M.D. Crow-n 8vo. 6s.
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A Practical Dictionary of
the French and English Languages.
By Lkon Contan.seau, many years

French Examiner for Military and
Civil Appointments, &c. Post Svo.

price 7^. 6(/.

Contanseau's Pocket
Dictionary, French and English,

abridged from the Practical Dictionary
by the Author. Square l8mo. ßj-. 6^/.

A New Pocket Diction-
ary of the German and Enghsh
Languages. By F. W. Longman,
Balliol College, Oxford. Square
l8mo. price 5j-.

A Practical Dictionary
of the German Language ; German-
English and English-German. By
Rev. W. L. Blackley, M. A. and Dr.
C. M. Friedländer. Post 8vo. ']s. 6d.

A Dictionary of Roman
and Greek Antiquities. With 2,000
Woodcuts illustrative of the Arts and
Life of the Greeks and Romans. By
A. Rich, B.A. Crown Svo. Js. 6d.

The Critical Lexicon and
Concordance to the English and
Greek New Testament ; together

with an Index of Greek Words and
several Appendices. By the Rev. E.

W. Bullinger, St. Stephen's, Wal-
thamstow. Medium Svo. 30^-.

A Greek-English Lexi-
con. By H. G. LiDDELL, D.D. Dean
of Christ church, and R. Scott, D.D.
Dean of Rochester. Crown 4to. 36^-.

A Lexicon, Greek and
English, abridged for Schools from

Liddell and Scott's Greek-English

Lexicon. Square i2mo. "].<;. 6d.

An English-Greek Lexi-
con, containing all the Greek Words
used by Writers of good authority. By
C. D. YONGE, M.A. 4to. 2is.

Mr. Yonge's Lexicon,
English and Greek, abridged from his

larger Lexicon. Square i2mo. Sj. 6J.

English Synonymes. By
E. J. Whately. Edited by R.
WlIATELY, D.D. Fcp. Svo. 3J-.

A Latin-English Diction-
ary. By John T. White, D.D.
Oxon. and J. E. Riddle, M.A. Oxon.
Sixth Edition, revised, i vol. 410. 28s.

White's College Latin-
English Dictionary ; abridged from
the Parent Work for the use of Uni-
versity Students. Medium Svo. i5j-.

A Latin-English Diction-
ary adapted for the use of Middle-
Class Schools. By John T. White,
D. D. Oxon. Square fcp. Svo. y.

White's Junior Student's
Complete Latin-English and Eng-
lish-Latin Dictionary. Square i2mo.
price I2s.

Separately
/English-Latin, 5.. 6d

^ •'
1^ Latin-English, 7^. 6d.

M'Culloch's Dictionary,
Practical, Theoretical, and Historical,

of Commerce and Commercial Navi-
gation. Re-edited and corrected to

1876 by Hugh G. Reid, Assistant-

Comptroller H.H. Stationery Office.

With II Maps and 30 Charts. Svo.

price 63.r.

A General Dictionary of
Geography, Descriptive, Physical,

Statistical, and Historical ; forming a
complete Gazetteer of the World. By
A. Keith Johnston. New Edition

(1877). Medium 8vo. 42 j.

The Public Schools Atlas
of Ancient Geography, in 28 entirely

new Coloured Maps. Edited with an
Introduction by the Rev. G. Butler,
M.A. In imperial Svo. or imperial 410.

price "js. 6d. cloth.

The Public Schools Atlas
of Modern Geography, in 31 entirely

new Coloured Maps. Edited with an
Introduction by Rev. G. Butler, M.A.
Imperial 8vo. or imperial 410. $s.
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ASTRONOMY and METEOROLOGY.
The Universe and the

Coming Transits ; Researches into

and New Views respecting the Con-
stitution of the Heavens. By R. A.
Proctor, B.A. With 22 Charts and
22 Diagrams. 8vo. 16s.

Saturn and its System.
By R. A. Proctor, B.A. Svo. with

14 Plates, I4J-.

The Transits of Venus
;

A Popular Account of Past and Coming
Transits. By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
20 Plates (12 Coloured) and 27 Wood-
cuts. Crown 8vo. 8j. 6d.

Essays on Astronomy.
A Scries of Papers on Planets and
Meteors, the Sun and Sun-surrounding
Space, Star and Star Cloudlets. By
R. A. Proctor, B.A. With 10 Plates

and 24 Woodcuts. Svo. 12s.

The Moon ; her Motions,
Aspects, Scenery, and Physical Con-
dition. By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
With Plates, Charts, Woodcuts, and
Lunar Photographs, Crown 8vo. 15^-.

The Sun ; Ruler, Light, Fire,
and Life of the Planetary System. By
R. A. Proctor, B.A. With Plates &
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 14^.

The Orbs Around Us
;

3. Series of Essays on the Moon &
Planets, Meteors & Comets, the Sun &
Coloured Pairs of Suns. By R. A.
Proctor, B.A. W'ith Chart and Dia-

grams. Crown 8vo. 7^. 6d.

Other Worlds than Ours

;

The Plurality of Worlds Studied under
the Light of Recent Scientific Re-
searches. By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
W^ith 14 Illustrations. Cr. Svo. los. 6d.

Outlines of Astronomy.
By Sir J. F. W. Herschel, Bart. M.A.
Latest Edition, with Plates and Dia-

grams. Square crown Svo. 125.

The Moon, and the Con-
dition and Configurations of its Surface.

By E. Neison, F.R.A.S. With 26
Maps & 5 Plates. Medium Svo. 3IJ. 6^.

Celestial Objects for
Common Telescopes. By T. W.
Webb, M.A. With Map of the Moon
and Woodcuts. Crown Svo. ']s. 6d.

A New Star Atlas, for the
Library, the School, and the Obser-
vatory, in 12 Circular Maps (with 2
Index Plates). By R. A. PROCTOR,
B. A. Crown Svo. 5^.

Larger Star Atlas, for the
Librarj', in Twelve Circular Maps,
photolithographed by A. Brothers,

F.R.A.S. With Introduction and 2
Index Plates, By R. A. Proctor,
B.A. Folio, 25 J.

Dove's Law of Storms,
considered in connexion with the

Ordinary Movements of the Atmo-
sphere. Translated by R. H. ScOTT,
M.A. Svo. los. 6d.

Air and Rain ; the Begin-
nings of a Chemical Climatology. By
R. A. Smith, F.R.S. Svo. 24J-.

Air and its Relations to
Life, 1774-1874; a Course of Lec-

tures delivered at the Royal Institution.

By W. N. Hartley, F. C. S. With 66

Woodcuts. Small Svo. 6s.

Schellen's Spectrum
Analysis, in its Application to Terres-

trial Substances and the Physical

Constitution of the Heavenly Bodies.

Translated by Jane and C. Lassell,

with Notes by W^ Huggins, LL.D.
F. R. S. Svo. Plates and Woodcuts, 28J.
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NATURAL HISTORY and PHYSICAL
SCIENCE.

Professor H e 1m h o 1 1 z

'

Popular Lectures on Scientific Sub-
jects. Translated by E. ATKINSON,
F. C. S. With numerous \Yood Engrav-

ings, SVO. 12S. 6if.

On the Sensations of
Tone, as a Physiological Basis for the

Theory of Music. By II. Helmholtz,
Professor of Physiology in the Uni-

versity of Berlin. Translated by A. J.

Ellis, F.R. S. Svo. 36j-.

Ganot's Natural Philo-
sophy for General Readers and
Young Persons ; a Course of Physics

divested of Mathematical Formulae and
expressed in the language of daily life.

Translated by E. Atkinson, F.C.S.

Second Edition, with 2 Plates and 429
Woodcuts. Crown Svo. "js. 6d.

Ganot's Elementary-
Treatise on Physics, Experimental

and Applied, for the use of Colleges

and Schools. Translated and edited

by E. Atkinson, F.C.S. Seventh
Edition, with 4 Coloured Plates and

758 Woodcuts. Post Svo. 15^.

Arnott's Elements ofPhy-
sics or Natural Philosophy. Seventh
Edition, edited by A. Bain, LL.D. and
A. S, Taylor, M.D. F.R.S. Crown
8vo. Woodcuts, I2S. 6d.

The Correlation of Phy-
sical Forces. By the Hon. Sir W.
R. Grove, F.R.S. Sec. Sixth Edition,

revised and augmented. Svo. i$s.

Weinhold's Introduction
to Experimental Physics ; including

Directions for Constructing Physical

Apparatus and for Making Experiments.

Translated by B. Loewy, F.R.A.S.
With a Preface by G. C. Foster, F.R.S.
Svo. Plates & Woodcuts 3ii-. 6d.

Principles of Animal Me-
chanics. By the Rev. S. IIaughtciN,
F.R.S. Second Edition. 8vo. 21 j.

Fragments of Science.
By John 'J'yndali,, F.R.S. Fifth

Edition, with a New Introduction.

Crown Svo. los. CJ.

Heat a Mode of Motion.
By John Tyndall, F.R.S. Fifth
Edition, Plate and Woodcuts. Crown
Svo. loj-. 6a.

Sound. By JoHx Tyndall,
F.R.S. Third Edition, including
Recent Researches on Fog-Signalling

;

Portrait and Woodcuts. Crown Svo.
price lOj. 6i/.

Researches on Diamag-
netismand Magne-CrystallicAction;
including Diamagnetic Polarity. By
John Tyndall, F.R.S. With 6
Plates and many Woodcuts. Svo. 14T.

Contributions to Mole-
cular Physics in the domain of Ra-
diant Heat. By John Tyndall,
F.R.S. With 2 Plates and 31 Wood-
cuts. Svo. i6s.

Six Lectures on Light,
delivered in America in 1S72 and 1S73.
By John Tyndall, F.R.S. Second
Edition, with Portrait, Plate, and 59
Diagrams. Crown Svo. Js. 6if.

Lessons in Electricity at
the Royal Institution, 1875-6. By
John Tyndall, D.C. L. LL. D. F.R.S.
Professor of Natural Philosophy in the
Royal Institution of Great Britain.

With 58 Woodcuts. Cr. Svo. 2s. M.

Notes of a Course of
Seven Lectures on Electrical Phe-
nomena and Theories, delivered at

the Royal Institution. By John Tyn-
dall, F.R.S. Crown Svo. i.r. sewed,
or IJ-. 6(/. cloth.

Notes of a Course of Nine
Lectures on Light, delivered at the

Royal Institution. ByJoiiN Tyndall,
P\R.S. Crown Svo. is. sewed, or
IJ-. Ci/. cloth.

A Treatise on Magnet-
ism, General and Terrestrial. By II.

Lloyd, D.D. D.C.L. 8vo. los. 6J.

Elementary Treatise on
the Wave-Theory of Light. By
II. Lloyd, D. D. D. C. L. Svo. ioj. 6^.
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Text-Books of Science,
Mechanical and Physical, adapted for

the use of Artisans and of Students in

Public and Science Schools. Small
8vo. with Woodcuts, &c.

Anderson's Strength of Materials, y. 6d.

Armstrong's Organic Chemistry, 3^-. 6d.

Barry's Railway Appliances, 3^-. 6d.

Bloxam's Metals, 3^-. 6d.

Goodeve's Mechanics, 3j-. 6d.

Mechanism, 3^-. 6d.

Gore's Electro-Metallurgy, 6.r.

Griffin's Algebra & Trigonometry, 36.

Jenkin's Electricity & Magnetism, 36.

Maxwell's Theory of Heat, y. 6d.

Merrifield's Technical Arithmetic, 3^. 6d.

Miller's Inorganic Chemistry, y. 6d.

Preece& Sivewright's Telegraphy, 36.

Shelley's Workshop Appliances, 3^ 6d.

Thome's Structural and Physiological
Botany, 6-f.

Thorpe's Quantitative Analysis, 4s. 6d.

Thorpe & Muir's Qualitative Analysis,
price jS. Od.

Tilden's Systematic Chemistry, y. 6d.

Unwin's Machine Design, p. 6d.

Watson's Plane & Solid Geometry, 36.

The Comparative Ana-
tomy and Physiolog^y of the Verte-
brate Animals. By Richard Owen,
F.R.S. With 1,472 Woodcuts. 3
Tols. Svo. £2- 13-f- ^'^•

Kirby and Spence's In-
troduction to Entomology, or Ele-

ments of the Natural History of Insects.

Crown Svo. 5^.

Light Science for Leisure
Hours ; familiar Essays on Scientific

Subjects, Natural Phenomena, &c.
By R. A. Proctor, B.A. 2 vols,

crown Svo. "js. 6d. each.

Homes without Hands

;

a Description of the Habitations of

Animals, classed according to their

Principle of Construction. By the Rev.

J. G. Wood, M.A. With about 140
Vignettes on Wood. 8vo. 14^.

Strange Dwellings ; a De-
scription of the Habitations of Animals,
abridged from ' Homes without Hands.'
By the Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A. With
Frontispiece and 60 Woodcuts. Crown
Svo. ys. 6d

Insects at Home ; a Popu-
lar Account of British Insects, their

Stracture, Habits, and Transforma-
tions. By the Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A.
With upwards of 700 Woodcuts. Svo.
price I4J-.

Insects Abroad ; being a
Popular Account of Foreign Insects,

their Structure, Habits, and Trans-
formations. By the Rev. J. G. Wood,
M.A. With upwards of 700 Wood-
cuts. Svo. 14.?.

Out of Doors ; a Selection
of Original Articles on Practical

Natural History. By the Rev. J. G.
Wood, M.A. With 6 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. ys. 6d.

Bible Animals ; a Descrip-
tion of every Living Creature mentioned
in the Scriptures, from the Ape to the

Coral. By the Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A.
With 112 Vignettes. 8vo. 14s.

The Polar World : a Pop-
ular Description of Man and Nature in

the Arctic and Antarctic Regions of the

Globe. By Dr. G. Hartwig. With
Chromoxylographs, Maps, and Wood-
cuts. Svo. lOr. 6d.

The Sea and its Living
Wonders. By Dr. G. H.a^rtwig.

Fourth Edition, enlarged. Svo. with

numerous Illustrations, los. 6d.

The Tropical World. By
Dr. G. H.\RTWiG. With about 200
Illustrations. Svo. 10s. 6d.

The Subterranean
World. By Dr. G. Hartwig. With
Maps and Woodcuts. Svo. 10s. 6d.

The Aerial World ; a Pop-
ular Account of the Phenomena and
Life of the Atmosphere. By Dr.

G. Hartwig. With Map, 8 Chromo-
xylographs & 60 Woodcuts. Sto. ios. 6d.
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A Familiar History of The Rose Amateur's
Birds. By E. Stanley, D.D. late

Bishop of Norwdch. Fcp. Svo. with

Woodcuts, 3^-. 6d.

The Geology of England
and Wales ; a Concise Account of

the Lithological Characters, Leading
Fossils, and Economic Products of the

Rocks. By H. B. Woodward, E.G. S.

Crown 8vo. Map & Woodcuts, 141,

The Primasval World of
Switzerland. By Professor Oswal
Heer, of the University of Zurich.

Edited by James Heywood, M.A.
F.R.S. President of the Statistical

Society. With Map, 19 Plates, & 372
Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. 28^-.

The Puzzle of Life and
How it Has Been Put Together : a

Short History of Vegetable and Animal
Life upon the Earth from the Earliest

Times ; including an Account of Pre-

Historic Man, his Weapons, Tools, and
Works. By A. NicOLS, F. R. G S. With
1 2 Illustrations. Cro\\-n 8vo. 3^. 6d.

The Origin of Civilisa-
tion, and the Primitive Condition of
Man ; Mental and Social Condition of
Savages. By Sir J. Lubbock, Bart.

M.P. F.R.S. Third Edition,' with 25
Woodcuts. Svo. i8.r.

The Ancient Stone Im-
plements, Weapons, and Ornaments
of Great Britain. By John Evans,
F.R.S. With 2 Plates and 476 Wood-
cuts. 8vo. 28j.

The Elements of Botany
for Families and Schools. Eleventh
Edition, revised by Thomas Moore,
F.L.S. Fcp. 8vo. Woodcuts, 2s. dd.

Guide. By Thomas Rivers. Latest
Edition. Fcp. Svo. 4J-.

A Dictionary of Science,
Literature, and Art. Re-edited by
the late W. T. Brande (the Author)
and the Rev. G. W. Cox, M.A. 3 vols,

medium 8vo. 63^.

The History of Modern
Music, a Course of Lectures delivered
at the Royal Institution of Great
Britain. By John Hullah, LL.D.
Svo. price 8j. (>d.

Dr. Huliah's 2nd Course
of Lectures on the Transition Period
of Musical History, from the Beginning
of the 17th to the Middle of the i^th
Century. 8vo. \Os. 6d.

Loudon's Encyclopedia
of Plants ; comprising the Specific

Character, Description, Culture, His-
tory, &c. of all the Plants found fn

Great Britain. With upwards of
12,000 Woodcuts. Svo. 42J-.

De Caisne & Le Maout's
System of Descriptive and Analy-
tical Botany. Translated by Mrs.
Hooker ; edited and arranged accord-
ing to the English Botanical System, by

J. D. Hooker, M.D. With 5,500
Woodcuts. Imperial Svo. 31J. 6d.

1 Hand-Book of Hardy
! Trees, Shrubs, and Herbaceous
!

Plants ; containing Descriptions &c.
of the Best Species in Cultivation.

With 720 Original Woodcut Illustra-

I

tions. By W. B. Hkmsley. Medium
;

8vo. I2J.
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CHEMISTRY and PHYSIOLOGY.
Miller's Elements of Che-

mistry, Theoretical and Practical.

Re-edited, with Additions, by H.
MACLEOD, F.C.S. 3 vols. 8vo.

Part I. Chemical Physics, New
Edition in October.

Part II. IiNorganic Chemistry, 2ij.

Fart III. Organic Chemistry, New
Edition in the press.

Animal Chemistry : or,

the Relations of Chemistry to Physiology
and Pathology : including the Results of

the most recent Scientific Researches

and Experiments. By Charles T.
Kingzett, F.C.S. Lond. & Berlin.

Consulting Chemist. 8vo. \_In thepress.

Health in the House

:

Twenty-five Lectures on Elementary
Physiology in its Application to the

Daily Wants of Man and Animals.
By Catherine Maria Buckton.
New and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo.

Woodcuts, 2s.

A Dictionary of Chemis-
try and the Allied Branches of other
Sciences. By Henry Watts, F.C.S.
assisted by eminent Scientific and
Practical Chemists. 7 vols, medium
8vo. ^lo. i6j-. 6(/.

Supplementary Volume,
completing the Record ofChemical Dis-
covery to the year 1S76.

[/« preparation.

Select Methods in Che-
mical Analysis, chiefly Inorganic. By
W.M. Crookes, F. R.S. With 22
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 12s. 6d.

The History, Products,
and Processes of the Alkali Trade,
including the most recent Imj^rove-

ments. By Charles T. Kingzett,
F.C.S. Lond. and Berlin, Consulting

Chemist. With 32 Woodcuts. 8vo. I2s.

Outlines of Physiology,
Human and Comparative. By J.

Marshall, F.R.C.S. Surgeon to the

University College Hospital. 2 vols,

crown 8vo. with 122 Woodcuts, 32J.

The FINE ARTS and ILLUSTRATED
EDITIONS.

Poems. By W. B. Scott.
Illustrated by Seventeen Etchings by
L. A. Tadema and W. B. Scott.
Crown Svo. 15^.

Half-hour Lectures on
the History and Practice of the

F ne and Ornamental Arts. By W.
B. Scott. Cr. Svo. Woodcuts, %s. 6J.

A Dictionary of Artists of
the English School : Painters, Sculp-

tors, Architects, Engravers, and Orna-
mentists. By S. Redgrave. Svo. 16s.

In Fairyland ; Pictures
from the Elf-World. By Richard
Doyle. With a Poem by W. Al-
lingham. With 16 coloured Plates,

containing 36 Designs. Folio, 15^.

Lord Macaulay's Lays of
Ancient Rome. With Ninety Illustra-

tions on Wood from Drawings by G.

Scharf. Fcp. 4to. 21s.

Miniature Edition of
Lord Macaulay's Lays of Ancient
Rome. With G. Scharf's Ninety
Illustrations reduced in Lithogi-aphy.

Imp. i6mo. los. 6J.

Moore's Lalla Rookh,
an Oriental Romance. Tenniel's
Edition, with 68 Wood Engravings

from Original Drawings. Fcp. 4to. 2ls.

Moore's Irish Melodies,
Maclise's Edition, with 161 Steel

Plates. Super royal Svo. 21s.
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The New Testament,
Illustiated with Wood Engravings after

the Early Masters, chiefly of the Italian

School. Crown 4to. b'-^s.

Sacred and Legendary-
Art. By Mrs. Jamf.sox. 6 vols,

square crown Svo. price ^5. I5-''. 6«'.

Legends of the Saints
and Martyrs. With 19 Etchings and
1S7 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 3I.r. 6(/.

Legendsof the Monastic
Orders. With 11 Etchings and 88
Woodcuts. I vol. 2\s.

Legends ofthe Madonna. '

With 27 Etchings and 165 Woodcuts,
j

I vol. 2IJ-.
I

The History of our Lord,
with that of his Types and Precursors.
Completed by Lady Easti.ake. With
13 Etchings and 281 Woodcuts. 2
vols. 42J-.

The Three Cathedrals
dedicated to St. Paul in London ;

their History from the Foundation of
the First Building in the -Sixth Century
to the Proposals for the Adornment of
the Present Cathedral. By W. Long-
Man, F.S.A. With numerous Illus-

trations. Square crown 8vo. 2\s.

Lectures on Harmony,
delivered at the Royal Institution. By
G. A. Macfarren. Second Edition,

with numerous Engraved Musical Ex-
amples and Specimens. 8vo. \2s.

The USEFUL ARTS, MANUFACTURES, &G<

The Amateur Mechanics'
Practical Handbook ; describing the

different Tools required in the Work-
shop, the uses of them, and how to use

them. By A. H. G. Hobson. With
2,}) Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. zs. dd.

The Engineer's Valuing
Assistant. By II. D. IIoskold,
Civil and Mining Engineer, 16 years
Mining Engineer to the Dean Forest
Iron Company. 8vo. 3Ij-. dd.

The Whitworth Mea-
suring' Machine ; including Descrip-
tions of the Surface Plates, Gauges, and
other Measuring Instruments made by
Sir J. Whitworth, Bart. By T. M.
GooDEVE, M.A. and C. P. B. Shel-
ley, C. E. With 4 Plates and 44 Wood-
cuts. Fcp. 4to. 2IJ-.

Industrial Chemistry; a
Manual fur Manufacturers and for Col-
leges or Technical Schools ; a Transla-
tion of Stohmann and Engler's German
Edition of Payen'.s ' Precis de Chimie
Industrielle,' by Dr. J. D. Barky.
With Chapters on the Chemistry of the
Metals, by B. II. Pall, Ph.D. 8vo.
Plates & Woodcuts. [/// the press.

Gwilt's Encyclopaedia of
Architecture, with above 1,600 Wood-
cuts. Revised and extended by W.
Papworth. Svo. 52J-. 6(/.

Lathes and Turning, Sim-
pie, Mechanical, and Ornamental. By
W. H. XoRTHCOTT. Second Edition,..

with 338 Illustrations. 8vo. \Zs.

Hints on Household^
Taste in Furniture, Upholstery,
and other Details. By C. L. East-
lake. With about 90 Illustrations.

Square crown 8vo. \\s.

Handbook of Practical
Telegraphy, By R. S. Cli.ley,
Memb. Inst. C.i;. Engineer-in-Chief
of Telegraphs to the Post-Office. 8vo.

.

Plates cS: Woodcuts, i6j-.

A Treatise on the Steam
Engine, in it- various apjjlications to

Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation. Rail-
ways and Agriculture. By ]. Bourne,
C.E. With Portrait, 37 Plates, and
546 Woodcuts. 4to. 42J.

Recent Improvements in
the Steam Engine. By J. Bourne,
C.E. Fcp. 8vo. Woodcuts, ts.

C
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Catechism of the Steam
Engine, in its various Applications.

By John Bourne, C.E. Fcp. 8vo.

Woodcuts, 6j.

Handbook of the Steam
Engine By J. Bourne, C.E. form-

ing a Key to the Author's Catechism of

the Steam Engine. Fcp. 8vo. Wood-
cuts, gj.

Encyclopaedia of Civil
Engineering, Historical, Theoretical,

and Practical. By E. Cresy, C.E.
With above 3,000 Woodcuts. 8vo. ä,2s.

Ure's Dictionary of Arts,
Manufactures, and Mines. Seventh

Edition, re-written and enlarged by R.
Hunt, F. R. S. assisted by numerous
contributors. With 2, 100 Woodcuts.

3 vols, medium 8vo. £^. z^s.

Vol. IV. Supplementary, completing all

the Departments of the Dictionary to

the beginning of the year 1877, is pre-

paring for publication.

Practical Treatise on Me-
tallurgy. Adapted from the last

German Edition of Professor Kerl's
Metallurgy by W. Crookes, F. R.S.

&c. and E. RÖHRic, Ph.D. 3 vols.

8vo. with 625 Woodcuts. £\. \c)s.

The Theory of Strains in
Girders and similar Structures, with
'Observations on the application of
' Theory to Practice, and Tables of the

: Strength and other Properties of Ma-
-terials. By B. B. Stoney, M.A.
M. Inst. C.E. Royal 8vo. with 5
TPlates and 123 Woodcuts, 36j-.

Railways and Locomo-
tives ; a Series of Lectures delivered

at the School of Military Engineering,

Chatham, in the year 1877. Railways,

by John Wolfe B.\rry, M. Inst. C. E.

Locomotives, by F. J. Br.a.m\vell,

.F.R.S. M. Inst. C.E. \In the press.

Useful Information for
Engineers. By Sir W. Fairbairn,
Bart. With many Plates and Woodcuts.

3 vols, crown 8vo. 3IJ. i>d.

The Application of Cast
and Wrought Iron to Building
Purposes. By Sir W. Fairbairn,
Bart. With 6 Plates and 118 Wood-
cuts. 8vo. i6j-.

Practical Handbook of
Dyeing and Calico- Printing. By
W. Crookes, F.R.S. &c. With
numerous Illustrations and specimens
of Dyed Textile P'abrics. 8vo. 42J-.

Anthracen; its Constitution,
Properties, Manufacture, and Deriva-

tives, including Artificial Alizarin, An-
thrapurpurin, &c. with their Applica-

tions in Dyeing and Printing. By G.
Auerbach. Translated by W.
Crookes, F.R.S. 8vo. \2s.

Mitchell's Manual of
Practical Assaying. Fourth Edition,

revised, with the Recent Discoveries

incorporated, l)y W. Crookes, F.R.S.
Crown Svo. Woodcuts, 3IJ". dd.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia
of Gardening ; comprising the Theory
and Practice of Horticulture, Floricul-

ture, Arboriculture, and Landscape
Gardening. With 1,000 Woodcuts.
8vo. 2\S.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia
of Agriculture ; comprising the Lay-
ing-out, Improvement, and Manage-
ment of Landed Property, and the

Cultivation and Economy of the Pro-

ductions of Agriculture. With 1,100

Woodcuts. 8vo. z\s.

RELIGIOUS and MORAL ^VORKS.

An Exposition of the 39
Articles, Historical and Doctrinal. By
E. H. Browne, D.D. Bishop of Win-

chester. Latest Edition. 8vo. ids.

A Commentary on the
39 Articles, forming an Introduction to

the Theology of the Church of England.
By the Rev. T. P. Boultbee, LL.D.
New Edition. Crown 8vo. 6j,
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Historical Lectures on
the Life of Our Lord Jesus Christ.

By C. J. Eli.icott, D.D. Svo. I2.>.

Sermons Chiefly on the
Interpretation of Scripture. By the

late Rev. T. Aknoi.h, D.D. Svo. 7^. 6i/.

Sermons preached in the
Chapel of Rugby School ; with an
Address before Confumation. By
T. Arnold, D.D. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6<l

Christian Life, its Course,
its Hindrances, its Helps ; Sermons
preachedin the Chapel of Rugby School.

By T. Arnold, D.D. Svo. 7^. 6./.

Christian Life, its Hopes,
its Fears, and its Close ; Sermons
preached in the Chapel of Rugby School.

By T. Arnold, D.D. Svo. 7s. 6d.

Synonyms of the Old Tes-
tament, their Bearing on Christian

Faith and Practice. By the Rev. R. B.

Girdlestone. Svo. i5j-.

The Primitive and Ca-
thohc Faith in Relation to the
Church of England. By the Rev. B.

W. Savile, M.A. Svo. 7s.

The Eclipse of Faith ; or
a \'isit to a Religious Sceptic. By
Henry Rogers. Fcp. Svo. 5.*-.

Defence of the Eclipse of
Faith. V>y H. R(jgeks. Fcp. Svo. y. 61/.

Three Essays on Reli-
gion : Nature ; the Utility of Religion

;

Theism. By John Stu.vrt Mill.
Svo. io.y. 6d.

A Critical and Gram-
matical Commentary on St. Paul's

Epistles. By C. J. J-;llic(itt, D.D.
Svo. Galatians, Ss. 6d. I'lphesians,

Ss. 6d. Pastoral Epistles, ioj. bd.

Philippians, Colossians, & Philemon,

los. (yd. Thessalonians, 7^- 6'/.

The Life and Epistles of
St. Paul. By Rev. W.J. Conybeare,
M.A. and Very Rev. John Saul How-
son, D.D. Dean of Chester. Three
Editions, copiously illustrated.

Library Edition, with all the Original

Illustrations, Maps, Landscapes on
Steel, Woodcuts, (S:c. 2 vols. 4to. 42^.

Intermediate Edition, with a Selection

of Maps, Plates, and Woodcuts. 2 vols,

square crown Svo. Zis.

student's Edition, revised and con-

densed, with 46 Illustrations and Maps. ,

I vol. crown Svo. ^s.

The Jewish Messiah
;

Critical History of the Messianic Idea
among the Jews, from the Rise of the

Maccabees to the Closing of the Tal-
mud. By James Drummond, B.A.
Professor of Theology in Manchester
New College, London. Svo.

[/« the prtss^^

Evidence of the Truth of
the Christian Religion derived from
the Literal Fulfilment of Prophecy. By
A. Keith, D.D. 4Qth Edition, with
numerous Plates. Square Svo. I2i-. bd.

or post Svo. with 5 Plates, bs.

The Prophets and Pro-
phecy in Israel; an Historical and
Critical Inquiry. By Prof. A. Kuenen,
Translated from the Dutch by the Rev.
A. Milroy', M.A. with an Introduc-
tion by J. MuiR, D.C.L. Svo. Z\s,

Mythology among the
Hebrews and its Historical Develop-
ment. By Ignaz Goldziher, Ph.D.
Translated by RussELL Martineau,
M.A. Svo. i6i-.

Historical and Critica'
Commentary on the Old Testament
with a New Translation. By M. M.
Kalisch, Ph.D. Vol. I. Genesis,
Svo. l8.f. or adapted for the General
Reader, I2.f. Vol. II. Exodu.s, 15^-. or
adaptetl for the General Reader, I2J-.

Vol. III. Leviticus, Part I. 15c or

adapted for the (ieneral Reader, 8.f.

Vol. IV. Leviticus, Part II. i^r. or
adajited for the ( Icneral Reader, ^s.
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The History and Litera-
ture of the Israelites, according to

the Old Testament and the Apocrypha.
By C. De Rothschild & A. De
Rothschild. 2 vols, crown 8vo.

I2s. del. I vol. fcp. 8vo. 3J-. dd.

Ewald's History of Israel.
Translated from the German by J. E.

Carpenter, M.A. with Preface by R.
M.^RTINEAU, M.A. 5 vols. 8vo. 6ls.

Ewald's Antiquities of
Israel. Translated from the German
by H. .S. Solly, M.A. 8vo. \2s. bd.

Behind the Veil ; an Out-
line of Bible Metaphysics compared
with Ancient and Modern Thought.
By the Rev. T. Griffith, M.A. Pre-

bendary of St. Paul's. 8vo. los. 6d.

The Trident, the Cres-
cent & the Cross ; a \'iL\v of the

Religious History of India during the

Hindu, Buddhist, Mohammedan, and
Christian Periods. By the Rev. J.
Vaughan. 8vo. 9^. 6d.

The Types of Genesis,
briefly considered as rcvc-aling the
Development of Human Nature. By
Andrew Jukes. Crown Svo. 7^-. 6d.

The Second Death and
the Restitution of all Things ; with
some Preliminary Remarks on the

Nature and Inspiration of Holy Scrip-

ture. ByA.JUKKs. Crown Svo. 3J-. öt/.

History of the Reforma-
tion in Europe in the time cf Calvin.
By the Rev. J. H. Merle D'Au-
bign£, D.D. Translated by W. L.
R. C.\TES. 7 vols. 8vo. price £^. i is.

Vol. VIII. completing
Edition is nearly ready.

the English

Commentaries, by the Rev.
W. A. 0'Ct)N0R, B.A. Rector of St.

Simon and St. Jude, Manchester.

Epistle to the Romans, crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Epistle to the Hebrews, 4f. 6d.

St. John's Gospel, loj. 6d.

Supernatural Religion

;

an Inquiry into the Reality of Divine
Revelaton. 3 vols. 8vo. 3S-r.

The Four Gospels in
Greek, with Greek-English Lexicon.

By John T. White, D.D. Oxon.
Rector of St. Martin Ludgate. Square
32mo. price 5^-.

Passing Thoughts on
Religion. By Elizabeth M. Sewell.
Ecp. Svo. 3J'. 6d.

Thoughts for the Age.
by Elizabeth M. Sewell. New
Pldition. Fcp. 8vo. 3J-. 6d.

Some Questions of the
Day. By Elizabeth M. Sewell.
Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

Self-Examination before
Confirmation. By Elizabeth M.
Slwlli.. 2mo. is. 6d.

Preparation for the Holy
Communion ; the Devotions chiefly

from the works of Jeremy Taylor. By
Elizabeth M. Sewell. 32mo. 3J.

Bishop Jeremy Taylor's
Entire Works ; with Life by Bishop
Heber. Revised and corrected by the

Rev. C. P. Eden, id vols. ^^5. 5^.

Hymns of Praise and
Prayer. Corrected and edited by
Rev. John Martineau, LL.D.
Crown Svo. 4?. 6d. 32mo. is. 6d.

Spiritual Songs for the
Sundays and Holidays throughout
the Year. By J. S. B. Monsell,
LL.D. Fcp. 8vo. 5/. iSmo. 2s.

Lyra Germanica; Hymns
translated from the German by Miss C.
WlNKWORTH. Fcp. Svo. 5 J.

The Temporal Mission
of the Holy Ghost ; or, Reason and
Revelation. By Henrv Edward
Manning, D.D. Cardinal-Archbishop,
Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 8s. 6d.
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Hours of Thought on
Sacred Things ; a Volume of Ser-

mons. By James Marti NEAU, D.D,
LL. D. Crown Svo. Price 7^-. 6</.

Endeavours after the
Christian Life ; Discourses. By
James jNIartineau, D.D. LL.D.
Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. 7^. 6d.

The Pentateuch & Book
of Joshua Critically Examined.
By J. W. Cole.nso, D.D. Bishop of
Natal. Crown Svo. 6s.

Lectures on the Penta-
teuch and the Moabite Stone ; with

Appendices. By J. W. CoLENSO,
D.D. Bishop of Natal. Svo. 12s.

TRAVELS, VOYAGES, &c.

A Voyage Round the
World in the Yacht ' Sunbeam.'
By Mrs. Brassey. With a Map, Eight

Full-page Illustrations engraved on
Wood, and nearly a Hundred Wood-
cuts in the text. Svo. price 2\s.

A Year in Western
France. By M. Betham-Edwards.
Crown Svo. Frontispiece, los. 6d.

Journal of a Residence in
Vienna and Berlin during the event-

ful Winter 1805-6. By the late He.xry
Reeve, M. D. Crown Svo. Ss. dd.

One Thousand Miles up
the Nile ; a Journey through Egypt
and Nubia to the Second Cataract.

By Amelia B. Edwards. With Fac-

similes, Plans, Maps, and 80 Illustra-

tions engiaved on Wood from Draw-
ings by the Author. Imperial Svo. 42 j.

TheIndianAlps,andHow
we Crossed them ; Two Years'

Residence in the Eastern Himalayas,

and Two Months' Tour into the Interior.

By a Lady Pioneer. With Illustra-

tions from Drawings by the Author.

Imperial Svo. ä,2s.

Discoveries at Ephesus,
Including the Site and Remains of the

Great Temple of Diana. By J. T.

Wood, F.S. A. W^ith 27 Lithographic

Plates and 42 Wood Engravings. Me-
dium Svo. 63/.

Through Bosnia and the
Herzegovina on Foot during the

Insurrection, August and September

1875. By Arthur J. Evans, B.A.

F. S.A. Second Edition. Map &
Illustrations. Svo. \%s.

Italian Alps ; Sketches in
the Mountains of Ticino, Lombardy,
the Trentino, and Venetia. By Dou-
glas W. Freshfield. Square crown
Svo. Illustrations, 15J'.

Over the Sea and Far
Aw^ay ; a Narrative of a Ramble
round the World. By T. W. Hinch-
LiFF, M.A. F.R.G.S. President of

the Alpine Club. With 14 full-page

Illustrations. Medium Svo. 2\s.

The Frosty Caucasus ; an
Account of a Walk through Part of the

Range, and of an Ascent of Elbruz in

the Summer of 1874. By F. C. Grove.
Map and Illustrations. Crown Svo. 15^.

Tyrol and the Tyrolese;
an Account of the People and the

Land, in their Social, Sporting, and
Mountaineering Aspects. By W. A.
Baillie Grohman. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. with Illustrations, 6j.

Two Years in Fiji, a De-
scriptive Narrative of a Residence in the

Fijian Group of Islands. By Litton
Forbes, M. D. Crown 8vo. %s. 6d.

Memorials of the Dis-
covery and Early Settlement of the

Bermudas or Somers Islands, from

1615 to 1685. By Major-Gcncral Sir

J. H. Lefrov, R.A. C.B. K.C.M.G.
F.R.S. &c. (In 2 vols.) Vol. I. imp.

8vo. with 2 Maps, ßoj-.

Eight Years in Ceylon.
By Sir Sa.miki. W. Baker, M.A.
Crown 8vo. Woodcuts, 7^. 6d.

The Rifle and the Hound
in Ceylon. By SirSAMiKi. W. Bakkk,
M.A. Crown Svo. Woodcuts, 7j'. 6d.
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The Dolomite Moun-
tains. Excursions through Tyrol,

Carinthia, Carniola, and FriuU. By J.
Gilbert and G. C. Churchill,
F.R.G.S. Square crown 8vo. Illus-

trations, 21S.

The Alpine Club Map of
the Chain of Mont Blanc, from an
actual Survey in 1863- 1864. By A.
Adams-Reilly, F. R. G. S. In Chromo-
lithography, on extra stout drawing
paper \os. or mounted on canvas in a
folding case \2s. 6d.

The Alpine Club Map of
the Valpelline, the Val Tournanche,
and the Southern Valleys of the
Chain of Monte Rosa, from actual

Survey. By A. Adams-Reillv,
F.R.G.S. Price 6s. on extra stout

drawing paper, or "js. 6d. mounted in a
folding case.

Untrodden Peaks and
Unfrequented Valleys ; a Midsummer
Raml)le among the Dolomites. By
Amelia B. Edwards. With numerous
Illustrations. 8vo. 2is.

Guide to the Pyrenees,
for the use of Mountaineers. By
Charles Packe. Crown 8vo. 7j. ()d.

The Alpine Club Map of
Sv^itzerland, with parts of the Neigh-
bouring Countries, on the scale of Four
Miles to an Inch. Edited by R. C.
Nichols, F.R.G.S. In Four Sheets
in Portfolio, price ä^is. coloured, or 34J.

uncoloured.

The Alpine Guide. By
John Ball, M.R.I.A. late President
of the Alpine Club. Post 8vo. \Tith

Maps and other Illustrations.

The Eastern Alps, \os. 6d.

Central Alps, including all

tlie Oberland District, ']s. 6d.

Western Alps, including
Mont Blanc, Monte Rosa, Zermatt, &c.

Price 6s. 6d.

Introduction on Alpine
Travelling in general, and on the

Geology of the Alps. Price is. Either

of the Three Volumes or Parts of the
' Alpine Guide ' may be had with this

Introduction prefixed, is. extra. The
' Alpine Guide ' may also be had in

Ten separate Parts, or districts, price

2s. 6d. each.

How to see Norway. By
J. R. Campbell. Fcp. 8vo. Map &
Woodcuts, 5j.

\VORKS of FICTION.

The Atelier du Lys ; or an
Art-Student in the Reign of Terror.

By the author of ' Mademoiselle Mori.'

Third Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

Novels and Tales. By the
Right Hon. the Earl of Beacons-

field. Cabinet Editions, complete in

Ten Volumes, crown 8vo. 6s. each.

Lothair, 6^^.

Coningsby, 6s.

Sybil, 6s.

Tancred, 6s.

Venetia, 6s.

Alroy, Ixion, &c. 6s.

Young Duke &c. 6s.

Vivian Grey, 6s.

Henrietta Temple, 6s,

Contarini Fleming, &c. 6s,

Whispers from Fairy-
land. By the Right Hon. E. H.
Knatchbull-Hugessen, M.P. With
9 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 3j-. 6d.

Higgledy-piggledy; or,

Stories for Everybody and Every-
body's Children. By the Right Hon.
E. H. Knatchbull-Hugessen, M.P.
With 9 Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 3j. 6d.

Becker's Gallus ; or Roman
Scenes of the Time of Augustus.

8vo. "js. 6d.

Post

Becker's Charicles: Illus-

trative of Private Life of the Ancient

Greeks. Post 8vo. ']s. 6d.
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The Modern Novelist's
Library.

Atherstone Priory, 2^. boards; 2^. 6(/. cloth.

Bramley-.Moork's Six Sisters of the
Valleys, 2s. boards ; 2s. dd. cloth.

Burgomaster's Family, 2s. and 2s. 6(/.

Coningsby. By the Rt. Hon. the Earl
of Beaconsfiell). 2s. boards; 2s. 6J.

cloth.

Elsa, a Tale of the Tyrolean Alps.

Price 2s. boards ; 2s. 6d. cloth.

Lothair. By the Rt. Hon. the Earl of

Beaconsfield. 2s. boards ; 2s. 6d.

cloth.

Mile. Mori, 2s. boards ; 2s. 6d. cloth.

Melville's Digby Grand, 2s. and 2s. 6d.

— General Bounce, 2s. & 2s. 6d.

Gladiators, 2.*-. and 2s. 6d.

Goodfor Nothing, 2s. &2s. 6d.

Holmby House, 2s. & 2s. 6d.

Interpreter, 2s. and 2s. 6d.

Kate Coventry, 2s. and2j-. 6d.

Queen's Maries, 2s. & 2s. 6d.

Sybil. By the Rt. Hon. the Earl of

Beaconsfield. 2s. boards ; 2s. 6d.

cloth.

Tancred. By the Rt. Hon. the Earl of

Beaconsfield. 2s. boards ; 2s. 6d.

cloth.

Trollope's Warden, 2s. and 2s. 6d.

Barchester To^vers, 2s. & 2s. 6d.

Unawares, a Story of an old French
Town. Price 2s. boards ; 2s. 6d. cloth.

Stories and Tales. By
Elizabeth M. Sewell. Cabinet
Edition, in Ten Volumes, each contain-

intj a complete Tale or Story :—
Amy Herbert, 2s. 6d.

Gertrude, 2s. 6d.

The Earl's Daughter, 2s. 6d.

Experience of Life, 2s. 6a.

Cleve Hall, 2s. 6d.

Ivors, 2s. 6d.

Katharine Ashton, 2s. 6d.

Margaret Percival, 3^-. 6d.

Laneton Parsonage, 3.r. 6d.

Ursula, y. 6d.

Tales of Ancient Greece.
By the Rev. G. W. Cox, M.A. late

Scholar of Trinity College, Oxford.

Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Parry's Origines Roma-
nae ; Tales of Early Rome from Livy,

Latin Text with English Notes. Revised
Edition. Crown Svo. 4^.

Parry's Reges et Heroes

;

a Collection of Tales from Herodotus,

Greek Text with English Notes. Re-
vised Edition. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

POETRY and THE DRAMA.
Milton's Lycidas. Edited,

with Notes and Introduction, by C. S.

Jerram, M.A. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Lays of Ancient Rome;
with Ivry and the Armada. By Lord
Macau LAY. i6mo. 3^-. 6d.

Horatii Opera. Library
Edition, with English Notes, Marginal
References «S: various Readings. Edited
by the Rev. J. E. Yonge, M.A. Svo.

price 2IJ-.

Southey's Poetical
Works, with the Author's last Cor-

rections and Additions. Medium Svo.

with Portrait, 14J.

Beowulf, a Heroic Poem
of the Eighth Century (Anglo-Saxon
Text and English Translation), with
Introduction, Notes, and Appendix,
By Thomas Arnold, M.A. Svo. 12s.

Poems by Jean Ingelow.
2 vols. fcp. Svo. IOJ-.

First Series, containing 'Divided,' 'The
Star's Monument,' &c. Fcp. Svo. 5j-.

Second Series, ' A Story of Doom,*
' Gladys and her Island,' Sec. ^s.

Poems by Jean Ingelow.
First Series, with nearly 100 Woodcut
Illustrations. Fcp. 410. 2ls.
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Festus, a Poem. By
PiiiLir James Baii.ey. The Tenth
Edition, enlarged and revised. Crown
8vo. price 12^. dd.

The Iliad of Homer, Ho-
mometrically translated by C. B.
Cayley, Translator of Dante's Comedy,
&c. 8vo. \2s. 6(/.

The ^neid of Virgil.
Translated into English Verse. By J.
CoNiNGTON, M.A. Crown 8vo. gj.

Bowdler's Family Shak-
speare. Cheaper Genuine Edition,

complete in i vol. medium 8vo. large

type, with 36 Woodcut Illustrations,

14^. or in 6 vols. fcp. 8vo. 2Ij.

RURAL SPORTS, HORSE and CATTLE
MANAGEMENT, &c.

Annals of the Road ; or,

Notes on Mail and Stage-Coaching in

Great Britain. By Captain Malet,
1 8th Hussars. To which are added

Essays on the Road, by Nimrod.
With 3 Woodcuts and 10 Coloured

Illustrations. Medium 8vo. i\s.

Down the Road ;
or, Re-

miniscences of a Gentleman Coachman.

By C. T. S. Birch Revnakdson.
Second Edition, with 12 Coloured

Illustrations. Medium 8vo. ixs.

Blaine's Encyclopaedia of
Rural Sports ; Complete Accounts,

Historical, Practical, and Descriptive,

of Hunting, Shooting, Fishing, Racing,

&c. With above 600 Woodcuts (20

from Designs by J.
Leech). 8vo. z\s.

A Book on Angling ; or,

Treatise on the Art of Fishing in every

branch ; including full Illustrated Lists

ofSalmon Flies. By Francis Francis.

Post 8vo. Portrait and Plates, 15^-.

Wilcocks's Sea-Fisher-
man : comprising the Chief Methods

of Hook and Line Fishing, a glance at

Nets, and remarks on Boats and Boat-

ing. Post 8vo. Woodcuts, 12^. dd.

The Fly-Fisher's Ento-
mology. By Alfred Ro.nalds.

With 20 Coloured Plates. 8vo. 14-f.

Horses and Riding. By
George Nevile, M. A. Withnumerous
I llustrations engraved on Wood. Crown
8vo. \y'*^i ready.

On Horse-breaking, .shew-
ing the defects of the system of horse-

breaking at present in use, and how to

remedy the same : teaching the break-

ing of horses to saddle and harness,

with instnictions how to teach horses

their different paces ; describing also

the different classes of horses required

for the different kinds of . work, &c.

Founded on experience obtained in

England, Australia, and America. By
Robert Moreton, M.R.C.V.S. Cr.

8vo. price 5^.

Horses and Stables. By
Colonel F. Fitzwygram, XV. the

King's Hussars. With 24 Plates of

Illustrations. 8vo. los. 6d.

Youatt on the Horse.
Revised and enlarged by W. Watson,
M.R.C.V.S. 8vo. Woodcuts, 12s. 6d.

Youatt's Work on the
Dog. Revised and enlarged. 8vo.

Woodcuts, 6s.

The Dog in Health and
Disease. By Stonehe.n'GE. With

73 Wood Engravings. Square crown
8vo. "s. 6d.
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The Greyhound. By
Stonehenge. Revised Edition, with

25 Portraits of Greyhounds, &c.

Square crown Svo. i5j-.

Stables and Stable Fit-
tings, liy W. Miles. Imp. Svo.

with 13 Plates, 15^.

The Horse's Foot, and
How to keep it Sound. P>y \V.

Miles. Imp. 8vo. Woodcuts, 12s. bd.

A Plain Treatise on
Horse-shoeing. By W. Miles. Post
Svo. Woodcuts, 2J-. 6(/.

Remarks on Horses'
Teeth, addressed to Purchasers. By
W. Miles. Post Svo. \s. 6d.

The Ox, his Diseases and
their Treatment ; with an Essay on
Parturition in the Cow. By J. R.
DoBsox, M.R.C.V.S. Crown Svo.
Illustrations, 7^. 6J.

WORKS of UTILITY and GENERAL.
INFORMATION.

Maunder's Treasury of
Knowledge and Library of Refer-
ence ; comprising an English Diction-

ary and Grammar, Universal Gazetteer,

Classical Dictionary, Chronology', Law
Dictionary', Synopsis of the Peerage,

Useful Tables, &c. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Maunder's Biographical
Treasury. Latest Edition, recon-

structed and partly re-written, with

above 1,600 additional Memoirs, by
W. L. R. C.'VTES. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Maunder's Scientific and
Literary Treasury ; a Popular En-
cyclopaedia of Science, Literature, and
Art. Latest Edition, in part re-

written, with above 1,000 new articles,

by J. Y. Johnson. Fcp. Svo. 6j-.

Maunder's Treasury of
Geography, Physical, Historical,

Descriptive, and Political. Edited by
W. Hughes, F. R. G. S. Whh 7 Maps
and 16 Plates. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Maunder's Historical
Treasury ; General Introductory Out-

lines of Universal History, and a Series

of Separate Histories. Revised by the

Rev. G. W. Cox, M.A. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Maunder's Treasury of
Natural History ; or. Popular Dic-

tionary of Zoology. Revised and
corrected Edition. Fcp. Svo. with

900 Woodcuts, 6s.

The Treasury of Botany,
or Popular Dictionary of the Vegetable
Kingdom ; with which is incorporated
a Glossary of Botanical Terms. Edited
by J. Lindley, F.R.S. and T. Moore,
F.L.S. With 274 Woodcuts and 20
Steel Plates. Two Parts, fcp. Svo. 12s.

The Treasury of Bible
Knowledge ; being a Dictionary of
the Books, Persons, Places, Events,
and other Matters of which mention is

made in Holy Scripture. By the Rev.

J. Ayre, M.A. With Maps, Plates,
and many Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

A Practical Treatise on
Brewing ; with Formula; for Public
Brewers it Instructions for Private Fam-
ilies. By W. Black. Svo. loj-. 6d.

The Theory of the Mo-
dem Scientific Game of Whist.
By W. Pole, F.R.S. Eighth Edition.
Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

The Correct Card ; or,
How to Play at Whist ; a Whist
Catechism. By Captain A. Camphell-
AValker, F.R.G.S. New Edition,
Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

The Cabinet Lawyer; a
Popular Digest of the Laws of England,
Civil, Criminal, and Constitutional.

Twenty-Fourth Edition, corrected and
extended. Fcp. Svo. 9^.

D
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Chess Openings. ByF.W.
Longman, Balliol College, Oxford.
Second Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

English Chess Problems.
Edited by J. Pierce, M.A. and W.
T. Pierce. With 608 Diagrams.
Crown 8vo. I2s. 6d.

Pewtner's Compre-
hensive specifier; a Guide to the

Practical Specification of every kind of

Building-Artificer's Work. Edited by
W. Young. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Hints to Mothers on the
Management of their Health during

the Period of Pregnancy and in the

Lying-in Room. By Thomas Bull,
M.D. Fcp. 8vo, IS. 6d.

The Maternal Manage-
ment of Children in Health and
Disease. By Thomas Bull, M.D.
Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The Elements of Bank-
ing. By H. D. Macleod, M.A.
Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 7j. 6d.

The Theory and Practice
of Banking. By H. D. Macleod,
M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. 26s.

Modern Cookery for Pri-
vate Families, reduced to a System
of Easy Practice in a Series of carefully-

tested Receipts. By Eliza Acton.
With 8 Plates and 1 50 Woodcuts. Fcp,
8vo. 6s.

OurNew Judicial System
and Civil Procedure as Reconstructed
under the Judicature Acts, including

the Act of 1876; with Comments on
their Effect and Operation. By W.
F. F1NLAS0N, Barrister-at-Law. Crown
8vo. los. 6d.

Willich's Popular Tables
forascertaining, according to the Carlisle

Table of Mortality, the value of Life-

hold, Leasehold, and Church Property,

Renewal Fines, Reversions, &c. Also
Interest, Legacy, Succession Duty, and
various other useful tables. Eighth
Edition. Post 8vo. los.

HISTORICAL KNO^WLEDGE for the YOUNG.
Epochs of English His-

tory. Edited by the Rev. Mandell
Creighton, M.A. late Fellow and
Tutor of Merton College, Oxford.

8 vols. fcp. 8vo.

Early England, up to the
Norman Conquest. By Frederick
York Powell, M.A. With4MaiDs,
price is.

England a Continental
Power, from the Conquest to

Magna Charta, 1066 - 1216. By
Louise Creighton. With Map, gd.

The Rise of the People,
and Growth of Parliament, from the
Great Charter to the Accession of

Henry VIL, 1215-1485. By James
Rowley, M.A. With 4 Maps, price <)d.

The Tudors and the Re-
formation, 1485-1603. By the Rev.

Mandell Creighton, M.A. With

3 Maps, price gd.

The Struggle Against
Absolute Monarchy, from 1603-
1688. By Bertha Meriton Cor-
de ry. With Two Maps, price gd.

The Settlement of the
Constitution, from 1688 to 1778. By
James Rowley, M.A. With Four
Maps, price ()d.

England during the
American and European Wars, from

1778 - 1820. By O. W. Tancock,
M.A. [In the press.

Modern England, from
1820-1875. By Oscar Browning,
M. A. \In preparation.
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MODERN HISTORICAL EPOCHS.

Li course of inihlicat'wn, each volume infcp. 8vo. covi'plete in itself,

EPOCHS OF MODEM HISTORY:
A SERIES OF BOOKS NAEEATIXG THE

HISTORY of ENGLAISTD and EUBOPE
At SUCCESSIVE EPOCHS SUBSEQUENT to the CHEISTIAN ERA.

EDITED BT

E. E. MORRIS, M.A. Lincoln Coll. Oxford;

J. S. PHILLPOTTS, B.C.L. New Coll. Oxford; and

C. COLBECK, M.A. Fellow of Trin. Coll. Cambridge.

'This striking collection of little volumes
is a valuable contribution to the litera-

ture of the day, whether for youthful or

more mature readers. As an abridgment
of several important phases of modern
history it has great merit, and some of its

parts display powers and qualities of a high

order. Such writers, indeed, as Professor

Stubbs, Messrs. "Waebcrton, Gaiedxer,

Creightox, and others, could not fail to

give us excellent work. . . . The style

of the series is, as a general rule, correct

and pure ; in the case of Mr. Stcbbs it

more than once rises into genuine, simple,

and manly eloquence ; and the composi-

tion of some of the volumes displays no
ordinary historical skill. . . . The Series is

and deserves to be popular.' The Times.

The BEGINNING of the MIDDLE AGES ; Charles the Great and Alfred

;

the History of Eneland m connexion with that of Europe in the Xinth Century. By the Yery
Eev. K. W. Church, JI.A. &.c. Dean of St. Paul's. With 3 Coloured Maps. Price Is. 6rf.

The CRUSADES. By the Rev. G. W. Cox, M.A. late Scholar of Trinity
College, Oxford ; Author of the ' Aryan Mythology ' &c. With a Coloured Map. Price 2*. erf.

The AGE of ELIZABETH. By
Fellow and Tutor of Merton College, Oxford

' Isotwithstanding the severe compression re- :

quired, Mr. Creighton has succeeded in present-
j

ing a far from unreadable book, which will be of

great assistance to the student. Although pro-
minence is given to the history of England, the
contemporaneous history of Europe has not been
neglected, and the Author has shewn, wherever

j

it was possible, the connexion of events passing

in different countries. An impartial view is I

taken of the causes which led to the rise and
progress of the Reformation in Europe, due ]

the Rev. M. Creighton, M.A. late
. With 5 Maps and 4 Genealogical Tables. 2i-. 6rf.

weight being given to the political and social, as
well as to the religious element, shewing how by
the course of events that great inevitable change
was led to adopt the character which it even-
tually assumed After all that has been \\Titten

atont the reign of Elizabeth, Mr. Ckeiühton
may be congratulated in having produced an
epitome which is valuable, not only to the stu-

dent, but to all who are in any degree interested
in the history of that period.'

Academy.

The HOUSES of LANCASTER and
LOSS of FRANCE. By jA>rEs GAniDXKU. of

Letters ' &c. With 5 Coloured Maps. Price
' This series of Epochs of History is one of the

most useful contributions to school literature

within our knowledge. The division of our na-

tional history into portions is an assistance to

its acquisition as a whole ; and each portion
forms a definite amount of work adapted to a
definite portion of the school year. The cliief

merit of these little volumes, however, is to be
found in their authorship. It is—to borrow
their title—an epoch in the liistory of sch<x)l

histories, when, as in this series, we find amongst
their Authors a few eminent historians. 'J'he

writer of the volume on the TTars of the Hoses is

distinguished by his researches into the close of

the period of which it treats, and by his publica-
tion of Papers illustrative of the reigns of Richard
III. and Henry VII. The treatment which the
whole of this period receives in this short volume

YORK; with the CONQUEST and
the Pubhc Record Office ; Editor of ' The Paston
2s. (id.

is very admirable. What is chiefly required in

compiling such a book is the art of leaving out.
Selections must be made of the persons to be de-
scribed and of the events to t>e narrated, and
this involves a large knowle<lge besides a dis-

criminating judgment. Mr. Gaikdneh says the
ape of the Wars of the Roses is towards its close

one of the most obscure in English history. But
it is one that a schoolboy thinks he knows best.

The invasion of France by Henry V. and the
struggles of two Kings with Warwick, havesuch
a dramatic interest, and stand out so promi-
nently, that the social condition of the people is

lost sight of. This Kpoch is published op|x)r-

tunely, ;is the subject is, in part at least, pre-

scribed for the next middle-class examination.
It will be found well adapted to class work, and
useful for its preparation. Nunconfokmist.

London, LONGMANS & CO. [Contintied.
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The THIRTY YEARS' WAR, 1618-1648. By Samuel Rawson
Gardiner, late Student of Ch. Ch. ; Author of ' History of England from the Accession of
James I. to the Disgrace of Chief Justice Coke ' &c. With a Coloured Map. Price is. 6d.

The FIRST TWO STUARTS and the PURITAN REVOLUTION,
1603-1660. By Samuel Rawson Gardiner, Author of 'The Thirty Years' War, 1618-1648.'
With 4 Coloured Maps. Price 2.«. 6J.

The FALL of the STUARTS; and WESTERN EUROPE from 1678
to 1C97. By the Rev. Edward Hale, M.A. Assistant- Master at Eton. With Eleven Maps and
Plans. Price Is. 6i.

The NORMANS in EUROPE. By Rev. A. H. Johnson, M.A. late
Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford ; Historical Lecturer to Trinity, St. John's, Pembroke, and
Wadham Colleges. With 3 Maps. Price 2s. Cd.

The WAR of AISIERICAN INDEPENDENCE, 1775-1783. By John
Malcolm Ludlow, Barrister-at-Law. With 4 Coloured Maps. Price 2.«. 6rf.

The AGE of ANNE. By E. E. Morris, M.A. Lincoln College, Oxford

;

Head Master of the Melbourne Grammar School, Australia ; Original Editor o£ the Series.
With 7 Maps and Plans. Price 2s. 6d.

' Mr. Moiuiis shines in biography. His minia-
ture portraits of Qieex Anne, the Duke of Marl-
BnROVGii,and Lord rETERHonorcii are especially
good ; not professing anything original, but pre-
senting the popular conception of their resixjctive

characters in a few well-chosen words calculated
to make a iiermanent impression.

Pall Mall Gazette.
' The period selected is a good one for the pur-

pose, and it has fallen into able hands. The
Author disclaims originality of research, but he
has chosen his authorities with great judgment,
and the result of his labours is very satisfactory.

The causes which led to the great War of the
Spanish Succession are verj- clearly explained, and
the campaigns of Marlhorough are admirably
related. The literature of this reign is very im-
ix)rtant, and one of the best chapters is that
devoted to this interesting subject. The social

life of the nation is not forgotten, and the whole
reign is illustrated by seven excellent maps.'

Schoolma.^ter.
' The plan of the series of E|iochs of Modern

History has txsen in no former volume more
faithfully carried out than in the Age of
Anne. In not one of the new set have the ad-
vantages of this mode of presenting history for

study been more happily demonstrated. This is

a good opportunity for explaining, by means of

the example tefore us, for the benefit of those
who are not familiar with the Ej'ocfis, how these
miniature histories are constructed.. ..A little

time spent over this volume is sufficient to satisfy

any teacher of history that the way in which to

convey an adequate picture of the reign of Anne
is to combine it with the story of Eiu-ope during
the time that the Queen occujjied the throne.

School Board Chronicle.

The ERA of the PROTESTANT REVOLUTION. By F. Seebohm
Author of 'The Oxford Reformers—Colet, Erasmus, More.' With 4 Coloured Maps and 12

Diagrams on Wood. Price 2s. 6d.

The EARLY PLANTAGENETS. By the Rev. W. Stubbs, M.A.
Regius Professor of Modern Historv in the University of Oxford. With 2 colonred Maps.
Price -23. Gd.

EDWARD the THIRD. By the Rev. W. Warburton, M.A. late

Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford ; Her Majesty's Senior Inspector of Schools. With 3

Coloured Maps and 3 Genealogical Tables. Price 2s. 6d.

Volumes in preparation, in continuation of the Series :—
FREDERICK the GREAT and the SEVEN YEARS' WAR. By F. W.

Longman, of Balliol College, Oxford.

The EARLY HANOVERIANS. By the Rev. T. J. Lawrence, B.A.
late Fellow and Tutor of Downing College, Cambridge.

The FRENCH REVOLUTION to the BATTLE of WATERLOO, 1789-
1815. By Bertha M. Cordkry, Author of ' The Struggle Against Absolute Monarchy.'

The EMPIRE under the HOUSE of HOHENSTAUFEN. By the Rev.
W. Stubbs, M.A. Regius Professor of Modern History in the University of Oxford.

London, LONGMANS & CO.

Sjol.'isicoode it Co., Printers, Sew-street Square, London.
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